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INTRODUCTION

This report will survey significant abortion-related judicial deci-

sions and legislative considerations which have occurred since the U. S. Supreme

Court's momentous abortion decisions of Roe v. Wade, 410 U. S. 113 (1973) and

Doe v. Bolton, 410 U. S. 179 (1973). Decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court

as well as other federal and state courts will be included in the survey. Also,

federal and state legislative action will be reviewed. Congressional action through

all of 1973 and part of 1974 will be included. State statutes enacted since Wade

and Bolton and recently reported will also be included. The contents of this

report are summarized below.

Summary - U. S. Supreme Court Action

Following Wade and Bolton, and to date, the Supreme Court has not

issued a written abortion opinion of any appreciable length. To the contrary,

the Court chose to summarily vacate and remand, or otherwise dispose of,

several remaining abortion appeals, commanding the lower courts to reconsider

their opinions in light of Wade and Bolton.

Summary - Congressional Action

Congress responded to the abortion decisions in Wade and Bolton in
several ways. It enacted legislation directly affecting abortion, attempting to

limit the impact of Wade and Bolton. It considered, but has yet to pass, other

legislation. And it has entertained, but not yet considered, numerous other bills

and proposed constitutional amendments.

*'.*~~J<***
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Congress has passed the Health Programs Extension Act of 1973

(S. 1136; P. L. 93-45; signed by the President June 18, 1973) which, inPr alia,L

generally insulates an individual and institutional recipient of certain federal

funds from being compelled, contrary to religious or moral beliefs, to perform

abortions and sterilizations. Congress also included an abortion-related proviso

in the 1973 Foreign Assistance Act (S. 1443; P. L. 93-189; *signed by the

President on December 17, 1973). The proviso prohibits funds authorized by

the Act from being used to pay for an abortion or to motivate or coerce any

person to practice abortion. Finally, the National Science Foundation Authori-

zatiozn Act (H1. R. 8510; P. L. 93-96; signed by the President on August 16, 1973)

contams a proviso that prohibits funds authorized by the Act or previous acts

from being used to conduct or support research in this country or abroad on a

living human fetus outside the mother's womb.

Congress has also considered, but not yet passed, other abortion-

related measures. The Senate on i mexnber 30, 1973, passed H. R. 3153, the

Social Security Amendments of 1973, with provisos that (1) prohibit federal

Medicaid funds from being used to pay for abortions and (2) insure that indi-

vidual and institutional recipients of Social Security moneys may not be com-

pelled, contrary to religious or moral beliefs, to perform abortions or steril-

izations. H. R. 3153 now awaits conference action.

The House of Representatives, on May 31, 1973 passed H. R. 7724, a

bill to fund medical research and training, with a proviso prohibiting research

in the U. S. and abroad on a human fetus which is outside the uterus of its mother

and which has a beating heart. The Senate passed H. R. 7724 on September 11,

1973modifying the proviso so as to temporarily ban the use of federal funds

or facilities for studies involving any fetus removed from the mother's bocy

in the course of a therapeutic abortion. H. R. 7724 now awaits conference action.
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Also awaiting conference action is H. R. 7824, the Legal Services

Corporation Act, passed by the House on June 21, 1973 and the Senate on

4 January 30, 1974. Both bodies attached similar but not identical amendments to

the bill so as to restrict the participation of legal services attorneys in abortion

litigation. The House proviso provides that no funds made available by the

Corporation under the Act may be used to

provide legal assistance with respect to any proceeding or
litigation which seeks to procure a non-therapeutic abortion
or to compel any individual or institution to perform an
abortion, or assist in the performance of an abortion, or
provide facilities for the performance of an abortion, con-
trary to the religious beliefs or moral convictions of such
individual or institution.

The Senate provision prohibits legal services attorneys from

providing

legal assistance with respect to any proceeding or
litigation which seeks to procure an abortion unless the
same be necessary to save the life of the mother, or
to compel any individual or institution to perform an
abortion, or assist in the performance of an abortion,
or provide facilities for the performance of an abortion,
contrary to the religious beliefs or moral convictions

4 of such individuals or institutions.

The reader should consult pp. 13-48 of this report for a summary

and digest of abortion-related bills and resolutions introduced in the Ninety-

third Congress upon which no action has been taken.

In addition to the above, Rep. Hogan has filed a motion to dis-

charge subcommittee No. 4 of the House Judiciary Committee from consideration

of H. J. Res. 261. H. J. Res. 261 is a proposed Constitutional amendment inten-

ded to nullify the Supreme Court abortion decision. This discharge petition, I
to date lacks the necessary signatures of a majority of the House members.

The effect of the petition, should it receive the required number of signatures,

would be to force immediate consideration of H. J. Res. 261 by the House of

Representatives.

1w.i
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Summary - Federal and State Judicial Action

Federal and state judicial decisions since Wade and Bolton have begun

fleshing out the bare bones principles enunciated in those two opinions. Many

of the decisions suggest that the following restrictions, in addition to those

enunciated in Wade and Bolton, apply to the state regulation of abortion:

1. Several decisions to date indicate that a state may not require

that a pregnant woman obtain the consent of either her husband, the father of

the fetus or her parents, as a precondition to her receiving an abortion. Coe.

v. Gerstein, Civ. No. 72-1842 (S. D. Fla. Aug. 14, 1973); Jones v. Smith, 278

So. 2d 339 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1973); Doe v. Bellin Memorial Hospital, 479

F. 2d 756, 759 (7th Cir. 1973); Doe v. Rampton, 366 F. Supp. 189, 193 (D.

ta 1973); Matter of P.J. (Superior Ct. for the District of Columbia, Fam.

I)iv. Feb. 6, 1973). The Gerstein and Smith decisions have been appealed to

the U. S. Supreme Court. See, respectively, 42 U. S. L. W. 3441 (U. S. Feb. 5,

1974) (No. 73-1157) and 42 U. S. L.W. 3434 (U. S. Jan. 29, 1974)(No. 73-1133).

2. While many state Medicaid agencies do, in fact, limit payments

for abortions, see 2 Family Planning Population Reporter 82 (Aug. 1973), re-
cent-decisions indicate that a state may not constitutionally limit or prohibit

Medicaid .payments for abortions. Klein v. Nassau County Medical Center,

347 F. Supp. 496 (E. D.N.Y. 1972), aff'd in part 412.U.S. 924 and vacated and

remanded in part for further consideration in light of Roe v. Wade and Doe
v. Bolton, 412 U. S. 925-926. Doe v. Rampton, 336 F. Supp. 189 (D. Utah

1973); Poe v. Norton, Civ. No. 15, 712 (D. Conn. April 4, 1973.) See gen-

erally note, Abortion onDemand in a Post-Wade Context: Must the State Pay

the Bills? 41 Fordham L. Rev. 921 (1973).

3. With the elevation of the abortion decision to the level of a
constitutional right in Roe v. Wade and in light of Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405
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U. S. 438 (1972) striking down a Massachusetts statute relating to the distri-

bution of contraceptive devices, state and federal statutes restricting or pro-

hibiting the dissemination of information regarding birth control devices or abor-

tion have, recently, been found to be unconstitutional. Associated Students v.

Attorney General No. 72-1327 (C.. D. Cal. Nov. 28, 1973); Atlanta Cooperative

News Project v. United States Postal Service, 350 F. Supp. 234 (N. D. Ga. 1972);

Mitchell Family Planning Inc. v. City of Royal Oak, 335 F. Supp. 738 (E.D.

Mich. 1972); Comprehensive Family Planning and Therapeutic Abortion Asso-

ciation v. Mitchell, No. Civ. 71-725 (W. D. Okla. Mar. 12, 1973); Doe v.

Rampton, 366 F. Supp. 189 (D. Utah 1973); State v. New Times, 20 Ariz App.

183, 511 P. 2d 196 (1973); People v. Orser, 107 Cal. Rptr. .458 (Cal. Ct. App.

1973); Women of Rhode Island v. Israel, Civ. No. 4605 (D. R. I. Feb. 7, 1973).

However, the Virginia Supreme Court recently upheld the conviction of one

Bigelow for encouraging or prompting the procuring of abortion by an advertise-

ment in a weekly newspaper. Bigelow v. Commonwealth, 200 S.E. 2d 680 (Va.

Sup. Ct. 1973).

. It appears that a state may not invest a public hospital with

authority to refuse to perform abortions or sterilizations, Hathaway v.

Worcester City Hospital, 475 F. 2d 701 (1st Cir. 1973); N berg v. City of

Virginia, 361 F. Supp. 932 (D. Minn.. 1973) but that private hospitals may

be excepted from providing such services. Doe v. Bellin Memorial Hospital,

479 F. 2d 756 (7th Cir. 1973); Allen v. Sisters of St. Joseph, 361 F. Supp.

1212 (N. D. Tex. 1973). Compare 42 U.S. C.A. 300a-7 (Supp. Oct. 1973) and

two judicial decisions in support thereof reprinted in 184 Cong. Rec. S21465-

S21467 (daily ed. Nov. 29, 1973). While no decisions have decided the precise

question, it has been suggested that individuals would not be compelled to par-

ticipate in abortions. Nyberg v. City of Virginia, 361 F. Supp. 932, 939

(D. Minn. 1973); Action Kit For Hospital Law, Abortion: The Supreme Court's
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Attempt at a Solution, at 16-17 (Feb. 1973); Gutman, Can Hospitals Constitutionally

Ret'us to Permit Abortions and Sterilizations? 2 Family Planning Population

Reporter 146 (Dec. 1973).

5. While States no doubt may draft legislation to prohibit abortions

by non-physicians, Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 165 (1973), several state re-

strictive abortion statutes in existence at the time of the Wade decision, were

subsequently declared invalid, resulting in the release of non-physicians who

had been convicted of performing abortions. Commonwealth v. Page, 303 A.

:. 21 5 (a. Sup. Ct. 1973); People v.Frey, 294 N. E. 257 (Ill. Sup. Ct. 1973);

St ate v. Hultgren, 204 N.W. 2d 197 (Minn. Sup. Ct. 1973). However, some

state courts interpreted their statutes so as to prohibit abortions by non-phy-

sicians. May v. Arkansas, 492 S.W. 2d 888 (Ark. Sup. Ct. 1973) cert. den 42

U .S. L. W. :3290 (U. S. Nov. 13, 1973)(No. 73-355).

6. A State may not statutorily declare that human life begins at

the moment of conception and that such life is a person within the Fourteenth

Amendment, in an effort to evadie the proscriptions of Roe v. Wade. Doe v.

Israel, 358 F. Supp. 1193 (D. R. I. 1973); Doe v. Israel, 482 F. 2d 156

(1st Cir. 1973).

7. It has been held that a State may not require that an abortion

recipient's name be made a matter of public record. Doe v. Rampton, 366

F. Supp. 189 (D. Utah 1973); Schulman v. N.Y. C. Health and Hospital's Corp.,

346 N. Y. S. 2d 920(N. Y. Sup. Ct. 1973).

Summary - State Legislation

Since Wade and Bolton, approximately 23 states have enacted abortion

legislation in response to those decisions. This, of course, means that 27

jurisdictions and the District of Columbia retain abortion statutes which pre-date

Wade and Bolton. These older statutes are probably unenforceable to the extent
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that they prohibit physician-performed. abortions in approximately the first six

months of pregnancy and also prohibit physician-performed abortions, where

necessary to preserve the life or health of the mother, in approximately the

last three months of pregnancy. The guiding principles for abortions performed

in jurisdictions withpre-Wade and Bolton statutes would appear to be those enun-

Cliateci in the decisions and set out in this report at pp. 9-12.

Of those states which have enacted abortionlegislation since Wade and

Bolton, Louisiana, North Dakota, Rhode Island, and Utah have prohibited abor-

tions at any stage of pregnancy unless required by varying conditions of the

woman's life and health. These statutes appear to be the most restrictive in

relation to those recent statutes adopted in other jurisdictions. Indeed, the

Rhode Island and Utah statutes have been declared unconstitutional. See, respec-

tively, Doe v. Israel 358 F. Supp. 1193 (D.R.I. 1973) and Doe v. Rampton,

366 F. Supp. 189 (D. Utah 1973).

In enacting abortion legislation, the states appear to have the fol-

lowing purposes in mind: (1) allowing private, as well as public, hospitals to

refuse to perform abortions; (2) allowing medical personnel to refuse to par-

ticipate in abortions, without suffering adverse discrimination therefrom, 'in

employment; (3) providing measured immunity to hospitals and personnel from

civil or criminal liability for refusing to perform abortions; (4) enacting into

statutory law the general principles enunciated in the Wade decision which

control the degree~to which states may regulate abortion; (5) authorizing a

multiple physician approval 'system (MPAS) for abortions in the latter months

of pregnancy; (6) requiring physicians to counsel women seeking abortions on

the effects thereof and possible alternatives; (7) controlling the locus of the

abortion act; (8) requiring a waiting period before an abortion can be performed;

(9) requiring the consent of the spouse or parents of the woman seeking the

abortion; (10) requiring the reporting of abortions to a central state agency;
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(11) protecting the fetal product of abortions by requiring the application of

life saving techniques to fetuses which are the product of abortions, by prohib-

iting research on fetuses and by requiring, in certain instances, fetal birth and

death certificates.

The above topical areas form the basis of a post Wade and Bolton

state abortion statutes chart which appears at the conclusion of this report. All

available and reported state abortion statutes, enacted since Wade and Bolton are

reproduced following the chart.
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U. S. SUPREME COURT

The Supreme Court abortion decisions of January 22, 1973 were,

cumulatively, the precipitating influence for the contemporary abortion contro-

versy. In Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the court struck down a restric-

tive Texas abortion statute which prohibited abortions except for the purpose of

saving the life of the mother. In Doe v. Bolton, 410 U. S. 179 (1973), a com-

panion decision to Wade, the Court invalidated a more liberal Georgia statute

which was patterned after the American Law Institute's Model Penal Code.

Essentially, the Wade decision conclusively decided that a state may not prohibit

abortions in approximately the first six months of pregnancy. In Bolton, the

Court essentially ruled that a state may not encumber this new right to an

abortion with certain statutory procedural requirements. In summary, the Wad

court held that

for the stage prior to approximately the end of the
first trimester of pregnancy, the abortion decision and
its effectuation must be left to the medical judgment of
the pregnant woman's attending physician;

for the stage subsequent to approximately the end
of the first trimester, the State, in promoting its inter-
est in the health of the mother, may, if it chooses,
regulate the abortion procedure in ways that are reason-
ably related to maternal health;

for the stage subsequent to viability the State, in
promoting its interest in the potentiality of human life,
may, if it chooses, regulate, and even proscribe, abor-
tion except where it is necessary, in appropriate
medical judgment, for the preservation of the life or
health of the mother.

The Wade court also held that the unborn are not "persons" for the

purposes of nforcing Fourteenth Amendment rights.

Briefly, the Bolton decision struck down Georgia statutory proce-

dural requirements that (1) an abortion be performed in a hospital accredited

by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals; (2) the procedure be

77}w,' 
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approved by the hospital staff abortion committee; and (3) the performing

physician's judgment be confirmed by the independent examinations of the patient

by two other licensed physicians. Additionally, the Court struck down a re-

quirenent that a woman seeking an abortion in Georgia be a bonafide resident

of that state.

On February 26, 1973. the Court declined to reconsider the Wade

and Bolton decisions. 410 U.S. 959. On the same date, the Court began to

clear its docket of a backlog of abortion-related appeals which had accumulated.

The Court sent back to lower federal and state courts, appealed abortion deci-

sions which had been decided before Wade and Bolton. The Court commanded

the lower courts to reconsider their earlier holdings in light of the principles

enunciated in Wade and Bolton. See Markle v. Abele, 410 U. S. 951 rehearing

denied 411 U. S. 940 (No. 72-730) (Conn.); Hanrahan v. Doe and Heffernan v.

Doe, 410 U.S. 950 (111.); Sasaki v. Kentucky, 410 U.S. 951 (Ky.); Crossen v.

Attorneyr General of Kentucky, 410 U.S. 950 (Ky.); Rodgers v. Danforth, 410

U. S.94 9 (Mo); Corkey v. Edwards, 410 U.S. 950 (N. C. ); Kruze v. Ohio, 410

U. S. 951 (Ohio); Munson v. South Dakota, 410 U.S. 950 (S. D.); Thompson v.

Texas, 410 U. S. 950 (Texas). Doe v. Rampton410 U.S. 950 (Utah). Another

order, similar to those above, was entered on May 21, 1973, Rosen v. Louisiana

State Board of Medical Examiners, 412 U.S. 902 (La.). Additionally., on

February 26, the Court sent back one abortion decision for consideration by the

lower court of the question of mootness. Markle v. Abele, 410 U. S. 951

rehearing denied 411 U.S. 940 (No. 72-56)(Conn.). The Court also dismissed.

another appealed abortion decision for want of a substantial federal questioL

Byrn v. New York City Health andHospitals Corp., 410 U.S. 949

denied 411 U. S. 940. All of the above noted appeals raised fundamental issues

which were similar to, if not identical with, the issues settled in Wade and Bolton.

On March 19, 1973, the Court denied certiorari (thus letting stand
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the lower court decision) to an appeal from an Indiana State Supreme Court

decision which upheld the abortion conviction of a non-physician. Change v.

Indiana, 410 U. S. 991.

On April 16, 1973 and again on May 4, 1973, the Court declined to

intervene in lower court litigation concerning, respectively, the right of a public

hospital to refuse to perform sterilizations, and the right of a private hospital

to refuse to perform abortions. The Justices initially refused to stay a mandate

of the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit holding that a Massachusetts city

hospital may not refuse its facilities to patients requesting a sterilization. See

WorcesterCityHospital v. Hathaway, 411 U.S. 929, the Justices refusing to

intercede in 475 F. 2d 701 (1st Cir. 1973). Subsequently, the Court refused

to vacate a stay of a Wisconsin federal district court's decision that a private

i- .ay not refuse its facilities for abortions. The stay had been granted

by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit which eventually reversed the

district court and held that a private hospital need not provide its facilities

for an abortion. See Doe v. Bellin Memorial Hospital, 411 U. S. 960, the Justices

refusing to interercede in 479 F. 2d 756 (7th Cir. 1973).

On June 4, 1973, the Supreme Court affirmed in part and vacated

in part, the decision of a three-judge federal district court in New York that

it is unconstitutional to prohibit the use of medicaid funds to pay for "elective

abortions not medically indicated." See Klein v. Nassau County Medical Center,

347 F. Supp. 496 (E. D.N.Y. 1972). The three-judge decision in Klein was

appealed to the Supreme Court in three parts. The Court affirmed that portion

of the three-judge opinion which held that the interests of the unborn, if any, do

not bar abortions, Ryan v. Klein, 412 U.S. 924 and vacated and remanded the

remainder of the three-judge holding for reconsideration in light of Wade and

Bolton. Commissioner of Social Services of New York v. Klein, 412 U. S. 925

and Nassau County Medical Center v. Klein, 412 U.S. 925.
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The Supreme Court, on June 25, 1973, vacated and remanded a

Virginia Supreme Court decision which upheld the conviction of a Virginia

man for violating a state statute prohibiting the publication of information

concerning the procuring of an abortion. In effect, the U. S. Supreme Court

was asking the Virginia high court to reconsider its 1972 holding in light of

the 1973 Wade and Bolton decisions. Bigelow v. Virginia, 413 U.S. 909.

On October 10, 1973 and again on November 12, 1973, the Supreme

Court denied certiorari (thus letting stand the lower court opinion) to two

abortion-related appeals. The October denial of certiorari let stand a lower

federal court decision that Maryland's Therapeutic Abortion Act was unconsti-

tutional in light of Wade and Bolton. See Hardy v. Vuitch, 42 U. S. L. W. 3194

(U.S. Oct. 9, 1973) (No. 72-1:542). The November 12 action let stand an Arkansas

Supreme Court determination that that state's abortion statute is still valid to

the extent that it prohibits laymen .from performing abortions. See May v.

Arkansas, 42 U.S. L.W. 3290 (U.S. Nov. 13, 1973) (No. 73-355). What appears

to have been the Supreme Court's final abortion decision of 1973 occurred on

November 19, 1973, when the Court affirmed a federal district court decision

that Missouri's abortion laws were unconstitutional. See Danforth v. Rodgers,

42 U.S.L.W. 3305 (U.S. Nov. 20, 1973)(No. 73-426).

Remaining for disposition by the Court are appeals from lower court

abortion decisions raising the issues of whether a state may require a pregnant

woman to obtain either spousal or parental consent prior to an abortion, Jones

v. Smith, 42 U.S. L.W. 3434 (U.S. Jan 29, 1974) (No. 73-1133); Gerstein v.

Coe, 42 U.S.L.W. 3441 (U.S. Feb. 5, 1974) (No. 73-1157) and whether a fed-

eral court should have abstained from hearing an abortion suit until the state

courts have an opportunity to review the same issues. Kugler v. Young Women's

Christian Assn., 42 U.S.L.W. 3336 (U.S. December 4, 1973) (No. 73-838).
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CONGRESS

Below we outline abortion-related activity of the Congress since the

Wade and Bolton decisions. The main tool used in describing such action is

the material and debates submitted in the Congressional Record.

Proposed Bills And Resolutions Upon Which No Action Has Been Taken

H. J. Res. 261 - HoganProposedConstitutional Amendment

On January 30, 1973, soon after the Supreme Court's abortion de-

cisions of Wade and Bolton, Representative Larry Hogan introduced H. J. Res.

261 in the House of Representatives. As a proposed Constitutional Amendment

intended to negate the Supreme Court's abortion holdings, H. J. Res. 261 pro-

vides the following:

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled
(two-thirds of each House concurring therein), That the
following article is proposed as an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to
all intents and purposes as a part of the Constitution only
if ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the sev-
eral States within seven years from the date of its sub-
mission by the Congress:

"Article -

"Section 1. Neither the United States nor any
State shall deprive any human being, from the moment
of conception, of life without due process of law; nor
deny to any human being, from the moment of concep-
tion, within its jurisdiction, the equal protection of
the laws.

" Section 2. Neither the United States nor any
State shall deprive any human being of life on account
of illness, age, or incapacity.

"Section 3. Congress and the several States shall
have the power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation."
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H:. J. Res. 261 - Hogan Proposed Constitutional Amendment

On January 30, 1973, soon after the Supreme Court's abortion de-

cisions of Wade and Bolton, Representative Larry Hogan introduced H. J. Res.

261 in the House of Representatives. As a proposed Constitutional Amendment

intended to negate the Supreme Court's abortion holdings, H. J. Res. 261 pro-

vides the following:

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled

(two-thirds of each House concurring therein), That the

following article is proposed as an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to
all intents and purposes as a part of the Constitution only
if ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the sev-
eral States within seven years from the date of its sub-
mission by the Congress:

"Article -

"Section 1. Neither the United States nor any
State shall deprive any human being, from the moment
of conception, of life without due process of law; nor
deny to any human being, from the moment of concep-
tion, within its jurisdiction, the equal protection of
the laws.

" Section 2. Neither the United States nor any

State shall deprive any human being of life on account
of illness, age, or incapacity.

"Section 3. Congress and the several States shall
have the power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation."
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Rep. Hogan included the following remarks in the Congressional

Record upon introducing H.J. Res. 261 (See 16 Cong. Rec. H570-H573 (daily

ed., Jan. 30, 1973)):

SUPREME COURT AND LEGALIZING
ABORTION

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentle-
man from Maryland (Mr. Hoows) is rec-
ognized for 60 minutes.,

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, I address
the House today still badly shaken fol-
lowing the decision of the ,U.S. Supreme
Court on January 22 legalIzing abortion.

I have been a foe of abortion because I
cannot accept that it can be right--that
it can be legal-to end one human life
for the personal convenience of another.
human being.t -'.o

I must stand up and protest this 'gross
disregard for human life which is now
the offctal law of the United States of.
America. I have lived 44 years, and I
have always deeply loved my country.
This is the firat time in all those years
that I have been In deep despair over
the future of my country.

Mr. Speaker, I have..introduced today
a constitutional amendment-House
Joint Resolution 261-which . would
offset the recent Supreme Court decision
on abortion.

If I had been alive In Nazi Germany,
I like to think that I would have had the
courage to stand up and protest the in-
humane actions of my government..- I
feel very much the same today. My ini--
tial reaction to the . Supreme Court's
decision was that I did not want to be a
part of a government .which abandoned
all respect for life. I seriously considered
resigning from Congress. But then I.
decided that the preferable course would
be to stay and do -whatever I can to
remedy the Court's action. The vehicle I.
have chosen in order to turn around this-
shocking new policy f our Government,
of which Iam so deply ashamed, is to
stay and fight for ado tion of the.con-
stitutional amendment House Joint
Resolution 261-which I Introduced to-
day.

I am speaking today for those who.
cannot speak. I am speaking on behalf
of our unborn children. Those who are
concerned with equality of rights-should
not forget a group who are now in more
need of constitutional protection than
any other in our society-our most help-
less minority, our unborn children.

The fundamental right of life itself Is
being neglected and denied to many of
our fellow humans. To remedy this grave
situation, I have introduced today a con-
stitutional amendm.ent-- House Joint
Resolution 261-that will insure that the
unborn, the aged, the ill, and the in-
capacitated have a right to life that is
every bit as valid as that guaranteed
all of us under the 14th amendment.

Because of the Supreme Court's deci-
sions in Roe against Wade and Doe
against Bolton both decided January 22,
1973, the necessity for this amendment
is now clearly evident. It is the only ef-
fective recourse open to those of us who
value every human being's right to life.

Mr. Speaker, I urge our colleagues to
read these decisions in their entirety, but
-I insert a summary of them in the REc-.
ORD at this point:. ,
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ttcd tats] (c( Required acquiescence by two co-prac-
p, n .:t~r Ctitioners also has no rational connection with

.. m On- a patient's needs and unduly infringes on
her pnyriclan's right to practice. Pp. 17-19.

CI-TRICT 5. The Georgia residence requirement rio-
.:, n: iro or GEOIIOA latest the Privilvees and Immunities Clause

. PSO b -i r 13, 1971--e- b denying protection to persons who enter
r C~tuber 11, '-'t- cided January Georgia for medical services there. Pp. 19-20.

6. Appellants' equal protection argument
law pn 'ros an abortion except centering on the three procedural conditions

Sen rv a du b licensed Georgia in 2--1202(b), invalidated on other
ph" : 'en a ce'srv in "his best d s-cln grounds, is without merit. P. 20.
p.,, i "" t e :.'c continued pregnancy 7. No ruling is made on the question of

:ai ic' e ar sr t woman's life or injunctive relief. Cf. Roe v. Wade, supra. P.

miste hr- heal'. the '+ tus would likely be 20.
horn xith serious de'eet.s: or the pregnancy 319 F. Supp. 1048, modified and affirmed.

re.. - I n rape. 26-202 (a) of Ga.
re.M C e mn ra.dio o2 a) equiremet - [Supreme Court of the United States]

Ce r:;-.:al Ccwe. In 'sdd twon to a requirement (urm
tiba the patient be a Creorgia resident and ROE Er an. v. WADE, DssTrsICT ATToarT OF
ccri .'n ether requirements, the statutory Dan.tas CO tN'r
scheme poes three procedural conditions in AP'E raos rTR E tiUrNi sTATES DISTRIT

26- 122 (b) : (1) that the abortion be per- COtRT OR TE5 NORTHMEN sTICT OF TEXAS
formed in a hospital accredited by the Joint No. 7018. Argued December 13, 1971-Re-
Committee on Accreditation of Hospitals ( argued October 11, 1972-Decided Janu-
(JCAH); (2) that tte procedure be approved arg22 1973) ' i
by the hospital staff abortion committee; and ary 2 )
(3) that the performing physician's judg- A pregnant single woman (Roe) -brought
nment be confirmed by independent examina- a class action challenging the constitution-
tions of the patient by two other licensed ality of the Texas criminal abortion laws.

physicians. Appellant Doe, an indigent mar- which proscribe procurmig or attenpting
ried Georgia citizen, who was denied an abor- an abortion except on medical advice for
tion after eight weeks of pregnancy for fal- the purpose of saving the mother's Lie. A
ure to meet any of the !26-1202 (a) condi- licensed physician (Hallford), who had two
tions. sought dsclarato-s' and intivere- state abortion prosecutions pending against
lief. , cc'endang that the Georgia laws were lmim, was permitted to intervene. A childless
unconstitutional, Others joining in the com- married couple (the Dots), the wife not be-
pfaint included Georgia-lioensed physicians ing pregnant, separately attacked the laws,
(who claimed that the Georgia statutes basing alleged injury on the future possibili-
"ch:.led and deterred" their practices), reg- ties of contraceptive falare, pregnancy, un-
istered nurses. cierermen. anti social workers. preparedness for parenthood, and impair-
Though holding that all the plaintiffs had ment of the wife's health. A three-judge
standing. the D!trict Court ruled that only District Court, which consolidated the ac-
Doe presented a justiciable controversy. In tions, held that Roe and Han1ford, and mem-
Doe's case the court ga'-e declaratory, but not bers of their classes, had standing to use
injunctive, relief, invalidating as an infringe- and presented justiciable controversies. Rul-
ment of privacy and personal liberty the ing that declaratory, though not injunctive,
limitation to the three situations specified relief was warranted, the court declared
in t 26-1202 (a) and certain other provisions the abortion statutes void as vague and over-
but holding that the State's' interest in broadly infringing those plaintiffs' Ninth and
health protection and the existence of a Fourteenth Amendment rights. The court
"potential of independent human existence" ruled the' Does' complaint not justiciable.
justified regulation through 26-1202 (b) of Appellants directly appealed to this Court on
the "manner of performance as well as the the injunctive rulings, and appellee cross-
quality of the final decision to abort." The appealed from the District Court's grant of
appellants, claiming entitlement to broader declaratory relief to Roe and Haford. Held:
relief, directly appealed to this Court. Held: 1. While 28 U.S.C. 1253 authorizes no

1. Doe's case presents a live, justiciable direct appeal to this Court from the grant
controversy and she has standing to sue, Roe or denial of declaratory relief alone, review
v. Wade, ante, p. -, as do the physician- is not foreclosed when the case is properly
appellants (who, unlike the physician in before the Court on appeal from specific
Wade, were not charged with abortion viola- denial of injunctive relief and the arguments
tions). and it is therefore unnecessary to re- as to both injunctive and declaratory relief
solve the issue of the other appellants' stand- are necessarily identical. P. 8.

." Pp. 7-5" 2. Roe has standing to sue; the Does and
2. A woman's constitutional right to an Halnford do not. Pp. 9-14.

abortion-is not absolute. Roe v. Wade, supra. (a) Contrary to appellee's contention, the
.9. ) natural termination of Roe's pregnancy did

. The requirement that a physician's deci-' not moot her suit. Litigation involving preg-
sion to perform an abortion must rest uoon nancy, which is "capable of repetition, yet
"his best clinical judgment" of its necessity evading review," is an exception to the usual
is not unconstitutionally vague, since that federal rule that an actual controversy must
judgment may be made in the light of all exist at review stages and not simply when
the attendant circumstances. United States the action is initiated. Pp. 9-10.
v. Vitch, 402 Ul. 62, 71-72. Pp. 10-12, (b) The District Court correctly refused

4. 'The three procedural conditions in injunctive, but erred in granting declaratory,
4 26-1202(b) violate the Fourteenth Amend- relief to Halnford, who alleged no federally
ment. Pp. 12-19. protected right not assertable as a defense

c a) The JCAH accreditation requirement is against the good-faith state prosecutions
invalid, since the State :as not shown the pending against him. Samuels v. Macicell, 401
only hospitaLs let alone those with JCAH U.S. 66.
accrediltatic) meet its interest in fully pro- (c) The Does' complaint, based as It is on
tecting the patient; and a hospital require- contingencies, any one or more of which may
ment failing to exclude the first trimester of not occur, is too speculative to present an
pregnancy would be invalid on that ground actual case or controversy. Pp. 12-14.
alone, see Roe v. Wade, supta. Pp. 12-:5. 3. State criminal abortion laws, like those

(b) The, interposition of a hospital com- involved here, that except from criminality
mi

t
iee on abortion, a procedure not applics- only a life-saving procedure on the mother's

ble as a mAtter of state criminal law to other behalf without regard to the stage of her
surgical situations, is unduly restrictive of pregnancy and other interests involved rio-
t hie patient's rights, which are already safe- late the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
guarded by her personal physician. Pp. 15- Amendment; which protects against state ac-
17. tion the right to privacy, including a

woman's qualified right to terminate her
pregnancy. Though the State cai.ot over-
ride that right, it has legitimate interests
in protecting both the pregnant woman's
health and the potentiality of human life,
each of which interests grows and reaches a
"compelling" point at various stages of the
woman's approach to term. Pp. 36-49.

(a) For the stage prior to approxunately
the end of the first trimester, the abcrton
decision and its effectuation must be left to
the medical judgment of the pregnant
woman's attending physicia.L. Pp. 36-47.

(b( Por the stage subsequent to approxi-
mately the end of the first trimester, the
State, in promoting its interest in the health
of the mother, may, if it chooses, regulate
the abortion procedure in ways that are rea-
aonably related to maternal health. Pp. 43-44.

(c) For the stage subsequent to viability
the State, in promoting its interest in the
potentiality of human life, may, if it chooses,
regulate, and even proscribe, abortion except
where necessary, in appropriate medical judg-
ment, for the preservation of the life or
health of the mother. Pp. 44-48.

4- The State may define the term "physi-
dan" to mean only a physician currently 11-
rmd b' the State, and may prscribe any
abortion by a person who is not a physician
as so defined. Pp. 34-35, 48.

5. It is unnecessary to decide the injunctive
relief issue since the Texas authorities will
doubtless fully recognize the Court's ruling
that the Texas criminal abortion statutes are
unconstitutional. P. 61.

314 F. Supp. 1217, affirmed in part and re-
versed in part.

BLAcKmseU, J., delivered the opinion of the
Court, in which BusasG, C. J. and DoUGLAs,
BsENNAzn, STEwART, MARSa.LL, and PowELn,
JJ., joined. BURGER, C. J.. and DoUGLAs and
SrwAsR, JJ., filed concurring opinions.
WsrrE, J., filed a dissenting opinion, in which
R.EENQu sr, J., joined. REHNQT.S'r, J., filed a
dissenting opinion.

The constitutional amendment-
House Joint Resolution 261-which I in-
troduced today, Mr. Speaker, would
negate the above-summarized decisions
and would reestablish the right of all
human beings, regardless of age, to life.-
I include the text of my Constitutional
I include the text of my constitutional
261-at this point in the RECORD:

Houses JoINT RSOLUT'oN 261

Proposing an amendment to the Consti-
tution of the United States guaranteeing the
right to life to the unborn, the ill, the aged,
or the incapacitated.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each
House concurring therein), That the follow-
ing article is proposed as an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, which
shall be valid to all intents and purposes as
a part of the Constitution only if ratified by
the legislatures of three-fourths of the sev-
eral States within seven years from the date
of Its submission by the Congress-

"ar.Trct.E --

"Section 1: Neither the United States nor
any State shall deprive any human being,
from the moment of conception, of life with-
out due process of is'; nor deny to any
human being. from the moment of concep-
tion. within its jurisdiction, the equal pro-
tection of the laws.

"Section 2: Neither the Unit.ed States nor
any State shall deprive an' human bein of
Wle on account of illness, age, or incapacity.

"Section 3: Congress and the several States
shall have the power to enorce this article
by appropriate legislation."

By its incredible 7-to-2 decision. den y-
ing the equal protection of the ilaw to ine
unborn child, the U.S. Supreme Court
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has. in one stroke, canceled the right
which the Declaration of Independence
says is the first of all the rights of man-
the inalienable right to life which is self-
ev:len t.

The Ce(laration of Independence does
niot say that all men are "born" equal. It
sa's al cul men are "created" equal.

::man life begins at conception and
rot at birth. Even advocates of abortion
admit this fact.

A pro-abortion- editorial in the Journal
of Caifornia Medicine. September 1970,
freely speaks of-

The scientific fact, which everyone really
knows, that human life begins at conception
and is continuous whether intra-'or extra-
uterine until death. The very considerable
semantic gymnastics which are required to
rationalize abortion as anything but taking
a human life would be ludicrous if they were
not often put forth under socially Impecca-
ble auspices. It is suggested that this schi,-
phrenic sort of subterfuge is necessary be-
cause while a new ethic is being accepted the
old one has not yet been rejected.

Mr. Speaker, it seems, everyone really
knows except the U.S. Supreme Cort
Indeed, the Court seems not to have even
looked at the reality of when human life
begins. The Court passes over the facts
and lamely states that--

Wc need not reiolve the difficult question
of when life begins. When three trained in
the respective disciplines of medicine, philo-,
sophy, and theology are Unable to arrive at
any concesus, the ju0ilclry at this point in
the development of an's knowledge, is not
in a position to speculate as to the answer.

No speculation was necessary. New
York courts have already acknowledged
that. in the contemporary medical view,
the child begins a separate life from the
moment of conception. The U.S. Supreme
Court should have determined whether
and when we can legally kill a being who
is acknowledged to be human by all sides,
instead of passing over this issue.

Apart from strictly scientific facts,
everybody does, indeed, know that a hu-
man infant is always the natural result
of a human pregnancy. No census
from any disciplines are required to know
this. Even a woman who seeks a abor-
tion does so because she does not want
to have a baby, not because she Is dis-
turbed by any mere "piece of tissu-_
or whatever euphemism is used to avoid
speaking of the child as human. Abor-
tion always kills a living human being.
The abortionists themselves speak of an
unwanted "child," not of something else
that is unwanted but an unwanted
"child."

But now, Mr. Speaker, the U.S. Su-
preme Court has, in effect, declared that
if a human being is unwanted, he can
be eliminated. Where will tne line be
drawn between those who can legally be
eliminated and those who cannot? The
line our highest Court itself attempts to
..rawv, that the law might take some no-
tice of the child who has "the capability
of meaningful life outside the mother's
womb"--curiously, the Court itself calls
hir a "mother"--is purely arbitrary. As
Dr. Eugene Diamond has said arbitrary
time limits based on so-called viability
are about as sacred as the 4-minute mile
and. indeed. It is weU-known that some
legally aborted babies have lived.

We have a shocking history in recent
years of babies that have been aborted
alive. My colleagues might remember
when I called their attention to a baby
that had been aborted alive at the Wash-
ington Hospital Center. An attendant
found it squirming in a refrigerator.
There were 26 babies aborted alive in
the first few months after New York
legalized abortions. Some of them have
been adopted and are living with loving
families today.

So let us not deceive ourselves as to
what it is we are talking about. We are
talking about human beings. And when
the Supreme Court in its decisions refers
to the "potentiality of life," It is ignoring
the medical and scientific facts. What
we are talking about is the "reality"--
the "actuality" of life, not the "poten-
tiality" of human life.

The High Court refers in its decisions
to "meaningful life." Inherent in that is
one of the greatest dangers facing our
country. The ominous phrase, "meaning-
ful life," can be applied to other lives
besides those of the unborn-the sick,
the unfit, the feebleminded, the old, the
senile. If they are unwanted and their
lives are not "meaningful," how can they
claim protection under the law according
to the new criteria of the U.S. Supreme
Court? My amendment-House Joint
Resolution 251-would protect them as
well

Who of us is competent to assess whose
life is meaningful? Is the man who comes.
home from work and falls asleep drink-
ing beer before the television set leading
a "meaningful" life? Is an unemployed
migratory farmworkers leading a "mean-
ingful" life? Is a person who is crippled
"meaningful"? Is a child who is retarded
"meaningful"? Who judges? Who de-
cides? Who has the power and the au-
dacity to say that another individual has
a "meaningful" life and.another human
being does not. -

But that is what the Supreme Court,
in its shocking decision, has done.
Threats of so-called mercy killing and
other types of elimination of the unfit
are not idle threats. Extermination poli-
cies of this kind, beginning with abor-
tion, have been massively carried out
within all too recent memory in Nazi
Germany.
. For nearly a generation, the world has
been asking itself, "How could the Ger-
man people under Hitler have stood by
while the smoke poured from the chim-
neys of the Nazi death camps? How
could this tremendous horror happen in
the 20th century of civilization? How
could civilized people slaughter 8 million
other human beings because they were
Jewish?" - -

Mr. Speaker, that shocks the con-:
science of the world and will continue to
do so throughout history. But we ought to
remember the warning of George San-
tayana, who said:

Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat It.

And let us look at recentworld history, -
let us look at Nazi Germ4. Where did
they begin? They beganR abortion.
And then they went on to terminating
those who were infirm anrietarded and
in mental institutions. The conducted
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medical experimentation that resumaed in
the deaths of these other human beings
who did not, in the judgment of the Nazi
regime, lead "meaningful" lives. And it
was a short step from there to extermi-
nating the Jews, who, in the judgment of
the Nazi regime, did not lead "meaning-
ful" lives and did not fit in with the
concept of super race. -

Well, we are on the first step, with this
decision, toward the same idnd of calam-
ity for the United States of America. Can
we allow it to happen to the greatest na-
tion in the history of the world? Can
Americans stand idly by while our carn-
age through abortion mounts? More
human lives have been slaughtered
through abortion than in all the wars
in our history. Think about that.

The Supreme Court has proved by this
single decision that the Justices, who are
the final arbiters of the judicial mean-
ing of our Constitution, have not only
abandoned any pretense to respect the
spirit of that Constitution, with equal
justice under the law, but they have, as
they have as with so many other recent
decisions, ignored the will of the Amer-
ican people.

This decision comes at a time when
legislators, politically responsive to the
people by whom they were elected, have
repeatedly repudiated liberalized abor-
tion. Some 37 State legislatures have re-.
jected liberalized abortion proposals. In
New York, which had enacted its lib-
eralized abortion law by one vote, the
legislature reversed its decision and- re-
pealed that law, and it would have died,
except that-Governor Rockefeller-vetoed
it.

Connecticut. and Pennsylvania's legis-,
latures have also changed their minds on
liberalized abortion laws they had pre-
viously passed. Governor Shapp also ve-
toed the action of the Pennsylvania leg-
islature. Last November in North Da-
kota the people, by referendum, rejected
abortion by a vote of 77 percent. The
voters rejected it In Michigan by a 63-
percent vote. The people have rejected
proposed laws which the U.S. Supreme
Court, by judicial flat, has now Imposed
on the entire country.

I wonder if these Supreme Court Jus-
tices reflected upon the social conse-
quences of trying to impose on the Na-
tion a legal abortion policy which cannot
and will not be accepted by millions upon
millions of Americans. This has brought
upon the Supreme Court and the Gov-
ernment itself disr'ace and contempt
which neither the Court nor the legal-
system or the Government can afford at
this time when lack of confidence in our
Government presents such a crisis.

The Supreme Court has not resolved
the abortion issue by this decision. The
Court has instead opened up another
fissure in our already divided society.

Mr. Speaker. 116 years ago, the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down another
infamous decision-also by a lopsided
majority, a decision of which we as
Americans have been deeply ashamed
ever since. That was the Dred Scott
decision, which declared that all Amer-
icans were equal under the law, unless
they were black and were born in slavery.
One human beng had the legal right
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to own another human being. Slavery
was constitutional because of the Dred
Scott decision. But now we have gone
beyond that. If it was shocking to think
that one human being could own an-
other, what is it to say that one human
being can legally kill another with im-
punity. That is where we are today with
the Supreme Court decision on abortion.

Because this Infamous new decision
denies. cancels, and nullifies and declares
:f no effect whatsoever the constitutional
rights that have always been accorded
within our legal system to the unborn, It
will go down as "the Dred Scott decision
of the 20th century." Its consequences
are incalculable. -

Civilized nations have always tried to
protect their minorities. The advance of
civilization has often been equated with
the law's increased protection of its
weakest and most helpless members. To
declare now that one of our minority
groups, the most helpless of all, can be
legally exterminated on demand is
shocking indeed.

Mr. Speaker, this is not the rule of law;
It is the law of the jungle when one
human being can decide to destroy an-
.other human being for his : onvenence.

Unborn children have traditionally,
under our judicial system, had legal
rights which have been protected. They
have had theright to sue for injuries
which they sustained before birth. They
have had the right to inherit equally
with their brothers and sisters when
their father died before their birth. They
have had the right to have guardians ap-
pointed to protect their interests. There
have been decisions upheld by the same
Supreme Court where parents, because
of their religious beliefs, refused to have
transfusions of blood in order to save an
unborn child. The courts have declared
that such a parent must have these
transfusions of blood to save that unborn
child whose right to live is superior to
their right to practice their religious be-liefs.

All this legal history has now beef
jettisoned by the Supreme Court decision
on abortion.

What value will the Supreme Court
uphold if it cannot uphold the value of
human life Itself. What good are property
rights, which the unborn have always
had, if they do not have the right to life?

Mr. Speaker, I hope all Americans are
as shocked as I am 'by this black mark
on American history, -and will support
the Constitutional amendment--House
Joint Resolution 261-which I intro-duced today. Let us prove that America
is not morally bankrupt. even if the Su-
preme Court is. Let us prove that, we still
cherish and value human life, even if the
Supreme Court does not.

The Supreme Court has made its deci-
sion. Now the Congress, the State legis-
latures, and the American people them-
selves must make their decision to over-
ride the Supreme Court decision by
amending the Constitution.
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S.J. Res. 119 - Buckley Proposed Constitutional Amendment

On May 31, 1973, the Senate received a proposed Constitutional

Amendment introduced by Senator Buckley. Also intended to nullify the Supreme

Court's abortion rulings, Buckley's proposed amendment, S. J. Res. 119, reads

as follows:

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress as-
sembled (two-thirds of each House concurring therein),
That the following article is proposed as an amendment
to the Constitution of the United States, which shall be
valid to all intents and purposes as part of the
Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three-
fourths of the several States within seven years from
the date of its submission by the Congress:

"Article-

"Section 1. With respect to the right to life, the
word 'person', as used in this article and in the fifth
and fourteenth articles of amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, applies to all human beings, .in-
cluding their unborn offspring at every stage of their
biological development, irrespective of age, health,
function, or condition of dependency.

"Section 2. This article shallnot apply in an emer-
gency when a reasonable medical certainty exists that
continuation of the pregnancy will cause the death of
the mother.

"Section 3. Congress and the several States shall
have power to enforce this article by appropriate legis-
lation within their respective jurisdictions. "

Senator Buckley included the following remarks and materials in the

Congressional Record upon introducing S. J. Res. 119 (See 82 Cong. Rec. S9973-

S9992 (daily ed., May 31, 1973)): PROTECTIONOFTH UNBORN-IN-
TRODUCTION OF A JOINT RESO-
LUTION
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President. about

4 months ago, the Supreme Court. in a
pair of highly controversial, preceden-
satering decisions. Roe against Wade
and Doe against Bolton, ruied that a
pregnant woman has n comtstutional
right to destroy the life of her unborn
child. In so doing. the Court not only
contravened the express will of every
State legislature in the country; It not
only removed every entiree o leal pro-

ig hithertc encred b 2 chd in
the tro hers womb: but it reached its
result though a curious ana confusing
chain of reasoninu that, logically ex-
tended, could apply with equal orce to
the genetIcally defIcient infant, the re-
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oded child, or the insane or senile
iut
A ter reviewing these decisions, I con-
ned that, given the gravity of the

issuesat stake and the way in which
tin Court had carefully closed off a-
enat'e means of redress, a constitu-

tic - 11 amendment was the only way to
edy the cdamage wrought by the

Court. My decision was not lightly taken
for believe that only matters of per-
manent and fundamental interest are
prcrerly the subject for constitutional
am1rndment. I regret the necessity for

h.vaisnR to take this serious step, but
toe Court's decisions, unfortunately,
leave those who respect human life in all
its staes ,rom inception to death with
no other recourse.

To those who argue that an amend-
ment to the Constitution affecting abor-
tion and relatcu matters would encum-
ber the document with details more
appropriately regulated by statute. I can
only repy t thtthe ultimate responsi-
bJ;ty must be borne by the High Court
itself. With Mr Justice White, who dis-
sented so vgorouly in the abortion
cases:
I nd nothing in the language or history

of the CoastitutIon to support the Court's
Judgment.

The Court ;imply carved out of thin
air a pre':ously u nd:slosed right of .
"privacy" that isr.,a here mentoned in
the Constitution, a rht of privacy
which, oddly, can be exercised in this
instance only by destroyrmg the life and,
therefore, the pr:'.':cy of an unborn
child. As Mr. Justie White remarked
last January:

As an exercise <f rw r: la: power, the
Court perhaps has a:,:orav to do wnat it
does tody; bt i s lm'r 'w n ui aernt is
an improviderst tI. iezraa.r's' ae- ' tse of
the power of la;1;rv: .. ieQ-
s t ut c .er tt ..

In the t : -f r.
Court' d;i' .t. I a'. thal-
vce of re; o. .'

cir-e. et nrws. u:7. 1 hr'an
given me the' .it!.> ..;'....... _u a r.t
eoactinc cm;' .0'tn". 0.r '-

perct of the iA ' r--
:ided invalu a . L._:

up an amen' s
and best or

ports witn cur .:at n'i eg

traditions,
Mr. Prede re t the

spec.e ia.o *
mrerns, I b -e' .t':t . ,

lyze the et( t m 

and 'trc n a..
the cc.rt.:;t (
trcittocal a
At the outr-rt, t
With somelin it ae

I must conim . r .
parsing the C '. . ..
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puzzlement to all who have the slightest
familiarity with the biological facts of
human life before birth or with the legal
protections previously provided for the
unborn child. The Court's substantial er-
rors of law and fact have been so well
documented by others that it would be
superfluous for me to attempt to add
anything of my own. I shall simply refer
Senators to the most incisive summary of
the Court's errors that I have encoun-
tered. It is in the form of a legal brief
filed by the attorneys in the Byrn case
that was on appeal to the Supreme Court
at the time it handed down its opinions
in Wade and Bolton. It presents a devas-
tating historical, legal and scientific in-
dictment of the Court's errors of commis-
sion and omission. I ask unanimous con-
sent that this document be printed at the
end of my remarks as Appendix A, and
urge Senators to give most careful study
to its arguments.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.

(See Appendix A.)
Mr. BUCKL EY. Mr. President, the full

import of the Court's action is as yet In-
completely understood by large segments
of the public and by many legislators and
commentators. It seems to be rather
widely held, for example, that the Court
authorized abortion on request in the
first 6 months of pregnancy, leaving the
States free to proscribe the act there-
after. But such is far from the truth. The
truth of the matter is that, under these
decisions, a woman may at any time dur-
ing pregnancy exercise a constitutional
right to have an abortion provided only
that she can find a physician willing to
certify that her "health" requires it; and
as the word "health" is defined, that in-
essence means abortion on demand.

The Court's attempts to distinguish
three stages of pregnancy, but upon ex-
amnation this attempt yields, in practi-
cal effect, distinctions without a differ-
ence. In the first 3 months, in the words
of the Court, "the abortion decision and
its effectuation must be left to the medi-
cal judgment of the pregnant woman's
attending physician." This means, for all
tntrt.s and purposes, abortion on re-
qu'rt. Du-ng the second trimester of
;r-aoincy, the State may-but it need
not-e'ulate the abortion procedure in
wars that are reasonably related to ma-
ter al health. The power of the State's
re p:ation here is effectively limited to
:tters of ume, place and perhaps man-

Thu.s, through approximately the first
5 mrot'.s of pregnancy, the woman has
nf c.)r.t ;ut:onall' protected right to take

af:e of her unborn child, and the State
o -- rompelling interest" that would
y ^::bitsag abortion if a woman

a" :-d of "viability", which
w at 6. or alternatively 7,

.: ...y. the State "may"-
.: not-proscribe abor-

-x :re It is necessary for the
Lhti life or health of the
-n r son. which appears
to be an important re-

.' to be none at alas
". helth to include "py,

Swell as physical well-betng,"

LTE May 31, 1973

and states that the necessary "medical
judgment may be exercised in the lght
of all factors-physical, emotional, psy-
chological, familial, and the woman's
age-relevant to the well-being" of the
mother. The Court, in short, has included
under the umbrella of "health" just
about every conceivable reason a woman
might want to advance for having an
abortion.

It is clear, then, that at no time prior
to natural delivery is the unborn child
considered a legal person entitled to con-
stitutional protections: at no time may.
the unborn child's life take precedence
over the mother's subjectively-based as-
sertion that her well-being is at stake.

In reaching these findings, the Court
in effect wrote a statute governing abor-
tion for the entire country, a statute
more permissive than that enacted by
the hitherto most permissive jurisdic-
tion in the. country; namely, my own
State of New York. Nor is that all. In the
course of its deliberations, the Court.
found it necessary to concede a series of
premises that can lead to conclusions far
beyond the immediate question of abor-
tion Itself. These premises have to do
with the conditions under which human
beings, born or unborn, may be said to

ossess fundamental rights.
I shall have a good deal to say about

these- extended implications of the
Court's decisions in the months ahead,
but for the moment, I would like to
touch briefly on one or two basic points:

First, it would now appear' that the
question of who is or is not a "person"
entitled to the full protection of the law
is a question of legal definition as op-
posed to practical determination. Thus,
contrary to the meaning of the Declara-
tion of Independence, contrary to the in-
tent of the framers of the 14th amend-
ment, and-contrary to previous holdings
of the Court, to be created human is no
longer a guarantee that one will be pos-
sessed of inalienable rights in the sight
of the law. The Court has extended to
government, it would seem, the power
to decide the terms and conditions under
which membership in good standing in
the human race is determined. This
statement of the decisions' effect may
strike many as overwrought, but it will
not appear as such to those who have
followed the abortion debate carefully or
to those who have read the Court's de-
cisions in full. When, for example, the
Court states that the unborn are not rec-
ognized by the law as "persons in the
whole sense," and when, further, it uses
as a precondition for legal protection the
test whether one has a "capability of
meaningful life," a thoughtful man is

. necessarily invited to speculate on what
the logical extension of such arguments
might be.

If constitutinal rights are deemed to
hinge on one's being a "person in the
whole sense", where does one draw the
line between "whole" and something less
than "whole"? It is simply a question of
physical or mental development? If so,
how does one distinguish between the
child in his 23d week of gestation who is
lifted alive from his mother's womb and
allowed to die in the process of abortion
by hysterotomy, and the one that is pre-
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nmtrely born and rushed to an incu- putation.. In the abortion cases, the Su-
} M ? It is a well known scientific fact preme Court breathed life into the
that the greater part of a child's care- notorious precedent of Buck against Bell.
cra.l cortex is not formed, that a child The Bell case, it will be recalled, upheld
does not become a "cognitive person", the right of a State to sterilize a mental
c:l some months after normal delivery. incompetent without her consent.
eight t we not someday determine that The Court held in that case that-
a child does not become a "whole" per- The principle that sustains compulsory
son until sometime afterbirth, or never vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting
become "whole" if born with serious de- the Fallopian tunes.
fects? And what about those who, having
been born healthy, later lose their men- One Is necessarily bound to wonder
been or heialthaty? l e y men-whether, by analogous extension, thetai or physicial capacity? Will it one day principle that sustains compulsory steril-
be found that a person, by virtue of
mental ilness, or serious accident, or ization of mental patients is broad
senlty, ceses to ber apersoninthe enough to cover compulsory abortion ofsenility, ceases to be a person in the mental patients; and if of mental pa-whole sense", or ceases to have the ca- bts the wh oa h oe orpabiltty for meaningful life," and as such ien t, then why not, as the lower court
no longer entitled to the full protection in Maryland suggested, of unwed minor

girls? And if of unwed minor girls, thenof the law? - why not of any other woman? Just how
M-. President, the list of such ques- "compelling" is the state's interest in

tions is virtually endless. The Court in matters of "health"? Where does the
attempting to solve one problem has power begin or end? In the abortion
ended up by creating 20 others. One can cases, Bell, curiously, Is cited for the
read the Court's opinions in the abor- proposition that a woman does not have
tion cases from beginning to end and an unlimited right to her own body,
back again, but he will not find even the whence the only inference to be drawn
glimmer of an answer to these questions; is that the reason she doesn't have an
indeed, one will not even find the glim- unlimited right Is that the state may
mer of an indication that the Court was qualify that right because of its "com-
aware that such questions might be pelling interest" in "health." I find that
raised or might be considered important, a strange doctrine to be celebrated by

A second general consideration I the proponents of women's liberation.
should like to raise, Mr. President, has These larger and deeply troubling con-
to do with the Court's definition of siderations, Mr. President, may in the
"health" as involving "all factors-phys- long run be as important to us as the
ical, emotional, psychological familial, special concern that many of us have
and the woman's age-relevant to . . , with the matter of abortion itself. Every
well-being." It is a little remarked but premise conceded by the Court in order
ultimately momentous part of the abor- to justify the killing of an unborn child
lion decisions that the Court, consciously can be extended to justify the killing of
or unconsciously, has adopted wholesale anyone else if, like the unborn child, he is
the controversial definition of "health" found to be less than a person in the
popularized by the World Health Organi- "whole" sense or incapable of "meaning-
zation. According to the WHO, "health" ful" life. The removal of all legal re-
is "a state of complete physical, mental, strictions against abortion must, in short,
and social well-being. not simply the ab- be seen in the light of a changing atti-
sence of illness and disease." In this con- tude regarding the sanctity of individual
text, the Court's definition acquires a life, the effects of which will be felt not
special importance, not only because it only by the unborn child who is torn
can be used to justify abortion any time from its mother's womb but as well by all
a woman feels discomfited by pregnancy, those who may someday fall beyond the
but because the Court made pointed ref- arbitrary boundaries of the Court's def-
erence to the "compelling interest" of the inition of humanity.
State in matters of health in general and This wider context of the abortion
maternal health in particular- One is controversy was brought to my attention
bound to wonder whether the State's in- most forcefully by an unusually candid
terest in maternal health would ever be editorial entitled "A New Ethic for
sufficiently "compelling" to warrant an Medicine and Society" that was pub-
abortion against a pregnant woman's lished two and a half years ago in Cali-
will. This is no mere academic matter. An fornia Medicine, the official journal of
unwed, pregnant teenage girl was ordered the California Medical Association. It
by a lower court in Maryland just last was occasioned, as I understand it, by theyear, against her will, to have an abor- debate then taking place in our largestlion. The girl was able to frustrate the State regarding the liberalization of theorder by running away. The order was portion law.
later overturned by a Maryland appel- / The thrust of the editorial is simplylaate court, but the important point is"this: That the controversy over abortionthat an analog to the compelling State ' represents the first phase of a head-oninterest argument was used by the lower conflict between the traditional, Judeo-court to justify its holding. Christian medical and legal ethic--inLet us consider, for example. the which the intrinsic worth and equal
of a pregnant mental patient. Would value of every human life is secured byS+t (ats compelling interest in her heal law, regardless of age, health or condi-ever L e sufficient to torce on abortio tion of dependency--and a new ethic,
upon her? What of the unmarried according to which bumar* life can bemother 6n welfare who is already unable taken for what are held to be the com-to cope with her existing children? ing social, economic or psychological
Agami, Mr. President, am not raising ds of others, Mr. President, I ask
in academic point for the sake of dlis- imous consent that the editorial
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referred to be printed in the RECORD at
the conclusion of my remarks as appen-
dix B.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.

(See appendix B.)
Mr. BUCKLEY. Let me for a moment

dwell on a crucial point in that editorial.
The author writes:

The process of eroding the old ethic and
substituting the new has already bein. It
may be seen most clearly in changing at-
titudes toward human abortion. In defiance
of the long held western ethic of intrinsic
and equal value for every human life regard-
less of its stage, condition, or status, abor-
tion is becoming accepted by society as moral,
right, and even necessary. It is worth noting
that this shift in public attitude has aected
the churches, the laws and public policy
rather than the reverse. Since the old ethic
has not yet been fully displaced it has been
necessary to separate the idea of abortion
from the idea of killing, which continues to
be socially abhorrent. The result has been a
curious avoidance of the scientific fact, which
everyone really knows, that human life begins
at conception and is continuous whether in-

a- extra-uterine until dea t. The very
inaerable semantic gymnastics which are

required to rationalize abortion as anything
but taking a human life would be ludicrous
if they were not often put forth under so-
cally impeccable auspices. It is suggested
that this schizophrenic sort of subterfuge
is necessary because while a new ethic is be-
ing accepted the old one has not yet been
rejected.

Lest there be any ambiguity as to the
ultimate thrust of the "new ethics," the
California Medicine editorial went on to
state the following in discussing the
growing role of physicians in deciding
who wil and will not live:

One may anticipate further development of
these roles as the problems of birth control
and birth selectionare extended ineitably
to death selection and death control whether
by the individual or by society

-I find the editorial of a powerful,
eloquent, and compeling statement of the
ultimate questions involved in the abor-
tion controversy. The question in issue-
the Supreme Court to. the contrary not-
withstanding-is not to determine when
life begins, for that is one of scientific
fact requiring neither philosophical nor
theological knowledge to answer. The
question, rather, is what value we shall
place on human life in general and
whether unborn human life in pai-ticular
is entitled to legal protection.

Whether or not our society shall con-
tinue its commitment to the old ethnic,
or transfer its allegiance to the new, is
not a question to be decided by a transi-
tory majority of the Supreme Court, but
by the people acting through their polit-
ical processes. I- concurin Mr. Justice
White's condemnation of the Wade
decision as "an exercise of raw judicial
power" that is "improvident and ex-
travagant." I concur in finding unac-
ceptable the Court's action in "interpcs-
ing a constitutional barrier to State ef-
forts to protect human life and-in-
investing mothers and doctors with the
constitutionally protected right to ex-
terminate it."

The majority of the Court, however,
has rendered its decision. We as a people
have been committed by seven men to the
"new ethic"; and because of the finality
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decisions. because there are now t
tactical curbs ou the killing of the

:.orn to suit the convenience or whim
or the mother, those w'lo continue to Y
believe in the old ethnic have no re-
corsebut to resort to the political
xes. That is why I intend to do what t
I ca nto give the American people the

,r:unity to determine for themselves t
hcn ethnic will govern this country in t

what is, after all, quite literally a matter
of life or death. That is why I send myc
nrouosed Human Life Amendment to the
desk and ask that it be printed and ap-I
propriately referred.C

In doing so, Mr. President, may I sayt
how deeply gratified I am to be joined in

introducing this amendment by my dis-t
tinguished colleagues from Oregon. Iowa,
Utah. Nebraska. Oklahoma, and North
Dakota. Senators HATFIELD, HUGHES,
BE:NNrTT, BARTLETT, CURTIs, and YoUNGt
are known in this body and elsewhere
as exceptionally thoughtful and dedi-
cated men whose day-to-day political
activities are informed by devotion to
f rst principles. When such a geographi- -
catly, ideologically, and religiously di-
verse group of Senators can agree on a
major issue like this, it suggests that
opposition to abortion is truly ecumeni-
cal and national in scope. These Sena-
tors honor me by their cosponsorship,
and I consider it a privilege to work to-
gether with them in this great cause. I
would simply like to take this occasion
to extend to each of them my personal
attitude for their help and cooperation
and to say how much I look forward to
working jointly with them in the months
ahead.

The text of our amendment reads as
follows-

ARTICL.E - 6

SECnoN 1. With respect to the right to life,
the word 'person', as used in this Article and
is the Fifth and Fourteenth Articles of
Amendment to the Constitution of the
Potted States, applies to all human beings
including their unborn offspring at every
sti;e of their biological deveopment, ir-
respective of age, health ,function or cn-
d:ioa of depende'.cy.

Svc. 2. This Article shall not apply in an
emergency when a reasonable medisl cr-
tainty exists that continuation of the preg-
narcy will cause the death of the mother.

Sec. 3. Congress and the several States
sui have power to enforce this Article by

r pr:ate legislation within their respec-
tive Jur'sdictions.

The amendment's central purpose is
to create, or rather, as will be made clear
below, to restore a constitutionally com-
peh:ng identity between the biological
cateuory "human being" and the legal
category "person". This has been made
necessary by two factors: First. the more
or less conscious dissemblance on the
part of abortion proponents, by virtue of
which the universally agreed upon facts
of biology are made to appear as ques-
tions of value-a false argument that the
Supreme Court adopted wholesale; and
second, the holding of the Court in Wade
ana 2ol ton that the test of personhood is
one of legal rather than of biological
definition. The amendment addresses
these difficulties by making the biological

',t constitutionally binding, on the
;ro rd that only such a test will restrain

GRESSIONAL RECORD-- SENA

the tendency of certain courts and leg:;
atures to arrogate to themselves the
power to determine who is or who is not
human and, therefore, who is or is not
entitled to constitutional protections.
The amendment is founded on the belief
that the ultimate safeguard of all per-

sons, born or unborn "normal or defec-
tive, is to compel courts and legislatures
to rest their decisions on scientific fact

rather than on political, sociological, or
other opinion.

Such a test will return the law to a
position compatible with the original un-
derstanding of the 14th amendment. As

the debates in Congress during consid-

eration of that amendment make clear,

it was precisely the intention of Congress
to make "legal person" and "human be-
ing" synonymous categories. By so do-

ing, Congress wrote into the Constitu-
tion that understanding of the Declara-
tion of Independence best articulated by
Abraham Lincoln; namely, that to be
human is to possess certain rights by
nature, rights that no court and no leg-
islature can legitimately remove. Chief
among these, of course, is the right to
life.

On the specific subject of abortion, it
is notable that the same men who passed
the 14th amendment also enacted an ex-
panded Assimilative Crimes Statute,
April, 1866, which adopted recently
passed State antiabortion stautes.
These statutes, in turn, had been en-
acted as a result of a concerted effort by
medical societies to bring to legislators'
attention the recently discovered facts of
human conception. The Court's opinion
in Wade totally misreads-f the Court
was aware of it at all-the fascinating
medico-legal history of the enactment of
19th century antiabortion statutes, and
ignores altogether the fundamental in-
tention which animated the framers of
the 14th amendment.

Section 1-of the proposed amendment
would restore and make explicit the bio-
logical test for legal protection of human
life. The generic category is "human be-
ing," which includes, but is not limited
to, "unborn offspring-at every stage of
their biological development." It is a
question of biological fact as to what
constitutes "human being" and as to
when "offspring" may be said to come
into existence. While the basic facts con-
cerning these - matters are not in dis-
pute among informed members of the
scientific community, the ways in which
these facts are to be ascertained in any
particular case will depend on the spec-
ifications contained in implementing
legislation passed consistent with the
standard established by the amendment.
Such legislation would have to consider,
in the light of the best available scien-
tific information, the establishment of
reasonable standards for determining
when a woman is in fact pregnant, and
if so, what limitations are to be placed
on the performance of certain medical
procedures or the administering of cer-
tain drugs.

Some proponents of abortion will seek
to characterize the amendment as pro-
hibiting methods of contraception. To
such charge, the answer is twofold:

First, there is nothing in the amend-

rent v'ich woitld, d :_
ex:>.. y or imp ?,

moue o. con t -ceptor.
Socc*nd, under the arn-idsent, the te t

in ech case will hbe a esimpe

one; ti t is, wheihr -r " :nl-

spring" may be said to t; . 'n uence
at the time w"en a po l' ry a garie
techi'qie or medicine a op d. P-
ticuar standards on t ... nt . to be
worked out in urnplemernLs legislation.

Section 1, it will also be itoted. reaches
the more general case of euthanasia. This
is made necessary because of the wide-
spread and growing talk of legalizing
"death with dignity," and because of the
alarming dicta in the Wade opinion by
which legal protection seems to be con-
ditioned on whether one has the "capa-
bility of meaningful life" or whether one
is a "person in the whole sen:e." Such
language in the Court's opinicn, when
combined with the Court's frequent ref-
erences to the State's "compelling inter-
est" in matters of "health." is pointedly
brought to our attention by the revival
in Wade of the notorious 1927 case of
Buck against Bell-which upheld the
right of the State to sterilize a mentally
defective woman without her . consent
The Wade and Bolton opinions taken as
a whole seem to suggest that unborn
children are not the only ones whose
right to life is now legally unprotected.
Thus, the proposed amendment explicitly
extends its protections to all those whose
physical or mental condition might make
them especially vulnerable vie trns of the
"new ethic."

Regarding the specific subject. of abor-
tion, section 2 makes an expicrt excep-
tion for the life of the pregnant womn. .
There seems to be a wtdepread misim-
pression that pregnancy is a medically
dangerous condition, when the truth o
the matter is that under most ccum-
stances a prenant wonan can dcliier
her child with minimal risk to her own
life and health. There is. however, a
exceedingly small class of pregnancies
where continuation of pregnancy will
cause the death of the woman. The most
common example is the ectopic or tubal
pregnancy. It is our intention to exempt
this unique class of pregnancies. without
opening the door to spurious claims of
risk of death.

Under the amendment, there must bo
an emergency in which reasonable medi-
cal certainty exists that continuation c+
pregnancy will cause the death of the
woman. This is designed to cover the
legitimate emergency cases, such as the
ectopic pregnancy, while closing the door
to unethical physicians who in the past
have been willing to sign statements at-
testing to risk of death when in fact none
exists or when the prospect is so remote
in time or circumstance as to be unre-
lated to the pregnancy. Contrary to the
opinion of the Supreme Court, which as-
sumes that pregnancy is a pathological
state, modern obstetrical advances have
succeeded in removing virtually every
major medical risk once associated with
pregnancy. As Dr. Alan Guttnacher him-
self remarked nearly a decade ago, mod-
ern obstetrical practice has eliminated
almost all medical indications for abor-
tion. In certain limited 'nstances, how-
ever, a genuine threat to the woman's

it;
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1' 1Jv a road
t'' the c'nse-

: i+.. tii Bol toin da--

C_.rn, but PJ F;ady 10
f.,:. t ;:v :, e C" r rss to

~. . . " ( 'I : I Ia I

r. Ls

d d by

,., 1,.,....'.rr. ;rd il w n vioi ,:P.-ead
c. ':' t tsem:cie a.in

CCourt has done
i-yt' , i t .the abortion ssue,

:: 4t L T he I_'Ccoruitte on the
-to ,,. id;,;e early hearings on

ry prop.. ed amendment, as well as the
'_" a:,d outer amendments which

to retorete h full protection of the
f- nhuma-n life at every stage offromthe time a distinct

~og idenii tifiable human being
S CUes into existence.
me' rithere are those, Mr. President,

a acorld to-me that it, would simply be
a ;_ieo: timre to schedule hearings on

:rpr sas for a human life amendment.
f t is cot s . ally being asserted these
c:ays that poW":; opinion on the abortion
to 'r has turie-d the corner, that the

" - Court decisions in fact reflect
cur-en:t Americanl acceptance of abor-

-on -derand. Thus, it is argued, any
,:-atempt to enact a corrective

ccurs rational amendment would be an
exef-rcne Dn futility.

4x e pll have been cited in support
:' i ton but these are refutedo u. cdtailed study of the matter
1r. r t months. I speak of the

S -nsor-t d by the University of Mich-a of Social Research last
l r f Iundamong other things,

S 5% p ri~t of Americans continue
o or e t:heoeralized abortion, as do a

tcir 'o of non Catholic Americans. I
r1wr. Lion this last fact in passing, because

tod~ibxay have "bought' the charge
made by toe proaboronists that only
Rlie-an Catholcs today oppose what
me Supreme Court has accomplished
tnrrog judicial flat. For the benefit of
t M'- Presdente who may neverthe-
a, iee rigu the impetus behind the

anN :obcrtion movement is exclusively rt- 1 up 1cr hin and fr = a
Cal hoTic, I ask unanimous consent that equll' : C) nee xCapt a o
there be printed in the RECORD, at the ratdach n. . r
conclusion ofmy remarks, as appendix C,' u
excerpts from various non-Catholic , bt p's paTer per.,ctnor ere s th
sources affirming the rights of the'un- 'urnier 28 week the fort t s i uc hgar-
born and condemning-liberalized abor- ba=i--there is no such th"; ', a f:p
tion. I also ask unanimous consent that foe'us." Dr. Bernard Nathanson, prolmen'
an article in the April 17, 1973, issue of New Cor abortionist, can c -:in t1at It
the Washington Star-News describing Is dimicut to get nursery .o

the University of Michigan study be ontetweLfth wa ur sand' of a-' the doctors eait or' '.smprinted in the RECORD at the conclusion .bsu s lare ioc-tus i more ui r: tha.n a
i ri' ; remarks as appendix D.) srao one. But when Staley -an ! t a'::.

Tie ACTING PRESIDENT pro ten- prusthandsonc:v from a:ortio- we can
p,a Without objection., it is so ordered. riue-1o; their detaceenet :: hait is

. redlix C and D.) ar for a doctors pocke.t.. O: e be,
B. rICKIr Y. Mr. President, of to -or baby.

:t E,0.tertsir.itcance than thisl,
tIL mt the that the fotu a r e .pp -

stc l Mc. President, are the results of e of t. mother Gemi,- szrn
r54.11re dum is last November in which the baby .::a-'Marat- indtt iv rr
peop' of two States, Michigan and tin. :' a ol-ai'- we -u .

Nc-tki-;ota, were asked to vote on the cfnlt0 . 2 . 5ery large r e t:
r - 1 ,tort of liberalized abortion laws. of the p"r-uancr. in com d- a Ihown

Te issue was widely debated, and on en-v 1 a aLi da c.n' 4-o s

ci- rin da the people spoke with a . r;vIshr_
.{i voe. They voted to reject per- p a p es to iare a.

Iml.' abortion by a margin of 3 to2 o tan" in -- t-rn .. i'u, -in
i t he c.e of uis gan., and of 3 to 1 in hfr m:...e ,sume :c_ Inr i .^.houh
the aoe of North Dakota. w::, speak of their wvxt-s r-.ink or

Tihese votes are of particular signiI- thi membranes rupturing, tbese structures
cance, be-nuse they indicate that the belong to the foetus and ie reul ats his osswn

amniotic fluId volume. It i:the foetus woc-fmuimnent of Americans to the tradi- is relpnslbie for the lmn'-:!;s
tiornal Judeo-Christian ethic is apt to be of pregarncy--tiie azztc a cI ern-r oy
strengthened after the public has had whsic r lotus and mot:.: althugb.
the advantage of the intensive educa- munologial foreigners, ! tochc;..
tional process that results from any ac- In parabiosis for nine mon :sAt nal;'it
tively debated issue. The voters of Mch- is t:e foetus, not the ioter, whorecis
igan and North Dakota came to know when labour should be iitited.
the biological facts of human develop- One hour after the erm twsspnetrti dthe ovum, the nuclei of the two cells have
ment. By the time -they cast their bal- fused and the genetic instructions from onelots, they had a sorbed a knowledge of parent have met the complemientary instruc-
the subject of abortion and of Its im- tions from the other parent to establish the-
plications that is shared today by too few whole design, the inheritance of a r.ew perse .
Americans. The one cell divides into two, the two tno

Mr. President, I profoundly believe four and so on while over a spean of 7 or 8 des
that such popularity, as the idea of abor- this ball of cells traverses the Fallopian tobe

to reach the uterus. On reaching the uterus,tion as acquired, derives from the abil- this young individual implants in the -prgy
ity of the proponents of abortion to dis- lining and with a display of phv scologcal
semble the true facts concerning the power suppresses his mother's menstrual pe-
nature of unborn life and the true facts ziod. This is his home for the next 270 days
concerning what is actually involved in and to make it habitable the embryo devel-
abortion. I further believe that when ope a placenta and a protective capsule-of

fuid for himself. By 25 days the developingthese facts are fully made known to the-hersttsbangte l- toesfa
publc, heywil rejct borionsav heart starts beating, the ars, strokes of a

public, they wifl reject abortion save pump that will make 3,000 million beats in
under the most exigent circumstances; - a lifetime. By 30 days and just 2 weeks past
that is, those in which the physical life neither's first missed period, the baby, % inch
of the mother is itself at stake. In recent long, has a brain of unmistakable human
weeks, in discussing this matter with proportions, eyes, ears, mouth, kidneys, liver
friends and colleagues, I have found and umbilical cord and a heart pumping
that, like many of the rest of us, they blood he has made himself. By 45 days, about

l u e m'n the time of mother's second missed period
the aby's skeleton is complete, in cartilage

ated by the proponents of permissive not bone, the buds of the milk teeth appear
abortion. I, therefore; believe that It and he makes his first movements of his
would be useful for me to call our col- limbs and body-although it will be another
leagues' attention to clinical evidence 12 weeks before mother notices movements
upon these points. By 63 days he will grasp an object placed :n

First, I will quote a particularly feci- his palm and can make a fist..s n. cMost of our studies of foetal behaviortous description of the biological and Iaets aeltri rgacprl]?ave been made later in pregnancy, partly
physical character of the unborn child because we lack techniques for investigation
by Dr. A. W. Liley, research professor in earlier and partly because it is only the
fetal physiology at National Women's exigencies of late pregnancy which provide
Hospital, Auckland, New Zealand, a man us with opportunities to invade the privacy
renowned throughout the world as one of the foetus. We know that he move with a
of the principal founders and masters of delightful easy grace in his buoyant world.

therel ynew field of fetology, that foetal comfort determines foetal posi-the relatively nwfedo eooyD
they writes--tion. He is responsive to pain and touch andLileywcold and sound and light. He drinks has

In a world in which adult control power amniotic fluid, more if it is artifcally sweet-
and purse, the fetus is at a disadvantage be- ened and less if It is given an unpleaant
ing small, naked. nameless and voiceless.He taste. He gets hiccups and sucks his thumb.
has no one except sympathetic adults to He wakes and sleeps. He gets bored with

x
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siln-is but csn bet .aucht to be problems of pregnant women. It is our of one's own. Men who oari city ar:ue

.- i V a tir9t sillu for a second diLterent belief that abortion is in fact a spurious against the killing of innocent human
L'rc, te ail that haq been written by remedy to the problem pregnancy. The life in war will be found the next argiu-
. utgd s'ng writers, we believe babtee cr substantial medical risks attending abor- ing in praise of killing innocent humnarn

0 
iri bemuse they have been hurt. In al tion, the well-documented phychological life in the womb. Doctors foresworn to

,:ei in sour. only 'e pain op mbers trauma which accompanies the destruc- apply the heailrng arts to save .iP now

p hen consiered-no one bas bothered Lion of a child in utero, the continuing dedicate themselves and their skills to

ri:n te -t we o tand possibility of repeated problem preg- the destruction of life.

,hen 1-3 the foetus we know and indeed nancies throughout the rest of a fertile To enter the world of abortion on re-
t once were. This is the foetus we look woman's life-all these factors suggest quest, Mr. President, is to enter a world

.iller in modern olsetrICs, the same baby we that ethical considerations aside, abor- that is upside down. It is a world in
::e caring for before and after birth, who tion is a superfici ngerous which black becomes white, and right

ef are birth can be il and need diagnosis and nonsolution to what is admittedly a wrong, a world in which the powerful

;s aso the foetus whose existence and Identity most serious problem. are authorized to destroy the weak and

must he so callously ignored or energetically I profoundly believe that opponents defenseless, a world in which the child's

denied by abvocates of abortion. of abortion have a positive obligation to natural protector, his own mother, be-

For those who seek further informa- assist pregnant women who are troubled. comes the very agent of his destruction.

Fon on the points raised by Dr. Liey, - The private sector has already produced Mr. President, I urge my colleagues to

would rfer them to the detailed de iy - a number of organizations whose central join me in protecting the lives of all

would refer tn o che tied deheP purpose it is to provide counseling and human beings, born and unborn, for

bef thled as amicus curiae by more thn medical assistance to pregnant women, their sake, for our own sake, for the

200 members of the American College of as well as for the placement of any child sake of our children, and for the sake
Onteers and theAncol Mr. ele- owho after birth is still unwanted. The of all those who may someday become
Obstetrics and Gynecology. Mr. Pred- most prominent organization of this type the victims of the new ethic.
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the is called Birthright, with chapters in
relevant portions of that brief be printed A'PPEND A

many cities and towns across the land. In the Supreme Court of the United States
at the conclusion of my remarks as I fully endorse these efforts to provide I terem Court o 7n43te

appendix E. truly humanitarian assistance to those OobTerm N 72-434

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ten-tuyhmnarnasiaceotoe Mo'riore To Posrs'orez J~arsnrc'rsoe Urrn A

re. Without objection, it is so ordered. in need, and I intend to assist their HxAN ON T__ Marrs
pore. appendi Ec) growth In whatever ways I can. On Appeal From the Court of Appeals of the

(See appendix E.) Mr. President, I have spoken at some State of New York
Mr. BUCKLEKY. Mr. President, y length because I consider this issue to (Robert M. Byrn, as Guardian ad Litem

for the benefit of those who wish to learn be of paramount importance. As we for Infant Roe, an unborn child of less than
what is actually involved in abortion Pro- stand here on this day, quite literally 24 weeks gestation, whose life is about to be
cedures, I ask unanimous consent that thousands of unborn children will be terminated d by Induced abortion at a mu-
there be provided at the conclusion of 'sacrificed before the sun sets in the name nicipal hospital of New York City Health &

rny remarks, as appendix F, a recent pa- of the new ethic. Such a situation cannot. Hospitals Corporation, etc., Appellant, versus

per by Dr. Joseph Stanton, M.D., entitled continue indefinitely without doing fr- New York City Health & Hospitals Corpora-
"Abortion-Death Before Birth." D reparable damage to the most cherished tion, Jan Roe and John Roe, parents of sad

Stanton is associate clinical professor o principles of humanity and to the moral born Infant Roe, whose true names are
medicine at Tufts Medical SchOOL sensibilities of our people. The issue at powitz, Atty. General of the State of New

S The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- stake is not only what we do to unborn York, Appellees, and Ruth Charney, et al.,

pore. Without objection, it is so ordered. children, but what we do to ourselves by Intervcners-Appcllees)
(See appendix F.) permitting them to be killed. With every Appellant respectfully moves that the

Mr. BUCKEY. So much, Mr. Presi- day that passes, we run the risk of stum- Court postpone determination of the ques-

dent, for the scientific facts of prenatal bling, willy-nilly, down the path that tion of jurisdiction and of the motions perd-

life and for the techniques now used to leads inexorably to the devaluation of all fg before the Court to a rm or dmte ss
destroy it. They illuminate the true na- stages of human life, born or unborn. appellant's appeal until a hearing of the case
ture of the distinctions we are asked to But a few short years ago, a moderate Appellant is the court-appointed guardian
make in the name of a "new ethic." I liberalization of abortion was being ad Litem for a continuing cla s of unborn

urge my colleagues to study these facts urged upon us. The most grievous hypo- children scheduled for abortion in the mu -

with special care in the light of the truly thetical circumstances were cast before nicipal hospitals of appellee, New York City

radical implications for our society of the us to justify giving In a little bit here, a Health & Hospitals Corporation. On- behalf

Supreme Court decisions.. I ask t hem to little bit there; and step by step, with of his wards, appenant challentred the con-

keep in mind that the American people the inevitability of gradualness, we were stitutlonality of New York's Elective bor-

were not consulted before seven justices led to the point where, now,-we no longer tion Law (New York Penal Law, Sec. 1250-,

of the Supreme Court took It upon them- have any vaid legal constraints on upheld the valIdity of the Law, nd granted

selves to overturn a commitment to the abortion- inal judgment on the mert-a to apoellees.

sanctity of human life that has been What kind of society is it that will Appeuant's appeal to this codru was docketed

central to our civilization for more than abide this sort of senseless destruction? on September 14, 1972.t

2(00 years. I urge them to understand What kind of people are we that can On Janrary 22, 1973, ' ru' struck

thar if-as I profoundly believe-a ma- tolerate this mass extermination? What down antiabortion status-es o 
e and

jority of the American people continue kind of Constitutionis it that can elevate Georia i Co v. Wade, No. ' (herein-

to believe in the old ethic, they have no this sort of conduct to the level of a e and Doe v Ili. Nc 0-tO

effective recourse except through the -sacrosanct right, presumptively endowed there .ter 'no' par"e A' shLr " r': orn

arendatory process. I believe, at the very with the blessings of the Founding Soili= op were of pa " L ur ra s
least, we have a duty to give cor sldera- Fathers, who looked to the laws of nature dollt .a>-'n t e rm :-

tion of a humn life amendment our and of nature's God as the foundation of diction in te' inst.nnt ar' e: " can"
highest priority. this Nation? or ' t of appeant-s wart e ..:-

Mr. President. one final note, if I may. Abortion, which was once universally l

Opponents of abortion are frequently condemned in the Western World as a their Ic tJos. ame p tr . ai

characterized as being indifferent or cal- heinous moral and legal offense, is now ;lle hac!'' thre most 3.

bus toward the plight of women with presented to us as not only a necessary, bec.a 1m., warc, ace no-' ,., since
wahat are called problem pregnancies- sometime evil, but as a morally and so- jurIa;;c In the case at tar n^efnLs On
uch as the pregnant,-unwed teenager, or cially beneficial act. The Christian coun- the unirnate resolution of tI: _ .e. for the

t. woman who conceives an unplanned sel of perfection which teaches that the re avn.3 hereinafter set fort:, err.nation

had. I believe such a characterization to greatest love consists in laying down of jurirliction should rot t 'a-ie un Il

bh wholly unwarranted. To oppose ahor- one's life for one's friend, has now be- after a full bearing on the

' i )n-save the mother's life is at stake-- come, it seems, an injunction to take an-

iJ by no means to be indifferent to the other's life for the security and comfort rn ntee at end of frt
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1's -r sdrriON

rL t,he claims of riaht of

.r+ er not parties, indi-
rr- aco n adC and oltcm
S;r:. arenot rC 'r.iaJ .as to
e: .. I :'.., : . ( . c, :r,y . A 1.

i: f";.'.', cot-a.. fundamenta
er o 0: tcructt lt ies upon

S r:,. re-:ousl' briefed the
.fr'ti'I ue'.. ':err not ar-

. : : L;mru f in f r .

... i. u.gbuinan beings
hi 7" (d of t..he - rpotectico of law. their

t_e o t:rl t+ he.rd. (See, infra U).
7x t_' and h cl tcu contain dangerous

reaten she continued
c nif )Due Process and Equal Pro-

?e:Ci c. uses of the Fourteenth Amend-
X -A:!n d-rt chlauns of richit of appel-

tl nt' ra: e r.ot. . (See, infra, Ifl).
T ,%,r, .:.'::, .a and Bolton does not

r. rt i'o 'r . of a(bent parties, including
c -innt ' it: a hearing on the merits

c .. . . 'n- thoir f edra. consitu-

) r . . 'ourt in Wade and
. arr *. t a~ t io the instant appeal

, dren were not parties in
c:.:- ;: o ; dlan was beore the

u to reponc their interests. Griswold v.
nornnc: i t is 'ot to the contrary. In that

cae -itls Cosu -t eccgnzed the standing of
hood leacee of Connecti-

4.:.n ?. cnpg 'a. to raise the constitu-
ttur ra 'r marrim'd people with whom
r .Zd a. ; scv.onal relationship. Gss-

r. v CorU 'nt. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
wvcr. : ...od involved a defense to a
iria ;-. P,.;roil and this Court noted

U" at If dc i r. re ief were sought "the
r' ;titre: -nt riening should be strict,

tCe stande7s of ca: or Controversy in
h Constitution become

'i lC S. 479, 481. It seems cear that
G : 'ij{, pvoi adiverse to the conti-

a;s . .m.t' marrIed people (who
- .ptrt wn.CI not he'res udicata

a:; enr'ri'. o Cr uh uent suit by married

to co!' and vndecate their rights.
, ,nter'-" v - 7.71 .S, 32, 40 (1940).

i. c tie conr':tutional rights of un-
born c'i'dre' wrce iolsed by the Texas At-
tr :.,^' sup port Texas' competing

, t; t -. ort:on itta
tm  

The
t'-a', the question

.Abegins was unanswer-
r: he legislature. But the

tIs not when human
tenscgnitirnt of the consti-

t .e time an abortional
ced death is irt..icted, not on

u in:n "fs. but on an individual
i:. potential, that has al-

Ce ' '
i tr- e t ri 'r passed

cants c:se. Although
d , e . i . .On s . the legrelJ is-

.d a dda - .1prat
4-i. a e-

rr~ 7'r

d thr1y:a _pare
'artps--

A :: wros.

ru-sitt r-t ' l

rihts he purported to assert. Clearly he is decision. It necissitates that the dci:.tln be
not a member of the class and be cannot free from any posntolIty of error" Fuon V.
adequately represent the class. Hansberry v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 233, 316 (1972). B ade and
Lee, 311 U.S. 32, 41, 43. As a public o cia1, Bolon are not free from error.
his interest is ever subject to the vagaries 1.Teistoical er-r
of legislative action and potentially in con-
flict with the interests of the unborn child. (a.) Apparent acceptance of the pr- 'r-

Appellant,-guardian asserts that the interests tio'ist theis th(l abortion was not a c Critmei

and nature of the unborn child constitu- at common law (Wade, p. 21),' ad -
tionally mandate state protection--a pol- even have been a -righ t" (Wade, p. 25), hen
tion an attorney general, jealous of state's Appellant had prertously briefed the Cmrurt

riobts, could hardly Sponsor. The potenti- on the better view of history watch is to the
ally convicting interests of State Attorney contrcry. Apparently relyng on a s ngle few

Generals is clearly illustrated by the recent review article, the Court in Wade ocrncud'

hiFtory of' abortion in New York. In 1969. that it is"doubtful that abortion was ever
tee Attorney Genera: of the State of New firmly established as a common law cite
York asserted the interests of the unborn even with respect to the destruction o a
child in supporting a law which permitted qmc fe-s." (Wade, pp. 20-21)
abortions only when necessary to preserve The Court is In error. Appellant has bnered
the life of the mother. Hall v. Lefko:ciaz, the Court extensively on the common law
UeS.D.C. So. Dist. N.T., 305 Fed. Supp. 1030 fltiry of abortion (Appellant's Bae:, pp.
1969). As appellee herein, be now supports A--8 to A-24). Appellant's Brief shows t) that
New York's elective abortion law which sub- at -least from Bracton's time onwird, the

ordinates the lives of appellant's wards to cmmonso law sought ways to protect the is-

the unfettered discretion of pregnant wom- born child from abortion from the roment
en and their doctors. A party possesing such his existence as a separate, ives, biolo cal
potentially conflicting interests cannot re- human being could be scientincl:y cerncn-
present the fundamental personal interests started; (11) that problems of proving that
of an absent party or fairly insure their the unborn child had been alive when the

protection. Hansbier- v.. Lee, 311 U.S. 32, 44, aKars-insl act was cornm:tted and that the
45. Wrght and M ier, Federal Practice and abor ion had been the cause of the child's
Procedure, Vol. 7A, No. 1789 at pp. 178-9. ath were, in the early law, considered i-
Mr. Justice White wittng for the Court in superable barriers to prosecution; (iii) that
Blonder-Tongue Labh. v. University Found- th eretfter quickening evolved in the law,
tion, squarely stated the governing princi- not as a substantive judgment on when hu-
ple in these words:. nt5 lls begins, but as an evidentiucry de-

"Some litgants-those who never appear- Tico to prove that the abcontis act had
ed in a prior action-may not be collaterally been an assault on a live hman being (s)
stopped without litigating the issue. They that outside the criminal 1W, the common
have never had a chance to present their law, unburdened of problems proof, re-
evidence and arguments on the claim. Due gari.ed the unborn chld as in all respe ti
process prohibits estopping them despite one a human being; ' (v) t.a, abort ion after
or more existing adjudications of the iden- quickening, though a crime, was not htorr-
tical issue which stand squarely against ,caie at ccoamon law ( :is the child were
their position." 402 US. 513, 329 (1971). born alive and then ded) only is-aue of

5(5. 'ill rvvmnassers mos the di:culty of proving th't the abortional
act ha b-en ti-e cause ssdea'n-

The Court in Wade erred at the threshold h ena(v) tat the liability . ,v ab o.;, nst to
when it decline to resolve the crucial ques-.H/ murderthe aiton1t tsr toa snurder cOnviotOn, if th' etri d cidtion of whether abortion as a matter of fact were horn alive and t: diede'nilstmas
kills a live human being, even though this is t..t the ,nborn child
a fact upon which constitutional issues rest1 prora'. bth because the cs-'r ttt law de-
(page 15 infra). This fundamental error was : ci- muas "geners-dy coosi muur& oil-
evidently caused by the Court's misappre- from concurrence of an ei-onI.igrnd
pension of the common law of abortion with an evil-doing hand" 'Mnrtsue e v V.,
(page 8, infra) and the motivation behind 3S42 U.S. 246, 251-52 [19521) d the '-ie of
early American antt-a.borion statutes\ (page concurrence means necessary -ha' ^thccCi-
10, infra) which led the Court to ignore the trauter^ne victim of the eW--;-11act was
intent of the Framers of the Pouateenth -itheae of the act a human frrrgn, else
Amendment: to bring within the aegis of the the reut could not be alhdmrar; (il
DueProcess and Equal Protection Clauses th.. problems of proo.. ar.l. -'r'ca at ny
eerymember of the human i'ise2rtei staged pregnancy was coneldered r-n; acm in

of age, stage or condition of wantedne se, a secular crime agaiort ui-i-ain h aaca
(page 14, infra). The Court left itself with-lie, as evidenced by the a-pt: i a o the
out any reliable historical basis for Its con- common law felony-murder rule to the death
stitutional interpretation with the result of the aborted woman even or to
that the Court both omitted to allude to Its i - eprort atct
own prior interpretation of rson under law thetorducigr- tort a wac on
Section One of the Fourteenth Amendmentlwavea autforuthegcloth-Ic reasontat5"r~tion ways an assault for the douw~le reason r:tat a
( e ) s t g woncrn was not deemed able to assent to an
status in law of unborn children (page 17, unawf'lact against ier & sad othe fur-
msra). Instead, the Court adverted to a thr ranon that she wtacepc 0, nfio-

t:r ber of criteria which it erroneously in- t 1- to terour 0;rrau inn-c in-
tipr ted as proof that the unborn child is . t F -
n: s ters-n under Section One of the Four- 161t1st:4719 91es-anp1:' Ors;. 2? 1,

trob Ar'smndment (pages 19-23, infra). (M4tn 1 ,96a '3.av pp at(Mtion- -for a Sa, pp. rusW ' mu a tat
The threshold error is the crucial error. As the application of the fei -oin.cr rule to

appelant demonstrates in this motion, the a boron belies the Court , :. 0met in Wade
claims of constitutional right of appellant's that-"ab ir. ws viewed ni-le-dsfavr
W'ii.des turn on the issue of whether they are thanunoirost Ameic-c satues
i.t :re human beings. When the personal
constitutional rights of a party depend on a rrntly ine'lect," ( Wade, p.

fr-t In controversy, the duty rests upon this the face of the abortion-murcer rule and the
Ct-urt to resolve the fact in controversrtfo" generatiil mlits Ca l d ppr. ;t rey. .
12 :if. Napue v. Illinois, 360 US. 264, 272 cannot be assumed that "';iroipghout the
(1?59). The Court cannot abdicate that duty major portion of the 19th century ti- marng

wt hout sapping its authority as fact-finder, legal abortion practices were far freer than
judre and ultimate arbiter of federal rights, they are today ** ." (Wad.e, p. 4,3), and

Referring to another question of life-or- finally, (r) that the conunon law is tot.aly
death import, Mr. Justice Marshall observed., consistent with the claims of rIght of ap-

While this fact cannot affect our ultimate peiant's wards herein.
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Arppaen' acceptance of the pro-abor-
{h'sis that 19th century anti-abortion

alanon +'an intnded solely to protect the
-sneum wtrman( Wade, p. 36, citing only

(i'lC' et1, when Ap flant had pret'iousl y
t , the Court :) the ovei-rchei-nm

a o':tyof State court decisions to the
con rr-ir-. The 19th century American anti-
sccr. ion legislation is a continuum of the

or-:s of he common law to protect the

u.noorn child from aborton from the mo-
men hiss nasterce as a separate, live, bio-

-- human being could be scientifically
a e nonstratd.

The Court in Wade asserts that the Amer-
ican Medical Ansocation's outcries against
abortion, spanning the years 1859-1871, "may
have played a signlficant rule in the enact-
ment of s-nrpgent criminal abortion legisla-
tion during that period." (Wade, p. 28).'
'et while so admitting, the Court concludes
that "the few ,state courts called upon to
inter'pret their laws in the late 19h and early
10thc nturies focused on the State's interest
i. ptocecting the woman's health rather
than in preserving the embryo and fetus."
(tWade, p. 36, citing only State v. Murphy,
27 N.J.L 112, 114 t1858]). It is inconceivable
that appellant's wards should be bound by
such a finding when appellant has heretofore
briefed the Court on:

(1) the amendment of the New Jersey
abortion stature in 1972 designed "to protect
the lIfe of the child also, and inlirct the
sanme oun.c:ibmnorit, in case of its death, as if
tha ,7:ohier shuolid die." State v. Gedicke,

4O N.JL 36. 90 (1I312. (Motion for a Stay,
pp. 4a-t a .

(2) dcriisions from ten other states-all
of whch were reidoreci prior to the abortion
"rerc-rn' rove:-:ent of the 190's (six prior
to 1920, three between 1930 and 1940, and
one in 1950)-hich explicitly state that
protection of the Lire of the unborn child
was at least one o the purposes of the re-
spective Stater3' 19t century anti-abortion
statutes. (App.:,::: I ? *."-

{ 3) . rt :: . :te: . :ut- i from. nne oth er
S .a:,!" ': ;.: i f' 1, CI P' rsy detr sions ibang i

,::.:.t" h lear imply the

Si-t bOLLr' obi;rreration of es.rly 'ew
Toc~rs; a':in..s;rtiLL statutes as having as at

a. . t ne i rpses the protection of
lior rutan of one of the

-oan soirk' :.s: Court

iii iumis t-. .t is c:N -

S'I. , .. pa3i.ii gir c1 rn :.Ao-e

ia 4 p an c .k e ' c c h -

h :.d, -.- L, CtIL to- A
f 111 Io .. indment scc. it --t} ' : ~~l 'C: '"."........ ... .,.:'ii:'SLi ii 1.Il.A .ift iLt.;Ii~iI :,,i. a i

I -5 : alb-riat . y ceoied an
3n pavLacy sI'iuht !cnchcded

e unosa o aucla Iroi jour::tenth
S: I th t had teu the

i;:e:"ra M !,i:1.s, one could hardly
tic --c -" L .mers of the State Legias-

it :ea -astfyL :.ng t he, ::endm 'envt whie they
ILL t. tic s;::.5e tin e contemplating (or had

alres. eated) restrotive abortion legisla-
tion designed to protect unborn human chl-
dren--especially if such legislation was the
product of the A.M.A. statements cited by
the Court. Then too, what evidence is there
that the Framers did not share "[t]he anti-
abortion mood prevalent in this country in
the late 10th century * * "" (Wade, p. 28)?

Statutory law, common law and the preva-
lent mood converged in an Iowa case decided
in 1868, the year in which the Fourteenth
Amendment was ratified. State v. Moore, 25
Iowa 128 (1888) (Motion for a Stay, pp. 1 -
11a), affirmed a conviction cC murder for

Footnotes at end of article.
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causing the death of a woman by an illegal alent mood of the time-that the lie of every
abortion. The trial court had charged the unborn child is "sacred" and "inalenable."
jury: State v. Moore, supra; AMA. Statements,

"To attempt to produce a miscarriage, supra.
except when in proper professional judgment 2. The errors on the questions of human life
it is necessar- to preserve the life of the and human-legal person
woman, Is an unlawful act. It is known tow~ma, i anunlwfu act Itis now to (a) Failure to resolve the threshold ques-
be a dangerous act, generally producing one
and sometimes s two deaths-I mean the death tion of fact of whether an abort kills a
of the unborn infant and the death of the live human being. The ,rarerntored that
mother. Now, the person who does this isIevery Lfe human being, ever mencoer of the
gity.of unlawful act. If the death tu.an race, even the most unwanted, fall
guilty of doing an fnaflat I h et wttin the aegis of the Dui" Process andof the woman does not ensue from it, he isEl rteio lues. fu-tormdesano

liale o fne nd mpisomen Inthecouty Equal Protection Clauses. Histo does notLiable to fine ard imprisonment inte county
jail (act March 15, 1858, evison, sec. 4221). support the proposition that the Framersand (fctheda h , 8, e oandos ens2e intended to exclude unborn ch!Ildren Theand if the death of the woman does ensie Court observed in Wade that '"We on l notfrom it, though there be no specific inten- resolve the diMcult questIon of vhen lifetion to take her life, he becomes guilty of berins." (Wade, p. 44) But ho 'ourt erred
the crime of murder in the second degrees ers. tbr(shold when It failed to dtermeio

The guilt has its origin, in such cases, in wh- tber an individual huis:nrl l:'e has al-the unlawful act which 'the party designs to ready begun before an abortion takes placecommit, and if the loss of life attend it as 'ht was precisely the constitutiakl fact toincident or consequence, the crime and gult be resolved by the Court eaontit tuod evenof murder will attach to the party commit- addirh'cs itself to the right of ucborn chI-ting such an unlawful act." 25 Iowa at 131-32 dr.. "There is a long lint aof udial con-(emphasis added). struction which eatabhllc p as a principle
In -upholding the charge, the Iowa court that the duty rests on the court to decide

sair: "We have quoted the courts language for itse. facts or construccicoir upon which
in order to sy that it has our approval as fed ra constitutional issues rest." Ncpe v.

lan c5oatstatement of the law of the Illinis, 360 U.S. 264, 272 (1949. (Appel-
o at 1lant's Brief, pp. 7-8). What is at issue in the

and further: "The common law is dstin- instant appeal is not a "theory of life" (cf.
gushed, and is to be commended, for its all- Wade, p. 47), but the "fact of Life." The lackembracing and salutary solicitude for the of "consensus" among thote trained in the -
sacredness of human life and the personal resactive disciplines of nmedicino, philos-
safety of every human being. This protect- ophy, and theology" (Wade, p. 44) is not a
ing, paternal care, enveloping every individ- lack of consensus on the fart of the exist-
ual like the air he breathes, not only extends ece of human life before birth--that Is r-
to persons actually born, but, for some put- tabished beyond cavil by the unchallenged
poses, to infants in centre sa mere: 1 Bla. biological-nmeedical-genetic-fenoio g-cal evi-
Com. 129. - dene in the case at bar-but on the value

The right to life and to personal safety of a human life already in e:etntere 1 
That

is not only sacred in the estimation of the value judgment was made over one hundred
common law, but it is inalienable. It is no years ago, on a constitutional level, and as a
defense to the defendant that the abortion matter of binding law, by the Framers of the
was procured with the. consent of the - ou rtent Amendment, A "consensus" is
deceased - not role-rant. "One's right to life **" de-

Tie common law stands es a general guard- pend (s on the outcome of no elections."
ia holding its aegis to protect the life of all. West Virginia State Board of Ed ;cation v.
Aiy theory which robs the law of this salu- Barn-te, 319 U.S. 624, 638 (1^43;. (Appel-tary power is not likely to meet with favor." lant's Bref, p. 44)
2.5 iowa at 135-36 (emphasis added). die Curt n Wade erroneously omtted to

although the abortion in State v. Moore resolve the threshold ihtue of fa.ct-thatoccurred after quickening, "no mention is abortion kils a live h'm.nung-wh.ch ia,
made of the fact in the opinion," State v. by vitue of the a ie ets oc 2i'ent of the
Harris. 90 Kan, 807, 136 Pac. 264, 266 (1913), yitue s the uponts otiatentooal
and the court was obviously speaking of the

issues rest. -"acred" and "inatenable" right to live of all
unoorns children. (b.) Failure to advert to the Court's own

(a) C mission to allude to the recorded explication of "person" so fatct: :a is

state-me-nts of intent of the Fourteenth in Set ere One of the Fourts eapiAtAnfd-
A_ens'a.nt Framers. Unfortunately, the
Coauc-'s errors in Wade are cumulative. Hav- er sn in Section One of the F ourteenth

ing tc,-, led astray on the common law and Anendmnt hc~ been consIstent with the
the norotivation for 19th century anti-abor- intent of the F19ers. In iCr v. Louiiaa,
Lion legislation, the Court apparently (and, 391 U 68, 70 (1968), the Court identined
as it turns out, erroneously) felt that it such persons as those :oho "are humans,
could safely expound the status of the un- live and have their being." By rational,
born child under the Fourteenth Amend- moderndards, oicap-genetlt-r wda a-fetoe
ment without reference to the intent of the icaln standards, Appellants wards are

.rmr..humane, live and hasve their being. (SeeFramers.
Fortunately we need not guess at the page 5, supra, and see Appellant Brief, pp.

pramer's intent. It was to protect every live 8-19). It is this evidence. unst personal or
leiltv predilection, that cotrt."To

human being regardless of age, stage, or con- legislative
edition of wantednesa, Congressman John A. siy that the test of equal protection should
Bingham who sponsored the Amendment in be the 'legal' rather than the biological raa-
the House of Representatives noted that it is tionship is to avoid the issue. For the Equal
"universal" and applies to "any human Protection Clause necessarily limits the
being" (Appellant's Brief, p. 38). Congress- authority of a State to draw such 'legal'

man ingam' contepar intheSentelines as It chooses." Glone v. Americcn

Senator Jacob Howard, emphasized that the Guarantee Co., 391 U.S. 73. 75-76 (1968).
guarantee of equality in the Amendment (Appellant's Brief, pp. 33-36)
protects "the humblest, the poorest, the most (c.) That statement that, "In areas other
despised of the race." (Id.) . than criminal abortion the law has been

Appellant submits that it was error for the reluctant to endorse any theory that life,
Court to expound the status of unborn chil- as we recognize it, begins before birth or
dren under the Fourteenth Amendment with- to accord legal rights to the unborn except
out reference to the expressed intent of the in narrowly defined situations when the
Framersm, as further illuminated by the better rights are contingent upon live birth.
view of the common law, the real motivation (Wade, P. 46). The Court erred. Appellant
for the 19th century statutes, and the prey- has heretofore briefed the Court on cases
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in which an unw-iling pregnant woman was
r ,tIred to submit to a blood transfusion,

i 
5plte her religious objections, because

"tle unborn child is entitled to the law's
r)1"tion." (Appellant's Brief, pp. 21-30,

(utii4', intic a2:c, Raleigh Fitkin-Paul Mor-
can Alcnorrai Hospital v. Anderson, 42 N.J.
421. 201 A.2d 537, 538, cert. den., 377 -U.S.
915 119041, emphasis added). Obviously, the
unbmn children in these cases were recog-
rn-ed as human persons before birth--only
pe-ons are "entitled" to the law's protec-
roc--and just as obviously, their rights
ure not contingent upon birth.

The common law regarded the unborn
chtiu as a 're buman being in all situations
except that in the criminal law problems of
prixof gave rise to the quickening dichotomy.

aiol2 v. H ancock. supra. The "traditional rule
of tort jaw" that "denied recovery for
prenatal injuries even though the child was
born alive," (Wade, p. 46) is no tradition
at all. It was first promulgated in 1884
( Dietrch v. Inhabitants of Northampton,
138 Mass. 14): it was severely criticized in
a scholarly New York Law Revision Commis-
sion Study for its misunderstanding of law
and science (Communication of the Law Re-
VM m n Cmmu to the Legislature Reiat-
o; to Prrncmal Injnries b-6, 24-25419361, re-
Snsed in Law Revision Commission: R.e-

Tx,. Reccr r, dations and Studies, 449,
4&'4. 47:--73 11935); it was totally di-
cic'lated in 1x46 on the ground that, "From

vX viewpoint of the civil law and the law of
rperty a child en ventre a mere is not only

rei'ded as Ia] human being, but as such
form the moment of conoeptlon-which it isin fact," (Bonkrest v. Mote, 65 P. Supp. 138,
140 (D.D.C.J); and it is now in all but total
disrepute. (Appellant's Brief, p. 36)

The whole trust in the law, outside the
abortion "reform" movement, is to recognize
the unborn child for exactly what he is--a
live human being.
3. The errors in the interpretation of criteria

purportedly negativing the personhood of
unborn children
(a.) The statement that."appelee conceded

on rearpument that no case could be cited
that holds that a fetus is a person within the
meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment"
(Wade, p. 41, footnote omitted). Apellant
herein would make two observations:

First, the inability of appellee in Wade to
cite a case in answer to a question does not
mean that the case does not exist, nor can it
govern the rights of appellant's wards herein.
Appellant has cited ' Court the state-
ment 1 V. 321 F.Supp. 741,
746-47 (ND. t, "Once human
life has commenced, the constitutional pro-
tection found in the Pifti and Pourteenth
Amendments impose upon the state the duty
of safeguarding it." (Appellant's Brief, p. 6)
(Of course an attempt might be made to
denigrate the Steinberg statement as dictum '
and not holding, but this hardly seems role-
vant in the context of the Court's question
in Wade.) Appellant has also called to the.
Court's attention statements in State v.
Moore, 25 Iowa 128 (1868) (Motion for a
Stay, pp. lOs-11a); People V. Sessions, 58
Midi, 694, 26 N.W. 291 (1885) (Appellant's
Brief, p. A-17: Motion for a Stay. pp. 13a-,
14a), and Gletman v. Gosgrove, 49 N.T. 22,
227 A.2d 689 (1967) (Appellant's Brief, pp.
65-66) which, in paraphrase of the Declara-
ion of Independence, characterize the lives

of unborn children of all gestational ages as
"sared" and "inalienable" The Constitution
Incorporates the basic guarantees of the Dec-
Slaration (Appellant's Brief, p. 88), Unless we
are to assume that the Framers of the Pbur-t' N ieenth Amendment Intended to ship live
human beings of their rered and inalienable

'Sgbt to live, Moore, Sessions, and Gel$tmen
must be interpreted as holding that appal.

F Footnotes at end of article.

lant's wards are persons under Sction'One
of the Fourteenth Amendment. Appellant
has also cited to the Court the cases requiring
a pregnant woman to undergo a blood trans-
fusion because the unborn child Is "entitled"
to the law's protection. Only human persons
are "entitled" to the law's protection, and the
blood transfusion cases must be taken as
decisions of Fourteenth Amendment signifi-
cance.

Second, the absence of any such decision
should not be influential. As Mr. Justice
Brennan stated in another life-or-death con-
test, "The constitutionality of death Itself
under the Cruel and Unusual Punnsments
clause is before this Court for the first time;
we cannot avoid the question by recalling
past cases that never directly considered it."
Furman v. Georgia, 408 US. 238, 285 (1972).

(b.) The statement that, "We are not aware
that in the taking of any census under this
clause, a fetus has ever been counted."
(Wade, p. 42, note 53). Appellant submits
that corporations are not counted In a census
either, but they too are Fourteenth Amend-
ment persons (discussed under a separate
point beading in Appellant's Brief, p. 49)

(c.) The statement that, "When Tnors
urges that a fetus is entitled to Fourteenth
Amendment protecnwn as a person, it faces a
dilemma. Neither i Teans ar in an ot er
States are all abortions prohibited." (Wade,
p. 42, note b4). Appellant has discussed the
relevant doctrine of legal meesty (which
applies to postnatal as ,en as prenatal hu-
man beings) under a separate point heading
at pages 62-54 of Appellant's Brief.

(d.) The statement that, "Purther, the
penalty for criminal abortion speciged by
Art. 1195 is signifcrsy less than the mai-
mum penalty for murder prescribed by Art.
1257 of the Texas Penal Code. if the fetus
is a person, may the penalties be different?"
(Wade, pp. 42-43, .note 54). Indeed, the
penalties may be and are different because
States are free to recognize degrees of evil'
and treat ofenders accordingly. Skinner v.
Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 635, 640 (1942). KillIng
an unborn child may, in legislative judg-
ment, involve less personal malice than kill-
ing a child after birth even though the re-
suit is the same (discussed under a sepa-
rate point beading in Appellant's Brief, pp.
60-51).

(e.) The statement that, "t has already
been pointed out, n. 49, supra, that in Texas
the woman is not a principal or an acoom-
plice with respect to an abortion upon her."
(Wade, p. 42, note 54). The reasons appear to
be historical and pragmatic, and totally un-
related to the personhood of the unborn
child. Historically, abortion was viewed as an
assault upon the woman because she "was
not deemed able to asent to an unlawful
act against herself," State v. Farnum, 82 Ore.
211, 161 Pac. 417, 419 (1916). As a result the
woman was considered a victim rather than a
perpetrator of the abortion. 1 

Pragmatically,
conviction of the abortionist wouldirequent-
ly depend upon the testimony of the aborted
woman, especially If a subjective element like
quickening were at issue. The woman could
hardly be expected to testify if her testi-
mony automatically incriminated her.~Peo-
pie v. Nixon, - Mich. App. -, 201 N.W.
2d 635, 645-46 (Mch. 1972, concurring and
dissenting opinion of Burns, J.). The omis-
sion to Incriminate the woman is no more
than a statutory grant of immunity.-

(f.) The statement that, "Montana v.
Rogers, 278 F2d 68, 72 (CA 7 1960), a f'd sub
nom. Montana V. Kennedy, 366 U.S. 308
(1961)" "is in accord" with the proposition
"that the word 'person' as used in the Four-
teenth Amendment, does not include the un-
born." (Wade, p. 43, footnote omitted.) Mn-
tana was decided under the Ctizenship
Clause, not the Due Process and Equal Pro-
tection Clauses, and is therefore irrelevant
(discussed under a separate point heading in
Appellant's Brief, pp. 49-0, and see sya

'. N.Y.C. Health & Hotutals Corp.. 3 A.D.
2d 316,-329, 329 N.Y..2d 722, 734 [1972!).

(g.) The sta tement that "Keeler t. Su pror
Cort, - Cal.-, 470P2d 617 (1970 and
State v. Dickinson, 23 Ohio App. 2d 259, 275
7b.E2d 599 (1970)" arc "in accord unrl' "h
proposition "that the word 'person,' as used
in the Fourteenth Amendment, dos not in-
clude the unborn." (Wade, p. 43, footnote
omitted). Neither Dickinson nor Keeler was
an abortion case. Under a separate tier.:
heading in Appellant's Brief, pa gra 5-55,
three reasons are given why tIbe cases are
both Irrelevant to the instant appeal and
correct on their facts. Appellant %-ill not re-
peat the reasons here.

None of the seven negative crterria ced
by the Court (pages 19 through 22, urra )
supports a finding that the unborn chud is
not a person under Section One of the Four-
teenth amendment.

In previous papers submitted to the Court
on the instant appeal, appellant has pro-
vided the answer to virtually every erroneous
propositinn advanced by the Court in Wade.
Appellant submits that fundamental fairness
zequtm that the claims of right of appel-
3a 's wau'ds not be summarily dismissed on
the a-ss of precedent containing these
2unnenatal errors; rather appellant ought
to be accorded a fun hearing on the merits.
n. ?UmuanevaI.,FAIRNEsa EQUIE S A KREARIN.

The constitutional right of life of unborn
children was nrot, and could not, be "infer-
entially determined in Vuitch " (Wade, p.
43) and should not be determined by obiter
in Wade and Bolton. If the Court should dis-
maa the instant appeal on the authority of
Wade and Bolton, unborn children, includ-
ing appellant's wards, will be left rghtless
without ever having been heard. Such a hold-
ing would lower a judicial iron curtidni in
every court in the nation against the future
standing of unborn children to claim pro-
tection for their lives. A judicial holding that
condemns an entire class of live human be-
ings to oblivion without a hearing is lacking
in the fundamental fairness that is the very
foundation of due process.

The crucial constitutional fact before the
Court is not when life begins but recognition
that an individual human life has begun be-
fore the abortion takes place. At least for
purposes of postponing jurisdiction until
after a bearing on the merits, that fact is as
worthy of judicial notice as the notice taken
by the Court of "the normal 266-day human
gestation period" (Wade;p. 10) for purposes
of giving standing to Roe.

Byrn is the only case that directly presents
the voice of unborn children, themselves, to
the Court. It is certainly not an ordinary
case. It is a case of first impression present-
ing a constitutional issue of great magni-
tude-the extent to which human life itself
is protected under the Constitution. Tne
Court has indicated its awareness "of the
well known facts of fetal development"
(Wade, p. 41); and knows that ova, sperm
and zygotes are not being aborted under New
York's Elective Abortion Law. No troublesome
judicial notice need be taken in Byrn? The
medical and scientific testimony of experts is
in the record and directly before the Court.
It Is unoontradicted and was accepted by al.
of the judges in the Courts below. Only in
Byrn are the unborn children, whose lives
depend on the outcome, directly before the
Court. The vital criterion as to the standing
of those children is not birth but that tie"
live. There is no superior element in the
crude fact of expulsion from a uterus that
would render it a satisfactory 20th Century
determinant of legal human existence Lue,
not birth, Is the essential element worthy of
recogniti,

A matter so grave as excluding live human
beings fron basic constitutional protections
abould not become part of the fabric of our

S ,. .~ : .j- : ..:jiliy
<** .j ',i, 1 * 
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dni w «' ouit till opportunity fo
I- umin" .,n.;, themselves, to b

n' i 7 rso requires that thi
Cq. 'i. h. t port:nity to appellant

TITrE DANGFR1f7s IMPLICATIONS
A. Co1puhory abortion

t te c -mmoded its hoidon in
e rh t f peron. privacy," but noted

. ti.bLs riht is not unqualified and must
considered against important state inter-

e;to .a re;ulaton." (Wao>, p. 39) in support
t::s qa:r tcaicn and as an example of

in yppropriate state limitation on the right
of ps:uacy, the Court cited Buck v. Bell, 274
U.S. .of (1927) woich upheld the validity
of a state statute providing for compulsory
2sarllztion of rental detectives whose af-
ittion was heroo. ary (Wade, p. 39). By

:>-ti on in W.> tie Court esnoused the
coc-ssirtintinal r .- ity of State-imposed
cis ory abor5on of unborn children
d: 'sed intrautero as mentally defective.
Neaher the childe- coustltutional rights (of
-al athe Court coc. .Sol none) nor the
r'tr's right of priras' (which the Court

by his State's "interest" in
i!-%. S's birth of mental detectives)

.;' o Wzd, be in rpoed to
h Cne suca sta.te. The spectre of com-

..... i s. aion ,..umes additional sub-
when one reds withinn a page of a

Har. to Ruck v. Bell that certain enu-
n.d .ri"tuat i "2'.make an early abortion

ihot'y c:5v12; sep to take." (Douglas, J
co:::crmgin Wahe and Bolton, p. 8). Pre-
ohably, under Wade, the State would have
an Interest, sufficiently compelling, to man-
dat the only civilized step to take," i.e.,
a-,-rtion.

B. Execution of a sentence of death upon a
pregnant woman .

In Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972)
it was speculated that capital punishment
might not be unconstitutional so long as it
was mandatorily imposed (408 U.S. at 413.
dissenting opinion of Blackmun, J.). Assum-
ing this to be true, Wade would permit a
State to execute a pregnant woman (under
an appropriate mandatory capital punish-
ment statute) at any time during pregnancy
up to the moment before the birth of a
child. The sense of reverence for the life of
an unborn child, which in the past has un-
derpinned state policies of delaying-eaecu-
tion of an condemned pregnant woman atil
the birth of her child (see Appellant's Brief,
pp. 30-32, 62-64, A24-A28), Is nowhere evi-
dent in Wade.

C. Involuntary euthasea.
The Court in Wade refused "to resolve

he difficult question of when life begins,
cause "medicine, philosophy and theology

are unable to arrive at any consensus,"
(Wade, p. 44) even though the Court had
before it in briefs of appelee and amic "at
length and in detail the well-known facts
of fetal development." (Wade, p. 41). These
well-known facts include the fact that an
eight week old unborn child (ar instance)
is in genetics, in biology, in medical science,
and in appearance nothing less than an
individuated, irreversible, live human being.
(See Appelant's Brief, pp. 8-10) The con-
troversy to which the Court refers, involves
not whether abortion kills a live human be-
ing, but whether that live human being is
worth keeping alive or, to put it another
wa, whether he may be killed with in-
punity. The factual judgment is clear and
ne viable; what is at issue is a subjective,
individual judgment of whether the life of
a human being distinguished from other
human beings -only by dependency, is
'meaningful" (cf. Wade, p. 84).u The same
kind of controversy could, of course, arise at
the end of life. Because of illness, age or in-
capacity a live human being, Indistinguish-
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r able :rom other live human beings except the appeal herein until a hearing of the cas
e by dependency, might be claimed by some in on the merits.

the disciplines of medicine, philosophy and APPEN As. theology to be no longer alive in a "meaning- I. Courts which have declared unambigous3 ful" way. On the precedent of Wade and ly that one of the purposes of their earlthe Court's unwillingness to recognize the anti-abortion statutes was the protection afact of life unless there is a "consensus," a unborn children:
State would seem to be free to remove a live Alabama-Trent v State, 15 Ala. App. 48i
human being (e.g, a senile elderly Individ- 73 So 834 cert. den., 198 Ala. 695, 73 So. 4081i ta ' from the law's protection, and the (1916) -.
"process of death" (compare the "process of Colorad-Doughy v. People, 1 Coo. 51'conception," Wade, p. 45)' could then be 2)
hastened by those who found that the carehv e 4 o ,
of this live human being had forced upon Idaho-NashV. Meyer, 54 Idaho 283, 31
them "a distressful life and future." (Com- 2d 273 (1934)
pare Wade, p. 38). Kansas--State v. Miller, 90 Kan. 230, 13

The prospect of involuntary euthanasia Pac.878 (1913)
is no mere hobgoblin. It results from the New Jerse-State v. Gedicke, 43 N.J.L. 8
Court's abandonment in Wade of the con- (1881)
stitutional fact doctrine set forth In Napue Ohio--State v. Tippie, 89 Ohio St. 35, 10
v. Illinois (page 16 supra). The Court's re- N.E.75 (1913)
fusal to resolve the crucial question of the Oklahoma-Bowlan v. Lunaford, 176 Okla
fact of life, because of a lack of "consensus," 115, 54 P2d 666 (1936)
establishes a precedent that Is as far reach- Oregon-State v. Ausplund, 86 Ore. 121, 167
Ing as involuntary euthanasia, 'as. 1019 (1917), rehearing den., 87 Ore. 649

171 Pac. 395 .(1917) appeal dismissed on con-D. Seectvity in Recognizing oTiy some hu-sent,251 U.S.563 (1919)
mrun beings as fourteenth. amendment Vermont-State: v. Howard, 32 Vt. 380

(1859) -
To the extent that Wade is to be read to Virginia-Anderson v. Commonwealth, 190

mean that not all live human beings are Va. 665,58 S.E. 2d 72 (1950)
"persons" within the Fourteenth Amendment Washington-State v. Cox, 197 Wash. 67,
Equal Protection and Due Process clauses. - 84 P.2d 357 (1938)
it is a dangerous departure from. the intent II. Courts which have clearly Implied thatof the Framers and the Court's own prior that one of the purposes of their early anti-interpretation of the word "person" as used abortion statutes was the protection of un-therein (Appellant's Brief pp. 33-38). Once born children:
these clauses cease to have universal applica- Iowa--State v. Moore, 25 Iowa 128 (18868)tion to all who are humans, live and have (1 Harris 631) (1850) (common law)their being, the Fourteenth Amendment Maine-Smith v. State, 33 Maine 48 (1851)ceases to be viable, Every unwanted person Maryla2d-W2hington v. State, 92 Md.may justly feel imperiled. - 222, 48 Atl. 355 (1901)

ooNcLusiow Michigan-people v. Sessions, 58 Mich.
Traditional reverence for human life -an- 594,26 N.W. 291 (1886) -

not long survive in a society that surrenders - Indiana--Montgomery v..State, 80 Ind. 338
to doctors, or anyone else, a choice to de- (1881) -
termine who sha live and who shall die. Nebraska--Edwards v. State, 79 Neb. 251,
Forty-five years ago this Court upheld con- 112 NW 611 (1907) --
puisory sterilization of the feeble-minded in -New Hampshire--Bennet v. Hymers, 101thesewords:-N.H. 483, 147 A.2d 108 (1958)

"The principle that sustains compulsory Cvaccination is broad enough to cover cut- ennsylvania-Mills V. Commonwealth, 13la) St. 630 (1 Harris- 631) (1850) commonttng the Fallopian tubes." Buck v. Bell, 274 Pa., 63(1Hri81)150(cmo
U.S. 200207law)

The analogy Is clear. The principle tha Utah--State v. Crook, 16 Utah 212, 51 Pac.
sustains termination of unwanted preg- 191 (1898)
nancies is broad enough to cover the termi- -_ - ooTNO'Zs
nation of unwanted lives. 1 

The proceedings below and the prior pro-
In Germany, earlier in this century, doc ceedings before the Court are set forth in

tors advanced medico-sociological "final appellant's Jurisdictional Statement (here-
solutions" to the problems of the unwanted. inafter referred to as Juris. State.) filed
In this way mercy killing of the senile and September 14, 1972, appellant's Motion tothe Incurably insane became-an accepted Expedite Consideration of Jurisdiction. filed
part of "good" medicine. Great numbers of September 14, 1972 and denied October 10,
sane intellectual and middle class profes- 1972, appellant's Brief in Opposition to Mo-
sional people accepted a new ethic that de-.tionto Disms, fled October 21, 1972 (here-
manned "life have quality", and then pro-. atter referred to as Appellant's Brief), andneeded to carry that ethic to Its logical con-.appellant's Application for a Temporary Re-
clusion until the "Judgment at Nuernberg." straining Order (hereinafter referred to as
Only at its peril does society strike, as ours Motion for.a Stay), led January 5, 1973 and
has started to do, at the fundamental con- denied by Mr. Justice Marshall January 11,
science of its doctors. It is not the doctor's A97and by the Court, January 22, 1973
province to make a value judgment of a (A-721)'
human life. His task is to help where he can, During reargument of Bolton, October 11,
relieve pain and continue to treat lness 1972, the Assistant Attorney General of
which is beyond cure. This Court should not Georgia stated, "I do not directly representgive impetus to a new ethic foreign to our the unborn children here " * * their rep-
traditions and to the reverence for all life resentaton by a guardian ad litem was de-
embedded in the Declaration of Independ- nied by the court below." Doe v. Bolton, Tr.
ence. Wade and Bolton should be courage- of Rearg. 21-22.
ously "re-examined without fear and revised 3 RoO v. Wade, Tr. of Rearg. pp. 38-39.
without reluctance rather than to have the 'Unless otherwise indicated, page refer-character of our law impaired, and the beauty ences are to the slip opinions inpWade and
and harmony of the system destroyed by the Bolton..
perpetuity of error." 1 Kent's Commentaries 5

"We are also Of opinion that the distinc-13th Ed. 477. tlo betwe as -omaonbing pregnant, atnd-
Wherefore, It Is respectfully requested that- being quick with childish pregnant. mainly,

the Court postpone determination of the if not exclusively, to criminal cases ma n*y,
question of jurisdiction and of the motions '..Bal v. Hncock, 15 Pick 255, 257 (Mass.
now pending before it to arm or dismiss .834).
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See the cases collected in State v. Harris,

90 Kan. 807, 136 Pac. 264 (1913).
"The Court also erred when it concluded

that prior to the incrimination of pre-
quickening abortions in the 19th century,
"a woman enjoyed a broader right to termi-
nate a pregnancy than she does today."
(Wade, p. 25). A lack of criminal prosecution

cannot be translated Into an historical right.
At common law, larceny by false promise
was not a crime, Chaplin v. U.S., .157 F. 2d
697. (D.C. Cir. 1946), but few would claim
that a thief "enjoyed a broader right" to
commit a fraudulent larceny than he does
today.

' The outcries, of course, were against "the
destruction of human life." (Wade, p. 26,
quoting the 1859 report of the A.M.A. Com-
mittee on Criminal Abortion), whether be-
fore or after quickening. "We had to deal
with human life. In a matter of less Im-
portance we could entertain no compromise.
An honest judge on the bench would call
things by their proper names. We could do
no less." (Wade, p. 27, quoting the 1871 re-
port of the A.M.A. Committee on Criminal
Abortion). No subsequent medical society or
bar -aasociatiOn statement, referred to by the
Court (see Wade, pp. 27-32), denies that
abortion, as a matter of fact, kills a live hu-
man being.

* The cases are also set forth in Appellant's
Motion for a Stay, pp. la-9a and 10s-18a.

" Appellant would also point out that the
existence of each of his wards has been con-
firmed by a pregnancy test. (Appellant's
Brief, p. 10). We do not deal here with
"obscurity," but with the "known rather
than the unknown." (Cf. concurring opinion
of Douglas, J. in Wade and Bolton, p. 10)..
See State v. Sudol, 43 N.J. Super. 481, 129
A.2d 29, 33, cert. den., 25-N.J. 132, 135 A.2d
248 (1967), cert. den., 365 U.S. 964 (1957),
holding that modern science has advanced
to a point where a court is justified in taking
judicial notice of the accuracy of a con-
firmed pregnancy test. (See Motion for a
Stay, P. ea) -

Appellant, of course, would not concede
that any human life is de minimis.

n There is, however some authority that
"the mother may be guilty of the murder of
a child in centre sa mere, if she takes poison
with an intent to poison it, and the child is
born alive, and afterwards dies of the poison."
Beale v. Beale, 1 P.Wms. 244, 246, 24 English
Reports 373 (ch. 1713).

" Chief Justice Burger, concurring in Wade
and Bolton noted "I am.somewhat troubled
that the Court has taken notice of various
scientifc and medical data in reaching its
conclusion." Slip Opinion p. 1.

"5But see West Virginia State Board of Ed-
ucation v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 638 (1943):
Ones right to life * * depend[s] on the

outcome of no elections."
"See, e.g., Editorial, California Medicine,

Vol. 113, No. 3, p. 68 (Sept. 1970) (Appendix
B).

aSee, e.g., Fletcher, Indicatdrs of Ruman-
hood, The Hastings Center I!eport, vol. 2,
No. 5, p. 1 (November 1972).

APPEinazB
(his editorial is preprinted from "Califor-

nia Medicine." Official Journal of the
California Medical Association, Volume
113. Number 3, Pages 67-68, September,
1970)
A New Enaic roa Maicnrw Ln Socrrx
The traditional Western ethic has always

placed great emphasis on the intrinsic
worth and equal value of evei~y human life
retardieas of its stage or condition. This
e~blc has had the blessing of the Judeo-
Christian heritage and has been the basis
for most of our laws and much of our social
policy. The reverence for e* 4 h and every
humanlifehasalso been a keystone of
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Western medicine and is the ethic which
has caused physicians to try to preserve,
protect, repair, prolong and enhance every
human life which comes under their sur-
veillance. This traditional ethic Is still
clearly dominant, but there Is much to sug-
gest that it is being eroded at its core and
may eventually even be abandoned. This .of
course will produce profound changes in
Western medicine and in Western society.

There are certain new facts and social
realities which are becoming recognized, are
widely discussed in Western society and
seem certain to undermine and transform
this traditional ethic. They have come into
being and into focus as the social by-
products of unprecedented technologic
progress and achievement. Of particular Im-
portance are, first, the demographic data of
human population expansion which tends
to proceed uncontrolled and at a geometric
rate of progression; second, an ever growing
ecological disparity between the numbers of
people and the resources available to sup-
port these numbers in the manner to which
they are or would like to become accus-
tomed; and third, and perhaps most impor-
tant a quite new social emphasis on some-
thing which is beginning to be called the
quality of life, a something which becomes
possible for the first time .n human bissory
because of scientific and technologic devel-
opment. These are now being seen by a
growing segment of the public as realities
which are within the power of humans to
control and there is quite evidently an In-
creasing determination to do this

What is not yet so clearly perceived is
that in order to bring this -about hard
choices will have to be made with respect
to what is to be preserved and strength-
ened and what is not, and that this will of
necessity violate and ultimately destroy the
traditional Western ethic with all that this
portends. It will become necessary and ac-
ceptable to place relative rather than ab-
solute values on such things as human
lives, the use of scarce -resources and the
various elements which are to make up
the quality of life or of living which is to
be sought. This is quite distinctly at vari-
ance with the Judeo-Christan ethic and
carries serious philosophical, social, eco-
nomic and political implications for West-
ern society and perhaps for worl4 society.

The process of erodin$ the old ethic and
substituting the new has already begun. It
may be seen most clearly in changing atti-
tudes toward human aortion. In defance
of the long held Western ethic of Intrinsic
and equal value for every human lie regard-
less of its stage, condition or status, abortion
Is becoming accepted by society as moral,
right and even necessary. It is worth noting
that this shift in public attitude has affected
the churches, the laws and public policy
rather than the reverse. Since the old ethic
has not yet been fully displaced It has been
necessary to separate the Idea of abortion
from the idea of killing, which continues to
be socially abhorrent. The result has been
a curious avoidance of the scientific fact,
which everyone really knows, that human
life begins at conception and is continuous
whether intra- or extra-uterine until death.
The very considerable semantic gymnastics
which are required to rationalize ;abortion
as anything but taking a human life would
be ludicrous if they were not often put forth
under socially impeccable auspices. It is sug-
gested that this schizophrenic sort of subter-
fuge is necessary because while a new ethic
is being accepted the old one has not yet
been rejected.

It seems safe to predict that the new
demographic, ecological and social realities
and aspirations are so powerful thatthe newI
ethic of relative rather ttan of absolute andI
equal values will ultimaely prevail as manI
exercises ever men estain and efectivet
control over his numbers, and uses his a-
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ways comparatively scarce resources to pro-
vide the nutrition, housing, economic sup-
port, education and health care in such wars
as to achieve his desired quality of lIf and
living. The criteria upon which these rela-
tive values are to be based will depend ron-.
siderably upon whatever concept of the qual -
ity of life or living is developed. This may
be expected to reflect the extent that quality
of life is considered to be a function of per-
sonal fulfillment; of individual re tonsil;.:t
for the common welfare, the preo'rvatio -of
the environment, the betterment c he
species; and of whether or not, or to sat
extent, these responsibilities are to be er-
cised on a compulsory or vounta-t- bas

The part which medicine will play a at!
this develops is not yet entirely clear. That
will be deeply involved is certain. Medicine's
role with respect to changing attitudes To-
warda abortion may wel be a protots-pe of
what is to occur. Another, precedent may be
found in the part physicians have played in
evaluating who is and who is not to be
given costly long-term renal dialysis. Cer-
tainly this has required placing . relative
-values on human lives and the impact of the
physician to this decision process has been
%nsidera.hle. One may anticipate further de-
veione at these roles as the problems of
birth control and birth selection are extended
inevitably to death selection and death con-
trol whether by the individual or by society,
and further-public and professional deter-
minations of when and when not to use
scarce resources.

Since the problems which the new demo-
graphic, ecologic and social realities pose are
fundamentally biological and ecological in
nature and pertain-to the survival and well-
being of human beings, the participation of
physicians and of the medical profession will
be essential in planning and decision-making
at many levels. No other discipline has the
knowledge of human nature, human be-
havior, health and disease, and of what is
-involved in physical and mental well-being
which will be needed. It is not too early for
our profession to examine this new ethic,
recognize it for what it is and will mean for
human society, and prepare to apply it in
a rational development for the fulfillment
and betterment of mankind in-what is-almost
certain to be a biologically oriented world
society.

- APPENDIX B
[From California Medicine, September 1970]

A Nrw Evrmc roR MmcIE aND Socrrr
The traditional Western ethic has always

placed great emphasis on the intrinsic worth
and equal value of every human life regard-
less of its stage or condition. This ethic has
had the blessing of the Judeo-Christian
heritage and has been the basis for most of
our laws and much of our social policy. The
reverence for each and every human life has
also been a keystone of Western medicine
and Is the ethic which has caused physicians
to try to preserve, protect, repair, prolong
and enhance every human life which comes
under their surveillance. This traditional
ethic Is still clearly dominant, but there is
much to suggest that it is being eroded at its
core and may eventually even be abandoned.
This of course will produce profound changes
in Western medicine and In Western society.

There are certain new facts and social
realities whih are becoming recognized, are
widely discussed in Western society and seem
certain to undermine and transform this tra-
ditional ethic. They have come into being
and into focus as the social by-products o
unprecedented technologic progress and
achievement. Of particular Importance are,
first, the demographic data of human popu-
lation expansion which tends to proceed ui-
controlled and at a geometric rate of progres-
ston; second, an ever growing ecological dis-
parity between the numbers of people and
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S - - :ng s -tent of the
tire wit1f the "'iwer

2 ii tnd there q quit evi-

det rmuvtiorn ' tdo

:.11 i int:ou clearly perceived is thatI

Frit- to btr;i II .11,uiAtt hard choices wil
u.ve o be na,1e with repect to what is to
b' preserved and strengthened and what is
not, and that this wUl of necessity violate
and ultimately destroy the traditional West-
ern ethic with all that this portends. It will
become necessary and acceptable to place
relative rather than absolute values on such
things as human lives, the use of scarce re-
sources and the various elements which are4
to make up the quality of life or of iving
which is to be sought. This is quite distinctly
at variance with the Judeo-Christian ethc
and carries serious philosophical, social, eco-
nomic and political implications for Western
society and perhaps for world society.

The process of eroding the old ethic and
substituting the new has already begun. It
may be seen most clearly in changing atti-
tudes toward human abortion. In defiance of
the long held Western ethic of intrinsic and
equal value for every human life regardless
of its stage, condition or status, abortion is
becoming accepted by society as moral, right
and even necessary. It is worth noting that
this shift in public attitude has affected the
churches, the laws and public policy rather
than the reverse. Since the old ethic has not-
yet been fully displaced it has been necessary
to separate the idea of abortion from the idea
of killing, which continues to be socially
abhorrent. The result has been a curious
avoidance of the scientific fact, which every-
one really knows, that human life begins at
conception and is continuous whether intra-
or extra-uterine until death. The very con-
siderable semantic gymnastics which are re-
quired sto rationalize abortion as anything
but taking a human life would be ludicrous
if they were not often put forth under social-
ly Impeccable auspices. It is suggested that
this schizophrenic sort of subterfuge is nec-
essary because while a new ethic Is being ac-
cepted the old one has not yet been rejected-

It seems safe to predict that the new demo-
;,aphic, ecological and social realh-es and
aspirations are so powerful tia tta new
ethic of relative rather than of absolute and
equal values will ultimately prevail as man
exercises ever more certain and eective con-
trot over his numbers, and uses his always
comparatively scarce resources to provide the
nutrition, housing, economic support, edu-
cation and health care in such ways as to
achieve his desired quality of life and living.
The criteria upon which these relative values
are to be based will depend considerably up-
on whatever concept of the quality of life
or living is developed. This may be expected
to reject the extent that quality of life is
considered to be a function of personal ful-
fliment: of individual responsibility for the
common welfare, the preservation of the en-
vironment, the betterment of the species;
and of whether or not, or to what extent,
these responsibilities are to be exercised on
a compulsory or voluntary basis.

The part which medicine will play as all
this develops is not yet entirely clear. That
it v-ill be deeply invoved is certain. Medi-
cine s role with respect to changing attitudes
toward abortion may well be a prototype of
what is to occur. Another precedent may be
found in the part physicians have played in
evaluating who is and who is not to be given
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costly long-term renal dialysis. Certainly this
has required placing relative values on hu-
main lies and the impact of the physician
to this decision process has been consider-
able. One may anticipate further develop-
mient of these roles as the problems of birth
control and birth selection are extended in-
evitbly to death selection and death control
whether by the individual or by society, and
further public and professional determina-
tton_ of when and when not to use scarce

$ir rthe problems which the new demo-
g oiapuiecologic and social realities pose are
fundamentally biological and ecological in
nature and pertain to the survival and well-
beinR of human beings, the participation of
physicians and of the medical profession
will be essential in planning and decision-
making at many levels. No other discipline
has the knowledge of human nature, human
behavior, health and disease, and of what Is
involved in physical and mental well-being
which will be needed. It is not too early for
our profession to examine this new ethic,
recognize it for what it is and will mean for
human society, and prepare to apply it in a
rational development for the fulfillment and
betterment of mankind in what is almost
certain to be a biologically oriented world
society.

AP'rienix C
CosrrzMPo5ArT Vlxws ON PaorEttia UNsoaN

Lx:asm ANrANTIABORTION

United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of the Child, (promulgated by -the General
Assembly in 1959.) It reads, in relevant part:

"The child ... shalt be entitled to grow
and develop in health; to this end, special
care and protection shall be provided both
to him and to his mother, including adequate
pre-natal and post-natal care" And elsewhere
in the same document it states: -

"the child by reason of his physical and
mental immaturity, needs special safeguards
and care, including appropriate legal pro-
tection, before as well as after birth."

"Declaration of Geneva", (medical oath
adopted by the General Assembly of the
World Medical Association-.. in 1948.) It
states, in relevant part:

"I will maintain the utmost respect for hu-
man life, from the time of conception; even
under threat, I will not use my medical
knowledge contrary to the laws of human-
ity."

Karl Barth, (considered by many to be
the pre-eminent Protestant theologian of this
century): "The unborn child," he wrote,
"is from the very Arst a child. It is still
developing and has no independent life. But
it is a man and not a thing .. .He who kills
germinating life kills a man."

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, (the famed Protestant
philosopher and theologian who ended his
days in a Nazi concentration camp) : "To
raise the question whether we are here con-
cerned with a human being or not is merely
to confuse the issue. The simple fact is that
God certainly intended to create a human
being and that this innocent -human being
has been deliberately deprived of his life.
And that is nothing but murder."

Dr. George Hunton Williams, (Hollis Pro-
fessor of Divinity at Harvard University) :
"The Catholic Church is here defending the
very frontier of what constitutes the mystery
of our being. Al the other end of this front
line is the struggle against euthanasia (in
the district and deliberate sense). Unless
these frontiers are vigilantly defended, the
future is grim with all the prospects of man's
cunning and contrived manipulation of him-
self and others. Next to the Issue of peace in
the world, I feel the opposition to abortion
and euthanasia constitutes the second major
moral issue of our society (racial integration
and the preservation of the family being
thLrd and fourth in the American perspective

TE May 31, 1973

of priorities). In the cause of defending the
rights of the unborn, all Christiuns should
be rallied.

"The Catholic position on abortion should
not be assailed as 'sectarian' or deplored by
some Protestants as "too harsh' in the pres-
ent ecumenical climate. Historically the po-
sition is in fact Judeo-Christian."

Dr. Billy Graham, (widely known and re-
spected contemporary Protestant evangelist) :
"Murder is murder, whether you shoot the

victim with a revolver, or disconnect his
life support mechanisms.

"Abortion, like many other questionable
things, is a symptom of something more
serious than- the act itself. It has long been
allowed by society, when the life of the
mother Is endangered, but today, all too
often, it is occasioned by the breaking of
God's laws on sex. Unwanted pregnancy is
the result, not the cause of the diffculty.
If you really want to stop 'runaway' abor-
tion, then you must first start wIth the hu-
man heart, not the body. The Bible says,
'Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out
of it are the issues of life.' (Proverbs 4:23).

"Phyiclans say that the complications
from a 'vacuum abortion' are relatively few.
But when you tamper with the body in
what some have called the 'voiceless inus-
tice," it is also possible to damage the soul.

"Few women plan to have an abortion. It
suddenly appears as the answer to a dilemma.
But; ask the woman who has had one-it
carriers a heavy price.

"Even if abortion were legalized, no law
could take away the feelings of guilt which
inevitably accompany it. You don't violate
the sacredness of life with impunity. Any po-
sition which doesn't respect the rights of the
unborn is a position which opposes those
rights, As Deuteronomy 30:19 says, 'See, I
have set before you life and death . .. choose
life.'"

The Conference of Rabbis of the Chief Rab-
binate of the Holy Land: "Abortion, except
when necessary to save the mother's life, is
in the category of the- killing of innoent
human life."

The Rabbinical Alliance of America, (sup-
ported by the entire Orthodox Rabbinate as
well as by Jewish lay groups such as the
Agudah Women of America and the National
Council of Young Israel) urged the immedi-
ate repeal of New York's liberalized abortion
law, which It described as "the most vicious
and barbaric law" in the history of the
state. "Abortion is not as its advocates say
a private, personal matter in which the law
should not interfere. Where human life is at
stake, the law has always interfered and must
continue to interfere .

As'vx ennr D

jFrom the Evening. Star and Daily News,
Apr. 17, 19731

WoMsEN LEAs OPPOsrroN To Aoriow
(By John Lear)

Although the recent Supreme Court de-
cision upholding the legality of abortion
was based largely on the argument that
women have a constitutional right to make a
personal decision concerning the children
they will bear. American women themselves
are not as-determined to exercise that right
as men are to guarantee it. -

This is perhaps the most surprising find-
ing of a public opinion survey just reported
by political scientists at the University of
Michigan's Institute for Social Research.

The survey disclosed that only a short
time before the Supreme Court in January
voted 7-2in support of the view that the
Constitution protects the right to abortion,
a majority of the eligible voters of the coun-
try were opposed to abortion.

The data came. from computer analysis of
answers given by a sample of 2.738 citizens
questioned between Sept. 15 and Nov. 6, 19'2
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h. t1'R survevors. The sample was stats-
ti4iy re;pr ;tit ve of the whole electorate,
a1 the s-teght at pri-ference against abortion
W.m 4hi3-2.

When tue responrits to the ISR question-
naire were. sepsr1,.A 's:cordng to sex, women
in al: three of t.he age brackets covered were
found to be slighir mcre opposed to abortion
thL.n were men. Here are the figures:

Over ace 60-men 67, women 72.
30 to 6i years C rasee-men 58. women 60.
Under 30 yeers :. ag---rser.. 3, women 49.
A-ong the 'rsl '1cdlrs in the under-30

are grot p, where t 'tnsLority of both sexes fa-
vored abx-rtion. Iii n'irmber of womerrn op-
pcsedtI t -r,::' r -u- p.errent hs:hr I an

I. . r C ocr' .55 print: r' lrl.
1 *tre .:r^' c- iCnt.er nor ell ca

1, 7 ! t rciude the aborr.tcn
cs is- in I "'e ci> edItion of a pre.e ec:ion
suvrw Ve . has bn. cs::ducting regularly for
a cir "re m- -r Hr thr, e abortion not ony

i;.- : : Ir-:a s of a '---rssh ' de-
3;:,; bnn:t n but s'e'i'd 1f :e ly to

:e r : a. . in the n f~htm
-mm u s : - -' r ev -e.e " c- i- fol-.

n":.71 ..1 p E-","I: as hrr uble resp oses to

: rer be forbldden---25
pV 5

-h i 1 in a uV' sis Itn
woa-:: h i pn:: :4: ive nith er 'sOLd shave

S t s :: . r- l ahr- chl --- 1T7 per.

LrIH n 'h5: :) p mited only when
.; :.:: :? hr would be endangered

i:1: L h ilr eI::---.. : Or ien t.
ic iruri'o. shudi nJtoe r be allowed-11 per-

AJ sih. h those absolutely in favor of
vb ertlo were mn-:re than twice as numerous
as those absolutely opposed, the holders of
the two extreme positions, together totaled
only a shade more than one-third of the
population sample.

Since those who expressed a more moder-
ate view accounted for almost two-thirds of
the sample. analysts agreed that the most
accurate separation of the data would com-
bine the responses to the first two state-
ments and juxtapose them against the com-
bined responses to the last two. The result
was 42 percent favorable to abortion, 68 per-
cent opposed.

Because opposition to abortion is a tenent
of modern Roman Catholic teaching, a sub-
stantial component of the opposition senti-
ment could be expected to be Catholic. The
l.SR data confirmed that expectation.

Of Catholics in the sample, 67 percent were
opposed to abortion. But Catholics make up
something lees than a quarter of the popul.a-
tion of the country and obviously could not
alone account for an electoral majority in
opposition. The balance had to be made upby non-Catholics. And when all Protestants
were counted together, 59 percent of them
were found to be lined up with the Catho-
tics. Only Jews were steadfastly in favor ofabortion and overwhelmingly so (82 per-
-cent).

Other differences became noticeable when
the so-called "establishment" Protestants
(Congressionalists, Episcopalians, Lutherans,
Presbyterians. and several smaller groups)
were split off from the more fundamentalist
Protestant denominations. The Protestant

establishment then was seen to have a 1
percent majority in favor of abortion while
03 percent of the far more numerous funda-
mentalists were oppose.

An even more interesting difference sur-
faced when the attitudes of Catholics, "*es-
tabliushment" Protestants, and Protestant
fundamentalists were measured in terms of
frequency of worship. Of "establishment"
Protestants who went to church every week
or almost every week, 87 percent opposed
abortion; of those who appeared in church

I 'r

1*

only a few times a year or not at all, 59
percent favored abortion.

Catholics who went to church every week
or almost every week were 83 percent oppo-:ed
to abortion; those who got to church but
once or twice a year or never were &1 percent

-in favor of abortion. It was the Protestan't
fundamentalists who most resisted portionn
regardless of the regularity of their attend-
ance at church.

Among those who worshipped every week
or almost every week, 75 percent were on-
posed to abortion: when church attendance
dropped to only a few times a year or ceased
altogether, 5 percent of the Protestant fun-
dsarmentralists still opposed abortion.

that other elements influential in de .n-
ias traditional rnorallty in America can be
id-r::t:.tiedi so the ISR abortion data?

aoe is i.e immediate environment into
11 ich people are born and in which they
grow-up. W

Tithin the LSR sample, 72 percent
of those reared in a rural setting opposed
ahrtion, 55 percent of those who grew up
In towns or Email cities opposed abortion, and
Fr percent of those who lived in big cities
fav cred abortion.

Education Is another factor in moral defi-
nito,:. he more schooling people have the

te s wiing they are to see abortion as an
evil. College people are tTree tunes as favor-
able to abortion as are those whose edu'ca-
tion stopped In grade school. However, those
at the college level favor abortion by only a
7 percent margin.

A third face of traditional morality is so-
cial class. Sixty-five percent of those who
consider themselves members of the working
class are opposed to abortion. Those who
characterize themselves as middle class are so
evenly split on abortion that a majority can-
not be said to exist on either side of the
question.

Race is a factor, too. Blacks are more anti-
abortion than whites are, although only
slightly so.

In view of what the ISt study has already
revealed, it is not surprising to learn that
the older people are, the more they oppose
abortion. Here the attitudes are expressed
by age bracket:

Percent in opposition

Over 60 years--..--------------------72
30 to 60 years------------------------- 60
Under 30 years----------------------- 47

[Supreme Court of the United States, October
Term 1971]

No. 70-18
JANE ROE, rr AL., APPELAnsrs, vs. Hzws- WADs,

APPELLSx, ON APPEAL FROM THE UNrTE
&ravxs DrsTarcr CovrT rou -s NoaTnxra
Dsrtarc or TxAs.

No. 70-4-
MARY DoE, rr AL., APPELLAirs, vs. ARTHUR K.

BOLTON, ET AL., APPELLEt, ON APPEAL Faoic
THE UNrrED STATES DIsraicT OoUs FO THE
NoRTsUrsr DzsTarcr or GxoaciA
Motion for leave to file brief amicus curiae.

PURPOsE O THE MOTION I

All parties in No. 70-18 (the Texas case)
have given their written consent to Dr. Bart
Heffernan, one of the amici herein, to fie an
amicus curiae brief. The appellants in No.
70-40 (the Georgia case) have never re-
sponded to a request for consent. The ap-
pellees do not object to these amid filing in
this cause.

NrT-RET or THE AI CT
1. Identification of the amid. Dr. Bart Hef-

fernan has an appeal presently pending be-
fore this Court in the case of lieffernan, et a

1 
Written consents have been fled with the

clerk of this court.
'Response of appellees has been Sled with

the clerk of this court.

v. floc et al., drd keted a' 'r. 70.1 ,( :' :-r
2!71 t-rmn, wh ch r::ei m e M g .
tinur Itoy 0f th I noi - rl r u Wtrmn

hsc ..,' nd is sirrilar I. b, .. , ar h.,r.
ct v Wt uSisirNo. i - -i, ",iy c.:!e_ . .

Itso', N. 70-40. The JuracatnaJ mt-
mc'ot tn the H ferian c.e w- Ia :u
MArch 24. 1971, but no a-tion %x..:
thereon during the last tern of CoH'.

A'i- ruling on the merits in The i

Td Texas case'e could p
haps adv'er'e'y aFfec t41 -,r" r _:' 'e

Ilsc.irs s. in wnich ., r. H H-Ios
w FLitrixeod reractn tcd i1 11 1ron c;ss
cI unHorn51e- c''idreo -Fe'e iaol.s l-,' of..
Court to le th! a-wu cu"oac onr ; 4;
half o his warno.

Tne r.thr" amsi are phr. .a
and cecta Felow' e .of Or-'.srcts .1nd .yes- w 

I mz
plae b fe this Court to -' "-. i'

enr- of the hiumranit of. .. so .:'
the 1ou.r may know ar.dc- : ta
the unbo:rn are deeps-
who n eed the protictrc'n u " 

, us tco

heso icir, also dvs-":-: i t -- to the

ouft t.:s:,.ced iai.Io ., -b 'h of
.r:: ..:r :s' ;o :mrbidtir and +c. ._ . as "ti

as the norality to the c111, .:tot or>.w
that thee se clue .u o onsoeable
hatre in iie

b.i The L,; Po-.t 'n of thee Am ci in
these cases. The unborn chle Is a develop:
human being who is entitied;to the laws prc-
tection jusst as is n adult.

3. Justification for Par ticpationr as A mi..
As preciously sttite , the issu' in se ca-es,
as well is the pending c... of 'erra nu i.
Doe, No. 70-106, October 31 s 'r', are o
the most profound eigr sance -:n w:th
the most basic and fundaiuentai 0 n-
rights: The Right to Life.

In reviewing the Briefs fled in both cases
it appears that no attempt was made to ad-
vise the Court of the scientific facts of life
from conception to birth. or of the medical
complications of induced abortion, nod is
urged that presentation of this informsstlcsn
is a reasonable justification for pra-ticipation
by these amici.

cowcssIoN
For the reasons stated and for additional

reasons as contained in and expanded upon
In the Brief itself, these amici respectfully
request this Court to grant this Motion and
grant leave for filing this Brief served here-

with.
Respectfully submitted,

DEwwrs J. HowAe,
J rOME A. FaA.z., JR.,
THoMAs M. Cissar,
DOLOarES B. HOeAN,
JoHN D. Gosar,
LIST OF AMICI

Leon L. Adcock, MD, FACOG, Asst. Prof.
-Dept. OB -Gyn, Univ. Minnesota Medical
School.

Raymond J. Albrecht, M.D. FACOG, Cln.
Asst. Prof. OB Orn, Univ. Minnesota Medical
School.

Leo Alexander, M.D., Asst. Cin..' Prof.
Psychiatry, TuftaUniversity Medical School-
Boston.

Paul H. Andreini MD., Consultant in In-
ternal Medicine & Rheumotology-Mayo
Clinic.

Richard Applebaum, M.D. FAAP, Miami,
Florida.

Henry G. Armitage, Jr., M.D. FACS. Senior
Surgeon. Lawrence General and Bon Seccurs
Hospitals. Lawrence, Massachusetts.

James L. Barnard, M.D., Corpus Christi,
Texas.

Alex, Barno, M.D. FACOG, Chief Field In-
vestigator, Maternal Mortality Comm. of State
Health Dept.. Chm. Comm. OB On & Mat.
Welfare, Minn. State Med Assc., Clin. Assoc.
Prof. OB Gyn, Univ. Minn. Med. Sch.
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: . (C.00 Gne- New Orlesz, Assoc. Prof. OB Gyn, South-
. . 1, r r ;E,. '.t., B ro :y t.. i.. 2 , i .S cbool.

Do.r: "rtl~er MD. FACOG, Wnona

.7 . -I s1-ur. M.D. FACOG, Asst. Prof.
0.1: rBe: umv. Co .rado Med. Center. Denver.

':-:! .):.1 ia :1 in J ::: 1' (3". .:::. .. .PhD. Physiology &
.en- rr . .Surry, Univ. of Min-

r. ] :..:.( .4:sioo I!ed. M nneapolls.

, ' '.Ci.1 Co-- FI ne I. Dql.o rd, MD. FAAP, Prof.
-< u.I..ar- C .:s Of Pctriil'n r t artSchoil of Medicine, May-

W'i :: J. DIgn , M.D. FACOG, Prof. OB
a or D' GCi, 0]IC A edicl Center, Los Angeles,

-Le t Dlon, M.D. FACOG, Evanston,

LMa .E; rty, MD., Prof. of Pathol-
-i :: M.A Pinder, c ' io IdtSChoot .of Medicine, Univ.

;.;!' :1 y.:: ..n .: r. .Consultant Section of Sur-
:.-L..-'+zViL 'r cici I Mayo Clinic.

I.. 'riDole'ide, M.D., Chicago, fllinois.
I. , IA Poi .f Ce

1
.mjn A. Dolan, M.D.. FACOG FAGS.

h A :. Asc. C1.. Prof. OB Gyn New Jersey Medi-
C nr.:.asMr~pr 2 CUdfen'a Ea C., .s .oeg

2.nwa:d P. Donatelle, MD., Clin. Ast.
SI Il : '.. . :' ilC, Cincal sPro>. PrcZ. in family Practice, Univ. of Min-
o". . :.a tr+i it. JB Jyn Univ. Min- neeolva ted. School, Minneapolis.

c.,an.;:'".s1:; coo, -Michael M. Donovan, M.D. FACS, Cons. in
r .. J. :iu ert, M D., PACOG, Cin. Prof. Surgery, Univ. Texas, Chief Surgeon Houston)r GOs. U:Jlv. Cec n. ti Colege of Med. Unit of Shriners Hop.
hn- A G. Boutsels, M ., FACOG, Prof. OB John H.. Doran, M.D. FACOG, Detroit,

C t . Ohio State U. Med. Lch.. Michigan.
Wtrn. A. Bows, Jr., MD., Prof. OB Gyn, Ronald V. Dorn, Jr., MD., Assoc. Staff &

Un v. of Colorado Med. Center, Denver. Preceptor Dept. of Internal Medicine, New
3en jy Brooks, MD. FAAP, Cni. Asst. Prof. Mexico, Univ. School of Medicine.

Ped. Surgery, Baylor College of Medicine, Bernard J. Dreiling.M.D., Ast. Prof.. of.
Assoc. Prof. Ped. Surgery, Univ. Texas Grad. Med., Univ. of Miss. Med. Center.
Sc iol Biological Science. J. Englebert Dunphy, M.D., Chairman, Dept.

Richard Bryant, MD. FACOG, Founding- of Surgery and Prof. of Surgery, Univ. of Cali-
Pelow Amer. College OB Gynr Clin. Prof. OB fornma Medical Center, San Francisco, Cali-
Gym. Univ. of Cincinnati. - - fornia.

Ray H. Buzbee, MD., FACOG FACS, Chief Isadore Dyer, M.D., FACOG, Clinical Prof.
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October Term 19711

No. 70-18

JAN ROE, ET AL., APP17..ANS, vs EH T
WADE, APPELLEE. ON APPEAL FROM THE

U3-r10o STATES Dismsc'r CouTr FOR THZ

N OT5IE.N DIsTRICT or GEORCIA

No. 70-40

MARY DOe, ET AL., APPELLANT, VS. AzTHUx
K. BOLTON, ST AL., APPLLSnx, O AFPE'AxL
FROM TrE UNr'EL STATES DISTRICT CoveTr

FmR THE NORTHERN Dsmascr o0 TxAs

Brief amicus curiae of certain physicians,
vr'o/essors and fellows of the American
Cofece of Obstetrics and Gynecoogy in
support of appellees
(NoE--Figures referred to are not printed

in the REcoan.)

I. THE HSTMANrT OF THE UNBOR. OFS7'P3ING
OF HUMAN PARENTS HAS BEN THE T -

ISSUE IN LOWER FEDERAL Cw .A5COISO*

CASES

The immediate and Intended consequence
of an induced abortion Is the destruction of
life of the unborn. It is in the light of this
reality that this Court must consider and de-
cide the profound and far-reaching issues
in these abortion cases.

The amici are concerned physicians., many
of whom are fellows of the American College
of Obstetrics and Gynecology iFACOG. who
urge this Court to consider the cur-ent medi-
cal and scientific evidence of the humanity
of the unborn which is contained in this
Brief.

The amici also urge this Court to give
careful consideration to the section of this
Brief concerning the medical complcations
of legally induced abortions. Any considera-
tion of the "safety" of legally induced abor-
tions must consider the full range of medi-
cal complications including early and late
physical and psychological complications, as
w"ll as maternal and child mortality.

The Courts below reached their conclu-
iors without considering whether the vic-

tim. I.e. the unborn, of the abortion has
constitutionally protected rights. In Roe v.

Wade, the U.S. District Court for the North-
ern District of Texas, without once mention-
ing. discussing or considering whether the
uinitsrn is a "person' under the Fifth and
Fou' en:h Aendments, or otherwise has
lestiy protected interests involved, con-
cluded that the Texas Abortion Laws must
be declared unconstitutional because they
dep:te single women and married couples of
their r.ght, secured by the Ninth Amend-
ment. to choose whether to have children."

In Doe v. Bolton,' the U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of Georgia touched,
but only in passing, upon the primary issue
in this litigation, i.e. the legal "personality"
of the unborn for constitutional purposes.
At one point in the opinion, the Court wrote
that it did not "... (poit) the existence of
a new being wth its own identity and fed-
eral constitutional rights, . . ." Elsewhere
in the opinion the Court, in denying a re-
consideration of the Court's previous order
revoking another's appointment as guardian
ad litem for the unborn person, wrote that

. the Court does not postulate the exist-
ence of a new being with federal constitu-
tional rghts at any time during gestation".

T.e ?olfon Court was thus able to con-
clude that, while procedures for obtaining
a.n abortion may be controlled, the "reasons
for which an abortion may be obtained" may
not ne regulated "because such action un-
duly restricts a decision sheltered by the
consttutional right to privacy".'

The Bolton Court did point out that once
conception has occurred and the embryo
has formed, ". . . the decision to abort its
development cannot be considered a purely
private one affecting only husband and wife,
man and woman". -

Other three-judge federal courts presented
with the same clash of "rights" between
mother and the unborn have not ignored the
developments of many areas of the law which
have foud legal rights in the unborn. For
example, in Steinberg v. Brown' the majority
gave careful consideration to both the rights
of the woman and the unborn, and concluded
that ". .. the state has a legitimate interest
to legislate for the purpose of affording an
embryonic or fetal organism an opportunity
to survive."' This Court concluded that the
state did have that right "...and on balance
it is superior to the claimed right of a preg-
nant woman or anyone else to destroy the
fetus except when necessary to preserve her
own 1.fe."

In Rosen v. Louisiana State Board of Med-
ical Examiners * the Court recognized that it
was not dealing merely with the question.
whether a woman has a generalized right to
choose whether to bear children "... but in-
stead with the more complicated question
whether a pregnant woman has the right to
cause the abortion of the embryo or fetus she
carries in her womb."" Without deciding
whether the unborn per se is a person pro-
tected by the constitution since that was
not the issiue that Court faced, the Rosen
Court concluded that the state of Louisiana
had intended to and could legitimately pro-
tect fetal life against destruction."

In Corkey v. Edwards" the Court con-
cluded also that the issue involvedultimately
a consideration of more than just the issue
of whether a woman has a right not' to bear
children:

"The basic distinction between a decision
whether to bear children which is made be-
fore conception and one which is made after
conception is that the first contemplates the
creation of a new human organism, but the
latter contemplates the destruction of such
an organism already created.""

Finding protection of fetal life an adequate
state interest in invading the woman's
claimed right of privacy, the Corkey Court
concluded:

"To determine the state interest we shall
not attempt to choose between extreme posi-
tions. Whether possessing a soul from the

moment of conception or mere protopla.:rn,
the fertilized egg is, we think, 'unique as a
physical entity', Lucas, Federal Constitii-
tional Limitations of the Enforcement and
Administration of State Abortion Statutes,
46 N. C. L. Rev. 730, 744 (1968, with the
potential to become a person. Whatever that
entity is, the state has chosen to protect its
very existence. The state's power to protect
children is a well established cornstitiitional
maxim. See, Shelton v. Tucker. 3F U.S. 479,
485, 81 S. Ct. 247, 5 L. Ed. 2d 231 (1960);
Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158. at 166-
168, 64 S. Ct. 438, 88 L. Ed. 64. That this
power should be used to protect a fertilized
egg or embryo or fetus during the period of
gestation embodies no logical infirmity, but
would seemingly fall within the 'plenary
power of government'. Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S.
497, at 539, 81 S. Ct. 1752, 6 L. Ed. 2d 989
(Harlan, J., dissenting). That there is a state
interest has until recently been taken for
granted. History sides with the state." "

Even this brief review of five federal de-
cisions involving the constitutionally of
state abortion laws makes it clear that
whether or not the Court considers the de-
veloping humanity of the unborn is critical
in its resolution of the issues."

The amid therefore ask this Court to con-
sider the material in this Brief concerning
the modern medical discoveries of the de-
velopment of the unborn.

An expansion of the right to privacy to in-
clude the right of a woman to have an abor-
tion without considering the interests of the
unborn person decides this question against
the unborn. The necessary consequence of
that expansion would be a direct and un-
avoidable conflict between the unborn per-
son's right to life and the woman's extended
right of privacy. Assuming such a conflict It
Is the position of the amid that the more
fundamental and established of the conflct-
ing rights must prevail where they clash. The
right to life is moet certainly the most
fundamental and established of the rights
involved in the cases facing the Court today.

FOOTNOTEs
'Roe v. Wade, 314 F. Supp. 1217 (1970) at

1221 (N. D. Tex. 1970).
'Doe v. Bolton, 319 F. Supp. 1048 (N. I.

"Ga. 1970).
'Tbid. p. 1055.
" Ibid. p. 1076.

- Ibid. p. 1055.
* 321 F. Supp. 741 (N. D. Oho .1970) (J.

Green dissenting).
Ibid. p.746.
0 Ibid. p. 746.
'318 F. Supp. 1217 (E. D. Louisiana 1970)

(J. Cassibry dissenting).
"Ibid. p. 1223.
" Ibid. p. 1225.
" Corkey v. Edwards, 322 F. Supp. 1248 (N.

D. North Carolina 1971).
1Ibid. p. 1252.
" Ibid. p. 1253.
'Even the Bc 'ton Court preserved the

Georgia statute after alluding in its decision
to the creation of a new life after conception.
thus making any decision involving abortion
one affecting the state since it involved de-
veloping human life.

UI. THE UNBORN OFFSPRING OF HUMAN PA-
ENTS Is AN AUTONOMOUSI HUMAN BEING
Even before implantation in the wall of the

uterus the unborn child is responsible for the
maintenance of the pregnant state in the ma-
ternal metabolism (1). The child whose tie-
sue is antigenically different from the mother
sets up protective mechanisms to prevent
maternal immunologic responses from caus-
ing fetal distress (2). The newly formed child
has a remarkable degree of metaltolic auto-
nomy (3). For 'example, the fetal endocrine
system functions autonomously (4).

Footnotes at end of article.
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comne uo. onJ isnorshmet had proec-n

tion; bt he tu1, ng hia before ept.t.We
Tat i man Loie if Ite protlctiprocess
vbl stagenu ftse develmen ti now
dstrh eitn sepb:.Of the Ctmon law roses
tin:i r cI tc.11[:11dwhat we knew makes It
psrible tetonstout.dclearly that sepra-
buty benn.".at epton.

Thehe tanr's botcal contribution from
concept tion on is nourishment and protec-
tion; but the foetu has become a separate
organism and remtans so throughout Its life.
That it may not Live if its protection and
nourhment are cut off earlier than the
viable stage of its development is not to
destroy its separability; it is rather to de-
scribe the conditions under which life wl
not continue"

Yet the attack on the statutes below as
sums this discredited scientific concept and
argu hat abortions should be considered
no differently than any medical measure
taken to protect maternal health (see Texas
appellant's brief, pp. 94-98), thus completely
ignoring the developing human being In the
mother's womb.

It is our task in the net subsections to
show how clearly and conclusively modern
science-embryology, fetology, genetics, per-
lnatology, al of biology-establishes the hu-
manity of the unborn child. We submit that
tae data not only shows the onstitutionality
of the legislature's effort to save the unborn
from indiscriminate extermination, but in
fact suggests a duty to do so. We submit also
that no physician who understands this will
argue that the law is vague, uncertain or
overboard for he will understand th she
la~w calls upon him to exercise his art for the
bent of his two patients; mother a d

c ur. Theinborn Person n Also a Patient.
From conception the child Is a complex.

dynaic, rapidly growing organism. By a
natural and continuous process the single
fertized ovum will, over approximately nine
months, devel into the trillions of cellsof
the newborn. The natural end of the sperm
tand ovum is death unless ferlationon oc-
curs. At fertilization a new and unique beingIs created which, although receiving one-
half of its chromosomes from each parent,Is really unlike either (8) (6) (9) (10 at p.18).

About seven to nine days after conception,
whren there are already several hundred cels
of the new individual formed, contact with
the uterus Is made and implantation begins.
Blood cells began at 17 days and a heart as
earl as 18 days. This embryonic heart which
begins as a simple tube starts irregular
pulsations at 24 days, which, in about one
week. smooth into a rhythmic contraction
and expansion (8) (9) (10) (6).

Straus. et al. have shown that the ECG
on a 23 mn embryo (7. weeks) presents the
existence of a functionaly complete cardiac
System and the possible existence of a Myo-
- eural or humoral regulatory mechanism.

All the classic elements of the adult FBo
Were seer (11). Marcel and Eachaquet oh-
werved o'scsional contractions of the heart
it ii5 rnr (2 week) embryo. They also oh-
ti..ned , tr c exhibiting the classical ele-
rne Iof tbetCG tracings of an adult Lu a

, mn e.:::.brvo (5 weeks) (12).
(Inrc mr.rmt -,eter h s indcated that about

4 dirs puiniceprti sunder a special micr:e-
s'ope the prose-rive se can adreacdy be
de lined (10 at p. 23) .

"o: m hiering at 18 dts the developmental
emphasis is on the nervous sstem even
though other vital o-gar.. such as the heart,
are commencing development at the same
time. Such early development is necessary
mince the nervouss ccisem Litec-ates the o-

tutn of All other sems. liv the end of the
20th day the foundation of the child's brain.
spinal cord and entire nervous system will
have been esl.:tblished. By the 6th week alter
conception this system will have developed
is well that it is controlling movements of
the baby's muscles, even though the woman
may not be aware that she is pregnant. By
the 33rd day the cerebral cortex, that par.
of the central nervous system that governs
motor activity as well as intellect may be
seen (8) (13) (10).

The baby's eyes begIn to form at 1P dart
By the end of the first month the foundason
of the brain, spinal cord, nerves and sense
organs is completely formed By 28 days the
embryo has the building blocks for 40 pairs
of mueCles situated from the base of its
skull to the lower end of its spinal column.
By the end of the first month the child has
completed the period of relatively greatest
size increase and the greatest physical change
of a lifetime. He or she is ten thousand tunes
larger than the fertilized egg and will increase
Its weight six billion times by birth. having
in only the first month gone from the one
cell state to millions of cells (8) (9) (10) (6)
(13). (See Fig. 1..

Shettles and Hugh describe this first month
of development as follows:

'This, then, is the great planning period,
when out of apparently nothing comes evi-
dence of a well integrated individual, who
will form along certain well-tried patterns,
but who will, in the end, be distinguishable
from every other human being by virtue of
ultra microscopic chromosaomal differences."
(10 at p. 35.)

By the beginning of the second month the
unborn child; small as it is, looks distinctly
human. -(See rig. 1.) Yet, by this time the
child's mother Is not even aware that she ispregnant (6).

As Shettles and Rugh state:
"And as for the question. 'when does the

embryo become human?' the answer Is that
it always had human potential, and no other,
from the instant the sperm and the egg came
together because of its chromosomes." (Em-
phasis in original.) (10 at p. 40.)

At the end of the first month the child Is
about % of an inch in length. At 30 days the'
primary brain Is present and the eyes, ears
and nasal organs have started to form. Al-
though the heart is still incomplete, It is
beating regularly and pumping blood cets
through a closed vascular system (8). The
child and mother do not exchange blood, the
child having from a very early point in its
development its own and complete vascular
system '(8) (9) (10) (12) (13).

Earliest reflexes begin as early as the 42nd
day. The male penis begins to form. The child
is almost ; inch long and cartilage has be-
gun to develop (8) (9). [See Fig. 2.

Even at 5% weeks the fetal heartbeat is
essentially similar to .that of an adult in
general configuration (12) (13). The energy
output is about 20% that of the adult, but
the fetal heart is functionally complete and
normal by 7 weeks (12) (13). Shettles and
Rugh describe the child at this point of Its
development as a 1-inch miniature doll with
a large bead, but gracefully formed arms and

3ef'; nd an umdaa~ raface f :sit

p. 4). [eFg" 2t

S tho' end of !.l: (: : n - a

er1 pro ru ed .sm " 'i .'i' . . a

il.nth 10k tbas i re 'r5ferr.Lti; . and 55 h( ic nd o:' c an: or 1:ae
a:Jult, m.. a u<ti h it is lo t ena i rot

The ott"'"

(I ."'
t

os 3sd47

e n t l . Li eai rr s p xt c r'''. ..

"ion r: .'.. we ot.rd

:4l:, liv' [t1 4].. oe ,rc er t . ti-
6,oinacb ri ris digs' .-c iris li

. rir. Fu. 3c, c ned 4'

bea't .uxrdc not y v e ,rt tc'. uoi a -
f the' rsa~nd bdcn L ai ady e t

: c' :he Igth ree ano t .',t' ph..mrcso .

wills h-:foundIn the fullctucn bby (e ather
p.As The bran wauvtreschre t: pnotedat
43 a y [14]. The heart bhats ourdiy. The
stomasch nrodurces dige Lve juc:L;. The liver

smanuac.Hres blood cllnd thei ipes
ber to function by e tractlin uric ac.d
from the chid's blood (13) (4iu a . The musces
ofu gatis and body can already beset
it. ma 2 ah(15) .

froe::m ,e eighth week no rt (84ri).rdi
aiIs ao; everything is Ta.ed pgetc that
win et found in the full tera baby (10 at
p. 71). As one author describes ti Tperiod:

"A human tame with e",elas hal closed

as they are in someone who is about to fa
asleep. Hands that soon win begin to grip,
set trying their first gentle kics." (10 at

From this point until adulthood when
full growth Is achieved somewhere between

( and 27 years, the changes in the body wib
be mainly in dimension and in gradual re-
finement of the working parts (8) (46).

The development of the chd, whale very
rapid, Is also very specific. The generic pt-
tern set down in the first day of life instructs
the development of a specic anatomy. The
ears are formed by seven wells and are
specific, and may resemble a fanmily pattern

(16). The lines in the hands start to be
engraved by eight weeks and remain a dis-
tinctive feature of the individual (45) (491
oSee Fig 3

The primitive skeletal system has com-
pletely developed by the end of six weeks
(8) (9). This marks the end of the chid's
embryonic (from Greek, to swes t or teqir o e
within) period. From this point, the ch5d
will be called a fetus (Ltin, young one od
ofmspr1g) (9). [See Fig. 21In the third montthe child bemes
very active. By the end of the month elcankick his legs, turn his feet, curl and fan his
toeb, make a fist, move his thumb, bend his
wrist, turn his head, squint, frown, open his
mouth, press his cps tightly together (15).He can swallow and drinks the amniotic fud
that surrounds him. Thumb sucking? is first
noted at this age. The trst respiratory
motions movefud in and out of his ungswith inhaling and exhaling respiratory move-
ments (13) (15). [See Fig. 5]

The movement of the child has been rec-
order at this early stage by placing delicate
shock recording devices on the mother'sabdomen and direct observations have been
made by the famous embryologist, Daven-
port Hooker, M.D. Over the. ast thirty years
Dr. Hooker has recorded the moveme..it of
the child on im, home as early as six weeks
of age. His films show that prenatal be-

ha-or develops in an ordery prr~ession
(15) (17) (18),

The prerequisites for motion are muscles
and nerves. In the sixth to seventh weeks
nerves andt muscles work together for the
first time .(8). If the area of the Ilrp, the
first to become sensitive to touch, is gently
stroked, the child responds by bending the
upper body to one side and -making a quick
backward motion with his arms. This is
called a total pattern response because it

S 9
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eri:1 alC .i-nruous Al this is before
meithe' ;eels any noi ement (5) (64).

d5 and 71
?i phnonmenon of "quickening" reflects

sc'astivity nd not fetal compe-
te DriuHooker sates that fetal actvty

:,r5at a very early age normally in utero
ono some women may feel it as early as
t:.: een wees. Others feel very little as late

.rnny weeks and some are always anxious
b-cause they do not perceive movement

Dr. Lley states:
"Historically 'quickening' was supposed to

delLneate the time when the fetus became
an dependent human being possessed of a
soul. Now, however, we know tat while he* may have been too small to make his motions
felt, the unborn baby is active and inde-
pendent long before his mother feels him.
Quckening is a maternal sensitivity and de-
pends on the mother's own fat, the position
of the placenta and the size and strength
of the unborn child." (5 at pp. 37, 38)

Every child shows a distinct individuality
In his behavior by the end of the third
month. This is because the actual srictre
of the muscles varies from baby to baby. The
a.e:ment of the muscles of' the face,or
e-arnple. follow an inherited pattern. The
faca expressions of the baby in. his third
ns:rts are already similar to the fani e-

preuson of his parents (13) (4) 41.r See
Fiys. 5 and 71

Dr. A nold esell states that "By the end
of the first trimester (12th week) the fetus
is a sentient moving being. We need not
pause to speculate as to the nature of his

dsycbc attributes but we may assert that
e organization of his paychsomatic sel-

inow well under way." (49 at p. 65)
p ther renements are noted in the third

o:thp. The fngernails a pear. The child's
f e beuneesouch prettier. His eves, previ-
i5:s: fez apart. now move closer together.

eyehds coe over the eyes Sexual dier-
entiathonis apparent in both internal and

e ; eria? sex organs, and primitive eggs and
t re formed. The vocal cords are com-

pleged. in the absence of air they cannot
produce sound: the child cannot cry aloud

1 birth, although he is capable of crying

pceres(8) (1s3) re ts( (9() (5)..[ee

Dr. LIley relates the eperiece of a doctor
^;!th injected an air bubble into unborn
L. ^'s (eight months) amniotic sac In an
atespt to locate the placenta on x-ray. It
so happened that the ir bubble covered the

eootnotesatoend of article.

unborn baby's face. The moment the unborn
chill haid air to Inhale, his vocal cords be-
cam" ''oprative and his crying became audible
to ...i p~rat, including the physician and

:3t hp. tie pThe mother telephoned the
:::in'r no report that whenever she lay

:. " , +uto sop, the air bubble got over the
1u : :'s wace and he was crying so

I::1;; 1..x :o.= kping both her and her hus-
t ti..::a;a e s It5 at p. 50) (15 at p. 751.

The tate buds and salivary glands develop
n " ismonrth, a do the digestive glands in

irstcasca Wh rn the baby swallows amni-
c u:.d, its contents are utilized by the

rh1  li. chid starts to urinate (8) (13)

1Pr*; the tw e Ith to the sixteenth week,
h row" very rapidly (50). His weight

it t'-e, ania he grows to eight
:A. n 'ces in height. For this incredible

pos,"tb t the chUd needs oxygen and
"'Tit ,he receives from his mother

throuib the placental attachment-much
ins he recsiv .s food from her after he is
erori. H dependence does not end with ex-
puLs:n into the external environment (8)
(9) (13) () (10). We now know that the
placenta belongs to the baby, not the mother,
a.s was long thought (5). [See Fig. 8]

In the fifth month, the baby gains two
inches in height and ten ounces in weight.
By the end of the month he will be about
one foot tall and will weigh one pound. Fine
baby hair begins to grow on his eyebrows
and on his head and a fringe of eyelashes
appear. Most of the skeleton hardens. The
baby's muscles become much stronger, and
as the child becomes larger his mother fin-
ally perceives his many activities (8). The
child's mother comes to recognize the move-
ment and can feel the baby's head; arms and
legs. She may even perceive a rhythmic jolt-
ing movement-fifteen to thirty per minute.
This is due to the child hccoughing (13) (6)
(6). The doctor can already hear the heart-
beat with his stethoscope (8) (13) (6). [See
Figs. 9 and 10 -

The baby sleeps and wake just a5 it will
after birth (63) (5). When he sleeps he
invariably settles into his favorite position
called iris "lie". Each baby has a character-
istic lie (5). When he awa})ens be moves
about freely in the buoyant fluid turning
from side to side, and frequently head over
heeL Sometimes his head will be up and
sometimes it will be down. He may some-
times be aroused from sleep by external
vibrations. He may wake up froma loud tap
on the tub when his mother is taking a
bath.. A loud concert or the vibrations of a
washing machine may also stir him into
activity (13). The child hears and recognizes
his mother's voice before birth (19) (20).
Movements of the mother, whether locomo-
tive, cardiac or respiratory, are communi-
cated to the child (19).

In the sixth month, the baby will grow
about two more inches, to become fourteen
inches tall. He will also begin to accumu-
late a little fat under his skin and will in-
crease his weight to a pound and three-
quarters. This month the permanent teeth
buds coirre in high in the gums behind the
milk teeth. Now his closed eyelids will open
and close, and his eyes look up, down and
sideways. Dr. Luey feels that the child may
perceive light through the abdominal wall
(20). Dr. Still has noted that electroencepha-
lographic waves have been obtained in forty-
three to forty-fve day old fetuses, and so
conscious experience is possible after this
date (14).

The electrophysiologic rhythm develops
early. Detailed EEG tracings have been taken
directly from the head end of the 16mm
(crown rump) human embryo at 40-odd

days of gestation in Japan (172).
As one writer said:
"Thus, at an early prenatal stage of life

the EEG reflects a distinctly Individual pat-

tern thit 'u' becomes truly pe'raonaltzed

(173)
In th:;: .. n':h. ' cLd ndev ups a

strong' r.n? Ir 'rp wih hi- u 1. :abo

S starLt 'n"r a' he r ul rly ; 
c r:am-..

tar.tpirvrer r' ose for .'r.r -ror
hours if ;vn -rtm. nr . . ave
a 11:n cl neof sur?c a in 1?. oe
The you're c-ldren known to ' ', "rc
between twv'et.. to twan'nty'v : e cid
(13).[Ii' T t : "c of vi is.c-"It;.":aiy

one. Dr. Anr-i a mrof flusto :.ceit ti -t'nibon a
teen to-nf' w ks '"'.atr-_, ks
gestalt nw i sue ise 4A eat ir. in-
er-n rrict-'ai .t

many ch 1 iir . thtu' setwoi' nav e 0.'-. c -
sidered nctot -cble only a ew '-" p 

'r c.

The ronp."-' of an :. "etpen, ray
be a reality 'rtoe nr f'-'-tr- a'ra- ' push
the dae of V1.lls: La- even frthersnc
perhaps to the earlirst stags a grvtation
(43) (48). After twenty-four Ztwenty-eight
weeks the child's chances of survival are
much greater.

Our reviewhas covered the t'rst tix mouths
of life. By this time the indivdualtyc of this
human b-lng iv clear to all urterd ob-
servers. Dr. Arnold Gsei hzts .:..

"Our own repeated observation of a iv, re
ground of fetal infants (an tnd:L~v',rn
and living at any time prior to Iorty weeks
gestation) left, us with no doubt that py-
chologically they were individual:. J.st as
no two looked alike, so no two behaved
precisely alike. One was imp-evslsve when
another was alert. Even among the yun
eat there were discernible ditfr:encuus In
vividness, reactivity and res'onsivn-e.s.
These were genuine individual differces,
already prophetic of the diversity which dis-
tinguishes the human family." (49 at-p 172)
B. The Doctor Treats the Unborn Just as

He Does Any Patient
When one views the present state of medi-

cal .science, we find that the artificial dis-
tinction between born and unborn has van-
ished. As Dr. Liley says:

"In assessing fetal health, the doctor now
watches changes in maternal function very
carefully, for he has learned that it is actu-
ally the mother who is a passive carrier,
while the fetus is very largely in charge of
the pregnancy." (5 at p. 202) (65)

The new specialty of fetology is being re-
placed by a newer specialty called pertnatol
og-v which cares for its patients from concep-
tion to about one year of extrauterine exist-
ence (56). The Cumulative Index Medicus
for 1969 contains over 1400 separate articles
in fetology. For the physician, the life proc-
ess is a continuous one, and observation of
the patient must start at the earliest period
of life. (See 42 U.S.C. 289(d).)

A large number of sophisticated tools have
been developed that now allow the physician
to observe and measure the child's reactions
from as early as ten -weeks. At ten weeks it is
possible to obtain the electrocardiogram of
the unborn child (22) (11) (12). At this stage
also the heart sounds can be detected with
new ultrasonic techniques (45). The heart
has already been pumping large volumes of
blood to the fast growing child for six weeks.
With present day technology, the heart of
the child is now monitored during critical
periods of the pregnancy by special elec-
tronic devices, including radiotelemetry (23)
(60). Computer analysis of the child's ECG
has been devised and promises more accu-
rate monitoring and evaluation of fetal dis-
tress (14). A number of abnormal electro-
cardiographic patterns have been found be-
fore birth. These patterns forewarn the phy-
sician of trouble a"ter delivery (57) (58) (62).
Analysis of heart sounds through phono-
cardiography is also being done (25) (53).

With the new optical equipment, a physi-
cian can now look. at the amniotic fluid
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troph the cervical canal and predict life-
threaserlng problems that are reflected by a
change in the fuid's color and turbdity (26)
(21. In te future, the physician will un-
doubttedly b. able to look directly at the
y w!2F child using new fiber optic devices
thre w h r:small puncture in the uterus)

nr'y lisgoose and prescribe specific
tratrt:n:t? heal or prevent illness or de-
form lt' (21) (55).

Fir the child with severe anemia, the phy-
sicman now gives blood, using an unusual
technique developed by Dr. A. Liley of New
Zealand. This lie saving measure is carried
out by using new image intensifier x-ray
equipment. A needle is placed through the
abdominal wall of the mother and into the
abdominal cavity of the child. For this pro-
cedure the child must be sedated (via ma-
ternal circulation) and given pain relieving
medication, since it experiences pain from.
the puncture and would move away from the
needle if not premedicated. As Dr. H. I-
Liley states:

"When doctors first begai- invading the
sanctuary of the womb, they. did not know
that the unborn baby would react to pain
in the same fashion as a child would. But
they soon learned that he would. By no
means a 'vegetable' as he has so often been
pictured, the unborn knows perfectly well
when he has been hurt, and he will protest
It just as violently as would a baby lying in
a crib." (5 at p. 50)

The gastro-intestinal tract of the child is
outlined by a contrast media that was pre-
viously placed in the amniotic fluid and then
swallowed by the child (52). We know that
the child starts to swallow as early as four-
teen weeks (5).

Some children fail to get adequate nutri-
tion when in utero. This problem can be pre-
dicted by measuring the amount of estradiol
in the urine of the mother and the amount
of PSP excreted after it is injected into the
child (29). Recent work indicates that these
nutritional problems may be solved by feed-
ing the child more directly by introducing
nutrients into the amniotic fluid which the
child normally swallows (250 to 700 cc a day).
In a sense, we well may be able to offer the
child that is starving because of a placental
defect a nipple to use before birth (30).

The amniotic fluid surrounding the un-
born child offers the physician a convenient
and assessable fluid that he can now test in
order to diagnose a long list of diseases,
just as he tests the urine and blood of his
adult patients. The doctor observes the
color and volume of amnotic fluid and tests
it for cellura element 4nsymes and other
chemicals. He can tell this sex of his patient
and gets a more precise idea of the exact age
of the child from this fluid. He can diag-
nose conditions such as the adrenogenital
syndrome, hemolytic a ema, adrenal in-
sufficiency, congenital hyperanema and gly-
cogen storage disease, some of these, and
hopefully in the future all of these, can be
treated before birth (31)(32) (33) (34) (35)
(38) (37).

At the time of labor, the child's body can
be obtained from scalp eins and the exact
chemical balance determined before birth.
These determinations have saved many chil-
dren who would not have been considered
in need of therapy had these tests not been
done (38) (39). The fetal EEQ has also
been monitored during delivery (61).

A great deal of work has been done ' to
elucidate the endocrinology of the unborn
child. Growth hormone is elaborated by
the child at seventy-one days. and ACTS has
been isolated at eleven weeks gestation (40).
The thyroid gland has ksen shown to func-
tion at ten and a half weeks (51), and the
adrenal glands also at $bout this- age (40).
The sex hormone e-stregen and andigen--
are also found as early as nine weeks (40).

Surgical procedures performed on the un-
born child are few. However, surgical can-
nulation of the blood vessels in an eytrem-
ity of the child has been carried out in or-
der to administer blood. Techniques are
now being developed on animals that will
be applicable to human problems involving
the unborn child. Fetal surgery is now a
reality in the animal laboratory, and will
soon offer help to unborn patients (28) .(41)

(42).
The whole thrust of medicine is in support

of the notion that the child in its mother
is a distinct individual in need of the most
diligent study and care, and that he is also a
patient whom science and medicine treats
just as it does any other person (21) (5).

This review of the current medical status
of the unborn serves us several purposes.
Firstly, it shows conclusively the humanity
of the fetus by showing that human life is a
continuum which commences in the womb.
There is no magic in birth. The child is as
much a child in those several days before
birth as he is those several days after. The
maturation process, commenced in the womb,
continues through the post-natal period, in-
fancy, adolescence, maturity and old age.
Dr. Arnold Gesell points out in his famous
book that no king ever had any other begin-
ning than have had all-of us in our mother's
womb (49). .

Secondly, we have shown that quickening
is a relative concept which depends upon the
sensitivity of the mother, the position of the
placenta, and the size of the child. At the
common law, the fetus was not considered
alive before quickening, and therefore we
can understand why commentators like
Bracton and Coke placed so much emphasis
on quickening. But modern science has
proven conclusively that any law based upon
quickening is based upon shifting sands-a
subjective standard even different among
races. We now know that life precedes quick-
ening; that quickening is nothing other than
the mother's first subjective feeling of move-
ment in the womb. Yet the fetus we know
has moved before this. In spite of these ad-
vances in medicine, some courts and legis-
tatures have continued to consider quicken-
ing as the point when life is magically in-
fused into the unborn. (See Babbftz-V. Mc-
Cann, 310 F. Bupp. 2830). No concept could be
further from the scentific truth.

Thirdly, we have seen that viability is also
a flexible standard which changes.with -the
advance of these new medcal disciplines.
some of which are hardly a half dozen years
old. New studies in artificial placentas Indi-
cates that viability will become an even more
relative concept and children will survive
outside of the wopnb at even earlier ages
than the 20-28 weeks in the past. Petology
and perinatology are only a few years old as
specialties. Obstetrics is only sixty years old
as a specialty. -

Forthly, we haye seen that the unborn
child is as much apatient as is the mother.
In all the literature opting for permissive
abortion, this simple truth is ignored. There
are many doctors who know that the unborn
is also their patient and that they must
exercise their art for the benefit of both
mother and child. When the physician ac-
cepts that he has two patients, he has no
diffculty applying his skill for the benefit of
child and mother. Every doctor practicing
can tell this court when in his medical judg-
ment an abortion is necessary to preserve
life. There is no medical mystery on that
point. A review of the relevant obstetrics
texts will list the indications-psychiatric
as well--for therapeutic abortion. When the
doctor makes the decision he must not con-
sider the unborn as "mere tissue of the
mother" or he will certainly weigh it no more
in the balance than any oter replaceable
tissue of the mother.

FOOTNOTES

'In this section the citations are accord-
ing to medical journal practices. The num-
bers in the parenthesis refer to the corres-
pondingly numbered work in the medical
bibliography.

*If the Court is interested in the actual
medical history of nineteenth century legis-
lative opposition to abortion, it may con-
sult the American Medical Association, 1846-
1952 Digest of Official Actions (edited F. J. L.
Blasingame 1959), p. 66, where a list of the
repeated American Medical Association at-
tacks on abortion are compiled. It will be
seen that the great medical battle of the
nineteenth century was to persuade legis-
latures to eliminate the requirement of
quickening and to condemn abortion from
conception, see Isaac M. Quimby Introduc-
tion to Medical Jurisprudence, Journal of
American Mea'cal Association, August 6,
1887, Vol. 9, p. 164 and H. C. Markham
Poeticide and Its Prevention, Ibid. Dec. 8.
1888. Vol. 11. p. 1105. It will be seen that the
Association unanimously condemned abor-
tion as the destruction of "human life"
American Medical Association, Minutes of
the Ainua Meeting 1859,. The Ameican
Medical Gesete 1859, Vol. 10, p. 409.

s See 4 Backstone, Commentaries on the
Laes of gland, 394-95 (1769) where it is
said:

"In case this'plea is made in stay of execu-
tion, the judge must direct a jury of twelve
matrons or discreet women to inquire the
fact, and if they bring in their verdict 'quick
with child' (for barely, 'with child', unless it
be alive in the womb, is not sufficient, ... )

'See Quay, Justifiable Abortion, 49 George-
town Law Journal 173. 1960, pp. 180-241,
where the. medical reasons for therapeutic
abortions as stated in the standard ob-
stetric works from 1903 to 1960 are stated
and analyzed. Dr. Guttmacher has stated:

"On the whole, the over-all frequency of
therapeutic abortion is on the decline. This
is due to two facts: first, cures have peen
discovered for a number of conditions which
previously could be cured only by termina-
tion of pregnancy; and second, there has been
a change in medical philosophy. Two decades
ago, the accepted attitude of the physicians
was that if a pregnant -woman were 1l1, the
thing to do would be to rid her of her preg-
nancy. Tday it is felt that unless the preg-
nancy itself intensifies the illness, nothing
is accomplished by the abortion." (66 -at p.
13) (See also 67).

Dr. Guttmacher has also said:
"Today it is possible for almost any pa-

tient to be brought through pregnancy alive,
unless she suffers from a fatal illness such as
cancer or lukemia and, if so, abortion would
be unlikely to prolong, much less save, life."
(68 at p.9).

Dr. Guttmacher has also said:
"There is little evidence that pregnancy

in itself worsens a psychosis, either intensify-
ing it or rendering prognosis for full recovery
less likely." (69 at p. 121).

AmPsNDx F
AsORToN--DEATH BEroE DITBa

(By Joseph R. Stanton, M.D., F.A.C.P.)
The magnificent Life Magazine Series

"Life Before Birth" with the pictures of the
human embryo and fetus by Lennart Nilsson
began with the following statement, '"The
Birth of a Human Life Really Occurs at the
Moment the Mother's Egg Cell Is Fertilized
by One of the Father's Sperm Cells."

Abortion attempts to destroy the life that
begins with conception. It usually but not
always results in the death of the growing
child within the womb. After the first six
months of liberalised abortion in New York
City, the Health Department reported
"eleven live births after abortion procedure,
all infants died within the nest day or so.
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tvo living infants were discharged fro
lalSPitAls" having to be classified as liv
lrl- s rather than as abortions.

During the first 12 weeks of life, abortlo
s -arried out by either (A) D&C or (B) Suc
t'o; C'rettage. After twelve weeks, the fetu
is too large to be removed by (A) or (B), a
ub trtion is attempted by (C) Saline Inec
t:-on. and. If this is not effective, (D
i-vserotomy is carried out.

No method of abortion is carried out ii
a: v significant number of cases without
h x'..rd to the mother. A recent paper Iron
tnc !and makes the following statement
'"he morbidity and fatal potential of crimi-
nal abortion is widely accepted while at th
same time the public is misled into believing
that legal abortion is a trivial incident, ever
a lunch hour procedure which can be se
as a mere extension of contraceptive prac
tice. There has been almost a conspiracy 01
silence regarding risks."

Listed as immediate complications are:
1. The birth of a living child.
2. Cervical lacerations-4.2%.
3. Uterine performances-1.7%.
4. Fever-15%.
5. Pertonitis-7.2%.
6. Retained products of conception requir-

ing D&C-%.
7. Septicemia-0.37%.
8. Endometritis-2.5%.
9. Urinary tract infection.
10. Pulmonary embolism.
11. Amniotic fluid embolism.
12. Hemorrhage greater than 500cc. in

0-17% of abortions done by various methods.
Later, additional complications are depres-

sive reactions, subsequent sterility, subee-
quent abnormalities of placental- implanta-
tion and a predisposition to premature labo
in future pregnancies. A paper from Czecho-
slovakia states: "We find the immediate acute
inflammatory complications in about 5% of
cases-permanent complications in 20-30
of all women who had pregnancy interrup-
tions." -

It is believed-that this presentation shows
abortion for what it is-a negative and de-
structive approach to life and one of its prob-
lems. Those who have portrayed abortion as
safe, easy, and almost without psychic
trauma have not spoken from the facts. The
current efforts of the American drug indus-
try now spending millions of dollars to per-
fect the prostaglandins so that abortions
may be made microscopic should be no less
objectionable than the destruction of life at
8 weeks or 12 weeks or 24 weeks-before or
after birth. Each one of us began lfe as a
single cell and that biological process has
continued without interruption to the mo-
ment this line is read. Abortion nm--ants,
despoils and destroys human nir.L

A. net o .ArsoN AND ccrac -

A brief history is taken, the blood typed
and a consent form signed by the patient.
The patient is premeditated and an intraven-
os is started. Anesthesia, either regional or
intravenous pentothal is induced. The opera-
tive area is cleansed with ant.eptics, a re-
tractor is Inserted and the mouth of the
womo or cervix is grasped with a tenaculum
or clamp. A sound or calibrated measure is
inserted to measure the depth of the womb.
The mouth of the womb is then dilated--
'The amount of dilation will depend on the
vin of the products of conception." A sharp
curette-like a long spoon with sharp ser-
-ated edges is introduced and the interior of
the womb methodically scraped. "Often little
tissue comes away at first but the products of
conception are loosened and the ovum forceps
I. used to remove them." An oxytocic is then
given to shrink down the uterus and lessen
bleeding. The patient is watched until recov-
ery from anesthesia occurs and then sent
btck to her room. The pathetic pulp in the
photsa above, what were once fragile, living
Oh ec's of simple innocence and complex

May 31, 1973
m wonder, are consigned to furnace or sewer lag abortion up to the 20th week." Hyster-e ... unwanted, undefended, unknown. What otomy or Caesarean section has a long andgreater sacrifice could the innocent unborn honored history in medicine, often savingin but to lay down their lives for their mothers' the life of the mother and the child. When

convenience. - deliberately used to abort, it destroys the
s a. sUCTION CarrsacE life of the cihdL Occasionally, at least, it also
0 Preoperative medication and preparation leads to the loss of the life of the mother.

the same as for D&C. Anesthesia is induced Tris AND DuzvArzoNs
usually with intravenous pentothal. A spec- Aborion-Latin Ab-orior, orire, onus

n ulum is inserted .in the vagina. The cervix sum-the one kept from arising.
t (mouth of the womb, ed.) is grasped with a Embryo-Latin Embryo--the offspring

tenaculum. Pitressin, to cause the womb to before its birth.
a contract-is injected. The cervix is forcibly Fetus--Latin Foetus-the young one.

dilated. The auction curette, a tube, is in- "Products of Conception"-the abortion-
e serted into the uterus, the auction turned ists' term for the embroyo or fetus.

on, present at 70 mm Hg. negative pressure. Termination of Pregnancy---.abortionists'The curette is worked in and out rotating term for the act of abortion.
it slowly. "Because the curette and tubingare transparent, the site of implantation can
be ascertained from the amount of tissue 1 "Life Befoe Birth", Life Magazine,
withdrawn from different areas - of the April 30, 1965.
uterus. ... The procedure is completed by 2. Fuchs, P., Modern Treatment, p206
concentrating in the area from which the February, 1971.
bulk is obtained." The end point of the pro- 3. American Heritage Dictionary.
cedure is reached when no further tissue 4 Whites, Latin-Engish Die onary.
is obtained by suction. The embryonic part A. B. $. Marbusy, M.D, "Anesthesia in
broken and crushed are caught in a tissue Abortion", Clinei Obstetrics and Oyuooo-
trap attached to the machine. A physician , vol. 14, pps. 8-84,1971

. . Shefer, M1.D.. "'I Tbhzsie of Dilaelong accustomed to witnessing suffering and : o. a.. Cuettag fo. Aborion", Cnal
death has said of suction curettage, that in v and Crettage for Abortion", C8nical
all his life he has known nor more horrible- O and 0ynecoloY, vol14, pp. 85-
sight or -sound than that produced as the- 98, 1971. -
little human parts thud Into and are caught 7. B. N. Nathason, M.D., "Suction Curet-

iby the tissue trapt - tage for Early Abortion Experience with 645
cases," Modern eatment, vol. 8, pps. 64-71.

c. sAwri nrJZC'rxOst - Feb. 1 . *. ,
After twelve weeks, the fetus i so large 8. J. M. MacKensie, M.D., A. Roufa, M.D.,

that D&C and Suction Curettage are too and H. M. M.-Tovel. M.D., "Mi
dangerous to the mother. At twelve weeks,. Abortion: Clinical Experience with Amn.o-
there is not enough amniotic. fuid in the centesis and Hypertonic Instilation on 400

-sac in which the little aquanaut lives and Patients", Modern Treatment, vol.. 8,. pps,
moves to do amniocentisis- safely. Usually 72-88, February, 1971.
the physician waits until the unborn child 9. T. D Kerenyi, M.D., "Outpatient Intra-
has grown to 16 weeks size. Life Magazine amniotic Injection, of Hypertonic Saline",
states that it is now 5% inches long and. Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology, vol. 14,
"quite recognizable now as a human baby.".' pps. 124-140, March, 1971.
After the patient has emptied her bladder, - 10. S. Ednisto, "A Deport on the Abr-
the abdomen is fen prepared with antisep- tion Capital of the Country",. New York
tics. The skin and subcutaneous tissues are - Times Magazine., April 11, 1971.
Inetedwith a local anesthetic. A long 18.- 11. H. E. Raye. "Procedures for Abortion at

needle is inserted through the.- the New York Lying-In Hospital". Modern
abdominal wall and the wall of the uterus Treatment, vol. 8 pps. 101-113, February,
into the amniotIc sac of fluidsurrounding 1971..
the fetus. Four' to five ounces of fluid are 12. V. Bonney, A Textbook of Gynecologic
withdrawn and 5-7 ounces of toxic salt solu- Surgery, 6th edition, Carroll, London.
tion 20% salin (more than 23 times the 13. H. Stallworthy, A. S. Moolgaker, and
concentration of salt solution that Is used J. J. Walsh. "Legal Abortion: A Critical
far intravenous therapy normaly-ed.) cis Assessment of Its isks", Lancet, December
Injected. The patient is then given oxytocica 4. 1971, pps. 1245-1249.-
to contract the uterus and often also an.. 14. A. Kotasek, Int'l. .' of 0y7. and Obs.,
antibiotic. After the toxic solution is in- vol.9, pps. 118-119, 1971.
jeced, siectrocardiographic studies in a New.-
York hlcptial snow that it takes 45 to 120
minutes for the unborn child'si heart to stop.
When the child dies or the uterus is sum-
ciently irritated, after a latent period of
hours-labor begins and the dead child is
born 24 to 28 hours later. A New York physi-
clan who does saline abortions has said of
this procedure. "I hate to do saline injec-
tions-when you inject the saline you see.
an increase of fetal movements--It's horri-
ble." That increase of fetal movements occurs
as the unborn child struggles in his or her
death throes.

D.- NYstOrour ii
If Saline injection is ineffective or cannot-

be completed because of technical difficulty
or reaction, abortion is accomplished by
Hysterotomy. Hvsterotomy has been called
the "miniature Caesarean section". The pa-
tient is prepared and anesthetized, the abdo-
men and womb are opened. The fetus is
lifted out. The cord is clamped. The fetus
struggles for a moment and dies: This is ob-
viously unpalatable. particularly to. nurses,
so much so that- Kaye states "The large.-
fetuses aborted at greater than 22 weeks ges-
tation become abhorrent to the nursing staf.
This necessitated the cheapg in policy liit-
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H-. J. Res. 427 - Whitehurst Proposed Constitutional Amendment

In addition to H.J. Res. 261 and S.J. Res. 119, proposed Consti-

tutional amendments which are intended to nullify the Supreme Court's abortion

rulings and generally prohibit abortions, there has been introduced a proposed

Constitutional amendment which is intended to nullify the rulings and return regu-

latory authority concerning abortions to the States. H. J. Res. 427, introduced

by Rep. Whitehurst, is intended to restore the basic power of the States to legis-

late with regard to abortion. H. J. Res. 427 states the following:

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress as-
sembled (two-thirds of each House concurring therein),
That the following article is proposed as an amendment
to the Constitution of the United States to be valid only
if ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the
several States within seven years after the date of final
passage of this joint resolution:

"Article-

"Section 1. Nothing in this Constitution shall bar
any State or territory or the District of Columbia, with
regard to any area over which it has jurisdiction, from
allowing, regulating, or prohibiting the practice of
abortion."

On the occasion of introducing H. J. Res. 427, Rep. Whitehurst in-

cluded the following remarks in the Congressional Record (See 39 Cong. Rec.

H1694-H1695 (daily ed., Mar. 13, 1973)):

ABORTION: RESTORING THE PEO-
PLE'S RIGHT TO DECIDE

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. -
MAzZOLI). Under a previous order of

t
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Marc4 13, 1973 Co

the House. the gentleman from Virginia
(Mr. WIItIuIWiST) is recognized for 10
minutes.

Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker,
a.fLer months of research, the Supreme
Court recently delivered a scholarly es-
say which examined the laws governing
abortion throughout history, then in-
validated nearly all existing State reg-
ulation of this subject.

I have no quarrel with the Court's
recommendation that pregnancy be
treated differently at various stages un-
der the law. The decision probably re-
flects good medical thinking at the pres-
ent time. I do object, however, to the
Court's usurping what is clearly a legis-
lative prerogative simply because the
elected'Representatives of the people
had reached a different conclusion. By
this ruling, the Court has insisted on
imposing its legislative judgment on the
Nation as a whole, depriving the people
of the opportunity to adjust their laws
to reflect the different attitudes toward
abortion that exist in various parts of
the country.

My objection is shared by thoughtful
members of the Court itself. Mr. Jus-
tice White, dissenting in the abortion
case, said:

The Court apparently values the con-
venience of the pregnant mother more than
the continued existence and development of
the life or potential life which she carries.
Whether or not I might agree with taat
marshalling of values, I can in no event
join the Court's judgment because I find
no constitutional warrant for imposing such
an order of priorities on the people and the
legislatures of the States.

In a sensitive area such as this, involving
as it does issues over which reasonable men

" may easily and heatedly differ, I cannot ac-
cept the Court's exercise of its clear power
of choice by imposing a constitutional bar-
rier to state efforts to protect human life
by investing mothers and doctors with the
constitutionally protected right to exterm-
inate it. This issue, for the most part, should
be left with the people and to the political
processes the people have devised to govern
their affairs.

Mr. Speaker, the Constitution has es-
tablished ways to check the exercise of
excess powers by all three branches of
Government. The appropriate response
to this decision which Justice Rehnqust
and Justice White called an improvi-
dent and extravagant exercise of the
power of judicial review, is to amend the
Constitution to expressly guarantee the
people's right to have this issue decided
by Representatives directly accountable
to the people.

I am therefore introducing today a
measure which will guarantee this right.
My amendment states:

Nothing in this Constitution; shall bar any
State or Territory or the District of Colum-
bia, with regard to any area over which it
has jurisdiction, from allowing, regulating, or
prohibiting the practice of abortion.

This language would permit the en-
actment of a wide range Of legislative
approaches to abortion. It would not
relieve the legislatures of the obliaton
to enact such laws in language which
would not be impermissibly vague. Nor
would it dispense with the procedural
requsities of the Bill of Rights and Due
Process. It would simply restore the basic
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power of the States to legislate with re-
gard to abortion.

This is not a partisan issue, nor even
a liberal-conservative one. In the last
election, both President Nixon and Sen-
ator McGovERN advocated State rather
than Federal action in this field.

Mr. Speaker, in a democracy, questions
of life, death, and belief cannot be de-
cided from above. Only by giving the peo-
ple a voice in issues like this can we hope
to develop solutions that will be accept-
able. I invite my colleagues to join me
in restoring that voice to the people.

H 1695
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Res. 585 - Proposed Resolution EstablishingSelect

Committee to Study Abortion Decision

In addition to proposed Constitutional Amendments, it has also been

suggested, e. g. via H. Res. 585, that a select Committee of Congress be

established to study the impact and ramifications of the Supreme Court's deci-

.Commentingn H. Res. 585, Rep. Froehlich, a co-sponsor
sions on abortion. Commenting onH. . ,

along with Reps. Keating and Roncallo, noted that "[t]he select committee which

I have proposed will permit a careful consideration of the pros and cons of all

the various approaches [to the abortion question] that have been suggested." See

150 Cong. Rec. E6339 (daily ed., Oct. 9, 1973)). Reproduced below is H. Res.

585 as that resolution appears in the Congressional Record, id:

{ tga Sect CoMmittee to study the
fapact and. ramitfestions of the Supreme
Cert decisions on Abortion.

3ma gd,. That Mere Is hereby created a
msteR mamnatt~e to be 4.uos.d of eleven

Utmzbers of the Mous at apresentatves to
be appointed by the Speaker, one of whom-
he thail designate as chairman. Any vamny
oecurrlng in the maembership of the commit-
tee ebal be Shed in the same manner in
which the original appointment was made.

The committee Is authortied and directed
to onduct a fuli and complete study of the
ooestitutional basis of the January 22, 1973,
United ete Supreme Court decisions on
abortion, the ramlAdstios of such dclsions
on the power of the esvmal .States to enact
abortion legIslation, and the. need for re-
Medial action by Oonrienan the subject
of abortions.

Tor the purpose of oatrying out this reeolu-
tin the comnmnittee, or any subcommittee
thereof authortMd by the committee to hold
heartuga, i-suthrised to sit and act during
the present Oosess at such times and
psen withIn the United States, including
any Coamoonweilth er s'posssion thereof.
whether the Seqme Is in essnin, has recessed,
or had adjourned, to hold such bearings, and
to require, by subpena or otherwise, the at-
tenedaos and testimony of such witnesses
and the p auction at such books, xeycrds.
eerrespomdesee. meneandums, papers, and
dm W. semt, as it deems necssary: except

at neither the ommtttee: nor any sub-
romstes thereof my sit wMhiie the Souse
i osting untespe is leave to sit shall
have been obtained frim te house. Sub-
pens may be Iisued under the signature of
the chairman of the committee or any menm-
ber at the Committee designated by him.
and may be served by any peson designated
by such chairman or Member. The commit-
tee or any suboomexittee the*sof authorized
by the mcoittee to bold healings shall pub-
Ulsh eporte of thembeaings, and shall have

authartty to rpet legiatis to the Con-

The committmeshall reper to the House
within sit months of des of this reeolu-
ton the results of its study, wether with
such resemeadetie a it esns edvi le.
Ay such report which teede when the
Meqs. is net in seson mp be filed wlth
th.Cler ofthe oW.n
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Of course, other bills and resolutions have been introduced in

Congress in addition to those discussed above. The following table (1) lists

those bills and resolutions, (2) identifies sponsors and co-sponsors, (3) identifies

the date of introduction as well as (4) the relevant House or Senate committee

to which the bill was referred. Additionally, the table provides a brief digest

summary of the bill or resolution.
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S. J. Res. 64. fir. Char-ph; 21/*
Lao'or ml-i Public welfare.

._ Cor: 3&yPuBeall, enett, Bibla, itden,

Ccok. Domenici. Eastlirnd. 3rvin, Hansen.

llugaes, Clellar., Mc.ovmrf, Prozeire
aandolph.

Makes it the policy of the Nederal 3overnaent, it the

a-isinistrition ot all ?ederal programs. that religious

heliefs which proscribe the performance ofabortionS or

sterilizition procedures (or limit the circumstaceS ne

which abortions or sterilizations may be performel) shall be

respect*J.a
p'rves that any provision of law, regulation,

-ontract. or other agreeaeat to the contrary

notwi+.hstinlir.g, on ard atter the enactent of this joint
resolution. shall not ,n imposed. applied. or enforced, in

or In connection with th administration of any program

established or finance totally or it part by the -ed th

Government which provides or assists in paying for health

care services for inlivilials or assists hospitals or other

health care i-n-stitution-s which would result in causingg or

attempting to cause, or in obligating, any physician. other

health care personnel, or any hospital or other health care

institution, to perform, assist in the performance, or ake

facilities or personnel available for or to assist in the

performance. of any abortion or sterilization procedure on

nay individual, if the performance of such aabrtion or
sterilization procedure an such individual would be contrary

to the religious beliefs of such physician or other health
care personnel, or of the person or group sponsoring or

a.linistertng such hospital or other institution.

S. J. Res. 119'. Mr. Buckley; 5/31/13. Judiciary.

Cosp: Bartlett, Bennett. Curtis. Paatland .

Hatfield, Hughes, Young.

onstit'iticnal Amendment - Provides that with respect to

the right to life, the word "person", as used in this

article and in tae fifth and fourteenth articles of
amendment to th? U.S. Constitution applies to ill
beings, ir cli din their unborn offspring at every stale of

their biological deveiopaent, irrespective of age, health,

function, or conlitior of dependency.
Provides that this article shall not apply intan

emergency whin a rasonrole medical certainty exists that

cortinuation of the pregnercy will cause the leath of the

mother.

S. J. Res. 130. 'ri. Helm-s; (/..9/7 3. Judiciary.

-nstitutior,al Amendaent - Proviiss that :.either the

tin J4 ;tat nor ity etate shall 'IE'privC arny human being,

from the moment of conception, 3f life without due proce s

of law; nor e.eay to any human being. from the oaelit of

cuiception, within its jurisdictioS, the ejua protection
the laws.

States that neither the United States nor any btate

saill 4eprive any human being of life on account of ilness,

age. or incapacity.
StiApulates that Con;re53 anl the several Stites shall

have the power to enfor e this article by appropriate

legi elation.

.
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A3ORTION BILLS & PESQLVUIYS 73rd

BILLS AND -RESOLUTIONS - 43rd CONGRESS

ROUSE JOINT RESOLUTIONS

H. J. Res. 261. Mr. Hogan; 1/30/13. Judiciary.

Constitutional Amendment - Provides that neither the

United States nor any State shall deprive any human being.
from the, moment of conception~, of life without dun process
of law; nor deny to any human being, from th moment of
conception, within its jurisdiction, the equal protection of
tir-e 4aws. .

States thtt neither theUnited States nor any State

shall deprive any human being of life on account of illness.

age, or incapacity.
Stipulates that Congress and the several States shall

have the power to enforce this article by appropriate
lecgis lation.

H. J. Des. 281. Mr. Lwaon; 1/31/'3. Judiciary.

Constitutional Amendient - Provides that neither the

United States nor any State shall deprive any human being.

from conception, of life without lue process of law; nor

deny to any human being* from conception. within its

jurisdiction, the equal protection of the laws.
Provides that neither the United States nor any State

shall deprive any human being of life on account of age,

illness, or incapaci t y.

0. J. es. 284. Mr. Zwarh; 2/1/73. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. J. Res. 281.

5. J. res. 290. Mr. Delaney; 2/5/73. Judiciary.

Constitutional Amendment - Provides that no person, from

the moment of conception, shall be deprived of life.
liberty, or property without due process of law; nor shall
any person, fromthe momentof conception, be denied equal
protection of the laws.

Provides that neither the United States n3r any State

shall deprive any human being of life on account of age,
illness, or incapacity.

N. J. Res. 298. 1r. Zablocki; 2/5/'3. Judiciary.

Sep Digest of H. J. Res. 261.

H. J. Res. 364. Mr. trlonborr.; 2/21/13. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. J. Res. 281.

H. J. Res. 394. "r. Roncallo; 2/2-/"3" Judiciary.

See Dimest of I. 1. ses. 181.

1. J. Res. 423. Mr. Doini:t V. Daniels; 3/13/73. 3:i

See Digest of H. J. Res. 261.

H. J. Res. 427. Mr. Whitehurst; 3/13/73. JudiciarVy.

constitutional Ameniaant - Provides that n3thinj in the

U.S. Constitution shall bar any State or territory or t e
District of Columbia, with reward to any area over wi c Lt

has jurisdiction, from allowing, regulating, or pry=iitin
the practice of abortion.

H. J. Res. 468. Ir. Whitehurst; 3/28/73. Judiciary.
Cosp: Archsr, Bevill, Broyhill (Va.).P'ttler, Derwinski, Gerald ?. Fori, fa -ings
Hu'er. Hunt, Ketchum, Mazzoli, Parris,
Sikes, Steiger (Ariz.). won Pat, Zion.

See Digest of H. J. Res. 427.

He J. es* 471. Mr. Whitehurst; 3/29/73. Judiciary.
:osp: Holt, Treen.

See Digest of d. J. Hes. 127.

H. J. Res. 473. Mr. Hogan; 4/2/73. Judiciary.
:osp: Bevill. Camp, Huber. Keating. Lujan.
Mazzoli, ian Pat.

See Digest of H. J. Res. 261.

H. J. Res. 476. Mr. O'Brien; 4/3/73. Judiciary.

Constitutional Aeniment - Provides that nothing in the
Q.S. Constitution shall bar any State, or the Congress with
regard to any area over which it is granted the power to

exercise exclusive legislation. from enacting law 4

respecting the life of an unborn chill from the tine of
conception.

H. J. Res. 485. Mr. Ichord; 4/4/73. Judiciary.

Constitutional Amendment Grants the States the power
to regulate or forbil the voluntary termination of
pre nancy.

H. J. Res. 488. Mr. Whitehurst; 14/4/73. Judiciary.
osp: Abdnor, Cleveland. .

See Digest of I. J. Res. 427.

H. J. Res. 509. Mr. Biaggi; 4/16/73. Ju ibciarY.
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ABORTION BILLS & RESOLTUIONS 93rd CONGRESS

..-e ifs' of 4. J. des. 261.

H. J. Nes. 520. *r. whitehurst; 4/1E/73. Judiciary..
Cosp: Gunter. Earick, Wmpler, riqht.

iee :igst of d. J. Res. 42'.

N. J. Res. 537. Mr. u3r ier; 5/2. Judiciary.
Csp: furgener. !ar.raha. Hither. iazzoli.

See Diest of I. J. Res. 4'6.

N. 3. Res. 544. 'Mr. whitehurst; 5/7/'3. Judiciary.
Casp: McCollister.

See Oigest of H. J. Res. 427.

N. J. les. 561. Mr. ;ayl s; 5/21/73. Juliciary.

See Digest of H. J. Res. 261.

S. J. lea. 599. Fr. King; 6/6/.3. Judiciary.

Constitutional Amendment - Provides that with respectto
the right to life, the word ."person". as used in this

article and in the fifth ant fourteenth articles of
amendment to the U.S. Constitution applies to all human

beings. including their unborn offspring at every stage of
their biological developent. irrespective of age, health,

function, or condition of dependency.
Provides that this article shall not apply in an

emergency when a reasonable medical certainty exists that

continuation of thA pregnancy will cause the death of the

mother.

1. J. Res. 603. yr. uie; 6/7/'3. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. J. Res. 599.

H. J. Rea. 631. Mr. I' Brien; 6/21/73. Judiciary.

See Digest of H. J. :des. .61.

N. J. Res. 646. Mr. IcEwen; 6/27/'3. Judiciary.

iee Diges4 of H. J. :es. 599.

H. J. Res. 647. "t. darvey; 6/21/73. Judiciary.

e digest of :i. J. ?es. 427.

H. J. Res. 659. "r. Sanlman; '/11/'3. Judiciary.
C )sp: '1 Ewr., Roncallo.

4 S

H. J. Res. 711. Mr. cCollistpr; 8/3/73. Judiciary.

See Digest of 4. J. Res. 599.

H. J. les. 717. Mr. Landgrebe; 9/11/73. Judiciary.

See D:.;est of H. J. Res. 599.

H. J. les. 759. Mr. Vander Jagt; 10/9/73. Judiciary.

See Di Pst ot H. J. Res. u27.

N. 3.Res. 769. Mr. Burke (Mass.) ; 10/12/73. Judiciary.

Constitutional Amendment - Provides that with respect

to the right to life. the word 'person'. as used in this

article and in the fifth and fourteenth articles of

3aenlient to tthe Constitution of the United4 States, applies
to all human beings, including their unborn offspring at

every stage of their biological development, irrespective of

age, health, function, or condition of dependency.

Prohibits abortions from being performed by any person

except under and in conformance with law permitting an

auortio to oe performed only in an emergency when a
reasonable medical certainty exists that continuation of

pregnancy will cause the death of the mother and requiring
that person to make every reasor.able effort, in keeping with

1-ood mAdical practice, to preserve the life of her unborn

offspring.

i. 3. Res. 782. Pr. Seiberling; 10/18/73. Judiciary.

Constitutional Ameniment. Provides that neither the

United Status nor any State shall deprive any human being of

life on account of illness, age, or incapacity.

H. J. Res. 827. Mr. Whitehurst; 11/1u/73. Judiciary.
Csp: Dennis.

See Digest of H. J. Res. 427.
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BILLS AN RESOLUTIoNS - 93rd CONRESS

HOUSE RESOLUtIONS

ABORTION BILLS & RESOLUTIONS 93rd CONGRESS

H. Res. 595. "tr. Froehlich; 10/9/73. Rules.
Cosp: Keating, Roncallo.

-rMates s select com-mittee of the ious of
apr~esntitives to study the impact ani ramifications of the

Sipr.as Court decisions sn abortion.

H. Res. 683. Mr. ;ude; 11/6/73. Rules.

.ee nigest of a. Res. 585.

H. Res. 691. hr. Andersen (Calif.) ; 11/12/73. Rul s.

See Digest of H. des. 585.

B. Res. 697. Mr. ?roehlich; 11/13/73. Rules.
Cosp: 3uzin. Holt, Huber, Hudnut. Keating.
Landgrebe, Lott, iazzoli, Minshall, 3'Brien,
Powell, Re;ula. aoe, Roncallo. Sebelius, Shoup
St Germtin, Thone, Vdnik, Walsh, Whitehurs:,
ion Pat.

See Dgest of H. Res. 585.
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ILLS AND RE2)LtUrI"S - 3rd CONGRESs
ABO?TI3N BILLS & RESOLUTIONS 93rd CONGPESs

tOUSE BILLS

N. R. 224. Mrs. Abzug; 1/3/73. Armed Services.

Provides that medical care for former members of the
wniferant service- shall include abortiors, sterilizations,,r I faly planning services ant authorizes su:h medical
triatmert to he p'rforme in facilities of t a uniform--d
services. (Amends 1" t.S.C, 107u, 1089)

N. P. 250. Mrs. Abzug; 1/3/73. Judiciary.
Cosp: Balillo, Conyers, Gibbons. Harrington,
McCloskey, Plaell, Rangel.

Abortion Pighss Act - Provides that in order to secure
the constitutional right of privacy and to prevent its
unauthorized infringement, as guaranteed by the rights of
.lue process awl equal protection of the law, neither the
Unit-d States nor any state shall enact or enforce any law,
State constitutional provision, regulation, policy, or other
device which infringes the right of any female !o terminate
a pregnancy that she does not wish to continue, or which
deprives any female of access to adequate medical assistance
in the exercise of such right.

Provides that the district courts of the Unite. States
shall have exclusive jurisdiction over actions brought to
enforce the provisions of this Act, including but not
iaited to juris lictioa to grant injunctive relief to

enforce the provisions of this Act.
States that if ar.y provision or application of the Act

is judictally determined to be invalid, the remainder of the
Act with regar1 to the application of the provision to other
persons or circumstances shall not be a f feet ed by such
'iter ainat ion.

0. 3.. 797. Mra. HecKler; 2/27/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Fights of Conscience in Abortion Procedures Act -
Requires Medical institutions to provide a certificateindicating respect for an individual employee's right not to
participate in abortions contrary to that individual's
conscience as a requirement for hospital eligibility for,
Federal financial assistance.

H. 3. 5709. rs. Heckler; 3/15/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Cosp: Archer, Burke (Mass.), rorin, Delaney,
Derwi:ski, Don H. Clausen, Tsch, Forsythe, ;le
Gurter, hanrahar., denser. (Iiaho), Helstoski,
Holifield, dolt, Howard, Huber, :uin it, Jordan,
KEtchum, Kaykendall. Lujar, Madigan, Mazzoli.

See Digest of ;. P. 4-9'.

H. R. 5709. Mrs. Heckler; 3/15/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
2osp: J. William Stanton, McCollister, Mink,
Moakley. Nedzi. Dbey. Powell, 2uie, Rhodes,
Rinallo, Poncallo, Roy. Ryan. Sullivan;..
hhitenurst, Zwich.

See Diges+ go f. F. 4'',

H. R. 5811. Fr. Steiger (Wisc.) ; 3/19/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Requires medical instititions to provide a certificate
indicating respect for an individual employee's right not to
participate in abortions contrary to that individual's
conscience as a requirement for hospital eligibility for
Federal financial assistance.

H. R. 6219. Mr. 'onte; 3/28/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

See Digest of H. R. 4797,

8. R. 6445. Mrs. Heckler; 4/2/73.
Interstate and Forei;n Commerce.

Rights of Conscience in Abortion Procedures Act -
Declares it to be the policy of the Federal Government that
religious beliefs or moral convictions regarding the
performance ot abortions or sterilization procedures shallhe resyc-te.I in the administration of Federal programs.
Provide ea that res pact for an individual's right not to
particina e in abortions contrary to that individual's
conscience shall be a requirement for hospital eligibility
tor Federal financial assistance. Requires the hospital to
certify such honoring of the employee's wishes without
discrimination.

H. t. 6849. "r. Roncallo; 4/11/73. Judiciary.

Makes it a Federal crime to carry out any research
activity or. a human fetus or to intentionally take any
action to kill or hasten the deathh of a human fetus in any
Federally supported facility or activity. Provides criminal
penaitiAs for violation of this Act. [Adds 19 U.S.. 246]

H. R. 7227. Mrs. Heckler; 4/19/73.
interstate and Foreign Commarce.
Cosp: Broomfield, Mayne, O'Neill, Sisk.

Se D-gst )t f. P. L"9'.
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HOUSE BILLS

H. R. 7235. Mr.- Murphy (N. Y.) ; :4/19/73.
interstatee andl Forei.jn Commerce.

3-a Dig- t cf A. R. 6:45.

K. R. 7340. W i eckler; 4/30/, 3.

Ir.*'rstate and Foreign Commerce.
Cosp: bolanl, Burke (lass.), Chishola, Frenzel,
Grasso. ilubar. Maiqan, icCllister, AcKay,
roakly, 3'3rier., Pritchard, Sisk, Stadds,
hitohurst.

ae Di jest of H. 9. 5445.

R. n. 7478. Mr. K art c,; 3/3/73.

Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

See Digest of H.P . 4797.

B. R. 7542. Mr. Ccnte; 5/7/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. -

See Digest of H. R. 5445.

5. 1. 7601. Mr. Mazzoli; 5/8/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

See Digest of H. R. 5445.

R. 1. 7725. Mr. Poncallo; 5/10/,3. Judiciary.
Cosp: Anderson (Ill.), Burgener, Clancy,
Delaney, Denholm, Dominick V. Daniels, Eilberg,
Froehlich, Jrasso. Heckler, Hogan. J. William
Stantor, .Ketchum, Mazzoli, Mitchell (y. V.),
Murphy (Ill.) , 'eizi, O'Brier, Peyser, Sullivan
Walsh, Won Pat, Wydler, Zwach.

See Digest of :i. R. 5349.

A. R. '752. Mr. Dezihola; 5/10/73. Judiciary.

Provilies that the woris "person" and "whoever" include
corporations, companies, associations, firms, partnerships,
socities, and joint stock companies, as well as in liviluals.
and porsuir.t to ani for the purposes of the "Jug process"
and "eq ial protection" clauses of 'he Constitutior. of tie
!kited States shall mean any animate combination of viable
huumn -:ls capable of becoming or being an actual
iadepenient livin-j human (singular or plural) entity.

8. R. 7850. Mr. ncallo; 5/15/7'3.
Tn'e: a te and Fcreign Comm ar-ce.

Prohibits the use of appropriated Fe1'ral funis to carry
ot -dassist ros-rch on living human fetuses vhi ch are

3 ..i'de of the mother's womb.

ABORTION BILLS & BESOLTUIONS 93rd CONGREsS

H. R. 8242. Mr. Hillis; 5/30/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

See Dihest of H. R. 6445.

H. R. 8681. Mr. Froehlich; 6/14/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

See Digest of H. .. 4797.

H. 8. 8682. Mr. ?roehlich; 6/14/73. Judiciary.

Provides that nothing in the fourteenth article of
amendment to the onstitution of the United States shall be
construed to bar any State from exercising the power to
regulate -or prohibit the practice of abortion, except that
no State may prohibit an abortion that is necessary to save
the life of the pregnant woman.

States that no court established by Act of Congress
shall have jurisdiction in any case or controversy in which
a right to abortion is maintained contrary to the law of a
State.

H. 8. 8683. Mr. ?roehlich; 6/14/73. Ways and Means.

Prohibits under the Social Security Act, title IIX
(grants to States for medical assistance programs) medical
payments for abortions except in cases of medical necessity.

H. 3. 8778. Mr. oncallo; 6/18/73.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Casp: Addabbo, Archer, Burgenar, Clancy,
Cleveland, Delaney, Denholm, Dominick V.
Daniels, Erlenborn, Fauntroy, Froehlich, Giaimo
Grover, Guyer, Heckler, Hillis, Hogan, Ketchum,
Maraziti, Mazzoli. Mitchell (N. Y.). Murphy
(Ill.), Neizi. O'Brien.

See Digest of H. R. 785,

H. 3. 8779. Mr. Poncallo; 6/18/73.
-nterstate and Foreign Commerce.
Cosp: 3'Hara, Peyser, Sullivan, Walsh, Won Pat,
Wydler, Young (Ill.). Zablocki. Zvach.

See Digest of 1. R. 1850.
H. 3. 8780. Mr. Roncallo; 6/18/'1. Judiciary.

.osp: .ddabbo, Archer, Cleveland, Graver. Guyer
Iillia, Lent, Maraziti, Mazzoli, G'Hari, Young
(ill.) , Zablocki.

See Digest of . R. 6843.

H. R. 8n52. "r. Ros; n/20/'1.
interstate and Foreign coemer ?.
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doQSE B:LL;i A O!TI'$ BILLS & ?EsOLrUtONS 93rd CONGRESS

Ja i,-st of 1.,

H. R. 945c. %r. Fa1cc111); 7/20/" 3 . J.lici(r ey.
Cosp: BA talis, Jotes (')k33.), Powell.

; PsE; of 1. . 349.

Ii. R. 9419, Mr. Ponca I 1; "/..3/' 3.

rrtosite ird 7cre3n Cms rce.
Cosp: .f lis, Jo:aes (Okla.), Powell.

See Digest of H. R. 7450.
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Enacted Legislation

Abortion-Related "Conscience Clause" in the Health Programs

Extension Act of 1973

(For a more thorough review of this legislation,
see CRS/American Law Division AP- 259)

Spurred by a federal district court decision in Montana which en-

joined a Catholic hospital from refusing its facilities for the performance of a

sterilization, see Taylor v. St. Vincents Hospital, No. 1090 (D. Mont. Nov. 1,

1972), Senator Church, on March 27, 1973, proposed a so-called "Conscience

Clause" to S. 1136, (a bill relating to health appropriations), which would ensure

that institutions and individuals would, merely because they received certain

federal funds, not be compelled to perform or participate in sterilization or

abortion procedures if such practice was contrary to moral or religious beliefs.

The Senate debated and adopted the Church Amendment, see 47 Cong. Rec. S5717-

S5727, S5741 (daily ed., March 27, 1973). The House reported a modified version

of the amendment in H. R.. 7806, see H. R. Rep. No. 93-227, 93d Cong. 1st

Sess. 10-11, 15-16 (1973), which was debated and adopted as amended by the

House on May 31, 1973. See 82 cong. Rec. H. 4143-H4164 (daily ed., May 31,

1973). The Senate, on June 5, 1973, then voted to agree with the House version.

See 85 Cong. Rec. S 10400-S10405 (daily ed., June 5, 1973). The "Conscience

Clause" was then enacted. into law as Title IV (b) and (c) of the Health Programs

Extension Act of 1973. See P. L. 93-45, 87 Stat. 91, signed by President Nixon

on June 18, 1973. The "Conscience Clause" is codified at 42 U.S.C.A. 300a-7

(Supp., Oct. 1973). As enacted, the "Conscience Clause" reads as follows:
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(h) The re'c'iprt of any grant. contnet. loan, or loan _unrantee under
the Public Ilealth Service Act, the ('onmunity Mental Health Cen-
ters Act, or the Developmental disabilities Services and Facilities
Construction Act by any indiividual or entity does not authorize any
court or any public official or other public authority to require--

(1) such individual to perform or assist in the performance ofany sterilization procedure or abortion if his performance or
assistance in the performance of such procedure or abortion would
be contrary to his religious beliefs or moral convictions; or

(2) such entity to-
(A) make its facilities available for the performance of

any sterilizat ion plroc(edure or abortion if the performance of
such procedl'(rhe or abortion in such facilities is prohibited bythe eat ity on the basis of religious beliefs or moral convictions,
or

(B) provide any personnel for the performance or assist-
ance in the performance of any sterilization procedure orabortion if the performance or assistance in the performance
of such procedure or abortion by such personnel would be
contrai v to the religious beliefs or moral convictions of such
pt'rsouial.

(c) No entity which receives a grant, contract, loan, or loan guaran-tee under the' Public I health Service Act, the Community Mental
IIealth Centers Act, or the I)evelopnental D isabilities Services andFacilities Construnion Act after the date of enactment of this Act
may

(1) discriminate in the employment, promotion. or termination
of employ ent of any physicians or other health care personnel, or

(2) discrinminate in the extension of sta f or other privile es t.1ny Pliysw'ia" or o) her health care personnel.because he perforul~eli or-aNslliitePionac fal~fl

Aborton Fndin B a st in he F r foAmiance A at lawfu

sterilization proedlire o1 abortions, beeuse ie refused to erbform ndtt ssis. , i tile ,ss'ltolllace A of such a emmoceddre or amton oa te
grounds that his lAgecyformane or assistanceil De om e in the pr"aou of theprocedure or lo.t'on wlms' e nt , ts nroie d r dmorl c. os. or lNeclse of i s retligios beliefs or moral co tion-on resptectig ed d aeiz ebtio brroce(l eres or thiit ipn.

Abortion Fundin Ban in The Foreiyn Assistance Act of 1973

On October 1, 1973, Senator Jesse Helms submitted an amendment

to S. 2335, the Foreign, Assistance Act of 1973. Helms' amendment was intended

to prevent the use of Agency for International Development funds in the practice

and promotion of abortion. Helms' amendment, as introduced, read as follows:

Sec. 116. Prohibiting Use of Funds for Abortions-
None of the funds made available to carry out this part
shall be used in any manner, directly, or indirectly, to
pay for abortions, abortifacient drugs, or devices, the
promotion of the practice of abortion, or the support of
research designed to develop methods of abortion. The
provisions of this section shall not apply to any funds
obligated prior to the date of its enactment. (See 145
Cong. Rec. S18272 (daily ed., Oct 1, 1973))
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Senator Helms submitted the following remarks and materials in the

Congressional Record on the occasion of submitting his amendment. (See 145

Cong. Rec. 518272-S18283 (daily ed., Oct. 1, 1973)):

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, the
amendment which I propose is very sim-
ple and straightforward. It is intended
to prevent the use of AID funds--that is
to say, funds collected from the taxpayers
of the United States-in the practice and
promotion of abortion.

At the present time, AID supports ab-
ortion in at least three major ways. First,
AID supports, in many individual coun-
tries, population programs in which ab-
ortion is one of the approved methods of
population control. Second, AID is a
major supporter of international organi-
zations and funding mechanisms which,
provide training programs, hospital fa-
cilities and equipment for performing ab-
ortions, and propaganda programs to
make abortions culturally acceptable in
foreign countries. Third, AID funds re-
search both in the United States and
abroad aimed at developing cheap meth-
ods of abortion, principally through so-
called abortifacient drugs, that is, chemi-
cals which induce abortion. The research
in this third category is envisioned by
AID as developing a pill or simple self-

ml wmtrtt( i l~i fi4,,, S~.s,. I
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administered drug which will become the
pr:nary method of population control
throughout the world. Unlike the pill
which is merely contraceptive, this will
be the pill that kills.

My amendment would therefore stop
the use.of U.S. Government funds to pro-
mote anti develop ways of killing unborn
children. It would not affect other AID
population programs. It would not reduce
the amount of funds available for AID
population programs, or any other pro-
grams of the Foreign Assistance Act.
There are many of us in this Chamber,
myself included, who favor reducing for-
eign aid. But that is another issue, one
to be discussed in a broader context. In
this amendment I am simply trying to
restrict the use of whatever amount of
funds is authorized and appropriated
from being 1Ueoi for the purposes of the
abortionists.

This amend:nent will not interfere
with our reiasn?.iot:t'hip with other coun-
tries receiving : ,a:;Istance or with the in-
ternatonal po j lation organizations. It
requires onr that U.S. Government
funds made availale for legitimate pur-
poses not be corrmmingled with funds from
other sources t hat: might be used for
abortion. I aundrr no Illuion that gov-
ernments and :a:.Gehcies that have been
promoting b1m for years wit aud
di dy Atp mi ii : :.y are ot ailcredto
1.1 4. U. l" .a; l'l ... G o tri t Unds, Tor tha

Ic::rtr: il~t o :r [i~s r's ir i "ty tclfl'1l.i, tt

4.l asti.tancrr:e ie received only if th r
adTh4:e4' to la on 4.4i14a:r4.ible conditions. Title X
Of 4n4 4 ti: 'rr' title of the act which

rek a to pcTuuI tro t sp d'}.iiny<Iu . ki m uw L,{d. nto, t setup such
. . leu e i ',!; mea he d4i r datI r-

1 a: '444 ',, : e 4m e 4 4rt dr e' 5

' ': u ,', 44a l .I lj 1' '} t 'l 'rcld

:i'4: ist:t t : 4 r h r moc' , phl-

144:: '41y4, blt b re us, as

1i.4:.F' ' 1: fosti being
t4a::1d I t 4.4o iut:1:44 ioce trInIng, '4

F4 4:4i , it 1. the very natur" of AID
ai::ia :rance that ca4nditions for fiscal re-
sponilabfli ', social reform, and financial
participation of the host country be at-
tached. Every loan and grant has them.
We could, in fact, go far beyond the
present amendment and require all abor-
tion activities, from whatever funds, to
be stopped before our assistance could be
received. But the present amendment
does not do that. It only requires that the
United States does not participate in the
spread of abortive practices. If it is per-
missible, as I think everyone agrees, to
put the condition of voluntarism upon
any participation, it is certainly permis-
sible to require each recipient to agree
not to use our money for killing the
unborn. ,

No new public policy is being intro-
duced through this amendment. I doubt
that any Senator who first voted for the
Foreign Aaistance Act in 1941 ever
dreamed that AIDs population programs
in foreign countries would allow abortion.

much less become potentially structured
around abortion in 1973. I believe that is
the reason that the 1961 act failed to
contain a specific prohibition or even to
mention abortion.

Our domestic policy is quite clear. The
Family Planning Services and Popula-
tion Research Act of 1970 contains the
following two clauses:

Sec. 1004(a). In order to promote research
in the biomedical, contraceptive develop-
ment, behavioral, and program imipleinen.a-
tion fields related to family planning and
population, the Secretary is authorized to
make grants to public or nonprofit private
entities and to enter into contracts with pub-
lic or private entities and individuais for
projects for research and research training
in such fields.

Sec. 1008. None of the funds appropriated
under this title shall be used in programs
where abortion is a method c f family plan-
ning.

Unfortunately, the proponents of abor-
tion have found other ways of getting
Federal funding, particularly for research
in the field. One of these ways is through
AID funds, apparently on the grounds
that abortion is contrary to public polcy
for domestic purposes, but that it is all
right to promote abortion among foreign
nations with U.S. money. Dr. Carl Djer-
assi, an ardent proponent of abortion,
writing in the Bulletin of Atomic Scien-
t-sit-January 1972-put it this way:

I believe that research on chemical abor-
t1e4.rr 4:4houtd be at, or near, the top of the

p 4:4or'y 4."sale for future fertility control
4r4m.1Fortunately, at least two important
federal funding agencies (Agency for Inter-
natLcns Development and te Center for
Popuoat'. ReeIearch of the National Insti-
tute of health) seem to have foun, ways
of circumventing Sec. 1008 of the 19 am-
ly Planning Act and have continued to in-
ect significant, though insuficient, financial

s.ppot into this highly important area of
rer'rch.

Thee r sult, as Dr. Derassi, avidly
point out, is that abortion research is
b ::nga carried out with AID funds under
the guise that it Is done for the alleged
bini it of foreign nations. Of course, once
the technology is available, it is available
for domestic use as well. I find it repre-
hensible that public funds would be used
for such purposes, no matter what the
intended use.

After reviewing current AID materials,
I find it clear that abortion is an ap-
proved method of family planning in AID
programs at thepresent time, and that
AID regards abortion as potentially the
largest sphere of its activity in the near
future. Although AID currently supplies
funds, training, technology, and equip-
ment to programs which include surgi-
cal and suction abortions, AID makes it
plain that its future lies in promoting
chemical abortions on a massive scale,
using U.S. Government funds. To this
end, AID has been funding research into
chemical methods-research, I might
add, that is associated with clinical tests
upon U.8. citizens. According to the latest
available statistics, some $30 million was
spent between fiscal year 1965 and fiscal
yew 1972 for such research alone. This
is entirely the policy of bureaucrats, not
the policy of Congren.

One has to look carefily in AMD litera-

tire to discover these facts, because the
official publications prefer to use euphe-
rmirms to hide the truth.

The true medical defintion of abortion
Is not. dlircult for the layman to under-
4.ta:4nri. In 1963, HEW's PublIc Health
Ser vice Publication r,. 1"0 T used the fol-
lowing technical definition:

All the measures which impair the viability
i the zygote at any timnt bet ween the in-

tn,4 of fertilization :d the' .ple',o.n of
labor constitute, in the si-t ar , pr:ce-
4d4es for inducing.at: an.

Tht layman need:. ci' 1 to learn that
i be' zylole is the Ieriii -" :d eag cell-the
ciel a:th the complete pattern of deter-
,:.::., ts that mae up an individual
human being-to understand that abor-
tion is the process of bringing death to
that individual. Abortion ends the life of
a human being who has done no wrong
and has made no choice.

AID prefers to avoid such terms In
itis public literature. Th e current issue of
'Population Program Assistance," the

official summary of AID's population
programs, speaks decepvely of "post-
cenceptive fertility control" and "relief
of unwanted pregnancy" as the most ef-
fective area of future activity. AID says:

Such pregnancy-centered programs can be
much more efcilent then orilrtary family
planning pr rams'becaue women who be-
lieve they may have an unwanted pregnancy
will actively seek out any facility offering re-
lief, and hence educatior4s and promotional
coite of the' family plan' 4 program can be
greatly reduced, andd the thine from incep-
tion of the program to rC..ction of fertility
can be minImIzed.

What this aurea t'.<.t i a g'cbbiledeg'ook
means is that by :iItun. the child in
the werrmb, you are ai're,;dy one up on re-
duciry ttp ptilatlon.

This is both a .crime against humanity
and a crime agaInst ltie : e. Fertility
relates to the ability to 'on4Fieive, not to
the cap' city of giving birth, This so-
calld '.po t-conceptive fertility control"
Is nothing less than the induction of
abortion and the death of a child already
conceived.

The head of AID's OQlee of Population,
Dr. R. T. Ravenholt, was quoted as say
ing in the July 1973 i sue of HEW's
Family Planning Digest t-a.t "AID will
ale' support provision of ?t.mh clinical
ieth.d s as pregnancy t4 rn ination." Dr.

Ravenholt made a similar statement at
the meeting of the International Plan-
ned Parenthood Association is August
1972, as quoted in the IPPF Medical Bul-
letin:

Dr. Ravenholt summed up his findings by
saying that there was a considerable basis
for optimism, but that it was becoming in-
creasingly important to reach young women
to curb early reproduction. Access to oral
contraceptives should be as free as possible.
No coercion should be mad available in fam-
ily planning programmes, including abortion.

Thus we can see that there is no doubt
whatsoever that the policy of AID an
the policy of AID's Director of the Offic,
of Population, Dr. Ravenholt, is to ex.
tend U.B. support to programs that mak
abortion available.

I want to make it clear that my amend
ment touches only abortion; it does n t
affect AID programs of family plannin'

S 18273
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which prevent conception. For example,
A) is the world's lair-est purchats'er and

- di tribiitor of present oral contracep-
lives. This program would not be affected
by my amendment. Nor would Al) pro-
grams in dernotsrsphic research. or oaw-
power training in contraceptive pro-
grams.

The main thrust of my amendment is
toward the future-toward the research
being done nost to realize the abortion
potential of the future. It would stop U.S.
Government funds from being used to do
abortions now, but it is more important
that AID's abortion policy be reversed.
Unless Congress does so now, we will soon
see the day when abortifacient drugs and
techniques dominate AID's program, and
the United States becomes the world's
largest exporter of death.

T'his , co'ear f -m the 1971 edition of
Population Progtamn Assistance. The
main em . lcasis is placed upon the devel-
opment of the ' i -known as pros-
taglanda.s, which it "is hoped will become
as cheap and as a-rva-labie as aspirin. The
prostaglandins a re drugs which induce
muscle contract it and expel the devel-
oping child. T'y are not contraceptives
or true fertility tonii trol.. AID repsrz-s as
follows'

With- un.sust .tsp"2-oe'i2. and at least partly
due to AID suppo1:!vr, f!,:,pc:ra-agh'~it,da 31h re
Cu J:!, s .0 - 0 -uj .i'r' wt -i ,",. '_1rs :I'i22 t iie 1et!' - g:-: -x : .1^.I r o f . .. i2-22 (1d1

5:11:1 ly :'1 .is :I t. e e : , : a. -::d! a' I... ; "

.: 6.5:..:J, s : tt 'toct;:; toc aihng t.1!4 .4
rI Eio ii ithIi iut sotit g iavesigatois tucat

roloun i:L' !is aid pbr'uo'uon ap-
p cr. !1u n ri ,I"; y' -iisoe - ntntNsive

p d c 
au c .a 11 ot In al a o:

Ci :i: i h:l 1 CS .2: i--
itnil 1 n tile d

d".I otii;. -y pr 'oe-e d

.a uc:.i1 h ;,!r! : ': .: r :!,: i . , c l ngx r1 Ck .1:: .y

il:..::4 t1:J1:s : :a ': :0 a M :. :s h r 3e i-d r nsd M .:-~ - r nos'r tho :s-

'Ita: ac <:2::-2 2 i 2:' t - tu~ a aa itt, rove-
ittt-:":: 01 tt1r' 1:! 1 : 'tt':,i2.2. 2 :,.:25s for termin a si on

Dr. I:.avenholt is also ecstatic over the
possbl.tis oi che::' iical abortions. In
testimony before the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee in July, 1971, he said
that prostaglandins show promise of-

... a breakthrough in contraceptive tech-
nology, particularly suited to less developed
countries. . . the potential of prostaglandins
to contribute to the solution of demographic
crisis is so great that the most rapid explora-
tion of their worth is warranted.

It was with a deep sense of regret that
I discovered that my own State of North

" Carolina is a leader in developing the
new death technology with AID funds. I
have two articles which give authorita-
tive accounts of the North Carolina re-
search. one from the January 1972 issue

- of HEW's HSMHA Health Reports, and
the other from the September 1971 Issue
of AID's journal, "War on Hunger." I call
upon the Senate to end such activity
wherever it is sustained by Federal
money.

Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent
AL that the two articles I have just men-

toned be inserted in the RECORD at the
conclusion of my remarks.

Mr. President, I also ask unanimous
consent that the following document
also be inserted in the RECORD at the con-
clusion of my remarks:

First, "A 5-year Plan for Family Plan-
ning Services and Population Research---
Second Progress Report to the Congress
of the United States," May 1973--ex-
cerpts reference AID.

Second, "Report of the Secretary of
HEW Submitting 5-Year Plan for Family
Planning Services and Population Re-
search Programs," October 1971-ex-
cerpts reference AD.

Third, excerpts from "Inventory of
Federal Population Research, Fiscal Year
1972," DHEW publication No. (NIH) 73-
133. "Development of New Fertility Reg-
ulation Techniques."

Fourth, "Summary of AID Dollar Obli-
gations for Populations and Family Plan-
ning Projects, Fiscal Years 1965-72"
from Population Program Assistance,
AID Bureau for Population and Humani-
tarian Assistance, December 1972.

Fifth, "AID Population Funds Obli-
gated for Research in Fiscal 1966-72,"
from Population Program Assistance.

Sixth, "A Fact Sheet on Prostaglan-
dins, Today-Tomorrow?"

There being no objection, the material
teas ordered to be printed in the RECORD,

as follows:
Os-erOa tPrs1 its ?ROSRAGLANDIN RESEARCH

(iy Jan Palmer, Assistant Editor of Front
Lines)

Sultanil Magan Karim is a third genera-
tion tglndan who may hold one of the keys
to the wel-being of future generations, not
oily in is own developing country but

lthroICu.t the world.
Bo is presenty professor and head of the

Dep, toor-nt of Pharmacology and Therpeu-
ti at Mi.akerere University in Kampala,
Uf.:;elm. Dr. Karim is also a foremost re-

!rInt .e use of prostaglandins as an
Laimpor new method of family planning.

(Pru. ui iud-iss are fatty acid compounds
oi:J. -io ur naturaly in the body. Scientists
nave recently found that these compounds
are e"ective for inducing -the menstrual pe-
riod and can be used as a once-a-month
means of fertility control.)

The significance of prostaglandins was
noted recently in testimony submitted to the
Foreign Operations Subcommittee of the Sen-
ate Appropriations Committee in July by Dr.
R. T. Ravenholt. Director of the Office of
Population, Agency for International De-
velopment. He said prostaglandin show
promise of "a breakthrough in contraceptive
technology, particularly suited to . .. less de-
veloped countries.

" the potential of prostaglandins to con-
tribute to the solution of the demographic
crisis is so great that the mot rapid explora-
tion of their worth is warranted."

AID has implemented this belief, according
to Dr. Joseph Speidel, Chief of the Popula-
tion Office Research Division. The agency has
obligated $4.4 million for protaglandin re-
search over the past four fiscal years. In June
AID provided an $800,000 grant to assist Dr.
Karim in his research for" the next three
years.

Clinical trials of protaglandins in a num-
her of countries is one of the projects being
initiated under another $3 million grant to
the International Fertility program organized
at the University of North Carolina under the
direction of Dr. Elton Kessell. Dr. Karim is a
key member of the program and the clinical
trials are one of the purposes of his wide
travels in Europe, the United States and Asia.

Dr. Karim is of fndian or; l; with the ds-
tlnu~i; 'b ng black wavy hair andi fne fea-
toir;: of hi. heritage. He lrtiks younger than
hil: i rzrs id lnabs the quiet, reserve mi an-
eir if ' a lecturer or professor eop; P2 thought

Hto 1I so esampe of ti rtne;. brought
abot by hard work. He is tron, ap a.r.ttre-
la'i soud "'ipeeks enthusl;ous Ly of hs stud-
io. When ho is not tra ve a , r h his lab,
ho is at.h oe , t, isanp:'ea with his wife
Ptt, and his three hltirot, inae,'Nataha,
and h .r . a

10 potential for the 2. .t p2 th.. and-
ios it the control iof fi r -: .; inw o-
vtot." hi said recently In an ter .e while

visiting the United State. e a.antages
of n o rce-w-rrnth cot: 've are many
the po;uibility of self-adm i' tratton, pres-
o'ci of ',er side erfects, and the contracep-
tve may only be necessary at the time of a
delayed menstrual period (po-sibe three to
four times a year)."

Dr. IDriun first became actively interested
in prcsa'rgliandilras' in 1985 when he was work-
ing as a physiologist in obstetrics in Lon-
doa. He at already spent 12 years in Lon-
don, and was to peand two mno;.rttrea 'tiymg the
mtii"xt:'atiLrits5 of natural chiitib:thc and nat-
urt;.' . tton. Actual clinical studies with
prorstl.landins began in 157.

He was the first scienttrt to use proesta-
gleandins in humans for the induction of la-
bor 1n 1968 and a pioneer in the later use
of- the compounds for aborton. Dr. Karirm
also reported the- first oral uri of prosta-
gladirts to induce labor at or near full term.

Vo st rf Dr. Kartm's Pork' as been carried
out it arerre Unversty In 'tst-al. The

rajn ypart f his study is tested to the use
of pr ot; andin in ind g - t rt merses
whee sit O"-s" cp to v._n !: ntri
aa thg a p reo'nn-cy s -en toeeation peri-
od hasit e":S :ssw'-aOr more

,"M te hae eetried riou aoe.s , .asi-..

0ster h pro ta r.:r "s '. a..ed,

b--s.- -eif rss ss s o s sC.::;.. ii i-

tlon a- t 'N.farh 'e'-i- ama-
cd M om o rE mlo

first u.:.t b rxtoe ' or- - rpe d e. fad ra-
ensolt . as. leader :A %l e ':. etira.
J Iutt Lae . I 's 'tenr, ' nin '";c 1 . t'

;)e.. .:.,of prees e h n:s _i < Ma'. m 
! pt:.

on a w answei;a:.auso D. r.
sad.Hi~a dsaesare rrecutreS for oral

Wit; sde evferts in itece a-ea, vom -
iturg an d darrhea in some c s.. u dt," Dr.
Karim said, "we are trying to 'em inmate these
condrtlons,"

Asked about the m plcations of prosta-
glanhits In family planningI r the'develop-

ing :uutrtnes, Dr. Ka s exoreNdtwo ap-
pro;cne in his ara3wer.

Pr::i .istsndirs are now re'.d? syithe-
si'r'd S.d as such will ;ticmenei; a"s. leble at
a low c 2t-a few pennies per ur.

"The motivation factor Isins important
with.prostagandins. Itp-ai of having to
remember to take a pill ever, day it is an
after-the fact-approach'

But Dr. Karim added. "The avaltabi.dty to
any woman is dependent on the length of
the gestation period. While protaglhndin.s
are presently used routinely in inducing
childbirth and the tests are positive for its
ese in inducing menstruation in cases where
the delay is up to seven days, the use of
prostaglandins for terminating pregnancy
after 13 weeks is under continued study."

"Even 50 years from now," Dr. Karim said,
"the use of prostaglandins in terminating a
pregnancy where the gestation period has
been 13 weeks or more will mot probably be
an in-hospital procedure."

"Therefore, while protaglandins will cost
only penniee in themselves, the most impor-
tant cost will arise from the supply system."

Dr. Karim also mentioned other consdera-
tions affecting the use of prostaglandins.

"Abortion as a means of population con-
trol in underdeveloped countries such as

In FIT 77"~" : -p2'2oj .;of2 fl'^RR1!n'r r l! .iii T ~Irff'I'
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Uganda ,s a thing of the future because aPreen: religIous and medical restriaons.'

. I reet-ctions and laws ae gadua
rngmg. he added.

Preently, the use of prostagandins to
Sr.nzLoung pregnancies of06 to 12 weeks -of

cr sno real advantages over other method
' Thus the vacuum, Dr. *arsm expline
T L u we have restricted our primary test

to 13 or more weeks.
"in some countries." Dr. earim said

"Protaglandns for this procedure may 1-
avilable as soon as two years from now. I
tle United States my guess Is about three
rears.'

'But this is limited availability," he added
Dr. Karim was enthusiastic about the fre

exchange of information among various pros
taglandin researchers and felt that progress
was being made more quickly because of th
pooling results.

He was also encouraged by the support he
had received from AID and other organiza-
tions. But he cautioned against undue op

timism.
"It will be five years until prostaglandins

are readily available and commonly used,
Dr. Karim said. "I have been told that is an
optimistic guess--perhaps. But we have made
rapid and encouraging progress which allows
us to be optimistic."

An ."after-the-fact" new method of birth
control is being tested at Chapel Hill, .N.C.'I it Is successful, a sigh of relief will go up
from millions who fnd the estrogen pill too
dangerous and contraceptive devices such as
the Intrauterine device (IUD), the dia-
phragm, and the condom too inconvenient,
uncomfortable, or ineffective.

The firt clinical research in the United
States using chemicals called "prostaglandis"
as menstrual regulators is beginning at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
PhysIclans there hope that there research
will lead to a safe birth control pill which is
used only once a month.

Ten women have volunteered to use pros-
t.aglandins for birth control in the Srst clin-
ical trials. Surgical abortion will be available
to any in whom the drugs are ineffective.

Clinical trials will then be expanded to
about 100 and then to 1,000 women. The
health of these women will be watched
closely and their bodies monitored for phys-
loiogical changes during administration ofthe drugs and for a prolonged period after-

ward. .
Prostaglandins act by causing the uterus

to contract. This brings on menstruation
which expels the ovum, whether it has been

fertilized or not.
P'r cr .o. ins occur naturally in semen

and In crtisn female tissues. Their role, If
ar, in iian reproduction is unknown.
The prrct through which prostaglandins
mit uate nenstruaton is also unknown. These

mechanisms will be studied in the research.
Research into prostaglandins has a long

but uneven history. In 1930 it was discov-
ered that semen causes the uterus to con-
tract. The active ingredients in semen which
cause this contraction were Isolated and
identified as prostaglandns. No use was
known for the. new-found chemicals for 40
years. Then in 1969, an event was reported
which led to the present University of North
Carolina research. Dr. S. Bergstrom and his
co-workers at the Karolinaka Hospital in
Stockholm, Sweden. had used prostaglandins
to Induce abortion. In August 1970. a re-
search team at the university, headed by Dr.
Charles Hendricks, chairman, department of
obstetrics and gynecology at the unIversitys
Memorial Bospital began using presta-
glandins as abortlfacents.

Administered into the vagina, the uterus,
or directly into the bloodstream., prosta-
glandins hav, brought on abortion in 4
women who were a to 20 wes pregnant
during 171.
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f According to Dr. William Breuner, a mem-

ber of the research team. none of these
y women sustained injury: "Serious compli-

cations observed in surgical abortions have
r not been observed with prostaglandins."

Besides being effective abortifacients. pros-
a. taglandins were found to bring on menscrua-
L tion prior to implantauon o the egg. Im-
s plantation of the ieruhaec egg in toe uterine

wall normally occurs about 6 weeks after
intercourse.

p Research into the use of prostaglandins as
n menstrual regulators was begun while they
s were being used for abortions. Researchers

" reasoned that 1. menstruation could be
. brought on regularly at the end of each
e monthly cycle, unwanted pregnancies would
- be averted.
s Prostaglandins have been used successfullye as menstrual regulators in research on three

species of animals, including monkeys. In
the clinical research with women, two varie-
ties of naturally occuring prostaglandins will

- be administered into the vagina.
Synthetic varieties of prostaglandin, how-

ever, may prove more valuable than natural
ones. It is hoped that synthetic prostaglan-
dine will be developed which can be.given
orally, in pill form, and which will have

i fewer side effects than those being used
now. -

When prostaglandins have been used to
induce abortion, patients have had nausea
and.pelvic pain. Physicians at the university
hope to lessen these side effects by experi-
menting with different "routes and rates of
administration" and to demonstrate that
prostaglandins are superior to the daily estro-
gen pill and other birth control methods.

Dr. Frederick Kroncke, another researcher
in the project, pointed out that there are
areas of the world where people are interested
in birth control but do not have the money
nor the medical counsel necessary for the
presently used contraceptives. In these areas
prostaglandins may prove to be the cheapest
and most effective means of birth control.

Until recently, most of the funds for the
prostagandlin research have come directly
from the University of North CarolinaDe-
partment of Obstetrics and Gynecology with
some assistance from the Upjohn Company
which supplies prostaglandins to the in-
vestigators. Since mid-July 1971, money has
also been received from a grant from the
Agency for International Development to the
North Carolina Population Center.

[COMMSrrrE Parser)
REPORT OF THE SECRzrAZT OF HEALTH, EDCA-

TION, AND WELFAz SusMrrTING 5-Ywas
PLAN FOR FAMILY PLANNING SEavICEs AND
POPULATION REsEARCH PoGAMs

OcTosEa 12, 1971.
sACKGaousqn AND OBJECTIVE -

In recent years the Agency for Interna-I
tional Development and the less developed
countries to which It extends assistance have
become increasingly aware of the importance
of population problems. There is growing -'
recognition that rapid population growth
and concentration of population are often
detrimental to attempts to accelerate social
and economic development in these coun- I
tries.'. a

The Agency for International Develop-Iment has therefore increasingly supported
programs In the developing countries that
aim to reduce population growth rates and
to improve the conditions of human repro-i
duction. AID population assistance is de.
signed to achieve these specific objectives by lstrengthening the action programs of na- ational govetaments, international agencies
and private voluntary organiations. Such a
programs usually aim first and foremost at o
making family planning .information and

Footnotes at end of article. - r

services freely available to those who want
and would benefit from better means of fer-
tilty control.

Within the AID population program, re-
search activity has developed gradually, not
as an independent effort, but as an integral
part of the backstopping, evaluating and
strengthening of voluntary family planning
programs. AIDs research, therefore, is an
applied or "goal directed' effort, seeking spe-
cific new knowledge that can be translated
directly into action programs in the less
developed countries.

sCOPE OF THE PROGRAM
The research component of AID popula-

tion assistance Is. from a legal standpoint,
the oldest part of the program. In the first
population legislation ever enacted by Con-
gress, the Foreign Assistance Act was
amended in 1963 to provide that AID funds
"may be used to conduct research into the
problems of population growth." a subse-
quently, these research activities were en-
dorsed by Congress in Title X of the Foreign
Assistance Act .1967)* and by President
Nixon in the Presidential Message on Popu-
lation (July 18, 1969).***

The first objective of AID population re-
search in the mid-1960's was to define and
describe the still little-understood relation-
ship between population growth and eco-
nomic development. Studies by the National
Planning Association, the University of Pitts-
burgh, General Electric TEMPO Center for
Advanced Studies and others helped to docu-
ment the fact that in many developing coun-
tries high birth rates were reducing the
hoped-for gains in per capita income and in
funds for capital investment, while at the
same time creating a higher ratio of depend-
ents for the working population to support
and a higher demand for food, shelter,
schooling and other Immediate consumer
needs. Reducing birth rates, these studies in-
dicated, would hasten the achievement of
other economic and social goals.

As these relationships were recognized and
as the AID worldwide population program in-
creased from $2.1 million in fiscal year 1965
to approximately $100 million In fiscal year1971,' population research programs also in-
creased in a comparable manner. The goal of
the research program has consistently. been
to develop and relate new family planning
methods,new social science insights, and new
distribution systems to Incipient and on-
going family planning programs of develop-
ing nations. Allocations for population re-
search increased from about $1 million an-
nually in facal years 1965-68 to $11.6 million
in fiscal year 1970-71. In the five years, fiscal
1965 to 1970, a total of $26 million has been
obligated for population research projects
and pilot or demonstration projects which are
principally research-oriented. In addition.
throughout this period, technical assistance
projects totalling approximately $10 million
have been funded which are partially re-search or have research implications. Also in
these years, about $10 million has been pro-vided to institutions to strengthen their
capabilities and support the conduct of popu-lation programs including research.
. In fiscal 1971, obligations for population

projects which are solely or primarily re-search are expected to total $12 million.
Funding levels for the population research
program are shown in Figure 1.e.

-TSATEar

AID's population program assistance is be-
ng directed selectively at high priority action
Deeds in the two categories of population pol-
cy and population programs. This oeral as-
istance strategy is outlined in Table 1.u
The research program is considered an

sijunet to this strategy and therefore en-
ompasses a broad range of activities, in.
:lading -biomedical research to improve
Weans of fertility control, research on demog-
aphy, population dynamics, and operational
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research to improve family planning del
systems. .

Two decades of experience within AID
e ststance agencies preceding, AID

led to the realization that adaptive reset
is needed for transference of knowledge
technology between nations. There are
148 professional AID personnel working
population worldwide. The input on no
research from this network of AID pers
and action programs helps provide AID
perspective and the ability to focus on
in knowledge which are hindering the, su
of these programs.

AID's experience with other developm
programs has shown that it is importai
provide coherent leadership and dire
to research efforts. AID encourages the d
opment of cooperative arrangements for
rying out research between institution
the United States and the less devel
countries. But whenever outside expert
involved, the research design and exec
should involve host country nationals as
laborating professionals. In addition to
ing it more likely that highly relevant t
of research will be chosen, this practice i
signed to enhance assurance that researc
suits will find their way into practical a
cation within the less developed coun
With the partial exception of biomedical
search, it is essential that as much of
research as possible be carried out wI
the developing countries.

Most research should include train
functions. By involving host country
tionals in a training function, AID-s
sored research can hope to build up a
unable resource for the host country, nax
indigenous qualified research investigate
Ultimately, a core of skilled investigato
the developing countries should grow
point where outside technical assistance
performing research is rendered unneces

Research should demonstrably resul
the development and strengthening of i
tutions within the host country, such as
versitles, hospitals, clinics, etc. This i
tutlor.al devec:"oant is often best fosi
hv ojr :nr ztion affiliations between a
erearch team and a specific institute

within the host country.
Where adequate personnel and faci

exist, AID will enter into research cont
directly with host country institutions
nationals.

Although solution of important prob
in a single country context has high price
AID prefers, because resources are limite
fund research projects of sufficient im
tance and generality that they can be apF
in more than one less developed cour
Typically, AID will support research i
initial country with the understanding
should the project demonstrate success
forts will be niide to repeat the projec
other countries.

ESxARcH NEEDS AND PROGRAM

AID has selected four functional area
the field of population research for partic
emphasis. The io iowing sections prese
brief ds ript. . of research topics im
tant to --D'S msstance program, the
gras de .d to dare to meet these n
vsli futn L, ae.

DESCi "TIVE DEMOGRAPHT

In the less developed countries of
world thee is a pcucity of accurate and c
plts lanormation concerning the d
graphic stat t of the country. As one
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ample, a consultative group of the Econ
- 'Commission for Africa, meeting in A

Ababa in January 1971, concluded that
rent demographic information on the
governing territories of Africa is, at
spotty. Twenty-three of these territories
taken at least one census since 1950 ye
of the countries have not. Where cens

Footnotes at end of article.
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ivery have been taken, the range of topics is quite
narrow: only eight countries have collected

and data permitting analysis of national fertility
have levels; only 15 have data on internal migra-

earch tion. The situation is no better with regard
and to registration of vital events. While 33 of the
now African self-governing territories make pro-

ig in vision for such registration, in only 10 of
'eded these countries does vital registration osten-
onnel sibly apply to the entire population; else-
with where coverage extends only to urban areas
gaps or-in the case of four countries--to the
ccess non-African population.'

2

The obstacles facing achievement of accu-
ental rate and complete demographic information
nt to for less developed countries are in large part
action the problems of development itself. The in-
evel- formation cannot be obtained because of the
car- relatively high cost and administrative dif-

is in ficulty of taking decennial censuses; the
oped rapid outdating of census statistics due to
s are delays in tabulation and analysis; the lack
ution or nonexistence of efficient administrative

col- machinery for vital registration and vital
mak- statistics collection; and the relatively high
opics recording or response error.
s de- In these situations, traditional approaches
is re- to census and vital registration systems will
ppli- not yield the critically needed information.
tries. New methods for data collection relative to
1 re- fertility,- mortality and migration are re-

the quired, as well as innovative techniques for
within collecting and analyzing information con-

cerning family planning practices, preg- -
ning nancy out of wedlock, incidence of induced

na- abortion, early infant deaths, family forma-
pon- tion and dissolution, and the age of onset
val- and patterns of childbearing and marriage.

nely, To-improve the reliability and predictive
tors. value of data for population and family
rs in planning assistance programs, the University
to a of North Carolina, with AID support, is help-
e in ing to establish POPLABS, or Population

sary. Laboratories, at universities and research in-
t in - stitutions in various countries. These
nsti- POPLABs, initially established in Columbia,
uni- Morocco and the Philippines, concentrate on
nsti- development of new methodologies (such as
tered dual recording systems) for meeting census
U.S. and vital registration requirements. and

ition apply newer analytic techniques to the in-
terpretation of existing demographic data.U

cities ' AID missions in many countries have also
racts supported research to collect demographic
and data, develop new methods of analysis and

improve the accuracy of descriptive and pre-
dictive demographic information. Consider-lems able support has been provided to the build-

irity ing of demographic institutions, -particularly
por- in Latin America.'
plied To meet the need for improved demo-
ntry. graphic data and methods, AID has pro-.
a an vided $7.5 million for technical assistance
that, and research projects between FY-65 and
e- FY-70. In the coming years, AID expects to

t in continue support of a strong research effort
in this area. -
Determinants and consequences of popula-

tion characteristics and change
ular In many countries success of family plan-
nt a ning programs is hindered by lack of official
por- policy or low priority support of such pro-
pro- grams on the part of government and other

eeds, leaders. The result is unavailability of ade-
quate resources for population programs,
failure to use all available contraceptive-
technology, and poor quality administra-

the tie systems. Studies of the dynamics of
om- policy formation and decision-making as

emo- they relate to population and family plan-
ex- ning programs are important in order to

omic suggest strategies for bringing about change.
ddis To assist policy formulation and decision-
cur- making in less developed countries, investi-
self- gation is needed of the impact and inter-
best, relationships of a broad range of govern-
have ment policies and activities on population
it 18 such as tax laws, subsidies for childbearing.
uses policies concerning housing, agriculture,

education and welfare, laws concerning legal
age of marriage, abortion laws, provision of

ATE October 1, 1973
governmental maternity ca-, a d pn- or
anti-notlilst family plannm po cy

Beyond the policy s , A science
research on population d -nimca i;needied to
elucidate factors operations at bioh the in-
dividual and societal level. At the ind i:d al
level. studies are needed f _a:rdiretmy
affecting fertility, such as eopcsure to rai
frequency of intercourse, u of contracep-
tion and abortion to prevent or nterrupt
pregnancy, factors relating u. re-uancy such
has infertility, fetal wastage and length of
lactation and the social psychological factors
relating to acceptance of methods of fertility
limitation including sterilization and abor-
tion.

At the group level, more knowledge is
needed concerning the dynamics of develop-
ment of societal norms relating to fertility
and how these norms interact with other fac-
tors such as education, socioeconomic status
or religion to affect fertility behavior. Still
awaiting more thorough exploration are the
relationships between fertility and such fac-
tors as migration, urbanization, sex educa-
tion, employment status and educational op-
portunities for women, and the commonly
perceived relations between children (espe-
cially sons) and economic and social security.
Work on population trends in society as stud-
ied by historians 1 and of the dynamics of
smaller elements of society as studied by an-
thronologists has not received adequate em-
phasis within the population community.

In AID's program, behavioral and social
science 'technical assistance and research
projects have received $6.5 million between
FY-65 and FY-70. Support is being provided,
for example, to the Rand Corporation for an
inquiry into the determinants of fertility."
The primary purpose of this project is to
develop both a general theoretical statement
of the determinants of fertility, and to ex-
plore elements of this theory from various
conceptual, empirical and policy points of
view. The goal is to help provide a basis for
better defining alternative population/fam-
ily planning program strategies, indicate their
potential comparative advantage and test
cost-effectiveness of actual operations.

Information on abortions is being devel-
oped through an AID supported project at
Johns Hopkins University, which is conduct-
ing epidemiological studies in Taiwan. The
project aims at determining the incidence of
induced abortions and how this relates to
health, fertility levels and other socioeco-
nomic factors.

For the future, more attention is needed
concerning social psychological factors in
family decision-making as related to fertil-
ity.7 A desirable product, from AID's point of
view, would seem to be research which artic-
ulates an understanding of family decision-
making with the organiaztion of family plan-
ning services. Articulation would consist of
structuring family planning services so as to
take explicit account of empirically tested
social psychological findings.

Efforts are going forward at several uni-
versities in the U.S. and elsewhere for the
development of population education, a
newly created discipline which seeks, in
part, to broaden the traditional definition of
sex education by incorporating an awareness
of population problems. Research !s needed
for the development, first, of instructional
theory in this field; next, for curricular mate-
rials and programs of teacher training?

The present "economic case" for reducing
rapid population growth rates because of
their adverse effect on development is based
on highly discounted streams of future costs
and benefits. While the ratios are impressire,
they have little meaning to administrators
hard pressed with present problems and
whose planning horizons are counted in
weeks and months rather than decades.
Much more work is required to learn how
population growth is immediately afecttng
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giuse vista by neld workers, popular mass
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Caribbean and Latin American Couotries.=
Wake Forest Universty is conducting re-

search. In collaboration with the University
of Costa Rica, to determine what attitudes
and values husbands and wives hold that
affect utlization of avalasle family plan-
ning services in Costa Rica. The investiga-
tors are evaluating the impact on utiliza-
tion of a variety of experimental action in-
puts, including, for example, the use of home
meetings as a group dynamic for increasing
utilization of family planning services

In Arica, investigators from UCLA are
working with the University of Accra and the
Ghanian government to study various pat-
terns of delivery of family planning services.
Working in the Danfa rural district, re-
searchers are testing pilot systems to deliver
services independent of, and linked to, other
services such as health care.

Between FY-65 and FY-70, over 40 opera-
tional research activities have been initiated
under AID sponsorship in 12 countries In
Asia, Afi:ica, and Latin America. This area
of research is one of growing importance,
for the delivery system frequently is a crucial
element in the success of family planning
programs. Efficiency of the delivery system
is often more improtant than methods pro-
vided or motivation of-recipients as a limit-
ing factor in the success of these programs.
Therefore, operational research will continue
to be essential and important part of AID's
total population research program. Its im-
portance can be expected to increase until
nations are fully mobilized to provide family
planning service to their citizens.

One project currently under development
Is a broad-ranging program of research and
evaluation at the American University in
Cairo. Sponsored jointly by the Ford Founda-
tion and AID, the program involves intensive
and repeated studies of sample communities
within the U.A.R. on topics ranging from
basic demographic data to changes in the
roles of women, from communication and
educational investigations to improvement
of client record-keeping systems.

Much interest has been generated in re-
cent years concerning the use of monetary
and nonmonetary incentives for increarg
the rate of family planning acceptance in
less developed countries. Six countries--In-
dia, Pakistan, South Korea, U.A.R., Taiwan
and Ohana-now have incorporated some
form of incentives scheme-whether to the
client, doctor, family planning worker or
canvasser-within their family planning pro-
grams. In the FY-70 family planning budget
for India, approximately 22 percent of fund-
ing went for incentives.' Despite such large-
scale investment in incentives, little research
has yet been carried out to systematically
evaluate the sociological or psychological ir-
pact of such programs: their cost-eflective-
ness, political ramifications or demographic
efectiveness, not to mention their effects on
continuation rates and the ethical problems
which arise from faulty administrative sys-
tems. As pressure for incentives programs
ino:rs es, there is corresponding need for
i; grouisy signed research to untangle the

prr and cons of incentives.
Ii:tovzo ss' s o TZ'rrTrrr corao

ntar'y changes in fertility control
tl.:::t;4.. v during the last century, and im-

pr::rtiorn .for the nature and cost of fertility
control pros ams are presented in Table 2
The h ti determinative influence of fer-
!.it cr:'tr'OItechnology on the effectiveness
r41l e'":encr of family planning programs

ir, r anur*'y apparent from studies of family
yll Ining practices and programs in many

f m 10 of education, availability of supply,
tr{npr-t arn health care srstems and other
far trs a mean that development of oon-
, rr's techniques suitable for specific

fixcrsI ronditiona is essential. Increasing ex-
perrnce in family planning programs sug-
gests that use of a variety of methods of

, ;i'i91 44{t!{I i(1 I f .. 1 i yg!g1 ?n 1 lP ! ! , ll } 1 ! Iei 9 . 1!! 11 is ... «, fltll tllltllltlltl."n mn'W I ;1114evttt r ln?_y !ITI 4rlrt5I73itt3w P o.'T!ry.
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fertility regulation is important to ensure
success. Oral contraceptives may be preferrei
b lounge women than thoce who wish to
use TUDs. A different age group pr'rs
sterilization.

Cultural diferences may seriously limit
acceptability of certain methods, e.g., those
requiring infra-vaginal examinations or
those causing the side effect of rarinal bleed-
ing. Other problems may arise with methods
successful in the U.S. because of health and
nutritional considerations: increased bleed-
ing is a serious problem for IUD users al-
ready anemic from parasitic infestations w
and decreased lactation among users of oral
contraception may possibly compromise in-
fant nutrition in certain settings.W There-
fore, new methods which have greater ac-
ceptability in less developed countries are
needed.

NEW MEANS

Priority has been given to research aimed
at development of new and improved means
of fertility control. The major focus of AD's
research program is applied research and
product development on methods now in
view which appear to be most suitable and
acceptable in the less developed countries.

When launching this program in 1968, AID
defined the most essential missing element
in fertility control technology to be a "non-
toxic and completely effective substance
which when self-administered on a single
occasion would ensure the non-pregnant
state at completion of a monthly cycle." 1
Since then, AID has obligated more than $11
mfin on for support of research aimed at de-
velopment of such "once-a-month" methods.
Tne l inc underlying this choce of principal
research goal is indicated in Table 3

Studies of world ferslty patterns and
fsm.-2y planning programs ntd oaie it ap-
parent that two foremost determinants of
tle eftcacy of a means of fertility control
for impismentation of famiy planning pro-
grams in developing countries were the tine
of use. (relative to sexusa::tlvly) and the
rehuiremnents for admits raton (relative to
c1.1 l or self-epplic tionn.

E"prtive use of prc'.ol+, or preconceptive
(c'n'rsceptlve) means of fertility control
recuc" the exercise of foresight. For many
i'u'viduas, particularly in developed coun-
tr-s, these methods have been quite suc-
cessful. But for many others in all soceties
and particularly in the developing countries,
use of foresight means of lertilrtv control is
dI cilt and reliance solely on these means

it recent and more expensive. For these
group , access to postcoital or postconceptive
(00nd 

4
ht) meant of fertltlt control is

rrrsrative for adequate control of fer-
tuitv."

Ideally, the development of a substance or
method which could be self-adninistered to
control fertility after exposure to or reco'-
nition of pregnancy would fill the void in
quadrant D (Table 3), ;est blishF ifth Tier
Technsogy (Table 2), and produce a marked
icrea.e in the spee and effectiveness with
which farmdly planning could be extended
around the globe.

The intial project fund with the goal
of dsvl;png a once-a-m"ornh moins of fer-
tility control tw. for t )O ', provided in
finci 1'Oil, to the Worces , z uEtation to
study ute.nine luteolytic .. o. This stud
used the auto-trnn'= '.d eapovary
wheita ti'. bl d supply of h"'c organs is
minee 4(ccibe " try ,. .r,..na,.riion
into the s4c. L 'zu this t~ i que, the stil
elusive utErine luteolitc tc or' have been
tentarti'ninv 'y y- pii"-C'""1

In is.alI (96, 3 milJUni v'a roided to
the Population Council fora fc -year pro-
gn m of re earch toward a oncma--roonth
motietd espeIally for anti-progestational
agents T Is approvh relies on the fact that
proante-ore is e-sental to eatblish and
maintain pregnant'cs. Technsque being ex-
piored for interference with proseF erone ac-
tivity include interference wth progesterone

il ; <<t .,, i f

.
.: .
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i

"r1r r. '' 'fir " . e' , I' '{li r. l.,""
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systhesis, and, competitive and noncompet
tive inhibition of progesterone action at th
endometrial level. The use of certain classe
of infertility compounds which do not p
manly interfere with progestins action ar
also being tested.

Also In fiscal 1969, $1.5 million was pro
vicdhd to the NICHD-Center for Populatio

Rin earch to support 28 studies focused o
the corpus luteum. These studies have focused on obtaining the necessary knowledg
concerning the role and function of th
corpus luteum in reproduction needed t
seek ways of altering corpus luteum functio
so as to regulate fertility. One of thee
studies has established the essentiality o
the corpus luteum in the establishment an
maintenance of pregnancy. Another stud2
carried out by the Upjohn Company has fur
ther elucidated the role of prostagandins i
reproductive physiology.

In fiscal 1970. $2.3 million was provide
to the Salk Institute to study the develop
ment of gonadotrophin releasing factor in
hibitors as contraceptive agents. These re
leasing factors, such as the luteinizing hor
money releasing factor (LRF) which is th
focal point of the Salk project, are chemica
"messengers" that link an area of the brain
the hypothalamus, with the anterior pitu-
tary, which, as one of its functions, pro-
duces hormones involved in conception. By
determining the chemical structure of the
releasing factors, it may be possible to syn-
thesize antigonists which can stop release
of hormones and prevent conception.

Initial experimentation suggests that these
chemicals will be active when taken orally.
It is hoped that they will be effective either
once-a-month or with a relatively short du-
ration of use. There are also indications that
they will have few of the systematic side
effects of present steroidal contraceptives."

Evidence is growing that prostaglandins
can be developed as a pharmacologic "once-
a-month" means of fertility control which
is effective postcotally and has the poten
tial for self-administration. Reports of re-
cent clinical experience confirm the ef-
ficacy of intravenous, intrauterine and
intravaginal prostaglandins to induce the
menses. These trials have also raised con-
cern about bothersome side effects, includ-
ing nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, and a
number of woxpen have experienced incom-
plete uterine evacuation or therapeutic
failures.

Although evidence is still Inconclusive,
factors relating to successful use of prosta-glandins appear to be enhanced by early use
on a once-a-month basis or immediately
sfrer the missed menses. When used early,
completeness and proportion of women suc-
cessfully using postaglandins appears maxi-
mal and side effects appear to be minimized.

Although no serious side effects have
come to light in over 500 trials of these

rr pounds as means of fertility control,
.h e extreme potency and their ubiquitous

occurrence and effects require thorough test-
ing for sde sffects.

Several pharnoaceu-tircl companies are
actively developt- analogs which may have
more favorable charact-eristics in terms of
side effects, potency and duration of action.
New delivery systems, e.g., intrauterine azd
and the "second generation" of analogs can
be expected to inese efficacy, simplify
use and minimize i effects by ensuring
a dosage form of greater duraticn, gradual
onset and control ': .Itensity.

Although codnsd ero: careful work re-
mains to be rni p p^:!itamgslsins 5iho
pronie 0of A ir : nr in contraceptive

t nof., p .I- r ,; ;ted to th e eeds
C11' PAI i :, s.' . E I. less adevelopeI d
Cunptr - cr hinse reasons, over the past
fir 5nal years, (Includtng FT-71), AlD
has olieli 1144 rnuion for prostaglandin
rearrl a

k: : l C oatend ;of article.

i- The largest of these grants, $3 million, was Rap
ie made in fiscal 1970 to the Worcester Founda- eases
s tion for Experimental Biology. Of the total, Healt
i- $2.7 million is for a broad research program Pan-A
*e in Worcester, including study of the effects ceived

of prostagladin on reproductive processes, bat th
- work to develop new assay techniques, and in- Ava
n formation gathering and dissemination. venere

n Through this program, collaborative studies well a
- are underway with Yale University and the advani
e Royal Veterinary College in Sweden to de- planni
L velop new assay techniques. Through sub- at bot
o contracts work on new means of synethesis is especix
n being carried out at Harvard and clinical dition
e trials are being conducted at Yale, tion an
f -Additional grants will be made in the Anol

d current fiscal year (1971) to Dr. S. Karim Pacific
Y at Makerere University in Uganda to carry Memor

out clinical trials, to the University of Wis- researc
n consin to seek improved synthesis using along

micro-organisms to carry out key intercon- the mo
versions and to Washington University in used i

- St. Louis to study mechanism at action of country
prostaglandins. side efl

Although success is not yet certain, and as cident
e yet unrecognized risks of protaglandins may of IUD
1 come to light, their potential to contribute gram p

to the solution of the demographic crisis-is in196
so great that the most rapid exploration of IUDs w
their worth is warranted. married

OTHER BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM thanjr
' .BJEMmajori

able icA continuing focus of AID's research pro- orrelat
a gram is to further perfect and evaluate the physics

role of currently available means of fertility IUDs tcontrol which are being used in the less de- tens ai
veloped countries. (See Table 4.) Such c

Many countries (e.g., India, Korea, Pakis- ance, a
tan) have emphasized sterilization as a studied
means of fertility control because of the teristic
very high effectiveness of the method, the shown t
relatively low initial programmatic and clin- of copp
ical inputs needed and the lack of need for To ev
continuing motivation, supplies or other may ha
program inputs." A sterilization by either ated wi
partner may also be the safest means for a veloped
couple to achieve fertility control." New AID rT
methods are needed which would allow compare
female sterilization without the risks and the deli
requirements for skilled personnel now need- derniolc
ed for general anesthesia, intra-abdominal m 

1i: ,:
operation and hospitalization. By thin

Simplification and greater reversibility of carry o.
male sterilization could serve to retain the tO the
programmatic and demographic advantages evo..r
of this method and decrease the importance techniLO
of its single most important drawback which Begin
is low acceptance because of irreversibility. d ever,p
A continuing effort will seek methods which gram o "
are simpler, safer, more reversible and less lion fel
dependent upon skilled medical care prac- teristic.
titioners. has pr;

Current projects include a study at the trcm
University of North Carolina seeking im- raat
proved male and female sterilization tech- are rela
niques. This work is exploring the use ofarerl
tantalum clips and other means of tubsl category
occlusion. Simplified operative techniques cthay
for the use of current and new sterilization pain ha
methods are also being investigated. A study
to be initiated in the current fiscal year will s c.
be carried out by the Battelle Memorial In- w ot o
stitute to seek improved and more reversible work fo
male sterilization procedures, fiscal 19

Other methods currently in use which will under itreceive a continuing research effort to in- based a
crease safety, contraceptive effectiveness and The pro
to decrease untoward side effects are pre- trials of
searei in Table 4 and include steroidal con- ser::cidl
tracept ves, IUDs, condoms,,rhythm, vaginal new-meafoamsn. etc. tries.

Work now in progress on currently avail- In Con
sale fertility control methods includes a will spo
three-e Mal;} .,00 program at the South- concern

ii .tc:iniation for Research and Education introduce
t sidly metabolic and vascular effects of It is bop

the steroids used in current hormonal con- acceptan
traceptives and a three-year $581,000 program in fertil
at the University of Pittsburgh School of project t

UhiC Ideaith to develop a combined intra- ican Insa dnal disease prophylaxis and contraceptive some of t

October 1, 1973
id worldwide Increase in venereal dL-
have been documented by tas World
h Organization, and both WHO and the
merican Health Organization have re-
a steady increase In requests to com-

e problem.
iability of an agent effective against
al and other, genital tract disease as
s against unwanted pregnancy would
ce both health programs and family
tng programs and could be distributed
h facilities. Such an agent would be
ally useful for women in primitive con-
s where clinical methods of contracep-
id treatment facilities are not available.
other project, being carried out at the
Northwest Laboratory of the Battelleial Institute, is a three-year 5645,o0o

:h program to improve IUDs. IUDs,
with oral contraceptives, are among
st important contraceptive means now
n family planning programs in mosties. High rates of removal caused byfects, spontaneous explusons and ac-
l pregnancies limit the effectiveness
a in current use. The Korean IUD pro-
rovides a good example. Since it began
4, up to 1969, a total of 1.5 million
ere inserted, reaching 36 percent of allI women aged 20-44. However, fewer
)0,000 of these remained in place. The
y were removed because of undesIr-
Ie effects. The program at Battelle is
Jg ID performance patterns with

t1 and chemical characteristics of the
allow establishment of design cri-

nd development of improved devices.
haracteristics as size, shape compli-
nd chemical composition are being
The improved performance charac-

s of copper containing IUDs, have been
to be possibly related to direct toxicity
er to spermatazoa.
abate fertIlity control ifthds which
ve diering ellcacy and isks assocl-
ith them when used in the less de-
cOuntries, a strong component of the
each program is ,:l ir lyative and
ative cinical trials of new rnods in
d. The focus of this e Vrt elepl-
gi- evaluation of the efe-s of these

under use condlt1:1 I. a ed.
technique, it h : tot I blInd t;s eods

ame clinic setting g a: to a "urately
the characteristli-cof he new

a in fiscal 1967,. A«) bie
mnis of the Intern t , ' Po-.
the Pathsnder F'ornr:. Tis . mil-

d s'd of I'tUD per.: a. ac csrac--is In its fifth year of ieration and
vi .d high quality comnora ve data

?-ties. Uniform :r-.n::- and cen-
data processing has .. l:Owed the de-
tion of which performsarce atterns
ted to IUD's user and clinic charac-
For example, the highly irr o-ana
of removals Oe'cauyeo ~edn or *s been shown to be highly related to

ai caics providing n acptIve

,nd the availability of a clinical
r eld trials, an International Fer-
esearch Program will be funded in
71. This $3 million program will be
ho direction of Dr. Elton Kessel and
t the University of No-th Carolina.
gram will conduct collahoratlve held
new IUDs, sterilIzation techniques.
c ntr-ception and other p-cmising

nsof fertility control in n e coon-

junction with these ' AD
nsor "anticioatory" r alr arch
ni the effects on~the pipila t'i of
in.- row conlracepti'i c,,h^" . ies
ed that tiiise;tuii - the
e and dirtusini of neiv i' i'-ions

r control t c--:hnl:v l'nud-r a new
t, he fuitll in. iu '. er- i"
liit ' of fenrch - n-'r-- o--t
helyP itudirs.
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l :;, iears )9f7-1970. AID has obll-
-- , miin for research to unprove

ro! technology. In the future, AID's
.ca re carch program will focus on

.,'i.' and ie elopmental work needed to
u per' a urd evaluate the safety and

ri- ,, n~e demonstrated to be elective
iii pl.nnng programs in the develop-
;.c ltre And, It will concentrate on

r. - arch and product development
':nit ,. oxs now in view which ap-
to be r:ore suitable and acceptable in

tip 'i a deveioped countries. For example,
tl.e.zeve opment of methods which do not
r on clir..ical delivery systems, which re-
e ,re infrecuent use or administration,
r. ,u nirtiniie supply problems. and are
S rtav on a once-a-month basis. AID will

Sculisriy ecntmas~izte the support and de-
ve opcrent of collaborative networks in the

tics to faciltate early and appropriate utili-
7.t1on of these technologies. Support for
ro-e fundamental research will be limited
to that need to buttress applied research
and fimsly planning program activities.
Strengthening institutional capabilities
within LDCs will continue to be an impor-
tant goal of AID support of all LDC research
activities including those in reproductive
biology and contraceptive development.

Since ttrcal 1965, AID has rapidly expanded
11s research program in population. AID seeks
to use research to augment and strengthen
the action program providing technical as-
sistance to countries seeking to solve their
population problem. For this reason, the bulk
of AID funds will go to the action program,
but perhaps 10 percent of these monies will
continue to be devoted to population re-
se',rch--

Depending on other priorities and availa-
b U ty of funds, AID foresees annual expendi-
tures of over $10 million for population re-
search activities with annual increases com-
mensurate with total budget growth. It
seems likely that any successor agency to
AID will continue to place high priority on
population research.

rooTNoT ...
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BIRTH CONTROL TECHNOLOGY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS

Tec-
nol- Advent
ogy of Methods generally Family planning
tiers method available program needs

5...--.7's?.. Methods listed be- Minimal regulatio
low plus: "a of sexual activity
nontoxic and reduced need for
completely education main
effective sub- emphasis on i-

'ce or method cring availability
h when of contraceptives
administered and post con-

a single oc- captives through
casion would medical and non-
insure the non- medical facilities.

- pregnant state at
completion of a
monthly cycle."

4------- 1970's... Methods listed be- Slight regulation of
low plus legal sexual activity, less
surgical abortion. emphasis on edu-

cation, main
emphasis on
provision of con-
traceptive services
through medical
and nonmedical
facilities and
abortion services

.. through medical
. -- --facltes.

-160's.. Methodslisted be- Some regutatisnof
law pls ral "emul activity;

innlracetw0 antcin ed ee-
and eaertee phas on educa-
devices. ten and prsvisioa

o1 contraeptives
and lame)) plan-

. nnga services
through meecal
and nones decal

facltie,

Footnotes at end of table.
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BIRTH CONTROL TECHNOLOGY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR planning programs in 35 developing coun- self-
FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMSt--Contlnued tries, for contraceptive and other supplies imp

- distributed to more than 70 countries, for ityr
Tech-. development of new means of fertility con- field
no- Advent trol, and for support of population activities use
ogy of Methods generally _Family planning by the United Nations, the International
tiers method available program needs Planned Parenthood Federation, and many ExcE

other international organizations. m
The goal of the AID research program is to (D

2-... 1960... Methods listed be- Considerable regul- develop and relate. new family planning "D
low plus con- Lion of sexual methods, new social science insights, and new Te
dm, vaginal tivity emphasis distribution systems to incipient and on-go- 3V
chemicals, provision of " ing family planning programs of developing rine
rhythm, and materials and nations. AID funding for population research
surgical steriliza- services through was $10.2 million in fiscal 1970, $13.1 million orition.-nedical and in fiscal 1971, $13.5 million in fiscal 1972, and 9311nonmedical fe- an estimated $13.5 million in fiscal 1973. 1973

cilitie.193
1-------1870... Abstinence, coitus Strict regulation of AID emphasizes the following four func- 371interruptus, seual activity. tional areas in the field of population re- niin

-delayed marriage emphasis on searoh-
and nonmarriage, education. 1. Descriptive Demography. In the less de- Rabbcrude vaginal Univ
barriers (EG. veloped countries of the world, census and 9311
sponges) vital registration data are frequently lacking. 381douching, and or inadequate, and traditional methods of la

ill Megal bortioinformation gathering and analysis are not (Shee
appropriate. AID is supporting the develop- (he

Ravenholt, R. T., Plotrow, P. T., Speidel, J. J. Use of Oral meant of new methods for data collection Insti
Contraceptives A Decade of Controversy. Intl J. Gyn. Obet. relative to fertility, mortality, and migration, Calif
8.941, November 1970. - as well as innovative techniques for collect- 39

SBefore. -Ing and analyzing information concerning cacy
Source: From NEW 5-year plan, October1971. family planning practices, out-of-wedlock Agen

pregnancy, incidence of induced abortion, Hop
PRINCIPAL MEANS OF FERTILTYCONTRL (BY TIME AND early infant deaths, family formation andJue

ROUTE OF ADMINISTRATION) - dissolution, and patterns of childbearing and June
marriage. In fiscal 1972, AID awarded a $1.

Preconceptive Postme ngptiw. million grant in partial support of the first 39
two-year costs of a World Fertility Survey in H
(WFS). The WPS is a five-year program to - anna

Clinical dmiis- A. IUDS: surgical 8. Surgical a assist some 30 to 50 countries to carry out timo
traction sterilization, ,M.s sa fertility surveys. To meet the need for im- Has

required. vaginal dia- injection proved demographic data and methods, AID Periphragm, oral has provided $15.5 million for technical as- $50,0
contraceptives sistance and research projects between fiscal 396

co(n some
cuntrie) 1985 and fiscal 1972. .. .tion

Self-administra- C. Abstinence, non- 0. 2. Determinants and Consequences of Pop- rim,
.tion feasible. coitus, rhythm, telaton Characteristics and Change. To assist cal Si

coitus interrup- policy formulation and decision-making in tract
vaginal oms less developed countries, AID supports in- 39
foam, douche, vestigations of the impact of government Cont
etc., oral con- policies on population, e.g., tax laws, sub.- mans
traceptives(ins -sidies for child-rearing, policies concerning Univ

1970 o )housing, agriculture, education and welfare, tract
Clinical admila- A. IUDS, surgical B. Surgical abortion, laws concerning legal age of marriage, and $2,67

tration sterilization, intra amniotic abortion - laws. AID also supports social 399
required. - vaginal di- injection, science research on population dynamics to forIphragm, oral Prostaglandins

contraceptives, (imveaous . elucidate factors operating at both the in- tiple
(in some and trwter- dividual and societal level. AID funds for Worc
countries). ins since behavioral and social science technical as- ology

J-anys1970), sistane and research projects totaled $13 9311
ties feasibl.a coitus, rhythm, t i . million between fiscal 1965 and fiscal 1972. . 41coitus inter- , 3. Operational Research. AID supports re-- Prog

ruptus,con 1970 search to assess the impact of family plan- cal
dam, vaginal ning programs in less developed countries, Coun
douche, aetc., including cost effectiveness of various de- 93117douche,et,

- oral contra - - livery patterns, developing simplified and 412captives (in accurate means of keeping service statistics, Once
some coun1-
tries).. , new approaches to measuring the impact of. Lute

service programs on fertility, better measures tionof the demographic effectiveness of specific Mass
SRavenholt R. T., Speidel, J. J., "Prostaglandinsain Family contraceptives, and reasons for departure 413

Planning Strate "Prostaglandins Annals New York Academy from theoretical effectiveness. From fiscal landi
of Sciences 180537, Apr. 30, 191. 1965 to fiscal 1972, AID provided $15 million consi
A 5-YEAa PLAN nos FAmmLr PLANNING SERV-- for over 60 technical assistance and opera- PHA

Ices AND PoPIATION Rs AaG - tional research projects in 18 countries. 418
(Second Progress Report to the Congress of 4. Improved Means of Fertility Control. In of Pr

the United States, Pursuant to Section 5, the less developed Countries where health Went
Public Law 91-572, May 1973) care systems are weak and the acceptor pop- Balti

- ulation is frequently poorly educated, it is 93111AGExcY rO IINTnNATIONAL, D5VXLOPZgENT important to develop fertility control tech- Marc
Population research programs of the niques especially suited to the local condi- 419

Agency for International Development (AID) tionsa of these countries and less dependent Frost
within the Department of State age con- upon sophisticated delivery systems. During Went
ducted under the 1968 Title X Amedment fiscal 196 to fscal 1972, $30 million has been Balti
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 191. AID obligated for fertility research in three ares: 93111
funds are being used for support of family (a) Reserch to develop a once-a-month, Marc

October 1, 1973
administered method; (b) Research to
rove currently available-means of fertil-
control; and (c) Comparative clinical
trials of means of fertility control under
conditions in less developed countries.

Prs FaoM "INVENTosr OF FEDERAL Pop-
LATION RzszAacu, =2zscA.z YzAa 1972"
EW Publication No. (NIH) 73-133.
evelopment of New Fertility Regulation
chntques")
3 Effect of POE-1 and PGF-2 on Ute-
Contractiility and Endometrial Morphol-
Behrman, Samuel J., Michigan, tUni-

ty of, Ann Arbor, Mich.; AID-PHA Grant
1570923F; Project Period, July 1971-June

Hotal Project. $67,290.
9 Research on Side Effects and Mecha-
of Action of Prostaglandins (Humans,
its: Csapo, Arpad Istvan, Washington
ersity, St. Louis. Mo.; AID-PHA Contract
7570541.
9 Development of Inhibitors of LH Re-
ng Factors as Contraceptive Agents
ep and Pigs): Guileman, Roger, Salk
tute for Biological Studies, San Diego,
.; AII-PHA Contract 93117570618.
4 An Investigation of the Clinical Effi-
of Prostaglandin P2 as a Luteolytic

t: Jones, Georgeanna Seegar, Johns
ins University, Baltimore, Md.; AID-

Grant 9311570916D; Project Period.
1971-June 1973; Total Project,

95.
5 Luteolytic Action of Prostaglandin F2
human Pseudopragnancy: Jones, George-
Seegar: Johns Hopkins University, Bal-

re, Md.; AID-PHA Grant 9311570916E;
1 Year 1972 Funds, $50,000; Project
d, July 1972-June 1973; Total Project,
00.
5 Research on Prostaglandins in Rela-
to Human Reproduction (Uterus) : Ks-
Sultan M. M., Makerere University Medi-
chool, Kampala, Uganda; AID-PHA Con-
9311'7570540.

Simplified- Techniques of Fertility
rol (Multiple Anatomical Sites in Hu-
i): King, Theodore h., Johns Hopkins
ersity, Baltimore, Md.; AID-PHA Con-
93117580548; Fiscal Year 1972 Funds.

3,650.
Prostaglandins and Other Research

Development on Contraceptives (Mul-
Anatomical Sites): Klaiber, Edward,

ester Foundation for Experimental Bi-
, Shrewsbury. Mass., AID-PHA Contract
7580520.

Contraceptive Development (Anti-
estational Activity in Multiple Anatomi-
Sites): Segal, Sheldon J., Population
cil, New York, N.Y., AID-PHA Contract
580512.
i Research for the Development, of a
-A-Month Contraceptive Pill (Corpus
um): Shaikh, A. A., Worcester Founda-
for Experimental Biology, Shrewsbury,

AID-PHA Contract 93117580493.
1 Studies on the Synthesis of Prostag-
ns (Microorganisms) :Sih, Chares, Wis-
n. University of, Madison, Wis., AID-
Contract 93111570532.

Investigation of the Clinical Effects
ostaglandin P2 in the Second Trimester:
i, Anne C., Johns Hopkins University,
more, Md., AID - PHA Grant
570916B; Project Period, June 1971-

hx 1973; Total Project, $49,996.
Investigation of the Clinical Effects of

aglandin F2 in the First Trimester;
a, Anne C., Johns Hopkins University
more, Md., AID - PHA Grant
570916C; Project Period June 1971-
ii 1973; Total Project, $49,998.
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SUMMARY OF AID DOLLAR OBLIGATIONS FOR POPULATION AND FAMILY PLANNING PROJECTS, FISCAL YEARS 1965-72

JIn thousands o dollars)

1965.67 1968 1969 1970 1971

hF rir I -inal
o' RrPiriaIrn....... 2.079 10623 17,398 22.055 35.270

t- - - --... . - ...- ...-....... 978
-t01 )ni'initiflhsi arn-

.-- 132 38 40 304 546
624 435 1.431 1.932 2,536

I 4 r Prpulatr n
Actriiernrs --

1972

49.355
1, 355

503
3,265

- ..---- 500 2.500 4,000 14.000 29,040

Nho ne1m o s ot1-L -.. 2, 735 11,596 21.369 28, 291 53, 330 93,518
t<,i,* y piot ects . .
(i-anJl pry, rts .. - -

A tric tnt~ . .. .

.at Asia:
Country prOjeCt---
RegroraI projecu.

. 23 4(1 983 2.484 2.084 6,508
30 259 457 179 S. 699 4.759
53 663 1, 440 2.663 7,783 11,267

446 3,475 6.388 8,673 10,739 11,512
350 1,325 1,608 623 1.942 1826

Lart Asia total..... . . 796 4,800 7,996 9, 26 12.681 13.338

Includes 62700,000 toan to India for program vehicle parts.

Project 1965-67 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Near East-South Asia:
Country projects.._ ......
Regional projects.....-.-

2.437 9.061 3,349 122,908 5,181
655 963 277 1,409

1,.379
1,521

Near East-South Asa total 2. 417 9, 716 4, 312 223, 185 6, '90 2, 900

Latin America:
Country projecis..--. .. 1.539 5,457 3.071 5, 437 7, 085 7,223
Regtonal projects...........-2,. 81 2,468 7, 256 5, 520 8, 161 3, 911

Latin America total- ......- 4,4( 7,925 10. 327 10, 957 15, 246 11, 134

South Vietnam---------------...... . 50--------- -18 238 1, 108
Country and regional total... 7, 736 23, 154 24, 075 46, :0 42, 538 39, 747

Grand total----...-.-.--.---10,4i1 34, 750 45, 444 74, 572 95, 868 123, 265

2 Includes special $20,000,000 grant to India,

AiD POPULATION FJNDS OBLIGATED FOR RESEARCH IN FISCAL YEARS 1966-72 (EXCLUDES TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PRO.CTS WITH A RESEARCH COMPONENT)

Subject. 1966 - 1967 105 199 . 1970 1971 1972

Pcpiufarrn d mnmrm s or- 'tsriotive demography: --

F: . '^ - s !, , "aG ,CILAP)-. ....--.. - .......- ..- ... ...---------------- ---- - $160,000 $200,000 5230.000 1-350, 000 $10,000--
... ..... ..- .- .- ....-------.. -- - -__-.....- .... -- .- . .---..-.---- -------- - - 1-94,000 -- ---- ----------------------

, on'i i r. n -L.1 . .- ...... ---- . -- ....-.... ------. - ---------.-.-- 239,000 96,0k; .-- -- -- ---------------------.-.------ -
u: -. rr-n vi itn American (Population Council)---------------------- -- ..------- 200,000 30, (00) 300, 000 3 0000) 500, 0(0 $450,000

- r.- ..------.. ....... .. ---.....- ....---- ....----.---- .. ----- - .......- 143,0--------------....426,3,... ....----- 003 - . .- -.
CU?.', G:1iQ' u. , a. , u-t ie ------------------------- ,,c-------------------------------------------------- 3-------------- .

StUid ol tinr-,i. A -co oiiMrants--.. -- - - ----........... --- -.. .-------.------- .....---- --------------- ------------ - -- - 222, 000-
tri -t it i ve e - l to trt: ....... ... . ----...-........ .---- .... i-----.....-- ................------------ - - - - - - - - --...... 35, 000 45, 000 1, 431,(00 -

,o r.t,.c sto in O istan-............ ..-. -.....---------------------------.- ----------------------- .----------------------------------------- --- 8, 000
ai;orid -rt ittj .y ar- <S1)-......- .- ..- -------- ....----..---------- ------ ------ - - --.----------- ------ ----- - - ---- ------- 1, 043, 00

Gn'oes - -------------- - - - - - 204,000 126,000 717, 000 808, 400 1,035, 000 805, 000 1, 636, 000

Sut........--------------------------------------------- 204000 725,000 1,456000 1,567400 2, 056,000 4 02, 000 3, 129, 503

Or . r-'norr -
Il .- 1 + 1f. i I :rrcrict ........-.... '...--- - . .- ..............---. -- ...........----------- - -- -- .. 0. 575,00 ..-... 630,000 908,000

tii iiir.iit Irni II 1u ii s ... 2----... .--------- 00----,----000--------3- 2-.. u
ijii '......... ............. .. .. ........................--....- ...----.- - - - - - --------...... i ,-2 0- -

un .. ................ -........-....- ........-- -.- -....- -.. ..- .. .- .- ...- - -.-.-. . . 276.000 -0 . (O0
14.................. .... .... ....--- - - -- --....... -_..------ _.-- - - 84,400 108,700 117,600:r;y 10700

2000hr2I-r7 ai---
S,...-......... . ._-_.-------- - 2,000 260,000 185,(000 353, 0(0 172. (215*27,0

- --i----- --- --- - 2,000 560,000 310,400 1, 63, 700 907 600 2 351 000 1,-144. 700

-- -- -- ----- -----------------------.----- --- - 109,000--------..---.-------..-------
- ------- - - ----------- , --------.---- -------- St)-- (- --- ,000 -

i.._.... - __ _.. .. ......__....-....------------------... . ..............................2 000 -
.. . .......------.-- .--------------.--- ----- --.-.------- ----------------------------------------------- - 0,000----,----- ----------

u ...! -------__------------ ------ ------------------------------------------ ----------------------2 0
a u t .« _ « . .-. .....- ... .... -- --- ..- .....---.......... -- -- --- -- . ---------- ----------- -..----- ---- '-

--- , rr r----------- .....----------------------------- --- ---- ----- ------..------------ 2 -1SL 000

it )...,..-.............- ...- -..--.... .......- ---- ----- - - ---........- . .- .. .. -- . . .- --...-. ,------ - --- 5, 0. 495,00 -. 99_."

'Wi......- --.... -........-.--....-- -..... - ---. _....-.-....... - 7,00.- -.-- .-- 15.000
,...........- . ... . - - ....... - - -- ....... ..... ...------ - - ......-- ---------- .---.-.-..---... 5-... -- 4-- - - - - ,---- - - --------

E mr: P_«_. .d tr . d. ..-.- -...-- - .- ......-- ..---------------------- --- 4,---- ---------------------------------- -58..-,. .. - - - - - -

,1 r: - h program----unwers ty of North Caro ma-.-----.---. .---..-......-..-.......-.....---.-............0 ..-...-.-....... --- 1-- ,000------------------ ------- _---_- --------------- - -- 2773

!'tr.rr , r- rtt.u--P~ti.iFi----------------------------------------19,0------------------------------ 129,000 -------------- 100----- - - -

.ki' '+1riti iart-pro 4w-iaurn.trtsrty o North Carolina---- ---------------------- ---------- ---------- ---- ----- - -, 16, 0^00 , 8 000
i. nr.......it--- -......- ..-. -_ --- -- -------------------------- 346,000 440, 000 340,000 ..

1 ipsO reruearcl on fertility regulators-University of
3,350,000

0s .t...-...---~~~--------- -. 97000 107,30 103,000 ~ 99,000 - i02 i10 66 000

Si--rot- .-- --...-.------.-----..-------- -- 291,000 562,700 6,421,000 7,371,000 6, 417, 00 8.362,000

- ------.---- ----------------------------- 206, 000 1, 576, 000 2, 329, 100 9, 642, 100 10, 334, 600 12, 790, 000 12, 636, 200

A FAcT Sonrgr or POSTAG LSMWRs ing the uterus. This will occur at any stage of
Tooa-ToMo3aow? pregnancy that they are used.

What are they? Who manufactures them?
.. ey are a newly discovered group of hu- The Upjohn Oompany of Kalamazoo. Mich-

roan hormonal chemical substances. They igan holds most of the rights and has been
have rranv functions known and unknown involved in most of the research to date. It is
&nd are stUl being investigated. One function possible that other companies wil ultimately
is to cause the onset of labor and of empty- also market prostaglandins resulting from

their own research or will obtain licensure
from Upjohn and also manufacture and sell
these products.

How are they used?
Many methods of administration are being

investigated. These include oral, intravenous.
lntre-amnniotic, extra-amniotic, and vaginal
supposItories
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-Do the'i cause abortion?

F'iact details vary in different studies, with
dUr'ret nethdc's and with diierent forms of
the drtg. They do. however, apparently pro-
duce abortion and an emptying of the uterus,
at any stage of pregnancy in a high percent-
age of the cases. _

Are there complications?

Yest Some modes of administration, such
as intravenous. have se ere side effects and
mayrt : fr use. $Oe, such as
to 'ail anv W ' ran tic routes mar well
te apprc es i sp'. :.o o sme problems. One
crobtem uis that thIs mnt'thod doesn't always
"work" and anoths. mhod must then be
used to complete the abortion.

An abortion?

The one constant, tou.t using this drag is
that it results In abortion. It produces con-
tractions of the uat ;.,s babor) and the baby,
of whatever age, if I ki'id by the drug ef-
fects and the conrut' cns is torn alive.

Who nr'esc 7,ta:ori or a new drug?

Any nw drugr-s asnrhy g- ti: aug1

Ii."- ts -s t : tbe ha .. :r!. . y t ---

t. 'r t'.n
w su t s pp'l action to ths U..

sod -r~ugA L:i:str tion. Ord n'tiy,
the4e -a u: :rdehs i:up to several years

I I' . ! I. J1 17, I .'ll ):, 1

dr-g, t wouif p m
.s't''t'i. p"'Jryt Ita'''i .. anit cci lid.tuL

- - 1nue f Fortune

! Iews Lo -th -i'a-:: -
't ; .. t t t i ctmE1 .p- o n

sids i. valn'. Time
2. Sil ritt mitloedthe Upjohn fam-

ily rss ith.It w:.o had made financial
bossnrs - 1is2. -

-Will t be s:rrro'med for use?
Many reports and some rumors all seem to

tell the same story. Apparently tremendous
pressures are being exerled from many direc-
tions to: a) get the application in, and b)
get it approved quickly. Political observers
are guessing that this could be as early as the
fall of 1973. Quick approval, if it comes,
would be a political and social decision, not
for medical need.

Are there other actions of the drug?'
This is the sad part of this story to date.

This new famuy of drugs will apparently
have far-reaching effects on other disease
states. Most of the research and development
has been concentrated on the abortive action
and it is for this use that it will be probably
fast approved and marketed.

What of the Upjohn Company?
They are making few public statements.

Except for published scientific papers, lite
information as to production, projected po
ictes, advertising. etc., is being released. Thi
is top 'secret information. Some hints d
come through as to their philosophy. T1
following is from an in-house newspaper, f::
employees only, circulated in December 19'2.
These are "taken from executive commen "
and summarize their "position." We n ste
some of them with our comments. (See ac-
tual paper, last page)

UPJOHN STATEMENT
The role of the pharmeceutical indu 'try.

including the Upjohn Co. in society i to
provide medical research guided by a a ogle
overriding objective: to improving the t ual-
ity of human life.

COMMENT
We always thought that medical science

had as a single overriding objective the sav-
ing of, and preservation of human life, not
improving the quality of some lives by kill-
ing others.

UPJOHN STATEMENT
Population control is one of the gravest

problems confronting the human species in
our time. If we are to reduce the social and
political pressures which threaten human
beings with extinction-and if we are to
offer the mass of mankind a reasonable ex-
pectation of self-fulfillment in life-this
problem must be solved.

COMMENT -
Read the chapter on population in the

new 1973 edition of Handbook on Abortion.
Read Handbook on Population. The Up-
john statement is flatly false, and is a con-
tinuation of scare tactics.

Population density does not relate to
"sel.f-fulfillment." We are not threatened
with extinction. The U.S. birthrate is now
wih below replacement level, and the world
birthrate is steadily dropping.

T1PJOIN STATEMENT
7:.ts p :'ise of population control a-to

Lc::.priive the quality of human life. When we
e t-s.ccit 1:In holding population levels to the
point tha. each new human being on earth
is wanted by parents and society alike, the
im-pitace of each individual's fulfilment
of Ifettime potential will become far greater
1-1n It I. now.

COMMENT

This is totally visionary and bears no rela-
tion torealty,

It is -'cim known that the most mature
pessple. roost capable of a giving love, often
come f..:, lrge families, and that the sel-
1: t, egs-;o<:ntric often comes from a one or
to hldf family.

granting some basic economic security,
the person's maturity, and the ability to
love, the true contributor to society comes
from an intact family and stable parents,
not at all necessarily from a small family. -

If we hold up as a desired goal only the
achievement of more education and getting
more things (quality life) rather than the
ideal of unselfish service to those less for-
tunate, we'll soon have such an exploitative
society that our civilization will not survive.

UPJOHN STATEMENT
With these things in mind, the Upjohn Co.

believes that new techniques for contracep-
tion, for interception of the fertilized ova,
and even for induced therapeutic abortion,
should be made freely available. .

This is a classic example of dishonest twist-
ing of the meaning of words to make an evil
thing more palatable.
- "Interception of the fertilized ova" is kill-
ing a new human being. It is direct abortion.

"Therapeutic" abortion is an abortion to
save the life of the mother. That's not what
prostaglandins will be marketed for.

UPJOHN STATEMENT
Of all forms of birth control, abortion is

the least desirable. To the extent possible,
the Upjohn Co. hopes that timely use of
prostaglandins--before a technically-defined
pregnancy has occured-will virtually elimi-
nate any need to consider an abortion.

COMMENT
This dishonest attempt to reeducate us

that a pregnant woman is not pregnant is
incredible. "Technically defined pregnancy"
Is semantic gymnastics at its ugliest.

Pregnancy begins at conception, no mat-
ter what the Upjohn public relations people
say. Abortion Is abortion no matter what
the Upjohn public relations peopl say.

UPJOHN sTATW.sr
A 'artals, where con .car'pt : r in-

te':-:jion of the fertilmzel stova i.' 'a. laed-
w'-"'' imoral.an, anrd re ;:R:!a9 commit.

rn ci'- rt0-the Irraona " a clossoees aor-
timn s:e'r'rv-t access to the mrt sale and ef-
fea: ra ods.

COMMENT

Let's restate in scientltir'liy accurate

"Wner '2ontrraep option or te direct killing

of this hmraln being in its dirt wee of life
has f:Ised-where legal, moral, and religious
corrmitrn-cits perm.it--sthe mother who wants
to :;ill the developing baby in her womb de-
;^ access to the most safe and euectIve
method of such killing.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I reserve
the remainder of my time.

(By unanimous content granted to
Senator TAFT ordered to be printed at this
point: )

trnnsrr
Poart'AT.rr CsrIs Co 'Mrrr.'rx,

Washington; D.C., JIne 14, 1973.
Ron. -Cisnocr J. ZAsnoet,
Hou o)' f'Representaives,
Washins oam, D.C.

DrAit C iaortsaeM N' ar Z .r.n :'- before
the heamrin. of the hs:x fre n Mairs
Comm'.'"ea on the fnretai. a ":> 'il to a
clots yasit;irlay, ra l a:sau '.I w oud v .eW
a posititb sri nemitent ' ich'" rohbi
any Of the f as rlr: ri cor p4 nation
activlties bse i' Soae t f.. t__, I 'an'-
swerd thitt etille I do nt.o - : c 1abortir
and beitiere irintrtceat in Is a .. : .-.. r e
alter"alve for any coup r' ti o lmt
the tsze. 5fit lfami 's"-1 it would be
a t tco t any s . ' r s r-hibiton.
TIrc're'a; i a not time to mpsryi.; r.ay reply. I
am therefore writing you 'd nding a
copy of my reply to the Corrit''" Cni is,
Dr. Thomasi E. Morgan, to zr 'y my state-
ment and to explain my px n : greater
detail.

A large number of . ::.ants of
developing countries are now o:-rntg en oi-
cial governmental family plan a.- prIgs-t.ms,
and each government ezerci:es :i onr sos-
ereign right to determine ".rs-, whether or
not it wishes to have any population or
family planning policy at all, and second, if
it decides to have a family pie inrig program
it then must make its own decision as to
what the program should Include. Earlier
in the hearings yesterday I was asked by
another Congressman whether I knew of any
conditions that the Agency for International
Development had ever put on its willingness
to assist the family planning programs of
other governments. I replied that I knew of
no such conditions and that I believed there
should be no conditions for such assistance
since the attitude of the Congress and of
the American government as a whole has
been to regard all such programs as voluntary
on the part of each country and voluntary
on the part of each couple In other words,
family planning help is made available to
those who request it, and even when a family
planning program is in operation in a par-
ticular country, it is the decision of each
couple whether or not to accept such help.

In accordance with this recognized prin-
ciple it would appear improper to me for
our government to decide unilaterally what
type or method of fertility control any other
government should use or not use. Attitudes,
customs, and ethics vary from country to
country, and as a consequence the laws in
one country permit what is prohibited in
another. I believe it is for each country to
decide for Itself what it considers appropriate
in its own population and family planning
program, and that our government should
neither encourage nor prohibit one or an-
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otler method of fertility control but should
offer our assistance, leaving at to the recip-
lent government to fashion and carry out its
own program.

'It would seem particularly inappropriate
for our government to attempt to influence
the actions of another government in offer-
ing or refusing abortion to its own citizens
in the face of the decision by our own Su-
preme Court making it unconstitutional for
any of our own states to interfere with the
right of any woman, in consultation with her
own physician, to terminate an unwanted
pregnancy during its first three months.

Certainly my own efforts and the efforts of
the Population Crisis Committee have been
devoted to stimulating the interest of gov-
ernments and of multilateral international
organizations such as the International
Planned Parenthood Federation and the
United Nations Fund for Population Activi-
ties to expand their family planning assist-
ance and activities through increasing the
use of contraceptives which,. If effectively
employed, would eliminate any need to resort
to abortion. This I believe is without doubt
the correct and best procedure. However, as
I have explained above, I believe that it
would be wrong to try to prevent other gov-
ernments from including abortion as a fer-
tility control measure by amendment to the
foreign aid legislation..

Sincerely yours,
WuaaAM eH. Daasm Jr.

On the following day, the Helms Amendment, as introduced, was ac-

cepted by the Senate. The following colloquy occurred immediately proceding

Senate adoption (See 146 Cong. Rec. S18368 (daily ed., Oct. 2, 1973)):
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amendments except the Pulbrightamendment, there be a time limitation
of 30 minutes, the time to be equallydivided, and in the regular form.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Without objection, It is so ordered.

Mr. MANSP'I!LD. I also ask unani-
mous consent that there be, from this
moment on, 2 hours on the bill.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-pore. Is there objection? The Chair hears
none, and it Is so ordered.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I call upmy amendment No.666.
The ACTING PR EIDENT pro tem-

pore. The Senator's amendment is the
pending business before the Senate.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. HELMS. I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. In the light of ourdiscussion, would the Senator like to askunanimous consent relating to the vacat-

ing of the rolicall?
Mr. HELM. Mr. President, I do ask

unanimous consent that my request f o
the yeas and nays be vacated.

The ACTING PREIDENT pro tem-
pore. Is there objection? The Chair
hears none, and it is so ordered. The pre-vious order for the yeas and nays is va-cated.

Mr. IIELMS Mr. President, in thelight of a tonferenoe with the distin-
guished Senater front MInneota an4others, I am happy to say that I bellev
I am cprect t statung that the 8a.
tin' fram Mimamnia has agreed to ac.0

* * *

S 18368
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* * * cept my amendment, which is cospon-

sored by the distinguished junior Sena-M2mMsxs *Z1I NO. astor from Oklahoma (Mr. BAN'rrLFI).The ACTING PREm T pro tem- Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes, I have Indeed.pore. Under the previous order, the I feel the Senator's amendment has con-Senate will proceed to the consideration siderable merit to It, and as I said toof the amrindment (No. 566) of the Ben- him, we will accept it and work to haveator from North Carolina (Mr. Hzars), it accepted in conference.which the clerk will state. Mr. HELMS. I appreciate that. I do notThe legislative clerk proceeded to read desire to consume the Senate's time un-the amendment necessarily, Mr. President, and if we mayMr. HILK'S amendment (No. 566) is have the understanding that my amend-as follows: ment will be supported vigorously in con-On page , line 11, strike out the quotation ference, that is satisfactory to me, andSmais- I thank the distinguished Senator fromOn page 9, between lines 11 and 12, insert Minnesota,the fouowing new section: Mr. HUMPHY. I assure the Sena-SNc. 116. Paoxr-sr rheUse or Fuserca tor it will be supported vigorously. I amAscabnOe .--Ny ont the funds made avai- not sure the Senator from Minnesota isableto carry outthis part sndiha utoD io always effective, but he is vigorous, andabortions, abortifacient drugs, or device, the we will do our level best. With the wis-.promotion of tbe practice of abortion, or the dom of the distinguished Senator fromsupport of research 6esisned to develop Vermont (Mr. An=K), perhaps we canmethods of abortion, The provisions of this do better.section shal not apply to any funds obhi- Mr. IESM. With such a combination,gated prior to the date of its enactment." we are bound to win.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I Mr. AIKEN. I can assure the Senatorsuggest the absence of a quorum, the time from North Caroina that when the Sen-to be charged equally to both sides. ator from Minnesota gets into confer-The ACTING PRESIDENT pro te.m-. e, he is always vigorous.pore. Without objection, It is so ordered. Mr. HEm. Mr. President, I thank theThe clerk will call the rol. . Senator for yielding. I yield back the re-The legislative clerk proceeded to call mainder of my time.

the roll. Mr. HUMPHREY. I yield back the re-Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask mainder of the time on this sideunanimous consent that the order for the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro teon-quorum call be rescinded. pore. AU time having been yielded back.
The ACTING PRESIDEN'r pro tem- the Questlo4 is on agreing to the amend-pore. Without objection, it Is so ordered. meat of the Senator from North CarolinaMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I fsk (Mr. RIns).

unanimous consent that on all further The amendment was agreed to.
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The Senate then passed S. 2335, 54-42. See 146 Cong. Rec. S18438-518439 (daily

ed., Oct. 2, 1973)

S. 2335 then went to conference with the House. The Conference,

on November 27, 1973, reported out a bill with a different number, S. 1443,

which contained a somewhat modified abortion provision, to wit:

Sec. 114. Limiting Use of Funds for Abortions-
None of the funds made available to carry out this part
shall be used to pay for the performance of abortions
as a method of family planning or to motivate or coerce
any person to practice abortions. (See H. R. Rep. No.
93-664, 4 1973); See also 182 Cong. Rec. 1110156 (daily
ed., Nov. 27, (1973)).

The Report of the conference commented in the following way on the

above provision:

Limiting Use of Funds for Abortions

The Senate Bill prohibited the use of funds in any
manner, directly or indirectly , to pay for abortions,
abortifacient drugs or devices, the promotion of the
practice of abortion, or support of research to develop
methods of abortion.

The House amendment did not contain a compar-
able provision.

The House receded with an amendment prohibiting
the use of funds to pay for performance of abortions or
to motivate or coerce any person to practice abortion.

This provision is not intended to interfere with or
curtail support for preventive maternal and child health
and family planning services and related research which
are provided on a voluntary basis and in accordance with
the prevailing local customs and medical practice and
it is not intended to apply to funds obligated prior to the
date of enactment of this bill. (See H. Rep. No. 93-664,
30-31 (1973); See also 182 Cong. Rec. H10164 (daily
ed. Nov. 27, 1973))

The House was first, on December 4, 1973, to consider and agree

to the Conference Report. Prior to agreement, however, Reps. Roncallo, Hogan

and Abzug addressed the abortion provision. Their comments follow (See 189

Cong. Rec. HZ0551-H10553 (daily ed., Dec. 4, 19733)):
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TrrLi-1 1, UNITED STATES CoD, S55T(O10

Immoral articles; prohibition of im
tion--

(a) All persons are prohibited iro
porting into the United States from an
sign country any ... drug or medicine
article whatever for causing unlawful
tion. No such articles whether Import
arately or contained in packages with
goods entitled to entry, shall be admit
entry; and all such articles and, unl
appears to the satisfaction of the app
ate customs ofcer that the obscene or
prohibited :articles contained in the
age were enclosed therein without the k
edge or consent of the importer,c
agent, or consignee, the entire conte;
the package in which such articles are
tamed, shall be subject to seizure an
feature as hereinafter provided:

TriLE 42, UNrrIED STATES cODE, SECTION

Sic. 300. Project grants and contract
family planning services-Authority o
retary-

(a) The Secretary is authorized to
grants to and enter into contracts with
lic or nonprot private entities to ass
the establishment and operation of v
tary family planning projects.

SEc. 300a(6). Prohibition against fui
programs using abortion as family pla
method-

None of the funds appropriated under
subchapter shall be used in programs
abortion is a method of family plas
July 1, 1944, c. 373, Title X, i100, asI
D*c. 24, 1970, Pub. L. 91-672, I 6(c), 84

lli)G.

I trust that the Helms amendment will
b4 interpreted in the light of the clear
poHliy Congress to respect the rights

k. Mr. of the unborn. The Supreme Court hais
modi- ruled that the States cannot in effect
oreis;n protect the unborn, but the Court in no
ing a way indicated that Congress or the ftaters
eu to hiiAve to appropriate funds for killing the
bn the u.mborn. I also trust that the President
over a will take whatever steps are necessary to
nw ::- see itht the Helms amendment, as en-
xn syitcted, is correcty interpreted so as to
ntce1A p~rsI i the use of Government foreign

I 
:Ia-a fm il vi fr fiblnrtions-.

TV ('iAR 14Mr. Speaker, the confer-
p E snatri i, under Hontfsidmr'ation today,

lv-.- o h v a;" tax nce Act of 1973,
.t , h iion suctin which would

*:]~ p.; f vih gL tfi ; tx [unds to promote
oril m~ hrri';" i

ulxiiiil Tiiihi vie r boy uunardmously adopted
a rn vue:dvr;a iIl:n. to tis bill that was of-

i 'od M ifi ar Jr rrilTais of North
r 

.hi 2imendment would pro-

Ib " e ivr of U7a3. Government funds
iP ! 1t lanr being uaed to pay for

C: GC::1 : 'I.: i , i H d rug or devices,

LA: i :'I fitr m i m vi he price of abortion,
i*n.iP 0 eiIt y ch cto develop methods

V .I.f or l 'fi V
vi fi I 1ffi:.r tCA Lii have subsequently re-

'1 'f pr. d ta om a modlication of this amend-
.. ,ImaScar.l.;. la eamkenmnt reads as follows:

g ag Ifne of t hfund made available to carry
out t hlif part shal be used to pay for the

be si ! .fi'V i'r iman. of aborcogs as a method of
, Hid- &.4 iy planning or to motivate or ooroe any
thing person to practice abortions.
culat- While this amendment Is considorzbly
in the
all be lees specific than that introduced byB en-
ed not ator HELMS, it is clearly another step in
e first demonstrating Congress' opposition to

more the policy of abortion, which is so re-
than pugnant to the American people.

offense As horrible as the Supreme Court de-
cislon permitting abortion was, it did not

1308ssanction the use of tax funds for the
port- puropse of promoting abortion. It was
m im- one thing to permit a practice which
y for- millions of Americans regard as intrin-
or any sically evil, but quite another to finance
abor- it with their dollars. To extend abortion

d sop- to foreign countries through American
other tax money is altogether indefensible.

to Federally financed courses at Wash-ess it
ropri- ington University in Et. Louis, and three
otper other institutions, have been scheduled
pack- to instruct doctors from other countries
nowl- on how to perform abortions in their na-
>wner, tive lands. If the Federal Government
ite of is going to finance schools to teach abor-
con- tion, it might as well go all the way and

d for- start classes in how to commit murder.
This would be very effective in reducing

o population.
ts for U.S. FINANCING COURSES IN ABORTION

f See -- (By Edward W. O'Brien)
WASHINGTON.-The federal government's

make foreign-aid program is financing courses for
pub- doctors from underdeveloped nations at
ist in Washington University and three other insti-
'olun- tutions on how to perform abortions.

The men and women physicians taking
nding the one-month courses are returning home
nning with "modern information about methods

of dealing with the reproduction process, in-
r this cluding instruction about this whole area of
where abortion" Dr. Gerald Winfeld, a foregn-aidsning. official, says.
added About half of the trainees are medical
Stat. school professors or staff physicians at major

teaching hospitals and are expected to pass
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for ii rtilon training. ue s am.Iltb ecom from aou.t 3) nations EnA Africa
and i 'tix A ss ra n p

'AiD xIu" Ix ,a le gal procedure In the Unit-
edppOrto. " i- tothe fanaivza cf ths

Sup. ti court.' he said.
"rorhing over half the women in under-

developod countries live on places there
abortion on demand In legal.

"We are simply meeting a wold-wide need
to improve third medical standards. We wnt
to elevate the reproductive wel-ting of the
human race."

Trainee doctors are being accepted from
countries wheresabortion Is not legal, hesid,
to treat many women who have attempted
self-induced abortions.

The ArlDactivity, in its first year of partial
operation, has trained 60 to 70 foreign
doctors.

Winfield said the program is trying to
reach "the top obstetricians and gynecolo-
gists of the medical schools" in the under-
developed nations.

There currently is no legal bar to the pro-
gram but an amendment introduced by en.
Jesse A. Helms (Rtep.) North Carolina, to
the current bill renewing foreign aid bars
use of foreign-aid money on abortion-related
projects.

If accepted by House conferees, as ap-
pears likely, no money not already obligated

Tould be spent.
An amendment sponsored two years ago

by Sen. hLomas .) gleton (Dam), Mis-
souri, prohibits use of federal money for
abortion In family-planning programs for
Americans within this country but does not
affect foreign aid.

A government source said Washingtonr ni-
versity also has a E301,000 foreign-aid pro-
ect for testing prostgiandin , deraoibed as
an bortion-nducing drug, from 171 to
1974.
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wined said ha assumed Th bOob-Des-

~t t"sti i r y to hilt about the aborto-
rzting IiYr5 15tot44 Irnian crs-

ing ei ot by those calling themselves 34h&
to met."

Unfortunately, the inclusion of this
antiabortion amendment in the Federalassistance bill before us will not termi-
nate thbm existing programs since the
funds have already been authorized.
Wthst it will insure is that the United
States will discontinue the future spend-
ing of tax money to promote abortion in
foreign countries.

In 1967 when Congress amended the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 to pro-
vide funds for family planning it man-
dated the President to insure that per-
sons were not coerced in any manner to
practice "methods of family planning
inconsistent with his or her moral, phllo-
sophical or religious beliefs." This speci-
fic provision appears in Section 291, sub-
section C) of title X of Public Law90-
137 (22 U SC.A. 2219 (c) ).

I tam crt."n that with the approval
of thIs bill the same restriction against
cc rac ik and violations of a pmtons
moa and religious beliefs in regard to
sterilization and birth control apply to
section 104 as well as section 292 of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1973. I am sup-
portng the Foreign Assistance Act of
1973 with this understanding, and the
understanding that neither the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1973 or any other for-
eign assistance act authorize the expen-
diture of public funds for abortions,

Nowhere in past legislation; nor in the
present bill, does Congress allow or
favor, approve or authorize paying for
abortifacients so as to perform or cause
abortions by chemical means, or pay for
training foreign abortionists in this coun-
try or anywhere. The prohibition against
the practice of abortion means an abso-
lute restriction against the U.S. Govern-
ment paying for the destruction of a sin-
gle human person or encouraging such
destruction.

I trust the President will see, upon
passage bf the act, that the foreign as-
sistance program will be so administered
as to protect the rights of the unborn.

I have spoken out repeatedly in this
Chamber on the evils of abortion and
how, since the Supreme Court decision,
we have disregarded the rights of those
who are defenseless, the unborn. I am
pleased today to see Congress once
again, having the opportunity to express
its disapproval of the slaughtering of un-
born babies, as we have done on previ-
ous occasions.

On four separate occasions the House
has had the opportunity to vote. on
amendments to bills that relate to the
question of abortion. On May 31, the
House approved by a vote of 354 to 8 the
Roncallo amendment to the biomedical
research bill prohibiting the experimen-
tation of live human fetuses, or more ac-
curately on live "babies" because the
child is no longer a fetus after it is alve
outside the mother's body. On June 22, asaiar amendment to the National SeI
ence Foundation bill was adopted by a
vote of 288 to 73. On June 21, I offered
an amendment to the Legal serle Car-
pcration Act which was adopted by a

NGRESSIONAL RECORD - HOUSE
vote of 301 to 0$ as amendment by the
Froehlich amendment, which was ac-
cepted by a vote of 319 to 63. These pro-visions prohibited legal assistance fromthe Legal Services Corporation in con-
nection with abortions.

It is unconscIonable that the House
Judiciary Committee continase to refuse
to hold hearings or take any action
whatever on y constitutional amend-
ment House Joint Re oltioan 261, and
thase introduced by other Members.

December 4, 1973

* * *
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can recall, has been so singled out; we
do not attempt to deny freedom of choice
to construction workers, children under
12, people over 60-only to women.

I regret that the section does seem
to place us in the questionable position
of imposing on women abroad a restric-
tion recently overturned by our Supreme
Court and constiutes serious interference
with the internal affairs of other coun-
tries..

Title X, section 291, subsection (c).
states:

In carrying out programs authorized in
this title, the President shall establish rea-
sonable procedures to Insure, whenever fam-
ily-planning assistance from the United
States Is involved, that no individual will
be coerced to practice methods of familyplanning inconsistent with his or her moral,
philosophical, or religious beliefs.

* * * It seems to me that this is quite sum-
dent

/ Ms. ABZUG. Mr. Speaker, I am
distressed by the inclusion in this bill
of section 114 which provides that-

None of the funds made available to ry
out this part shall be used to pay for the
performance of abortions s a method of
family planning or to motivate or coerce any
person to practice abortions.

This provision is unnecessary because
title X, section 291 of the present law
says:

(a) It is the sense of the Oongrei that,
while every nation is and should be free todetermine lis own polices and procedures
with respect to problems of popetst
growth and family planning within its eva
boundaries, nevertheless. voluntary fmfnyplanning programs to prongs individual au.
pies with the knowledge and medical tacii-
ties to plan their family mise In aooma
with their own moral convictions and thelatest medical Information, can make a sub.
stantlal oontribqzttoa to mpeov health,
family stability, greater individual opportu.
nity, economic development, a sucisany offood, and a higher standard of living.

This, it seems to me, states vmr wei
the Intent of our aid, and does not try-
pass upon the right Of nations to decide
their own policies.

Abortion Is one legitimate form of
family planning and in some Countries,
the only available form. It Is in fact legal
for 58 percent of the world's population.
It has always been our policy in providing
aid to other countries to avoid dictating
the preciseform of its me; why do we
now seek to place our own imprimates
upon this bill-and carrying, at that, the
views.of only a vocal minority?

The emotional prohibition of abortion
is a misuse of the legislative process and
of the aid program, It is g a
channel for the frustrations of those who
object to the Supreme C hurt's dec ison,
but It Is not the purpose of legislatIon to
provide such a channel. I tear that this
constant outcry is really a manifestation
of patriarchal chauvinim.

Inherent also in this provislis Is a
blatant ferm at dIsrImbnatian against
wouenui 4 pea tmat we aro a apt-
lag to dey tWe w rn aebed th iwe.
don of choice in family plamjag ta
our own Bspam Covet has ms
se*ai usd M msm in tip -
UTy. N etb' sha a r s bt as 
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The House voted to accept the Conference Report, 210-193. See

189 Cong. Rec. H10554 (daily ed., Dec. 4, 1973)

On December 5, 1973, the Senate, following the lead of the House,

agreed to the Conference Report. Prior to agreement, however, Senators

Helms and Case addressed themselves to the abortion provision (See 190 Cong.

Rec. S21911-S21913 (daily ed., Dec. 5, 1973)):
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Mr. H ELMS. The new language of the
antiabortion amendment has been pre-
viously released to the public by the
House Foreign Affairs Committee be-
cause of the widespread interest in the
topic. Some of my constituents expressed
concern because the language of the
a:mterdment. as it passed the Senate was
modified by the conference. I presume
that the distinguished Senator from
Minnesota has also had constituent
inquIries on the matter. Can the Senator
give assurances to the Senate that, in
his opinion, the language adopted by the
conferees is a tough amendment and one
that -will effectively stop the performance
of abortions as a method of family
pilauslIng with funding authorized in this
blit?

Mr. Uil h EY. That Is correct. It
dI n 1(flf b1 we'er interfere with what

w4'rfi Lan~fv -jaj. ing services and the
{ l : : {I 1r- i ,2 n arily planning.

'1 i-. 1.J' I oderstendandI thank

rI' f ' M. Pr sIdent, as a member
0" ",'21" I . m101'.--2t c'i'erence com-

'(" -' - i 1 ,'V t heForeign Assist-
r! t1 ' t:1 I Iwold i'ke to comment

rI'-m 114 Limiting Use of

fr.lh ---'[ if- f'r ditid in thIs section
1 ri:li t.I u iof AID funds to pay

'21 12 1 flnts for the per-
} nn ch payments

.i-l bP I- d ' -r"' i i I- "( Li Cme countries
1-12 "nr121 ' fiiily planning but the

'o renc'ie corr'mdt cn wished to make
'-1-- 1Jt it did not want U.S. bilateral

so:r.c= ?tfunds to be used by other gov-
or e2fl'PrnmIts to provide financial incentives

for vibiortion as a method of family
pin , 'ig. We wanted also to be sure that
An. would not support programs to
motivate or coerce women to practice
abortion either as a substitute for pre-
ventive measures of family planning or
against individual wishes or conscience.

The Congress, which has strongly sup-
ported family planning and other pro-
grams related to population growth, has
consistently stred that:

No Individual wil be rosd to practsosmethods of family plannig a lent
with his o her moral phiosophical or a-
llgtous belefs.

Seetiou 114 should not be cohiatrrzed as1an attempt to dictate medical groeduz I

to lndivi tal romen :n (' (o-: ' c,.:-
tries or 'C'rn': al rastitr ollow-
ing th r-rev+naig local 'ud -romt d
rnheiau .- : r U'e or t o foreign "oern-

int. T'Ilt r a matter of mli;i and
Personal judgmrnnt whoUv h rv, (cn-
grar:iona'i oa rnrity and nrht. Sin-

li Ir'.' 'e-%-i n;1 ,t doer not affect c' l -
icti ie prc'rans of int'rationrl

*en e r"';nond to Us': lrgu
and i' r ""r'.

>f., tion :1to1- m desi ned to so .rt r
diunalassrchonal set c m

tilr" ontrcl amJ Ii thp amed rt :>rr pra -
titior ":, d s ith o exirs' 'r
lemni of - 'nri ced aborIioni, ar
late -xl'rand v ' arIio _ .1 pr-

resor
Ar .t i.rId faces new sh ::,,a>
foi I. -,snc y and threfr sto of
fertilrrrer -,: otr euta comm ae it

t 7rne:S eVn'; rI'hr re im ) t ic r 'Lr
av:Lb- i'! ,:'.' iit r r,- andt ern t y

Mr Mr. r. :.President, I om--
mend -"< nrte confc'r"s for 44ping
te anti,4iorton Ianagae in ti-!r far--

te n aid hi.0 it w Iti.i 1wifl t t
ate that ro Y.1 to13 rnmY!t t
used T tr and the cr(ern;e
has .I r lii. w Wr'

is tt rtir 'nam tn dmentin rer
wi c 4 ha ''en-'pa" ed by only. 1: - bxd
but evide ihe Hose confere:.
conf elit 'at the Hoxuse would sI port
such lm:igUA ,-.

I itt fl.( rprIed thats aute} t E
case, even -; will be x : Erst
time that Co: h : -x , cord
as a stA i nrIP Ir2- at t i cy , -. r tt O

of frc e:r i i2I fnd ' i for
Jyears prfs, {c n re wcr.k .e{

gre s" tai:: " 1., - F bAID a
taken it 151:r-x in re rr en
form its s 4!Cl.,wn . H. i1.".. .:tr c n ~vr .. c t entoxn 4oo'. 2:1s2was neoi'v' y, - .+

have' it:,.. r
bette

ous, t a i :D . n u t n " E" , ,. .

of tbhre coln 
sc .

statonoft. e ''r t_ n. tir- tI
ildir and c 1t.rm thn ,.7y~

Itself. mTi lor meis w f -
little or no publicity t the foe aton o

th enateD in 4a1roving er' t r t'n
unani.'lylIv , the litr'e 2t 1 +e

homeu-tnia Pmke a " :lii +e +
rmsage ssand to ether sr:; _. en

strongly Ii "e CI"OnrCTess. I know m-

and 'iratilfd by the widcspreadl l:r-
ions oA r, s rnce and sup art ax d

that the r '-;pone will not be for orter
when the "ro"c als for constitute n
amndmnento resr rming the right to life
ccrne up for discussIon

Althourh the language approved by
the Scnrte was modified in conference.
I think that we can all be pleased with
the results. It is now .direct and simple,
and in some respect. stronger than the
original version. It adds direct prohibi-
tions against motivating or coercing any
DarumX to practice abortion, prohibitions

J) m 1);> ; S 21911
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which were not in the original, and which forbidden practices, including the spread I call upon the Administrator of AID

emphasize more emphatically the opposi- . of informaaUional. propaganldstic, or to take such steps immediately.

tion of the Congress to abortion. These other motivational materials in support Finally, Mr. President, I would like to

additional provisions highlightthe moral of abortion. At the very least this will make a comment upon the language in

nature of the problem of abortion, and require negotiation of tight agreements the conference report, namely,

the repugnance with which Congress with international associations and fund- This provision is not intended to interfere

views any attempt to enlarge or expand ing agencies which act as a conduit for with or curtail support for preventive mter-

the practice of abortion. I once again AID funds. There should be no corn- nal and elth ard fai r plni

commend the conferees for their action mingling of funds used for abortions vie on a voluntary basis and in accord-

in adopting language that is bolder and or propaganda programs with funds - ane with the prevailing local customs and

more effective thanbefore. eived directly or indirectly from AID medical practice.

I am also pleased that the conferees Such precautions would scarcely have i raithe careful
phrased the denial of funds for the "per- to be mentioned, except that AID's past This language pre the cae

formance" of abortions. Perforfnance is concern over the efficient use of the funds disTncton c . My amendment stae-
a word which has a very wide latitude of it distributes has been minimal. I cite, mert of October1.h Myonlydmnabortion
interpretation, and includes everything for example, the GAO report on "U.S. and not to contraception. It was never

associated with "performance," including Grant Support of International Planned intended to contraception. of a never
not only physicians' and hospital fees. Parenthood Federation Needs Better nptive nature. The programsof is not dif-
salaries, or expenses, but also associated Oversight," study No. B-173240 ,dated clpt. nature.Thedntio n is not I-
equipr ent and necessities, such as drugs. September 14, 1973. The report sharply frt.ntrepion inpne. Abortion
mndialt intruments and other devices criticizes AID's sloppy and casual han- isprevent no sense preventive; in A A after

ap ,kictesly designed to effect or to assist dling of audit requirements on IPPF is Iasense. That is why the la life after

in aectrLg abortions. grants. As examples, GAO cited: It adoptedby.thatciswhy the lnguae
It is also to be noted that the language Balance sheets and income and cx- admo arteb bth a hmconferees-

speciflcally talks not just about abor- penditure statements were not always eylmates Butlocalrti s amethd fa f am-

tions. but abortions as a method of presented. ical practice differ on preventive math-

family planning. I would think that this Not all reports accounted for IPPF- l S and the conference preventive me it
would include counseling abortions as a granted commodities, and, when corn- ol a the ceene et mk it

method of family planning, as well. After modities were reported, there was no clarhannin ptvntis method ofampil
all, the first step in receiving an aborlOn uniform treatment. planning, tatr to sa cobdnraceupt
would undoubtedly be a counerng sep- Some audits were not made by Inde- with U.S. Government funds. Research,
slon or attending clinics where abortion pendent auditorsdistribun of materials, and clinical
is presented as an acceptable option in Some reports were expressed in local distribution may continue on preventive
family planning. This amendment clear- currency. sport ayct not for abreventive
ly forbids U.S. Governmxent funds from Depreciation was not uniformly methods, atntfr brialn

being used in programs which offer abor- treated. to.work-

tfon counselling. This prohibition is rein- Many audit reports were not timely I hard congratulate my collea s fo wo

forced by the language I have already re- received.' ing sohadotismemntoo
f erred to above; namely, the further pro- These problems can beattributed o res t. I recently wrote to the
hibition against motivating people to IPPF's failure to issue audit guidelines. Mr. Presdnt, Iorecently wre tote

practice abortion. In addition, GAO reported that IPF Parneadinstraorfh iD.ethM rDntiel

The language on motivation is also lacked sufficient qualified central office wathe policy k AID to support and ont

broadly drawn to include both women personnel or any system for periodic courage thekilling of innocent andben
sti rin.t practice abortion upon them- reassessment of programs. These criti- children through abortion. Mr. Parker

selves nd medical practitioners who cisms are serious when it is realized that kindly written back under the date of
mni it sr ctice abortion upon others. IPPF's overall budget increased from a has November 21 and answers succinctly and
rT~Is rues out training programs which mere $30,000 in 1961 to $32.5 million In tN ovebr2indt nwr:ucicl n

have as a principal object the training 1973. About $11.5 million is contributed surep you must grease that it s not

of medical personnel to practice abortion. directly from AID funds. In addition, suArepolicy to support or that It Inot

Such a program for example, is sched- IPPF spends another $7.1 million which killing of innocent unborn cdrenthrough
hto start in January at Washington includes a large chunk of money supplied abortion. It is A.ID.'s policy to conduct a

University n St. Louis, with others at by local AID missions direct support. vigorous program supporting, without any

Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, GAO therefore recommended that the coercion whatsoever, the development of ef-

Western Pennsylvania Hospital in Ptts- Administrator of AID provide for a spe- festive family manning pra i es

burgh, and American University in Beg- cific phased plan for: policy is to attempt as bet we n to help
rut. Each -of these programs is getting Timely submission of accurate and re- to avoid the disastrous worldwide cone-

$250,000 to $300,000 a year. While other liable reports and data from national as- quences of continued unchecked population

techniques are also taught, I think it is socations; growth.

plainly the intention of the Congress to More field reviews, inspection, and re- I want to thank Mr. Parker for his
halt the abortion component of such pro- ports by IPPp central and regional clear and unequivocal statement. It sets
grams immediately an offices; a new course for AID, as is entirely

guage rule s out any clinical testing or Improvements in the extent and qus' proper with the arrival of a new Admin-

experimentation on human beings which ity of independent audits of associations istrator in the job. In conjunction with

has the effect of aborting or expelling programs and management; and the language adopted in the conference,

the fetus. Whether such abortions are More effective evaluation anrd port- It sets forth new guidelines against which

accomplished by Pill or injection or sur- ing by IPPF's central office to AID. to measure AID's activity in this field.

gery. they fall within the ambit of the In view of the fact that AID has been . Mr. Parker, in the rest of his letter, em-

prohibition against the performance of a major proponent of abortion and abor- phasizes the great need for the lack of

abortions. As I pointed out on October 1 ton-related activities, I think that it is coercion and the emphasis on voluntari-

there is a wide range of testing underway indispensable tha this list of recom- ness in such programs. It is a statement

paid for with AID funds, with experi- mendations be further broadened to in- with which I could not agree more. The

mients being tried both ipon U.S. citizens elude effective and practical controls to slightest suspicion that the United

in this country and upon foreign citi- make sure that nse of AZL'sfunds find States was imposing its own views or the

bens abroad.this abortion activity their way into IPPFs abort on activities, views of international groups on popula-

should cease. In the same way,v'eenie t should be tion growth on the recipients of foreign

I think it is icument upon AID to negotiated with the U.iL Population aid would definitely be counterproduc-

take steps as soon as this bill becomes law ound for similar audits to prevent the tive. That is one reason why I offered my

to prevent the use of yU.. Government c img lblof U$. fonds Iwirabortion ate Ith ofd pcerIft werfund

funds from beingused for any of the activites.

S 21912
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:end large population firoups
n i the governments approve, u e will
workiml aeainst our best interests
ro1d Such funding implies tacit ap

- .::iand we should not take sides one
a ' the other.

TI t is the reason why my original
and the language of the con-

; s version also, would only restrict
me use of U.S. Government funds under

the act for abortion. It would not put any
:-rrictions whatsoever upon the pro-

ramrCs of foreign governments and inter
national organizations which fund abor-

on programs from other sources. Nei-
ther version would dictate what practices
in other countries should be. But just as
other countries should not be coerced
to follow our values. so, too, U.S. taxpay-
ers should not be coerced, under the law,
to pay taxes to finance abortions. Since
there is no effective way to make taxes
voluntary, the only solution is to prevent
the use of taxpayers' funds from being
used for abortions.

Thus, the new language is in accord
with the original policy set for AID in
title X. As I have said before, I doubt that
anyone who voted for title X originally
would have considered that the concept
of "family planning" would be perverted
to include the killing of innocent unborn
children through abortion.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the letter from Mr. Daniel
Parker be printed in the REcORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the REconD,
as follows:

DrParMxT or STATm, AaEscY OR
INTEtrNATONAL DEvELOPMEMT,

Washington, D.C., November 21, 1973.
Hon JrssE HELMs,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEaa SENATOR HELMS: We have your letter
postmarked November 9 which unfortunately
was not received by us until November 15.
We do apologize but this accounts for our
delay in responding.

Your letter raises an extremely serious and
complicated subject. I would like first to
answer your short and direct question in a
short and direct way.

Surely you must realize that It Is not
A ID.'s policy to support or encourage the
killing of innocent unborn children through
abortion. It Is A.ID.'s policy to conduct a
vigorous program supporting, without any
coercion whatsoever, the development of ef-
fective family planning programs in less de-
veloped countries. The purpose of our policy
is to attempt, as best we can, to help to avoid
the disastrous worldwide consequences of
continued unchecked population growth.

Title X of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961. as amended, expresses the sense of

omeress that . . . . . every nation is and
Fh'ud be free to determine its own policies

r 

e procedures with respect to problems of

"'":: uorn growth and family planning
11.3own boundaries, . . ." That prnci-
Vtrmed a ba. policy directive which

Vied our family planning efforts. We
lmted to provide, within the words

voluntary family planning
t1 provide individual copies with

'P k ""r 1eal' and medical faelltIss to plan
'' r "i~iv 517' in ac cordance with their

' nrt' etons and the latest rIedi-

The 11"'!on of ahorton has arisen before
n e ii omer of occaslons during Oonree-
'tfl r1 nao0det ion of the Title X program.

lb'r" tf ,re. ( has chosen to ocmtinus

NGRISSIONAL RECORD -SENATE
the authori7atlon after careful review with-
out any restrictive provision attempting to
dictate what practices in other countries
should be

A.D. believes the policy direction orig-
inally set for it in Title X is a wise and proper
one. We are acutely aware of the widely diver-
gent viewpoints in this country on the diffi-
cult and sensitive family planning Iscie
Practices in other countries reflect a similar
diversity. That is to be expected on matters
which are so closely related to the customs
and morals of different peoples and of so
uniquely personal a nature. We believe that
such subjects should be left to each coun-
try in which family planning programs are
undertaken.

Sincerely,
Dasrru PaxE.

* * *

S 21913
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The Senate then agreed to the Conference version by a vote of 44-41.

See 190 Cong. Rec. S21924 (daily ed., Dec. 5, 1973).

On December 17, 1973, President Nixon signed into law S. 1443,

the Foreign Assistance Act of 1973. See P. L. 93-189; 87 Stat 714. The Act

included, at Sec. 2(2) "Sec. 114" the abortion provision as reported out of Con-

ference.

The Fetal Research Ban Included in the National Science

Foundation Authorization Act, 1974

On June 22, 1973, during consideration of H. R. 8510, a bill auth-

orizing appropriations for activities of the National Science Foundation, Rep.

Roncallo submitted the following amendment:

No funds-

(1) authorized to be appropriated under the Act
to the National Science Foundation for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1974, or

(2) heretofore appropriated to the National
Science Foundation and remaining available to it for
obligation and expenditure, may be used to conduct or
support research in the United States or abroad on a
human fetus which is outside the womb of its mother
and which has a beating heart. (See 98 Cong. Rec.
H5181-H 5182(daily ed., June 22, 1973)).

Earlier, during debate on H. R. 8510, Reps. Murphy and Hogan rose

to support the anticipated Roncallo amendment. Their comments follow. See

98 Cong. Rec. H5172-H5174 (daily ed., June 22, 1973).
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Mr. MURPHY of Illinois. Mr. Chair-
man, I rise in support of the Roncallo
amendment forbidding the National
Science Foundation to use appropriated
funds to conduct or support live fetus re-
search.

This is not a complicated amendment,
Its intent is clear. I merely wish legisla-
tion was not necessary to prevent experi-
mentation on fetuses with beating hearts.
We have received numerous assurances
from Government agencies that such ex-
perimentation is not "policy"; however,
I believe some guarantee is in order.

I realize the advantages for medical
research if fetal experimentation is en-
couraged or merely sanctioned. Authori-
ties assure us that tests run on fetuses
will provide valuable data on cell devel-
opment and the likelihood of birth de-
fects.

Each of us have seen and some of us
have personally known the heartbreak
of birth defects. We are, therefore,
tempted to opt for answers to these
problems which threaten normal infant
growth. It would be so easy to close our
collective eyes to experimentation behind
closed doors of operating rooms and
research centers.

I would only remind my fellow col.,
leagues of the high price we would pay
for our ignorance. What guidelines for
performing the tests would be followed?
Would the guidelines be realistic and,
above all, humane?

If we provide Federal dollars to experi-
ment on human fetuses, are we then will-
ing to accept responsibility for prolong-
ing the life of the human fetus several
days until conclusive results can be
gained from the testing. And if scien-
tific studies on human fetuses are con-
doned, how soon before we approve such
studies in other helpless members of
our society?1

The Roncallo amendment gives us an
opportunity to confront the issue of fetal
experimentation and accept our respon-
sibilities to those unable to speak for
themselves. I, therefore, urge its accept-
ance by this body.

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment being offered
by my esteemed colleague from New
York (Mr. RowcALLo,) which would pro-
hibit authorization of funds for testing
on a living infant outside of the mother's
womb.

All of us have been making, I think, a
serious mistake when we refer to "ex-
perimentation on live fetuses." We are
trapping ourselves in the same "semantic
gymnastics" that the antilife movement
has used so successfully in the past.

Dorland's medical dictionary defines
"fetus" as, "The unborn offspring-the
developing young in the uterus-which
becomes an infant when it is completely
outside the body of the mother, even
before the cord is cut." The Latin word,
"fetus" simply does not connote to the
general public the same humanity as
does the word "infant." It is medically
correct, I am told, to refer to this kind
of experimentation, therefore, as "ex-
perimentation on live infants," rather
than on live fetuses.

I command the gentleman from New
York for his efforts to stop this kind of
experimentation. I was extremely pleased
3 weeks ago when the House approved a
similar amendment offered by the gen-
tleman from New York to the Biomedical
Research Fellowship, Tralneeship, and
Training Act by a vote of 354 to 9.

I firmly believe that it is imperative
that Congress take every opportunity to
express its conviction that human life,
before and after birth, has value and
must be protected. I am hopeful that
Congress will eventually approve my con-
stitutional amendment to overturn the
Supreme Court's decision that legalized
abortion everywhere in the country up
to the day of birth. Meanwhile, we must
take every opportunity to stop the attack
on the value and dignity of each human
being.

The House has overwhelmingly denied
the National Institutes of Health any
funds for research of this type. It seems
only reasonable that we approve this
amendment today to make sure that no
Federal funds are used by or through the
National Science Foundation for that
purpose.

Now that the Supreme Court has
singled out one group of human beings ashaving no value, it is not hard to imagine
what the future might hold in store ifwe do not stand up and reassert the right
of every human being to life.

I support this amendment and I urge
my colleagues to adopt it.
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Below is the remaining House colloquy concerning the Roncallo

amendment. The colloquy began. immediately following the reading of the

Roncallo amendment. See 98 Cong. Rec. H5182-H5185 (daily ed., June 22,

1 973).
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IKAZ G MI CI r, III'e

m~ li .s iI..Vc: t :':W;. w nto another
is, nroi o oder u.ncid nile VII, 214,

Tl.., is an authorlnaition bill and not
an aoroprlat.ion bill, and I believe that
this amendment is , therefore, not in
order r.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman
from New York wish to be heard on the
point of order?

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. Yes,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, the amendment ad-
dresses itself to the funds which have
not been already expended, which are
appropriated in the funds for the future
which will be appropriated. I believe,
therefore, it is in order and it is a cor-
rect amendment.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. HANLEY). The
point of order is purely one of germane-
ness, in the opinion of the Chair, and
cannot be sustained. The amendment is a
restriction on the use of funds available
to the Science Foundation. The amend-
ment does not appropriate any such
funds. The Chair overrules the point of
order.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from New York.

(Mr. RONCALLO of New York asked
and was given permission to revise and
extend his remarks.)

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. Mr.
Chairman, once again I rise to ask my
colleagues to insure that appropriated
funds will not be used to perform vivi-
section on live human fetuses. Just 3
weeks ago, the House declared unequivo-
cally its opposition to this sort of ac-
tivity by passing a similar amendment
to the Biomedical Research Bill by aa
354-9 vote. That amendment applied
only to HEW. The National Science
Foundation is another of the Govern-
ment agencies which is intimately con-
cerned with research on human beings.

One of their publications shows esti-
mated fiscal year 1973 obligations for
basic and applied research in the life
sciences totaling over $90 million. Any
of these funds could be used for live fetus
research in the absence of statutory re-
strictions.

The breakdown in the report on the
bill before the House today is not suffi-
ciently detailed to indicate just how
much will be used in the next year for
research on human beings, but let us
take a look at what we do find; $61 mil-
lion are authorized for biological sci-
ences Among other objectives of this
program we find the following:

A ri t:n g r Tnd'r:.sc4ta .ci 'ng of biological
'LIIsu uau ... te.
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. o t bjeCLIves a of the $9.5 mil-
, I snti ar1n biologic; al program Is
"Admai. g our knowledge of genetic
iplhy !IijoILe and behavioral adaptation
of hurn.1 I i brings." The Cooperative Scd-
one f program provides $3.8 million for
bulirJ. a research and exchange pro-
grams with 16 foreign countries. The au-
thorizatLon for fiscal year 1974 plus prior
year funds still available allows for a
$5 million special foreign currency pro-
gram with eight more countries.

Let me dwell for a minute on why I
am so concerned with our overseas pro-
grams. A few week ago I told you the
story of a British doctor coming here
to do live fetus research in Washington,
D.C. It was claimed on the floor that
NIH was not funding this type of re-
search. I can state here categorically
that this claim is not true. Just last sum-
mer Dr. Peter A. J. Adam of Case West-
ern Reserve University in Cleveland
went to Helsinki. Supported by NIH
funds, he and three Finnish researchers
performed some of the most abominable
experiments on live human fetuses that
I have ever heard of.

Let me quote to you the description
printed in the June 8 Medical World
News:

To produce those data, the investigators
severed the heads of 12 prevable fetuses ob-
tained by abdominal hysterotomy at 12 to
20 weeks' gestation. The heads were then
perfused through the internal carotid ar-
teries.

Can you believe this, Mr. Chairman?
It is the making of a new Frankenstein.
These people cut the heads off living hu-
man fetuses while they still had a heart-
beat and stuck them up on tubes. All this
to find out if some sugar substitute called
BOHB could serve as a human energy
source.

Dr. Adam says that legal considera-
tions and the principles of informed con-
sent are irrelevant. He asks, and I quote:

Whose right are we going to protect when
we've already decided the fetus won't live?

He has already answered his own ques-
tion. If the fetus won't live, then it is liv-
ing now. I am not talking about abor-
tion, I am not here concerned with how
they got this fetus. What I am con-
cerned with is that we have a human
life, existing independently with a beat-
ing heart, worthy of our protection.
Whose right are we going to protect?
The short life of this independent hu-
man being and also the right of society
to be free from vivisection of its own
living kind.

I would like to emphasize to my col-
leagues, as I did the last time, that
this amendment will in no way restrict
experimental theraputic procedures de-
signed with the hope of preserving and
protecting the individual human life in-
volved. I commend this type of experi-
mentation and note that much of the

same sort ( :
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wUil ':n introduced in the eInte.
WI:e: : y are enacted, agn cy - -
agency a mendnments such as this, v.'1 no
longer be necessary. Until thein, the log-
islative business of this body unt go on,
and I intend to see that we have a chance
to sp this sort of appalling research ev-
ery time funds which could be subverted
for that purpose are authorized or appro-
priated.

NIH was funding live fetus research,
despite their claims to the contrary. That
is why I am not interested in what Na-
tional Science Foundation's policy is,
either past, present, or future. I am con-
cerned about what congressional policy
is. I am concerned about the stocks of
living or preserved organisms maintained
with NSF funds. I am concerned about
overseas programs conducted where hu-
man life is held less dearly than here in
the United States, and I am concerned
about the ethical future of the human
race. I hope that the House will pass this
amendment and once again go over-
whelmingly on record against live fetus
research.

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Chair-
man, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yield
to the gentleman from Texas.

Mr. TEAGUE of TeLs. Mr. Chair-
man, so far as this side of the aisle is
concerned we accept the amendment of-
fered by the gentleman.

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. Mr.
Chairman, I thank the gentleman from
Texas.

Mr. GUYER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yield
to the gentleman from Ohio.

(Mr. GUYER asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. GUYER. Mr. Chairman, I respect-
fully join my colleague, Mr. RONcALLO
of New York in his splendid second-ef-
fort to further reverence, esteem and
protect the sanctity and dignity of hu-
man life.

There are few things more degrading
than the crass cheapening and callous
mistreatment of that divine endowment
which only God can give, and only God
should take away-precious, human life.

In these days of unparalleled change,
unbelievable exploration of i.taJ. ,cas.
and space in days of wor and race,
plenty and want, rise and faill of powers.
ascension of new sco-we and teO;-
nology, and copious intov,tioy ito
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and ba.! e1 us "a little lower than
thi anvee Iach life has been endowed
with the promise of the articulate speech,
the creative mind, the enduring per-
sonaty, and the imperishable soul.

Our Creator will indeed be glorified
ad fl mankind macnifled by what we do
here in the measure by which we edify
and reverence His gifts of human's life.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from New York has expired.

Mr. GUYER. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that the gentleman
be allowed yD proceed for 1 additional
minute

Ms. ABZUG and Mr. ECKHARDT ob-
jec ted.

Ms. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.

We as Members of Congress obviously
have differences of opinion but I find it
very difficult as a woman to stand in this
House and find that every time we seek
to put through important legislation,
amendments which are not really ger-
mane, though they may have been ruled
to be so, are brought into bills which
most Members of the House support. If
we really want to discuss this particular
issue, I will address myself to one aspect
which is entirely different from that
which has been projected.

There are in this country millions of
women who have had and continue to
have micarr'.ages Perhaps, if we are
able to look at another side of the issue,
we can investigate how we can really
prer.erve life so there would not be mis-
carrages and there would not be fetuses
outside the womb of the mother. Then
perhaps Weeould really be able to deal
with the question of the "right to life" in
proper terms

A.that this amendment does is to
shackle scientific progress.

The mention of the word "fetus" is
somehow or other a signal or a code
word for everybody to stand up, every
man and some women in this House, to
say that we must vote in the way an
emotional appeal indicates rather than
on th btsis of a rtional analysis and a
:'gitat uve approach. To me, this is very

I have no objection to people express-
ing their own personal views, be they
soini political, religious, or moral: and
I ro'p'ct tjlim flut. I make an appeal to
this House now, having witnessed the
ermotionalismr last night which will de-
priye poor people of their tundamental
(N)r ttutl(nal right to legal services
without dicriminacics--I make an ap-s
oeal that if we want to discuM this par-I

titular issue in itself, a way should be
nOund to have a rational discussion at

a ratoial time. We should not abuse the
leritative process by seeking to attach
to this piece of legislation an issue which
, really irrelevant and nongermane. We
hnuld not seek merely to inflame and

im.ason people instead of seeking to
enact legislation of benefit to all hu-
m:,nity and mankind.

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
v. : the ;gentlewoman yield?

Ms ABZUG. I yield to the chairman
of the committee, the gentleman from
Texas.-%

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
as far as we know, this amendment has
no application to the National Science
Foundation. Perhaps it does to the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, but as far as
we know in the committee, it has no
application to the National Science
Foundation.

That was the reason we agreed to ac-
cept the amendment.

Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentlewoman yield?

Ms. ABZUG. I yield to the gentleman
from Texas (Mr. ECKIARDT).

Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, the
gentlewoman's remarks are very well
taken. It seems to me that we are getting
an attitude that all our scientists are
devoted to some mad experiments such
as are described here on the floor and
attributed to some foreign scientists.
American scientists are depicted as so
many Frankensteins busily engaged in
vivisection and monstermaking.

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that
when we deny any experimentation, even
on a nonviable fetus, we are not respect-
ing human life; we are depriving our-
selves of medical research which does
not endanger any human being and may
well save the lives of many mothers and
their babies in the future.

Mr. Chairman, it strikes me that this
type of amendment at this point and
without further committee considera-
tion is, as the gentlewoman from New
York says, completely inadequate treat-
ment of a serious question. It is to dem-
agogue upon an issue which is ex-
tremely important and should be con-
sidered fully and separately and apart
from a bill of the type now before this
House.

Mr. Chairman, I compliment the
gentlewoman from New York on her
statement.

Mr. OBRIEN. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. O'BRIEN. I yield to the gentleman
from New York (Mr. RONCALLO).

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. Mr.
Chairman, I want to thank the chair-t
man of this committee for accepting
the amendment.

The reason why I put the amendment
in was because the National Institutes of1
Health used the precise language that I
the chairman did, saying that "nsofar asr
we know" no funds were being used forr
experimentation on live fetuses. As I t
said a few minutes ago, they didn't know l
quite enough about their own operations, i
because an Asercan researcher using t

H 5183
NIH funds in Finland was cutting the
heads off of live fetuses in Finland as
late as last summer.

In addition to any active research
which might be supported by National
Science Foundation funds without our
knowledge, I question the source of the
stockpiles of living and preserved or-
ganisms, organs, and tissues funded by
NSF. If any of these stocks came from
live human fetuses, I believe my amend-
ment would apply, as such stockpiles
would certainly be in "support" of the
research we would prohibit.

I am sure that the chairman has good
intentions and probably knows of no oc-
casion where NSF funds are used for ex-
perimentation on live fetuses. I would
like to preclude the possibility of such
use by the passage of this amendment.

(Mr. O'BRIEN asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Chairman, I wish to
add my voice to those of my colleagues
who support this amendment to H.R.
8510 to forbid the use of National Science
Foundation funds to conduct or support
live fetus research either in the United
States or overseas.

A recent front-page article in the
Washington Post pointed out that as
things now stand American scientists
can and do utilize Federal funds to con-
duct research on live fetuses both at
home and abroad.

This is an activity that is repugnant
to millions of Americans and one which
I feel should not be supported with tax-
payers' dollars.

The House recently acted to prohibit
the use of Federal funds appropriated
to HEW to support research on human
fetuses existing outside their mother
with a beating heart.

The amendment now offered would ex-
tend that ban to research supported by
the National Science Foundation.

In light of the Supreme Court decision
earlier this year striking down State
limitations on abortions and greatly in-
creasing this practice in the United
States, I believe it is of the utmost im-
portance that we act quickly to assure
that live human fetuses not be used as
"guinea pigs" for scientific experimenta-
tion.

Mr. FLOWERS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.

Mr. Chairman, I have two points. First
of all, unusual as it may sound, I would
like to associate myself with the remarks
of the gentlewoman from New York (Ms.
Azzuo).

I take it as an insult to me, in a way
as a member of this subcommittee and as
a member of this committee, that an
amendment such as this would be offered
to this legislation. We had extensive
hearings.

Our subcommittee chairman, the gen-
tleman from Georgia (Mr. DAvs); the
full committee chairman, the gentleman
from Texas, (Mr. TrAaUr); and every
member of our subcommittee and com-
mittee that I have any knowledge of as
to their philosophy of government and of
life itself, would feel sympathetic on the
esue of life or death and human rights,
o the general thrust of the amendment.

All
11,
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iut. Mr. Chairman, we had extensive
S h':~rrn on ithis station. Nowhere in

' rinu, at any time, was any
thoui:htgiven or any suggestion of a
thought made that anything like this was
going on with National Science Founda-
tion grants. The gentleman who offered
the amendment to my knowledge was
never present in our committee room.
There was never anyone who ever sug-
gested, by Innuendo or direct testimony,
that there was any kind of experimenta-
tion of the sort mentioned in his state-
ment under the auspices of the NSF.

We might as well pass an amendment,
Mr. Chairman, that would preclude ex-
perimental activity on human life itself,
not just on the human fetus, as some-
thing of the nature of this amendment.

I know it is purely argumentative for
me to make these statements. This
amendment will probably carry over-
whelmingly, and that is all right, for I
do not object to it but there is absolutely
no point in it. I believe we should be
more careful as we legislate here in the
House.

Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. FLOWERS. I yield to my friend
from Texas.

Mr. PICKLE. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
I believe the gentlewoman from New

York has made a timely and appropriate
observation. There will come a time when
we will debate this issue. It ought not be
on legislation of this kind.

During the past 2 weeks, there seems
to be some sort of fetus fad developing.
Everybody wants to trot out one of these
amendments on whatever legislation is
up. This is not the time for it. Whatever
the merits might be on either side of the
issue, here is one voice which says we
ought to be more careful as we approach
this matter, and we ought to put a stop
to this kind of advocacy. Al of bus have
already voted on this issue several times.
There is no need for this amendment
here.
Mr. FLOWERS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. MILFORD. Mr. Charman,.will the

gentleman yield.
Mr. FLOWERS. I yield to the gentle-

man from Texas.
Mr. MILFORD. I thank the gentleman

for yielding.
I should like to say, along with the

gentleman, that I wish to associate my-
selfkwith the gentlewoman from New
York.

Last night a statement was made on
this floor by an attorney who said that
those who are not attorneys should not
deal with attorney matters. T do not
exactly agree with the gentleman, but
I certainly would respect his expertise.
I am a scientist. I spent my adult life as
a scientist. Until 2 years ago, when I
announced for this office, I was actively
working as a scientist.

Let me assure every Member here that
our ethics in the field of science and
scientific research are every bit as good
as those in laswsor in any other profession.
Furthermore, the sole purpose of the
scientist is to seek truth. It is done under
careful supervision, under careful Fed-
eral and State laws. Research must go

on in this field. This demagogic amend-
ment is an insult to the scientist and
could be extremely damaging to scientific
research. Any destructive research on a
live fetus, capable of surviving until birth,
is clearly illegal in any State. Every Mem-
ber of this House knows that. is a fact.
Therefore, every Member knows full well
that this amendment is purely and sim-
ply a demagogic move. On behalf of the
scientists of this Nation, I ask this body
to reject this amendment.

Mr. FLOWERS. I thank the gentle-
man.

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman;'will
the gentleman yield?

Mr. FLOWERS. I yield to the gentle-
man from Missouri.

Mr. SYMINOTON. I thank the gentle-
man for yielding.

I do not suppose the gentleman is a
doctor?

Mr. FLOWERS. Not this one.
Mr. SYMINOTON. This gentleman is

not. I suspect there are a good many
ladies and gentlemen here who are not.

As a lawyer, I do not feel qualified re-
motely to know what kinds of tests might
be made on a living fetus with respect to
heart beat, weight, size, the flow of blood,
the presence of a malignancy, or any
other examinations, however cursory,
that might portend some new break-
through in the fight against infant
death, ilness or disease.

I am wondering if the proponents of
this amendment are suggesting that in
no way should the medical profession
concern itself, for purposes of learning
more about living things and the manner
in which life itself can be protected, by
dealing in a sensitive, tender and decent
fashion with an emergent fetus. It seems
to me this amendment on its face betrays
a disregard for life. And if its author has
such reverence f or life why would be
write into any law that the only thing
one can do with a fetus is to ignore or
dispose of it, absolutely prohibiting
treatment which might be interpreted as
"research." Can the proponents of this
amendment reassure me that this is not
so?

Mr. FLOWERS. I thank the gentleman
and concur in his statement.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
tleman from Alabama has expired.

(By unanimous consent, Mr. FLow-
ass was allowed to proceed for 1 addi-
tional minute.)

Mr. FLOWERS. Mr. Chairman, I have
one other point that I wish to make,
and this is really the reason I was stand-
ing here when this other question arose.

I support this legislation very strong,
ly, Mr. Chairman. However, as one Mem-
ber from the provinces, some might say,
I want to serve notice on the National
Science Foundation that when future re-
quests come. before this committee on
which I serve, I am going to expect more
national application in the grants that
they make to oversee.

I am concerned, Mr. Chairman, that
we are becoming a nation of specialists in
only certain areas of this country, and
that the National Science Foundation, in
directing these grants to colleges and
universities and experts in whatever field
it might be around the Nation, have not

used a suffcient amount of geographical
dispersion, we might say, so that we will
have in the United States a widespreal
opportunity in these important research
and development programs.

To be specific, Mr. Chairman, I want
to see more grants and contracts made
to colleges and universities and indi-
viduals located in the South and South-
west of our great Nation.

(Mr. FLOWERS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)
a MZWDMZMT 05730 T Ma. MALLARD TO THE

airZ]suiT 072 3B MR. RONCAL ?or
5(w TO

Mr. MALLARY. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. MALLAar to the

amendment offered by Mr. RoNcALLo of New
York: At the.end of the amendment strike
out the following language "on a human fe-
tus which Is outside the womb of Its mother

and which has a beating heart.'
And insert in lieu thereof the following:

"on a living human being which research is
in any way prejudical to its health or sur-
vival".

(Mr. MALLARY asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks. )

Mr. MALLARY. Mr. Chairman, in
looking at this amendment, I find that
it is in approximately the same terms as
the amendment offered last week when
we voted upon it. I think the Members
will find that the definition of a "fetus"
is unborn mammalian young. Therefore,
we have a contradiction in terms which
exists In the wording of the amendment
which has been offered. We are talking
about a fetus which is outside the uterus
and, therefore, the amendment is not in
concord with the definition of "fetus."

Therefore, we get into a question
where, I believe, the courts would have a
great deal of difficulty in construing the
legislative intent, whether we are deal-
ing with viable fetuses or w(Aether we
are dealing with human beings of any
particular age.

Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, the
amendment does not deal with the sub-
ject of whether, in fact, the research
we are prohibiting is in any way harm-
ful or prejudicial to the life or health of
that particular human being.

I have no desire to support or encour-
age any kind of prejudicial, damaging
experimentation on any human being,
and I think the purposes which the gen-
tleman from New York (Mr. RONCALLO)
is attempting to serve in this amendment
are desirable. All I am attempting to do
in this amendment is to clean it up and
make sure that no prejudicial experi-
ments or research will occur. I also wish
to make sure that there is nothing in it
that would in any way restrain appropri-
ate experimentation that would be de-
sirable and perhaps assist in the devel-
opment of life saving or life extending
drugs or procedures.

Mr. FROEHLICH. Mr. Chairman. will
the gentleman from Vermont (Mr.
MALLARY yield?

Mr. MALLARY. I yield to the gentle-
man from Wisconsin 'Mr F r'ticiO.

Mr. FROEHLICH. Mr. Chairma. most
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," A YNo, they could not.
in n beins and there.

d -r t at -. m'ndment, experimen-
dd ot occur on them

I' ; Mr. Chairman. I move to
e the 1;t word

T,. MOSS asked and was given per-
,n to rse and extend his re-

li k

\t cMOS - Mr. Chairman, I believe
p Potion we find ourselves in at this

mjomhent illustrates a lack of wisdom
t nlttepin& to legislate in this fashion

on .msue which is certainly emotional,
bsct use I believe that the amendment
to the 'Imendment erects a very effective

to almo:t any kind of new applica-
t.ui of medical knowledge.

I believe it could stop some of the
1i promismui methods of treating ill-

sa mal:cnancies, strokes, and heart
disease. I believe it. is the absolute ulti-
mite of the ridiculous. I think it is
- cotkin- and offensive that thoughtful
Mnibrs of a body as great as this
1hould so (idiv and unknowingly propose

hounre which could create such great
i 

crave mischief. I think it is time

h-t we start looking at what we are do-
w and stop worrying about every last

vat in every last precinct at home, be-ae that is the motivation. This is not
I'i place to conduct your campaign;
ts t . not the place for pure, unmitigated
demnuo:irery, and that is precisely what
we are seeing committed here this after-

,oni Stop and think.
Well, the gentleman says there is a

ii marwneue here, but let me say to thecerillman that in my district there will
tr many who take violent exception to
::at I say At least my conscience does

not revolt against what I do, and I would
I ! her have mine than his.'r YATES Will the gentleman yield?

M r MOSS I yield to the gentleman.
Mr YATES. I read in a magazine re-

centtv about a series of experiments be-
og done on certain prisonei-s with their
consent. They were being injected with
yerms for the purpose of 'ascertaining
new truths about a certain disease which
would be helpful to future generations
of human beings Would not that kind ofsperiment be barred under the terms

the amendment of the gentleman from
Vormont?

Mr. MOSS. Let me make it more per-
onal In 1967 I suffered an arterial oc-

clu.on and had medicine been barred
irom any but that which was proven, I

is ell n ot be here. And I am not the
,n". Mfmber of this body who can call

forth such experiences.
I tell you this is an offense against

han aii life and against intelligence. It
s a shocking thing that is being pro-

posed, and I hope the House will have the
courage to turn it down.

Mr T EAGUE of Texas. Mr. Chairman,
I ask unanimous consent that all debate
on this amendment and all amendment
thereto conclude in 5 minutes.

g'IIA tiRM AN. Is there objection to
!!- reuest of the gentleman from

'iihre wasnoobjection.
Mr. FROEHLICII. Mr. Chairman, I

rove to strike the last word.
Mcr Chairman. we can avoid amend-

ments on this subject, on abortion. on
aid to North Vietnam on each authoriza.-
tion bill that goes through here in a re-
lated area if the committees in charge
of these bills would have hearings and
would report the bills on these subjects
that are not getting attention by the
respective committee. The Judiciary
Committee. Subcommittee No. 4. is not
doing anything on the issue of abortion.
Abortion bills are sitting there locked up
and probably will be for the rest of this
session. The gentleman from New York
has offered bills making it, a criminal act
to deal with experimentation on fetuses.
I do not know what committee that bill
is in, but it is not getting a hearing.

Mr. EDWARDS of California. Will the
gentleman yield 9

Mr. FROEHLICH. I yield to the gen-
tleman.

Mr. EDWARDS of California. I believe
the gentleman serves on the Committee
on the Judiciary.

Mr. FROEHLICH. But not Subcom-
mittee No. 4.

Mr. EDWARDS of California. Right. I
understand he has been to a number of
Judiciary Committee meetings in which
I am sitting across the room and I am
chairman of the subcommittee to which
these various amendments have been as-
signed. Is that correct?

Mr. FROEHLICH. That is correct.
Mr. EDWARDS of California. This is

the first time the gentleman ever looked
me in the eye or ever spoke to me on the
subject. Is that correct?

Mr. FROEHLICH. I have not spoken to
you.

Mr. EDWARDS of California. How can
the gentleman come to the floor of the
House with a complaint that a measure is
not receiving attention when. he has
never even brought it to the attention of
the chairman of the subcommittee?

Mr. FROEHLICH. Has the chairman
of Subcommittee No. 4 any intention of
having hearings in this session on the
issue of abortion?

Mr. EDWARDS of California. I think
it is very interesting the gentleman com-
plains bitterly about no attention and
then on the floor of the House, without
any notice whatsoever, weeks and weeks
into the session he asks questions in front
of the whole world are we going to have
sessions or are we to have hearings.

Mr. FROEHLICH. Does the gentleman
have any intention of having any hear-
ings on the issue of abortion, the issue
that the gentleman has not addressed
himself to?

Mr. EDWARDS of California. I think
the gentleman from Wisconsin should
make an appointment with the members
of the committee, and talk about it.

Mr. KEATINO. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. FROEHLICH. I yield to the gentle-
man from Ohio.

'Mr. KEATINC asked and was given
permission to revise and etend hb
remarks.)

.11 l\ING . Mr ('l Tfim n, I r1w
5)o'lr I TI aridnrm.ti o1 rId byI.e

F'ent rrnsfrn I Nvew't'kNTMr. rarN-
CAittr4 end LI fi h N > X I VIme
wih the mrrmatk., 01 t;; 4"semn frm
Noew York, and the rer -
rm >ifro:Ii Wisconsi Mr.I J aI

M r. lOEIHLICH. Mr C hciumTaCn, one
morr comment. It is ai/ing diat where

we deal with the subject , l abortion or
experimentation on live fetuses that te
are dealing with an emotiona issue, but
when we deal with the 'joniting in Cam-
brodia we are not dealing with an ermo-
tional issue. My, how the standards
change.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentle-
man from Vermont (Mr. MALLARY) to
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from New York (Mr. RONCALLO).

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Chairman, a
parliamentary inquiry.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state his parliamentary inquiry.

Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Chairman,
would the Clerk read the text of the
amendment to the amendment, sothat
we know what we are voting on?

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,
the Clerk will reread the amendment to
the amendment.

There was no objection.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. MALIARY to the

amendment offered by Mr. RONCALLO of New
York: At the end of the amendment, strike
out the following language. on a human fe-
tus which is outside the womb of its mother
and which has a beating heart.", and insert
in lieu thereof the following: on a living
human being which research is in any way
prejudicial to its health or survival."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Vermont (Mr. MALLARY) to the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from New York (Mr. RONCALLO).

The amendment to the amendment
was rejected.
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Following the defeat of the Mallory amendment which would have

modiied Rep. Roncallo's amendment, Rep. Roncallo moved for a vote on the

issue of accepting his amendment. The amendment was adopted by a vote of

288-73, 98 Cong. Rec. 15185-H5186 (daily ed., June 22, 1973).

The House then proceeded to pass H.R. 8510, with the Roncallo

amendment added thereto, by a vote of 364-6. See 98 Cong. Rec. H5186-H5187

(daily ed., June 22, 1973).

The Senate, on June 29, 1973, took up consideration of H. R. 8510

and completely rewrote the bill. The rewritten Senate version did not include

the Roncallo amendment nor anything similar thereto. See 103 Cong. Rec.

S12458-S12460 (daily ed., June 29, 1973). Following Senate passage of H.R.

8510, the House asked fora conference, see 107 Cong. Rec. H5934 (daily ed.,

July 11, 1973), to which the Senate agreed. See 109 Cong. Rec. S13426 (daily

ed., ,July 13, 1973).

The Conference reported out H. R. 8510 with the Roncallo Amendment

intact as section 10. See H.R. Rep. 93-408, 4 (1973); See also 119 Cong.

Rec. H6763 (daily ed., July 26, 1973). The Conference Report alluded to this

provision thusly:

Section 10
Section 10 is identical to Section 9 of the House

bill. It provides that no funds authorized under this Act
or by previous acts may be used to conduct or support
research in this country or abroad on a living human
fetus outside the mother's womb. (See H.R. Rep. 93-408
at 8; 119 Cong. Rec. at H6764 (daily ed., July 26,. 1973)).

Without commenting substantially on the fetal research ban, the Senate

accepted the Conference Report on July 27, 1973. See 120 Cong. Rec. S14868-

S14870 (daily ed., July 27, 1973). In a similar fashion, the House accepted

the Conference Report on August 3, 1973. See 126 Cong. Rec., pt. II, H7440-

H7443 (daily ed., Aug. 3, 1973). The President signed H. R. 8510, captioned
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Na t ionai Science Foundation Authorization Act, 1974, and including the

nca11o amendment as Sec. 10, on August 16, 1973, See P. L. 93-96.
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Legislation Considered But Not Yet Passed

Not all affirmative abortion-related action by

Session resulted in signed law. Remaining for considers

session in 1974 are bills which have received some for

would (1) prohibit research on living fetuses, (2) proh

medicaid funds to pay for abortions, (3) prohibit Lega]

attorneys from engaging in certain abortion litigation an

personnel, and institutions who are recipients of federal r
funds, from being required, on the basis of this aid, to

sterilizations. Each of the above pieces of pending legislat

Fetal Research Ban Included in National Biomed

Fellowship, Traineeship, and Training Ac

On May 31, 1973, during consideration of H.R

as noted in the heading to this part, Rep. Roncallo su

amendment:

(b) The Secretary may not conduct or support re
United States or abroad on a human fetus which iuterus of its mother and which has a beating heaRec. H4167 (daily ed., May 31, 1973))

The following debate on the amendment then occurred.

H4167-H4174 (daily ed., May 31, 1973):

the 93d Congress, 1st

action during the second

m of action and which

ibit the use of federal

I Services Corporation

id (4) prohibit medical

medicare and medicaid

perform abortions or

ion is reviewed below.

ical Research,
ct of 1973

7724, a bill entitled

bmitted the following

search in the
.s outside the
rt (82 Cong

See 82 Cong Rec.
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n :1 after 'nIf c1
i t a ' ro,: not coenutc't or

: t tel Stes or
Sheun ' u:1. ot51which i otaide

t:,' t; i~t.. mother and which has' a
tatslog t1ea..t'

(Mr. ROINCALLO of New York askedand was given p i0:-rton to revise and
ex'ni his remarP:.

Mr. RONCALLOcd New York. Mr.
Speaker, this amendment would do noth-
ing more than spell out in precise terms
the sense of the committee report, which
states on page 12:

The Committee feels that present standardsof ethical conduct make research on living
fetuses unethical.

I commend the committee for making
this determination and for including in
its bill a section regarding limitations on
research. Indeed this is the subject of
H.R. 7850 which I presently have pend-
ing before the committee and which
would ban the use of any appropriated
funds by any agency for live fetus re-
search. H.R. 6849, which I later reintro-
duced with 24 cosponsors would make
such activities a Federal crime if the re-
search itself or the institution in which
it takes place is federally funded. This
bill is before the Judiciary Committee.

The committee restriction in the re-
ported bill would ban research in viola-
tion of ethical standards adopted by NIH
and NIMH. I applaud this as far as it
goes, for who would want to see HEW use
funds for research declared unethical by
those institutes? My amendment would
in no way change or replace the com-
mittee's language. Rather it adds an ad-
ditional paragraph specifically restricting
the use of funds for live fetus research.
The committee says it understands thatit is the current position of NIH not to
fund these activities. However, when the
NIH Deputy Director for Science, Dr.
Robert Berliner, made such a statements
to the press, the Scientific Director of
NIH's National Institute for Child Healthand Human Development was not so
sure. Dr. Charles U. Lowe was quoted by
the Washington Post as saying, "Youknow we are dealing with 14,000 grants,"and "we are not insofar as we know',
financing any such research.a

"Insofar as we know," Mr. Speaker, t"Insofar as we know"f If the top officials
dealing with fetal research at NIH dis- eagree or are not sure what their policy tis, maybe it is about time Congress told k
them what it should be. Congress is ac- Scused, and I am sorry to say, justly so, ofa
forever abdicating its responsibility for 8setting policy to the executive branch.
Time and again we vote to let the Presi-
dent or his Cabinet officers decide things. tToday we would let NIH decide if funds
are to be spent on live fetus research. It u
is our responsibility to legislate and their eCduty to execute our policies.

If itisourpolicynotto allow HEW toconduct or support this type of research. ilet us say just that. Let us take back the Rreins right here where they belong, In aCongress. My amendment takes back tethose reins. is

R VSS ONAL RECORD - H
:,,pt an antiabortion bill. W

re ot cotnerned here with how this li
hiiuan i'tiux gets to the operating tab
All we say is, if I cannot live, let me d
in ?ewae. Do not cut tissue samples whi
I still have a heartbeat; do not stick tub
in me; do not artificially prolong my 1i
when the decision has already been mad
that I cannot survive Just to watch whi
happens, only to shut off the machi
when we are done and watch me die. N
matter how we feel about the abortion
issue, no matter when we believe i
starts, we can all agree that this fetu
no longer connected to its mother's lii
support system, existing independentl
with a beating heart, is a human life.
human baby if you will, however fleetin
its time on earth. It is a human life en
titled to the same dignity as any other
human life. If we can get upset about
vivisection on dogs, can we not be Just a
concerned about vivisection on humans
What would be the next step, vivisectio
of our terminally ill or our handicapped

Second, the amendment would not i
any way restrict the use of experimenta
therapeutic procedures in an attemp
to save the life of the fetus, to allow it t
develop into a mature viable infant. A
good case in point is an attempt by th
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia tc
save the life of moribund newborn in
fants with respiratory distress syndrom
using an experimental lung substitut
machine. Improvement In early trials wa
only temporary, but encouraging results
and valuable data were obtained. Is ii
not much better to gain knowledge this
way, in an attempt to save the infant?

Lest you think "it can't happen here,"it has happened here, right here in our
Nation's Capital at George Washington
Hospital where a British doctor continu-
ed his overseas research in this country.
Although I am told this research was not
federally funded, the next case might
be. If the British, the Scandinavians or
other Europeans want to do this on their
own soil, I still think It Is wrong, but
we can make it as difficult as possible for
anyone to doit here in the United States.

Mr. Speaker, HEW's fiscal year 1973estimated obligations for basic and ap-
plied research in the life sciences totalover 1V4 billion dollars. Now we want to

yive them more than 200 million dollarsadditional.
As a human being, I am revolted at the

hought that we might have reached the
ra of "1984" where we lower ourselves
o performing vivisection on our ownind. If my colleagues share my revul-
ion, I hope they will see fit to pass this
amendment.

Mr. J. WILLIAM STANTON. Mr.
speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yieldo the gentleman from Ohio.
(Mr. J. WILLIAM STANTON asked

nd was given permission to revise andtend his remarks.)
Mr. J. WILLIAM STANTON. Mr.

peker, I would like to compliment
h gnteman from New York (Mr.

WCuALW), who is now In the well, on hismiudmeuit. I think It eprewes the In-
nt of the committee, but I think the
gua Propmosed by the gentleman

OUSE7
ie from N' ' k M ' : Ii s
ve tar, iot tondue t" ' :'(,[' " r nar:h
le. in the Unth d . ta'e" r r arnaad J o. hu-
lie man fets whcr'h is out ' te ; m.n b of
Ile its moher and wind chl'veo wth a
es b :te g '1 , a' t." i m id eel ' ad
fe again I cer t anliy atw i to t'go. e 'u n' .;e ,
le ger.tll'.man from New York or
at this tncndmrent. We were rmoe nsane of
ie this situation when we read in thee Wash-
o ington Post of a test being conirtel

in and there were denials and at a rentsfe that it would not be done in the future
s, But certainly it is the prtrog at. ,e Cd
fe the gentleman to offer such lang cag,
y and I certainly back the gentlema100
a percent in support of the right of the
g gentleman to offer this amendment.

Aga n, I compliment the gentleman
r from New York.
it Mr. DENHOLM. Mr. Speaker, will the
s gentleman yield?
? Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yield
n to the gentleman from South Dakota.
? Mr. DENHOLM. Mr. Speaker, I thank
n the gentleman from New York for yield-
a Ing to me. I commend you for the intia-
t tive in proposing the amendment to' re-o strict medical research on aborted fetus
A specimens to that same ethical standard
e acceptable to all medical research. I un-

derstand that the intent and purpose of
- your amendment seeks to do no more.
e Certainly, that cannot be wrong.
e Medical research has resulted in greats benefits to all of us in the control of

diseases and human affliction.
t The issue of abortion, as we now know

it, cannot be a license for the over en-
thusiastic experimentation of research
by any person. If that exists as a fact-
it must be stopped. If it is contemplated
by the nationale of science-it cannot
be permitted. I cannot condone the bar-
baric behavior of the 18th and 19th cen-
tury and I will not passively concede to
wrong in the alleged practices of "right."

The argument and reasoning that tolimit experimental research on the life
of a delivered, living fetus to that bo-
medical research equal to other human
beings is to acknowledge wrong in all
other substandard conduct of profes-
sional medical ethics is without merit.
That line of argument is no more con-
vincing than an antibank robbery statute
should make legal all other crimes.

Mr. Speaker, I urge the committee to
accept the amendment and abreast ofthat-the amendment should be adopted
as an expression of this representative
and legislative body of the people in a
cause that is human, just, and right.

I thank the gentleman from New York(Mr. RoxcALo) for yielding. I urge the
adoption of the amendment and I askunanimous consent to revise and extend
my remarks at this point in the Rzcoaw.

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. That iscorrect.
Mr. DENHOLM. Mr. Speaker, I com-

mend the gentleman.
(Mr. DENHOLM asked and was givenpermission to revise and extend his re-marks at this point in the Racoan.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Speaker, willthe gentleman yield?

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yieldto the gentleman from Illinois.
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I, k :, a ; 4t!iii; tiiiW 'Pie P ciillc tceltthh
r itx nita-

n n

o oA s rn" P cxd by the
C'Lts on Inters rt and P'reign
Ccua.2rce, settlon C' 1 . culd forbid the
Sotcretary of Health, iEdiucction, and We-
fare to conduct or support rcearh
which violates any ethical standard re-
specting research adopted by the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, the National
Institute of Mental Health, or their re-
spective re.farcb institutes.

As much as I approve the intent of this
language, I find it lacking in precision.
It would permit the directors of these
institutes to define "any ethial standard
respecting research."

The committee, in its report, states
that it intends by this phrase to prevent
experimentation on live fetuses. I intend
to say that, also. Hence, I support the
amendment proposed by my colleague,
the gentleman from New York (Mr.
Rowcax.xo).

This amendment would add a para-
graph which would clarify the intent.

Honest and sincere persons can have
differences about when life begins, either
at conception or at some later time. We
should, however, be able to agree that a.
fetus which has been removed from a
mother's womb and which has a heart
beat is entitled to the equal protection
of our l~iws.

I urge that this House make its lan-
guage precise and its intent clear by
means of the amendment by the gentle-
man from New York.

(Mr. ERLENBORN asked and was
given permission to revise and extend his
remr ks, )

Mr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. RONCALIO of New York. I yield
to the gentleman from New York.

Mr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, I also
want to compliment the gentleman for
bringing this amendment to the floor.
I think it is an important amendment
and certainly in keeping with the
philosophy that we are hearing lately
that the Congress should take some re-

.sponsibility and stand up and draw
some guidelines. I believe the argument
that we should leave this to the whim
tf the people who draw the regula-
tions-whoever they are-in NIH,
would be a very weak argument in an
area this sensitive.

I am fully in support of the gentle-
man's amendment.

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. Mr.
Speaker, I thank the gentleman.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yield
to the gentleman from New York.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I, too,
thank the gentleman. I -want to asso-
ciate myself with the remarks of Mr.
RoNCALLO, in bringing this amendment,
to our attention. I think it is one of the
most important we will have to con-
sider in a long, long while.

'incl2 ut1'Ties ago, Mr.
ni: uut research on living

s; .; ;,n o n right here in Washing-
ti, .C. T .rerrch in question is
woi' k being carriorn on by Dr. Geoffrey
C arunrlii.in .of King College Hospital
in London. The rmsarch began in Eng8-
land but is l g concluded here at the
George Washington University Medical
School.

This experimentation, through which
none of the living fetuses connected to
the artificial placenta survived more
than 5 hours and 3 minutes, raises some
Important ethical and legal questions
that merit serious deliberation now.

The human fetuses used in these ex-
periments are alive, what are their
rights? Since they are incapable of giv-
ing their consent to their use as experi-
mental subjects, who can morally and
legally give consent for them-their
mothers, their fathers, both parents, the
State, perhaps no one. What if the par-
ents are minors?

One of the living human fetuses used
by Dr. Chamberlain was taken from a
14-year-old girl. Is this type of human
experimentation morally licit and legal?
I do not think it is.

I strongly urge support of this amend-
ment.

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I thank
the gentleman.

Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yield
to the gentleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. HEINZ. Mr. Speaker, I want to
commend the gentleman for bringing
this amendment to this body. I should
like to say that in my opinion it is a very
important step toward rejecting the
utilitarian view of mankind that disre-
gards the intrinsic values of human ex-
istence. Instead, the amendment ac-
knowledges and protects the conviction
that human life is unique and precious.
and that it is to be celebrated, not
derogated.

I urge the acceptance of the amend-
ment.

Mr. CAREY of New York. Mr. Speaker,
will the gentleman yield?

Mr. RONCALLO of New York. I yield
to the gentleman from New York.

Mr. CAREY of New York. Mr. Speaker,
I, too, want to commend the gentleman
for making explicit what congressional
policy will be in this area. I do want to
say that one greatly admires the doctors
working in the Child Health Institute,
and the other institutions at NIH. We
want to make clear that the policy of
doctors working there, as well as the
technicians and policy people at NIH, is
exactly in accordance with the gentle-
man's language.

I believe that of any place in the en-
tire world, the NIH is the greatest source
of hope and compassion, especially for
children's diseases-leukemia, and many
blood .and immunology-related diseases.
NIH frequently is the sole hope of many
parents that their son's or daughter's
crippling childhood disease will be cured.
I know the gentleman will agree that
NIH policy, as evidenced by the type and
philosophy of medicine practiced out
there, is not such that we should have to
convince them this should be policy;

there Ls a - wIth suc a
it prtxet C.y o nta

As a mr51 r ,r fact, the :h j y

position wiss ckr in ti.t aret -
tainlry we are, not in isvor of
f e u is w .a pxr ' r mt .

to sw. Cei Cru irite number c. h.
Mr, aC2:. I thir'k thec

of the -er Brnt is approc I
a ait it, ut I tinkit conveystet .e
of t L C nyres, of every indivii l,,reI
I am sure, and across the Nat cn, who
has any compassion in any wary that we
should not ceperimnt with fetuset.

I would like to tell the Houce thi: If
we start putting in amendments for ex-
ample, like this, we would have to put
many more in. We have said the NIH
has already said they do not think this
is ethical, and we have said our thinking
is that it Is not ethical. In reading the
bill, It says:

The Secretary may not conduct or support
research in the United State or abroad which
violates any ethical standard respecting re-
search adopted by the National Institutes of
Health, the National Institute of Mntet
Health, or their respective research institutes.

NIH is definitely against this research,
and the sense of it, but if we start amend-
ing this, theer are many other areas of
research that they support and which
we have not mentioned in the bill.

There has been unethical research
time and again in these other areas: Hu-
man beings in whom the brain has been
destroyed and the body kept alive, for
example. The institutes have said this
is not ethical. There were times when
drugs have been given to people without
permission. The National Institutes of
Health have said this is not ethical.
There are many more examples. I am
against them and many persons in the
Chamber are against it. The National
Institutes of Health have said all these
are unethical, so let us not start naming
just one. If we do we will have to name
them all before we are through. So let us
not pick out one. I am against it and I
know many Members of the House are
against it. So let us not single out just
one. Many of these other examples are
not making headlines but the national
institutes have said they are uethc.al
and should not be done. We have said
so in our legislation, and not just for
one but for all of them.

Miss JORDAN. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gen-
tlewoman from Texas.

Miss JORDAN. Mr. Speaker, I am in-
terested in the proviso that human ex-
periments have the protection of the
force and effect of the law. As I read the
paragraph of the bill the gentleman re-
ferred to, and then heard his reference
to the National Institutes of Health, all
we have is a determination of policy and
policy is something that can change as
the board of directors change. How can
we be sure we will not have a repeat of
the Tuskegee experiment on humans?

Mr. STAGGERS. We had that experi-
ment and hundreds of others, and, as the
gentlewoman knows, some have not been
ethical, they should not be and shall not
be continued. We have put that in this
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Iiof. I 0is rd that it

) icht and I. IWe
l7t( C1 d--1fetnums, and on
, his have bee n estroyed

N? too it is full; the gen-
t t at this proviso would

- h TttSkTLe te2nnd an3'
;~ r'nts. to prevent that

:en though the language the
cen m' cites has not the full force

and ec. t of law.
Mr. STAG>GERS. The Secretary is di-

r't d -it vs "may not"-and this is
Lh' sin, nr to continue or support re-
sei' rch of a.y kind which is unethical. It
r, ckild be at tolation of the statute.

Mr. MA 7.TLI. Mr. Speaker, I move to
strike the last word.

Mr. Speaker, I hesitate to take the well
today on an issue involving a commit-
tee on which I do not have the privilege
of sitting, but I think this is a matter of
great moment to every Member of the
House and to all people who have a re-
spect for human life.

I listened with great care to the dis-
tinguished chairman of the committee,
the gentleman from West Virginia, who
says that the report contains a clear
statement of the congressional intent. He
also says there is no intent on the part
of the National Institutes of Health, the
NIH, to change present policy which is
to respect human life and not derogate
it.

But if the chairman will bear with me
a moment. I had great concern when I
read two articles in April written by Mr.
Victor Cohn in the Washington Post. I
put these in the REcORD and wrote let-
ters to NIH authorities asking for a clear
and unequivocal statement from them
as to whether it is NIH policy and posi-
tion not to perform experiments on nor
to finance performance of experiments
on live human aborted fetuses.

Mr. Speaker, I have tried In two or
three series of letters with NIH, which
includes one from Dr. Sherman, the Act-
ing Director of NIH,, to get straight,
honest answers from them. But I do not
think they are willing to let us know
specically what their position is.

The letter I just received yesterday
from Dr. Sherman contains a list of in-
divduals whose names I will insert in
the Rxcosn by permission of the Chair,
who comprise a committee which is
studying the whole proposition of human
b oredical experimentation and research

h would include that done on prison-
ers. ins' ltuonai ised persons, children,
the develoing fetus, and the aborted
fetus.

I am satisfied that, at this time. NIH
does not have an absolutely clear state-
ment of policy on this issue. It could well
be that this type of experimentation,
which I conceive to be very dsrespectful
of life and absolutely appalling, might, in
fact, be conducted with Federal funds.

It seems to me, Mr. Spe
amendment as proposed
mar from New York (
does in fact bring to a h
r,:1med1ately, this kind of
montation, it seems to m
good amendment.

The material referred

Dr RosrsT W. BERLINER,
Drpu lDirector for Scienc
Nai nal Institutes of Hea
Bethesda, Md.

DrEa D. BERLINER: I am
in the strongest terms po
over the recent publicity
Federal funds may have bh
port of research involving li

Aside from my personal T
a practice is disrespectful a
morally repugnant, my pol
tell me that such a use of
wholly unacceptable to a
American taxpayers.

The statement published
ington Post on April 15, 11
that no present or foresee
would justify N.I.H. supp
search, does not completel

I would like to see an
statement from N.I.H., tot
form of support for research
ture-involving live fetuses.

Your careful consideration
will be greatly appreciated

With best wishes andz
Sincerely,

RouaNo I
Memb

D. Gwato D. LAVcu,
Director, National Institute

and Human Developmn
atitutes of Health, Bet

Diaa Da. LaVcK: I am w
in the strongest terms po
over the recent publicity
Federal funds may have bee
of research involving live h

Aside from my personal f
a practice is disrespectful a
morally repugnant, my pol
tell me that such a use of
wholly unacceptable to a
American taxpayers.

The statement published
ton Post on April 15, 19
that no present or forseeas
would justify N.I.H. supp
search, does not complete

I would like to see an
statement from N.I.., tot
form of support for researc
ture-involving live fetuses

Your careful onsideratis
will be greatly appreciated.

With best wishes and zgs
Sincerely,

Roxawo
Mewsl

Nanowas, Iertrrs
Bet heda,)

Hon. Rtowro L. MiASiox,
Howse of Representattes
Washington, D.C.

DaS It. MutozLx: Dr.
NIH Deputy Director forI
Gerald LaVeck, Drector, N
at Child Health and Hum
have asked that I respond
to the letters addressed to t
1972. Your ommunicatal
deep concern over the pos
might be engaged in reser
aborted hunan fetuses.

First, let me sure 7

mn of this request

1rds.

L. Mszzozi,
ber of Congress.

or HEALTH,
(4., May9,1973.

Robert Berliner,
Science, and Dr.
national Institute
ian Development

n their behalf
them on Aprl 27,

exposed your
ability that NIH
ch Involving live

a that the NIB

MAY 23, 19'73.
Josew F. Ssmasw, Ph. D.
Acting Director, Department of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare, Public Health Serv-
ice, National Institutes of Health.
Bethesda, Md.

Des Di. Ssxaaw: This is in further ref-
erenceto your letter of May 9, 1973.

I desire the names and addresses of the
members of the committee which was set up
by the N.I.H. last December to study guide-
lines and policies on research on human sub-
jects to include research on human fetuses.

It is my intention to contact these indi-
viduals to express my views on this subject.

In further reference to this matter, I am
enclosing copies of articles which appeared
in the Washington Poet of April 10 and April
13, 1973. In these articles, Dr. Kurt Hirsch-
horn states that American scientists are go-
ing abroad to conduct research on aborted
human fetues at N.I.H. expense.

i tr t "" " ^ R i~ ' i R~ r . try! ^m"{' q{ rryjtppr Vnn; Q a"t

H 41f9

aker, that if the does not finance or conduct research on live
by the gentle- aborted human fetuses.

Mr. RONCALLO) In carrying out our basic mission t , i-
ialtnow toayprove the health of the nation, the NIH con-

slt n xrty ducts and supports a major portion of the
possible experi- biomedical research in this country. All
ne his is a very research conducted or supported by NI1

involving human subjects is performed un-
to follows: der guidelines which require the protection
APRIL 27, 1973. of the rights and welfare of the subjects, the

weighing of the risks of such activity against
its benefits and assurance of informed con-

lth, sent from the subject. We agree to finance
such procedures only when we are assured

writing to express, by a panel of experts that the particular
salble, my alarm study is necessary, and that it holds promise

suggesting that of substantial benefit to mankind. We re-
een used in sup- quire that the local expert panel know the
ve human fetuses. circumstances under which the research is
eelings that such to he done. We also require that the judg-
f human life and ment as to the appropriateness of the re-
itical perceptions search be made by persons other than the
public monies is scientist who plans it. Our final decision to
vast majority of support such research involves our judgment

of its scientific merit &nd full consideration
d in the Wash- for the ethical issues it presents.
973, to the effect Since our present guidelines for research
ble circumstances with human subjects were adopted in 19686,
art for such re- necessary and life-saving research activities
y satisfy me. have grown increasingly complex giving rise

outright policy to new and unexpected ethical issues. For
ally banning any example, it was during this period that re-
h--present or fu- ports began to be received of research upon

live human fetuses performed in certain Eu-
in of this request ropean countries.1. In December 1972, the NIH set up a com-
regards. mittee to make a comprehensive review of

existing guidelines and policies on the- pro-
L. MAEROLI, tection of human subjects taking into ac-
er of Congress. count any problems which might be foreseen

from new areas of biomedical investigation
Ana, 27, 1973. which offer hope for improving health. As a

part of this review, we are focusing special
of Child Health attention on the meaning of "informed con-

ent, National In- sent" in subjects such as prisoners, institu-
hesda, Md. tionalized patients, children, the developing
writing to express, fetus and the aborted fetus.
esible, my alarm The committee has made no recommenda-

suggesting that tion as yet. You may be assured that before
n used in support any revised or new policies are finally rec-
uman fetuses. ommended or adopted on any of the many is-eelings that such sues related to research with human subjects
f human life and opportunity will be given for public com-
itical perceptions ment. We are convinced that this approach
public monies Is to the problems of fetal research, as well as
vast majority of the many other sensitive current questions

about the use of human subjects will lead to
in the Washing- responsible, humane and defensible policy

73, to the effect ocuon
ble circumstances '
ort for such re- We deeply appreciate your interest and

sly satisfy me. be most happy to provide further
Information.

outright policy sincely your
ally banning any Joxse F. SKUMaW, Ph. D.,h-present or fu- Acting Director.
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t lf not. can you

W~ 25, ,.3.

/1

p rns t r-tour

.' v!w ofPo tcie
"n 1ic ,>its .~ .1,7 h i . ubLe aSi i loior,-

ta. HI.arch. The 9is the group which wS

iaerson: In nmt May 0 1 t9er to vou as being
c' age. l'n a comen H enru've review of exist-
tn gud'lingr and :)[t' a orn the protection
o. hum n s Mectt In rsearch. The group is
focuinit particular attention on the ques-
tsin asrtrour:dll.O te u,- of subjects such
as pr-toners. nistatonlr:.atze'Ie patients,. chil-
de the tvelopnu fetus and the aborted
fet~a.-

,o i.siat the Study C oo a staff paper on
the us'blct of feal ree.rch is being de-
velO r by Dr. Crslriea U. Lowe, Scientific
Director, National Institute of Child Health
and iunma^ Developmrent, National Insti-
tutes of iHssltn. intesda, Maryland 20014.
Dr. Lowe's staff paper and recommendations
will be presented to the Study Group about
July first. After review in draft by the
Study Group and before approval by the
NIr Director all recommendations for new
or mindedd guidelines will be made avail-
sble for public comment, and of course your
oornmmnta will be welcomed and given care-
ful attention.

in your letter, inquiry was made as to the
truth of certain published statements to the
effect that American scientists are going
abroad to conduct research on human fetuses
at NFE expene.

During the week of April 10 we conducted
a search of files on a current NIH grants
and contracts and verlled that there is no
evidence that research involving the use of
live aoored hunan fetuses is being con-
ducted wit NI support. It is possible that
individuals who are or have been grantees
of Niti might have carried out such re-
search though we are not aware of it. In
any case NIH is not supporting and has not
krowingly supported research with live
aborted human fetuses. -

If we can provide additional information,
please let us know.

Sincerely yours,
Jom P. SSazssass Ph. D.,

Acting Director.

Sruor Group soRvr w o Porcrs o
POsCoTI'rro or HuMa.N ,Susrs cs Bio-

Dr. Ronald W. Lamont-Havers, Chairman,
Dtput Director, National Institute of Aeth-
run. ,1 tabcolsrn. and Digestive Diseases, Na-
tianal irsttute8 of Health, 9000 Rockville
Pike. Bet.esdia. Maryland 20014.

Mr. Seymour Breas, Executive Secretary,
Dvision of fsearn Grants, National Insti-
tutes of Health, Westwood Bldg., 5333 West-
bard Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016.

Dr. Thomas Chalmers, Director, Clinical
Center, National Institutes of Health.

or
Dr. Roger Black, Associate Director, Clini-

cal Center, National Institutes of Health
90) Rockvlle Pike, Bethesda, Maryland
2001 4

Dr. Cai Douglass, Deputy Director, Divi-
sion Research Grants. National Institutes of
Health. Westwood Bldg. 5338 Wetbard Ave-
nue, Washington, D C. 20016.

if Miss Mary Mwtaniry Assistant to the D-
rfct;r Vor hegilatory Affairs, Food and Drug
Ai atr~raso::. (BLD-SI'. Parkawn Bldg.,

o A y L m Ls, tRhckvtle. Maryland 20852.
Sr. j !. gel, Ofmce of the General

Ccm l. Crl c . of the Secretary, Parklawn
0M.500 l 'ers Lane, Rockvlle, Maryland

r Muray Gold:tein, Associate Director
?..t. rograms, National Institute

i:cgzcl&1 Diseswes and Stroke. National
n ute ol Hrimith. 9000 Rockvlle Pike, Be-
tlanid, HIS yland 20014.

be.. Leon Jacobs, A.'sociate Director for
CxolairsaHiSe E.sCearch, Omce of the DI-
rector, Nauone.l Institutes of Health, 9000
.oc vUle Pke. Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

Dr. Carl Leventhal, Assistant to the Dep-
uty Director for Science, OOffe of the Di-
rector, National Institutes of Health, 9000
Rockvlle Pike. Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

Dr. Charles McCarthy, Omce of Legislative
Analysis, OMce of the Director, National In-
stitutes of Health, 9000 Rockville Pike, Be-
thesda, Maryland 20014.

Dr. Richard B. Stephenson, Training OS-
cer,.Otlce of the Director, National Institutes
of Health, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,
Maryland 20014.

Mr. David Kefauver, Assistant Director for
Extramural Programs, National Institute of
Mental Health, Parkawn Bldg., 500 Fishers
Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20852.

Dr. Prances O. Kelsey, Scentftc Investi-
gations Staff. Pood and Drug Administra-
tion, Parklawn Bldg., 5800 Fishers LAne, Rook-
ville, Maryland 20852.

Dr. Franklin Neva, Chief, Laboratory of
Parasitic Diseases, National Institute of Al-
lergy and Infectious Diseases, National In-
stitutes of Health, 9000 Rockvlle Pike. Be-
thesda, Maryland 20014.

Nese 7OR a Toai Psoxtsrrzo Acamns'r R-
saascu INvoLvING' Lrvs HrMaN Frusxsa
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, apparently In

response to the glare of publicity, the Na-
tional Institutes of Health has recently pro-
mulgated a policy statement Indicating that
it knows of no circumstances which would
justify NIH support for research involving a
live human fetus.

I would like to contend that this state-
ment is wholly inadequate since It clearly
leaves the door wide open for the future
discovery of circumstances, which in NIH's
opinion might justify such morally repugnant
research.

It is my personal opinion-and also y
reading of public sentiment-that there can
be no circumstances which would justify
the use of public moneys in support of prac-
tices so disrespectful of human life. Nor, do
I feel that such research should even receive
verbal support from a public agency.

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, I want to call
upon my colleagues in the Congress to join
me in requesting that the National Institutes
of Health adopt a policy of absolute prohibi-
tion against any form of support for research
involving live human fetuses.

Additionally, I insert in the Rucono the
following two articles by Mr. Vctor Cohn,
which appeared In the Washington Post on
April 10, 1973 and April 13, 1973, respectively:

NIH CONsDRINo Ehiscs-Lvs-rmus

Rzassswc DKarr'
(By Victor Cohn)

The possibility of using newly-delivered
human fetuses--products of abortions-ftr
medical research before they die is being
strenuously debated by federal health off-
cials.

So is the question of whether or not federal
funds ought to be used to support such re-
search In a country where abortion is con-
sidered immoral by millions.

A proposal to permit such studies was rec-

,1 .:i ., -.. _ -H--H

H 
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ommended to the National Inostltusn
Health 13 months ago, it was dacioaed s-
terday by a doctors' newsp:pr OH -C
(Obstetrician-Gynecoingstst New-

Offcials at NTH. prime source -f I r -
American research laboratories, dtr" : . -
terday on whether the recomnmendatir..
at least temporary bcom"NII pc..

But they agreed that NIli Is
the ethics of the matter afresh in the i:ght
last year's revelation of an Alabarn o..4- il
study in which the human subjects were
neither informed about their disease ncr
treated for it.

They also agreed that most scientists feel
that It is both moral and important to health
progress to use some intact, livmn g :es-
fetuses too young and too smal: to jive for
any amount of time-for medical study.

Most such scientists would apparently
agree with the recommendations of still an-
other NIH advisory body-made in Septem~-
ber, 1971, but again not disclosed until yes-
terday-that a fetus used in research must
meet at least two out of three crteria:.(')
it be no older than 20 weeks: (2) no more
than 500 grams (1.1 pounds) in weight: 4,nO
(3) no longer than 25 centmeters (,.
inches) from crown to heel.

Such tiny infants if delivered intact may
often live for an hour or so with beatLng
heart after abortion.

They cannot live longer without aid, pri-
maily because their lungs are stil une-
panded. But artificial aid-fresh blood and
fresh oxygen--might keep them alve for
three or four hours.

Scientists in Great Britain and several.
other countries are regularly doing studies
in this way, medical sources said yesterday

British scientists generally work under g
set of strict though unofficIal guidelines a
last year by a government commission :_L.ret'
to end what virtually everyone agreed was
an abuse-obtaining months-o d fetumea for
research and keeping them alive for up to
three or four days.

Before permitting research on fetus;
the British commission, a hoepit-al r .-
committee must satisfy Itself "tnat e o'
quired information cannot be obtained ir
any other way."

This is often the case, one well-kosn
genetics researcher, Dr. Kurt Kirschanorn of
New York's Mount Sinai Hospital and Ml&d-
cal School, said in an interview yesterday
Indeed, he added, some U.S. scientists arr
going to Sweden or Japan or other c . :!
to do such research and doing so wit: the
help of their NIH funds.

Using the fetus. Hrschhorn said, it may
be possible "to learn how differentiation oc-
curs"-the way cells develop into diterent
parts of the body. "We could learn mor
about inborn anomalies," or birth defect.

"I don't think It's unethical," he said. "Its
not possible to make this fetus into a
child, therefore we can consider it as nothing
more than a piece of tissue. It is the same
principle as taking a beating heart from
someone and making use of it in another-
person."

Dr. Andrew Hellegers, professor of obstet-
rics at Georgetown University and director o.
the Kennedy Institute for the Stud; of !I,-
man Reproduction and Bioethics argueuo w
this view at one NIH advisory mee'tirng
appears," he said, "that we want to rma tre-
chance for survival the reason or the
experiment.'

"Isn't that the British approach?" another
member asked him.

"It was the German approach 'If it isg ro-
ing to die, you might as well use it,' "Holle-

gers replied, referring to Nazi experiments on
doomed concentration camp inmates during
World War II.

Despite some views like his, an NTF Human
Embryology and Development Study Section
decided in September. 1971, that Paned
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5cle~tifltc studies of the human fetus must In

be etc'urag d if the outlookfor maternal the

and fetal patie ntsis to be Improved. Accept-

able formats for the conduct of ... carefully

safeguarded, well controlled investigations
nust be found." T

For example, this group warned. "under no fun

circunstances" should attempts be made to any
keep a fetus alive indefinitely for research. Ina

The study section's recommendations were gov

greatly modified by the National Advisory a g

Child Health and Human Dvelopmen oI- N
cl-the advisory group tvNH'e atonl in s

stitute of Child Health and Human Develop- Sea
ment-in March, 1972. nes

"It was my understanding that the a- lio
visory councils recommendations were ac- I

cepted last year."Dr. Philip Corfman, acting sea
director of the Child Health Institute, said rec

yesterday. "But everyone knew they would cu

require more work on specific guidelines." fu

However, Dr. Charles U. Lowe. the Int- E

tute's scientific director-who was asked last fe

year to head a group to help develop such a

gudeline-s-aid: "The concil statement di

was sent to the director of NI, but it is not so
at the present time policy. It has no standing ab
except as a council expression."

The Child Health Institute Issupporting

no research using live. Intact fetuss h aid n

Other sources said they know of no such pro- i
ets supported by any NIH Institute, though ..

one added, "we'd hveto survey some 12,000 a
projects to be sure." In

Lowe said be psoaly agrees with the

British commnisiOn's feeling that such re- PA

search is proper and ethical it properly con- e-
tloled.I
"But I haven't decided in my own mind p

yet." he added. "whether we can go along s
with Great Britain. using federal dollars. 1

First, we have an arteulate Catholic minor- d

itywhchdiagres acod. we have a sb

ststial d r "cu black minority" sol- 1
sa ltlal and artocu rt cu-

sitive on issues of human life. a

Hirschhorn for his part argued: "How do b

we know what drugs do to the fetus unless I
we find out?" A position is needed, he main-

tswined, between those "who say we're not

doing any harm to a fetus that's going to diet
anyway" and those who would requires
"highly complex farms" before a medial
scientist can do anything.f

smrscr ON assncs
Nara.--Thin statemnt backing the regu-

lated use ofhuman tues dcal re-
search was approved in March. 1972, by the
National Advisory Child Health and Human
Development CounclU but not made public.

The council.,s an advisory body to t- -
tic.l institute of Child Health and Human

Develpmnt, part of the )tonalInstitutes
Deomet atof Halth.

Scientific studies of the human fetusare

an integral and neosseay prt of research

concerned with the health of women and

children. Because of the unique problems in-
volved and a growing ompetence and inter-
est in this field ethically and scbntifalll-

acceptable guidelines for the conduct of such

Investigation must be developed.
In all cases, applicable state and/or na-

tional laws shall be binding.
Guidelines for human investigation used

to protect the rights of minors and other

helpless subjects are applicable.
The study protocol mu beeviewed and

approved by the aprp iatnstitutiolsal
review committee to inuus e that the rights
of the mother and fetus will be fully con-
sidered.

It is the duty of tawes committees to in
sure tht the attgae shal sot a in-
volved in the decis to t pe
nancy, the product of whi o siteddfor

study within his own p t or
authority.

Continuing eiwS by the Int ttitcbal

commutes must be under rtn in approved
projeOcts.

RESSIONAL RECORD - -- HOU

formed consent must be obtained from

appropriate party(tes).

NIH Vows No To FooPETUS WoKS

(By Victor Cohn)
he National Institutes of Health will not

d research on live aborted huma yfetuse

place in the world It promised yesterday

policy statement that is likely to me
ernment-wide practice soon and probab

FIR. tH fromit headquarters in Bethesda.

ances nearly half of all U.S. medical re-

rch, and the federal government finances
rly two-thirds of the country's $3.5 bl-

n a "esot now support" any such re-
rch, said Dr. Robert Berliner, deputy d-
btr for science, and "we know of no cir-

stances at present or in the foreseeable

ure which would justify NIH support."
sorne scientists have said that at least a

w research programs involving study of live

orted refuses In the short time before they

have been supported with NIW funds,

me of them performed by U.S. scientists
road.

Dr. Charles U. Lowe. scientific director of
HB's National Institute for Child Hat

id Human Development, qualified Ba-
ter's statement slightly by commU~eting

rou know we're dealing with 14.000 grants"

ad "we are not insofar as we know" flnanc-
g any such work.

Berliner's statement was read to nearly 200

oman Catholic high school students gath
ed in an NIW auditorium for questions ys

roup from the StonewRidge Country Da

school of the Sacred Heart led by Rene

leter. Theo Tuomey and Marla Shriver, 1'l
aughter of Sergeant hrearWash'The students got together er tat Wash

ralo heal toryai were debating the advss
salihtyhofsuch stdieand we aconsidernli

msuing fed eral guidelines for anyone doinl
hem.line

"Why are they drawing up guieie

they don't intend to use ive. fetuses?" o

skeptical questioner asked Dr. Lowe. refe0
ring to federal advisory groups who have i

fact supported the idea of sme such r

"Any organisation develops policy through
review." Lowe replied. The advisory grou

were made up on non-federal, university c

enlists. and "they can say anything th

want." Lowe said, but "policy is made 1

.ese.,ch involving the fttus has-be
going on in many countries with libe
abortion pVii e. many medial scientists a

eager to study fetal dvelopments as a gui,

to prevnt.and treatment t many d

ass and abpOrfaliti5.
Such research has focused on two m

kinds of procedures: some studies du

the minutes or hours while some fetus

still live or ean be kept alive, and ope
tion onfetuses to get eels or organs ti

can be kept alive-in the laboratory.
It Is oily the frst Kind that NIH s

yesterday that it would not support. Mer
takng tissues for study "is about the so

thing as taking kidneys or a heart fo
heart transplant," said Dr. Betliner in
interview.

Lowe told the students that "I see
need at this point" for studies of thel

fetus, though he admitted that many ad
lists in the -and-lavian nations. ri

and the United 6W ' lfe i tly.
As to reparts that 5 w S. VA slnt

haus de M e I5~itripsabn
saw at them WihP f u. Lowe s
"I ean't sars" that this has happe

sseb -n to P
Sam s~snlo I in oter~ out

what tice s wemid notpst."
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In a series of statemen 'prec'dif this

week's meeting, officials of the United states
Catholic Conference called for a co atitu-
tloflll amendmetfl protectingg the life of

the unborn," for a national commission of

theologians scientists, lawyers ani citizenS

to monitor scientific advances and recom-
mend ethical guidelines and for congres-

sional study and regulation of experiments
on human beings.

John Cardinal Krol of Philadelphia,
speaking for the conference's executive
committee, expressed "fsck:'t the pos-

sibility of federal supportofsuisnlveaborted babies. "If there is a more unspeak

able crime than abortion itself," he said

"it Is using victims of abortions as living

human guinea pigs."In other statements:
The Catholic Bishops' Ad Hoc Committee

on Population and Pro-Life Affairs termed
the matter "cause for moral outrage"

The Washington areas St. Luke's Guild

of Catholic Physicians stated unequivocal

opposition to experimental
fetuses "at any time and under any circum-
gtances"

Maryland Right to Life, and anti-abortion

group, pointed out that the Maryland Gen-
oral Assembly this year passed a joint reso-
lution calling ofl Congress to propos a con-
stitutionial amendment to protect unorcnt
human beifg5--ntended to upset tercn

Supreme Court decision on abortion.

[Prom the New York Times, May 6, 19731

prrusas&-WHA PTPsci tRxsAacw?

s WAsNoO.-A few years ago, medical

scientists in Helsinki injected rubella vc-
s tine Into 36 pregnanZt women who were

. cheduled to have abortions. The doctors

wanted to fnd out what effect the live virus

- in the vaccine would have on the feiues.

The eperimenal qusilon was impor-

t and could not really be answered by
5R animal research. Rubella. also knn as
6 Geran measls, is a major cause cf still-

births and birth p e defects, andem te vaccine
it was developedtoreettmyttwa
0 not clear whether the vaccine would be

r- safe to use in a pregnant woman.

In study strengthened the evidence at it

- would not be safe for the fetus.
So there was teesoli for the experimnts,

lh but was it ethical to do them? There was
pa nothing in the research that was going to

Help the' fetuses, nor could their "informed
by consent", be obtatined.

by A final report on the project was pub-
hed last summer in te New England

in a o smine The authors included
onJornl , bdc re.,sad but a>soal not only the doctors in inla e

LT American scientists of owe Western Re-

do serve University and the National Instit-
'i i te s o f H e a lth . n t i a

- Altog thereport .u.d no etical
n stir at the time, it Is doubtful that the

ng American participation i the project
sos would be possible now. The climate of

s opinion seems to have changed.
sat While this has happened totaly inde-

pendelty-of the rubella story, that project

id does exemplify the growing problem OOn-ely eanies earch involving the fetus. The
ely eues are complicated and are often laden

a ith eoon.sIt a fetus is to be aborted
r a windtherefore cannot survive, Is it not

wasteful to throw it away without attempts
nohelp otherno at learning things tht efgtelpcther

live babies survive or avoid crippling dfcs

en- On the other band, if it is human, does
an s nyone have the right to do research on It

without ea|se|.t-and wbosonsent? The

SeWs aer would ordinarly be the person to
sad. ask. but she has already asked for abortion.

ad Cansh be sald to have the best interest of

dee- one question tenferaised by layaen is

r wets n atme hefetuscould Whet pain. ut the term pain" is

b
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Slj;I t1'I . . And1the fetus, preawno
+*he iraoniee of the at

re!, 1 n of f"ta research I
thet us : .. t. dd with that anewe
S" i , - 1 it t : doing research o
the t ,

Ike tt-eul conernip frgfetai r research hav
ar..-t i thi coury henuae of severs
fectiors ultty one of which Is the recent
litL"^a':r, n;t:o ~'tn laws. In recen

Ie:.t t" ':,, ltn~ePl a ft d iresing abil
ity to3 mII 'sta i ii it .rtIiay in the labor
t rv 'T'heris cn tnued scientfic impetut
at r ̂ to lern oore concerning the de
trt; of .u:nsta: development and its prob
lem , .. T (o edition was: it is justifiable
t' e1 a!"A -ibe(rl Ldrurmun fetuses in reearch
air diir -at deve opin. artintcial means
of htpig sr) nealypremature baby alive
until i sui tntly developed to live on
it v Dr. Robert S. Morson, professor of
scirsc and society at Cornell, argued that,W a .prr tr iuarda, it is permissible. He
as 3;th t tevteirch could be of great help
to S, vut, ,t and that the experiments
Sor.j ap,,d fetus did not alter its pros-

re' '"a:".c the decision to abort
lit c« ' i- :irth t. tHe noted that a

,s:' .t ld arise if th research
p"" . .rertenJgh to offer the prospects
c "&al mir to the aborted fetus under

t . ftAus by definition no longer
the mother.

E:,. r ' Tis Jr. of the Dpartment of
_ uz 'hies at Brown University said

in question should not be
C cc.-,;( d that it raised insoluble

taldco lrn n g in! t-red consent,"
:a. ,.' :an probe as involving disposal of

tLh : .c at thee z:4 of the experiments and
a r: ' ma waesn the research neared
tb L i-t .eA)n succeccatul.

t mmple the two men discussed was
no. L ot'et l, but was the subject of an
ac;_l reuarch grant applcation in Britain,
whes a review committee decided in favor
of the project.

Dr. tn'.e ihellegers, professor of obstetris
a yan rnooiogy at Georgetown University,
beL es that the United States Supreme
Court, which has already ruled that women

have rights to abortion, may ultimately have
to rule on the question of whether a fetus,
viable or not, has individual rights once it
has been removed from the womb.

HAaow M. Scasnca, Jr.
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, will the

gentleman yield?
Mr. MAZZOLI. I yield to the gentleman

from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL).
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I con-

gratulate the gentleman from Kentucky
on his statement, and wish to be associ-
ated with his remarks.

Mr. MAZZOLI. I thank the gentleman
from Minnesota for his association.

Mr. Speaker, I would only conclude by
saying that it seems to me that. the least
Congress can do today--a Congress which
has been earlier pointed out would not
be shunted off onto the sidetrack on the
gre. nm -e, prsound.' e and death is-
sues of this countr- nd of this world,
and 'Whick should ra rt i :+ceif on these
i.,n,. te..y uha we today feel, not-

I'i vint w ti I.be clear though
unwel~n> poicy; notwithstanding what
Srrf1 b: I n tfwrittIl ril-s and regula-

Lionr c' N'. rs;;aring human exper..
0 mental ye- say ita that, life is too

precious ? to e experimeted with. We say
today that life in the form of a tiny hu-
man. oant should not be played around
with, we should not play God with peo-

e ple, and we should bring these reprehen-
sible practices to a halt today.

- Mr. Speaker, I am honored to joinl
r my distinguished colleaguee from New
n York today in opposing ex.perimiertation

on living fetuses, and compliment him
e on focusing attention on this despicable
1 practice.
t This is a practice which seems to have

grow in acceptability in medical re-
- search circles, due to lack of knowledge

on the part of the public and lack of
adequate restrictions by the Govern-

. ment.
I think it is time the Federal Govern-

ment goes on record as opposing this
practice, signally Congress intent to re-
spect the dignity of life. Regardless of
the circumstances surrounding the past
or future status of the fetuses upon
which experiments are being performed,
I think we have to morally- put a stop
to this practice and any similar en-
croachments upon the misuse of living
humans. To allow such practices to con-
tinue and possibly expand into other
areas strikes me as nothing short of a
20th century form of barbtarism.

As we expand our knowledge about the
human organism and expand our cap-
abilities for living longer, transplanting
materials for one organimn to another,
and performing mental and physical op-
erations which can substantially alter
the character of an individual, we are
going to have-to be on special guard to
make sure that the dignity of human
life is not violated. Experime nation is
fine, and advances in science and medi-
cine are to be welcomed, but not at the
cost of undermining the very thing which
we are seeking to improve through sci-
ence--the value of a human life.

Mr. HLTST.S. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. MAZZOLI. I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana (Mr. Ha.m).

(Mr. HTTL asked and was given per-<
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)a

Mr. H.LIS. Mr. Speaker, I wish toI
compliment the gentleman from Ken--I
tucky on his statement, and associate t
myself with his remarks.

Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, will thea
gentleman yield?

Mr. MAZZOLI. I yield to my colleagues
from Kentucky (Mr. NSDER).I

Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, I wish toc
state that my distinguished colleague
from the Third District of Kentucky hast
done his homework. I appreciate very
much his bringing this subject to the
attention of the House.

Mr. KEMP. Mr. Speaker, will the gen-b
tleman yield?

sMr. MAZZOLI. I yield to the gentle-
man from New York (Mr. KaIM). i

(Mr. KEMP asked and was given per-
mission to revise and extend his re- s
marks.) fs

Mr. KEMP. Mr. Speaker, I wish to com-
pliment the gentleman from Kentucky 11
on his remarks and associate myself with v
those remarks. I wish to commend him t
for taking the well and bringing the at- l
tention of this House to this issue.

Mr. Speaker, I also would like to rise t

in Stupt'ort of the arendncment rv a.
by my ftnt-id ard colleaue the };entle-
man from New York (Mr. RcuCA.o, .

iMr. KFKMP further add reUed the
House. HI rtnmarks will appear hereafter
in the Extensons of Remarks.)

Mr. GUYER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. MAZZOLI. I yield to the gentle-
man from Ohio (Mr. Qrmr.o).

(Mr. G UYE asked and w;. given
permicLion to revise and extend his
renarks.)

Mr. GUYEIR. Mr. Speaker, I too wish
to go on record as being 100 percent in
favor of this amendment.

I think it is time to stand up and be
counted, and I want to be identiFed.

Mr. Speaker, I rise to support the
Roncallo amendment and am proud to
say that this measure may well be the
first breakthrough in this Cngress for
the m-ot important "RI.ght to Life"
principle.

I heartily concur with my coliinue
from New York, that a human li c;, hccw-
ever tiny, and however brief Its c n.le
of light may be permitted to (cw, is
entitled to its God-given place on 'r th
and the dignity of an entity in L ..'n
death.

The horrendous reports of'..:
performing eperiments on hun sr e
fetuses both abrod and in tistc tory
such as the incident of a Br ti , rd
taking a hm'a fetua from a 1-.year--
old girl, and subjecting it to cehtdoto te',s
and experments, is..both mLC.7tt. and
humanly illicit.

The highest court in our land, na ch
in one verdict announces that a proven
murderer cannot be given capital
punishment for his crime, and then in
another verdict announces that the
taking of a human life by abortion, is
legal-poses a problem as to the rights
of all of us human beings. What are the
rights of these tiny lives? They are in-
capable of giving consent to their being
used as experimental subjects. Who can
morally and legally give consent for
them-their parents, the state, or who?

I congratulate my colleagues today forstanding up and being counted in sup-
port of an amendment which will make
crystal clear that no funds appropriated
under this measure, nor any similar act
Dr authority by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare may be used at
he expense of live human fetuses. They
may in many cases have not had protec-
ors, but today the U.S. Congress is say-
ng they will have.

As this amendment and the bill it em-
races, which surely will assist our re-
earchers to explore the hidden myster-
es of cancer, heart disease, dental and
mental health, and related areas of un-
onquered life-takers, is passed into
atute, all of us can have the good warm
eeling of accomplishment today.
This little floor drama, which burst

nto near acclamation, may just be theoice and the rising curtain to herald
he opening of the door on the related
legislative measures, some of which are

yckedup in committee and subeommit-
ee. By such breakthrough, may be the
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vehi< " that proclaims from the Nation's
Capital that life in America is still pre-
cious. that all human beings, young and
old, have divine legacies and God-given
dignity which shall be esteemed both by
precept and example by all of us.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.

Mr Speaker. I think it would be well
for the House to know the background
of this issue. Of course it would be'
extremely difficult to vote against this
amendment and run the risk of the vote
being misinterpreted.

It is the current policy; it is the estab-
lished policy; it is the acting policy of
any research supported now by the NIH
that there shall be no research on a live
fetus. Now, the committee heard, how-
ever, that in Sweden such an experiment
was conducted and that it was mistak-
enly supported by a grant from NIH.
When NIH found out, they stopped it.

But to make it absolutely clear that it
is the policy of the Congress that this
type of research shall not be done, we
put into the language of the bill that no
research supported by any funds from
NIH shall be carried on as an unethical
manner. The bill, therefore, handles the
situation.

Mr. Speaker, right now a committee
in the other body has already started
hearings on this whole problem of ethics
in biomedical research. The Senate
hearings are not just on research on
the fetus, but on all of these ethical prob-
lems such as research on prisoners, im-
proper drug use, and on research being
conducted on patients without their full
-knowledge of their risk.

A whole range of problems is involved.
That is the way the problem should be
handled, rather than picking out a situa-
tion here or there and not covering those
other situations.

By simply picking out one we run the
risk of an interpretation that would say,
"We approve of other situations which as
just as unethical." The committee lan-
guage clearly says, "No, we do not ap-
prove any of them."

I believe that is the position the House
wants to take.

Our subcommittee will go into this en-
tire range of problems later in hearings.
We anticipate action by the other body.
I do not believe the House at this time
wants to say, "We are going to single this
one problem out."

The language says there shall be no
support for any unethical research. That
is the position I believe each individual
Member would want to take, a total pro-
hibition, including a prohibition against
the use of fetuses.

I would urge that the committee be
supported on the language The commit-
tee will go into the specific problem in
a proper forum.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. ROOEMS. I yield to the gentleman
from Kentucky.

Mr. MAZZOLI. I thank the distin-
guished gentleman from Florida for
yielding.

Does the gentleman have any way in
which he can assure the Huse-perhaps
by inserting a statement in the Rcoan

which says so--that the clear and un-
equivocal position of NIH is not to con-
sider as ethical research on fetuses?

Mr. ROGERS. Yes, we do have that,
and we will put it in the RECORD. We have
a letter from HEW. We will get that
statement.

I will do that for the gentleman.
Mr. MAZZOLI. I would only say fur-

ther along that line that if. for instance,
the House were to vote today to disap-
prove experiments on live fetuses-

Mr. ROGRS. We have done that in
the bill.

Mr. MAZZOLI. If the House were to
vote in favor of the amendment offered
by the gentleman from New York (Mr.
RONcALLO) I do believe the House would
be on record as saying that everything
else, the Tuskegee experiment or any-
thing else, is approved.

Mr. ROGERS. If we do it by law we
will.

Mr. MAZZOLI. How?
Mr. ROGERS. Because we run the risk

of singling out one problem and be sub-
ject to an interpretation of denying what
the committee has done in broad policy.

Mr., MAZZOLI. I would think the
House would be saying only that this ex-
perimentation on the human fetus is so
reprehensible as to be illegal, and that
any other experiment may later be said
to be the same.

Mr. ROGERS. It is already illegal un-
der the provisions of this bill. That is
what I am trying to get across to the gen-
tleman. This bill covers that problem, as
well as the Tuskegee problem, as well as
the improper research on prisoners, as
well as the improper research on per-
sons who have not been advised of their
rights.

I believe we should not simply single
this out at this time, because it might
negate the broad general approach of -the
committee.

Mr. MAZZOLI. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the amendment.

(Mr. HOGAN asked and was given
mission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, with all due
respect. for the chairman of the sub-
committee and the chairman of the full
committee, I. do no believe these are
times for half measures. I believe it is
important for the House of Representa-
tives to go on record today indicating
that we do have respect for human life.

There are some significant differences
between the case alluded to by the chair-
man of the subcommittee in relation to
the medical experiments on prisoners.
One big difference is that when a prisoner
dies, a death certificate must be filled out
indicating the cause of his death. No
one can deny that taking the life of a live
fetus, as the result of an abortion, is the
taking of the life of 9 human being, but
there is no requirement that a death
certificate be issued regarding the death
of that child.

It Is Important that we go on record
today in support at human life. We have
reached a point--becaue of the Su-
preme Court's GeCtI*3 on January 22
which rays that life no longer has any

value, that we have created a new con-
stitutional right of privacy which per-
mits abortion. It means, in effect, that
the day before an actual birth that the
child can be destroyed.

Mr. Speaker, I ask my colleagues:
What is the difference between a child
of minus 1 day age and a child of plus
1 day age? Is there really any biological
differences in a human being at that
point in time?

I submit that there is not. And yet the
Supreme Courterecognizes the right to
life of the latter, but not the former.

I commend the gentleman from New
York (Mr. RONCALLO) for his amendment,
and I urge all of my colleagues to go on
record today indicating that we in this
body do, in fact, respect human life, we
must state clearly that we oppose re-
search on live fetuses.

Mr. Speaker, the chairman of the sub-
committee says that he has assurances
that this research is not going to take
place. The facts are that in countries
where wholesale abortion has been ac-
ceptable, experimentation on live fe-
tuses has gone forward in an unregulated
and accepted way.

The very fact that NIH would conduct
studies to determine whether or not they
should fund experimentation on live
fetuses leads us to the conclusion that
they very definitely are considering it.
No other conclusion is possible.

So, Mr. Speaker, we should make our
position eminently clear today. We
ought, at this point to clarify the record
on our position that we cherish human
life.

We have all had experiences with bu-
reaucrats in the executive branch. If
there is ever a loophole for them to
proceed with the implementation of their
own ideas, they use that loophole. If
Congress leaves them a loophole, NIH
will go through it to do whatever they
want to do. This Is not the time to leave
loopholes. We must specifically prohibit
research on live fetuses regardless of
assurances which have been given to the
committee.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. HOGAN. I yield to the gentleman
from Florida (Mr. Rocrts).

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, I am sure
the gentleman does not want to leave
the impression that by any action we
take here today we will stop this type of
operation all over the world.

Now, what we have said in the bill and
what those who are against this type
of research have said is that no Federal
funds can support any such research. I
have already said that they have assured
us that it is not their policy, that this
is not done in the -United States; they
thought that it might be done outside
the United States, but the bill says it
shall not be done here.

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to respond to the gentleman's re-
marks.

I did not say that this bill is going to
affect what is going on in other countries.
What I am saying is that when a country
adopts a position to allow wholesale
abortion, when it is decided that unborn
life has no value and is expendable, re-
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search on live fetus tis the inevitable
rect.'

wtit w need tt do today is to go
on re"orc as the House of Rersenta-
tive saving that we abber the vrv con-
cc-t rpcearch on liv fetuses

Mr ROGERS. Mr Speaker. that is
what the committee' i1 does.

Mr MAZZOLJ. Mr Speaker. will the
gentleman yield"

Mr HOGAN. I yield tu the gentleman
from Kentucky tMr. MAzZOL).

Mr MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker. I would
like tc ,read for the benefit of the gentle-
man frmm Maryland (Mr. HoGAN) one
sentence from a letter which I received
yesterday from Dr. John F. Sherman of
the NIH I had posed the specific ques-
tion to him: "Does the NIH finance this
kind of experimentation?"

His sentence, In reply to my question.
on page 2 of his letter, is as follows:

It is pomible that individuals who we or
have been graenee of NIH might have car-
ried out such research though we are not
awares gfit.

They are grantees, though they are
not aware of it. They would not specifi-
cally say that this has not occurred and.
accordingly, it semm to me that the gen-
tleman from New York (Mr. RoxcaLLo)
has a worthy amendment, and I com-
mend the gentleman from Maryland for
supporting it.

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker. I thank the
gentleman.

When it was reported last month that
the National Institutes of Health was
considering financing experimentation
on human fetuses alive after brtions,
I was shocked but not surprise:

The supreme Court crmed the Ru-
bicon in its January 22 decision when
they declared that an unborn baby is of
no value, that it is a "nonperson." Snace
we have now established in law that
the fetus Las no rights and no value, it
seems academic whether we experiment
on It or not.

But we cannot let this happen. Ulti-
mately we must restore the right to life
to the unborn child. Today we have the
opportunity to take a step in that direc-
tion.

At this point, we have no definitive
statement by the National Institutes of
Health on the subject of experimenta-
tion on live fetuses. It has been reported
that NIH has a policy against live fe-
tus research', but there Is nothing to pre-
vent them from changing their minds
whenever they'please.

It is the responsibility of Congress to
demonstrate clearly that it will not fund
research of this sort. If we fall to ex-
pressly prohibit this research, we will be
contributing to the disregard for life ex-
pressed by the Supreme Court. Let us
prove that Ameirca is not morally bank-
rupt. Let us prove, that we still cherish
and value human life.

The Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee has recognized the need for a
policy to be set, but they have not gone
far enough. In their report on this bill
they state that "present ethical stand-
ards conduct make research in human
fetuses unethical" however, they fall to
squarely face the issue and adopt a clear
policy' of experimentation prohibition.

The bill restricts research "which vio-
lates any ethical standard respecting
research adopted by the National Insti-
tutes of Health, the National Institute of
Mental Health, or their respective in-
stitutes." Who derides what is ethical
and what is not. Many In the medical
profession feel it is ethical to destroy un-
born children. I do not and most Ameri-
cans do not.

If Congress does not overwhelmingly
support this amendment we will fal the
4merican people. We have the oppor-
tunity to establish a national policy, to
set a moral example by approving this
amendment. I urge my colleagues to
support this amendment and take the
first step toward restoring the value of a
human life.

Mr. MALLARY. Mr. Speaker, I regret
that I must oppose the amendment of-
fered by the Member from New York
(Mr. ROOCALLO) which he obviously in-
troduced In good faith and which sed s
to perform a very commendable purpose.

I am certainly not in favor of prcjlxli-
cal experimentation on any human be-
ing whether it be a human fetus inside
its mother's womb, an aborted fetus, or
any human being at any stags In its
career or at any age. It is my under-
standing that. section 456 of the bill
clearly prohibits any research ii the
United States or abroad which violates
any ethical standard respecting research
adopted by the National Institutes of
Health or the National Institute of Men-
tal Health and their respective Institutes.
Clearly, as has been pointed out by the
gentleman from West Virginia (Mr.
Smaozas) and the gentleman from
Florida (Mr. Roms) It would not be
possible under this bill to conduct the
kind of objectionable research on hu-
man fetuses that is contemplated in this
amendment.

I am very much concerned, however,
that in its ommendahle intent the
amendment goes much farther than the
author intends and is sumoently Im-
precise in its language so that it might
constitute a serious problem. for the
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare or for the courts.

In the first place, the amendment pro-
hibits research on a fetus which is out-
side the mother's uterus and has a beat-
ina-.eart. It is my understanding that a
fetus is, by definition, an unborn person
and therefore, a fetus, by definition.
could not be outside the mother's uterus.
I believe that this contradiction implicit
in the amendment might create ser-
ious questions in the minds of anyone
who later attempted to construe the
meaning of this amendment.

My second objection to the amendment
stems from its total prohibition on re-
search on any such fetus if, in fact, It
can be at some time determined exactly
what it is under the terms of the amend-
ment. I am sure that the amendment is
directed at prohibiting any kind of re-
search which might be damaging or in
any way prejudicial to the survival,
health, or comfort of such a fetus. I
would contend that research could be
conducted quite properly on lfe saving
drugs or devices that might be aimed at
preserving or enhancing the lives of

such fetuses rather than being damaging
to them. It would seem to me that this
amendment, if it passes, could prevent
the very kind of research that would be.
In the long run, most beneficial in sav-
ing the lives of those same unprotected
young humans that we are professing to
benefit by this amendment.

Mr. Speaker, It is with regret that I
feel that I must oppose this well-inten-
uoned amendment with the full convic-
tion that the bill, as presented by the
committee, provides very satisfactory
prote CE/ In this ae.

V,
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Reps. Holtzman and Cronin subsequently commented on the Roncallo

amendment in the following fashion. (see 82 Cong. Rec. H4174 (daily ed.

May 31, 1973)):

Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Speaker, I am
concerned about the so-called Roncallo
amendment offered today.

This is a badly drafted, badly thought
out amendment. Its major effect would
be simply to discourage and prevent re-
search to save the lives of infants born
prematurely. It would have no effect on
the policy presently pursued by the Na-
tional Institutes of Health.

Because this amendment as drafted
could prevent life-saving research for
premature infants I intend to oppose it.

Mr. CRONIN. Mr. Speaker. I rise in
strong support of the amendment offered
by the gentleman from New York (Mr.
RoNcALLO) to prohibit the use of HEW
funds for research on a live fetus. The
experimentation on human fetuses has
been subject to widespread abuses, and
I urge that this amendment be over-
whelmingly adopted.

At this time, a vote on the Roncallo amendment was called for. The

Roncallo amendment was adopted, 354-9. See 82 Cong. Rec. H4174-H4175

(daily ed., May 31, 1973).
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[kyvever, discussion of the now adopted Roncallo Amendment was not

over. Heps. Staggers and .Eckhardt noted the following (see 82 Cong. Rec.

114175 (daily ed., May 31, 1973):

Mr. sTAGQERS. Mr. Speaker, I moveto strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Speaker, I am sorry that thisamendment passed.
I voted for It because I did not wantsome demagogue to say I voted for ex-perimentation on fetuses. But I do notwant the-people of this land saying I amfor experimentation not covered by theamendment, on people such as those atTuskegee, that should have been Includ--

ed here. I said that was In the bill wasentirely adequate, but the House would
not accept that. They brought up anemotional Issue and of course I voted forIt because how could anybody vote other-wise? Further, I wish to complement
those with the courage to vote no. "No"was the right vote on this amendment,
albeit a dangerous one, and those mem-
bers are to be complemented.

Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?

Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gentle-
man from Texas.

Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Speaker, I want
to join hearty In the reasoning of thechairman. I voted "No" and I voted "No"for the same reason he has stated thathe voted "Yes."

Following debate on the whole bill, H. R. 7724 was passed by the

House 361-5. See 82 Cong. Rec. H4178 (daily ed., May 31, 1973).

H. R. 7724, as reported out of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare

Committee on August 3, 1973, substantially differed from the House-passed

version. See S. Rep. No. 93-381, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973). The bill

received a different name, "The National Research Service Awards and Pro-

tection of Human Subjects Act" and the Roncallo amendment was deleted. See

131 Cong. Rec. S16333-S16337 (daily ed., Sept. 11, 1973), During Senate debate,

Senator Buckley offered the following amendment, similar to the Roncallo amend-

ment offered in the House, to H. R. 7724 (see 131 Cong. Rec. S1634-S1635

(daily ed., Sept. 11, 1973)):
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Prohibition of Research

Sec. 1205. The Secretary may not conduct or support
research or experimentation in the United States or abroad
on a living human fetus or infant whether before or after
induced abortion, unless such research or experimentation
is done for the purpose of insuring the survival of that fetus
or infant.

The following debate on the amendment then occurred (see 131 Cong.

Rec. S16345-S16349 (daily ed., Sept. 11, 1973)):
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Se I I, 1972 CO

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, the
amendment is offere on my own behalf
and on behalf of the Senator from Ore-
gon (Mr. HATVLD 1. the Senator from
Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT), the Senator
from Iowa (Mr. H-ruows, the Senator
from Neoraska i'Mr. Cvris). the Senator
front North Carolina (Mr. HitLlss), the
Senator from Delaware Mr. ROTH). and
the 8ena or from Kansas tMr. DoLx).

'hI version of this bill as passed by the
House has a provision comparable to the
asmdentt I now offer. It was intro-
cd.4 by R.poser tove RONCALLO of
Ne York and was c rried by the overs-
whemlminZ, ote of 35" to S. My amend-
m nt is '.nlm ',.d by tee uane spirit that
prcrnptA Representative RowcAtLo to
odr his, although the wording in some
respect different and, I believe more pre-
cise. R res ntative P NCALLO' office
assures me that it is fully in keeping with
the intention * his amendment.

My amendment provides:
The Secretary may not conduct or support

rsearc or experner.t tron In the United
States or abroad on aalving human fetus or
infant, whether before or after induced abor-
tion, unless such rerarch or experimenta-
tlon Is don' for the purpose of Insuring the
survive of that retu or Infant.

The purpose of the amendment is very
simpre iand atralightforward, and, indeed.
for the tnoot part self-explanatory. It
would prohibit the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare from
fuin ; In whole or in part, in the United
States or abroad, any research or expel-
merta.tion to he performed on a living
huran fetus or infant prior to, during,
or af ter an inducea abortion. The amend-
mernt is limited in it.s application to the
induced abortion s tuation, for in that
situation there is simply no way to ob-
tain the land of formedd consent that
ethical mdi ro practice would normally
rc;Lire. The fetus or inf3nt is, of course,
incapable of providing the requisite con-
sent; and where the mother has already
consented to the ailing of her unborn
offspring: It seems to me that she has al-
ready abrvgated any right she might
otherwise have to consent to any medi-
cal procedure to be performed on her
child.

I would like to make clear, Mr. Presi-
dent, that this amendment has nothing
to do with the merits of the abortion
controversy itself.

As Representative RoCrcALLO remarked
on the floor of the House, for the pur-
pose of this amendment, it matters not
how the unborn chid comes into the
handss of th iotdii- experimenter,
Whaatt1 w : '1 4trt.a oer on the
nature and pxryose of the medical prac-
titioner's prcd:1 re. If the research or
experimntiatl .ir.L be for the purpose of
insuring the rurviv.a: of the fetus or in-
fant, then G uIL iLhd not be prohibted.
Such a purepoe, of course, is scarcely
imaginable in a situation where the
mother has co en ted to the killing of
the unborn child. b t I do not w nt to
Preclude in any nevit the possibility of

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -SENATE

some attending physician -taking steps
to save the life of such a child, however
improbable it might be under the con-
templated circumstances.

By limiting the application of this
amendment to the induced abortion sit-
uation, we shall reach the overwhelming
majority of those noxious experiments
which have so outraged millions of
americans in recent weeks and months.
It is the children who are aborted in
the elective abortion situation who con-
stitute the largest class of human guinea
pigs now given over to the practitioners
of the black arts of a perverted science.
Condemned to death by their mothers,
removed by physicians from their life-
support systems, such children are now
being subjected to the inhuman indig-
nity of becoming grist for the experi-
menter's mill.

Some of this grisly research. I am
sorry to say, is being funded by the
American taxpayers. No one knows for
sure the extent to which such research
now goes on. Some months ago, officials
of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare were stoutly insisting that
"to the best of their knowledge" no such
research was being funded. Subsequent
investigation has turned up a number of
instances in which these officials were
proved wrong. According to the Wash-
ington Post of April 15, 1973, the NIH
has financially supported one Dr. Rob-
ert Schwartz, chief of pediatrics at
Cleveland Metropolitan Hospital, in re-
search on living aborted human fetuses.
Dr. Schwartz's technique is to remove
tissues and organs fregn the fetus while
its heart is still beating. Shock at this
expose pales, however, when we note the
work of Dr. Peter A. J. Adam, associate
professor of pediatrics at Case Western
Reserve University. who reported recent-
ly that in collaboration with Finnish
doctors he had performed an experi-
ment involving the severed heads of 12
fetuses obtained by abdominal hyster-
otomy.

It is worthy of note, Mr. President, that
fetuses aborted by hysterotomy are al-
ways alive at the time they are removed
from their mother's body, unless the child
has died as a result of the abortion pro-
cedure itself or as a result of extraneous
causes. Dr. Adam's work, shockrin r
though it may be, and even though it is
morally repugnant to millions of our
citizens, is nonetheless being funded, at
least in part, by Federal funds. Mr. Pres-
ident, I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RzcoRD at the end of my
remarks the Washington Post article an:IdI
a description of Dr. Adam's work recently
published in the Medical World News for
June 8, 1973.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

[See exhibit 1.]
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, it is

time to bring a halt to this sort of experi-
mental medicine, at the very least that
part of it which the American taiyer
is now being required to fund. The
Supreme Court has said tbat.tbe unborn
child is not a person within the meaning
of the Constitution. 1 disagree most
strenuously with that decision, and as
Senators know, I amno w seeking b con-

S 1631

stitutional amendment to reverse the in-
calculable damage being done to the
moral and legal fiber of the Nation by
the Court's action. But whatever the
Court may have said about the legality
of the abortion decision, nothing in that
opinion or in any other provision of law
requires us to say that the e poor chil-
dren, so callously condemned to die by
their mothers, must also becomrn human
guinea pigs. Let them, I say, die in peace,
unmolested by the prying hands, elec-
trodes, and chemicals of those who would
play God in the laboratory.

It is a measure of our humanity. Mr.
President, how we shall choose to tret
those who are about to die. It is in a very
real sense we who are on trial, we who
shall be judged by the verdict of history.
Whatever one's findings about the mat-
ter of abortion itself, surely we can all
agree that the unfortunate and helpless
victims of abortion should be tre t d
with the same respect that oug't to ee
accorded to any other member of the
human species at the hour of their death
The House revealed just such an i.,ree-
ment when it voted so overwhelmingly
to Representative RorecALLo's amend-
ment. The size of that vote suggests
how deeply felt and how wdespre'd Is
the revulsion against this sort of experi-
mentation, and how deeply felt and how
widespread the sentiment to prohibit
Federal funding of this mortally repug-
nant research. I would hope that the
Senate would do no less.

May I say in closing, Mr. President,
that I have followed clocely the wort off
the subcommittee as it has prbed Into
the abuses now so widd'y eyrdot in the
area of human expernizm . ,,on. Tr
time for reform is long oir(rdt;e'. I coo-
gratulate the Senator from . -achu-
setts (Mr. Ka nrm T), th &at kr from
Mnsota (Mr. a oirei), my Ser yr
collegue from New Yorr f(Mr. JAvrriro,
the Senator from New Jersy, (r. Wm.-
uAtrs), and et ber' 1enaitors i lv.ohave

he pd to bring this bil before t Se in -
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just as the problems to which it must ad-
dress itself are complex. I have every
hope that the Commission will judi-
ciously discharge its mandate.

Mr President, my amendment is pred-
icated on the fact that whether or not
it is endowed with constitutional rights,
a human foetus is in fact a human being.
This essential humanity is strikingly de-
scrlled in two articles entitled, respec-
tively, "The Foetus as a Personality" and
"World of the Unborn Child." I ask
unanimous consent that they be printed
in the Rxcoab.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RcoiD,
as follows:

* Zxarr 1
I Prom the Washington Post, Apr. 16, 1973

ecmmsrre awn FPus Rasaun
(By Victor Cohn)

An intense scientist named Dr. Jerald
(lut in period trips to Finland injects a
radioactive chemical Into the fragile umbili-
cal cords of fetss freshly removed o
thsir mothers' wombs in abortions.

The fetus In each case is too young to sur-
vive, but in the brief period that its heart
is still beating, Gaull-chiea of pediatrics re-
search for Basic Research In Mental Retarda-
tion on Staten Island-then operates to re-
move its brain, lung, liver and kidneys for
study. First, he emphasises, he severs the
nervous connections that lnk the brain to
the body "to make sure the fetus will feel
no pain."

Dr. Robert Schwartz, chief of pediatrics at
Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital,
goes to Finland for a similar purpose. After
a fetus is delivered, while it is still linked
to its mother by the umbilical cord, he takes
a blood sample. Then, after the cord is sev-
ered, he "as quickly as possible," he states,
operates on this aborted being to remove
other tissues and organs.

The fetuses in these cases are so mall and
undeveloped that their lungs are not fully
formed, They cannot breathe, and their.
brains undoubtedly die within a matter of
minutes, though their hearts beat much
longer

But if Schwartz continues to perform his
procedures in advance of brain death, while
the fetus by all definitions is still alive, he
will be violating a new rule just pronounced
by the scientifically powerful National In-
stitutes of Health.

Last Thursday the NIH stated: "W know
of no circumstances at present or in the fore-
seeable future which would justify NIH sup-

Yet, he and many other Americans who,
port of research on live aborted human fe-
tuses." Schwarts is an NIH grantee who will
have to abide by this rule if he is to get
future support.
sacordlng to good medical sources, go to oth-
er c'untrits to get access to fetuses, all be-

v e pwonateliy that what they are doing
s of crue dal importance in learning to un-
uerst.a.dinfat development.

'What needs to be said," said Gaull, "is
that we need to get information that will
help the unborn who are going to be born.
not aborted. Rather than It being immoral
to do what we are trying to do It is immoral-
it is a terrible perversion of ethics-to throw
these fetuses In the incinerator as is usually
done, rather than to get sokne useful in-
formiatton''

This position was quickly rejected last
wsk as Roman Catholics and top NIH lead-
ership reacted to the Arst public report that
N Ih for more than two years has been con-
aidering the matter of guidelines for ad-
entists who study live. aborted fetuses.

No vast number of American scentist do
these operations However, large number

are interested in the possibility, and others
like Gaull and Schwartz have been going
abroad for various studies, or at least re-
moval of fetal samples.

There is "a relatively minimal amount"
in the United States, according to Dr. Kurt
Hirschhorn of New York's Mount Sinai
Medical School. Scientists say they can get
access here to only "a very small number
of fetuses" for two reasons:

There is emotional objection to even re-
moving fetal samples by many American
doctors as well as much of the public. And
the main US. methods today of abortion-
suction removal early in pregnancy and,
later, injection of saline solution ("salting
out")-produce only fragmented or dead fe-
tuses.

Only in nations that abort many babies
in mid-pregnancy by caesarean section, be-
cause doctors there consider "salting out"
too risky to mothers, can researchers get easy
access to the whole, at least recently thriv-
ing fetus.

"I have gone to Helsinki for three or four
weeks," said Gaull in one of a series of inter-
views last week, "and I have been able to
do five or six procedures a day there. I'm
interested in the fetus' biochemical develop-
ment. We must know much more about
normal development for intelligent genetic
counseling.

"My co-workers and I have even studied
the whole, intact fetus, injecting radioiso-
topes and following certain chemical reac-
tions. We have in Rurope studied the trans-
fer of amino acids"-body building blocks-
"from mother to fetus while the umbilical
cord was still intact.

"We also maintain our own bank of fetal
tissues. Banks like these ought to be estab-
lished everyplace so these tissues can be
distributed to investigators instead of being
thrown away."

There are other Americans doing this sort
of thing in Denmark, Sweden, Japan and
Britain, scientists report. And some at least
are either doing so with federal funds or
bringing tissues back in federally funded
programs.

This seems obvious despite a NIH mem-
orandum furnished to The Washington Post
after a NIH computer search In midweek.
"We ... fnd no documentation in current
NIH research grants or contracts reflecting
the use of live fetuses as a research tool"
the memo said.

Schwartz, however, works with NIH funds.
Gaull works abroad with his own money, he
reports, but in the United States funded
mainly by New York state with help from
a NIH grant held by Mount Sinai Medical
School, of which he is a faculty member.

Dr. David Gitlin of; the University of
Pittsburgh Children's Hospital is another NIH
grantee. "We used to do research on the in-
tact fetus," he said. "Noiw we take tissues-
the brain has stopped functioning but the
tissues are still alive. I very frequently go to
friends in Scandinavia. Without them I
couldn't work."

Other scientists do not believe some tissues
are really "alive" enough if the brain has
stopped working. "We have to take some tis-
sues within the first few minutes," said
Schwartz. "It depends on what one is study-
ing. After separation from the mother, cer-
tain processes deteriorate very rapidly."

This is one reason some scientists have
preferred to work while the fetus is still
attached to the mother.

"I did work in Finland. I last went there
four years ago." said Dr. Abraham Rudolph of
the University of Califprnia in San Fran-
cisco. While the mother-to-fetuss link was
still intact-after many; studies animals
to make sure the mother would not be
harmed-he injected radoactivef labeled
plastic microsphefes Int the fetus to study
blood circulation. In tis way, he said. he

gained Important knowledge of fetal
circulation.

"However," he added, "we are not doing any
work in human fetuses now. We feel that
there are enough serious concerns on the part
of people, including research people, that
until there Is a better clarification of the
matter we will avoid any more attempts."

Just how much of this kind of research is
really going on?

"Dozens of people have done it as part of
their projects," one scientist asserted.
"though they might not use their NIH fund-
ing for this part."

"It is difficult to tell just how much there
is," said Dr. Andre Hellegers of Georgetown
University, who sat-a minority member-on
an NIH study section that suggested in late
1971 that "techniques used for temporary
maintenance of functional Integrity of iso-
lated organs" should be "applicable without
further restriction for terminal studies of
the abortus."

In plain English, this would have meant
keeping a fetus alive for at least three or four
hours by artificial means.

"I oppose this," Hellegers said. He is both
a professor of obstetrics at Georgetown and
director of its Kennedy Institute for Study of
Human Reproduction and Bioethics.

"We can all agree on the use of the fetus
in research," Hellegers continued. "I am not
opposed to the removal of tissues under
proper safeguards from a dead fetus. But I
am against the use of the live fetus, whether
it is inside or outside the uterus.

"I do know that NIH has funded such work
in Sweden, at the famous Karolinska In-
stitute, by a well known Swedish scientist.
But If there has been such work funded re-
cently, one can't simply blame the federal
government. NIH has no way of knowing
everything that is being done under training
grants or Institutional grants."

In fact, Hrschhorn complained, there has
recently been a lull in human fetal research
by U.S. scientists both in the United States
and abroad, just as "the work was getting of
the ground" and "investigators were at the
beginning" of some important developments.
He blamed both the lull and other recent
"roadblocks" on the lack of any dialogue be-
tween citizens and- scientists on this issue,
and on what might be permitted.

The only U.. dialogue until last week was
a non-public one, inside NIH confines.

The first recent NIH document was the
September, 1971 study section report devel-
oped by a non-federal advisory group-main-
ly university doctors and scientists. It recom-
mended "planned scientific studies" of the
fetus under acceptable and "carefully safe-
guarded" formats.

Any fetuses studied, it added, should be
positively "non-viable," fetuses that could
not live to develop into full-term babies
under any circumstances. This was defined
as those no older than 20 weeks, no more
than 1.1 pounds in weight And no longer
than 9.8 Inches, or meeting at least two of
these rules.

This recommendation was then considered
by the National Advisory Council on Child
Health and Human Development, also a non-
NIH group, though chaired by Dr. Gerald D.
LaVeck, director of NIH's National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development.

This group merely decided in March, 1972,
that acceptable guidelines "must be devel-
oped." But it clearly included studies on
aborted fetuses by specifying that hospital
review committees should "Insure that the
investigator shall not be involved In the deci-
sion to terminate a pregnancy the product
of which is Intended for study within his own
research grant or authority."

"Please make it clear." said one scientist
last week, "we never would consider having a
pregnancy ended just so we could obtain the
fetus."
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' :, 'rttinto i , thr'e wa. wavI of aner

nu"tiI dl"lirfnre tt tome reearcherv
w'- hc h tbI;'4ing abortr^, 'etusea from
,:. , m:1'ilm d7ct.e nrd keeing them
ai >7' srt:: .';runy mr up to r hours or

LeMi, 10
i. i . It lrnment-aRppointed com-4 mi : cn^! '.tar tc ,T t 'n

t
rcl on such e-

s't h Wh7i a'itng that it was so impo-
t« to fuutuI ;ueratlions tshat it should

1h.. t' r tin dui in Britain: without much
Sf .A Y1 apar'ntly not be the

ws'.7>?:'. , . TT. rflPner. deputy
.," our:, p a1 NHIP'o' not con-

ta .; ' e upr.,rt of such rv-
Jt .Arn:'.t.i 7e is still working on its

ra't r= t:p t :r N1. policy, he noted,
but t ; t! 're.:i thlt this committee will

V is r'rte, sail Berliner, a respected
w:i . Ist, "them in no seoe ttle jutica-
til y r 'w'ork on living humen fetuses be-
c-ue you can do the sanse studies with
art: ;.s."

F Ctdel e'opmental a sectalits like Hirsch-
i ". -r. :kii arni (.t lltake volent isue. As
nn::.'! WI)) W1ierIu't ran anid should he studied
in "..:t!ina,a tiiey conorve', but, as Oaull put
it, Our u:ndrs.xndinrg of human develop-
mint Mtt be residI,.i on untdertanding of
1Vri: n t1t C'1 nta rather than monkey or rat
or rtbit.

t thilis, ilmrtchhrrn argued, are not violated
bectun a nonviable fetus, one that cannot
live, " ott that cannot in any way be made
into a ctnUd."

That is wrong. maintained Helleger in a
vie s.miler to one stated Last week by
many 110mn Catholic groups. "I Include the
live fetus inside the Yuman race whether
it s inolde or outsidIe tpe utr.s."

!wstu ris, he asid, guidenoes ac far proposed
call or "iUiSormed cou'.s ot of appropriate
pal'.as4 to such reasearn..Who are you to
askg he said, the fetus that cannot give
content, or a mother who has already con-
sented to the fetus' dstrction'

"What I fear," said Dr. Robert Jaffe of the
Unln'riity to Michigan-a member uc these
grtrup that sug e6ted thee f8ertember, 1971,
gult1itne-a--' Is that the new iH actian may
mae. te attuatint so rdi that all research
in this a ea A 'now I I isned.'"

Vt itd is1t li DIr. Fl ir I1 low to near-
ly I. Ire cfnl:sc! Nu lUn, 71 CU -c' :tuaadents
Tbhtuiiei~l~l t I ' Ug 1 71 jotras far
ue I V Iiit .' u d:4 I) .n c:a r in s even

17.. l . t ~f ';I 11! i1 ,III i II Ll. Cui rt 11775 zm'u,ent
tJl; ,tIj i Ii 111P i. L :; I1'' .. ;.lr' I1' rid .tagltm il it tre tUwa

*a 'i 7u O7M t tuils lte !Ceroch-
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Until tOn I nor '.)l " the une'7 chid we
a 2Ii*ttil' I ' . Cu'"nothe 'Ia.-
tos. 'ti a 111 iid, eur '' .5'1 asf's'
for e;l r77lft#Wi1 i . .r e._ , t115!told
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feels. reacts to pain, hears, swallows and
even hiccups. By humanizing the unborn
haby the mother heconis a participant
rather than a victim of reproduction."

Dr. Cherry, 39, from Brooklyn. where his
parents ran a clothing shop, has written
some 15 papers on the subject. He teaches
obstetrics and gynecology at the Mt. Sinai
School of Medicine and is an attending ob-
stetririan at the Mt. Sinai Hospital. He got
invoi ved in fetology back in 1962 when he
read of the work of a Dr. A. W. Liley in
New Zealand. After analyzing the amniotic
fluid of a woman and finding that her baby
was anemic because of RH disease, a sub-
stance in the mother's blood that was de-
stro'ing the baby's blood, Dr. Liley inserted
a needle through the mother's abdomen
and into the body of the child and per-
formed the first intrauterine blood trans-
fusion In 1964 Dr. Lley came here and
Dr. Cherry learned the technique from him.

Two years ago he had a patient with RH
disease and estahilshed a first of his own.
Working with Dr. Karlis Adamsons of Mt.
Sinai, he carefully lifted out the head of
the unborn child from the mother and
performed a blood transfusion through the
carotid artery in the neck.

"It showed that fetal surgery was possible
for many other things," Dr. Cherry said.
"Small consolation to the mother. She lost
the baby. But we're working on utertup re-
jection now."

A lab analysis of amniotlo fluid can now
diagnose any of 45 different genetic and
enzymatic defects and help take care of at
least ten obstetrical problems like RH disease,
toxemia, maternal diabetes. Fetology has con-
tributed to a 20% reduction in the mortality
of unborn babies.

"But unless It's medically indioatd we do
not do an amniotic tap," Dr. Cherry said

One of his patients, Mrs. Barbara Kelleyan editor at Bobbs-Mrriu, asked a lot of
questions about fetology when she was preg-
nant. then persuaded him to write "Under-
standing Pregnancy and Childbirth." Pub-
liahed last week, it's the first book covering
a specific medical area which made a Book-
of-the-Month Club selection.

His friend and mentor, Dr. 8. B. Gusberg,obstetrician and gynecologist-in-chief at Mt.
Sinai calls it, "A superb presentation of mod-
ern obstetrical knowledge in a style that is a
model of comprehensioan and clarity." It's
toonplete, humnrous and includes evsy-
thing a woman should know bet cr andafter childbirth. Dr. Cherry removes all thefears and doubts about pregnancy and makes
it a tying of joy and wonder.

When a patient asks him what she shoulddo to have a boy instead of a girl he lists allthe suggested methods, explains that
are etie~acaiy valid, then adds, "You
m ght as well try them. It's a lot of fun
trying but you shouldn't ask me. I have fourdaugh te."

They range in age from 4 to 14. His wife.
Q~ria, is a lawyer, whom he met when hewas at Columbia. She was at Barnard and isl
a graduate of Columbia Law. He tok his
M.D. at the Columbia College of Physleangand Surgeons. When his wife was pregnant
with their first child his mother-L-law
w'zrned her, "Don't lift your hands above
.o ur head. You'll choke the baby." At thetIme he was a resident in obstetrics and was
hearing all the other persistent myths:
Loci e It. ridea bike, play tennis. Bat.,
Y1. ' eIs ating for two

'any people stc think that pregnancy isl
an f.;iu ue aci the pTr ant waiasn an in-

a x, D 2r . Cherry saki. "That's nonsense.
h se't he ih~tlntt's'hen orognant than nprgrenixt '7"!. .i5,u activity the better. If she
r a .s l.'iiori 7ie can run a mil after

1 fretg',i'unlt, I would not reOm.,
Lut t t kysivin afrs be-

tlcttn4 7'
1

re nt. &he4 might bra"aa isg."

Among his patients are water aridF.z,
skiers alnd ballet dancers. One hals us
dancrd up to the nin.bh month of her «."-"
nancy. Shea 42 years old.

But there are thing's a pr.nnt wornan
should avoid: Elreesvtve doses c ip7;ri -'
rays for diagnoses, certain tranrlulirA,tm,
ubiquitous antibiotic, tetr yci1rio, end

smotiing, which is associated with prmoat.:.r;
birth and hence potentially dangerous. iow
about bouee?

"In moieration it's relaxing. especally for
the pregnant woman's husband"

When one pregnant woman arked him re-
cently, "Ca, I flr" Dr. Cherry amedo .rn
most profelionAl ao and trepil d. '. x I
be sure you tee an sirplan_

Mr. BC1(KLEY. Mr. President, I re-
serve the term Aizder of my tirr.

Mr. KE1NNEDY. Mr. PresbA nt. T y 2d
myself such time as I may see,

I share the very deep and a euitve
concern of my friend and cel t'i4.:;e.e tue
distini ithod Senator from New York
( Mr. BUCKLZEY), on this particular mat-
ter, which is of great importance and
consequence and which is the subject of
his amendment. One of the central issues
raised by the amendment is the matter of
determining whether there can be in-
formed consent in a situation where the
parent has decided to abort the fetus, who
can uphold and speak for the ruLhts of
that fetus? This is a very complicated
and involved question. It is just the kind
of question on which we are hopetu4 that
the Commission itself will be able to
guide us, to inform us, and to lead us
during the years ahed.

Part of the problem that is sui'ested
by the amendment of the Senator from
New York is its restrictive nature. 8cien-
tists are on the verge of some important
breakthroughs in the area of genetics.
Thecs breakthroughs will have the po-
tential to correct genetic defects a. fec-
lag thousands of our citmn. Cures for
disasessuch as sickle cell anenat,, d-
abates, Thy-Sacls, several forai of n -
tal retardstio , and PirUoMay d- d
on this kind of Smetics reearch.

So I would like to ask my friend from
Ne Yor fb snt o ndb h
limitaton on the p iliti for re-
search in these particular areas which
offer very great cpportunilties to try to
provide relief for children yet unborn in
these areas and in other genetic srene ,

If the amnd t is eoepetedtbe
what we will be doing will be clcctively
to prohibit'the re rtch community from
Pursuing these vital questions.

I wasthe'efore,wo ing, in theSenator's research, how he thought wecould bet cope with that?
Mr. BUCELZY, Mr. President, I am asdesirous as the Senator from Masrrachu-

aetts for prod in learning how to cure
some of the disaw he has mentioned.

t me say that my amendment Is not
all-inclusIve, It i of a restrictive n ature
and limits Itself to those child l rr-
moved from their mothers by virtue of
an eetive abortion where, by ord nirltng
the killing of the unborn child, the
mother has forfeited her natural right to
spek for It

72W ptan e Of My am dment dos
- preelude O ru)p out any research Inthis feid. as kuig as It is performed with-
in the ooafais of ethical medical prac- t!
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twice. which means: First, that there must
be consent given 1W the appropriate
party; an.d second. that the procedure
be performed for the benefit of the pa-
tient on whom it is performed.

It would, yes, limit the available class
of human guinea pigs, but the problem
of consent is all-important. Human ex-
perinmentation ought properly to be
limited by informed consent, either the
consent of the person on whom the ex-
periment is to be performed, or where
that consent is not possible, then the
consent of the natural guardian. In the
situation of a fetus lifted out of the
mother in an induced elective abortion
procedure, the fetus is not in a condition
to give consent. And as I say, the mother
has clearly abrogated hers.

But the principle of protecting human
dignity and human rights is far more
important than might be a slowing down
in some areas of potentially beneficial,
research, if such research involves one
human being for the benefit of another.
Of course, the whole thrust of this legis-
latIon is buaatse on an understanding that
there are hltgr: ethical coniderations that
overr tie sciel convenience, that override
the riMht of the Government to conduct,
for eoample, experiments on syphilitics
tbcPau it m iht help somebody else.

of e primary rules of medicine
th 4I t1 '.'or is entitled to work on

a %.: i illeun by only in the interests

W ''NE:3Y The problem we are
S I %edhy one of the argu-

ti e a ce .fz New York is
c-n about the question

r c e t f#or fetus. The mother
k 1 r ,.'t a't the'chid"; there-
fsr we d '-warttto give hox theright
to ,: r on that child. But who
c.an k for that child? Can anyone
give c n 15nt? Is the only alternative
death with d nity? These are the very
ueu'.ms tst the Commission, and not

the fd ' - "-* idte on the other
hand W .,,: r would allow research
iir caca ci : anous abortion.

l hope thR r& tor ?c interested in the
righ" I Is thgt th tbat was

re s t ett e nte

Ii!C iithi' ls' . i f sy at.
_..' .' a WOO 7'.j to pemit re-

tih Irv the mother
toi. to giIt awy h

.. aro rd r 1 t ao a ud iin iy

to in. ea a r ? abeion the mother

des ,,r k . A ag to gie it sway ?

d do nc w 'ni we ouglt to be drawing
up those cxi.fee orovisiens on the floor
of the & a 'ist is why we are estab-
lishing Ithe Comrnision, so that they can
make the recommendations and they
can spend the time to get the people
dealing wi theology, religion, medicine,
and reoearch 1o sit down and spend hours
and days thinking about those various
problems. That is what we are attempt-
ing to do. It is difficult to see how we
can be expected to write this kind of pro-
hibition here

This is analogous to the amendment of
the Senator from Maryland, which says
that psychosurgery is pretty bad too, so
we are going to ban that but only until
the Commission can establish policy.
That is what we should do here,

The point is that we are trying to let
the Commission develop the guidelines.
They can promulgate these guidelines,
after a good deal of time and considera-
tion. If those guidelines are not satisfac-
tory or adequate and a sense of outrage
about this issue develops, Congress can
always act. But for us to try to decide
those profound theological and religious
questions here, really defeats the princi-
pal thrust and purpose of the legislation.

Let me remind the Senators that one
cannot draw a distinction and say that
you are going to be able to do the research
if you have a natural abortion, but not
if there is a voluntary one. The one issue
is far more complex. It involves the rights
of the fetus. I don't know the best way
to handle that. Neither do others-it is
a matter for commission study.

I think we ought to be able to foresee
the circumstance that perhaps in ten
years it may be possible to abort a child
and then raise the child 4 months,
perhaps, outside the womb. Some re-
searchers think that is quite conceiv-
able, quite possible, to be able to
preserve the life in those instances.
We find fetuses being aborted at the
present time, just being lost, which
I know offends the deep sensibilities of
many people in this country, and the re-
search by which it would be possible to
preserve that life might very well be
frustrated by this amendment. This
factor must be weighed. If we could save
this unwanted fetus it would become
analogous to current adoption problems.

These are at least some of the ques-
tions and issues that are raised. I am
hopeful that we will be able to treat this
amendment the way we treated the
psychosurgery amendment: to ban the
research until the commission has a
chance to develop the guidelines on this
matter, and to implement those guide-
lines. Then, if necessary, the Senate can
act. We can act very quickly. This after-
noon, the amendment of the Senator
from Minnesota with respect to the in-
crease in the cost of living and social
security was disposed of with 2 minutes
of debate

This matter affects the sensibilities
erAd th ethics of the people of this coun-
try. It seems to me that, rather than our
dr ftug this, it would be much wiser to
gove the chance to the Commission to
examine it and to give it full consider-
ation.

I am extremely sympathetic with what
the Senator from New York is attempt-
ing to accomplish. It concerns me that
in the attempt to achieve perhaps one
goal, about which I know he feels
strongly-and I respect those views and
in many instances share them-we are
not going to take a step forward but may
very well be taking two or three steps
backward In terms of the preservation
of life and in protecting the fetus. That is
why I have some concern about this
amendment.

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. BUCKLEY. I should like to make

one thing very clear, and that is that I
am not personally passing judgment on
whether or not a mother should be able
to consent. I am merely saying that the
amendment I have offered does not pre-

elude the availability of ('uch con' 'nt
where hospitals, normal. mdical proce-
dures, or municipal regulation find the
circumstances or the situation acceptable
in the case of a naturally aborted child.
I am merely saying that in the case of
induced elective abortion, there shall
not be human experimentation, because.
however problematic may be the case of
maternal consent in the case of natural
abortion, the one case that is clear is
that the mother who is willing to kill her
child in abortion is not the proper party
to consent to any experimentation.

With respect to the comments of the
Senator from Massachusetts as to the
Commission and awaiting its findings, as
I indicated in my remarks earlier, I find
the appointment of this Commission to
be most constructive; and I. for one, will
be eagerly awaiting its recommendations
in any number of areas.

But this body has a responsibility to
act now, in the light of what has been
discovered as to the misuse of Federal
funds in helping to finance some re-
search. I believe we have a responsibility
and must make our own judgments, as
imperfect in form as they may be, in
order to call a halt to this experimen-
tation.

Two years hence, or whenever the
commission has completed its work, when
it reports back to the Fenate, the Senate
can always change its mind. As my senor
colleague from New York pointed out a
few minutes ago, that which the Senate
enacts today,. It can anIwsh tomorrow.
And as the distlninshed Penator from.
Mas achusetts pointed out, the S&nate
can act very rapidly.

So F suggest that we ought to do the
right thing as we see it now; and if the
commission should have a contrary rec-
ommendation 2 years hence, then we
can judge the arguments, determine
whether or not we agree with its con-
trary recommendation, and then if nec-
essary modify the law we enact today.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield.
Mr. KENNEDY. We are acting now. I

am hopeful that the Senator would agree
with the amendment which would ban
the research now-immediately--until
we get the commission's recmmenda -
tions. We .will act today. I am quite pre
pared to follow the same kind of proce-
dure we followed with respect to the Sen.
ator from Maryland's amendment, which
would permit reasonable time for the
commission to respond on this matter:
that we wait until they have had a full
opportunity to consider it. We act today,
we act now, as the Senator from New
York would like to do. Then we get the
recommendations of the commission. But
on the one hand the Senator from New
York is saying he is interested in the
commission going forward, but he pro-
poses to ban one area of its potential
jurisdiction.

It seems to me that we can do what the
Senator is concerned about by acting
now; banning it now until we have the
best minds of this commission give it full
consideration. Then, on the basis of their
judgment they will act. If the Senate
wishes to act at that time, I would give
assurances to the Senator from New
York that he will have every opportu-
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nity to come before our committee and
be given full consideration. I do not think
it does any good to talk about these is-
sues that really require more careful,
longtime considerations, and are subject
to a variety of interpretations.

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield.
Mr. BUCKLEY. The Senator said we

are dealing with something that is sub-
ject to a wide variety of interpretation.
Would the Senator consider that the fact
of the unborn child's humanity is sub-
ject to a wide variety of interpretation?

Mr. KENNEDY. No. I was listening to
the argument on informed consent that
the Senator from New York was mak-
ing. I do not follow the Senator's logic
when he says he is not concerned with
the fetus naturally aborted. I fail to find
logic in the reasoning of the Senator.

Mr. BUCKLEY. I believe I stated
clearly that I am not passing personal
judgment but I believe there are a num-
ber of procedures. affecting a mother's
right to speak on behalf of a child, which
is relied upon not only in the medical
profession but also in our hospitals.

Mr, KENNEDY. Can the Senator tell
us what those normal proedures are?
You, cannot? That is the point I was
making. The Senator does not know
what they are, andI do not know what
they are, nor does anyone in the Senate
know what they are, The medical profes-
sion does not know. It feels more time
and thought are needed. That is why we
have this bill before us.

Mr. BUCKLEY. That is why I have so
restricted the effect of the amendment
to limit it to that situation where the
decision has already been made to end
the life of the child by abortion. Only in
that situation would the amendment be
effective. In the case of a spontaneous
abortion, I am content for the present,
however dissatisfied I may be with pres-
ent procedures, to leave that natter to
the Commission. If the Senator from
Massachusetts is not prepared to accept
my amendment I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRE nIDfO O1PiICiR. Who
yields time?

Mr. KENNEDY. I am prepared to yield
back my time.

Mr. BUCKLEY. Then, the chairman is
not going to accept the amendment?

Mr. KENNEDY. No, I am going to
offer a perfecting amendment.
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At this time, Senator Kennedy sought to amend the proposed Buckley

end1nn. Kennedy's amendment would allow the prohibition of the types of

rVsearch to which Senator Buckley was opposed, but only until such time as

policies and procedures to govern the conduct of such research could be estab-

lished. We now rejoin the debate as the discussion shifts to whether the Kennedy

amendment to the Buckley amendment should be accepted (see 131 Cong. Rec.

S16349-16350 (daily ed., Sept. 11, 1973)):
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Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
not a sufficient second.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On whose
time?

Mr. KENNEDY. Does the Senator from
New York yield from his time for a
quorum?

Mr. BUCKLEY. Yes. I withdraw my re-
quest for the yeas and.nays until I hear
the perfecting amendment.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, parlia-
mentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bSen-
ator will state it.

Mr K'NNFDY. Is it appropriate at
thir timr to offer an amendment

The PitESlING OFFICER. It is not
iwyarrppriat.c until the time is yielded back
on the pending amendment.

Mr BUCKLEY. Under the circum-
stco. I reassert my call for the yeas
and may:.

The PRE SIl)ING OFFICER. There is
not a sufmiclent second.

Mr. KNNEDY. I would be glad to ask
unanimous consent that it be in order to
consider my amendment at the present
time without the Senator from New York
losing his rights.

Mr. BUCKLEY. That is satisfactory.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I send

to the desk a perfecting amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

objection to the Senator from Massachu-
setts offering his amendment at this
time? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

The amendment will be stated.
The amendment was read as follows:
After Sec. 1205 insert the following: Un-

til such time after certification of Institu-
tional Review Boards has been established
and the Commission develops policies with
regard to the conduct of research on the
living fetus or infants.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
amendment there will be 15 minutes to
a side.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, this is
an amendment to the amendment of the
Senator from New York. The amendment
would ban any of these research funds
that come through HEW for research in
this area as defined by the Senator from
New York, but it does so only until the
Commission has established the various
review boards and establishes policies
and procedures to govern the conduct of
this research. This isthe same procedure
we have just followed in the matter of
psychosurgery. I think the points raised
by the Senator from New York are ex-
tremely important. They are of great sig-
nificance and extraordinary consequence.

There are many difficult questions for
the Commission to consider. These in-
clude: When can a child give consent?
Who should be permitted to give consent
for him and under what conditions? Who
can give consent for the comatose pa-
tient? We have heard these issues, which
involve an enormous degree of complex-
ity, discussed before our committee by
theologians, philosophers, and research-
era in the area.

The Senate would be acting much more
responsibly if we banned the use of any
kind of funds only until we were able to
get some kind of guidelines from the
Commission.

This is the kind of issue which this
Commission should consider and on
which they should guide us.

I would be hopeful that the Senator
from New York would be willing to accept
the perfecting amendment. I value very
highly his sense of concern on this whole
issue and all of us know of that concern.
He has given the matter a great deal of
thought.

I believe this offers the fairest oppor-
tunity to protect the kinds of rights the
Senator is concerned about and will pro-
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One of the things lha. conu rns me
with respect to our thirking a.ut med-
ical ethics in recent ye r~ h . en the
effect on our moral sesmsi. tad on
society if we satrt uw ing the
value of human life and up? r!g rn.
kinds of subsidiary conki .ri t st;
are oilered in the interet c aC utity.

For us to accept the am ndmrient of-
fernd by the distinguished ch airmaan of
the subcommittee would he, h wever
subtly, to give some sort of tadt sena-
torial approval to the idea that it might
be someday appropriate to permit these
experiments on the child the mother is
trying to destroy. I believe these subties
are terribly important in the present en-
vironment.

I believe that what this body does sets
a moral tone and has an influence on
society at large. If we complete this legis-
lation, and then a medical debate starts
on the proprietry of certain questionable
procedures, as in the case of the doctor
who worked with the Fintlsh physician
to take off the heads of 12 living fetuses-
if we,-in effect, condone this kind'of de-
bate, if we approve it by adopting the
perfecting amendment, then we may be
conceding a fatal premise and we may do
a disservice to the moral climate of this
country.

It could well be that the commission
will come forward with a very forecful
argument that may cause some of us to
change our position, although I will sub-
mit I find myself rather set in my own
feelings in the matter. But I believe that
the Senate should speak its mind as the
House did and put the burden on the
commission to recommend to the con-
trary if that is its finding.

I therefore urge, Mr. President, that
the perfecting amendment not be ac-
cepted.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I do not
accept the suggestion of the Senator
from New York that we are giving any
kind of stamp of approval in this area.
What we are doing is setting up a pro-
cedure and establishing a commission to
try to devise guidelines and dirctives in
an extremely difficult and complex area.

The Senator from New York.is carving
out a small area and saying the commis-
sion shall not deal with that. What we
are prepared to do is let them make fur-
ther research into this area until the
commission has time to develop its rec-
ommendations and policies. This is a
very complex matter. If we are taking off
one portion of commission jurisdiction,
then why not ban the commission from
determining how to treat elderly persons
who are in a coma or in a terminal Ill-
ness? Are we going to start imposing par-
ticular viewpoints and say, therefore, we
are not going to let the commission deal
with that, either, because we want to
be sure that they are either going to be
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kept alive or die? What we tried to do
was not involve ourselves in particular
segments of dimcult ethical and moral
questions. We are trying to set up a pro-
cedure by which we can be guided, always
reserving our right in the Senate or the
Congress to act if some time in the future
it should be so desired.

I think the amendment offered pro-
tects the principal concern of the Sena-
tor from New York. I was hopeful he
would accept it.

Mr. President, I am prepared to yield
back the remainder of my time and to
vote on the amendment.

A recorded vote was then taken on the Kennedy amendment to the

Buckley amendment. The vote was 53-35 in favor. 131 Cong. Rec. S16350

(daily ed., Sept 11, 1973).

A vote was then taken on whether to accept the Buckley amendment,

as amended,. to H. R. 7724. The vote again was in favor, 88-0. 131 Cong. Rec.

S16350 (daily ed., Sept. 11, 1973). H. R. 7724 was subsequently passed by the

Senate, 81-6. 131 Cong. Rec. S16352 (daily ed., Sept. 11, 1973.

The Senate then asked for a conference with the House on H. R. 7724.

131 Cong. Rec. S16352 (daily ed., Sept. 11, 1973). This is the status of the

bill at this writing.
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Buckley Amendment to H. R. 3153, the Social Security Act Amendments

of 1973, to Prohibit Use of Federal Medicaid Funds to Pa for Abortions

On November 30, 1973, Senator Buckley offered the following amend-

ment to H. R. 3153, a bill to amend the Social Security Act (See -185 Cong.

Rec, 521561 (daily ed., Nov. 30, 1973)):

RSec. 193. None of the funds under title 19 may be used

for the performance of abortions.

Senator Buckley included the following remarks in the Congressional

Record on the occasion of offering his amendment (See 185 Cong. Rec. 521561

(daily ed., Nov. 30, 1973)):

Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, the
language of this section is brief. It is
section 193, and it reads:

None of the funds under title 19 may be
usd for the performance of abortions.

This language Is substatally ldent-

e d' to the language that was approved
recently by the conferees on the foreign
aid bill.

This does not reach into the constitu-
tional question. Rather, it simply says
that the Federal Government will notpay
for abortions. If States want to pay for
them or help others pay, that is up to
them, and they may do so with their own
funds.

I suggest that if Congress felt that
Federal funds ought not be allowed to
be used abroad for the performance of
abortions on foreign women, then at
least we could accord the same protec-
tion to our own.

I believe that this amendment merely
supports a continuing epression of con-
gressional intent that has already been
incorporated in several bills on this ques-
tion. I am prepared to have a vote on it
directly.

I offer this amendment, incidentally.
on behalf of the Senator from Nebraska
(Mr. Cuanrs) as well as myself.

Mr. LONG. Mr. Presidnt, I am willing
to take the amendment to conference.

the PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment of the Senator from New York.
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Mr. CHURCH's amendment (No. 664) is
as follows :

On page 9 add the following at the end
thereof:

sec. . (a) Title XVIII of the Social Se-
curity Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new section:

"Ssc. 1880. (a) Nothing in this title shall
be construed to require--

'(1) any individual to perform or assist
in the performance of any sterilization pro-
cedure or abortion if his performance or
assistance in the performance of such pro-
cedure or abortion would be contrary to his
religious beliefs or moral convictions; or

(2) any provider of services to--
(A) make its facilities available for the

performance of any sterilization procedure
or abortion if the performance of such pro-
cedure or abortion in such facilities is pro-
hibited by the entity on the basis of religious
beliefs or moral convictions, or

"(B) provide any personnel for the per-
formance of assistance in the performance
of any sterilization procedure or abortion if
the performance or assistance in the per-
formance of such procedure or abortion by
such personnel would be contrary to the re-
ligious beliefs or moral convictions of such
personnel.

(b) No provider of services which receives
any payment under this title may-

"(1) discriminate in the employment, pro-
motion, or termination of employment of
any physician or other health care personnel,
or

(2) discriminate in the extension~ of staff
or other privileges to any physician or other
health care personnel, because he performed
or assisted in the performance of a lawful
sterilization procedure or abortion, because
he refused to perform or assist in the per-
formance of such a procedure or abortion
on the grounds that his performance or as-
sistance in the performance of the procedure
or abortion would be contrary to his religious
beliefs or moral convictions, or because of
his religious beliefs or moral convictions re-
specting sterilization procedures or abortions.

"(c) The amendments made by this seo-
tion shall be effective on the frst day of the
month following the month in which this
Act is enacted.".

(b) Title XIX of the Social Security Act Is
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section :

"sc, 1911. (a) Nothing in this title shall

be construed to require-
" (1) any individual to perform or assist In

the performance of any sterilization pm-

cedure or abortion in his performance or as-

sistance in the performance of such pro-
cedure or abortion would be contrary to his

religious beliefs or moral convictions; or
"(2) any agency. Institution, or facility

to-
"(A) make its facilities available for the

performance of any sterilization procedure
or abortion if the performance of such pro-

cedure or abortion in such facilities is pro-
hibited by the entity on the basis of religious

beliefs or moral convictions, or
"(B) provide any personnel for the per-

formance or assistance In the performance
of any sterilization procedure or abortion if

the performance or assistance in the per-

formance of such procedure or abortion by

such personnel would be contrary to the re-

ligious beliefs or moral convictions of such

personnel.
"(b) No agency, institution, or facility

which receives any payment under this title

may-
"(1) discriminate in the employment, pro-

motion, or termination of employment of

any physician or other health care person-

nel, or
"(2) discriminate in the extension of staff

or other-privileges to any physician or other

health care personnel. because he performed
or assisted in the performance of a lawful

sterilization procedure or abortion, because

he refused to perform or assist in the per-

formance of such a procedure or abortion on

the grounds that his performance or assist-

ance in the performance of the procedure or

abortloi would be contrary to his religious

beliefs or moral convictions, or because of his

religious beliefs or moral convictions respect-
ing sterilisation procedures or abortions.

"(C) The amendments made by this sec-

tion shall be effective on the first day of the

month following the month in which this

Act is :natted.".
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The amendment was agreed to Id.

abortion Related "Conscience Clause" in H. R. 3153

Earlier, on November 29, 1973, Senator Church had submitted the

following amendment to H. R. 3153 (see 184 Cong. Rec. S21464 (daily ed., Nov. 29,

1973):
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On the occasion of submitting this amendment, which was agreed to

by the Senate, see 184 Cong. Rec. S21465 (daily ed., Nov. 29, 1973), Senator

Church offered the following comments and materials during discussion (See 184

Cong. Rec. S21464-S21467 (daily ed., Nov. 29, 1973)):
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Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, earlier
this month I announced my intention
to offer this amendment to the pending
bill. It would provide that medical per-
sonnel, who by participation in the med'-
icare and medicaid programs are re-
cipients of Federal funds, shall not be
required, on the basis of this aid, to par-
ticipate in the performance of steriliza-
tion or abortion procedures if such pro-
cedures are in violation of that individ-
ual's religious beliefs or moral convic-
tions.

With only technical modifications, this
is the same provision adopted over-
whelmingly by Congress as title IV of
S. 1136, the omnibus health bill, subse-
quently signed into law-Public Law 93-
45. When I originally authored the
"conscience clause," the 'language was
such that it applied to recipients of aid
under all Federal health programs. It,
was in this form that it originally passed
the Senate last March. However, the
germaneness rules in the House of Rep-
resentatives dictated that this provision
could only apply to those programs spe-
cifically authorized by 8. 1136-the Pub-
lic Health Service Act, and the Com-
munity Mental Health Centers Act-and
today these are the only programs which
fall within the reach of the law.

I indicated at the time. of final pass-
age of the omnibus health bill my inten-
tions to find an appropriate vehicle for
the extension of similar protection to

doctors and other medical personnel who
receive Federal assistance through their
participation in medicare and medicaid
programs. Because of its technical na-
ture, H.R. 3153 is the most appropriate
vehicle to accomplish this purpose. I
think it is the general consensus of the
Members of Congress that this recent
enactment of law was not intended to be
discriminatroy, and that this protection
should be extended to providers of medi-
care and medicaid services.

When I initially authored the "con-
science clause" last spring, I cited a case,
Taylor against St. Vincent's Hospital,
whereby a Federal district court in Mon-
tana had issued a temporary injuction
compelling a Catholic hospital, contrary
to Catholic beliefs, to allow its facilities
to be used for a sterilization operation.
The district'court based its jurisdiction
upon the fact that the hospital had re-
ceived Hill-Burton funds. On October 26,
1973, the Federal district court reversed
their previous decision and ordered that
the preliminary injunctive relief issued
by the court be dissolved. In this decision,
the court based ther decision on the pro-
visions of Public Law 93-45, 87 statute
91, section 401(b)-the conscience clause
provision of the Public Health Service
Act.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the court opinion and order be
printed in the RECORD at the conclusion
of my remarks.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. CHURCH. I also call to the atten-

tion of my colleagues the case of Watkins
against Mercy Medical Center, and ask
unanimous consent that the court's
memorandum in that case be printed in
the REcon at the conclusion of my re-
marks.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(See exhibit 2.)
Mr. CHURCH. In this case, a U.S. dis-

trict judge for the State of Idaho, ruled,
partially on the provisions of Public Law
93-45, 87 statute 91, section 401(b), that
a hospital did not have to reinstate the
staff. privileges of a doctor who refused
to comply with the medical code of a
Catholic hospital which had in previous
years received Federal aid. It was the
consensus of the court that this statute
prohibits any court from finding State
action on the part of a hospital which
receives Hill-Burton funds and using that
finding as a basis for requiring the hos-
pital to make its facilities available for
the performance of sterilization proce-
dures or abortions.

I am pleased that Senators Dox5NIcI,
EASTLAND, BUCKLEY, EAGLETON, and PRox-
MIRE have asked to join as cosponsors of
my amendment, No. 664, to the social
security amendments, and I ask that the
record so indicate. This amendment is
necessary if we are to protect the reli-
gious beliefs of all health care personnel
who receive Federal assistance, and I
urge my colleagues to act favorably to ex-
tend this protection to those personnel
who receive Federal assistance through
their participation in medicare and med-
icaid programs.

Mr. President I hope the distinguished
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n.n;'+'zer of the bill will see fit to accept

the amendment. In view of the fact that <

it i with a few technical changes idea-

tical to the earlier amendment that was

overwhelmingly passed by the Senate

and is now the law. and consistent with

that earlier judgment reached by these

Senate, I would hope the distinguished
Senator from Wisconsin would find it'
possible to accept the amendment. t

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, we aret
prepared to accept the amendment.

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, the dis-
tinguished senior Senator from Dela-
ware (Mr. ROTH) has asked that his

name also be added as a cosponsor ofF
this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The question is on agreeing to the
amendment (No. 664) of the Senatort
from Idaho.

The amendment was agreed to.
ExmIUrr 1t

[In the U.S. District Court for the District
of Montana, Civil No. 10901

OPINION AND ORDEa

(James Michael Taylor and Glorida Jean
Taylor, husband and wife, on Behalf of
themselves, individually, and on behalf of
others who may be members of a class of
persons similarly situated, Plaintiffs, versus
St. Vincents Hospital, a Montana Corpora-1
tion, Defendant)
The parties have agreed that the court may

render a decision in this cause without a
trial, based upon the stipulated facts which
appear in the court's final pre-trial order.
Those pertinent facts may be summarized as
follows:

St. Vincent's Hospital is a private corpo-
ration which operates a hospital facility in
Billings, Montana, known as St. Vincent's
Hospital. It has done so since May 1, 1972,
when it took over the operation of the hos-
pital from the Sisters of Charity of Leaven-
worth, also a private corporation, whose
members are all members of a religious order
of that name. The physical facilities of St.
Vincent's Hospital are now and at all times
material in this case have been owned by the
Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth, a cor-
poration.

As a private, charitable, non-profit cor-
poration, St. Vincent's Hospital received cer-
tain tax benefits from the State of Montana.
The Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth, a
corporation, when it operated St. Vincent's
Hospital, also applied for and received funds
under the Hill-Burton Act (42 U.S.C. If291-
291(c)) during the years 1958 through 19683.

Tubal ligation as a sterilization procedure
had not, prior to the preliminary injunction
issued by this court in this cause, been per-
formed at St. Vincent's Hospital because of
the interpretation placed upon the publica-
tion entitled "Ethical and Religious Directives
for Catholic Hospitals" which is incorporated
by reference in the By-laws of the medical
staff of St. Vincent's Hospital. The Bishop
of Eastern Montana of the Roman Catholic
Church has the responsibility to interpret
the directives for members of the Church of
Eastern Montana, including members of the
congregation of the Sisters of Charity of
Leavenworth who are on the Board of Di-
rectors or are employed at St Vincent's Hos-
pital. The preamble in the "Ethical and Re-
ligious Directives" makes it clear that they
are based upon moral convicIons.

St. Vincent's Hospital and Billings Dea-

coness Hospital are the only hospitals in

Billings Montana. In June, 199, the mater-
nity delasmenta of the two hospitals were
combined in St. Vincent's Hospital, and an
intensive care nursery was constructed in

;t iccts Hospital in order to reduce in-
'ant morta~lity in the community and to re- 1

Bice the cost to the community of dupli-l
ated maternity services. Prior to approving
onsolidation of maternity services at St.4

Vincent's Hospital, the Trustees of Sisters I
f Charity of Leavenworth advised local ob-

stetricians and trustees of the Billings Dea-
oness Hospital that surgical sterilizations
would not be allowed at St. Vincent's Hoe- e

pital. The consolidations was completed and

the combined maternity department with in-I

tensive care facilities opened in June, 1972.

The plaintiffs, James and Gloria Taylor,

are a married couple who were expecting a
econd child to be delivered by Caesarian

section on October 31, 1972. The couple de-
sided that they wished Mrs. Taylor to .be
sterilized by tubal ligation at the time of
the Caesarian section and requested permis-
sion of St. Vincent's Hospital for the pro-

cedure. Permission was denied.
Plaintiffs allege in their complaint that

the defendant in refusing t pemt Mrs.
raylor to undergo a tubal ligation rmtat Mthe

Lime of her Caesarian delvery infringed
certain rights guaranteed to the plaintiff by

the United States Constitution. The plain-

tiffs further allege that the infringement
was committed under color of state law. The
prayer asked for injunctive relief, not only
for the Taylors, but also for "other persons
similarly situated in the State of Montana."
The plaintiffs seek to invoke the juris-

diction of this court under the provisions
of 42 U.S.C. 11983 and 28 U.S.C. I 1343. 42

U.S.C. ;11983 reads:
"Every person who, under color of any

statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or us-
age, of any State or Territory, subjects, or

causes to be subjected, any citizen of the

United States or other person within the
jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of
any rights, privileges, or immunities secured
by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable
to the party injured in an action at law, suit
in equity, or other proper proceeding for re-
dress."

28 U.S.C. 11343 reads in pertinent part:

"The district courts shall have original
jurisdiction of any civil action authorized
by law to be commenced by any per-
son:. *

"(3) To redress the deprivation, under col-
or of any State law, statute, ordinance, reg-
ulation, custom or usage, of any right, privi-
lege or immunity secured by the Constitu-
tion of the United States or by any Act of
Congress providing for equal rights of citi-
zens or of all persons within the jurisdiction
of the United States;" * *."

Essential to the plaintiffs' invocation of
jurisdiction in this cause is that the defend-
ant, in its alleged violation of the plaintiffs'
constitutional rights, acted unde color of
state law. The plaintiffs' assertion that the
defendant is acting under the color of state
law is grounded primarily on the fact that
HUl-Burton grants have been used to defray
a portion of the cost of hospital remodeling
and construction over the years. In fact, this
court, in its order dated October 27, 1972,
found jurisdiction in this cause because of
the receipt of such funds by the defendant.

However, on June 18, 1973, the President
signed into law the Health Programs Ex-
tension Act of 1973. Title IV, Section 401, of
that Act, provides in part:

"(b) The receipt of any grant, contract,
loan or loan guarantee under the Public
Health Service Act, the Community Mental
Health Centers Act, or the Developmental
Disabilities Services and Facilities Construc-
tion Act, by any individual or entity does
not authorize any court or any public social
or other public authority to require- *

"(2) such entity to-
"(A) mak its facilities available for the

e e e o f a n y at eri r e
abortion ithie pr~a of such pro-

edure or abortion in such facility is pro-
hibited by the entity on the basis of reli-

gious beliefs or moral conviction...'
Public Law 93-45, 87 Stat. 91, Section

01(b). By its plain language, this Act pro-
hibits any court from finding that a hospital

which receives Hill-Burton funds, is acting

under color of state law. The above sections

were specifically aimed at such a result as

evidenced by the legislative history.'
In a recent memorandum fled in this ac-

tion, the plaintiffs attack the Constitution-
ality of Section 401 (b). Specifically, the

plaintiffs launch a direct attack upon this

section as being contrary to the establish-

ment clause of the First Amendment. How-

ever, the question of the Constitutionality of

nat section is not before this court. Further-

more, the case law relied upon by plaintiffs

relates to parochial schools and is distin-
guishable from the instant case.

Nor does Section 401(b) present any ques-

tion of retroactive application. It simply

limits the remedies the court may grant. It

can only affect pending and future court pro-

ceedings and does not purport to affect cases

in which judgments have become final.
Moreover, there is nothing in Section 401(b)
to suggest that it applies only In situations
where receipt of the public fund occurred
after the effective date of the Act. To apply

Section 401(b) in such a way would produce

the bizarre result that hospitals which have

received Hill-Burton funds prior to June 18.

1973, could be forced to permit sterilization,

while those which received such funds after

June 18, 1973, could not. This was not the

Congressional intent.
Furthermore, there can be no doubt that

1 See H.R. No. 98-227; 1973 U.S.C.C. & A.N.

1553. The latter includes the following
language'

"The background for subsection (b) of sec-

tion 401 of the bill is an injunction issued

in November 1972 by the United States Dis-

trict Court for the District of Montana in

Taylor v. St. Vfncents Hospital. The court
enjoined St. Vincents Hospital, located in

Billings, Montana, from prohibiting Mrs.
Taylor's physician from performing in that

hospital a sterilization procedure on her dur-

ing the delivery of her baby by Caesarian
section.

"The suit to enjoin the hospital was
brought under 42 U.S.C. 1983 (which author-
izes civil actions for redress of deprivation
of civil rights by a person acting under color
of law) and 28 U.S.C. 1343 (which grants
United States district courts jurisdiction of

actions authorizedd by another law) to re-
dress deprivation, under color of any State
laW, of a Constitutional right). In ruling on

a motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction,
the court stated that 'the fact.that the de-

fendant [St. Vincents Hospital] is the bene-
ficiary of the receipt of Hill-Burton Act [title

VI of the Public Health Service Act] funds
is alone sufficient to support an assumption
of jurisdiction....' The court also found
two other factors (state licensing and tax
immunity) that established a connection be-
tween the hospital and the State sufficient
to support jurisdiction.

"Subsection (b) of 401 would prohibit a
court or a public official, such as the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare, from
using receipt of assistance under the three
laws amended by the bill (the Public Health
Service Act, the Community Mental Health
Centers Act, and the Developmental Disabili-
ties Services and Facilities Construction Act)
as a basis for requiring an lndividual or in-
stitution to perform or assist in the perform-
ance of sterilization procedures or abortions,
if such action would be contrary to religious
beliefs or moral conviction.

"In recommending the enactment of this
provision, the Committee expresses no opun-
ion as to the validity of the Tayor decision.
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S'.ch re.t rits the course
it cr deral court s s a valid

~ I nal power. Under Arti-
-, tion. Congress can es-

r cvirtrs as it choes. Is
r ra e courts includes the

i^ with such jurisdiction
pt roprtate for the public. Lock-

:. ? t1 -i. 182, 187 (1943). Fur-
- F ur- to legislate w ith re-

* a e inferior Federal courts
't+:;1 f HIns. Co. v. Haro-rth,

resnons. it is herebh or-
iLe plit 'ts be denied all relief.

-rer d that the preliminary
n rel is" utcei by this court on Octo-

?e of s c,"irt is directed to enter
ii: LIrd g y

Is 26th day of October,

iEisrr 2
the tV Dstrict oart for the District of

iiit, iv: No. 1 73-171
iwAt,JailssIns 'ND ODs~X

'- tr M.D,. plaintiff versus
,r et al, defendants

this action for In-
I-y relief araiist the

act its Boad of Di tors.
t"har been denied medical

tr, r failure to agree to, or
:rr tior religious directives

if :;:.es for Catholic liospi-
m.; cy !I- application of any

lnn+,r st arivcleges wthin the ho-
a"' t ;t s-1I a denial was a violation

;aO r i tih to f edon of religion and due
'ess siflaw. recent congressional action

con hiring the subject matter of this suit
and re- e of the evidence herein viewed in

thereof convinces the Court that
s 'W is wthout merit.

the fa : s as stipulated are that
;- t ,tki 's was denied reappointment to

ra:scal stafl at Mercy Hospital Center for
,l sire to submit a proper application, re-

,ttment to the staff coming on an an-
basn In his application of December 1,

93. Dr Watkins wrote an exclusion to his
tment to abide by the By-Laws of the

fe'csi Staff of Mercy Medical Center so as
to exclude the Ethical and Religious Direc-
tivm for Catholic Health Care Facilities.
Up-m review by the Credentials Committee

n .. ' Executive Committee of the Medical
:.nd the hopital Board of Directors, his

xppcation was rejected.
;-. Watkins resubmitted an identical ap-

si::or! which was also rejected for his re-
to comply with the Ethical and Re-

t_:,to Directives. His staff privileges there-
aS expired on February 1, 1973. Dr. Wat-

refused to comply with or agree to the
E thicaland Religious Directives because
hey prohibit staff physicians from perform-
ink- .olu tsary or involuntary vasectomies or
otner sterilizaton or abortion operations in
u r,'.l xl setting. These procedures are pro-

le-y for religious reasons as the
;sl nsar:ced and operated almost en-

t rely by the Catholic Church.

'Ie rn Md it is admitted that Dr. Wat-
I> a c other respects, training, ex-
and ethically, qualified for staff
It should be noted that there are

a 'sits ly 5 hospitals within 50 miles of
the er, Hosspita which do permit all of the
pr'-drees under discussion here. Dr. Wat-
k: h^'.-efare. submits that his dismissal for

,r t"+ nr ree to or comply with the di-
Sdenites him of his own religious be-

a~ 'rIght to practice medicine with-
AI, prs'cass of law and he requests in-

Su ns tive relief reinstating his staff privileges,
as well as praying for general damages of
g nI00000. '

The meagre evidence adduced by Dr. Wat-
kins would not support any monetary relief
against defandants.

Dr. Watkins has alleged jurisdiction in this
Court to hear this matter on the basis of 28
U.S.C. 1343(3),' contending defendants have
deprived him of his constitutional rights in
violation of 42 U.S.C. 51983' and also alleged
jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 1 1331' and 42
U.S.C. I 2000d.' For reasons more fully de-
veloped in this opinion, this Court feels Dr.
Watkins is not entitled to the relief which
he requests.

In order to state a claim for relief under
42 U.S.C. 11983, it must be shown that
Mercy Medical Center and its Board of Direc-
tors were acting under color of State law
when they denied Dr. Watkins staff pri-
vileges. In other words, it must be deter-
mined that the enforcement of the hos-
pital's rule requiring conformity by the
medical staff to the directives which pro-
hibit contraceptive procedures was an act
done under color of State law. Since the
hospital itself is otherwise a private hos-
pital and not owned or operated by any arm
of the state, the only means by which it
could be said to act under color of law is
if the hospital is sufficiently affected by state
law and regulation and administration of
federal funds by the state as to be con-
sidered acting under color of law.

Mercy Medical Center was constructed with
the help of Federal Hill-Burton Act funds..5
It has been held that hospitals which
receive Hill-Burton funds are affected with
state action. Sams v. Ohio Valley General
Hospital Association, 413 F. 2d 826 (4th Cir.
1969); Citta v. Delaware Valley Hospital,
313 F. Supp. 301 (D.C. Penn. 1970); Taylor v.
St. Vincent's Hospital, Civ. No. 1090, D.C.
Mont., Oct. 31, 1972. However, recent con-
gressional action has effectively revoked the
ability of a court to find state action on the
part of a hospital which receives Hill-Burton
Act funds.

On June 18, 1973, the President signed
into law the Health Programs Extension Act
of 1973. Title IV, Sec. 401 of that Act,
provides in part:

(b) The receipt of any grant, contract,
loan or loan guarantee under the Public

' "The district courts shall have original
jurisdiction of any civil action authorized
by law to be commenced by any person:

(3) To redress the deprivation, under color
of any State law, statute, ordinance, regu-
lation, custom or usage, of any right, privi-
lege or immunity secured by the Constitu-
tion of the United States or by any Act of
Congress providing for equal rights of citi-
zens or of all persons within the jurisdiction
of the United States;"

2"Every person who, under color of any
statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or
,usage, of any State or Territory, subjects, or
causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the
jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any
rights, privileges, or immunities secured by
the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to
the party injured in an action at law, suit in
equity, or other proper proceeding for
redress."

' (a) The district courts shall have origi-
nal jurisdiction of all civil actions wherein
the matter in controversy exceeds the sum
or value of $10,000, exclusive of interest and
costs, and arises under the Constitution,
laws, or treaties of the United States.

'No person in the United States shall, on
the ground of race, color, or national origin,
be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimi-
nation under any program or activity receiv-
ing Federal financial assistance.

' Title IV of the PubieH ealth Services
Act; 42 U.S.C. J1291 et seq.

Health Service Act, the Community Mental
Health Centers Act, or the Developmental
Disabilities Services and Facilit les Construc-
tion Act by any individual or entity does not
authorize any court or any public official
or other public authority to require-

'(2) such entity to-
(A) make its facilities available for the

performance of any sterilization procedure
or abortion if the performance of such proce-
dure or abortion in such facilities is pro-
hibited by the entity on the basis of religious
beliefs or moral convictions...." P.L. 93-45;
87 Stat. 91,1401(b).

By its plain language this Act prohibits
any court from finding state action on the
part of a hospital which receives Hill-Burton
funds and using that finding as a basis for
requiring the hospital to make its facilities
available for the performance of steriliza-
tioti procedures or abortions. The above sec-
tions were specifically aimed at such a result
as evidenced by the legislative history. See
H.R. No. 93-227; 1973 U.S. Code Congressional
and Administrative News, 1553 and 1557.

In essence, what Dr. Watkins has asked
this Court to do is require Mercy Medical
Center to make its facilities available for the
performance of sterilization procedures by
way of requiring his reinstatement to the
medical staff. The above language of the
Health Programs Extension Act of 1973 clearly
prohibits such a course of action.

Neither does the fact ths't Mercy M .ical
Center receives tax exempt status from the
state, is licensed by the state and applies for
and receives state and federal monies under
the Medicare and Medicaid programs, sup-
port a finding that the hospital is sufficiently
clothed with state control so as to be acting
under color of state law. The state has exacted
no conditions upon the hospital concerning
sterilization or abortion in order to receive
tax benefits or state or federal money.

The state regulations which the hospital
must conform to in no way relate to its pol-
icy concerning sterilization or abortions.
Since hospital policy is not and has not been
affected by the benefits bestowed upon it by
the state, defendants were not acting under
color of state law when the policy was formu-
lated or enforced. Doe v. Bellin, F. 2d
(9th Cir. 1973); Ham v. Holy Rosary Hospital,

SThe "Purpose of Proposed Legislation,"
p. 1553, dealing with the "conscience amend-
ment" to the Health Programs Extension Act
of 1973, speaks directly to the point:

"The background for subsection (b) of
section 401 of the bill is an injunction issued
in November 1972 by the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of Montana in
Taylor v. St. Vincents Hospital. The court
enjoined St. Vincents Hospital, located in
Billings, Montana, from prohibiting Mrs.
Taylor's physician from performing in that
hospital a sterilization procedure on her dur-
ing the delivery of her baby by Caesarian
section.

"The suit to enjoin the hospital was
brought under 42 U.S.C. 1983 (which author-
izes civil actions for redress of deprivation
of civil rights by a person acting under color
of law) and 28 U.S.C. 1343 (which grants
United States district courts jurisdiction of
actions (authorized by another law) to re-
dress deprivation, under color of any State
law, of a Constitutional right). In ruling on
a motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction,
the court stated that 'the fact that the de-
fendant (St. Vincents Hospital) is the bene-
ficiary of the receipt of Hill-Burton Act
(title VI of the Public Health Service Act)
funds is alone sufficient to support an as-
sumption of jurisdiction. . . .' The court also
found two other factors (state licensing and
tax Immunity) that established a connection

v.. TOR, s. . ..
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U.S.D.C., Mont. Dec. 20, 1972. No. 1103, There-
fore. Dr. Watkins has not stated a claim for
relief under 42 U.S.C. 11983. Casm v. Price,
457 F. 2d 1037 (9th Cir. 1972).

However, despite supporting a finding that
defendants were not acting under color of
state law, the Health Programs Extension
Act is not without the characteristics of a
double-edged sword. Title IV of the Act fur-
ther provides that:

(c) No entity which receives a grant, con-
tract, loan or loan guarantee under the Pub-
lic Health Service Act, the Community Men-
tal Health Centers Act, or the Developmental
Services and Facilities Construction Act after
the date of enactment of this Act may- .. .

"(2) discriminate in the extension of staff
or other privileges to any physician or other
health care personnel, because he performed
or assisted in the performance of a lawful
sterilization procedure or abortion, because
he refused to perform or assist in the per-
formance of such a procedure or abortion on
the grounds that his performance or assist-
ance in the performance of the procedure or
abortion would be contrary to his religious
beliefs or moral convictions respecting steril-
ization procedures or abortions." P.L. 93-45;
87 Btat. 91, 1401 (c).
Congress has taken the position that the fact
a hospital receives Hill-Burton funds does
not authorize a finding that the hospital
acts under color of state law as a basis for
requiring it to make its facilities available
for the performance of sterilization pro-
cedures or abortions if the hospital declines
for religious or moral reasons. But, at the
same time, the hospital cannot discharge a
staff member who religiously or morally be-
lieves that such services should be performed.
The legislation is aimed at protecting the re-
ligious rights of both the hospital and the
individual. The hospital can prohibit its staff
from performing sterilization procedures or
abortions in the hospital, but it cannot re-
quire its staff to adhere to the religious or
moral beliefs which support the hospital's
policy as a condition of employment or ex-
tension of privileges.

In this case Mercy Medical Center, by
way of its application for staff privileges,
was requiring Dr. Watkins to agree not to

between the hospital and the State suf-
ficient to support jurisdiction.

"Subsection (b) of 401 would prohibit a
court qr a public official, such as the Secre-
tary ofHealth, Education, and Welfare, from
using receipt of assistance under the three
laws amended by the bill (the Public Health
Service Act, the Community Mental Health
Centers Act, and the Developmental Disa-
bilities Services and Facilities Construction'
Act) as a basis for requiring an individual
or institution to perform or assist in the
performance of sterilization procedures or
abortions, if such action would be contrary
to religious beliefs or moral conviction.

"In recommending the enactment of this
provision, the Committee expresses no opin-
ion as to the validity of the Taylor decision."

The "Section-by-Section Analysis" under
the item "Miscellaneous, p. 1557-58, suc-
cinctly states ' congressional purpose as
follows:

"In addition, section 401 of the bill pro-
vides that receipt of financial assistance
under any of the aforementioned Acts does
not constitute legal basis for a judicial or
administrative order requiring an individual
to aid in performing a sterilization or abor-
tion, if such activity is contrary to the in-
dividuils religious or moral beliefs. Nor does
receipt of financial assistance provide legal
authority for a judicial or administrative
order requiring the provision of personnel or
facilities by any entity for the performance
of sterilisation or abortion, if such activity ia
contrary to the religious or sat beliefs of
the pesnnel or prohlibted by the entity for
religi" or moral reasons."

perform sterilization services in the hospital.
The hospital was not trying to require Dr.
Watkins to adopt their religious beliefs, for
he is free to believe that sterilization serv-
ices should be offered and performed, but
the hospital also has the right to believe that
such services should not be performed
and the right to prohibit the use of its
facilities for those purposes.

By similar analysis, Dr. Watkins' general
constitutional claim that defendants have
violated his First and Fourteenth Amend-
ment rights is without merit. It is unques-
tioned that the prohibition against the
establishment of, or prevention of, the free
exercise of religion is wholly applicable to
the states through the Fourteenth Amend-
ment Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296,
84 L. Ed. 1213. 60 5. Ct. 900 (1940); Cruz v.
Beto, 405 U.S. 319, 31 L. Ed. 2d 263, 92 5. Ct.
1079 (1972).

But in order to support a claim that Dr.
Watkins has been denied the right to freely
exercise his religious beliefs or that he had
been denied due process of law, he must
show some significant state involvement
in the activity that allegedly has violated
his rights. U.S. v. Price, 383 U.S. 787, 16 L.
Ed 2d 267, 86 S. Ct. 1152 (1966); Martin v.
Pacific Northwest Bell Tel. Co., 441 F. 2d

1116 (9th Cir. 1971). For the reasons previ-
ously stated in this opinion the Court is
of the belief that there was not state action
in this matter.

Plaintiff's claim tinder 42 U.S.C. 1 2000d is
without merit also. Assuming that Dr. Wat-
kins was discriminated against on the basis
of his religious beliefs, that section speaks
only in terms of racial discrimination.

In conclusion, even assuming the requisite
state action in this matter to support a claim
for relief under 42 U.S.C. 1 1983 or the Four-,
teenth Amendment, the Court feels it must
emphasize that Mercy Medical Center has
the right to adhere to its own religious be-
liefs and not be forced to make its facilities
available for services which it finds repug-
nant to those beliefs. The hospital cannot
discriminate against those who believe other-
wise, but it can set up reasonable safeguards
to insure that others do not use their fa-
cilities for services which the hospital does
not religiously believe should be offered.
Dr. Watkins is free to believe that steriliza-
tion services should be provided for the
public and to perform them anywhere he is
able. However, he cannot force Mercy Medical
Center to allow him to perform them in its
hospital. To hold otherwise would violate
the religious rights of the hospital.

It is, therefore, ordered that the plain-
tiff's request for both preliminary and per-
manent injunction against defendants be.
and the same is hereby, DENIED, and that
the plaintiff take nothing by his complaint
against the defendants. No costs are allowed.

* If counsel so stipulate in writing filed with
the Clerk, this Memorandum shall constitute
the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
and defendants' counsel will submit an
appropriate proposed judgment. If not so
agreed, defendants' counsel will make the
submissions required by Local Rule 18.

Dated this 30th day of July, 1973.
.iang Aweasow,

U.S. Dtrict Judge.
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Having adopted both the Church and Buckley amendments, the Senate

proceeded to pass H.R. 3153, 66-8. 185 Cong. Rec. S21575 (daily ed., Nov. 30,

1973). Both the Church and Buckley amendments will be the subject of a

House-Senate conference on H.R. 3153 in early 1974.

Amendment to Legal Services Corporation Act to Prohibit Legal

Services Attorneys From Assisting in Abortion Litigation

On June 21, 1973, Rep. Hogan submitted an amendment to H. R.

7824, a billestablishing a Legal Services Corporation. Rep. Hogan's amendment

was intended to "prohibit the Legal Services Corporation .from becoming involved

in litigation on abortion." 97 Cong. Rec. H5129 (daily ed., June 21, 1973).

In substance the amendment prohibited Legal Services Corporation funds from

being used "to provide legal assistance with respect to any proceeding or liti-

gation relating to abortion." 97 Cong. Rec. H5129 (daily ed., June 21, 1973).

Rep. Hogan then submitted -the following remarks after offering his amendment

(See 97 Cong. Rec. H5129-H5130 (daily ed., June 21, 1973)):
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Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Chairman, this
amendment is very simple. It would pro-
hibit the Legal Services Corporation
from becoming involved in litigation on
-abortion. Legal services lawyers have
been very much involved in abortion liti-
gation so this amendment is absolutely
essential.

Congress expressly prohibited the use
of family planning grants for abor-
tion. In spite of this, in 1970, Dr. George
Contis of OEO Headquarters' Health
Office, writing in his 5-year plan for
OEO's family planning activities, made
reference to the congressionally imposed
special prohibition, but indicated never-
theless, the legal services attorneys in
community action agencies should help
clients obtain such.services.

In addition, Alan F. Charles, staff at-
torney for OEO's national legal program
on health programs for the poor, writ-
ing in an OEO publication, Clearing-
house Review, in February 1970, solicited
legal services lawyers around the coun-
try for the purpose of opposing statutes
that forbade abortions. After presenting
a list of States in which cases attacking
antiabortion statutes were pending, Mr.
Charles stated that OEO legal services
offices were participating directly in abor-
tion legal actions in the California and
New York actions. This statement but-
tresses Dr. Contis' judgment about legal
services lawyers participating in abor-
tion actions. Mr. Charles also added that
"although the legal services attorneys
cannot directly represent the defendants
in criminal abortion actions, some legal
programs may wish, in an appropriate

* ' ': "' ' r

In . rmi I ( . e.' . ! '. l. ' .: ".
la;. nm w< ri cc ,e a p~ in ni ;'n.e

entitled. Join I)ei a .i.iiJanet I
State llepart inrnlit 1 Suit i l w : i
December 19 70 at.rnia Soctial 'elnr'
Department policy required tuit parcc
of an unmarriedl pregnant minor and ot hi
father of the unborn child be contacted
prior to the issuance of a medicaid card
or other authorization of aid for getting
an abortion. A legal services lawyer con-
tested the case.

An article in the November 1972,
Clearinghouse Review argued that, since
medicaid was designed to alleviate the
health problems of the poor, elective
abortion should be allowed under medic-
aid. The specific case referred to was
handled by legal services lawyers who
sued the New York Welfare Commission
for refusing to allow elective abortions
under medicaid. They appealed the
case-Klein against Nassau County Med-
ical Center-and the court held that a
distinction between nonhealth and a
health abortion was invalid; that is, a
denial of equal protection to the medic-
aid recipient.

Newark Legal Services challenged the
New Jersey prohibition against abortion
in 1970. They argued that normal child-
birth involved more of a risk of death
than abortion.

Two legal services agencies, Com-
munity Action for Legal Services in New
York and South Brooklyn Legal Services,
attacked an antiabortion law in that
State.

So clearly there is a need for this
amendment.

If this amendment does not prevail, I
can foresee suits being brought to force
doctors, nurses, and hospitals to engage
in abortion. I can also foresee suits simi-
lar to the one we had in Maryland where
a mother took her teenaged daughter to
court to force her to have an abortion.

Legal services lawyers, whose actions
were ostensibly supposed to bring eco-
nomic justice to the poor, instead frag-
mepted the families of the poor by at-
tacking the rights of the parents to pre-
vent their children from having abor-
tions. In the July 1971 issue of OEO's
Clearinghouse Review it was argued that
"the requirement of parental consent is
harmful to the child in need of birth
control and to those in need of abortion."
The article also added that there was the
"interest in reducing the growing need
for welfare and in reducing the frighten-
ing population growth." The conclusion
of the article made recommendations for
the District of Columbia, urging that the
age of informed consent for abortion be
lowered to 16. The legal services lawyers
made no recommendations for lowering
the age of consent to be operated on for
tonsilectomy and appendectomy. Why
are they so interested in pushing for a
lowering of the age of consent for abor-
tion to 16?
- Instead of taking just those cases
which would have helped the poor re-
ceive social justice, legal services law-
yers have been crusading -to minimize the
number of poor people by exterminating
the unborn children of poor parents.
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Since the Supreme Court handed
down its decision on January 22 of this
year legalizing abortion across the coun-
try up to the day of natural birth, there
has been much debate over what should
be done to respond to this shocking and
far-reaching decision.

Mr. Chairman, I have sponsored a con-
stitutional amendment which would
guarantee the right to life to every
human being, from the moment of con-
ception. Ultimately, this is the. only
answer if we are to preserve any respect
for the value and dignity of human life.

Three weeks ago the House saw fit to
deny funds to the National Institute of
Health for any experimentation on live
infants, the products of abortion. That
was a step in the right direction. Today
the House again has the opportunity to
reamrm this body's conviction that every
human being is of value and has the
right to live. If this amendment is ap-
proved, It will be another indication of
the strong sentiment of this body to pro-
tect life. It will also protect doctors and
nurses who oppose abortion from suits,
paid for by the taxpayers, forcing them
to violate their conscience and. perform
abortions.

I have received thousands of letters
from all over the country from people
shocked and dismayed at the Supreme
Court's decision. I am sure that every
Member in this Chamber has received
similar letters. Today we have the op-
portunity to stand up and be counted.
The vote on this amendment will indi-
cate to our constituents whether or not
we are willing to be included among those
who cherish the value and dignity of
every human life.

I support the adoption of this amend-
ment, not only because I think it serves
a worthwhile purpose in this bill, but also
because it is another small step toward
the protection of those least able to de-
fend themselves, the unborn.

Rep. Abzug opposed the Hogan amendment and argued against it in

the following way (97 Cong. Rec. H5130 (daily ed., June 21, 1973)):
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Ms. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I do notbelieve that Members of the Congressshould act on this amendment basedupon their views on abortion. The gen-tleman in the well just said that he couldnot see how this could possibly affect anypoor person. The fact Is that we do havea Supreme Court decision In this countrywhich says that there is a constitutionalright, the right of privacy to abortion.One of the main effects of that will beto help poor women who have had diffi-culty in obtaining an abortion, to obtainthemr.
Should the constitutional right, whichis now a matter of Supreme Court de-cision, be violated and a poor womanunable to receive that abortion, in viola-tion of what is now the law by the Su-preme Court be abandoned and discrim-inated against? It seems to me that shehas a right to seek legal counsel forassistance under this act. Whether ornot the Members agree that a womanshould have a right to abortion, it is,nevertheless, the law. The Member fromMaryland who proposes this amendment

has often asserted the remedy he seeksto change that law by efforts to changethe Constitution. He has no right to usehis personal views to deprive poor womenof their fundamental rights. I believeto vote against the right of a poor womanto be able to seek redress from the courtsis inappropriate.
I urge the itembers to vote down theamendment.

In response to an inquiry from Rep. DuPont, to wit:

Does the gentleman's [Hogan's] amendment mean that if a
woman received an abortion in a hospital and was injured
as the result of medical malpractice, that the attorneys inthe [Legal Services] corporation would not handle her suit?
(See 97 'Cong Rec. H5130 (daily ed., June 21, 1973)
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Rep. Hogan responded

No; I do not intend that at all. What I do intend is that
no suit can be brought against a doctor or a nurse or a hos-
pital that will not perform an abortion to force them to do
so (97 Cong. Rec. H 5130 (daily ed., June 21, 1973))

At this time Rep. Froehlich offered a substitute amendment for

Hogan's amendment. Forehlich's substitute amendment would forbid the use of

Legal Services Corporation funds in the following way (See 97 Cong. Rec. H5130

(daily ed., June 21, 1973)):

"() To provide legal assistance with re-
spect to any proceeding or litigation which
seeks to procure a non-therapeutic abortion
or to compel any individual or institution
to perform an abortion, or assist in the per-
formance of an abortion, or provide facilities
for the performance of an abortion, contrary
to the religious beliefs or moral convictions
of such individual or institution."

Rep. Froehlich offered the following explanation in support of his

substitute amendment (97 Cong.. Rec. H 5130 (daily ed., June 21, 1973)):

Mr. FROEHLICH. Mr. Chairman, I
think this wording will correct the defect
pointed out in the Hogan amendment.
My wording prohibits legal corporation
lawyers from working to procure a non-
theraputic abortion for an individual or
to force a hospital, institution, or doctor
to participate in an abortion it is against
their policy or beliefs. I have presently
in my district a hospital which is in
court, and the court suit is being funded
by one of the private organizations fur-
nishing legal services to individuals. Ac-
cording to this bill some of these private
institutions could get some of this money
to continue this type of fight and keep
harassing these hospitals who say as a
matter of policy they are not going to
permit abortions in their institutions.
This is a perfecting amendment. I hope it
is adopted.

In response to the demand of Rep. Roncallo, a recorded vote was then

taken on accepting the Froehlich amendment to the Hogan amendment. The vote

was 316-53 in, favor. 97 Cong. Rec. H5130-H5131 (daily ed., June 21, 1973).
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A vote was then taken on whether to accept the Hogan amendment,

as amended by the Froehlich amendment, to H. R. 7824. By voice vote, the

"noes" appeared to have it, the apparent effect of which would have been to

defeat the Hogan Amendment. 97 Cong. Rec. H5131 (daily ed., June 21, 1973).

However, Rep. Hogan demanded a recorded vote, which, when taken, resulted

in a 301-68 vote in favor of accepting the Hogan. Amendment 97 Cong. Rec.

5131 (daily ed., June 21, 1973)

A non-recorded affirmative vote was given once more to the Hogan

amendment in response to a request for a separate vote from Rep. Abzug. See

97 Cong. Rec. H 5137 (daily ed., June 21, 1973). H. R. 7824, with the Hogan

amendment (as amended by the. Froehlich amendment) added, was then passed

by the House, 276-95. 97 Cong. Rec. H5137 (aaily ed., June 21, 1973).

The Senate, on January 31, 1974, passed H.R. 7824, but not before

substantially rewriting the House version. Included in the rewrite was a January 30

amendment concerning the participation of Legal Services Attorneys in abortion

litigation. Senator Bartlett submitted the amendment, which prohibited Legal

Services Corporation funds from being used

(7) To provide legal assistance with YD"
spect to any proceeding or litigation which
seeks to procure an abortion unless the same
be necessary to save the life of the mother.
or to compel any individual or Institution to
perform an abortion, or aertat In the per-
formance of an abortion, or provide Lasilitle
for the performance of an abortion roeaa
the the religious beliefs or moral convictions
of such individuals or Institutions.

(7 Cong. Rec. S824 (daily ed., Jan 30, 1974))

Senator Bartlett then submitted the following remarks on his amend-

ment (7 Cong. Rec. S824-S825 (daily ed., Jan. 30, 1974)):

Mr. BARTLET. Mr. President, the
continuation of the legal services pro-
gram in Its present form mens the con-
tinued Federal funding of a program
which is an anathema to a substantial
portion of the American taxpayers

sinee Its inception the legal services
program has been active in the pursuit
of State and Federal laws prohibiting
abortion. They have beaten the druams
politically and legally for change in our
abortion laws.

Unfortunately they, and other parties,
have been Quite successaul. As we all
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know the U.S. Supreme Court has ne-
gated all State antiabortion laws.

However, there remains some private
bastions protected from the dictates of
the Supreme Court that abortions be per-
formed. Many hospitals around the Na-
tions and many doctors are saying no to
the performance of abortions.

Some of the legal services attorneys
now have their sights on these disenters
who because of conscience have said no.

Mr. President, the record on the activ-
ities of the legal services lawyers on
abortion issues is lolg.

In X69 OEO funded a national legal
program on health problems of the poor
located at the University of California
at Los Angeles. This was designed as a
backup center to provide supportive
services including collaboration in liti-
gation involving health issues, develop-
ment of materials for the use of legal
services attorneys and the coordination
of efforts in health law by legal service
attorneys. In October 1969 the national
legal program on health problems of
the poor addressed all legal services-
lawyers on the subject, of a then recent
California Supreme Court decision ren-
dering an abortion statute unconstitu-
tional. They said:

Legal Services attorneys should begin
scrutinizing the impact of state abortion
laws on their clients and should assert the
rights of their clients before hospital abor-
tion committees (if counsel is even permitted
to appear before such committees) --consid-
eration should be given to the filing of af-
firmative actions. The National Legal Pro-
gram on Health Problems of the Poor will
be glad to offer assistance to you with regard
to any of these matters.

Legal services lawyers were quick to
take up the challenge and abortion suits
were filed in numerous States.

In my own hometown in February
1971 the Tulsa Legal Aid Society filed a
brief arguing that the Oklahoma abor-
tion law was unconstitutional, again fi-
nanced by Federal dollars.

Mr. President, twice in recent elections
the people have spoken on how they feel
about abortion. Last November, the citi-
zens of Michigan rejected legalized abor-
tion by a 3 to 2 margin, and North Da-
kota rejected a similar amendment by
3 to 1.

My amendment would prohibit legal
services attorneys from involving them-
selves with abortion issues. I have no
idea of the percentage bu( it is obvious
from the North Dakota and Michigan
vote that a substantial number of our
citizens are opposed to abortion on de-
mand. We should not be using their tax
dollars to fund abortion advice and liti-
gation programs.

I know the legal services lawyers can
find many productive areas in which they
can be helpful to the poor without in-
cluding advice of dubious value concern-
ing abortion procurement.

Mr. President, I hope that my amend-
ment will be accepted. I urge my col-
leagues to support It. I believe that it is
consistent with the ideas of many Sen-
ators as to the confines of legal services
action and I hope that it will be accept-
able to those on the other side.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Oklahoma yield?
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The following colloquy then occurred among Senators Bartlett, Javits

and Nelson (7 Cong. Rec. S825-5826 (daily ed., Jan. 30, 1974)):

Mr. BARTLETT. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. May I ask the Senator

to yield on his time as I am going to
need every minute of my time.

Mr. BARTLETT. I am glad to yield to
the Senator on my time.

Mr. JAVITS. May I ask the Senator
this question

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair
would advise the Senator that time can
only be yielded by one Senator to an-
other, under the rule, by unanimous
consent. Is there objection?

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, a parlia-
mentary inquiry.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
from New York will state it.

Mr. JAVITS. Where a Senator yields
to another Senator for a question, which
hs entirely within the rules, is any such
consent necessary?

1ie VICE PRESIDENT. A Senator
may yield for a question, but may not
yield his time.

Mr. JAVITS. I understand that. I
asked the Senator from Oklahoma to
yield to me for a question, and he has
done so, as I understand it.

Senator Ba rETLTT, would you tell us
this: Your amendment uss the word
"or" at the hla.lin: of line 4 of the
amendment after the word "mother". Is
that a dkjuncive or a conjunctive?

The reason for asing that is this:
T;. it the purpose of the Senator's amend-
:ment to prevent legal services from com-
pellin anyone to do anything, either the
prospective patient or the hospital, or
the doctor, and so forth, from acting in
respect to, "an abortion contrary to
the religious beliefs or moral convic-
tions of such individuals or institutions,"
we have done that here a number of
times. If the Senator's purpose, on the
other hand, is to make that disjunctive
to cover the first three lines, that raises
the direct question of action for a poor
person to enable that person to do what
he may wish to do.

May we know what is the Senator's
purpose, because that word "or" could be
construed either way, either as conjunc-
tive or disjunctive.

Mr. BARTLETT. The Senator is speak-
ing of the first word on line 4, the "or"
and not the second? The would be con-
junctive. But I want to make certain that
we are still-let me ask the Senator a
question-

Mr. JAVITS. Yes.
Mr. BARTLETT. You would not inter-

pret this provision, or this provision using
the word "or" as conjunctive to permit
the legal services to make a class action
in favor of abortion and that kind of
thing which has been done? The Senator
is speaking more of the individual case,
of a mother pursuing her desires.

Mr. JAVITS. That is correct. Well, a
class action would have to proceed
against an institution. What we are doing
is saying that we may not have legal se.
Ices start such a class action to make an
institution do something contrary to the
religious beliefs or moral convictions
which prevail in that institution. Obvi-
ously. of course, an institution has no
mind o its own-

Mr. BARTL'1T. Right.

Mr. JAVITS. But if that is the thrust
of it, I think, with the understanding
that we may have to make that thrust
clear in conference, personally I see no
objection to it; but perhaps toe manage:-
of the bill would have a different view.

I might say to the Senator from Wis -
consin that, as I construe it, what thM
Senator is seeking to do is to prevent
legal services from being used to compel
an individual or an institution from
doing something with respect to abor-
tion which is against the religious be -
liefs or the moral convictions of that
individual or that institution.

Mr. NELSON. Is that part of the law
now?

Mr. JAVITS. There is nothing specific
in the law-

Mr. NELSON. As to legal services there
is nothing in the existing law.

Mr. JAVITS. I have no doubt that
they do no such thing under the current
program.

Mr. NELSON. But we have adopted
similar provisions in other legislation.

Mr. JAVITS. We have. The distin-
guished Senator from Idaho (Mr.
CHURCH) has been the principal author
of those provisions.

Mr. NELSON. Is the Senator making
or suggesting a modification?

Mr. JAVITS. The only other modifica-
tion I was going to suggest to the Senator
is what has been pretty much the rubric
in these matters, to save the life or to
protect the health of the mother. But I
have to leave that to the Senator, in
view of the fact that we are under strict
rules regarding other amendments than
the one the Senator has proposed.

Mr. BARTLETT. If I understand it
correctly, in line 3, it says "unless
the same be necessary to save the life of
the mother,".

Mr. JAVITS. And we would write in
there-that is, if the Senator wishes to
follow the suggestion I am making, "or
to protect the health" of the mother.

Mr. BARTLETT. Well, I think we could
discuss that. I think the problem there is
the definition that has been used as to
the meaning of *health." We might have
to define the terms.

Mr. JAVITS. We could say "to protect
a serious threat to the health of the
mother."

Mr. BARTLETT. I feel that this ex-
presses it the way most people would
look on it. The Senator is getting into
the argument of the Supreme Court
about the health of the mother, which
of course has been interpreted in such a
way that her health can possibly be her
desires and her general feeling and not
her physical health.

Nir. JAVITS. May I say, Senator, if it
were her desires, this amendment would
not apply, because the amendment
says it is "contrary to the religious be-
liefs or moral convictions of such indi-
viduals or Institutions." If it were con-
trary to her religious beliefs of mori
convictions she undoubtedly would not
be consenting. I am thinking of a situ -
tion short of death where we might have
a very serious intent.

Mr. BARrTLTT. I should like to ad-
vUie the Senator from Nw York that it
really expresses whatI wish to convey
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there. I think it is a very proper provi-
sion. I have real concerns with the use of
the word in this instance, because of the
way it has been defined and interpreted,
which is contrary to most people's beliefs.

Mr. JAVITS. The Senator from Cali-
fornia (Mr. CRANSTON) has just sug-
gested to me, and while I have the floor
I will do it for him, that it would be
clearer that the word "or" at the begin-
ning of line 4 of the amendment be con-
junctive and not disjunctive, if in line 6
of the amendment, a comma were to be
inserted after the word "abortion".
Would the Senator read it from that
point of view and see whether he would
agree?

Mr. BARTLETT. The senator is sug-
gesting a comma after the word "abor-
tion"?

Mr. JAVITS. On line 6, so that it would
read "or provide facilities for the
performance of an abortion, comma, con-
trary to".

Mr. BARTLETT. Yes. I think that
would be agreeable.

Mr. JAVITs. The Senator would need
to ask unanimous consent to make that

change.
Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent to insert a comma
after the word "abortion" on line 6 of my
amendment.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob-
jection, the modification is so made.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I have no
further comments. I have made my com-
ments.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President. a similar
amendment was adopted on the floor of
the House by a large vote so that the is-
sue is in conference. There is some dif-
ference in language. We are going to have
to deal with the issue in conference
whether this is adopted or not. I have no
objection to taking the amendment to
conference.

The Bartlett amendment, as modified by Javits, was then agreed to.

7 Cong. Rec. S826 (daily ed. Jan 30, 1974). On January 31, 1974, the Senate

then passed H. R. 7824, 69-17 (8 Cong. Rec. S1012 (daily ed. Jan. 31, 1974)).

The bill now awaits House action.

Hogan Discharge Amendment

On July 10, 1973, Rep. Larry Hogan presented a motion to dis-

charge subcommittee no. 4 of the House Judiciary Committee from the con-

sideration of H. J. Res. 261, which Rep. Hogan introduced on January 10, 1973.

H. J. Res. 261 is a proposed constitutional amendment intended to nullify the

U. S. Supreme Court's abortion decision of Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973).

,P7 1d 11' 779 77
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Under clause 4 of House Rule XXVII, if a bill has been referred

to a legislative committee for thirty days without its having been reported, it is

in order for any member to file a discharge petition. The petition lies at the

desk for signatures of members. A discharge petition requires the signatures

of a majority of the House membership (218) before further action may take place.

Thereafter,

[ijf 218 members sign a discharge petition it then
goes on the Discharge Calendar which is privileged busi-
ness the second and fourth Mondays of each month. When
the bill has been on the Calendar of Motions to discharge
Committees for seven days, it is in order on the correct
Monday for any member whohas signed the petition to move
that the committee be discharged of its consideration of the
bill in question. Debate is for 20 minutes, divided equally
between proponents and opponents, after which a vote is in
order. If the motion to discharge the committee is
adopted, it is then in order for any member who has signed
the petition to move the immediate consideration of the bill
which has been discharged. If the motion carries, it shall
be in order to consider the bill under the general rules
of the House. If consideration of the bill is left unfinished
at adjournment; it shall become the unfinished business of
the House until disposed of. If the House votes against im-
mediate consideration, or the motion for immediate con-
sideration is not made, the bill goes to the appropriate
calendar to which it would have been referred had the com-
mittee reported the bill and it has the same privilege as
if it had been reported. If the motion to discharge the com-
mittee is defeated, no further motionto discharge any com-
mittee of a substantially similar bill may be acted upon
during that session of Congress. (See Froman, The
Congressional Process: Strategies, Rules and Procedures
91 (1967); See also Riddick, Congressional Procedure 293
(1941).

As of this writing, the.Hogan discharge petition has not received

the required signatures of a majority of the members of the House.
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Select Legal Analysis of Congressional Abortion Action

Proposed Constitutional Amendments

As noted earlier in this report, there have evolved three different

types of proposed constitutional amendments, each of which is intended to nullify

the Wade and Bolton decisions. H. J. Res. 261, S. J. Res. 119 and H. J. Res.

427, also discussed earlier, are representative of these three types of a amend-

ments. Below we contrast and compare H. J. Res. 261 and S. J. Res. 119.

H. J. Res. 427 is totally dissimillar and will be discussed subsequently.
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H.J. Res. '261 S.J. Res. 119

This amendment
applies to . . .

and is intended to
prohibit abortions by
providing that...

Some abortions may
be permitted, however,
inasmuch as this
amendment.. .

This ame
purports
the probi
euthans ia

ndment
to reach
em of
by...

"any human being, from the
moment of conception"

[n]either the United States
nor any State shall deprive
any human being, from the
moment of conception, of
life without due process of
law, nor deny to any human
being, from the moment of
conception, within its juris-
diction, the equal protection
of the laws."

may possibly be read to per-
mit abortions which are con -
sistent with "due process",
i. e. where the mother's life
is endangered by continuing
the pregnancy.

specifically providing in Sec.
2 that "[n]either the United
States, nor any state, shall
deprive any human being of
life on account of illness, age
or incapacity. "

"all human bei-,
their unborn of_ ringat e erY
stage of their biological
development, irrespective of
age, health, function or
or condition of dependency."

the word "person', as that
word is used in the Fifth
and Fourteenth Amend--
ments to the Constitution
shall be read to include
the above.

specifically provides in Sec.
2 that "This article shall
not apply in an emergency
when a reasonable medical
certainty exists that continuation
of the pregnancy will cause
the death of the mother."

extending protection, as noted
above, to every human being
irrespective of 'age, health,
function, or condition of
dependency.

0
0
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H. J. Res. 261 and S.J. Res. 119 Contrasted and Compared
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I. J. Miles. 261 S. J. Res. 119

It is possible that
this amendment pro-

hibits only abortions
performed by the State
or those working
closely with the State
inasmuch as this
amendment.. .

It may be therefore,
that aboritons per-
formed by wholly pri-
vate means are not
affected by either
amendment.

It may be that the
use of intrauterine
devices (IUD's) or
other drugs or devices,
which cause the expul-
sion of the fertilized
egg from a woman's
body, may be suspect
under this amend-
ment because...

With respect to the
rights of the unborn
unrelated to the "right
to life", or abortion,
this amendment
appears...

applies only to the "United

States or any state.i

this amendment invests
the unborn with the consti-
tutional right to life "from
the moment of conception;

to insure that the unborn
are not denied the equal
protection of the laws-a
guarantee which may in
validate many laws which
distinguish between the
unborn and those born -and
alive. The effect of this
interpretation may be to
force states to grant statu-
tory rights and privileges
to the unborn in all areas
of the law such as family
law, probate, torts etc.

employs the Fifth and Fourteefnth
Amendments to protect the

unborn, which Amendments have

generally been held to protect

only against the invasion of

rights by government action;
not the action of private
individuals.

this amendment invests the
unborn with constitutional
rights "at every stage of their

biological development", 
the

first stage of which is, arguably,
conception. However, it is

not clear whether this inter-
pretation of "biological develop-
ment" will be adopted in every

instance.

not to guarantee anything
more than "the right to life"

to the unborn. Sec. 1 of the

amendment states that it applies

only "with respect to the right

to life."
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H. J. Res. 261

NL

permits both Congressional.
and state enforcement. There
may be a question as to the
propriety of giving the States
enforcement power equal to that
of the Congress; however, the
Supremacy Clause of the consti-
tution may very well insure that
Congress achieves the statutory
implementation of the amend-
ment as it deems correct-in
spite of contradictory State
implementing legislation.

The enabling cause
of this amend n at,

Sec. 3,...

permits both Congressional and
State enforcement. There may be
a question as to the propriety of
giving the States enforcement
power equal to that of the Congress;
however the Supremacy Clause
of the constitution may very well
insure that Congress achieves
the statutory implementation of
the amendment as it deems
correct-in spite of contradictory
State implementing legislation.
It should be noted, however, that
the phrase "within their respective
jurisdictions" augers the
possibility that States may
be the final judge of imple-
menting this amendment in
their "respective jurisdic-
tions" and that Congress may
be restricted in its enforce-
ment of this amendment to
relying only on the express
powers in the Constitution,
and may not rely on this
amendment as granting plenary
power for enforcement.

0

S.J. Res. 119

_. . X
MON
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H. J. Res. 427 purports to reinvest the States with plenary power to

statutorily regulate abortion. The effect of the amendment would presumably

be to read out of the Constitution those restrictions on such state regulation

which the Supreme Court in Wade and Bolton justified through interpretation of

the Fourteenth Amendment. In effect, the Wade and Bolton decisions would

be reduced to nullities and regulation of abortion in this country would most pro-

bably return to the status quo ante Wade and Bolton.

Efforts to Prohibit Federal Funds From Being Used to Pay

For or Assist the Receipt of Abortions

Amendments have been attached to both the Social Security Amend-

ments of 1973, see this report at , supra, and The Legal Services Corporation

Act, see this report at , supra, to insure that the benefits made generally

available by both those measures are not made particularly available to pay for

or assist the receiving of an abortion. These and any similar such efforts raise

serious constitutional questions in light of Wade and Bolton.

Generally, "the test of equal protection is whether the legislative

line that is drawn bears some rational relationship to a legitimate governmental

purpose. " U. S. Dept. of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, 540 (1973);

Weber v. Aetna Casualty and Surety Co., 406 U.S. 164, 172 (1972). The Social

Security Amendments of 1973 and The Legal Services Corporation Act carry

amendments which would exclude indigent pregnant females, who seek abortions,

from receiving, respectively, payments through medicaid and the services of

poverty attorneys. It is questionable whether either of these exclusionary classi-

fications satisfy an governmental purpose inasmuch as (1) medicaid is basically

intended to provide broad medical care to the poor and (2) the Legal Services

Corporation is intended to, generally, provide financial support for legal assistance

in noncriminalproceedings or matters to persons financially unable to afford legal

IM, it:
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assistance. The saving of welfare costs is questionable as a justification.

Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 633 (1969). Similarly, the state has no.

justifiable interest in the, unborn, prior to viability. Roe v. Wade, 410 U. S. 113,

163 (1973). Any supposed interest in fostering morality is dubious, U.S. Dept.

of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U. S. 528, 535 n. 7 (1973) and is probably devoid

of justification inasmuch as abortion is basically legal through approximately the

first six months of pregnancy. Roe v. Wade, supra. Thus, as the federal

government may not.exclude "hippie communes" from. the food stamp program,

U. S. Dept of Agriculture, supra, it is highly questionable whether the Congress

can particularly exclude abortion-related services from federal programs where

that exclusion serves no justifiable governmental purpose. "If a law has 'no

other purpose, . . than to chill the assertion of constitutional rights by penalizing

those who choose to exercise them, then it [is] patently unconstitutional.'"' Shapiro

v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 631 (1969); United States v. Jackson, 390 U.S.

570, 581 (1968).

While the above analysis indicates that abortion-related classifications

in the Social Security Amendments of 1973 and the Legal Services Corporation Act

may be devoid of any "rational" relationship to a permissible governmental in-

terest, it should be remembered that the right to an abortion, as defined in Wade,

appears to be a "fundamental" constitutional right. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at

152. Such a characterization requires that legislation interfering with such a

right show more than merely a "rational" relationship to a permissable govern-

mental interest. "Where certain 'fundamental rights' are involved, the court has

held that regulation limiting these rights may be justified only by a 'compelling

state interest.' Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 155 (citing authorities). It remains

questionable whether such Congressional action is justified under either the

0 "rational basis" or "compelling state interest" tests.
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," JUDICIAL ACTION

Subsequent to the Supreme Court decisions in _a___ and l3.. -gn,

portions or all of numerous state abortion laws were declared invalid, either

per se or as applied to certain facts. Several issues, not directly decided in

V-ade or Bolton, were considered in many of these decisions: Abortions by

non-physicians; the dissemination of birth control or abortion information; welfare

payments for abortions; spousal and parental consents to an abortion; the refusal

of private and public hospitals to perform abortions, -- these and other issues

were discussed by many decisions.

We commence below a summary discussion of the above mentioned

issues as those issues have been addressed by federal and state court abortion-

related decisions since Wade and Bolton. Prior decisions are, however, occa-

sionally referred to. While this summary should prove informative, individual

judicial decisions must be consulted to discern the precise impact in any given

jurisdiction. Similarly, this summary should not be used to predict the out-

come or result of prospective problems or litigation.
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State Restrictive Aortion _tatutes Held Uneonstitutional

The impact of the Wade and Bolton decisions was not long in

coming. Literally within days actions were brought challenging state abortion

laws similar to those struck down in TEXAS and GEORGIA by, respectively,

Wade and Bolton. In alphabetical order, State statutes were struck down

in ARIZONA., Nelson v. Planned Parenthood Center of Tucson, Inc., 19 Ariz.

App. 142, 505 P. 2d 580 (Ariz. Ct. App.1973); See also State v. Wahlrab,

19 Ariz. App. 552, 509 P. 2d 245 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1973); ARKANSAS, May v.

Arkarsas, 492 S. W. 2d 888 (Ark. Sup. Ct. 1973) cert. den. 42 U. S.L. W.

3290 (U. S. Nov. 13, 1973)(No. 73-355); COLORADO, People v. Norton, 507

P. 2d 862 (Col. Sup. Ct. 1973); CONNECTICUT, Abele v. Markle, Civ. Nos.

14, 291 and B-521 (D. Conn. April 26, 1973); KENTUCKY, Sasaki .v.

Commonwealth, 407 S. W. 2d 713 (Ky. Ct. App. 1973); ILLINOIS, Doe v.

Scott, No. 70-C-395 (N.D. Ill. March 1, 1973); See also People v. Frey, .54

Ill. 2d 28, 294 N.E. 2d 257 (1973) and People v. Bell, 10 Ill. App. 3d 533,

294 N. E. 2d 711 (Ill. Ct. App. 1973); IOWA, Doe v. Turner, 361 F. Supp.

1288 (S. D. Iowa 1973); MAINE, Merola v. Erwin, Civ. No. 13-180 (D. Me.

Feb. 20, 1973); MARYLAND, Vuitch v. Hardy, 473 F. 2d. 1370 (4th Cir. 1973)

cert. den. 42 U.S.L.W. 3194 (U.S. Oct. 9, 1973) (No. 72-1542);

MASSACHUSETTS, Women of the Commonwealth v. Quinn, No. 71-2420-W (1 .

Mass. Feb. 21, 1973); MICHIGAN, Doe v. Kelly, Civ. No. 37444 (E. D. Mich.

Feb. 22, 1973); See also People v. Bricker, 389 Mich. 524, 208 N. W. 2d

172 (1973) and Larkin v. Cahalan, 389 Mich. 533, 208 N.W. 2d 176 (1973) and

People v. Nixon, 212 N.W. 2d 797 (Mich. Ct. App. 1973); MINNESOTA, State

v. Hultgren, 204 N.W. 2d 197 (Minn. Sup. Ct. 1973) and State v. Hodgson,

204 N. W. 2d 199 (Minn. Sup. Ct. 1973); MISSISSIPPI, Spears v. Stat, 278

So. 2d 443 (Miss. Sup. Ct. 1973); MISSOURI, Rodgers v. Danforth, Civ. No.

0 I ,
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18360-2(W. D. Mo. May 18, 1973); Aff'd 42 U. S. L. W. 3305 (U.S. Nov. 20,

1973)(No. 73-426); MONTANA, Doe v. Woodahl, 360 F. Supp. 20 (D. Mont.

1973); NEBRASKA, Doe v. Exon, Cir. No. 71-L-199 (D. Neb. Feb. 21, 1973);

NEW MEXICO, State v. Strance, 84 N. M. 670, 506 P. 2d 1217 (N. M. Ct. App.

1973); OHIO. Doe v. Brown, Civ. 73-46 (S.D. Ohio Feb. 14, 1973); See also

State v. Kruze, 34. Ohio St. 2d 69, 295 N.E. 2d 916 (1973); OKLAHOMA,

Henrie v. Derryberry, 358 F. Supp. 719 (N. D. Okla. 1973); See also Jobe v.

State, 509 P. 2d 481 (Okla. Ct. Crim. App. 1973); OREGON, Benson v. Johnson,

Civ. No. 70-226 (D. Ore. Feb. 28, 1973); PENNSYLVANIA, Commonwealth,

v. Page, 303 A. 2d 215, (Pa. Sup. Ct. 1973); See also Commonwealth v. Jackson,

312 A. 2d 13 (Pa. Sup. Ct. 1973) and Ryan v. Specter, 360 F. Supp. 1037

(E:. 1. Pa. 1973); RHODE ISLAND, Doe v. Israel, 358 F. Supp. 1193 (D.R. I.

1973); see also Doe v. Israel. 482 F. 2d 156 (1st Cir. 1973); SOUTH CAROLINA,

State v. Lawrence, 198 S. E. 2d 253 (S. C. Sup. Ct. 1973); SOUTH DAKOTA,

State v. Munson 206 N.W. 2d 434 (Sup. Ct. S.D. 1973); TENNESSEE,

Tennessee Woman v. Pack, Civ. No. 6538 (M. D. Tenn. Feb. 1, 1973); TEXAS,

in addition to Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) see also Thompson v. State,

No. 44071 (Tex. Ct. Crim. App. 1973); UTAH, Doe v. Rampton, No. C-217-73

(D. Utah Sept. 7, 1973). While each decision noted above had the effect of

invalidating an abortion statute, the decision in each instance must be consulted

to discern the precise impact of the decision in the jurisdiction noted.

Decisions Concerning Abortions by Non-Physicians

Several state court abortion decisions since Wade and Bolton have

addressed the issue of whether non-physicians are punishable under state restric-

tive abortion statutes. The PENNSYLVANIA Supreme Court has held that that

state's abortion statute is unconstitutional on its face and is thus not available

to punish a non-physician for performing an aboortion. Commonwealth v. Pa e,
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303 A. 2d 215 (Pa. Sup. Ct, 1973); Commonwealth v. Jackson 312 A. 2d. 13

(Pa. Sup. Ct. 1973). Similar results were achieved in People v. Prey, 294

N.E. 2d 257 (Ill. Sup. Ct. 1973) (ILLINOIS) and State v. Hultgren, 204 N.W.

2 197 (Minn. Sup. Ct. 1973) (MINNESOTA). A contrary conclusion, however

has been reached, in other decisions. In Ma v. Arkansas, 492 S. W. 2d 888

(Ark. Sup. Ct. 1973) Cert. den. 42 U.S. L. W. 3290 (U. S. Nov. 13, 1973) (No.

73.355) the ARKANSAS Supreme Court upheld the conviction of a non-physician

under that State's restrictive abortion statute on the ground that the Supreme

Court decisions in Wade and Bolton "cpntemplate the performance of abortions

only by licensed physicians." 492 S. W, 2d at 889. A similar holding was issued

in MICHIGAN. People v. Bricker, 3$9 Mich. 524, 208 N.W. 2d 179 (1973).

In Spears v. State, 278 So, 2d 443 (Miss. Sup. Ct. 1973) the

MISSISSIPPI Supreme Court upheld the conviction of a non-physician for per-

forming an abortion. Unlike the statutes in either Page, Frey, Hultgren,

or May, supra, the abortion statute at issue in Spears permitted abortions only

where performed by a "duly licensed, practicing physician." In State v. Haren.

124 N. J. Super. 475, 307 A. 2d 644 (N. J. Super. Ct. 1973), it was held that

a laymen may be criminally liable under NEW JERSEY'S restrictive abortion

statute in as much as

the [U. S. ] Supreme' Court never intended that Roe be ap-
plied so as to compel the voiding of a criminaT"-abortion
statute or the termination of criminal proceedings there-
under where the moving party is not a licensed physician.

See also State v. Strance, 84 N. M. 670, 506 P. 2d1217, 1220 (1973).(NEW

MEXICO); People v. Norton, 507 P. 2d 862, 863-864 (Colo. Sup. Ct. 1973).

Possibly persuasive on the question is the denial of certiorari by

the U.S. Supreme Court in Cheaney v. Indiana, 410 U.S. 991 (1973). There,

the Court refused to rehear an INDIANA Supreme Court decision upholding the
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conviction of a non-physician for performing an abortion. While denials of cer-

tiorari usually import "no expression of opinion upon the merits of the case"

United States v. Carver, 260 U. S. 482, 490 (1923) compare Brown v. Allen,

344 U. S. 443, 542-543 (1953) (Jackson, J., concurring) the Cheaney decision

may portend more than is at first evident. Justice Douglas believed that denial

of certiorari in Cheaney was justified inasmuch as "the decisions... in Wade.. .

and.". . Bolton ... were confined to the condition, inter alia, that the abortion, if

performed, be based on an appropriately safeguarded medical judgment. " 410

U. S. 991. The Cheaney decision may, indeed, be "cryptic. " See State v. Haren,

124 N. J. Super. 475, 307 A. 2d 644, 646 (N. J. Super. Ct.' 1973).

------- ------ -
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Decisions Concerning Dissemination of Birth Control/Abortion Information

The Wade and Bolton decisions effectively legitimized abortions in

the early months of pregnancy. Subsequent decisions have focused on the question

of whether statutes which prohibit the dissemination of birth control and abortion

information continue to be valid. In Associated Students v. Attorney General,

No. 72-1327 (C. D. Cal. Nov. 28, 1973), students of the University of California

at Riverside sought to send unsolicited information regarding contraceptive de-

vices and abortion through the U. S. mail. The local Postmaster declared the

material "nonmailable" matter and refused to mail the material. The students

then brought an action challenging the constitutionality of (a) those portions of

18 U. S. C. 1461 which provide that information concerning abortion is "non-

mailable matter" and make the knowing use of the mails for such matter a c rime,

and (b) the provisions of 1461 which, together with 39 U. S. C. 3001(e), make

the mailing of unsolicited advertisements of birth control devices a crime.

The three-judge federal court in Associated Students recognized that

"any system of prior restraints of expression bears a heavy presumption against

its constitutional validity" and that the government "thus carries a heavy burden

of showing justification for the impositon of such a restraint." Indeed the Court

stated that

[i]ndividuals have a fundamental right to privacy and per-
sonal choice in matters of sex and family planning, and this
right encompasses not only the abortion decision, but also
the decision regarding whether and what types of methods
of contraception and family planning may be used to prevent
conception.

The government did not challenge such interests and, indeed, chose not to de-

fend the constitutionality of the statutes at issue or to advance an interest of

the government which may have justified application of the statutes in the case

before the court. The court was left to speculate that "preventing the
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commercialization of a medical service might be a legitimate governmental

interest. " Noting, however, the distinction between "commercial solicitation

on one hand and informative editorializing on the other", the Court found that

the work of the students fell into the latter category, thus vitiating any interest

the government may have had in regulating a commercial endeavor. The

materials at issue, the court stated, "express a position on social policy and

criticize many of the prevailing family planning ideas. They are classic examples

of non-commercial speech. "It is thus apparent" the Court concluded, "that

the Post Office has attempted to expand the term 'advertisement' (and those words

used in conjunction with that term in the statutes) beyond their commercial sense.

Such expansion offends the First Amendment." See also the pre Wade and Bolton

decisions in Atlanta Cooperative News Project v. United States Postal Service,

350 F. Supp 234 (N. D. Ga. 1972) and Mitchell Family Planning Inc. v. city

of Royal Oak, 335 F. Supp. 738 (E. D. Mich. 1972).

It was similarly held in Comprehensive Family and Therapeutic Abor- .

tion Association v. Mitchell, No. Civ-71-725 (W.D. Okla. Mar. 12, 1973)

that "the provisions of ~title 18 U. S. Code 1461 and 1462 insofar as they relate

to abortions are unconstitutional."

It was held in Doe v. Brown, Civ. No. 73-46 (S. D. Ohio Feb, 14,

1973) that Ohio's statute prohibiting the possession or distribution of drugs for

procuring an abortion was unconstitutional in that

it criminally proscribes the possession or distribution of the
means for the performance of a legal act; that is an abor-
tion legally performable in conformity with the criteria estab-
lished in [Wade and Bolton].

However, a similar Michigan statute wa upheld in Larkin v. Cahalan, 389 Mich.

533, 208 N. W. 2d 176 (1973) where the statute limited distribution pursuant to

a prescription of a physician.
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A Utah statute prohibiting the solicitation and advertising of abortions

* was struck down inasmuch as it would prevent "at all stages of pregnancy, women

from seeking, and doctors from offering to perform, abortions." Doe v.

Rampton, 366 F. Supp. 189, 193 (D. Utah 1973).

Bound by "the United States Supreme Court's interpretation of the

United States Constitution" in Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton, an Arizona Court

of Appeals decision declared the following Arizona statute unconstitutional:

A person who willfully writes, composes or publishes
a notice or advertisement of any medicine or means for pro-
ducing or facilitating a miscarriage or abortion, or for pre-
vention of conception, or who offers his services by a notice,
advertisement or otherwise to assist in the accomplishment
of any such purposes, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Nelson v. Planned Parenthood Center of Tucson, Inc., 19
Ariz. App. 142, 505 P. 2d 580 (1973). See also State v.

New Times, 20 Ariz. App. 183, 511 P. 2d 196"TT73)

A California Appeals Court in People v. Orser, 107 Cal. Rptr.

458 (Cal. Ct. App. 1973), struck down the following California state statute:

9
Every person who willfully writes, composes or publishes any
notice or advertisement of any medicine or means for pro-
ducing or facilitating a miscarriage or abortion, or for the
prevention of conception, or who offers his services by any
notice, advertisement of otherwise, to assist in the accom-
plishment of any such purpose is guilty of a felony and shall
be punished as provided in the Penal Code. It shall not,
however, 'be unlawful for information about the prevention of
conception to be disseminated for purposes of public health
education by any person who is not commercially interested,
directly or indirectly in the sale of any medicine or means
which may be used for the prevention of conception.

The defendant in Orser had been arrested for disseminating oral and written

information on how to obtain an abortion. Citing the Wade and Bolton decisions

as well as recent California Supreme Court decisions invalidating much of that

State's abortion statutes, the court in Orser struck the statute down for its

failure to distinguish between illegal and legal abortions:
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[The statute's] broad language encompasses activity which is
legal and activity which is illegal. By its terms it proscribes
the advertising or publication of information concerning the
obtaining of information permitted by law. It makes no
distinction between the dissemination of advertising which
is truthful and which calls attention to the means by which
a legal abortion may be obtained and the advertising which
calls attention to the means of obtaining an illegal abortion.
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The Orser Court concluded:

The effect of section 601 is not narrow and limited in its
application so as to be directed to written matter dealing
solely with illegal abortions but is equally applicable to
written information concerning legal abortions. When a
statute casts its net so broadly it is inappropriate to accept
an invitation to balance the respective interests of the
government and the citizen.... Accordingly, because of its
overbreadth, section 601 is unconstitutional.

A lengthy Rhode Island statute prohibiting abortion counseling was

declared unconstitutional in Women of Rhode Island v. Israel, Civ. No. 4605

(D. R. I. Feb. 7, 1973). "[I]t must follow," said the Court, "that if the state

cannot prohibit abortions during the first trimester of pregnancy... then it cannot

under the First Amendment prohibit all abortion counseling." ."Because [the

Statute] prohibits activity which is lawful and constitutionally protected and be-

cause it is far from being a narrow, carefully drawn means serving the state's

legitimate ends in this area, the statute must fall."

On September 1, 1972, the Virginia Supreme Court affirmed the

conviction of one Bigelow for encouraging or prompting the procuring of abor-

tions by an advertisement in a weekly newspaper. Bigelow v. Commonwealth,

213 Va. 191, 191 S.E. 2d 173 (1972). The decision was appealed to the U. S.

Supreme Court. On June 25, 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court vacated the judg-

ment of the Virginia Supreme Court and remanded the case for further con-

sideration in light of the Wade and Bolton decisions. See 413 U. S. 909. On

November 26 1973, the Virginia Supreme Court again affirmed Bigelow's
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conviction, even in light of Wade and Bolton. Bigelow v. Commonwealth, 200

S. E. 2d 680 (Va. Sup. Ct. 1973). The Virginia Supreme Court commented

that neither Wade nor Bolton "mentioned the subject of abortion advertising."t

200 S. E. 2d at 680. The Court concluded:

Bigelow's is a First Amendment case. He was con-
victed not of abortion but for running in his newspaper a
commercial advertisement for a commercial abortion
agency. We held that government regulation of commercial
advertising in the medical-health field was not prohibited
by the First Amendment. We find nothing in the new deci-
sions of Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton which in any way
affects our earlier view. So we again affirm Bigelow's con-
viction. (200 S. E. 2d at 680)

In relation to decisions involving similar issues, the Bigelow dec ision

of the Virginia Supreme Court appears to be the lone recent decision which upholds

state statutes restricting the dissemination of abortion information.
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Decisions Concerning Medicaid and the Funding of Abortions

It appears that many State Medicaid agencies limit payments for

abortions. See 2 Family Planning Population Reporter 82-83 (Aug. 1973). See

also Note, Abortion on Demand in a Post-Wade Context: Must the State Pay The

Bills? 41 Fordham L. Rev. 921, 933 n. 80 (1973). However, beginning with

the pre-Wade decision in Klein v. Nassau County Medical Center, 347 F. Supp.

496 (E. D. N. Y. 1972), it has become increasingly doubtful whether such limita-

tions are constitutional. At issue in Klein was the legality of an April 8, 1971

administrative letter of New York State Commissioner of Social Services, the

effect of which was to remove "elective abortions not medically indicated" from

the category of medicaid funded services defined under New York law as

"necessary and medically indicated, " The plaintiffs in Klein were three indigent

women, all receiving public assistance and all unable to afford abortions. In

as much as "[n]one of the plaintiffs indicate[d] the existence of facts which could

support a showing that abortion was 'medically indicated' in her case, " 347

F. Supp, at 498, none of the women, as a result of the April 8 letter, qualified

'fliii to have their abortions paid for by Medicaid.

The Klein court, in holding that the letter was unconstitutional as a

denial to indigent women of the equal protection of the laws to which they are

I' constitutionally entitled, was cognizant of and disregarded an earlier New York

State Court of Appeals decision upholding the April 8 letter. Matter of City of

New York v.. Wyman, -30 N. Y. 2d 537, 330 N. Y. S. 2d 385, 281 N.E. 2d 180

(1972). The Klein -court believed that the New York criminal abortion law

which permitted abortions, generally, within twenty-four weeks of the commence -

ment of pregnancy, removed any justification which the state may have had in

distinguishing electivee" abortions from all others. Reproduced below is that

passage from the Klein decision which discusses the April 8 letter and its
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violation of equal protection principles:

The directive, and the State statute, if
interpreted . as mandating the Commis-
sioner's directive, would deny indigent
women the equal protection of the laws
to which they are constitutionally enti-

tled. They alone are subjected to State
coercion to bear children which they do
not wish to bear, and no other women
similarly situated are so coerced. Other
women, able to afford the medical cost
of either a justifiable abortional act or
full term child birth, have complete free-
dom to make the choice in the light of
the manifold of considerations directly
relevant to the problem uninhibited by
any State action. The indigent is ad-
vised by the State that the State will
deny her medical assistance unless she
resigns her freedom of choice and bears
the child. She is denied the medical as-
sistance that is in general her statutory
entitlement, and that is otherwise ex-
tended to her even with respect to her
pregnancy. She is thus discriminated
against both by reason of her poverty
and by reason of her behavioral choice.
No interest of the State is served by the
arbitrary discrimination; it reflects no

genuine exclusion from benefit by opera-
tion of a classification founded on an
identifiable state interest served by the
denial of medical assistance. ('ertainly
the denial of medical assistance does not
serve the State's fiscal interest, since
the consequence is that the indigent may
then apply for prenatal, obstetrical and
post-partum care and for prenatal sup-
port for the unborn child. Nor does the
denial of medical assistance serve any
supposed interest of the State in dis-
couraging even justifiable acts of abor-
tion; even if there were assurance that
there is such a State interest-and the
contrary appears to be the case-it could
not be advanced by singling out the indi-
gent for the species of discouragement
here attempted. Boddie v. Connecticut,
1971, 401 U.S. 371, 91 S.Ct. 780, 28 L.
Ed.2d 113; King v, Smith, 1968, 392 U.
S. 309, 333-334, 88 S.Ct. 2128, 20 L.Ed.
2d 1118; cf. Eisenstadt v. Baird, supra,
405 U.S. at 452-453, 92 S.Ct. 1029, 31
L.Ed.2d 349.

(347 F. Supp. 500-501)
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Klein was appealed to the U. S. Supreme Court where it was affirmed

in part sub nom. Ryan v. Klein, 412 U.S. 924 and vacated and remanded in part

sub nom. Commissioner of Social Services of New York v. Klein and Nassau

County Medical Center v. Klein, for further consideration in light of Roe v. Wade

and Doe v. Bolton, 412 U.S. 925.

In Doe v. Rose, No. C-169-73 (D. Utah May 30, 1973) the Utah

State Department of Social Services was enjoined from (1) requiring as a pre-

condition for payment that all applications for abortions by medicaid participants

be submitted to the Department and (2) requiring as a precondition for payment

that abortions being performed on medicaid recipients be "therapeutic. " The

court found, inter alia, that "[e]ach of the [three pregnant female] plaintiffs has

a constitutionally protected right to receive an abortion, " the necessity of which

has been determined by consulting physicians, and that each of the plaintiffs would

be irreparably injured if the challenged conduct was not enjoined.

In Poe v. Norton, Civ. No. 15, 712 (D. Conn. April 4, 1973)

Connecticut officials were restrained from refusing to reimburse hospitals for

abortions with medicaid funds. The order was subsequently "clarified" and ap-

parently limited to "medically indicated" abortions although the court stated that

standards for determining what is medically indicated was not at issue. (The

decision is reported here as it was noted in Abortion on Demand, supra, at 936

n. 100.)

Subsequent to the decisions in Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton, Utah

enacted a statute which provided that

No public assistance grant, medical or otherwise,
may be used for an abortion. No state funds may be
used, expended or paid for abortions except where an

abortion is necessary to save the life of the pregnant

woman or to prevent serious and permanent damage to
her physical health.
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This provision and others were struck down in Doe v. Rampton, 366 F. Supp.

189 (D. Utah 1973). Speaking about the statute set out above, the court stated:

[This section] is invalid because it would limit
exercise of the right to an abortion by the poor in all
trimesters, for reasons having no apparent connection
to health of mother or child. The State may not so
use its Medicaid program to limit abortions. Klein v.
Nassau County Medical Center, 347 F. Supp. 496 (E. D.
N. Y. 1972), aff'd subnom. Ryan v. Klein, 412 U. S.
924, 93 S. Ct. 2747, 37 L. ed. 2d 151 (1973); New
Jersey Welfare Rights Organization v. Cahill, 411 U. S.
619, 93 S. Ct. 1700, 36 L. ed 2d 543 (1973)
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Decisions Concerning the Legal Propriety of Requiring the Consent

of Either the Father of the Fetus or the Parents of the

Pregnant Woman Before an Abortion

Will Be Performed

It appears from recent precedents that a state may not require that

a woman obtain the consent of either the father of a fetus or her parents, as a

precondition to her receiving an abortion. Coe v. Gerstein, Civ. No. 72-1842

(S. D. Fla. Aug. 14, 1973); Jones v. Smith, 278 So. 2d 339 (Fla. Dist. Ct.

App. May 16, 1973); Doe v. Bellin Memorial Hospital, 479 F. 2d 756 (7th Cir.

1973); Doe v. Rampton, 366 F. Supp. 189, 193 (D. Utah, 1973); Matter of P.J.

(Sup. Ct. for District of Columbia, Fam. Div., Feb. 6, 1973). In the Coe

decision above, Florida required that, prior to performing an abortion, the

physician obtain "the written consent of [the pregnant woman's] husband, unless

the husband is voluntarily living apart from the wife" and "[i]f the pregnant

woman is under eighteen years of age and unmarried, ... the written consent of a

parent, custodian or legal guardian... " While indicating that fathers and parents

may, pursuant to a more narrowly drawn statute, exercise an effective consent

perogative where their interest is compatible with the state's "concern for

maternal health [from an after approximately-the end of the first trimester of

pregnancy] or the potential life of the fetus [from and after fetal viability], "

the Court in Coe struck down the Florida statute, as worded, for its failure

to be more specific:

The failure of the Florida "spousal or parental consent"
requirement is that it gives to husbands and parents
the authority to withhold consent for abortions for any
reason or no reason at all.

Summing up, the Court stated:
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As we learn from Roe v. Wade, su the Sthas no authority to interierh wit~a woman s rightateprivacy in the first trimester to protect maternal healthnor can it interfere with that right before the fetus be-comes viable in order to protect potential life. It followsinescapably that the State may not statutorily delegate thusbands and parents an authority the State does no
possess.

In Jones v. Smith, supra, it was similarly held that a putative father.was possessed of no interest which would justify a court in enjoining his pregnant

girl friend from receiving an abortion. A similar conclusion was reached in
Doe v. Bellin Memorial Hospital, 479 F. 2d 756, 759 (7th Cir. 1973) where the
court, in declaring that a putative father was not an "indispensable party" to
the case at bar, noted that

[w]e find nothing... to support the suggestion that awoman's right to make the abortion decision Is con-ditioned on the consent of the putative father.

In striking down a Utah abortion statute requiring the consent, where
applicable, of (1) the husband, if the woman is married; (2) the husband at the
time of conception; (3) the parents or guardian of an unmarried pregnant woman
under eighteen and (4) the father of the fetus, the court in Doe v. Rampton,
366 F. Supp. 189, 193 (D. Utah Sept. 7, 1973), stated that the consent re-
quirement is invalid because

it subjects exercise of the individual right of Privacy
Stothe nall abortions at all stages of prenancy, to the consent of others.

The issue in Matter of P. J., supra, was whether a 17 year old preg-
nant female was required to obtain the consent of her mother before she could
undergo an abortion. The mother, a minister in the Unity Holiness Church, would
not give her consent, believing that abortion is contrary to the Commandment
"Thou shalt not kill." The Court noted that the young pregnant female was "for
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her years, a mature, knowledgable, quasi-emancipated person"; that if an

abortion was not ordered by the court "she would act herself and either obtain

such through illegal means or by personal attempt"; and that "[i]f she were to

deliver the child or continue her pregnancy,. her mental health would be

severely impaired. "Recognizing, therefore, that "[i]t is well settled that the pre-

servation of a woman's life or health raises grounds for permitting an abortion

and that the young girl was entitled to an abortion because rights guaranteed by

the Constitution and the Bill of Rights apply to juveniles as well as adults", the

Court granted relief and ordered an abortion be made available,
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The Right to Refuse to Perform or Participate In

Abortions and Sterilization

All abortion-related decisions discussing this issue to date have been

concerned with the availability of institutional facilities. The question raised has

been whether or not a hospital or some similar institution may refuse its facilities

to those who seek abortions. Commentators generally agree that the possibility

of an individual being compelled to perform or participate in an abortion is remote.

"No civil libertarian could conceivably support a court order directing an unwilling

physician to perform an abortion or sterilization which is religiously or morally

impermissable to that individual. " Gutman, Can Hospitals Constitutionally Refuse

to Permit Abortions and Sterilizations?, 2 Family Planning-Population Reporter

146 (Dec. 1973). See also Action Kit for Hospital Law, Abortion: The Supreme

Court's Attempt at a Solution, at 16-17 (Feb 1973); Nyberg v. City of Virginia,

361 F. Supp. 932, 939 (D. Minn. 1973).

The question of the availability of institutional facilities, however,

has been the subject of several decisions, The evolving rule appears to be that

a public hospital may not refuse facilities while a private hospital may.

In Hathaway v. Worcester City Hospital, 475 F. 2d 701 (1st Cir. 1973)

and Nyberg v. City of Virginia, 361 F. Supp. 932 (D. Minn. 1973), the facilities

at issue were public, municipal hospitals. The Hathaway hospital barred the

use of its facilities for the performance of sterilizations while the Nyberg hospital

refused to perform abortions except where necessary to save the life of the

mother. The prohibitions in both hospitals were struck down.

The Hathaway court was impressed by the fact that "tubal ligations

[sterilizations] involve no greater risk than appendectomies which the hospital

regularly performs, and by inference, than the other listed procedures of like

complexity which are also performed." 475 F. 2d at 705.
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Noting that Wade and Bolton make clear that the issue of sterilization involves

a "un:damental interest", the Hathaway court searched for a "compelling

ra tionale to justify permitting some hospital surgical procedures and banning

another involving no greater risk or demand on staff and facilities. " Id. The

court found none.

[Bolton] therefore requires that we hold the hospital's unique
ban on sterilization operations violative of the Equal Pro-
tection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

We are merely saying... that once the state has under-
taken to provide general short-term hospital care, as
here, it may not constitutionally draw the line at medi-
cally indistinguishable medical procedures that impinge
on fundamental rights. (475 F. 2d at 706)

The Nyberg court was similarly persuaded to strike down an abortion

ban inasmuch as other medical services were offered "which require no greater

expenditure of available facilities and/or skills." 361 F. Supp. at 938. The

hospital abortion ban in Nyberg was effected through Resolution No. 2606, adopted

by the hospital administration, and which prohibited abortions in the hospital

unless necessary to save the life of the mother. The court:

Resolution No. 2606 takes no consideration of the
separate trimesters of pregnancy period and is devoid
of any apparent awareness of the varying degrees to
which public interests may be imposed upon a pregnant
woman in opposition to her private.interests. There can
be no other conclusion but that Resolution No. 2606 flies
directly in the face of the holdings in Roe v. Wade and
Doe v. Bolton, supra, and it therefore must be declared.
null and void. (36F. Supp. at 939)

As opposed to public hospitals above, the .decisions discussed below

hold that private hospitals do not have to offer their facilities for an abortion

or sterilization.
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Before discussing those decisions, however, it should be pointed out

- ihat ii is cril ical in most law suits seeking redress for a deprivation of any

c'nstitu1imi right to show that the defendant acted "under color of law", see

42 U. S. C.. K1983 (1970 ed. ); Adickes v. S. H. Kress & Co., 398 U. S. 144,

150 (1970), or was sufficiently impressed with "state action." See U.S. Const.

Amend XIV; Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 11 (1883). Generally, under color

of law has been treated as the same thing as state action. United States v.

Price, 383 U. S. 787, 794 n. 7 (1966). Thus , a lawsuit demanding that a non-

public hospital provide its facilities for an abortion or sterilization must over-

come the threshold question of whether the action of the non-public hospital,

in prohibiting abortion or sterilizations is done under color of law or is sufficiently

impressed with state action. Prior to the Supreme Court's abortion decisions,

several courts held that the receipt by a non-public hospital of federal aid,

usually in the form of grants through the Hill Burton program, see 42 U.S. C.

291-291z (1970 ed. ), was sufficient, as one court stated, "to cloak a private

hospital and its medical staff with a mantle of state law." Bricker v. Sceva

Speare Memorial Hospital, 339 F. Supp. 234, 237 (D. N. H. 1972). See also

Watkins v. Mercy Medical Center, 364 F. Supp. 799, 801 (D. Idaho 1973).

However, recent decisions indicate that the receipt of Hill Burton funds, per se,

is insufficient to impress a private facility with state action. Jackson v. Norton-

Children's Hospitals, Inc. 487 F. 2d 502 (6th Cir. 1973). Relying on the

this evolving doctrine, the courts in Doe v. Bellin Memorial Hospital, 479

F. 2d 756 (7th Cir. 1973) and Allen v. Sisters of St. Joseph, 361 F. Supp.

1212 (N. D. Tex. 1973) have held that private hospitals need not provide their

facilities respectively, for abortions or sterilizations.

The Bellin court, while dissuaded from finding state action by the fact

* that the non-public hospital at issue received Hill-Burton funds, was more

impressed with the language of the U. S. Supreme Court in the Bolton opinion.
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There, the Bellin court maintained the Supreme Court condoned the refusal of

individuals and denominational hospitals to perform abortions. The Supreme

Court had before it, in Bolton, a Georgia statute which gave a hospital the right

not to admit an aborton patient and giving any physician and any hospital employee

or staff member the right, on moral or religious gouunds not to participate in

the procedure. 410 U. S. at 184. The Bellin court noted the Supreme Court's

alleged approval of this provision ("These provisions are obviously in the statute

to afford appropriate protection to the individual and denominational hospital"

410 U. S. at 197) and then drew the following conclusion:

Thus, we assume that there is no constitutional
objection to a state statute or policy which leaves a pri-
vate hospital' free to decide for itself whether or not
it will admit abortion patients or to determine the condi-
tions on which such patients will be accepted.
(479 F. 2d at 760)

The Court in Allen v. Sisters of St. Joseph relied substantially on

that position of the Bellin decision which found no compulsion on the part of

a private hospital' to perform abortions merely because it received Hill-Burton

funds. The Allen court stated:

Admittedly this case involves a sterilization pro-
cedure, but the impact and holding of the [Bellin deci-
sion} was that acceptance of Hill-Burton funds does not
automatically make the recipient an entity operating
under the color of state law. This Court sees no distinc-
tion between abortion and . sterilization insofar as the
color of law question is concerned. It is the opinion of
this Court that the Hill-Burton funds, welfare receipts,
licensing procedures, and similar matters alleged by
plaintiff to be the factors giving rise to the color of
law action required by 42 U. S. C. 1983 are not suffi-
cient and that the defendant in this case is not operating
under color of law so as to give rise to a cause of action
under 42 U.S.C.A. 1983. (361 F. Supp. at 1213)
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This portion of the report is intended to show the various ways in

which many states have drawn abortion legislation in response to Wade and Bolton.

To assist those who may be searching for model abortion statutes on which to

rely in writing such legislation, reproduced below are two model acts. The first

is a suggested act which appeared in an article in 26 Vanderbilt Law Review

823 (1973). The entire article, including the act, is reproduced. Following this

article, is reproduced the Revised Uniform Abortion Act (1973), proposed by
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved

by the American Bar Association's House of Delegates at the 1974 mid-year

meeting in Houston, Texas.
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Proposed Model Abortion Statute

(Article and proposed statute excerpted in entirety
from 26 Vanderbilt Law Review 823 (1973))

Abortion after Roe and Doe: A Proposed Statute

INTRODUCTION

On January 22, 1973, the United States Supreme Court ruled in
Roe v. Wade' that the Texas criminal abortion statute, which proscribed
all abortions except "for the purpose of saving the life of the mother,""
violated the constitutional right of privacy. Justice Blackmun, delivering
the opinion of the Court, declared that the concepts of personal liberty
and restrictions on state action provided by the fourteenth amendment
supported a right of privacy "broad enough to encompass a woman's
decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy."' In a companion
case, Doe v. Bolton,' the Court noted several impermissible procedural
as well as substantive requirements and held unconstitutional substan-
tial portions of the Georgia abortion statute.5

Since prior to Roe and Doe all but four states' had abortion stat-
utes similar to either the Texas or Georgia provisions,' the Supreme
Court's decisions effectively invalidated existing abortion statutes
throughout the nation. In Tennessee this result was emphasized when a
federal district court held that the state's provisions,' similar to theTexas statute, were unconstitutional in light of the Roe decision.' In
response to the void created by Roe and Doe, students in the Legislation
seminar of the Vanderbilt University School of Law have prepared the
accompanying proposed legislation. Although the provisions of the Act
are tailored to Tennessee, they are generally adaptable to the statutory
scheme of any state.

1. 93 S. Ct. 705 (1973).
2. TEX. PEN. CODE ANN. art. 1196 (1961). The Court's decision invalidated TEX. PEN. CODEANN. arts. 1191-94. 1196 (1961).
3. Roe v. Wade. 93 S. Ct. 705, 727 (1973).
4. 93 S. Ct. 739 (1973).
5. GA. CODE ANN. 6 26-1201 to -1203 (1972). Among the provisions declared unonstit-tional were a requirement that abortions be performed in facilities accredited by the Joint Commis-sion on Accreditation of Hospitals, when other hospitals were satisfactorily equipped and nodistinction was made as to the other operations; mandatory approval of each abortion by a hospitalcommittee established expressly for that purpose; the required concurrence by two doctors thatthe abortion should be performed; and a state residency requirement of ninety days. The substan-tive provisions of the statute, which were patterned after the ALl MODEL PENAL CODE 230.3(1962). were also declared invalid to the extent that they conflicted with the holding in Roe.6. Prior to Roe. Alaska, Hawaii, New York, and Washington had enacted statutes whichpermitted abortion on demand. See ALASKA STAT. 11.15.060 (1970): HAwAII REv.LAWS 453-16 (Supp. 1972); N.Y. PENAL LAW 125.05 (McKinney Supp. 1972); WASH. REv.CODE ANN. 9.02.060 to 9.02.080 (Supp. 1972).

7. Roe v. Wade. 93 S. Ct. 705. 709 n.2. 720 n.37 (1973).
8. TENN. CODE ANN. 39-301, .302 (1956).
9. Tennessee Woman v. Pack. No. 65-38 (M.D. Tenn., Feb. 1, 1973) (unreported).
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During the preparation of this Act, no available model acts orlegislative provisions respondingto Roe v. Wade or Doe v. Bolton hadyet becn drafted. In addition to Roe and Doe, the drafters considered
general case law dealing with abortion and medical procedures,' liberalabortion laws enacted prior to Roe," interviews with physicians andattorneys familiar with the problems associated with abortion,2 andgeneral opinion concerning the procedure.'3

Because the legislation is intended primarily to bring state regula-tion of abortion within the newly established constitutional limits, thesections restricting the performance of abortions closely follow the Roeguidelines." Thus, there are no restrictions during the first trimesterother than those which apply to all medical procedures.t During thesecond trimester, abortions are controlled only to the extent that isdesirable to promote the health of the mother. In the final trimester, thestate's compelling interests in protecting both the mother and the fetusare recognized. To achieve greater clarity and precision, the Act rej'etthe "three month" or "viability" determinations of trimester in f4vyOof successive twelve-week terms.
Specific provisions are included to protect the civil rights of thoseindividuals involved in the abortion procedure. No physician may berequired against his will to perform the operation. The consent of thewoman on whom the operation is to be performed is required in everycase, unless the womarr is adjudged incompetent. Parental permissionis required before an abortion may be performed on an unmarriedminor." The consent of the husband or father, however, is not mademandatory under any situation. Additionally, a section granting protec-

10. Recent developments, trends, and rules evident in the case law were analyzed. Referenceto significant cases is made in the Comments to the Act.
I . See note 6 supra.

12. These interviews were helpful primarily in determining local practice.13. Statistical surveys, historical studies, and informal observations were considered. See,e.g., Yale Legislative Services, Attitudes on Abortion: A Survey of Connecticut Obstetricians andGynecologists. March 1971 (unpublished); Means. The Phoenix of Abortional Freedom: Is aPenumbral or Ninth-Amendment Right About to Arise from the Nineteenth-Century LegislativeAshes of a Fourteenth-Century Common-Law Liberty?, 17 N.Y.L.F. 335 (1971).s
14. Roe v. wade, 93 S. Ct. 705, 732 (1973).
15. E.g.. TENN. CODE ANN. 63-607, -608 (1956) (unlicensed practice of medicine pro-
16. The requirement of parental consent is one example of the effort to make tattractive to a broad spectrum of legislators. In cases involving a minor, the aof thegenerally seem to favor an abortion even when the minor herself does not. In light of histhe minor

anticipated that any significant chilling effect on the rights of the minor female will result ftonthis provision. Any arbitrary withholding of permission could be overcome by judicial interventioParental consent in the case of minors seems to be popularly desirable. See, e... Yale enti.
Services, supra note 13, at 11.s . g Legislative
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tion from unauthorized disclosure of abortion records is provided. The
Comments following each section indicate the intended policy, purpose,
and scope of the provisions of the Act.

After the preparation of this Act, but before the drafters could
present it to the Tennessee legislature, the state adopted an alternative
statute that satisfies the requirements of Roe," The drafters of this
proposed legislation believe, nevertheless, that the scope and clarity of
this Act recommend its consideration in other jurisdictions.

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. This Act shall be known and
may be cited as the Tennessee Abortion Act.

SECTION 2. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION; PURPOSES.
(1) This Act shall be construed and applied to promote its underly-

ing purposes and policies.
(2) Underlying purposes and policies of this Act arc;

(a) to clarify the law regarding criminal abortions in the State of
Tennessee;
(b) to bring regulations of abortions within limitations consistent
with a woman's right to privacy under the Constitution of the United
States;
(c) to protect the life and health of the mother and the life of the
fetus within the limits of the Constitution of the United States.

Comment:

1. In Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct, 705 (1973), the United States Supreme
Court ruled that a criminal abortion statute similar to the Tennessee
statute violated the right to privacy guaranteed by the due process clause
of the fourteenth amendment. Following Roe, in Tennessee Woman v.
Pack, No. 65-38 (M.D. Tenn., Feb, 1, 1973), the Tennessee abortion
statute was declared null and void. The Act was drafted in response to
these judicial actions to provide the state with a reasonable and constitu-
tional criminal abortion statute.
2. The Act, so far as is consistent with its language, should be inter-
preted in accordance with later developments in constitutional law.
3. A purpose of the Act is to protect the mother and the fetus under
certain situations. Reasonable regulations contained in the Act are in-
tended to provide the desired protection without violating individual
rights.

17. Pub. Ch. No. 235 (May 14. 1973). replacng TENN, Cons ANN; 9 39-301,
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SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS. Unless the context otherwise
requires, in this Act

(I) "Abortion" means the intentional termination of a human preg-
nancy unless the intention is to produce a live birth or to remove a dead
fetus.

(2) "Hospital" means each institution, place, building, agency or
clinic represented and held out to the general public as ready, willing, and
able to furnish care, accommodation, facilities, and equipment, for the
use of one or more persons who may be suffering from deformity, injury,
or disease, or from any other condition for which nursing, medical, or
surgical services would be appropriate for care, diagnosis, or treatment.
The department of public health shall have the authority to determine
whether or not any institution or agency comes within the scope of this
Act and its decisions in that regard shall be subject only to such rights of
review as the courts exercise with respect to administrative actions.

(3) "Licensed physician" means a graduate of an accredited medi-
cal school authorized to confer upon graduates the degree of Doctor of
Medicine, who is duly authorized by the Tennessee State Board of Medi-
cal Examiners to practice in this state.

(4) "Person" means any human being including both physicians
and nonphysicians.

(5) "Trimester" means a period of time used to designate progres-
sive stages of a pregnancy:

(a) "First trimester" means a period of twelve weeks beginning on
the day of conception, to be determined by reasonable medical judg-
ment based on information available before the performance of an
abortion;
(b) "Second trimester" means a period of twelve weeks beginning
on the first day of the thirteenth week after conception, to be deter-
mined by reasonable medical judgment based on information avail-
able before the performance of an abortion;
(c) "Third trimester" means a period of time beginning on the first
day of the twenty-fourth week after conception, to be determined by
reasonable medical judgment based on information available before
the performance of an abortion, and ending with the termination of
the pregnancy.

Comment:

Similar Provisions:
ALASKA STAT. i1.15.060(a) (1970)
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ABA UNIFORM ABORTION ACT (1972)
HAWAII REv. LAWS 453-16(b) (Supp. 1972)
N.Y. PENAL LAW 125.05(2) (McKinney 1967)

1. "Abortion." The definition is intended to encompass the traditional
concept of abortion and to avoid any implication that accidental miscar-
riages come within the scope of the Act. Any method of performing the
act will suffice to establish the crime if the necessary intent to terminate
the pregnancy is present.
2. "Hospital." This conforms substantially with the definition of "hos-
pital" in TENN. CODE ANN. 53-1301 (1966), although it has been
expanded to include clinics. In Doe v. Bolton, 93 S. Ct. 739, 749 (1973),
the court took judicial notice of the fact that certain clinics and places
other than hospitals are adequately equipped to perform abortions. The
state department of public health may prescribe minimum standards to
insure that any authorized clinic has the staffing and services necessary
to perform an abortion safely. Facilities adequate to handle serious
complications or emergencies may be required.
3. "Licensed physician." This conforms with the definition of "physi-
cian" in TENN. CODE ANN. 53-1301 (1966) and is intended to include
persons granted reciprocity by the state and persons permitted to prac-
tice medicine in federal institutions.
4. "Person." This term is defined to emphasize that both physicians
and nonphysicians are subject to the provisions in which the term "per-
son" is used. For example, although special penalties are specified for
"physicians," they are not exempt from penalties applying to "per-
sons."
5. "Trimester." This definition complies with traditional medical
opinion and the view accepted by the Court in Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct.
705 (1973). The twelve-week delineation is more definite than the more
common three-month characterization. In determining the length of
pregnancy, the physician is required to make a reasonable judgment
based on the data available to him prior to the operation. If this deter-
mination is found to be inaccurate after the fact, the burden will be on
the state to show that the physician's opinion was not medically sound
in light of the information available to him before the operation.
Cross references: Point 2: TENN. CODE ANN. 53-1301 (1966). Point 3:
TENN. CODE ANN. 53-1301 (1966). Point 4: Act 5.

SECTION 4. ABORTIONS PERMITTED AND PROHIB-
ITED AT CERTAIN TIMES. (1) The abortion decision and the per-
formance of the abortion during the first trimester of pregnancy must be
left to the judgment of the mother.
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(2) An abortion during the second trimester of pregnancy must be
performed by a licensed physician in a hospital licensed by the Tennessee
Department of Public Health or a hospital operated by the federal gov-
ernment or an agency thereof.

(3) No abortion may be performed during the third trimester of
pregnancy unless:

(a) the abortion is performed by a licensed physician; and
(b) the abortion is performed in a hospital licensed by the Tennessee
Department of Public Health or operated by the federal government
or an agency thereof; and
(c) the physician reasonably believes that continuance of the preg-
nancy would endanger the life of the mother or would impair the
physical or mental health of the mother. The physician in making this
determination may take into consideration the physical and mental
condition of the fetus.

Comment:
Similar Provisions:

ALASKA STAT. 11.15.060(a) (1970)
HAWAII REV. LAWS 453-16(b) (Supp. 1972)
N.Y. PENAL LAW 125.05(3) (McKinney Supp. 1972)

1. Subsection (1) corresponds to the decision reached in Roe v. Wade,
93 S. Ct. 705, 732 (1973), that the state may exercise no control over

" the mother's decision to have an abortion in the first trimester. During
the first trimester the only illegal abortion would be one performed by
a person who is not a "licensed physician." See Section 5(1) and TENN.
CODE ANN. 63-608 (1956).
2. Subsection (2) allows the state to protect the health of the mother
during the second trimester of pregnancy. During this time the state has
a compelling interest only in the area of maternal health. Roe v. Wade,
93 S. Ct. 705, 732 (1973). An abortion performed in the second trimes-
ter is sufficiently hazardous to the mother's health that only a qualified
licensed physician, operating in an adequately equipped facility, may
execute the surgical procedure.
3. Subsection (3) reflects the state's two-fold interest in the abortion
decision during the third trimester of pregnancy. Since the operation's
risks are accentuated, the state continues its interest in the health and
safety of the mother. In addition, the state has a legitimate interest in
the potential life of the viable child. Although the Court refused to
recognize a viable child as a "person" under the fourteenth amendment,
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it said that "[w]ith respect to the State's important and legitimate inter-est in potential life, the 'compelling' point is at viability." Roe v. Wade,93 S. Ct. 705, 732 (1973). Since viability may occur any time betweenthe twenty-fourth and twenty-eighth week, the Act takes a conservative
position by equating viability with the beginning of the third trimester.
The Court expressly allowed states to protect viable fetal life by pro-scribing abortion, except when it is necessary to preserve the life orhealth of the mother. Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705, 732 (1973). In Roeand in United States v. Vuitch, 402 U.S. 62 (1971), the Supreme Courthas held that the term "health" includes both the physical and mentalcondition of the mother. This concept is expressly included in the Act.4. Since there will usually be sufficient opportunity to obtain an abor-
tion during the first six months of pregnancy, requests for abortions
during the last trimester should be few. When the offspring will bephysically or mentally deficient, however, an abortion may be justified
during the third trimester, even if neither the mother's life nor herphysical health is endangered. In some situations neither the mother norher attending physician is aware of defects until the seventh or eighthmonth. When, for example, the woman contracts german measles orsyphillis during pregnancy, serious fetal abnormalities can result andremain undetected until the later stages of pregnancy. Additionally; inmany pregnancies, tests for abnormalities simply will not be made dur-ing the early stages or will be inconclusive at that time.

The prospective birth of a defective-child would usually constitute
a threat to the mental health of the mother. The Act, by specifically
allowing the physician to consider the mental and physical condition ofthe fetus in determining whether the mother's mental health is endan-
gered, removes any doubt as to the validity of this factor in the physi-cian's ultimate decision. Straightforward treatment of this issue should
preclude unnecessary litigation.
5. Roe and Vuitch held that the question whether the mother's life orhealth is endangered and the question whether the mother has entered
the third trimester are professional judgments. A doctor is routinelycalled upon to decide whether an operation is necessary in a particular
case, and his judgment should be upheld when reasonable.
6. Self-abortion is not expressly dealt with in the Act. Subjecting themother to criminal penalties for this at during the first trimester wouldbe inappropriate. Because the act is performed upon one's self, it doesnot come within the provisions for the practice of medicine in TENN.
CODE ANN. 63-608 (1956). The mother could violate subsections (2)or (3) of section 4, however, by performing a self-abortion during the
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second or third trimester:-The Act intends to reach self-abortion in those
cases, although the former Tennessee statute may not have. Tennessee
and the vast majority of states do not treat the consenting woman as
an accomplice to criminal abortion, Annot., 34 A.L.R.3d 858 (1970),
and possibly would choose not to prosecute her as a principal. See
Smartt v. State, 112 Tenn. 539, 553, 80 S.W. 586, 589 (1904). Self-
abrtion may properly be prohibited under the Roe decision since the
Court expressly approved a requirement that all abortions be performed<
by physicians. Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705, 732-33 (1973). Restriction
on self-abortion is justified by legitimate state interests in the health of
the mother as well as interest in the life of the fetus during the later
stages of pregnancy.
Cross Refences: Act 5. Point 1: TENN. CODE ANN. 63-607, 63-608
(1956). Point 2: Act 3(2).

SECTION 5. PENALTIES FOR ILLEGAL PERFORMANCE
OF AN ABORTION, ATTEMPT. (1) There is no penalty for per-
formance of an abortion during the first trimester except as provided in
state laws prohibiting the practice of medicine without a license.

(2) Any person who performs an abortion in violation of Section
4(2) is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of one hundred
dollars ($100) to one thousand dollars ($1000).

(3) Any person who performs an abortion in violation of Section
4(3) is guilty of a felony punishable by a fine of one hundred dollars ($100)
to five thousand dollars ($5000), or by imprisonment of one (1) to five (5)
years, or in the case of a physician by an order directing the suspension
or revocation of his license, or any combination of these penalties.

(4) Any person who attempts to commit any offense prohibited by
Section 4(2) is punishable by a fine of one hundred dollars ($100) to one
thousand dollars ($1000); and any person who attempts to commit any
offense prohibited by Section 4(3) is punishable by a fine of one hundred
dollars ($100) to five thousand dollars ($5000), or imprisonment of one (1)
to three (3) years, or in the case of a physician by an order directing the
suspension or revocation of his license, or any combination of these penal-
ties.

(5) These penalties are in, addition to any penalties provided for
violation of other sections of the state law.

Comment:
Similar Provisions:

ALASKA STAT. 11.15.060(b) (1970) ;
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A BA UNIFORM ABORTION ACT (1972)
HAWAHI RiEv. LAWS 453-16(c) (Supp. 1972).I. During the first trimester of pregnancy the Act imposes no penaltyfor the performance of an abortion. If, however, the person performingthe abortion is not a licensed physician, he will be subject to penaltiesfor practicing medicine without a license. TENN. CODE ANN. 63-607

(1956).
2. Subsection (2) makes a violation of the Act during the secondtrimester a misdemeanor. A violation of the primarily administrativeregulations on abortions during this stage of pregnancy is not suffi-ciently serious to warrant felony status. The potentially high fine is arealistic deterrent and provides judicial latitude. Although only a fineis provided for violation of this subsection, nonphysicians would still besubject to a jail sentence under TENN. CODE ANN. 63-607 (1956).3. An abortion performed during the third trimester in violation ofSection 4(3) is a felony. The five-year maximum sentence is the standardunder most current and model abortion statutes. In Tennessee, a one-year minimum allows for lesser sentences. Miller v. State, 189 Tenn.281, 286, 225 S.W.2d 62, 64 (1949); TENN. CODE ANN. 40-2703(1956).

The maximum fine is intended to be sufficiently large to makecriminal abortions unprofitable. The addition of a court ordered suspen-sion or revocation of a physician's license, bypassing existing licenserevocation procedures, TENN. CODE ANN. 63-618 to -620 (1956),should provide a significant penalty for doctors convicted of violating
the Act.
4. Subsection (4) deals with attempts to commit a criminal abortion.The trimester distinction is retained with fines at the same level as forthe actual commission of the offense. Little difference in moral turpi-tude is perceivable between the attempt and the actual abortion. Theone- to three-year sentence is retained from the former Tennessee at-tempt provision; a difference in sentences may be useful in the practical
application of prosecutorial discretion.
5. Subsection (5) emphasizes that these penalties are in addition tosanctions for other offenses. Practice without a license and felony-murder are two o~f the offenses outside this Act that might be committedin conjunction with a criminal abortion. Subsection (4) does, however,operate to preempt the general felony-attempt provisions of TENN.CODE ANN. 39-603 (1956).
Cross references: Point 1: Act 4; TENN. CODE ANN. 63-607 (1956).Point 2: TENN. CODE ANN. 63-607 (1956). Point 3: TENN. CODE
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ANN. @ 40-2703, 63-618 to .620 (1956). Point 5: TENN. CODE
ANN. 39-603 (1956).

SECTION 6. REFUSAL TO PERFORM ABORTION; DISCRIMI-
NATION. (1) Nothing in this Act requires any person to perform or
assist in performing an abortion so long as the refusal to act is not
inconsistent with good medical practice in an emergency situation.

(2) (a) No hospital, person, firm, corporation, or governmental
entity may discriminate as to employment or privileges accompanying
employment against a person on the grounds of his refusing to act
within the protection of subsection (1).

(b) No hospital, person, firm, corporation, or governmental
entity may discriminate as to employment or privileges accompanying
employment against a person on the grounds of his performing or
assisting in performing a legal abortion.

(c) A violation of the provisions of this subsection is a misde-
meanor punishable by a fine of one hundred dollars ($100) to one
thousand dollars ($1000). In addition, a person may bring a civil
action to recover actual damages resulting from a violation of this
subsection and may recover exemplary damages.

(3) No civil action for negligence or malpractice may be main-
tained against a person on the grounds of a refusal to perform an act
within the protection of subsection (1).

Comment:

Similar provisions:
ALASKA STAT. 11.15.060(a) (1970)
American Medical Ass'n, Proceedings of AMA House of Dele-

gates 221 (June 1970)
HAWAII REV. LAWS 453-16(d) (Supp. 1972)
N.Y. Civ. RIGHTS LAW 79-i (McKinney Supp. 1972)
WASH. REV. CODE ANN. 9.02.080 (Supp. 1972)

1. Subsection (1) guarantees an affirmative right to refuse to partici-
pate in the performance of abortions. Refusal on moral or religious
grounds is probably within the scope of the first amendment. The provi-
sion for emergency situations is not likely to interfere with any reasona-
ble moral beliefs.
2. Physicians, nurses, and others refusing to participate in abortion
operations are protected by subsection (2). The provision removes any
fear that the Roe decision will force individuals to participate in abor-
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tions. To increase the availability of the operations, the subsection also
provides protection for those who do perform abortions.
3. The types of discrimination guarded against in subsection (2) are
specified to avoid vagueness or overinclusiveness. "Discrimination as to
employment or privileges accompanying employment" is broad enough
to protect the critical areas of potential harm. When rationally based,
differentiated treatment of abortions, such as requiring them to be per-
formed in one area of a hospital, is not proscribed by this provision.
4. Granting medical personnel a civil right of action for damages and
shielding them from liability, in subsections (2) and (3), guarantees their
freedom of choice. The protection extends to private hospitals and indi-
viduals not subject to provisions of the first and fourteenth amendments

to the Constitution of the United States. Although a physician is gener-
ally under no duty to perform services to all who request them, Ham-
monds v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 237 F. Supp. 96,98 (N.D. Ohio 1965),
subsection (3) assures protection from suits for negligence or malprac-
tice in such cases.
5. This section grants no right to hospitals to establish an official

policy of refusing to perform abortions. In several instances, actions of

ostensibly private hospitals that receive some public funds and serve

important public functions have been held to constitute "state action"

for fourteenth amendment due process purposes. Meredith v. Allen

County War Memorial Hosp. Comm'n, 397 F.2d 33, 35 (6th Cir. 1968).
It is unlikely that a hospital so described could constitutionally prohibit
the performance of abortions in its facilities. The scope of state action
must be left to judicial determination. In Doe v. Bolton, 93 S. Ct. 739,
750 (1973), the Court considered a statute providing that a hospital is
not required to admit a patient for an abortion. GA. CODE ANN. 26-

1202(e) (1972). The Court, however, expressed no view on the issue of

a hospital policy prohibiting abortions.

SECTION 7. COMPELLED ABORTION AND FEMALE'S
CONSENT. (1) State and local governmental entities have no power
to compel any female to submit to an abortion for any reason.

(2) An abortion may be performed upon a woman only after she
has given her consent. If the female is an unmarried minor, or incompe-
tent as adjudicated by _any court of competent jurisdiction, then permis-
slori must additionally be given by the parents, or guardian, or person
standing in loco parentis to the unmarried minor, or incompetent. How-
ever, a court of competent jurisdiction may grant such permission upon
application on behalf of the minor or incompetent and upon a finding that
permission has been arbitrarily or capriciously withheld.

i. S1i
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Comment:

Similar provisions:
ALASKA STAT. 11,15.060(a)(1970)
N.C. GEN. STAT. 14-45.1 (Supp. 1971)

1. Subsection (1) sets forth in absolute terms the right of procreationwithin the right of privacy. This right has been guaranteed by the deci-sion in Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (1942), as interpreted by theCourt in Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705, 726 (1973).
2. The Court in Roe specifically refused to rule on the constitutionalityof the requirement of parental consent for minors. Roe v. Wade, 93 S.Ct. 705, 733 n.67 (1973). The interests of the parents of the unmarriedminor or incompetent, including responsibilities for care, and the prac-tice followed for other operations sufficiently justify the Act's grant of
power to parents in the decision-making process. In Tennessee, a minoris any person under the age of eighteen. TENN. CODE ANN. 1-305(30)(Supp. 1972).
3, The consent provision for incompetents allows for abortions, wherethere is reason, when the female herself is incapable of giving consentor refusal.
4, For purposes of subsection (2) permission is arbitrarily or capri-ciously withhold when, for example, the mother's life or health is indanger and parental consent is refused on the basis of religious beliefsnot shared by the mother,
5. Although there is very little authority on the subject, the idea thatthe father/husband has a right to stop an abortion from being per-formed seems to have been rejected. Cf. Herko v. Uviller, 203 Misc.
108, 109, 114 N.Y.S.2d 618, 619 (1952). That case held that the fa-ther/husband's right of procreation is not violated when the mother hasan exclusive right to make the abortion decision. The mother's decision
is not state or governmental action, and the father/husband is free tofind another partner if he desires. The Supreme Court has specificallydeclined to address the issue of the father's or husband's consent. Roev. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705, 733 n.67 (1973). Cross Reference: Point 2:TENN. CODE ANN. 1-305(30) (Supp. 1972).

SECTION 8. DISCLOSURE OF ABORTION INFORMA-TION. (1) It is unlawful for any hospItal, person, firm, corporation,or governmental entity to disclose a report of a referral or request forabortional services, or to disclose a report of the performance of anabortion, unless the disclosure is authorized In writing by the subject of
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such report, or unless the disclosure is ordered by a court of competent
jurisdiction; provided, that this section shall not bar the report of statisti-
cal information as required under Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 53-
430 (1966).

(2) A violation of the provisions of this section is a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine of one hundred dollars ($100) to one thousand dollars
($1000). In addition, a person may bring a civil action to recover actual
damages resulting from a violation of this section, and may recover exem-
plary damages if the violation was wilful.

Comment:

Similar provisions:
N.Y. GEN. Bus. LAW 394-c (McKinney Supp. 1972)
TENN. CODE ANN. 53-425 (1966)

1. This section protects subjects of abortions from unwanted public
disclosure of abortion records because of the sensitivity of the abortion
issue. It avoids the result in Quarles v. Sutherland, 215 Tenn. 651, 389
S.W.2d 249 (1965), that no statutory or common law cause of action
exists for the disclosure of medical records by a physician. The abortion
subject will now have a private right of action for damages if her records
are disclosed without authorization.
2. Statistical reporting under TENN. CODE ANN. 53-430 (1966)
should not require the disclosure of subjects' names.
3. By prohibiting disclosure from any source and giving a damages
remedy, this section goes beyond the provisions now in effect. Tenn.
Code Ann. 53-425 (1966) only makes unlawful disclosure of medical
records by state officials.
Cross references: Point 2: TENN. CODE ANN. 53-430 (1966). Point
3: TENN. CODE ANN. 53-425 (1966).

SECTION 9. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Act or
the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications of this Act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this
end the provisions of this Act are severable.

Comment:

Similar provisions:
ABA UNIFORM ABORTION AcT (1972)

{
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SECTION 10. REPEAL OF FORMER ABORTION SEC-
TIONS. Tennessee Code Annotated, Sections 39-301 and 39-302, being
all of Chapter 3 of Title 39, are repealed.

Comment:

This section repeals all current Tennessee criminal abortion provi-
sions so that a totally new statutory scheme, consistent with the right
to privacy recognized in Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705 (1973), and the
procedural limitations of Doe v. Bolton, 93 S. Ct. 739 (1973), may be
instituted.

Mark B. Anderson
H. Michael Bennett

Andrew D. Coleman
Peter Weiss

Richard K. Wray (chairman)
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Re vised Uniform Abortion Act (1973) Proposed by The National Conference of

Corpmissioners on Uniform State Laws and Approved by The American Bar

Association House of Delegates at The 1974 Mid-Year Meeting in Houston, Texas

REVISED UNIFORM ABORTION ACT (1973)

F-

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.11

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

1

2

3

4

5

SECTION 1. .[Definitions.] As used in this Act:

(1) "Abortion" means the termination -of human pregnancy

with an intention other than to produce a live birth or to

remove a dead embryo or fetus.

(2) "Hospital" means a hospital approved by the [state

department of health] or operated by the United States, this

State, or any department, agency, or political subdivision

thereof.

(3) "Medical facility" means a facility other than a

hospital, such as a medical clinic, that has adequate staff

and services necessary to perform an abortion safely, to pro-

vide after-care, and to cope with any complication or emergency

that might reasonably be expected to arise therefrom, or that

has arrangements with a nearby hospital to provide those services.

(4) "Licensed physician" means a physician Licensed to

practice medicine [or osteopathy] in this state, or a physician

practicing medicine [or osteopathy] in the employ of the govern-

ment of the United States or of this State, or any department,

agency, or political subdivision thereof.

SECTION 2. [Limitations on Ab rtions.] An abortion may

be performed in this State only under the following circumstances:

-(1) During the first [12] [13] [14] weeks of pregnancy by

a woman upon herself upon the advice of a licensed physician or

by a licensed physician.
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6 (2) After the first [12] [13] [14] weeks of pregnancy and

7 before the fetus is viable, by a licensed physician and in a

8 hospital or medical facility.

9 (3) After the fetus is viable, by a licensed physician,

10 in a hospital, and in the medical judgment of the physician

11 the abortion is necessary to preserve the life or health of

12 the woman.

1 SECTION 3. [Consent Required.] Consent to an abortion must

2 first be given by the woman or, if she is mentally incapable

3 of giving consent, by a parent or guardian or by order of the

4 [appropriate] court. A woman is not incapable by reason of

5 her minority of giving consent to an abortion under this Act.

1 SECTION 4. [ .] If, in the med-

2 ical judgment of the physician, an abortion is immediately neces-

3 sary to preserve the life of the woman, it may be performed any-

4 where and, if the woman is unable to consent for any reason,

5 without her consent.

1 SECTION 5. [Express Objection.] In no event may any abortion

2 be performed under this Act upon a woman over her express objection,

3 except that if she is under [12] [13] [14] years of age and the
4 [appropriate] court finds the abortion is necessary to preserve
5 her life or health, it may order the abortion to be performed.

1 SECTION 6. (Particiation in Abortion Not Required.] No
2 physician, nurse, hospital or medical facility employee, or

3 any other individual is under any duty or required to participate
4 in an abortion. An individual who participates or refuses
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5 to participate in an abortion permitted under this Act may

6 not for that reason be discriminated against in employment-

7 or professional privileges.]

1 SECTION 7. [Penalty,] Any person who knowingly performs

2 or procures an abortion other than as permitted by this Act

3 is guilty of a [felony] and, upon conviction thereof, may be

4 sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding [$1,000] dollars or to

5 imprisonment in the [state penitentiary] not exceeding [5]

6 years, or both.

1 SECTION 8. [Application and Construction.] This Act shall

2 be applied and construed to effectuate its general purpose to

3 make uniform the law with respect to the subject of this Act

4 among states enacting it.

1 SECTION 9. [Short Title.] This Act may be cited as the

2 Revised Uniform Abortion Act.

1 SECTION 10. [Severability.] If any provision of this Act

2 or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held

3 invalid, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or

4 applications of this Act which can be given effect without the

5 invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions

6 of this pct are severable.

1 SECTION 11. [Repeal.] The following acts and parts of acts

2 are repealed:

4 (b)

' (C)
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SECTION 12. [Time of Taking Effect.] This Act shall

2 take effect
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Subsequent to Wade and Bolton, and to date, approximately 23 states

have enacted abortion legislation in response to those decisions. This discussion

will concern those statutes. It may generally be presumed that the pre-Wad.

and Bolton abortion statutes, which survive to date in some jurisdictions, are

unenforceable to the extent that they prohibit physician-performed abortions during

(1) approximately the first six months of pregnancy and (2) approximately the

last three months of pregnancy where necessary to preserve the life or health

of the mother.

The following chart should be used as a guide to identifying the types

of abortion legislation enacted in the various jurisdictions since Wade and Bolton.

Those .statutes, on which the chart is based, are reproduced following the chart.

Reference may be made to the Summary of State Legislation at pp. 6-8 of

this report where a brief explanation is mad1e of the topical headings used in

the chart.
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1/ Applies only to private hospitals but not with respect to "medical
emergency situations and spontaneous abortions."

2/ Medical Schools may not refuse admission to applicant on account of
abortion beliefs.

3/ Research is not prohibited on "lifeless product of conception."

4/ Abortions after First Trimester must be performed in licensed hospital or
other licensed health facility.

5/ In abortions after second trimester, attending physician must receive con-
currence of two other physicians that abortion is necessary to preserve
the life or health of the woman.

6/ With regard to the product of abortions in the third trimester.

7/ Makes temporary disability insurance benefits available to abortion patients.

8/ Abortions in first trimester must be performed in hospital, physicians
office or clinic. Such office or clinic must be in close proximity to acute
care hospitals. Abortions after first trimester must be performed in
hospital.

9/ In third trimester abortions, attending physician must receive concurring
opinion of one additional physician that abortion is necessary for life of
woman or that fetus will be born unable to survive.

10/ Physician must receive consent of father, where father has not abandoned
woman, in order to be immune from civil liability.

11 / During third trirhester an abortion shall only be performed to preserve the
life or to preserve the physical or mental health of the mother by a phy-
sician after consultation with at least two other physicians not related to
or engaged in practice with the attending physician.

12/ During and after second trimester life support must be available and utilized
if there is any clearly visible evidence of viability.

13/ This jurisdiction has statutorily prescribed standards to be observed in
operation of medical facilities wherein abortions are performed. See
statutes.

14/ Applies to private facilities only.

15 Except where abortion is necessary to preserve life of woman,

16/ All abortions to be performed in hospital or other licensed facility which
has immediate hospital backup.

17/ Attending physician must certify in writing that abortion is necessary to
prevent a substantial permanent impairment of the life or physical health
of the pregnant woman.

18/ 24 hours, except in emergencies involving life of pregnant woman.

77C It" "Cf v .C C ~ .*
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19/ All viable fetuses shall be given full medical treatment for the protection
and maintenance of their life.

20/ Abortions permitted only where necessary to save life of child or mother.

21/ Only of husband of a minor.

22/ Where necessary to preserve the woman from an imminent peril that sub-
stantially endangers her life or health.

23/ Consent only required where father known; Consent not required where
abortion is necessary to preserve the woman from an imminent peril that
substantially endangers her life or health.

24/ Only if physician has reasonable cause to believe that an abortion currently
is necessary to preserve the life or health of the pregnant woman.

25/ All abortions to be performed in hospital or other licensed facility.

26/ Where woman is under 18 but not married or otherwise emancipated.

27/ If woman is under 18 unless husband is living separate and apart from
woman.

28/ Abortions in first 20 weeks to be performed in hospital or certified clinic;
thereafter in a hospital.

29/ Abortions after 20 weeks permissible where there is a substantial risk
that continuance of the pregnancy would threeaten life or gravely impair
health of the woman.

30/ Abortion permitted only where necessary to preserve life of mother.

31_/ Where necessary to preserve life or health of mother.

32/ Second trimester pregnancies to be performed in hospital, clinic or office;
third trimester pregnancies tobe performed in hospital. Locus of abortion
performed in above periods must have immediate access to blood supplies.

33/ Unless woman is married.

34/ If woman is married minor.

35/ No county or municipal hospital is authorized to refuse abortions.

36/ From and after end of first trimester, abortions to be performed in hospitals.

37/ Woman seeking abortion must be bona fide resident of Tennessee.

38/ Abortion must be necessary to preserve the life, physical or mental health
of the woman. Evidentiary hearing must be held before abortion permitted.

39/ Abortion must be necessary to preserve the life or physical health of the
woman. Evidentiary hearing must be held before abortion permitted.
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40/ Abortions in last trimester may be performed only to save life of woman
or prevent serious and permanent damage to her physical health. Attending
physicians judgment must be concurred in by two other physicians. Evi-
dentiary hearing must be held before abortion permitted

41/ Where pregnant woman is unmarried and under 18.

42/ Consent required of hisband and father of fetus, where two are different.

43/ After first trimester aboritons must be performed in hospitals.

44/ If fetus thereafter dies, death certificate must be filed.

45/ Sale and use of fetuses prohibited.

46/ Harmless research permitted on human living conceptus.

47/ Sale, transfer, distribution or giving away of live viable aborted child for
experimentation is prohibited.

48/ On request of woman.

49/ Permitted with written consent of woman.

50/ Medical research on live fetuses prohibited.

51_/ Prohibits group accident and health insurance from including elective in-
duced abortions within maternity benefits; defines practice of medicine as
including performance of abortion,

52/ Includes out patient surgical hospitals in definition of hospitals to be licenses
by state.
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ARIZONA

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 36-2151 (Supp. 1973)

CHAPTER 20.--RIGHT OF REFUSAL TO AID ABORTION

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONSSec.
26-2161. Riaht to refuse to participatein abortion.

Chapter 20, consisting of Article 1, section 36-2151, was added byLaws 1971, Ch. 155, f11, effective May 14, 1973.

ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

* 36-2151. Right to refuse to participate in abortion
No hospital Is required to admit any patient for the purpose of performingan abortion. A physician, or any other person who is a member of orassociated with the staff of a hospital, or any employee of a hospital, doctor,clinic, or other medical or .surgical facility in which an abortion has beenauthorized, who shall state in writing an objection to such abortion onmoral or religious grounds shall not be required to participate in the medicalor surgical procedures which will result in the abortion. Added Laws 1973,

ChEf15j 1. 4 .

Effective May 14. 1573.
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CALIFORNIA

('al. Health and Safety Code 25955 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 7)

ABORTIONS-PRIVATE FACILITIES-PERFORMANCE

CHAPTER 820

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. .1597

An act to amend Section 25955 of the Health and Safety Code, relating to abortion.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

Declares that nothing in the Therapeutic Abortion Act shall
require a nonprofit facility or clinic organized or operated by a
religious corporation or other religious organization, and certain
personnel and members of the governing board thereof, to permit
the performance of an abortion in such facility or clinic or to pro-
vide abortion services. Exempts such facilities, clinics, and per-
sons from liability for failure or refusal to participate in such an
act and provides that such failure shall not be the basis for any
disciplinary or other recriminatory action.

Makes such provisions and other provisions (1) prohbiting
employers from requiring specified employees to participate in
the induction or performance of an abortion, where the employee
has filed specified written objection with the employer, and (2)
prohibiting the employer from penalizing the employee therefor,
inapplicable in medical emergency situations and spontaneous
abortions, rather than only making provisions re prohibited ac-
tivities of employers inapplicable in medical emergency situations.

Makes additional changes in Sec. 25955, H. & S.C., to be opera-
tive only if SB 575 and this bill are both chaptered, and this bill
is chaptered after SB 575.

The people of the State of Calfornia do enact as follows:
SECTION 1. Section 25955 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:

25955.

(a) No employer shall require a registered nurse, a licensed vocational nurse, or

any other person employed to furnish direct personal health service to a patient to

directly participate in the induction or performance of an abortion, if such em-
ployee hs filed a written statement with the employer indicating a moral, ethical,
or religious basis for refusal to participate in the abortion, and the employer shall
not penalize or discipline such employee for declining to so directly participate.

(b) Nothing in this chapter shall require a nonprofit facility or clinic which is

organized or operated by a religious corporation or ther religious organization

and licensed pursuant to Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 1200) or Chapter 2

(commencing with Section 1250) of Division 2, or any administrative officer, em-

ployee, Agent, or member of the governing board thereof,. to perform or to permit

the performance of an abortion in such facility or clnic or to provide abortion

services. No such nonprofit facilityor clinic organized or operated by a religious

corporation or other religious organization, nor Its administrative officers, employ-

ees, agents, or members of its governing board shall be able, indvidudly or qo-

lectively, for failure or refusal to participate inmny such act. Thef(adore or l'
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hasis for any (discipli nary or other recriminatory action against such corporations,
unincorporatei associations, or individuals.

(c) This section shall not apply to medical emergency situations and spontaneous
abortions.

Any violation of this section is a misdemeanor.

SEC. 2. Section 25955 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:
25955.

(a) No employer or other person shall require a physician, a registered nurse, a
licenIsed vocational nurse, or any other person employed * * * or with staff
privileges at a hospital, facility, or clinic to directly participate in the induction
or performance of an abortion, if such employee or other person has filed a writ-
ten statement with the employer or the hospital, facility, or clinic indicating a
moral, ethical, or religious basis for refusal to participate in the abortion * * .

No such employee or person with staff privileges in a hospital, facility, or clinic
shall be subject to any penalty or discipline by reason of his refusal t
in an abortion. No such employee of a hospital, facility, or clinic wl
permit_the performance of abortions, or person with staff privileges 1

be subject to any penalty or discipline on account of such person's pal
the performance of an abortion in other than such hospital, facility

No employer shall refuse to employ any person because -of such per
for moral,_ethical,_orreligious reasons to participate in an abortion,
person would be assigned in the normal course of business of any hose
or clinic to work in those parts of the hospital, facility, or clinic wi
patients are cared for. No provision of this chapter prohibits any
cility, or clinic which permits the performance of abortions from inqu
er an employee or prospective employee would advance a moral, eth

gious basis for refusal to participate in an abortion before hiring or as
a person to that part of a hospital, facility, or clinic where abortion
cared for.

The refusal of a physician, nurse, or any other person to participate
the induction or performance of an abortion pursuant to this subdivis
form the basis of any claim for damages.

(b) No medical school or other facility for the education or traini
clans, nurses, or other medical personnel shall refuse admission to
penalize such person in any way because of such person's unwilling
ticipate in the performance of an abortion for moral, ethical, or relig

No hospital, facility, or clinic shall refuse Staff privileges to a physi
of such physician's refusal to participate in the performance of aborti
ethical, or religious reasons;

(c) Nothing in this chapter shall require a) nonprofit hospital or o
or clinic which is organized or operated by a religious corporation o
gious organization and licensed pursuant to Chapter r1 (commencing
1200) or Chapter 2 (commencing with Seetion 1250) of Division 2, orj
trative officer, employee, agent, or member of the governing board the
form or to permit the performance of an abortion in such facility or
provide abortion services. No such nonprofit facility or clinic orga
erated by a religious corporation or other religious organization, nor
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Cal. Health and Safety Code 25955 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 8)

ABORTIONS-REFUSAL TO PARTICIPATE

CHAPTER 935

SENATE BILL NO. 575

An act to amend Section 25955 of the Health and Safety Code, relating to abor-

tions.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

Declares that a hospital, facility, or clinic organized or opera
ated by a church, religious organization, or religious order, if the

governing board so determines, shall not be required to admit or

not to admit a patient for the purposes of performing an abortion,
but requires such hospitals, facilities, or clinics refusing to permit

abortions to post a notice to that effect.-

Prohibits any employer or other person from requiring any

physician, a registered nurse, a licensed vocational nurse, or any
other person employed or with staff privileges at a hospital,
facility, or clinic, rather than prohibiting ariy employer from re-

quiring a registered nurse, a licensed vocational nurse, or any other

person employed to furnish direct personal health services to a

patient, to directly participate in the induction or performance of
an abortion if such employee or other person has filed, as pre-

scribed, a written statement indicating a moral, ethical, or religious
basis for refusal to participate in the abortion. Prohibits any
such employee or person with staff privileges in a hospital, facility,
or clinic from being subject to any penalty or discipline by reason
of his refusal to participate in an abortion, rather than prohibiting

the employer from penalizing or disciplining such employee for
declining to so directly participate. Prohibits penalizing or dis-
ciplining such employees of hospitals, facilities, or clinics not per-

mitting abortions, or persons with staff privileges therein, on ac-
count of such person's participation in the performance of an abor-
tion in other than such hospital, facility, or clinic.

Prohibits any employer from refusing to employ any person
because of such person's refusal for moral, ethical, or religious rea-
son to participate in an abortion, unless such person would normal-

ly be assigned to work in those parts of a hospital, facility, or clinic
where abortion patients are cared for. Specifies that no provision
of the Therapeutic Abortion Act prohibits any hospital, facility,

.0.,
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or clinic which permits the performance of abortions from in-
quiring whether an employee or prospective employee would ad-
vance a moral, ethical, or religious basis for refusal to participate
in an abortion before hiring or assigning such person to that part
of a hospital, facility, or clinic where abortion patients are cared
for.

Prohibits medical schools or other medical educational or train-
ing institutions from refusing admission to a person or penalizing
him in any way because such person is unwilling to participate
in an abortion for moral, ethical, or religious reasons. Prohibits
hospitals, facilities, or clinics from refusing staff privileges to a
physician because the physician refuses to participate in an abor-
tion for moral, ethical, or religious reasons.

Specifies that the refusal of a physician, nurse, or any other
person to participate in an abortion, or of a hospital, facility, or
clinic organized or operated by a church, religious organization,
or religious order to admit a patient for the purpose of performing
an abortion, will not form the basis of any claim for damages.

Specifies that the provisions revised or added by the act shall
not apply to medical emergencies and spontaneous abortions, rather
than only making provisions re prohibited activities of employers
inapplicable in medical emergency situations.

Provides that, notwithstanding Section 2231 of the Revenue
and Taxation Code, no reimbursement is made under Section 2231
nor any appropriation is made by this act because of a specified
reason.

Makes additional changes in Section 25955, Health and Safety
Code, to be operative only if AB 1597 and this bill are both chapter-
ed, and this bill is chaptered after AB 1597.

The people of the State of Caifornia do enact as foUotos:
SECTION 1. Section 25955 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:

25955.
(a) No hospital, facility, or clinic that is organized or operated by a church, re-

ligious organization, or religious order, if the governing board so determines, shall

be required to admit or not to admit a patient for the purpose of performing an
abortion. The refusal of such hospital, facility, or clinic to admit a person for

the purpose of an abortion or permit an abortion to be performed on its premises

shall not form the basis of any claim for damages nor shall such hospital, fa-

cility, or clinic be subject to any penalty whatsoever by reason of such refusal.

Any such hospital, facility, or clinic which does not permit the performance of

abortions on its premises shall post notice of such proscription in an area of such

hospital, facility, or clinic which is open to patients and prospective admittees.

(b) No employer or other person shall require a physician, a registered nurse, a

licensed vocational nurse, or any other person employed * * * or with staff

privileges at a hospital, facility, or clinic to directly participate in the induction or

performance of an abortion, if such employee or other person has filed a written

statement with the employer or the hospital, facility, or clinic indicating a moral,

ethical, or religious basis for refusal to participate in the abortion *"* *

No such employee or person with staff privileges In a hospital, facility, or clinic

shall be subject to any penalty or discipline by reason of his refusal to par-

ticipate in an abortion. No such employee of a hospital, facility, or clinic which

does not permit the performance of abottions, or person with staff privileges
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therein, shall be subject to 'any penalty or discipline on account of such person's

participation in the performance of an abortion in other than such hospital,

facility, or clinic.

No employer shall refuse to employ any person because of such person's refusal

for moral, ethical, or religious reasons to participate in an abortion, unless such

person would he assigned in the normal course of business of any hospital, fa-
cility, or clinic to work in those parts of the hospital, facility, or clinic where

abortion patients are cared for. No provision of this chapter prohibits any hos-

pital, facility, or clinic which permits the performance of abortions from Inquir-
ing whether an employee or prospective employee would advance a moral, ethical,
or religious basis for refusal to participate in an abortion before hiring or assign-
ing such a person to that part of a hospital, facility, or clinic where abortion pa-
tients are cared for.

The refusal of a physician, nurse, or any other person to participate or aid in the
induction or performance of an abortion pursuant to this subdivision shall not
form the basis of any claim for damages.

Any violation of this subdivision by an employer is. a misdemeanor.
(c) No medical school or other facility for the education or training of physi-

clans, nurses, or other medical personnel shall refuse admission to a person or
penalize such person in any way because of such person's uinw illingness to partici-

pate in the performance of an abortion for moral, ethical, or religious reasons.
No hospital, facility, or clinic shall refuse staff privileges to a physician because
of such physician's refusal to participate in the performance of abortion for moral,
ethical, or religious reasons.

(d) This section shall not apply to medical * * * emergencies and spontaneous
abortions.

SEC. 2. Section 25955 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:
25955.

(a) No employer or other person shall require a physician, a registered nurse, a
licensed vocational nurse, or any other person employed * * * or with staff
privileges at a hospital, facility, or clinic to directly participate in the induction or
performance of an abortion, if such employee or other person has filed a written
statement with the employer or the hospital, facility, or clinic indicating a moral,
ethical, or religious basis for refusal to participate in the abortion * * *.

No such employee or person with staff privileges in a hospital, facility, or clinic
shall be subject to any penalty or discipline by reason of his refusal to participate
in an abortion. No such employee of a hospital, facility, or clinic which does not
permit the performance of abortions, or person with staff privileges therein, shall
be subject. to any penalty or discipline on account of such person's participation in
the performance of an abortion in other than such hospital, facility, or clinic.

No employer shall refuse to employ any person because of such person's refusal
for moral, ethical, or religious reasons to participate in an abortion, unless such
person wVould be assigned in the normal course of business of any hospital, facility,
or clinic to work in those parts of the hospital, facility, or clinic where abortion
patients are cared for. No lprovisiin of this chapter prohibits. any hospital, facility,
or clinic which permits the performance of abortions from inquiring whether an em-
ployee or lprospective employee would advance a moral, ethical, or religious basis for
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refusal to participate in an abortion before hiring or assigning such a person to
hiat part of a hospital, facility, or clinic where abortion patients are cared for.

The refusal of a physician, nurse, or any other person to participate or aid in the
induction or performance of an abortion pursuant to this subdivision shall not form
the basis of any claim for damages.

(b) No medical school or other facility for the education or training of physicians,
nurses, or other medical personnel shall refuse admission to a person or penalize
such person in any way because of such person's unwillingness to participate in the
performance of nn abortion for moral, ethical, or religious reasons. No hospital,
facility, or clinic shall refuse staff privileges to a physician because of such phy-
sician's refusal to participate in the performance of abortion for moral, ethical, or
religious reasons.

(c) Nothing in this chapter shall require a nonprofit hospital or other facility or
clinic which is organized or operated by a religious corporation or other religious
organization and licensed pursuant to Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 1200) or
Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 1250) of Division 2, or any administrative of-
ficer, employee, agent, or member of the governing board thereof, to perform or
to permit the performance of an abortion in such facility or clinic or to provide abor-
tion services.- No such nonprofit facility or clinic organized or operated by a re-
ligious corporation or other religious organization, nor its administrative officers,
employees, agents, or members of its governing board shall be liable, individually or
collectively, for failure or refusal to participate in any such act. The failure or
refusal of any such corporation, unincorporated association or individual person to
perform or to permit the performance of such medical procedures shall not be the
basis for any disciplinary or other recriminatory action against such corporations,
unin .rporated associations, or individuals. Any such facility or clinic which
does not permit the performance of abortions on its premises shall post notice of
such proscription in an area of such facility or clinic which is open to patients
andi prospective admittees.

(d) This section shall not apply to medical emergency situations and spontaneous
abortions.

Any violation of this section is a misdemeanor.

SEC. 3. It is the intent of the Legislature, if this bill and Assembly Bill No.
1597 are both chaptered and become effective January 1, 1974, both bills amend
Section 25955 of the Health and Safety Code, and this bill is chaptered after Assem-
bly Bill No. 1597, that Section 25955 be amended in the form set forth in Section 2
of this act. Therefore, Section 2 of this act shall become operative only if this
bill and Assenubly Bill No. 1597 are both chaptered and become effective January
1, 1974, both amend Section 25955, and this bill is chaptered after Assembly Bill
No. 1597, in which case Section 1 of this act shall not become operative.

SEC. 4. Notwithstanding Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, there
shall be no reimursement pursuant to this section nor shall there be any appro-
priation made by this act because the Legislature recognizes that during any leg-islative session a variety of changes to laws relating to crimes and infractions may
cause both increased and decrease costs to local government entities and school
districts which, in the aggregate, do not result in significant identifiable cost
changes.

Approved and filed Sept. 30, 1973.
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Cal. Health and Safety Code 25955. 5 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 3)

SEC. 45. Section 25955.5 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read:
25955.5.

The State Department of " * * Health shall by regulation establish and main-
tain a-system for the reporting of therapeutic abortions so as to determine the demo-
graphic effects of abortion and assess the experience in relation to legal and medical
standards pertaining to abortion practices. The reporting system shall not require,
permit, or include the identification by name or other means of any person under-
going an abortion. The State Departipent of * * * Health shall make a report
to the Legislature not later than the 30th calendar day each even-numbered year
on its findings related to therapeutic abortions and their effects.

The state department shall seek, In addition to any other funds made available
to it, federal funds In order to carry out the purposes of this act.
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Cal. Health and Safety Code 25956 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 8)

HEALTH-ABORTED FETUSES-RESEARCH

CHAPTER 980

ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 1724

An act to add Section 25956 to the Health and Safety Code, relating to fetses.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEI:S DIGEST

Makes it unlawful for any person to knowingly use any aborted
product of human conception other than fetal remains, as defined,
for scientific or laboratory research, or for any other kind of
experimentation or study, except to protect or preserve the life
and health of the fetus.

Provides that any violation of the act constitutes unprofes-
sional conduct within the meaning of the State Medical Practice
Act.

Provides that neither appropriation is made nor obligation
created for the reimbursement of any local agency for any costs
incurred by it pursuant to the act.

The people of the State of California do enact so follows:
SECTION 1. Section 25956 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to read;

25956.
(a) It is unlawful for any person to use any aborted product of human concep-

tion, other than fetal remains, for any type of scientific or laboratory research or
for any other kind of experimentation or study, except to protect or preserve the
life and health of the fetus "Fetal remains," as used in this section, means a life-
l''s product of conception regardless of. the duration of pregnancy. A fetus shall
not be deemed to be lifeless for the purpose" of this section, unless there is an ab-
-ence of a discernible heartbeat.

(b) In addition to any other criminal or civil liability which may be imposed by
law, any violation of this section constitutes unprofessional conduct within the
meaning of the State Medical Practice Act, Chapter 5 (commencing with Section
240*0) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code.

SEC. 2. No appropriation is made by this act, nor is any obligation created
thereby nnder Section 2164.3 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, for the reim-
hlrsement of any local agency for any costs that may be incurred by it in carryingia any program or performing any service required to be carried on or performed
by it by this act.

Approved and filed Sept. 30, 1973.
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Cal. Health and Safety Code 25956 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 7)

ABORTION-FETUSES-MEDICAL EXPERIMENTATION

CHAPTER 720

SENATE BILL NO. 1046

An act to add Section 25956 to the Health and Safety Code, relating to fetuses,

and declaring the urgency thereof, to take effect Immediately.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

Makes it unlawful for any person to use any aborted product

of conception other than fetal remains, a' defined, for scientific

or laboratory research, or for any other kind of experimentation

or study, except to protect or preserve the life and health of

the fetus.
Provides that any violation of the act constitutes unprofes-

sional conduct within the meaning of the State Medical Prac-

tice Act.

The people of the State of CaUfornia doenact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 25956 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to read:

25956.
(a) It is unlawful for any person to use any aborted product of conception,

other than fetal remains for any type of scientific or laboratory researchtor for

any other kind of experimentation or study, except to protect or preserve thelie

and health of the fetus. "Fetal remains," as used in this section, means a

product of conception regardless of the duration of pregnancy.

(b) In addition to any other criminal or civil liability which may be imposed

by law, any violation of this section constitutes unprofessional conduct within the

meaning of the State Medical Practice Act, Chapter 5 (commencing with Section

2000) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code.

SEC. 2. [Urgency statute]

Approved and filed Sept. 24,1973.
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GEORGIA

Act 328 [1973] Ga. Acts 635

CRIMES-ABORTIONS-NEW CHAPTER PROVIDED. f
Code Chapter 26-12 Amended.

Code Title 88 Amended.

No. 328 (House Bill No. 915).

An Act to amend Code Chapter 26-12, relating to abortion,
by repealing it in its entirety and inserting in lieu there.
of'a definition of criminal abortion; to provide for excep.-
tions thereto; to provide who may perform abortions; to
provide that abortions after the first trimester must be
performed in a hospital or other licensed health facility ;

to provide that abortion after the second trimester may be
performed to save the life and health of the woman where
same is necessary in a physician's and two consultants'
judgment; to provide for medical aid to product of abor-

tion if capable of meaningful or sustained life; to provide
for reporting of statistical data to the Department of Hu-
man Resources and access to hospital and other licensed
health facility records by the District Attorney; to provide

that any hospital or other medical facility or physician

may refuse to admit any patient for the purpose of per-
forming an abortion ; to provide that any person who states
in writing an objection to any abortion shall not be re-

quired to participate in the procedures which will result in

such abortion; to provide that such refusal shall not be

the basis for any claim for damages; to provide for penal-

ties ; to amend Code Title 88, known as the "Georgia Health

Code", as amended, so as to authorize the Department of

human Resources to promulgate and enforce rules and

regulations for licensing of medical facilities wherein abor-
tion procedures under 26-1202 (b) and (c) are to be per-

formed ; to provide for the dissemination of certain educa-

tion information and medical supplies and treatment in

order to prevent unwanted pregnancy; to provide for

severability ; to provide an effective date; to repeal a
specific Act; to repeal conflicting laws; and for other

purposes.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Georgia:
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Section 1. Code Chapter 26-12; relating to abortion, is
hereby amended by striking said Code Chapter in its en-
tirety and inserting in lieu thereof a new Code Chapter 26-
12, to read as follows:

"CHAPTER 26-12. Abortion.

26-1201. Criminal Abortion. Except as otherwise provided
Colde f26-1201 in Section 26-1202, a person commits criminal abortion when'fla!" te he or she administers any medicine,'drugs, or other substance

whatever to any woman or when he or she uses any instru-
ment or other means whatever upon any woman with intent
to produce a miscarriage or abortion.

26-1202. Exceptions. (a) Nothing in this Chapter shall
c. 26-1202 be construed to prohibit an abortion performed by a phy-
**acte- sician duly licensed to practice medicine and surgery pur-

suant to Chapter 84-9 of the Code of Georgia of 1933, as
amended, based upon his best clinical judgment that an abor-
tion is necessary.

(b) No abortion is authorized or shall be performed after
the first trimester unless the abortion is performed in a
licensed hospital or in a health facility licensed as an abor-
tion facility by the Georgia Department of Human Re-
sources.

(c) No abortion is authorized or shall be performed after
the second trimester unless the physician and two consulting
physicians certify that said abortion is necessary in their
best clinical judgment to preserve the life or health of the
woman. If the product of such abortion is capable of mean-
ingful or sustained life, medical aid then available must be
rendered.

(d) The performing physician shall file with the Coi-
missioner of Human Resources, within ten days after an
abortion procedure is performed, a certificate of abortion
containing stich statistical data as is determined by the
Department of Human Resources consistent with preserving
the privacy of the woman. Hospital or other licensed health
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facility records shall be available to the District Attorney

of the judicial circuit in which the hospital or health facility

is located.

(e) Nothing in this Chapter shall require a hospital or

other medical facility or physician to admit any patient

under the provisions hereof for the purpose of performing
an abortion. In addition, any person who shall state in writ-

ing an objection to any abortion or all abortions on moral

or religious grounds shall not be required to participate in

procedures which will result in such abortion, and the re-

fusal of such person to participate therein, shall not form

the basis of any claim for damages on account of such re-

fusal or for any disciplinary or recriminatory action against

such person. The written objection shall remain in effect

until such person shall revoke it or terminate his association

with the facility with which it is filed.

26-1203. Failure to File. A person who fails to file or Code a26 -lOS

maintain, in complete form, any of the written reports re-

quired in this Chapter within the time set forth shall commit

a misdemeanor.

26-1204. Punishment. A person convicted of criminal

abortion shall be punished by imprisonment for not less Codta 6-1204

than one nor more than ten years, except that a person con-

victed of failure to file the forms and records required by

this Chapter shall be punished under 26-1203."

Section 2. Code Title 88, known as the "Georgia Health

Code", as amended, is hereby amended by adding a new sub-

section at the end of Code section 88-108, to he designated

subsection (k), to read as follows:

"(k) Promulgate and enforce rules and regulations for cod. 1 8840$8

the licensing of medical facilities wherein abortion proce, amended.

dures under 26-1202 (b) and (c) are to be performed, and

further to disseminate and distribute educational informa-

tion and medical supplies and treatment in order to prevent

unwanted pregnancy."

Section 3. Said Code Title 88 is further amended by addt
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ing a new paragraph at the end of subsection (a) of Code

section 88-1901, to be designated paragraph (3), to read as
follows:

code i s-tsoi "(3) Any health facility wherein abortion procedures
amended. under 26-1202(b)and (c) are performed or are to be

performed."

Section 4. An Act entitled "An Act to amend Code
Code i26-11 Chapter 26-11, relating to the crimes of abortion, foeticide,
repealed, and infanticide, so as to provide for the additional excep-

tions where such acts are undertaken or accomplished by
physicians; to repeal conflicting laws; and for other pur-

poses.", which became law without the approval of the Gov-

ernor (Ga. L. 1968, p. 1342), is hereby repealed in its en-
tirety.

Section 5. In the event any section, subsection, sentence,
clause or phrase of this Act shall be declared or adjudged
invalid or unconstitutional, such adjudication shall in no

5n~raiiiy. manner affect the other sections, subsections, sentences,
scverawblty. clauses, or phrases of this Act, which shall remain of full

force and effect, as if the section, subsection, sentence, clause

or phrase so declared or adjudged invalid or unconstitutional
were not originally a part hereof. The General Assembly
hereby declares that it would have passed the remaining

parts of this Act if it had known that such part or parts
hereof would be declared or adjudged invalid or unconsti-
tutional.

Section 6. This Act shall become effective upon its ap-

Effective date. proval by the Governor or upon its becoming law without his
approval.

Section 7. All laws and parts of laws in conflict with
this Act are hereby repealed.

Approved April 13, 1973.
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HAWAII

Summary of Act 61 of the 1973 Regular Session of the Hawaii Legislature.

See Hawaii Legislative Reference Bureau, 1973 Digest and Index of Laws

Enacted, 28 (1973)

(SB 97, SD 1, HD 1, CD ],) TEMPORARY DISABILITY INSURANCE;

PREGNANCY QUALIFICATION. Amends the definition of dis-

ability to include total inability of an employee caused

by pregnancy or termination of pregnancy and makes 
temporary

disability benefits payable for all pregnancy-related

disabilities, including an employee who .performed her

duties immediately or not longer than 2 weeks prior to

becoming totally disabled because of pregnancy or termina-

tion of pregnancy, and who would have continued in or

resumed her employment except for such disability. Effec-

tive May 8, 1973, (SSCR 138, 259; HSCR 661; SC 10; HC

9)

7711 71 P, 177 7
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IDAHO

Ch. 197 [1073] Idaho Laws 442

CHAPTER 197
(S. B. No. 1184, As Amended,

As Amended in the House)

AN ACT
STATING THE PURPOSE OF THE ACT; REPEALING SECTIONS 18-601

AND 1-8-602, IDAHO CODE; DEFINING TERMS; PROHIBITING
AND PROVIDING CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL
ABORTIONS; PROHIBITING AND PROVIDING CRIMINAL
PENALTIES FOR AIDING IN UNLAWFUL ABORTIONS, FOR
SUBMITTING TO UNLAWFUL ABORTION AND FOR UNLAWFUL
SELF-ABORTION; PROHIBITING AND PROVIDING CRIMINAL
PENALTIES FOR SALE OR ADVERTISEMENT OF
ABORTIFACIENTS EXCEPT TO PHYSICIANS OR DRUGGISTS:
PERMITTING CERTAIN ABORTIONS PERFORMED BY OR
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF PHYSICIANS AND STATING
GUIDELINES THEREFOR; PROVIDING THAT PHYSICIANS MAY
PERFORM AND HOSPITALS MAY PROVIDE FACILITIES FOR
ABORTIONS WITHOUT CIVIL LIABILITY IF PROPER CONSENT
IS GIVEN AND PROVIDING GUIDELINES FOR SUCH CONSENT:
PROVIDING THAT REFUSAL OF THE PREGNANT WOMAN TO
CONSENT TO ABORTION SHALL BE GROUNDS TO DECLINE
PERFORMANCE OF AN ABORTION; PROVIDING THAT
PHYSICIANS AND HOSPITALS MAY ACCEPT THE PATIENT'S
REPRESENTATIONS; PROVIDING PROTECTION FOR
HOSPITALS, PHYSICIANS AND OTHERS REFUSING TO ADMIT,
PERFORM, ASSIST OR PARTICIPATE IN ABORTIONS FOR
PERSONAL, RELIGIOUS OR MORAL REASONS; PROVIDING
SEVERABILITY; AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY:
PROVIDING A PROCEDURE FOR CERTAIN SECTIONS OF THIS
ACT TO BE DECLARED EFFECTIVE; PROVIDING'THAT
PROVIDING, SUPPLYING, OR ADMINISTERING ANY MEDICINE.
DRUG, OR SUBSTANCE TO PROCURE AN ABORTION SHALL BE
A FELONY AND PRESCRIBING A PENALTY; AND PROVIDING
THAT EVERY WOMAN WHO SOLICITS SO AS TO PROCURE A
MISCARRIAGE IS GUILTY OF A FELONY, AND PRESCRIBING A
PENALTY.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho:

!I!L
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SECTION I. The supreme court of the United States having ruled thatthe several states lack the power to prohibit the practice of abortion or the
commission thereof in the fashion previously prescribed by the criminal codeof this state, and having specifically stricken down as violative of theconstitutional right of privacy of the pregnant mother, criminal and related
abortion statutes of the states of Georgia and Texas but reserving to the state
the power to provide some standards and restrictions if they deem it
appropriate to do so, and it appearing that, in the event of the failure of this
state to enact legislation regulating and proscribing abortion under such
circumstances as it is within the power of the state so to regulate and
proscribe, there is an immediate danger of widespread and undesirable
abortion practices within the state, the legislature deems it necessary and in
the public interest to provide standards and regulations and to define crimes
with respect to the general subject of abortion in the interest of filling thevoids and resolving the ambiguities generated by the said recent decisions in
the Texas and Georgia cases, and in the furtherance and preservation of the
public policy of this state in such matters. Without condoning or approvingabortion or the liberalization of abortion laws generally, nonetheless by this
act the legislature of the state of Idaho does express the policy of the state
to regulate and to prescribe the standards with respect to the type of

judgment, practice and conduct that is implicit in the performance of the
abortions or the submission thereto.

SECTION 2. That Sections 18-601 and 18-602, Idaho Code, be, and
the same are hereby repealed.

SECTION 3. As used in this act:
1. "Abortion" means the intentional termination of human pregnancy

for purposes other than delivery of a viable birth.
2. "Physician" means a person licensed to practice medicine and

surgery or osteopathic medicine and surgery in this state as provided in
chapter 18. title 54, Idaho Code.

3. "Hospital" means an acute care, general hospital in this state,licensed as provided in cHapter 13, title 39, Idaho Code.
4. "First trimester of pregnancy" means the first thirteen (13) weeks

of a pregnancy.
5. "Second trimester of pregnancy" means that portion of a pregnancyfollowing the thirteenth week and preceding the point in time when thefetus becomes viable. and there is hereby created a legal presumption that

the second trimester does not end before the commencement of the

iiR "7
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twenty-fifth week of pregnancy, upon which presumption any licensed

physician may proceed in lawfully aborting a patient pursuant to section 7
of this act. in which case the same shall be conclusive and unrebu'ttable in all

civil or criminal proceedings.

6. "Third trimester of pregnancy" means that portion of a pregnancy
from and after the point in time when the fetus becomes viable.

7. Any reference to a viable fetus shall be construed to mean a fetus
potentially able to live outside the mother's womb, albeit with artificial aid.

SECTION 4. Every person who, except as permitted by this act,
provides, supplies or administers any medicine, drug or substance to any
woman or uses or employs any instrument or other means whatever upon
any then pregnant woman with intent thereby to produce an abortion shall
be guilty of a felony and shall be fined not to exceed five thousand dollars
($5,000) and/or imprisoned in the state prison for not less than two (2) and
not more than five (5) years.

SECTION 5. Except as permitted by this act:
(1) Every person who, as an accomplice or accessory to any violation

of section 4 of this act, induces or knowingly aids in the production or
performance of an abortion; and

(2) Every woman who knowingly submits to an abortion or solicits of
another, for herself, the production of an abortion, or who purposely
terminates her own pregnancy otherwise than by a live birth,
shall be deemed guilty of a felony and shall be fined not to exceed five
thousand dollars ($5,000) and/or imprisoned in the state prison for not less
than one (1) and not more than five (5) years; provided, however, that no
hospital, nurse, or other health care personnel shall be deemed in violation of
this section if in good faith providing services in reliance upon the directions
of a physician or upon the hospital admission of a patient.for such purpose
on the authority of a physician.

SECTION 6. A person who sells, offers to sell, possesses with intent to
sell, advertises, or displays for sale anything specially designed to terminate a
pregnancy, or held out by the actor as useful for that purpose, commits a
misdemeanor, unless:

(1) The sale, offer or display is to a physician or druggist or to an
intermediary in a chain of distribution to physicians or druggists; or

(2) The same is made upon prescription or order of a physician; or
(3) The possession is with intent to sell as authorized in paragraphs (I)

and (2) of this section; or
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(4) The advertising is addressed to persons named in paragraph'(1) of
this section and confined to trade or professional channels not likely to
reach the general public.

SECTION 7. The provisions of sections 4 and 5 of this act shall not
apply to and neither this act, nor other controlling rule of Idaho law, shall he
deemed to make unlawful an abortion performed by a physician if:

(1) When performed upon a woman who is in the first trimester of
pregnancy, the same is performed following the attending physician's
consultation with the pregnant patient and a determination by the physician
that such abortion is appropriate in consideration of such factors as in his
medical judgment he deems pertinent, including, but not limited to physical,
emotional, psychological and/or familial factors, that the child would be
born with some physical or mental defect, that the pregnancy resulted from
rape, incest or other felonious intercourse, and a legal presumption is hereby
created that all illicit intercourse with a girl below the age of sixteen (16)
shall be deemed felonious for purposes of this section, the patient's age and
any other consideration relevant to her well-being or directly or otherwise
bearing on her health and, in addition to medically diagnosable matters,
including but not limited to such factors as the potential stigma of unwed
motherhood, the imminence of psychological harm or stress upon the mental
and physical health of the patient, the potential stress upon all concerned of
an unwanted child or a child brought into a family already unable,
psychologically or otherwise, to care for it, and/or the opinion of the patient
that maternity or additional offspring probably will force upon her a
distressful life and future; the emotional or psychological consequences of
not allowing the pregnancy to courtinue, and the aid and assistance available
to the pregnant patient if the pregnancy is allowed to continue; provided, in
consideration of all such factors, the physician may rely upon the statements
of and the positions taken by the pregnant patient, and the physician shall
not be deemed to have held himself out as possessing special expertise in
such matters nor shall he be held liable, civilly or otherwise, on account of
his good faith exercise of his medical judgment, whether or not influenced
by any such nonmedical factors. Abortions permitted by this subsection
shall only be lawful if and when performed in a hospital or in a physician's
regular office or a clinic which office or clinic is properly staffed and
equipped.Jor the performance of such procedures and respecting which the
responsible physician or physicians have made satisfactory arrangements
with one (1) or more acute care hospitals within reasonable proximity
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thereof providing for the prompt availability of hospital care as may be
required due to complications or emergencies that might arise.

(2) When performed upon a woman who is in the second trimester of
pregnancy, the same is performed in a hospital and is, in the judgment of the
attending physician, in the best medical interest of such pregnant woman,
considering those factors enumerated in subsection (1) of this section and
such other factors as the physician deems pertinent.

(3 When perforned upon a woman who. is in the third trimester of
irrc nancy the sm.;e is performed in a hospital and, in the judgment of the
attending physician. corroborated by a like opinion of a consulting physician
concurring therewith, either is necessary for the preservation of the life of
such woman or. if not performed, such pregnancy would terminate in birth(I delivery O a fetus unable to survive. Third trimester abortions undertaken
for presersati. (.of the life of a pregnant patient, as permitted by this
'submia, shail. (sosistent with accepted medical practice and with the
webint aund s;!afet of such patient, be performed in a manner consistent
with preservation of any reasonable potential for survival of a viable fetus.

SECTION 8. Any physician may perform an abortion not prohibited
by this act and any hospital may provide facilities for such procedures
without, in the absence of actual negligence, incurring civil liability therefor
to any person, including but not limited to the pregnant woman and the
prospective father of the fetus to have been born in the absence of abortion,
if consent for such abortion has been duly given by the pregnant woman
and, if she be a married person at the time of conception or at any time
during the pregnancy, and that fact is actually known by the physician, and
if the said husband has not abandoned her, then by the said husband as well;
provided that, in obtaining a valid consent for the performance of such an
abortion, the physician shall not be required to possess or claim special
expertise but shall, nonetheless, and in his best judgment, advise and counsel
such pregnant woman or her husband regarding such matters as possible
emotional or psychological consequences of the abortion, the probable
health or characteristics of the child otherwise to be born of such pregnancy,
the likelihood of such woman becoming pregnant again or of the husband or
prospective father again fathering a child, and provided further, if the
abortion be within the provisions of section 7(3) of this act and either the
pregnant woman or the said husband be for any reason unavailable or unable
to give a valid consent therefor, the requirement for that person's consent
shall bb met as provided by law for other medical or surgical procedures and
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shall be determined in consideration of the interests, wishes and welfare of

the pregnant patient.

SECTION 9. Notwithstanding any provision of law permitting valid

consent for medical or surgical procedures to be given by a person or persons

other than the patient, the refusal of any pregnant woman, irrespective of
age or competence, to submit to an abortion shall be grounds for a physician

or hospital otherwise authorized to proceed, to decline performance of an

abortion and/or to submit the matter of consent to adjudication by a court

of competent jurisdiction.

SECTION 10. No physician in the course of counselling with a

pregnant patient regarding an abortion shall be required to confer with any

other person as a condition precedent to forming a medical judgment in the

matter. Neither shall it be the responsibility of the physician, having made

such a judgment and in the course of securing consent for such an abortion,

to inquire or investigate beyond the representation of the pregnant patient as

to the age or marital status of such patient or as to the approximate time of

conception. Licensed hospitals proceeding upon the admission or other

customary direction or order of a physician in connection with providing

facilities for an abortion may rely upon the same presumption of

competence and truthfulness of the patient and shall not intervene between

the physician and patient in connection with the consent process; provided,

however, this provision shall not bar the hospital, in its discretion, from

securing 'a customary written documentation of the fact of consent having

been secured.

SECTION 11. Nothing in this act shall be deemed to require any

hospital to furnish facilities or admit any patient for any abortion if, upon

determination by its governing board, it elects not to do so. Neither shall any

physician be required to perform or assist in any abortion, nor shall any

nurse, technician or other employee of any physician or hospital be required

by law or otherwise to assist or participate in the performance or provision

of any abortion if he or she, for personal, moral or religious reasons, objects

thereto. Any such person in the employ or under the control of a hospital
shall be deemed to have sufficiently objected to participation in such

procedures only if he or she has advised such hospital in writing that he or

she generally or specifically objects to assisting or otherwise participating in

such procedures. Such notice will suffice without specification of the reason

therefor. No refusal.to accept a patient for abortion or to perform, assist or

participate in any such abortion as herein provided shall form the basis of
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any claim for damages or recriminatory action against the declining person,

agency or institution.

SECTION 12. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to

any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity thereof shall not

affect any other provision or application of this act which can be given

effect.

SECTION 13. An emergency existing therefor, which emergency is

hereby declared to exist, this act shall be in full force and effect on and after

its passage and approval.

SECTION 14. In the event that the states are again permitted to

safeguard the lives of unborn infants before the twenty-fifth week of

pregnancy as a result of the Supreme Court of the United States overruling
the decisions announced on January 22, 1973, in the cases of Doe et al v.

Bolton et al No. 70-40, and Roe et al v. Wade No. 70-18, or an amendment

to the United States Constitution overruling these decisions, the governor

shall, upon his determination that such event has occurred, make a

proclamation declaring said event to have happened and the date of such

event, and sections 1 through 10 of this act shall be and are then repealed

and sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 of this act shall be in full force and
effect on and after said date.

SECTION 15. Every person who provides, supplies or administers to,

any pregnant woman, or procures any such woman to take any medicine or

drug, or substance, or uses or employs any instrument or other means

whatever, with intent thereby to procure the miscarriage of such woman,

unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, is punishable by

imprisonment in the state prison not less than two (2) nor more than five (5)

years.
SECTION 16. Every woman who solicits of any person any medicine,

drug, or substance whatever, and takes the same, or who. submits to any

operation, or to the use of any means whatever, with intent thereby to

procure a miscarriage, unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, is

punishable by imprisonment in the state prison not less than one (1) nor
more than five (5) years.

Approved March 17,1973.
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ILLINOIS

Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 38, 81-11 to 81-19 (1973- Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 2)

CRIMINAL LAW--ABORTION LAW

PUBLIC ACT 78-225

SENATE BILL 1049

An Act r latIng to abortions, to require the reporting thereof, to estab-
liah penalties for violations thereof, and to repeal Sections of the

Crimlnal Code of 1961.

Be it eacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented in the General
Ausembiy:

Section 1. [S.H.A. cli. 88, 9 81-11]
This Act shall be known and may be cited as the "Illinois Abortion Law".

Sec. 2. [S.H.A. ch. 88, 81-12]

It is declared to be the public policy of this State that abortions be per-
formed only by physicians licensed to practice medicine in all of its branches
in facilities which adequately protect the life and health of the woman with
informed consent following counseling and laboratory procedures; and that
care and counseling be provided to the woman following an abortion pro-
cedure.
Sec. S. [S.H.A. ch. 88, 181-18]

As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the following
words and phrases shall have the meanings ascribed to them:

(a) "First trimester" means the first twelve weeks of gestation commencing
with ovulation rather than computed on the basis of the menstrual cycle.

(b) "Second trimester" means the period beginning with the thirteenth week
through the twenty-fourth week of gestation commencing with ovulation
rather than computed on the basis of the menstrual cycle.

(c) "Third trimester" means the period beginning with the twenty-fifth
week of gestation commencing with ovulation.

(d) "Physician" means a person licensed to practice medicine in all its
branches under the Illinois "Medical Practice Act".'

(e) "Hospital" means a hospital licensed pursuant to the "Hospital Li-

censing Act" 2 or specifically exempted from licensure under Subsections (2)
(3) or (4) of Section 3 of that Acts
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(f) "Department" meanis the Department of Public Health, State of Illinois.

(g) "Criminal Abortion" means the use of any instrument, medicine, drug or
other substance, whatever, with the intent to procure a miscarriage of any
woman except when done by a physician in conformity with this Act. It shall
not he necessary in order to commit a criminal abortion that the woman be
pregnant, or if pregnant, that a miscarriage be accomplished.

I Chapter 91, i 1 et seq.
2 Chapter 111%, 1142 et seq.
3 Chapter 111. 144.

Sec. 4. [S.H.A. ch. 38, 81-14]
An abortion may be performed under the following conditions:

(a) During the first trimester an abortion shall be performed by a phys-
ician;

(b) During the second trimester or thereafter, an abortion shall be per-
formed by a physician, in a hospital, on an inpatient basis, with measures for
life support which must be available and utilized if there is any clearly visible
evidence of viability ;

(c) During the third trimester, an abortion shall only be performed to pre-
serve the life or to preserve the physical or mental health of the mother
by a physician after consultation with at least two other physicians not re-
lated to or engaged in practice with the attending physician.

Sec. 5. [S.H.A. ch. 88, 81-15]
A report of each abortion performed prior to a gestation period of twenty

completed weeks shall be made to the Department on forms prescribed by it.
Such report forms shall not identify the patient by name, but shall include,
but not be limited to, information concerning:

(a) Identification of facility where abortion was performed and date per-
formed;

(b) The political subdivision in which the patient resides;
(e) Patient's date of birth, race and marital status:
(d) Number of prior pregnancies;
(e) Date of last menstrual period ;
(f) Type of abortion procedure performed ; and
(g) Complications.
Such form shall be completed by the hospital or other licensed facility,

signed by the attending physician, and transmitted to the Department not
later than ten days following the end of the month in which the abortion was
performed.

Abortions performed after a gestation period of twenty completed weeks
shall be registered as provided in Sections 20 through 24 of the Vital Records

Act.t

The Department may prescribe rules and regulations regarding the ad-
ministration of this Act, including regulations relating to the information
to be provided under Section 20 of the Vital Records Act.

All information obtained by a physician, hospital or ambulatory health
facility from a patient for the purpose of preparing reports to the Department
under this Section or reports received by the Department shall be confidential
and shall be used only for statistical purposes..

1 Chapter 111%, it 73-20 to 7-24.

Sec. 6. [8.H.A. ch. 88, 1-1]
No physician, hospital, ambulatory surgical center, nor employee thereof,

shall be required against his or its conscie*ce declared in writing to perform,
permit or participate in any abortion, and the failure or refusal to do so
shall not be the basis for any civil, criminal, administrative or disciplinary
action, proceeding, penalty or punishment. If any request for an abortion is
denied, the patient shall be promptly notified.

t.'
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Sec. 7. [S.H.A. ch. 88, 81-17]
(a) A person who commits a criminal abortion is guilty of a Class 2 felony.
(b) Any person who advertises, prints, publishes, distributes or circulates

any communication through print, radio or television media advocating, ad-
vising or suggesting any act which would be a violation of this Act is guilty of
a (lass B misdemeanor.

(c) Any hospital, licensed facility or physician who fails to submit a report
to the Department under the provisions of Section t of this Act I and any
person who fails to maintain the confidentiality of any records or reports
required under this Act is guilty of a Class B misdemeanor.

(d) Any person who sells any drug, medicine, instrument or other sub-
stance which he knows to be an abortifacient and which is in fact an aborti-
facient, unless upon prescription of a physician, is guilty of a Class B mis-
demeanor.

1 Chapter 38, 1 81-15.

Sec. 8. [S.H.A. ch. 88, 81-18]
All tissue removed at the time of abortion shall be submitted for analysis

and tissue report to a board eligible or certified pathologist as a matter of
record in all cases. There shall be no exploitation of or experimentation
with the aborted tissue.

Sec. 9. [S.H.A. ch. 88, 81-19]
If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person or

circumstance shall be held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the pro-
visions or application of this Act which can be given effect without the in-
valid p ro iion or application, and.to this end the provisions of this Act are
der} ared to 1 iseverable.

c t.1ul 0. Sectio n 23-1, 23-2 and 23-3 of the "Criminal Code of 1961"
as amended,[ [8.5 .. . h. 3., 23-1 to 23-3] are repealed.

Section 11. [8.-.A. ch. 38, 1 81-il ets] This Act shall take effect upon
its becoming a law.

Approved and effective July 19, 1973.
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Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 91, 201 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 2)

ABORTION--REFUSAL TO RECOMMEND, PERFORM OR
ASSIST IN-LIABILITY

PUBLIC ACT 78-228

HOUSE BILL 650

An Act concerning the right of medical personnel or hospitals to refuse

to perform abortions.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented in the General
Assembly:

Section 1. [8.H.A. ch. 91, 201]
(a) No physician, nurse or other person who refuses to recommend, per-

form or assist in the performance of an abortion, whether such abortion be
a crime or not, shall be liable to any person for damages allegedly arising
from such refusal.

(b) No hospital that refuses to permit the performance of an abortion upon
its premises, whether such abortion be a crime or not, shall he liable to any
person for damages allegedly arising from such refusal.

(c) Any person, association, partnership or corporation that discriminates
against another person in any way, including, but not limited to, hiring, pro-
motion, advancement, transfer, licensing, granting of hospital privileges, or
staff appointments, because of that person's refusal to recommend, perform
or assist in the performance of an abortion, whether such abortion be a crime
or not, shall be answerable in civil damages equal to 8 times the amount of
proved damages, but in no case less than $2,000.

(d) The license of any hospital, doctor, nurse or any other medical personnel
shall not be revoked or suspended because of a refusal to permit, recommend,
perform or assist in the performance of an abortion.

Approved July 19, 1973.-
Effective Oct. 1, 1973.
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Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 91, 16a (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 2)

MEDICAL PRACTICE ACT-REVOCATION OR
SUSPENSION OF LICENSE

PUBLIC ACT 78-226

SENATE BILL 1050

An Act to amend Section 16 of the "Medical Practice Act", approved
June 80, 1928, as amended.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented in the General
Assembly:

Section 1. Section 16a of the "Medical Practice Act", approved June 30,
1923, as amended, is amended to read as follows:
Sec. 16. [S.H.A. ch. 91, 16a]

The Department may revoke, suspend, place on probationary status, or take
any other disciplinary action as the Department may deem proper with re-
gard to the license, certificate or state hospital permit of any person issued
under this Act or under any other Act in this State to.practice medicine, to

U
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practice the treatment of human ailments in any manner or to practice
midwifery, or may refuse to grant a license, certificate or state hospital permit
under this Act or may grant a license, certificate or State hospital permit
on a probationary status subject to the limitations of the probation, and may
cause any license or certificate which has been the subject of formal dis-
ciplinary procedure to be marked accordingly on the records of any county
clerk upon any of the following grounds:

1, Performance of an elective abortion in any place, locale, facility, or
institution other than:

(a) a facility licensed pursuant to the "Ambulatory Surgical Treatment
Center Act" as heretofore or hereafter amended: 1

(b) an institution licensed pursuant to "An Act relating to the inspec-
tion, supervision, licensing, and regulation of hospitals" approved July 1,
1953, as heretofore or hereafter amended: 2 or

(c) an ambulatory surgical treatment center or hospitalization or care
facility maintained by the State or any agency thereof, where such de-
partment or agency has authority under law to establish and enforce
standards for the ambulatory surgical treatment centers, hospitalization,
or care facilities under its management and control; or

(d) Ambulatory surgical treatment centers, hospitalization or care fa-
cilities maintained by the Federal Government ; or

(e) Ambulatory surgical treatment centers, hospitalization or care fa-
cilities maintained by any university or college established under the
laws of this State and supported principally by public funds raised by
taxation;

2. Conviction in this or another State of any crime which is a felony underthe laws of this State or conviction of a felony in a federal court, if the De-partment determines, after investigation, that such person has not been
sufficiently rehabilitated to warrant the public trust ;

3. Gross malpractice resulting in permanent injury or death of a patient;
4. Engaging in dishonorable, unethical or unprofessional conduct of a

character likely to deceive, defraud or harm the public;
5. Obtaining a fee, either directly or indirectly, either in money or in theform of anything else of value or in the form of a financial profit as per-sonal compensation, or as compensation, charge, profit or gain for an em-ployer or for any other person or persons, on the fraudulent representation

that a manifestly incurable condition of sickness, disease or injury of any
person can be permanently cured ;

6. Habitual intemperance in the use of ardent spirits, narcotics or stim-ulants to such an extent as to incapacitate for performance of professional
duties;

7. Holding one's self out to treat human ailments under any name other
than his own, or the personation of any other physician ;

8. Employment of fraud, deception or any unlawful means in applying foror securing a license, certificate, or state hospital permit to practice the treat-ment of human ailments in any manner, to practice midwifery or in passingan examination therefor, or wilful and fraudulent violation of the rules andregulations of the department governing examination;
9. Holding one's self out to treat human ailments by making false state-ments, or by specifically designating any disease, or group of diseases andmaking false claims of one's skill, or of the efficacy or value of one's medicine,

treatment or remedy therefor;
10. Professional connection or association with, or lending one's name to,another for the illegal practice by another of the treatment of human ailmentsas a business, or professional connection or association with any person, firm,or corporation holding himself, themselves, or itself out in any manner con-

trary to this Act;
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1p. A finding by the Committee that the registrant after having his license1teed on probationary status violated the terms of the probation.
All proceedings to, suspend, revoke, place on probationary status, or take

any other disciplinary 11t.on as the Department may deem proper with regardto a license, certificate or state hospital permit on any of the foregoinggrounds, except the ground numbered 8 (fraudulent grounds excepted) must be
commenced within 3 years next after the conviction or commission of any ofthe acts described therein, except as otherwise provided by law; but the timeduring wh32h the holder of the license, certificate or state hospital permit was;; rtn ithosit the State of HIinois shall not lie Included within the 3 years.

Thp entry of decree by any circuit court establishing that any personholding a license, certificate or state hospital permit under this Act is a per-won lit need of mental treatment operates as a suspension of that liense,:'fillcertificate or state hospital permit. That person may resume his practiceonly upon H finding by the Committee of Physicians that he has been deter-ruined to be recovered from mental illness by the court and upon the Commit-tee's recommendation that he be permitted to resume his practice.
SChnaptpr 111. 4 1157-8.1 et seq.2 Chapter 111. 12 et seq.
I Chapter 21. 16a-l.
SChapter 32.4631 1et seg.
Chapter 32, 1 415-1 et seg.

Scin 2 (d.H.A. h. 91, fc16a note This Act shall take effect upon its

Approved and effective July 19, 1973.
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Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 111 1/2, 157-8. 1 to 157-8. 16 (1973 Leg. Serv.* Pamp. No. 2)

AMBULATORY SURGICAL TREATMENT CENTER ACT

PUBLIC ACT 78-227

SENATE BILL 1061

An Act relating to the inspection, licensing and regulation of ambulatory
surgical treatment centers.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented in the General
Assembly:

SectIon 1. [S.I.A. ch. 111%, 157--4.1]
This Act may be cited as the Ambulatory Surgical Treatment Center Act.

Sec. 2. [S.H.A. ch. 11131, 157-8.2]
It is declared to be the public policy that the State has a legitimate interestin assuring that all medical procedures, including abortions, are performedunder circumstances that insure maximum safety. Therefore, the purposeof this Act is to provide for the better protection of the public health throughthe development, establishment, and enforcement of standards (1) for the careof individuals in ambulatory surgical treatment centers, and (2) for the con-struction, maintenance and operation of ambulatory surgical treatment cen-ters, which, in light of advancing knowledge, will promote safe and adequatetreatment of such individuals in ambulatory surgical treatment centers.

Sec. 8. [S.H.A. ch. 11131, 157-8.8]
As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the followingwords and phrases shall have the meanings ascribed to them:
(A) "Ambulatory surgical treatment center" means any institution, place orbuilding devoted primarily to the maintenance and operation of facilities forthe performance of surgical procedures or any facility in which a medical orsurgical procedure Is utilized to terminate a pregnancy, Irrespective of wheth-er the facility is devoted primarily to this purpose. Such facility shall notprovide beds or other accommodations for the overnight stay of patients. In-dividual patients shall be discharged in an ambulatory condition withoutdanger to the continued well being of the patients or shall be transferred to

a hospital.
The term "ambulatory surgical treatment center" does not include (1) anyInstitution, place, building or agency required to be licensed pursuant to the"Hospital Licensing Act", approved July 1, 1953, as heretofore or hereafter

amended.1
(2) any person or institution required to be licensed pursuant to "An Actin relation to the licensing and regulation of homes for the maintenance, care,

and nursing of persons who are ill or physically infirm", approved July 17,1945, as heretofore or hereafter amended; 2
(3) hospitals or ambulatory surgical treatment centers maintained by theState or any department or agency thereof, where such department or agencyhas authority under law to establish and enforce standards for the hospitals

or ambulatory surgical treatment centers under its management and con-
trol;

(4) hospitals or ambulatory surgical treatment centers maintained by theFederal Government or agencies thereof ; or
(5) any')lace, agency, clinic, or practice, public or private, whether organ-ized for profit or not, devoted exclusively to the performance of dental or

oral surgical procedures.
(B) "Person" means any Individual, firm, partnership, corporation, company

association, or joint stock association, or the legal successor thereof
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(C) "'thpartment" means the Department of Public Health of thr State of
Illinois.

(1)) "Director" means the Director of the Department of Pubihe Health of
the State of Pllinois.

(TG "Pirhlar" means a person licensed to practice medicine in all oL.its
in the State of Illinois.

I "Dentst" eani a person licensed to practice dentistry uwder the
"1 r !t a Pi icre Act".3

iih10Di H I 1 l M2 q

Sec. 4 . ti.9 i 157-8.4]
No person shall op2, conduct or maintain an ambulatory surgica treat-

ment centerI h ei hut first ohtaining a license from the Department.
ia:inthis At ehali be construed to impair or abridge the pnwer of

to adee ari regulate ambulatory surgical treatment runters,
'ah t he tie mnicIpal ordinance requires compliance with at Iet the

mati : -nmnirat di eloped by the Department pursuant to this Act.
T M e th 1Ye~W Act", approved May 8, 1145, as hereiofoe. or

iihirtare t tilt Cshllh he ripplicable to the judicial review of final ad-
Imin.,i;. ue to the regulatory agency of the municipaity. Any

a unf iha lea a Or .ordinance licensing and regulating ambulatory surgical
ut ant onr which provides for minimum standards and regulations

Wibl ,reel aot nlcat I t mainum requirements established pursuant to this
! ;"Le such pe' ritdic reports to the Department as the Department

mry rderrJ. rnr-cersary. This report shall Include a list of ambulatory auri:ical
rrratrrtrent centers meeting standards substantially equivalent to those promul-
grated by the Department under this Act. The Department may braue a license
to such ambulatory surgical treatment centers based upon such reports or the
Department may conduct investigations or inspections to determine whether
a license should be issued to these ambulatory surgical treatment centers.

1 Chapter 110, I 264 et seq.
Sec. 5. [ S.H.A. ch. 1113, 157-8.5]

An application for a license to operate an ambulatory surgical treatment
center shall be made to the Department upon forms provided by it and shall
contain such information as the Department reasonably requires, which may
include affirmative evidence of ability to comply with the provisions of this
Act and the standards, rules and regulations, promulgated by virtue thereof.

All applications required under this Section shall be signed by the appli-
cant and shall be verified.
Sec. 6. [L.H.A. ch. 1116, 157-6.6]

Upon receipt of an application for a license, the Director shall only issue a
license if he finds that the applicant facility complies with this Act and the
rules, regulations and standards promulgated pursuant thereto and:

(a) is under the medical supervision of one or more physicians;
(b) permits a surgical procedure to be performed only by a physician or

dentist who at the time is privileged to have his patients admitted by himself
or an associated physician and is himself privileged to perform surgical pro-
cedures in at least one Illinois hospital;

(c) maintains adequate medical records for each patient.
A license, unless sooner suspended or revoked, shall be renewable annually

upon approval by the Department. Each license shall be issued only for the
premises and persons named in the application and shall not be transferable
or assignable. Licenses shall be posted in a conspicuous place on the licensed
premises. The Department may, either before or after the issuance of a li-
cense, request the cooperation of the Division of Fire Prevention of the
Illinois Department of Law Enforcement. The report and recommendations

I7
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in th, pgnry dui hi writing and shall state with par:P .. y i fo!-
Im 0 re r2pYt [ ti ' p11ia. or noncompliance with such mini imem stan-

The Dirlctlrima suo e provisional license to any arml.xui
treatrmt enii wh" i nus, a 4 etialy comply with the roL-'o of
this Act. and the stiueri r rules and regulations promulgated by vhitue ti
of provi-rtha hrt-ir ds that such ambulatory surgical tretenruir crs
will uiiciu ehu ind corrections which upon complaAu Ii
tue n(1uW t'y { utW~i treatment center in substantial cormrmr ::ct wIth the
prouiui hf tha At, adl th i- sandards, rules and regulations ad3r;i r -
lir mn pro vd that the health ai.i safety of the patict.' vf the '9an-
lh~a~tury r.. ei v u matn center will be protected during the period for
Whhh 2.iu-i previ s .Ire- is issued. The Director shall aivi the Ii-

cuiuiIne 41 1m - turhmts ueer which such provisional license i iiIed, in-
clididlr the t:ne' In which the facilities fail to comply with the provis~ins

iii thm A.uri p s, ituth-rules and regulations, and the time within which the
en ce dr enrr-cutf r'n-ewsanry for such ambulatory sur=icsi tro iiment
c(r'22 to sb:uittially comply with this Act, and the standuds, rukrs and
regu.iiartons of the Department relating thereto shall be complete i.

Sec. 7. [S.H.A. ch. 1114, 157-8.7]
The Director after notice and opportunity for bearing u in. t:.;icmnt or

licensee may deny, suspend, or revoke a license to open, cnum;iuct and maintain
an ambulatory surgical treatment center in any case in wuluch be finds that
there has been a substantial failure to comply with the proviakics of this
Act or the standards, rules and regulations established by virtue thereof.

Such notice shall be effected by registered mail or by personal service
setting forth the particular reasons for the proposed action and firing a date,
not less than fifteen days from the date of such mailing or ei-" Lc.e, at which
time the applicant or licensee shall be given an opportunity for a hearing.
Such hearing shall be conducted by the Director or by an individual desig-
nated in writing by the Director as Hearing Officer to conduct the hearing.
On the basis of any such hearing, or upon default of the applicant or licensee,
the Director shall make a determination specifying his findings and conclu-
sions. A copy of such determination shall be sent by registered mail or served
personally upon the applicant or licensee.

The procedure governing hearings authorized by this Section shall be in
accordance with rules promulgated by the Department. A full and complete
record shall be kept of all proceedings, including the notice of hearing, com-
plaint, and all other documents in the nature of pleadings, written motions
filed in the proceedings, and the report and orders of the Director and Hear-
ing Officer. All testimony shall be reported but need not be transcribed unless
the decision Is appealed pursuant to the "Administrative Review Act". A
copy or copies of the transcript may be obtained by any interested party on
payment of the cost of preparing such copy or copies.

The Director or Hearing Officer, shall upon his own motion, or on the
written request of any party to the proceeding, issue subpoenas requiring the
attendance and the giving of testimony by witnesses, and subpoenas duces
tecum requiring the production of books, papers, records or memoranda. All
subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum issued under the terms of this Act
may be served by any person of full age. The fees of witnesses for attend-
ance and travel shall be the same as the fees of witnesses before the Circuit
Court of this State, such fees to be paid when the witness is excused from
further attendance. When the witness Is subpoenaed at the instance of the
Director or Hearing Officer, such fees shall be paid in the same manner as
other expenses of the Department, and when the witness is subpoenaed at
the instance of any other party to any such proceeding the Department may
require that the cost of service of the subpoena or subpoena duces tecum and
the fee of the witness be borne by the party at whose instance the witness is
summoned. In such case, the Department in its discretion, may require a

-'4.;1
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deposit to cover the cost of such service and witness fees. A subpoena or
subpoena duces tecum issued as aforesaid shall be served in the same manner
as a subpoena issued out of a court of record.

Any circuit court of this State, or any judge thereof, either in term time
or vacation, upon the application of the Director, or upon the applicatioof
any other party to the proceeding, may, in its or his discretion, compel the
attendance of witnesses, the production of books, papers, records or memo-
randa and the giving of testimony before the Director or Hearing Officer
condu(ting an investigation or holding a hearing authorized by this Act, by an
attnehment for contempt or otherwise, in the same manner as production of
evidence may he compelled before said court.

The Director or Hearing Officer, or any party in an investigation or hear-
ing before the Department, may cause the depositions of witnesses within
the State to be taken in the manner prescribed by law for like depositions in
civil actions in courts of this State, and to that end compel the attendance
of witnesses and the production of books, papers, records, or memoranda.

Sec. S. [S.H.A. ch. 111k, f 157-8.8]
Before commencing construction of new facilities or specified types of

alteration or additions to an existing ambulatory surgical treatment center,
architectural drawings and specifications therefor shall be submitted to the

I)epartmneut for review and approval. Final approval of the drawings and

specifications for compliance with design and construction standards shall
be obtained from the Department before the alteration, addition, or new con-
struction is begun.

Sec. 0. [S.H.A. ch. 1113, 157-8.9]

The Department shall make or cause to be made such inspections and in-
vetigation na it deems necessary. Information received by the Department
through flied reports, inspection, or as otherwise authorized under this Act
shall not be disclosed publicly in such manner as to Identify individuals or

ambulatory surgical treatment centers, except in a proceeding involving the
denial, suspension, or revocation of a license to open, conduct and maintain
an ambulatory surgical treatment center.

Sec. 10. [SI3..A. ch. 11146, 157-8.10]

The Department shall prescribe and publish minimum standards, rules and
regulations nemeeaary to implement the provisions of this Act which shall
include, but not be limited to:

(a) construction of the facility including, but not limited to, plumbing, eat-
ing, lighting, and ventilation which shall ensure the health, safety, comfort
and privacy of patients and protection from fire hazard;

(b) number and qualifications of all personnel, including administrative
and nursing personnel, having responsibility for any part of the care pro-
vided to the patients;

(c) equipment essential to the health, welfare and safety of the patients;
and

(d) facilities, programs and services to be provided in connection with the
care of patients in ambulatory surgical treatment centers.

See. 11. [S.H.A. eh. 1113j, 157-8.11i.

Whenever the Department refuses to grant, or revokes or suspends a license
to open, conduct or maintain an ambulatory surgical treatment center, the
applicant or licensee may have such decision judicially reviewed. The pro-
visions of the "Administrative Review Act" and the rules adopted pursuant
thereto n shall apply to and govern all proceedings for the judicial review
of final administrative decisions of the Department hereunder. The term
"administrative decisions" is defined as in Section 1 of the "Administrative
Review Act".*

1 Capter 110. 2164 .t seq.
5 Chapter 110, I Ml4.
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Sec. 19. [S.H.A. ch. 11136, 9 157-8.18]
Any person opening, conducting or maintaining an ambulatory surgical

treatment center without a license issued pursuant to this Act shall be guilty
of a Class A misdemeanor.

See. 18. [S.H.A. ch. 1113 , 157-8.18]
The operation or maintenance of an ambulatory surgical treatment center

in violation of this Act or of the Rules and Regulations promulgated by the
Department is declared a public nuisance inimical to the public welfare. The
Director of the Department, in the name of the People of the State, through
the Attorney General or the State's Attorney of the county in which the vio-
lation occurs, may, in addition to other remedies herein provided, bring ac-
tion for an injunction to restrain such violation or to enjoin the future oper-
ation or maintenance of any such ambulatory surgical treatment center.
Sec. 14. [S.H.A. ch. 1113, 157-8.14]

The Governor shall appoint an Ambulatory Surgical Treatment Center Li-
censing Board composed of nine persons. Four members shall be practicing
physicians ; one member shall be a dentist who has been licensed to perform
oral surgery ; one member shall be an Illinois registered professional nurse
who is employed in an ambulatory surgical treatment center; one member
shall be a person actively engaged in the supervision or administration of a
health facility ; and two members shall represent the general public and shall
have no personal economic interest in any institution, place or building li-
censed pursuant to this Act. In making Board appointments, the Governor
shall give consideration to recommendations made through the Director by
appropriate professional organizations.

Each member shall hold office for a term of 3 years and the terms of officeof the members first taking office shall expire, as designated at the time ofappointment, 3 at the end of the first year, 3 at the end of the second year,
and 3 at the end of the third year, after the date of appointment. The term
of office of each original appointee shall commence October 1, 1973; and theterm of office of each successor shall commence on October 1 of the year Inwhich his predecessor's term expires. Any member appointed to fill a va-cancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term for which his predecessorwas appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such term. Boardmembers, while serving on business of the Board shall receive actual andnecessary travel and subsistence expenses while so serving away from theirplaces of residence. The Board shall meet as frequently as the Director deemsnecessary, but not less than once a year. Upon request of 3 or more members,
the Director shall call a meeting of the Board.

The Board shall advise and consult with the Department in the adminis-
tration of this Act, provided that no rule, regulation or standard shall beadopted by the Department concerning the operation of ambulatory surgicaltreatment centers licensed under this Act which has not had prior approval ofthe Ambulatory Surgical Treatment Center Licensing Board.

Sec. 15. [8.H.A. ch. 111%, 157-8.15]
If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person or cir-cumstance shall be held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the provisionsor application of this Act which can be given effect without the invalid pro-vision or application, and to this end the provisions of the Act are declaredto be severable.

Sec. 16. [S.H.A. oh. Ii Y%,l 157-.16] This Act shall take effect upon itsbecoming a law.
Approved and effective July 19, 1973.

14,14"M
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INDIANA

P. L. 148 [1973] Ind. Laws 763

PUBLIC LAw No. 148
ES. 20. Approved April 24, 1973.]

AN ACT to amend IC 1971, 16-10, concerning hospitals, by adding anew chapter relating to abortion.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of
Indiana:

SECTION 1. IC 1971, 16-10 is amended by adding a
new chapter to be numbered 3, and to read as follows:

Chapter 3 Abortion: Rights of Conscience.

Sec. 1. No private or denominational hospital shall he
required to permit its facilities to be utilized for the per-
tormhance of abortions.

Sec. 2. No physician, and no employee or member of
the staff of a hospital or other facility in which an abor'
tion may be performed, shall be required to perform any
abortion or to assist or participate in the medical pro-
(elures resulting in or intended to result in an abortion,
if such person objects to such procedures on ethical, moral
or religious grounds, nor shall any person as a condition
of training, employment, pay, promotion, or privileges,
he required to agree to perform or participate in the per-
forming of abortions, nor shall any hospital, person, firm,

corporation or association discriminate against or
discipline any person on account of his or her moral
beliefs concerning abortion. A civil action for damages
or reinstatement of employment, or both, may be prose-
cuted for any violation of this section.

SECTION 2. Whereas an exmergency exists for the
more immediate taking effect of this act, the, same shall
be in full force and effect from and after its passage.
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P. L, 322 [19731 Ind. Laws 1740 et seq.

PUBLIC LAw No. 322
[S. 334. Filed April 24, 1973;

became law without signature of the governor.]

AN ACT to amend IC 1971, 36-1 by adding a new chapter regulatingabortion, and providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of
Indiana:

SECTION 1. It is not the intent of the Indiana Gen-
eral Assembly, in enacting this legislation, to acknowledge
that there is a constitutional right to abortion on demand
or to indicate that it approves of abortion, except to save
the life of the mother. The General Assembly, is, however,
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controlled to a certain extent by recent Supreme Court
decisions and this legislation is an attempt to abide by those
decisions to the extent necessary.

No individual may be compelled to perform an abortion
against his will. No hospital may be required to permit
its facilities to be utilized for the performance of abor-
tions. No individual may be permitted an abortion when
the interest of that individual is outweighed by the
express interests of the state in protecting the potentiality
of human life.

The general assembly does find, however, in accordance
with recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions that until the
end of the first trimester of a pregnancy, the physician
attending a pregnant woman, in consultation with his
patient, is free, to determine, without regulation by the
state, that in his medical judgment the patient's pregnancy
should be terminated, and, if such decision is reached, to
effectuate such judgment by an abortion free of inter-
ference by the state.

" The state further finds that after the end of the first
trimester of pregnancy, the state itself has an important
and legitimate interest in preserving and protecting -the
life and health of the pregnant woman, and accordingly,
it is the intent of this legislation to require that no abor-
tion shall be performed after the end of the first tri-
mester except in a licensed hospital facility, as defined
herein.

Further, the state finds that it has an important and
legitimate interest in protecting the potentiality of human
life which, at the time of the viability of the fetus, out-

weighs all other interests except those affecting the health
of the mother herself, and accordingly it is the intent of
this legislation to completely prohibit abortion after
viability except when necessary to preserve the life of the
mother, or to prevent grave permanent injury to her
health.

SECTION 2. IC 1971, 35-1 is amended by adding a
new chapter to be numbered 58.5 and to read as follows:

S~ 4!
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Chapter 58.5 Regulation of Abortion.

Sec. 1. As used in this chapter:

(a) The term "trimester" means any one of three (3)
equal periods of time of normal gestation period of the
pregnant woman in question derived by dividing such
period of gestation .into three (3) equal part of three (3)
months each and to be designated as the first trimester,
second trimester, and the third trimester, respectively.

(b) The term "abortion" means the termination of
human pregnancy with an intention other than to produce
a live birth or to remove a dead fetus.

(c) The term "hospital" means: -

(1) a hospital as defined in IC 1971, 16-10-1-6 as
amended, which is required to be licensed by the state
board of health as provided in IC 1971, 16-10-1, or which
is operated by an agency of the United States; or

(2) an ambulatory out-patient surgical center as de-
fined in IC 1971, 16-10-1-6(b).

(d) The term "physician" means a person holding. an
unlimited license to practice medicine, surgery, or obstet-
rics in this state in accordance with IC 1971, 25-22-1.

(e) The term "viability" means the ability of a fetus
to live outside the mother's womb.

(f) The term "consent" means a written agreement to
submit to an abortion after the consenting party has had
a full explanation of the abortion procedure to be per-
formed as evidenced by the signature of the consenting
party on a form of explanation and written consent to be
promulgated by the. state Board of Health. The state
Board of Health shall promulgate such forms on or before
May 1, 1973.

Sec. 2. Abortion shall in all instances be a criminal
act except when performed under the .following circum-
stances:

rJ
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(a) During the first trimester of pregnancy for
reasons based upon the professional, medical judgment
of the pregnant woman's physician provided:

(1) It is performed by such physician in a hospital,
or a licensed health facility as defined in IC 1971,
16-10-2 which offers the basic safeguards as provided by
a hospital admission, and has immediate hospital back-
up; and,

(2) The woman submitting to the abortion has filed
her consent with said physician. If said woman is un-
married and is less than eighteen (18) years of age, said
consent shall be joined by a parent or other person in loco
parentis: Provided, however, That if, in the judgment of
the physician, the abortion is necessary to preserve the
life of the woman, such consents shall not be required.

(b) After the first trimester of pregnancy and before
viability, for reasons based upon the professional, medical
judgment of the pregnant woman's physician provided:

(1) All the circumstances and provisions required for
legal abortion during the first trimester are present and
adhered to; and,

(2) It is performed in a hospital.

(c) After viability of the fetus for reasons based upon
. the professional, medical judgment of the pregnant

woman's physician provided:

(1) All the circumstances and provisions required for
legal abortion prior to viability are present and ad-
hered to; and,

(2) Prior to the abortion the attending physician shall
certify in writing to the hospital in which the abortion
is to be performed, that in his professional, medical judg-
ment, after proper examination and review of the
woman's history, the abortion is necessary to prevent a
substantial permanent impairment of the life or physical
health of the pregnant woman. All facts and reasons sup-
porting said certification shall be set forth by the
physician in writing and attached to said certificate.
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(3) The saline method of abortion shall not be used.

(d) In no event, except in case of medical emergency
involving the life of the pregnant woman, shall any abor-
t ion be performed unless at least a twenty-four (24) hour
period has first elapsed between the signing of the written
consent by the required consenting parties, and the actual
performance of the abortion.

Sec. 3. It shall be the responsibility of the attending
physician to determine in accordance with accepted
medical standards which trimester the pregnant woman
receiving the abortion is in, to determine whether the fetus
is viable and to certify that determination as part of any
written reports required of him by the state board of
health or the hospital in which the abortion is performed.

Sec. 4. It shall be a felony for any person or persons
knowingly to perform or otherwise aid or abet the per-
formance of an abortion not expressly provided for herein,
and such person or persons shall upon conviction thereof
he imprisoned in the state prison for not less than five
(5) nor more than ten (10) years.

Sec. 5. (a) Every medical facility where abortions may
be performed shall be supplied with forms drafted by the
state board of health, the purpose and function of which
shall be the improvement of maternal health and life
through the compilation of relevant maternal life and
health factors and data, and a further purpose and func-
tion shall be to monitor all abortions performed in the
state of Indiana to assure they are done only under the
authorized provisions of the law. Such forms shall
include, among other things, the following:

(1) The age of the woman who is aborted;

(2) The place where the abortion is performed;

(3) The full name and address of the physicians per-
forming the abortion;

(4) The name of the father if known;

(5) If after viability, the medical reason for the
abortion;

' I ' t I
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(6) The medical procedure employed to administer
the abortion;

(7) The mother's obstetrical history including dates
of other abortions if any;

(8) The results of pathological examinations if per-
formed;

(9) Information as to whether the fetus was de-
livered alive;

(10) Records of all maternal deaths occurring within
the health facility where the abortion was preformed.-

(b) The form provided for in subsection (a) above shall
be completed by the physician performing the abortion
and shall be transmitted to the state board of health no
later than July 30 for each abortion performed in the first
six (6) months of that year and no later than January
30 for each abortion performed for the last six (6) months
of the preceding year. Each failure to file such report on
time as required herein shall be a misdemeanor punishable
on conviction thereof by fine of not more than three
hundred dollars ($300.00) or imprisonment in the Indiana
State Farm for not more than ninety (90) days or both.

Sec. 6. No experiments except pathological examina-
tions shall be conducted on any fetus aborted under this
chapter, nor shall any fetus so aborted be transported out
of this state for experimental purposes. Whoever conducts
such an experiment or so transports such a fetus shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and, on conviction thereof,
be fined not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00)
or imprisoned in the county jail for not more than one
(1) year or both.

Sec. 7. (a). All abortions performed after a fetus is
viable shall be governed by the provisions of 2(c) and per-
formed in a hospital having premature birth intensive care
units available during the abortion, and all viable fetuses
shall be given full medical treatment for the protection
and maintenance of their life.

(b) Any fetus born alive shall be treated thereafter as
a person under the law and a birth certificate shall be
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issued certifying the birth of said person even though said
person may thereafter die, in which event a death certifi-cate shall issue pursuant to law; failure to take all reason-
able steps, in keeping with good medical practice, topreserve the life and health of said live born person :haI
subject the responsible persons to Indiana laws governing
homicide, manslaughter and civil liability for wrong fnII
death and medical malpractice.

(c) If, prior to the abortion, the mother, and if marri fd,her husband, has or have stated in writing that she does
or they do not wish to keep the child in the event that tHeabortion results in a live birth, and this writing is notretracted prior to the abortion, the child, if born aliveshall immediately upon birth become a ward of the Coun ty-
Department of Public Welfare.

Sec. 8. (a). No physician, and no employee or member
of the staff of a hospital or other facility in which anabortion may be performed, shall be required to perform
any abortion or to assist or participate in the medical pro-cedures resulting in or intended to result in an abortion,
if such person objects to such procedures on ethical, moral
or religious grounds, nor shall any person as a condition
of training, employment, pay, promotion, or privileges.
be required to agree to perform or participate in th.performing of abortions, nor shall any hospital, person,
firm, corporation or association discriminate against ordiscipline any person on account of his or her moral beliefs
crer."ing abortion. A civil action for damages or rein-
s irment of employment, or both, may be prosecuted forany violation of this subsection.

(b) No private or denominational hospital shall be re-quired to permit its facilities to be utilized for the per--aure of abortions authorized under the provisions of

ECTION 3. IC 1971, 35-30-10-1 is amended to read
is follows: Sec. 1. Whoever knowingly sells or lends, orOffers to sell or lend, or gives away, or offers to give awayor in any manner exhibits or has in his possession, withor without intent to sell, lend or give away, any obscene.
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lewd, indecent or lascivious book, pamphlet, paper, draw-

ing, lithograph, engraving, picture, dagurreotype, motion

picture, photograph, stereoscopic picture, model, cast,

instruments, or article of indecent or immoral use, or in-

strument or article for procuring an illegal abortion, as

defined in IC 1971, 35-1-58.5, or for self-pollution, or medi-
cine for procuring an illegal abortion, as defined in IC

1971, 35-1-58.5, or advertise the same, or any of them, for

sale, or writes or prints any letter, circular, handbill, card,

book, pamphlet, advertisement or notice of any kind, or

gives information orally, stating when, how, where, or by

what means, or of whom any of the obscene, lewd, indecent

or lascivious articles or things, hereinbefore mentioned

can be purchased, borrowed, presented or otherwise ob-

tained, or are manufactured; or whoever knowingly manu-

factures, or draws and exposes, or draws with intent to

sell or have sold, or prints any such articles or things, shall

he fined not less than twenty dollars ($20.00) nor more

than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00), to which may be
added imprisonment for not less than twenty (20) days
nor more. than one (1) year; but nothing in this chapter
shall be construed to affect teaching in regularly chartered

medical colleges, or the publication of standard medical

books, or the practice of regular practitioners of medicine

or druggists in their legitimate business.

SECTION 4. If any provision of this act or the appli-
cation thereof to any person or circumstance is held in-

valid, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or

applications of this act which can be given effect without

the invalid provision of application, and to this end the
provisions of this chapter are severable.

SECTION 5. Whereas an emergency exists for the

more immediate taking effect of this act, the same shall
be in full force and effect from and after May 1, 1973.

76
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LOUISIANA

La. Rev. Stat. 87. 1, 87. 2, 87. 4 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. )

PART V. OFFENSES AFFECTING THE PUBLIC MORALS

SUB-PART A. OFFENSES AFFECTING SEXUAL IMMORALITY

3. Abortio

1 87.1 Killing a child during delivery
Killing a child during delivery is the intentional destruction, during

parturition of the mother, of the vitality or life of a child in a state of being

born and before actual birth, which child would otherwise have been born

alive; provided, however, that the crime of killing a child during delivery
shall not be construed to include any case in which the death of a child re-

sults from the use by a physician of a procedure during delivery which Is

necessary to save the life of the child or of the mother and is used for the
express purpose of and with the specific intent of saving the life of the child
or of the mother.

Whoever commits the crime of killing a child during delivery shall be Im-
prisoned at hard labor in the penitentiary for life.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 74, 11.
1 87.2 Human experimentation

Human experimentation is the use of any live born human being, without
consent of that live born human being, as hereinafter defined, for any scien-
tific or laboratory research or any other kind of experimentation or study
except to protect or preserve the life and health of said live born human
being, or the conduct, on a human embryo or fetus in utero, of any experi-
mentation or study except to preserve the life or to improve the health of
said human embryo or fetus.

A human being is live born, or there is a live birth, whenever there is the
-complete expulsion or extraction from its mother of a human embryo or fetus,
irrespective of the duration of pregnancy, which after such separation,
breathes or shows any other evidence of life such as beating of the heart,
pulsation of the umbilical cord, or movement of voluntary muscles, whether or
not the umbilical-cord has been cut or the placenta is attached.

Whoever commits the crime of human experimentation shall be imprisoned
at hard labor for not less than five nor more than twenty years, or fined not
more than ten thousand dollars, or both.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 77, 11.

f 87.4 Abortion advertising
Abortion advertising is the placing or carrying of any advertisement of

abortion ,services by the publicizing of the availability of abortion services.
Whoever commits the crime of abortion advertising shall be imprisoned,

with or without hard labor, for not more than one year or fined not more
than five thousand dollars, or both.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 76, 1.
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La. Rev. Stat. S 254. 1, 309. 1, 351-356 (1973 La. Leg. Serve. Pamp. )

TITLE 40

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

CHAPTER 2. VITAL STATISTICS

PART Ii. ADOPTION PART VI. ABORTION [NEW]
Sec. Sec.
254.1 Abortions; birth and death cer- 351. Purpose.

tificates [New. 352. Forms for collection of data.
PART IV. PARISHES OTHER THAN 353. Printing and supplying of forms.

PARISH OF ORLEANS 354. Completion of form; filing with
Sec. state board of health.
309.1 Abortions; birth and death cer- 365. Failure to complete form; penalty.

tificates (New]. 356. Report of state registrar.

PART I. ADOPTION

S 254.1 Abortions; birth and death certificates
Whenever an abortion procedure results in a live birth, a birth certificate

shall be issued certifying the birth of said live born human being even though
said human being may thereafter die after a short time. For the purposes of
this section a human being is live born, or there is a live birth, whenever
there is the complete expulsion or extraction from its mother of a human
embryo or fetus, irrespective of the duration of pregnancy, which, after such
separation, breathes or shows any other evidence of life such as beating of the
heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord, or movement of the voluntary muscles,
whether or not the umbilical cord has been cut or the placenta is attached.
In the event death does ensue after a short time, a death certificate shall be
issued. Both the birth and the death certificates shall be issued In accord-
ance with the provisions of this part and of the rules and regulations of the
city bureau of vital statistics.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 75,$1.

PART IV. PARISHES OTHER THAN PARISH OF ORLEANS

1 309.1 Abortions; birth and death certificates
Whenever an abortion procedure results in a live birth, a birth certificate

shall be issued certifying the birth of said live born human being even though
said human being may thereafter die after a short time. For the purposes of
this section a human being is live born, or there is a live birth, whenever
there is the complete expulsion or extraction from its mother of a human
embryo or fetus, irrespective of the duration of pregnancy, which, after such
separation, breathes or shows any other evidence of life such as beating of the
heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord, or movement of the voluntary muscles,
whether or not the umbilical cord has been cut or the placenta, is attached.
In the event death does ensue after a short time, a death certificate shall be
issued. Both the birth and the death certificates shall be issued in accord-
ance with the provisions of this part and of rules and regulationsof the divi-
sion of public health statistics of the state board of health.
Added by Acts 1973. No. 75, 1 1.

PART VI. ABORTION [NEW]

1 351. Purpose
The purpose of this part shall be the compilation of relevant maternal life

and health factors and data concerning abortions which may be used in the
improvement of maternal health and life. The further purpose and function
of th s part shall be to serve'.as a monitor on all abortions performed in the
state of Louisiana to assure that they are performed only in accordance with
the provisions of law.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 75. S1.
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352. Forms for collection of data
'lhe division of public health statistics of the state board of he

prescribe forms for the collection of information and statistics wi'
to abortions. Such forms shall require, but not be limited to the
information

(1) The age, marital status, and state and parish (county) of re
the woman who is aborted;

(2) The place where the abortion las .formed;
(3) The full name and- address P physician or physicians p

the pbxrtrn.
(4) The age, marital state / - awath (county) of "'ia

the father if knevn ;
(5) Medics ' ''*he abortion;
(6) Medici. -to procure thb'
(7) The le;
(8) The v%
(9) Oths -can the fetus and -
(10) The vsults of p examinations of

Added by Acts 1973, No

353. Printing and at,
The state registra-

the local registrar ft
made in R.S. 40:352.
parish of Orleans, sh.
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S 354. Completion
The informatle{

40:352 shall I
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health s''
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hundred dollar ft,
timejy transmit a
abortion was illev'
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La. Rev. Stat. 51299. 31-1299. 34 (1973 Leg. Serv. Parmp.)

CHAPTER 5. MISCELLANEOUS HEALTH PROVISIONS

PART XVIII. ABORTION [NEW] See.

sec .139.34 
Employees of tatte and political

Sec.subdiV i'io a; counseling abor-
1299.31 Discrimination against certain tion proh"ibeired.

persons; yrohibitiof.tonpiitd
1299.32 Discriminaon again hospt- PART XIX. INDUSTRIAL WASTE

als, clinics. etc.; prohibition DISPOSAL [NEW]
1299.33 Governmental assistance; d 199.36 Transportation of industrial

crimination for refusal to par- wastes, burial or other dl.-
ticip+ate in an abortion; pro- psl
hibition.

PART XVIII. ABORTION [NEW]

5 1299.31 DiseriusISatISS agalast oartala perans; prhulbltion

A No physician, nurse, student or other person or corporation shall be

held civilly or criminally liable, discriminated against, dismissed, demoted,
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C 
or in any way prejudiced or damaged because of his refusal for any reason

to recommend, counsel, perform, assist with or accommodate an abortion.

B. No worker or employee in auy social service agency, whether public

or private, shall be held civilly or criminally liable, discriminated against,
dismissed, demoted, in any way prejudiced or damaged, or pressured in any
way for refusal to take part in, recommend or counsel an abortion for any
woman.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 72, f 1.

-JI

1 1299.32 Discrimination against hospitals, clinics, ete.; prohibition

No hospital, clinic or other facility or institution of any kind shall be held
civilly or criminally liable, discriminated against, or in any way prejudiced
or damaged because of any refusal to permit or accommodate the perform-
ance of any abortion in said facility or under its auspices.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 72, 1 1.

1 1299.33 Governmental assistance; discrimination for refusal to participate
In an abortion; prohibition

A. The term governmental assistance as used in this section shall include
federal, state and local grants, loans and all other forms of financial and
other "aid from any level of government or from any governmental agency.

B. No woman shall be denied governmental assistance or be otherwise
discriminated against or pressured in any way for refusing to accept or
submit to an abortion, which she may do for any reason and without
explanation.

C. No hospital, clinic, or other medical or health facility, whether public
or private, shall ever be denied governmental assistance or be otherwise
discriminated against or otherwise be pressured in any way for refusing to
permit its facilities, staff or employees to be used in any way for the purpose
of performing any abortion.

D. No abortion shall be performed on any woman unless prior to the
abortion she shall have been advised, orally and in writing, that she is not
required to submit to the abortion and that she may refuse any abortion
for any reason and without explanation and that she shall not be deprived
of any governmental assistance or any other kind of benefits for refusing to
submit to an abortion. This provision shall be of full force and effect not-
withstanding the fact that the woman in question is a minor, in which event
said minor's parents, or if a minor emancipated by marriage, the minor's
husband, shall also be fully advised of their right to refuse an abortion for
the minor in the same manner as the minor is advised. Compliance with
this provision shall be evidenced by the written consent of the woman that
she submits to the abortion voluntarily and of her own free will, and by
written consent of her parents, if she is an unmarried minor, and by consent
of her husband if she is a minor emancipated by marriage, such written
consent to set forth the written advice given and the written consent and
acknowledgment that a full explanation of the abortion procedure to be
performed has been given and is understood.
Added by Acts 1973, No.72,,1.

1 1299.34 Employees of state and political subdivisions; esuaseling abortion
prohibited

No person employed by the state of Louisiana, by contract or otherwise,
or of any subdivision or agency thereof, and no person employed in any
public or private social service agency, by contract or otherwise, Including
workers therein, which is a recipient of any form of governmental assistance,
shall require or recommend that any woman have an abortion. Notwith-
standing anything contained herein to the contrary, this section shall not
apply to a doctor of medicine, currently licensed under the provisions of the

Louisiana Medical Practices Act (R.S. 37:1281, et seq.)1 who is acting to
save or preserve the life of a pregnant woman.
Added by Acts 1973, No. 72,11.

1 R.S. 87:1261 et seq. is entitled Louisiana state Board of Medical Eisi1n1rs.
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MAINE

Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22, 1572-1576 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 4)

ABORTION-PROTECTION OF FETAL LIFE AND
RIGHTS OF OTHERS

CHAPTER 518

H.P. 1559-L.D. 1992

An Act to Provide Protection of Fetal Life and the Rights of Physicians,
Nurses, Hospitals and Others Relating to Abortions.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine, as follows:
Sec. i. R.S., T. 22, 1 1572, additional. Title 22 of the Revised Statutes is

amended by adding a new section 1572, to read as follows:

11572. immunity and employment protection
No physician, nurse or other person who refuses to perform or assist in the

performance of an abortion, and no hospital or health care facility that re-

fuses to permit the performance of an abortion upon its premises, shall be

liable to any persm, firm, association or corporation for damages allegedly
arising from the refusal, nor shall such refusal constitute a basis for any

civil liability to any physician, nurse or other person, hospital or health care

facility nor a basis for any disciplinary or other recriminatory action against

them or any of thea by the State or any person.

No physician, nurse or other person, who refuses to perform or assist in

the performance of an abortion, shall, because of that refusal, be dismissed,
suspended, demoted or otherwise prejudiced or damaged by a hospital, health

care facility, firm, association, professional association, corporation or educa-
tional institution with which he or she is affiliated or regqt wts to be affill-

ated or by which he or she is employed, nor shall such reusal constitute

grounds for loss of any privileges or immunities to which such physician,
nurse or other person would otherwise he entitled nor shall sbmission to an

abortion or the granting of consent therefor be a condition pr(edent to the

receipt of any public benefits.
Sec. 2. R.S., T. 22, 1i573, additional. Title 22 of the Revised r;tatutes is

amended by adding a new section 1573, to read as follows:

1 1573. Discrimination for refusal

No person, hospital, health care facility, firm, association, corporation or
educational institution, directly or indirectly, by himself or another, shall dis-

eriminate against any physician, nurse, or other person by refusing or with-
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holding employment from or denying admittance, when such physician, nurse
or other person refuses to perform, or assist In the performance of an abor-
tion, nor shall such refusal constitute grounds for loss of any privileges or
Immunities to which such physician, nurse or other person would otherwise
be entitled.

SeC. 3. R.S., T. 22, 1 15740 additional. Title 22 of the Revised Statutes Is
amended by adding a new section 1574, to read as follows:
1 1574. Sale and se of fetuses

Whoever shall use, transfer, distribute or give away any live human fetus,
whether intrauterine or extrauterine, or any product of conception considered
live born for scientific experimentation or for any form of experimentation
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 and by Imprisonment for
not more than 5 years and any person consenting, aiding or assisting shall be
liable to like punishment.

See, 4. R.S., T. 22, 1 1575, additional. Title 22 of the Revised Statutes Is
amended by adding a new section 1575, to read as follows:
1 1575. Failure to preserve life of live ber, person

Whenever an abortion procedure results In a live birth, failure to take all
reasonable steps, in keeping with good medical practice, to preserve the life 
and th of the live born person shall subject the responsible party or par-
ties to Maine law governing homicide, manslaughter and civil liability for
wrongful death and medical malpractice.

Sec. 5. R.S., T. 22,1 1576, additional. Title 22 of the Revised Statutes isamended by adding a new section 1576, to read as follows:
1 1576. Live born and live birth, defined

"Live born" and "live birth," as used in sections 1574 and 1575, shall mean
a product of conception after complete expulsion or extraction from its mother,
irrespective of the duration of pregnancy, which breathes or shows any other
evidence of life such as beating of the heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord
or definite movement of voluntary muscles, whether or not the umbilical cord
has been cut or the placenta Is attached. Each product of such a birth is
considered live born and fully recognized as a human person under Maine

-law.
Approved June 14, 1973.
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MARYLAND

Md. Ann. Code Art. 43, 556 E (Supp. 1973)

i 556E. Refusal to perform, participate in or submit to abortion,
sterilization or artificial insemination; refusal of hospital
to permit.

(a) No person shall be required to perform or participate in, or refer
'o any source for, any medical procedure that results in termination of
pregnancy, sterilization or artificial irsemination; and the refusal of any
Person to perform or participate in or refer to a source for such medical
procedure shall not be a basis for civil liability to any person nor a basis
or any disciplinary or any other recriminatory action against him.

(b) No hospital, hospital director or governing board shall be required
to permit the performance of any medical procedure that results in termi-
nation of pregnancy, sterilization or artificial insemination, within its in-
stitution; nor shall any hospital, hospital director or governing board be
required to refer any person to a source for the performance of such med-
ical procedures; and the refusal to permit such procedures or to refer to
sources for such procedures, shall not be grounds for civil liability to any
hospital, institution or person nor a basis for any disciplinary or other re-
criminatory action against him or it by the State or any person.

(c) The refusal of any person to submit to an abortion or sterilization
or to give consent therefor shall not be grounds for loss of any privileges
or immunities to which such person would otherwise be entitled nor shall
submitting to an abortion or sterilization or the granting of consent there-
for be a condition precedent to the receipt of any public benefits. (1973,
ch.726, 2.)
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MASSACHUSETTS E

Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 112, 12I and ch. 272, 21B (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No.

HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL FACILITIES-CERTAIN
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES AND

PROCEDURES REGULATED

CHAPTER 521.

An Act providing that certain hospitals and health facilities shall not be required
to admit patients for certain purposes nor to furnish family planning servicesand that' certain -medical personnel shall not be required to participate In cer-tain medical procedures.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court asuem-
bled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 112 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting
after section 12H, inserted by section 1 of chapter 173 of the acts of 1973, the fol-
lowing section:
Section 12I.

A physician or any -other person who is a member of or associated with the med-
ical staff of a hospital or other health facility or any employee of a hospital or
other health facility in which an abortion or any sterilization procedure is scheduled
and who shall state in writing an -objection to such abortion or sterilization pro-cedure on moral or religious grounds, shall not be required to participate in the
medical procedures which result in such abortion or sriization, and the refusal
of any such person to participate therein shall not form the basis for any claim
of damages on account of such refusal or for any disciplinary or recriminatory
action against such person.

SECTION 2. Chapter 272 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting
after section 21A the following section:
Section 218.

No privately controlled hospital or other health facility shall be required to admit
any patient for the purpose of performing an abortion, performing any sterilization
procedure, or receiving contraceptive devices or information. -

No privately controlled hospital or other privately controlled health facility shall
be required -to permit any patient to have an abortion, or any sterilization procedure
performed in said hospital or other health -facility, or to furnish contraceptive
devices or information to such patient, nor shall such a hospital or other health
facility he required to furnish any family planning services within or through said
hospital or other health facility or to make referrals to any other hospital or healthfacility for such services when said services or referrals are contrary to the religiousor moral principles of said hospital -or said health facilities as expressed in itscharter, by-laws or code of ethics, or vote of its governing body.

Any such hospital or other health facility exercising- the rights granted in this
section shall not on account of the exercise -thereof, be disciplined or discriminated
against in any manner or suffer any adverse-determination by any person, firm, cor-poration, dr other entity, including but In no way liinited to any political subdivision,
board, commission, department, authority, or agency.ofte domnmonwealtb. -

SECTION 3. The provisions of this act are severable, and If any of its provisionsshall be held unconstitutional by any court of competent.jurisdiction, the decision
- of such court shall not affect or impair any of the remaining provisions.

Approved July 9, 1973.
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MICHIGAN

Mich. Comp. Laws 331.551-331. 556 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 4)

ABORTION-REFUSAL -

PUBLIC ACT NO. 176 f

SENATE BILL No. 156

AN ACT to permit a hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution, or

facility or any person connected therewith to refuse to-perform or partie-

ipate in an abortion ; to grant immunity from civil or criminal liability
or from employment discrimination; and to provide penalties.

The People of the State of Michigan enact:

M.C.L.A. 331.551- --.. -

Sec. 1. A hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution. or other medical fa-
eiUty shall not be required to admit a patient for the purpose of performing an

abortion. A hospital, clinic, institution, -teaching institution, or other facility or
a physician, member or associate of the staff, or other person connected therewith,

.:ay refuse to perform, participate in,. or allow to be performed on its premises
an abortion, and the refusal shall be with immunity from any civil or criminal

liability or penalty.

M.C.L.A. S 331.552
Sec. 2. A physician, or any other person who is a member. of or associated

with a hospital, clinic. institution, teaching Institution, or other medical facility,
or a nurse. medical student, student nurse, or other employee of a hospital, clinic,
institution, teaching institution, or other medical facility in which an abortion is

performed, who states an objection to abortion on. professional, ethical, moral, or
religious grounds may not be required to participate- in the medical procedures
which will result in an abortion, and the refusal by the person to participate
therein shall not form the basis of a claim for damages on account of the refusal
or for any disciplinary or discriminatory action by the patient, hospital, clinic,
institution, teaching institution, or other medical facility against the person.

M.C.L.A. 1 331.553
Sec. 3. A ySicinaa who informs a patient that he refuses to give advice con-

cerning, or paricipa:e in an abortion shall not be liable to the hospital, clinic,

institution, teaching :astitutio, or medical facility, or the patient for the refusal.

M.C.L.A. 4 331.i54
Sec. 4. A civil action for negligence or malpractice, or any disciplinary or dis-

criminatory action may not be maintained against a person refusing to give advice
concerning or participating in an abortion based on the refusal.

M.C.L.A. $ 331.555
Sec. 5. A hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution, or other medical fa-

cility which elects to refuse to allow abortions to be performed on Its premises
shall not deny staff privileges or employment to a person for the sole reason that
that person irevilously participated in, or expressed a willingness to participate
in a termination of pregnancy. A hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution,

or other medical facility shall not discriminate against its staff members or other

employees for the sole reason that the staff members or employees have partici-

pated in, or have expressed a willingness to participate in a termination of preg-
nancy.

$ M.C.L.A. 1 331.551 to 331,556.

M.C.L.A. 31331-556-
dec. 6. A violation-of this act isa misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not

more than $2,000.00, or imprisonment for not more than 6 months, or both.

Approved December 21, 1973. - - .
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MINNESOTA

Minn. Stat. 62A.041 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 6)

INSURANCE-CONTRACTS.-TERMS

CHAPTER 651

H.F.No.1306

[Coded in Part]

An Act relating to insurance; regulating the terms of certain insurance con-tracts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1971, Sections 62A.041; and 62C.14,by adding subdivisions; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 309.-176; and Laws 1971, Chapter 680, Section 2.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota:
Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 62A.041, is amended to read:62A.041 Maternity benefits; unmarried women
Each group policy of accident and health insurance issued or renewed afterJine 4, 1971, shall provide the same coverage for maternity benefits to un-married women and minor female dependents that it provides to marriedwomen including the wives of employees choosing dependent family coverage.Each group policy shall also provide the same coverage for the child of anunmarried mother as that provided for the child of an employee choosing de-pendent family coverage.
Each individual policy of accident and health insurance shall provide thesame coverage for maternity benefits to unmarried women and minor femaledependents as that provided for married women. Each individual policy shallalso provide the same coverage for the child of an unmarried mother as thatprovided for the child of an employee choosing dependent family coverage.For the purposes of this section, the term "maternity benefits" shall not in-clude elective, induced abortion whether performed in a hospital, other abor-tion facility, or the office of a physician.
Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 62C.14, Is amended by adding asubdivision to read:
Subd. 5a. Any group subscriber's contract delivered or issued for deliveryor renewed in this state after August 1, 1973, shall provide the same coveragefor maternity benefits to unmarried women and minor female dependents asthat provided for married women. Each group sultseribei's contract shallalso provide the same coverage for the child of an unmarried mother as thatprovided for the child of an employee choosing dependent family coverage.

An individual subscriber's contract delivered or issued for delivery in thisstate shall provide the same coverage for maternity benefits to unmarriedwomen and minor female dependents as that provided for married women.Each subscriber's individual contract shall also provide the same coverage forthe child of an unmarried mother as that provided for the child of an em-ployee choosing dependent family coverage.
Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 62C.14, is amended by adding asubdivision to read:
Subd. 5b. The provisions of subdivision 5a shall apply to all health main-tnneorganizations regulated under any health maintenance organizationenabling act enacted in 1973.

68,Sect. inear repae17168,Sec o 4. aiet Stpates 171 Section 309.176, and Laws 1971, ChapterApproved May 28, 1972.,
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. inn. Stat. 145.421, 145.422 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 5)

HUMAN CONCEPTUS-EXPER[MENTATION,
RESEARCH AND SALE

CHAPTER 562

S.F.No.1004

[Coded]

An Act relating to crimes and criminals; prohibiting experimentation and re-
seareh on a living human coneptuse or the sale of ouch living human cen-
eoptus; providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of M naeaota:
Section 1.

145.421 Human cenoeptus, expirimentation, research or agle; definitions
Subdivision I. Terms. As used in this section and section 145.422, the

terms defined in this section shall have the meanings given them.
Subd. 2. Human eoneoptus. "Human conceptus" means any human organ-

ism, conceived either in the human body or produced in an artificial environ-
ment other than the human body, from fertilization through the first 265

days thereafter.
Subd. 3. Living. "Living", as defined for the sole purpose of this section

and section 145.422, means the presence oo evidence of life, such as movement,
heart or respiratory activity, the presence of electroencephalographie or elee-
trocardiographic activity.

See. 2.
145.422 Experimentatien or sale

Subdivision 1. Whoever uses or permits the use of a living human concep-
tus for any type of scientific, laboratory research or other experimentation
except to protect the life or health of the conceptus, or except as herein pro-
vided, shallhbe guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

Subd. 2. The use of a living human conceptus for research or experimen-
tation which verifiable scientific evidence has shown to be harmless to the
conceptus shall be permitted.

Subd. 3. Whoever shall buy or sell a living human conceptus shall be

guilty of a gross misdemeanor, provided that nothing herein shall prohibit the
buying and selling of a cell culture line or lines taken from a non-living hu-
man conceptus.

Sec. g. This act istin effect the day following its final enactment.
Approved May 23, 1973.
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Mi n. Stat. 147. 101 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 5)

ABORTIONS-REQUIREMENT OF MEDICAL
LICENSE-OFFENSES

CHAPTER 547

S.F.No.471

[Coded]

An Act relating to health; prohibiting the performance of abortions by per-
sons who are not licensed medical doctors; providing a penalty.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota:
Section 1.

147.101 Performance of abortion; practice of medicine
Any person who performs an abortion upon another, whether or not for a

'fee, practices medicine within the terms of Minnesota Statutes, Section 147.10,
and is subject to the criminal and other provisions thereof.

Sec. 2. This act shall be effective the day next following final enactment.
Approved May 23, 1973.
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Act 90 [19731 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 4 at 145

[ACT 90]
ABORTION..REFUSAL OF TREATMENT--PHYSICIAN

ETC.-.NON-LIABILITY

H.C.S. HOUSE BILLS NOS. 731 & 793

AN ACT relating to abortions.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Missouri, as follows:
SECTION 1.
No physician or' surgeon, registered nurse, hsiapbi rpiae hl erqie practical rsedmidifoteaorhoeat an, public or pivte, hl erqie t ra ramtfor treat-m an or te purpose of abortion if such treatment or ad-mission for treatment is contrary to the established policy of, or themoral, ethical or religious beliefs of, such physician, surgeon, registerednurse, midwife, practical nurse or hospital. No cause of action shallaccrue against any such physician, surgeon, registered nurse, midwife.practical nurse or hospital on account of, such refusal to treat or admitfor treatment any woman for abortion purposes.
SECTION 2.
No person. or institution shall be denied or' discriminated against inthe reception of any public benefit, assistance or privilege whatsoever orin any employment, public or private, on the grounds that they refuse toundergo an abortion, to advise, consent to, assist in or perform an abor-tion.
SECTION 3.
Any person who shall deny or discriminate against another for refusalto perform or participate in an abortion shall be liable to the party in-jured in an action at law, sut io equity or other redress.
Approved June 25, 1973.
Effective 90 days after adjournment,
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NEBRASKA

Neb. Rev. Stat. 28-4, 143 to 28-4, 164 (1973 Supp. )

(u) ABORTIONS
28-4,143. Declaration of Purpose. The Legislature hereby finds

and declares:
(1) That the following provisions were motivated by the legis-

lative intrusion of the United States- Supreme Court by virtue of its
decision remnov-ng the protection afforded the unborn. Sections
28-4,143 to 28-4,64 are in no way to be construed as implementing,
condoning, or approving abortions at any stage of unborn hu-
man develonment, but is rather an expression of the will of the peo-
ple of the State of Nebraska and the members of the Legislature to
provide protection for the life of the unborn child whenever possi-
ble until such protection can be afforded by an appropriate amend-
ment to the United States Constitution;

(2) That the members of the Legislature expressly deplore the de-
struction of the unborn human lives which has and will occur in
Nebraska as a consequence of the Supreme Court's decision on abor-
tion;

(3) That it is in the interest of the people of the State of Nebraska
that every precaution be taken to insure the protection of every
viable unborn child being aborted, and every precaution be taken
to provide life-supportive procedures to insure the unborn child its
continued life after its abortion;

(4) That currently, in this state, there are grossly inadequate le-
gal remedies to protect the life, health, and welfare of pregnant
women and unborn human life; and u

(5) That it is in the interest of the people of the State of Nebraska
to maintain accurate statistical data to aid in providing proper ma-
ternal health regulations.
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28-4,144. Terms, defined. As used in sections 28-4,143 to 28-4,164,
unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) Abortion shall mean an act, procedure, device, or prescrip-
tion administered to or prescribed for a pregnant woman by any
person, including the pregnant woman herself, with either the in-
tent or result of producing the premature expulsion, removal, or
termination of the human life within the womb of the pregnant
woman, except that in cases in which the unborn child's viability is
threatened by continuation of the pregnancy, early delivery after
viability by commonly accepted obstetrical practices shall not be
construed as an abortion for the purposes of sections 28-4,143 to
28-4,164;

(2) Hospital shall mean those institutions liensed by the State
Board of Health pursuant to sections 71-2017 to 71-2029;

(3) Consent shall ;nean a signed and witnessed voluntary agree-
ment to the performance of an abortion;

(4) Physician shall mean any person licensed to practice medicine
in this state as- provided in sections 71102 to 71-110;

(5) Pregnant shall mean that condition of a woman who has un-
born human life within her as the result of conception;

(6) Conception shall mean the fecundation of the ovum by the
spermatozoa;

(7) Viability shall mean that stage of human development when
the life 'of the unborn child may be continued by natural or life-
supportive systems outside the womb of the mother; and

(8) Accepted medical procedures shall mean procedures of the
type and performed in a manner and in a facility which is equipped
with surgical, anesthetic, resuscitation, and laboratory equipment
sufficient to meet the standards of medical care which physicians in
the same neighborhood or in similar communities, engaged in the
same or similar lines of work, would ordinarily exercise and devote
to the benefit of their patients.

Source: Laws _973, LB 286, f 2.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,145. Phyian; inform mother of medical and mental conse-
quences resulting from abortion. Every physician consulted about
abortion by an expectant mother -shall inform her of agencies
and services available to assist her to carry the pregnancy to natural
term, and shall further inform the expectant mother as to all rea-
sonably possible medical and mental consequences resulting from
the performance of an abortion.

Source: Laws 1973. LB 288, 4 3.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,146. Failure of physician to inform mother; violations; pen-
alty. Any physician who fails to comply ,with the provisions of sec-
tion 28-4,145 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, upon con-
viction thereof, be punished by a fine of not less than five hundred
dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in
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the county jail for not more than six months, or by both such fine
and imprisonment. Each violation shall constitute a separate of-
fense.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 4 4.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,147. Abortion; when not to be performed. No abortion shall
be performed or prescribed after the unborn child has reached via-
bility, except when necessary to preserve the woman from an imrni-
nejnt peril that substantially endangers her life or health.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 5.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,148. Abortion procedure; no direct or indirect effect of termi-
nating viability of unborn child. No abortion procedure em-
ployed pursuant to section 28-4,147 shall have the direct or indirect 3
efect of terminating the viability of the unborn child prior to, dur-
ing, or following the procedure.

Source: Laws 1973. LB 286, 6.
Effective date May 14, 1973.

28-4,149. Care employed In treatment of child aborted. The
commonly accepted means of care shall be employed in the treat-
ment of any child aborted alive with any chance of survival.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 7. -
Effective date May 24, 1973. - -

28-4,150. Physicia; violations; penalty. Any physician or other
person who violates any provision of section 28-4,147, 28-4,148, or
28-4,149 shall be guilty of a felony and shall, upon conviction thereof,
be imprisoned in the Nebraska Penal and Correctional Complex not
less than one year nor more than five years.

Source: Laws I27i. LB 286, 4 8.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,151. Abortion: written consent of parent or guardian. No
abortion shall be performed or prescribed on any minor child in the
State of Nebtraska without her written consent and the consent of
the parent or guardian of such minor child.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 4 9.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,152. Abortion; conditions. No abortion shall be performed
or prescribed on any woman, except when necessary to preserve
the woman from an imminent peril that substantially endangers her
life or health, who has not previously submitted to the physician
in attendance a written statement by the father of the unborn
human life, if the father is known, affirming his consent to the per-
formance of the abortion. If the father is unknown, the woman re-
questing the abortion shall so affirm in writing to the physician in
attendance.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 1 10.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,l|3. Abortion; without consent;; violation: penalty. Any phy-
sician or other person who performs or prescribes an abortion with-
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out the consents required in sections 28-4,151 and 28-4,152 shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, upon conviction thereof, be pun-
ished by imprisonment in the county jail not less than six months
nor more than one year.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, i 11.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4.154. Abortion only by licensed physician: violation: penalty.
Any person other than a licensed physician who performs or pre-
scribes an abortion shall be guilty of a felony and shall, upon con-
viction thereof, be imprisoned in the Nebraska Penal and Correctional
Complex not less than one year nor more than five years.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, ; 12. ,
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4.155. Abortion by using other than accepted medical proce-
dures; violation; penalty. Any person who performs or prescribes
an abortion by using anything other than accepted medical proce-
dures shall be guilty of a felony and shall, upon conviction thereof,
be imprisoned in the Nebraska Penal and Correctional Complex not
less than one year nor more than five years..-

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 1 13.
- effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,156. HospitaI, clinic, institution; not required to admit pa-
tient for abortion. No hospital, clinic, institution, or any other fa-
cility in this state shall be required to admit any patient for the
purpose of performing an abortion nor required to allow the per-
formance of an abortion therein; Provided, that the hospital, clinic,
institution, or any other facility shall inform the patient of its
policy not to participate in abortion procedures. No cause of action
shall arise against ay hospital, clinic, institution, or any other fa-
cility for refusing to perform or allow an abortion.

Source: Laws'23.:3 _86, 14.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,157. No person required to perform an abortion; no liability
for refusal. No person shall be required to perform or participate
directly or indirectly in any abortion, and the refusal of any person
to participate in an abortion shall not be a basis for civil liability to
any person. No hospital, governing board, or any other person, firm,
association, or group shall terminate the employment or alter
the position of, prevent or impair the practice or occupation of, or
impose any other sanction or otherwise discriminate against any
person who refuses to participate in an abortion.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 4 15.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4,158. Discrimination against person refusing to participate in
an abortion; violation; penalty. Any firm, corporation, group, or

association who violates section 28-4,157 shall, upon conviction
thereof, be punished by a fine of not less than five hundred dol-
lars nor more than one thousand dollars. Any person who shall
violate section 28-4,157 shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished
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by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more than one
thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not less
than thirty days nor more than six months.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, ! 16.
Effective date May 24. 1973.

28-4,159. Discrimination against person refusing to participate in
an abortion;, damages. Any person whose employment or position'
has been in any way altered, impaired, or terminated in violation of
sections 28-4,143 to 28-4,164 may sue in the district court for all
consequential damages, lost wages, reasonable attorney's fees in-
curred, and the cost of litigation.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286. i 17.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4.160. Discrimination against person refusing to partilipate;
injunctive relief. Any person whose employment or position has
in any way been altered, impaired, or terminated because of his re-
fusal to participate in an abortion shall have the right to injunctive
relief, including temporary relief, pending trial upon showing of an
emergency, in the district court, in accordance with the statutes,
rules, and practices applicable in other similar cases.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 1 18.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4.161. Aborted child; sell, transfer, distribute, give away; vio-.
lation: penalty.' Whoever shall sell, transfer, distribute, or give

away any live or viable aborted child for any form of experimen-
tation shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not
more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county
jail not more than one year, or by both such fine and imprison-
men. Any person consenting, aiding, or abetting such sale, transfer,
distribution, or other unlawful disposition of an aborted child shall
be paiished by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by
imprisonment in the county jail not more than one year, or by both
such fine and imprisonment.

Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, 1 19.
Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4.162. Bureau of Vital Statistics; abortion reporting for-'.: items
included. The Bureau of Vital Statistics, Department of Health,
shall establish an abortion reporting form, which shall be used for
the reporting of every abortion performed or prescribed in this state.
Such form shall include the following items in addition to such
other information as may be necessary to complete the form:

(f) The age of the pregnant woman;
(2) The marital status of the pregnant woman;
(3) The location of the facility where the abortion was performed

or prescribed;
(4) The type of procedure performed or prescribed;

(5) Complications, if any;
(6) The name of the attending physician;
(7) The name of the referring physician, agency, or service, if any;
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(3) The pregnant woman's obstetrical history regarding pre-

vious pregnancies, abortions, and live births;

The stated reason or reasons for which the abortion was re-

quested;
(10) The state and county of the pregnant woman's legal resi-

dence; and
(11) The length and weight 'of the aborted child, when measur-

able.
The completed form shall be signed by the attending physician

and sent to the Bureau of Vital Statistics within fifteen days after

each reporting month. The completed form shall be an original,

typed or written legibly in durable ink, and shall not be deemed com-

plete unless the omission of any item of information required shall

have been disclosed or satisfactorily accounted for. Carbon copies

shall not be acceptable.
Source: Laws 1973. LB 286. I 20.

Effective date May 24, 1973.

28-4.163. Reporting form; physician; failure to comply; violation:

penalty. Any physician who fails to comply with the procedures

outlined in section 28-4,162 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and

shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished. by a fine of not less

than five hundred dollars nor more than one -thousand dollars, or by

imprisonment in the county jail not more than six months, or by

both such fine and imprisonment.
Source: Laws 1973, LB 286, I 21. -

Effective date May 24. 1973.

28-4,164. Depa:tment of Health; permanent file; rules and regula-

tions. The Departent of Health shall prepare and keep on perma-

nent file compihircfnc of the information submitted on the abor-

.=on reporting forms pursuant to such rules and regulations as es-

tablished by the Department of Health, which compilations shall be

a matter of public record. The Department of Health, in order .to

maintain and keep such compilations current, shall file with such

reports any new or amended information.
Source: Laws 1973. LB 288. 1 22.

Efective date May 24, 1973.
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NEVADA

Ch. 558 [1973] Nev. Laws -897

Senate Bill No. 387-Senators Hecht, Gibson, Blakemore, Lamb, Herr,
YOM &,-Reggio, Close, Bryan and Wilson

CHAPTER 558
AN ACT relating to health care; authorizing health care facilities and personnel to

decline to participate in abortions; providing a penalty; and providing other
matters properly relating thereto.

(AsWroved April23,1933

The People of the State of Nevada, represented in Senate and Assembly,
do enact as follows:

SECTION 1.. Chapter 449 of NRS is hereby amended by adding
thereto a new section which shall read as follows:

1. A hospital or other health care facility licensed under the provi-
sions of this chapter which is not operated by the state or a local govern-
ment or an agency of either is not required to permit the use of its
facilities for the induction or performance of an abortion, except in a
medical emergency.

2. Such refusal does not give rise to a cause of action in favor of any,
person.

SEC. 2. Chapter 632 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a
new section which shall read as follows:

1. An employer shall not require a registered nurse, a licensed voca-
tional nurse or any other person employed to furnish direct personal
health service to a patient to participate directly in the induction or per.
formance of an abortion, if such employee has filed a written statement
with the employer indicating a moral, ethical or religious basis for refusal
to participate in the abortion.

2. if the statement provided for in subsection 1 of the section is filed
with the employer, the employer shall not penalize or discipline such
employee for declining to participate direct in the induction or per.
formance of an abortion.

3.s The provisions of subsections 1 and 2 of this section do not apply
to medical emergency situations.

4. Any person violating the provisions of this section is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

SEC. 3. This act shall become effective upon passage and approval.
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Ch. 766 (19731 Nev. Laws 1637

Assembly Bill No. 319-Mesms. Barengo and Broadbent

CHAPTER 766

AN ACT relating to abortions; limiting abortions in certain situations and proscrib-
ing them in others; bringing Nevada law into conformity with United States
constitutional requirements; providing penalties; and providing other matters
properly relating thereto.

[Approved May 3,.39731
In view of the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in

Roe v. Wade 93 S.Ct. 705 and Doe v. Bolton 93 S.Ct. 739, both decided
on January 22, 1973, it is the intent of the legislature of Nevada to enact
a statute that recognizes the deep concern the people of Nevada have to
protect the health, well-being and welfare of each pregnant female and of
the child whereof she is pregnant, without interfering with the constitu-
tional rights of any pregnant woman or any person licensed to practice
medicine, surgery or obstetrics under chapter 630 of NRS. Therefore, the
abortion procedures described in this act, and no others, are deemed not
to violate NRS 201.120.

The People of the State of Nevada, represented in Senate and Assembly,
do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 442 of NRS is hereby amended by adding
thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 5, inclusive, of this act.

SEC. 2. As used in section 3 of this act, unless the context requires
otherwise, "abortion" means the termination of a human pregnancy with
an intention other than to produce a live birth or to remove a dead fetus.

SEC. 3. 1. No abortion shall be performed In this state unless such
abortion is performed:

(a) By a physician licensed to practice medicine in this state or by a
physician in the employ of the government of the United States who:

(1) Exercises his best clinical judgment in the light of all attendant
circumstances including the accepted professional standards of medical
practice in determining whether to perform an abortion; and
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(2) Performs such abortion in a manner consistent with accepted
medical practices and procedures in the community.

(b) Within 24 weeks after the commencement of the pregnancy.
(c) After the 24th week of pregnancy only if the physician has reason-

able cause to believe that an abortion currently is necessary to preserve
the life or health of the pregnant woman.

2. All abortions shall be performed in a hospital or other health care
facility licensed under chapter 449 of NRS.

3. Abortions performed within 24 weeks after the commencement of
the pregnancy shall be pursuant to the prior written consent of the preg-
nant woman if she is 18 years of age or older. If she is under 18 years
of age such abortions shall be pursuant to the prior written consent of a
parent or person in loco parentis, unless she is married or otherwise
emancipated. If she is married, the prior written consent of her husband
shall also be given, unless she is living separate and apart from her hus-
band.

4. Before performing an abortion, the physician shall enter in the
permanent records of the patient the facts on which he based his best
clinical judgment that there is a substantial risk that continuance of the
pregnancy would endanger the life of the mother or would gravely impair
the physical or mental health of the mother.

SEC. 4. 1. The health division of the state department of health, wel-
fare and rehabilitation shall adopt and enforce rules and regulations gov-
erning the conditions under and the methods by which abortions may be
performed, as well as all other aspects pertaining to the performance of
abortions pursuant to section 3 of this act.

2. The health division shall adopt and enforce rules and regulations
for an abortion reporting system. Such system shall be designed to pre-
serve confidentiality of information on the identity of individual women
upon whom abortions are performed. The abortion reporting system may
require that the following items be reported for each abortion:

(a) Date of abortion;
(b) Place of abortion (city, county, and state);
(c) Type of facility;
(d) Place of usual residence of woman (city, county, and state);
(e) Age of woman;
(f) Ethnic group or race;
(g) Marital status;
(h) Number of previous live births;
(i) Number of previous induced abortions;
(j) Duration of pregnancy (as measured from first day of last normal

menses to date of abortion, and as estimated by uterine size prior to per-
formance of the abortion);

(k) Type of abortion procedure; and
(1) In the event a woman has had a previously induced abortion or

abortions, the information in paragraphs (a) to (k), inclusive, or as much
thereof as can be reasonably obtained, for each such previous abortion.

3. The health division may provide rules and regulations to permit
studies of individual abortion cases,, but such studies shall not be per-
mitted unless:
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(a) Absolute assurance is provided that confidentiality of information
on individuals will be preserved;

(b) Informed consent of each individual involved in the study is
obtained in writing;

(c) The study is conducted according to established standards and
ethics; and

(d) The study is related to health problems and has scientific merit
with regard to both design and the importance of the problems to be
solved.

SEC. 5. 1. It is unlawful for any person, firm, partnership, association
or corporation, including a hospital or other health care facility, to adver-
tise in any manner, directly or indirectly, the availability of abortions or
the cost thereof or the conditions under which abortions will be per-
formed.

2. Whenever an abortion procedure results in a live birth, failure to
take all reasonable steps, in keeping with good medical practice, to pre-
serve the life and health of the live born person shall subject the person
performing the abortion to Nevada laws governing criminal liability and
civil liability for wrongful death and medical malpractice.

SEc. 6. Chapter 632 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a
new section which shall read as follows:

1. An employer shall not require a registered nurse, a licensed voca-
tional nurse or any other person employed to furnish direct personal
health service to a patient to participate directly in the induction or per-
formance of an abortion if such employee has filed a written statement
with the employer indicating a moral, ethical or religious basis for refusal
to participate in the abortion.

2. If the statement provided for in subsection 1 of this section is filed
with the employer, the employer shall not penalize or discipline such
employee for declining to participate directly in the induction or perform-
ance of an abortion.

3. The provisioi1of subsections 1 and 2 of this section do not apply
to medical emergency situations.

4. Any person violating the provisions of this section is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

SEc. 7. NRS 200.220 is hereby amended to read as follows:
200.220 Every woman [quick with child] who shall take or use, or

submit to the use of, any drug, medicine or substance, or any instrument
or other means, with intent to [procure her own miscarriage,] terminate
her pregnancy after the 24th week of pregnancy, unless the same is
[necessary to preserve her own life or that of the child whereof she is
pregnant,] performed upon herself upon the advice of a physician acting
pursuant to the provisions of section 3 of this act, and thereby causes
the death of [such child,] the child of such pregnancy, commits man-
slaughter and shall be punished by imprisonment in the state prison fQr
not less than 1 year nor more than 10 years.

SEc. 8. NRS 201.120 is hereby amended to read as follows:
201.120 Every person who [, with intent thereby to produce the

miscarriage of a woman, unless the same is necessary to preserve her
life or that of the child whereof she is pregnant,] shall:
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1. Prescribe, supply or administer to a woman, whether pregnantor not, pr advise or cause her to take any medicine, drug or substance; or2. Use, or cause to be used, any instrument or other means [;] toterminate a pregnancy,-unless done pursuant to the provisions of section3 of this act, or by a woman upon herself upon the advice of a physicianacting pursuant to the provisions of section 3 of this act,shall be guilty of abortion, and punished by imprisonment in the stateprison for not less than 1 year nor more than 10 years.
SEC. 9. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to anyperson, thing or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall notaffect the provisions or application of this act that can be given effectwithout the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions

of this act are declared to be severable.
SEC. 10. This act shall become elective upon pausage and approval.
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NORTH CAROLINA

N. C. Gen. Stat. 614-45.1 (Supp. 1973)

14-45.1. When abortion not unlawful.-(a) Notwithstanding any of
the provisions of G.S. 14-44 and G.S. 14-45, it shall not be unlawful, during the
first 20 weeks of a woman's pregnancy, to advise, procure, or cause a miscarriage
or abortion when the procedure is performed by a physician licensed to practice
medicine ii North Carolina in a hospital or clinic certified by the Department of
Human Resources to be a suitable facility for the performance of abortions.

(b) Notwithstanding any of the provisions of G.S. 14-44 and G:S. 14-45, it shall
not be unlawful, after the twentieth week of a woman's pregnancy, to advise, pro-
cure or cause a miscarriage or abortion when the procedure is performed by a
physician licensed to practice medicine in North Carolina in a hospital licensed by
the Department of Human Resources, if there is substantial risk that continuance
of the pregnancy would threaten the life or gravely impair the health of the woman.

(c) The Department of Human Resources shall prescribe and collect on an an-
nual basis, from hospitals or clinics where abortions are performed, such represen-
tative samplings of statistical summary reports concerning the medical and demo-

graphic characteristics of the abortions provided for in this section as it shall deem
to be in the public interest. Hospitals or clinics where abortions are performed shall
be responsible for providing these statistical summary reports to the Department
of Human Resources. The reports shall be for statistical purposes only and the
confidentiality of the patient relationship shall be protected.

(d) The requirements of G.S. 130-43 are not applicable to abortions performed
pursuant to this section.

(e) Nothing in this section. shall require a physician licensed to practice medi-

cine in North Carolina or any nurse who shall state an objection to abortion on
moral, ethicl, or religious grounds, to perform or participate in medical pro-
cedure which result in an abortion. The refusal of such physician to perform

or participate in these medical procedures shall not be a basis for damages for
such refusal, or for any disciplinary or any other recriminatory action against
such physician.

(f) Nothing in this section shall require a hospital or other health care institu-

tion to perform an abortion or to provide abortion services. (1967, c. 367, s. 2;
1971. c. 383, ss. 1. 1 /: 1973, c. 139: c. 476, s. 128; c. 711.)
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NORTH DAKOTA

Ch. 116, 19 [1973] N.D. Laws 260

SECTION 19.) Chapter 12.1-19 of the North Dakota Century

Code is hereby created- and enacted to read as follows:

12.1-19-01. PROCURING AN ABORTION - PUNISHMENT.)

Every person who administers to any pregnant woman, or who prescribes

for any such woman, or who advises or procures any such woman

to take, any medicine, drug, or substance, or uses or employs,

or procures or advises the use, of any instrument or other means
w hatever , with intent thereby to procure the miscarriage of such
woman, unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, shall

be guilty of a class C felony.

12.1-19,02. ABORTION - IF MOTHER OR CHILD DIES - PUNISH-

MENT.) Every person .who administers to any woman pregnant with

a quick child, or who prescribes for such woman, or who advises

or procures any such woman to take, any medicine, drug, or substance

whatever, or who uses or employs, or procures or advises the use,

of any instrument or other means with intent thereby to destroy such

child, unless the same shall have been necessary to preserve the

life of such mother, in case the death of the child or of the mother

is produced thereby, is guilty of a class B felony.

12.1-19-03. KILLING UNBORN QUICK CHILD IN PERFORMING

ABORTION -PUNISHMENT.) The willful killing of an unborn quick
child by an injury committed upon the person of the mother of such

child, and not prohibited in the preceding section, is a class B felony.

12.1-19-04. SOLICITING OR SUBMITTING TO ATTEMPT AT

ABORTION - PUNISHMENT.) Every woman who solicits of any person

any medicine, drug, or substance whatever and takes the same,
or who submits to any operation or to the use of any means whatever,
with intent thereby to procure a miscarriage, unless the same is
necessary to preserve her life, shall be guilty of a class A misdemeanor.

12.1-19-05. CONCEALING STILLBIRTH OR DEATH OF INFANT -
PUNISHMENT.) Every woman who endeavors either by herself or
by .the aid of others to conceal the stillbirth of an issue of her body ,
or the death of any issue under the age of two years, shall be guilty
of a class A misdemeanor.

12.1-19-06. CONCEALING STILLBIRTH OR DEATH OF CHILD -
SECOND OFFENSE - PUNISHMENT .) Every woman who, having been
convicted of endeavoring to conceal the birth of any issue of her
body or the death of any such issue under the age of two years,
subsequently to such conviction endeavors to conceal any such birth
or -death of issue of her body, shall be guilty of a class C felony.
Every person convicted in any other state or country of this offense
shall be punished for any subsequent conviction in this state to the
same extent as if the first conviction had taken place in a court
of this state.

12.1-19-07. ABORTION - TESTIMONY OF PERSON INJURED
MUST BE CORROBORATED.) Upon a trial for procuring or attempting
to procure an abortion, or aiding or assisting therein, the defendant
cannot be convicted upon the testimony of the person upon whom
the abortion was performed unless her testimony is corroborated
by other evidence.
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Oh. 215 [19731 14. D. Laws 536

CHAPTER 215

HOUSE BILL NO. 1533
(Committee on Delayed Bills)

(Atkinson)

PARTICIPATION IN ABORTIONS

AN ACT to provide that participation in the performance of an
abortion is not mandatory, and declaring an' emergency.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA:

SECTION 1. PARTICIPATION IN ABORTION - NOT MANDATORY.)
No hospital, physician, nurse, hospital employee, nor any other
person, shall be under any duty, by law or contract, nor shall
such hospital or person in any circumstances be required to
participate in the performance of an abortion, if such hospital
or person objects to such abortion. No such person or institu-
tion shall be discriminated against because he or they so object.

SECTION 2. EMERGENCY.) This Act is hereby declared to
be an emergency and shall be in full force and effect from and
after its passage and approval.

Approved March 21, 1973
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RHODE ISLAND

R. I. Gen. Laws Ann. 11-3-1 et seq. (See Doe v. Israel, 358 F. Supp. 1193, 11<j
N. 1 (D. R. I. 1973))

"73-S 237 Substitute 'A'

Original introduced by--
Senators Taylor, Chaves, Mc-
Kenna, Maida, Canulla, Da-
Ponte and Cast ro

Ordered Printed by--
House of Representatives

Referred to--
Senate Committee on Judiciary

Date Printed--
March 7, 1973

State of Rhode Island and ?rovidence Plantations

JANUARY SESSION, A.. i973

AN ACT Reiating to Abortions.

'r reas , The 'up rome court of the United
S atcs'or. Manua: 22, i5%73, recognized and
aci:nowcdcged that state Yagulaision is appro-pr iate - in ny dec!s ions to :erminate pregnancy;
and '+:
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whereas, Said.court found that a
state may properly assert its interests
in safeguarding life, in maintaining
medical standards, and in protecting life
in the proper exercise of its -governmental
functions; and

Whereas, Any right of privacy regarding
decis ions to terminate pregnancy is not an
absolute right and must be considered in
the l igh: of important state interests in
the regulation of such decisions; and

Whereas, The state of Rhode Island
has a legitimate and important interest
in preserving and protecting the life of
pregnant women and in protecting all human
life; and

Whereas, The state of Rhode Island,
in its fulfillment of its legitimate
function of protecting the well-being of
all persons within its borders, hereby
declares that in the furtherance of the
public policy of said state, human life
and, in fact, a person within the language
and meaning of the fourteenth amendment
to the constitution of the United States,
commences to exist at tree instant of con-
ccption; now, therefore,

It is enacted by the General Assembly as
follows:

Section 1. Chapter 11-3 of the general
laws entitled 'Abortion' is hereby repealed
in its enti rety.

Sec. 2. Title 11 of the general laws
t entitled 'Criminal offenses' is hereby

amended by adding thereto the following
chapter:
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'CHAPTER 3
'Abort ion

'1i-3-i. PROCURING, COUNSELING OR
ATTEMPTING MISCAR IAGE. -- Every person
who, with the intent to procure the mis-
carriage of any pregnant woman or woman
supposed ay such person to be pregnant,
unless the same be necessary to preserve
her life, s;.aii administer to her or
cause to be taken by her any poison or
octner noxious tning, or shial l use any
instrument or other means whatsoever or ;, .
shall aid, assist or counsel any person
so intending to procure a miscarriage,
shall if tne woman die in consequence
thereof, be imprisoned not exceeding
twenty (20) years nor less than five (5)
years, and if she does not die in conse-
quence thereof, shall be imprisoned not
exceeding seven (7) years nor less than
one (1) year; provided that the woman whose
miscarriage shall have been caused or
attempted shall not be liable to the
penalties prescribed by this section.

'1- 3-2. ChARGED IN SAME
INDICTMENT. -- dny person who shall be
indicted for the murder of any infant
child, or of any ?regnari woman, or of
any. woman supposed by such person to be
or to have been rognant, ;ay also be
charged in the same indictment with any
or all the offenses mentioned in section
11-3-1, and if the jury shall acquit such
person on the charge of murder and find
him guilty of the other offenses or
either of them, judgment and sentence
may be awarded against him accordingly.

'11-3-3. &Y iNG DECLRAT IONS ADMISSIBLE.
- - In prosecut ions for say of t he offenses
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described in section 11-3-1, in which the
death of a woman is alleged to have re-
suited from the means therein described,
dying declarations of the deceased woman
shall be admissible as evidence, as in
homicide cases.

'11-3-4. CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION
OF SECT ON 11-3-1. -- It shall be con-clusively presumed, in any action concerning
the construction, appi icacion or val idity
of section 11-3- i, that human l ife commences
at the Instant of conception and that said
human life at said instant of conception
is a person within the language and meaning
of the fourteenth amendment of the consti-
tut ion of the United States, and that mis-
carriage at any time after the instant of
conception caused by the administration
of any poison or other noxious thing or
the use of any instrument or other means
shall be a violation of said section11-3-1, unless the same be necessary to
preserve the life of a woman who is pregnant.

'1l-3-. CON!STITUTiONALITY. -- If
any part, clause or -suctior, of this act
shall be declared invalid or unconstitu-
tional by a court o- competent jurisdiction,
the validity of the reamin ng provisions,
parts or sections shall not be affected.'

Sec. 3. This act shall take effect
upon passage."
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SOUTH DAKOTA

Ch. 146 [1973] S. D. Laws 206

CHAPTER 146

(H.B. 820)

REVISING CRIMINAL ABORTION LAWS

AN ACT Entitled, An Act to regulate the procuring or performing of abortions, to repeal
and reenact SDCL 22-16-18, 22-17-1, and 22-17-2, providing penalties for violation
thereof, and declaring an emergency.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of South Dakota:

Section 1. Terms as used in this Act unless the context otherwise
requires, mean:

(1) "Abortion," the termination of human pregnancy with an
intention other than to produce a live birth or to remove a dead
fetus;

(2) "Physician," a person licensed under the provisions of chapter
36-4 or a physician practicing medicine or osteopathy in the
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employ of the government of the United States or of this state.

Section 2. An 'abortion may be performed in this state only if it isperformed:

(1) By a physician during the first twelve weeks of pregnancy. Theabortion decision and its effectuation must be left to themedical judgment of the pregnant woman's attending physicianduring the first twelve weeks of pregnancy;
(2) Following the twelfth week of pregnancy and through thetwenty-fourth week of pregnancy by a physician only in ahospital licensed under the provisions of chapter 34-12 or in ahospital operated by the United States, this state, or anydepartment, agency or political subdivision of either or in thecase of hospital facilities not being available, in the licensedphysician's medical clinic or office of practice subject to therequirements of sections 3 of this Act;
(3) Following the twenty-fourth week of pregnancy by a physicianonly -in a. hospital authorized under subdivision (2) of thissection and only if there is appropriate and reasonable medicaljudgment that performance of an abortion is necessary topreserve the life or health of the mother.

Section 3. Any abortion performed under the provisions of subdivi-sions (2) and (3) of section 2 of this Act shall be performed only in a facilitywhich has a blood bank or a sufficient supply of blood immediately availableand such facilities shall provide for Rhesus factor (Rh) testing and Rho-gam,Gammulin or any other product of equivalency innoculations shall berequired for women undergoing abortion who have the Rh-negative factor.
Section 4. Any facility or physician performing abortions in this stateshall report to the state department of health information as follows:
(1). Total number of abortions performed;

(2) Method of abortion used in each abortion performed;

(3) Complete pathology reports giving period of gestation offetuses, presence of abnormality, and measurements of fetuses,if the facility where th" abortion is performed is so equipped tocomplete such reports;

(4) Numbers of maternal deaths. due directly or indirectly toabortions; and

(5) Reports of all follow-up, including short- and long- termcomplications in the woman due to abortion;
(6) No report made under this section shall include the name of anywoman receiving an abortion.

Section 5. Experimentation with fetuses without written consent ofthe woman shall be prohibited.

Section 6. Prior to the performance of any abortion, the woman upon
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whom the abortion is to be performed shall give her written consent to such
abortion stating that she is having the abortion of her own free will, and the
physician or facility where the abortion is to be performed shall retain such
consent. If the pregnant woman is an unmarried minor said prior written
consent shall also be obtained from her parent or person in loco parentis. If
the pregnant woman is a married minor said prior written consent shall be
obtained from her husband as well as herself.

Section 7. No physician, nurse or other person who refuses to
perform or assist in the performance of an abortion shall be liable to any
person for damages arising from that refusal.

Section 8. No physician, nurse or other person who performs or
refuses to perform or assist in the performance of an abortion shall, because
of that performance or refusal, be dismissed, suspended, demoted, or
otherwise prejudiced or damaged by a hospital or other medical facility with
which he is affiliated or by which he is employed.

No hospital licensed pursuant to the provisions of chapter 34-12 is
required to admit any patient for the purpose of terminating a pregnancy
pursuant to the provisions of this Act. No hospital is liable for its failure or
refusal to participate in such termination if the hospital has adopted a policy
not to admit patients for the purpose of terminating pregnancies as provided
in this Act.

No county or municipal hospital is authorized to adopt a policy of
excluding or denying admission to any person seeking termination of a
pregnancy pursuant to the provisions of this Act.

Section 9. No counselor, social worker or anyone else who may be in
such a position where the abortion question may appear as a part of their
work day routine, shall be liable to any person for damages allegedly arising
from advising or helping.to arrange for or for refusal to arrange or encourage
abortion, and there shall be no retaliation from any agency or institution
with which such person may be affiliated or by which he may be employed.

Section 10. All physicians performing abortipns and facilities wherein
abortions are performed shall make available to all women seeking abortions
from them, upon request, information concerning professional social service
and counseling service agencies in the state which provide a full spectrum of
alternative solutions for problem pregnancies.

Section 1i. Whenever an abortion procedure results in a live birth, a
birth certificate shall be issued certifying the birth of said live born person
even though said live person may thereafter die in a short time. In the event
death does ensue after a short time, a death certificate shall be issued; both
the birth and death certificates shall be issued pursuant to law and rules and
regulations of the state department of health. Whenever such live born
person survives, the facts and circumstances involving such abortion
procedure shall be considered as relevant and material evidence in any
proceeding under chapter 26-8 to terminate parental rights or to adjudicate
such live born person as a dependent or neglected child; and the state
department of public welfare is hereby authorized to commence any such
proceeding.

Section 12. Any person who performs, procures or advises an
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abort ion other than authorized by this Act is guilty of a violation of this Act
and, upon conviction thereof, may be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding
S1.000 or to imprisonment in the state penitentiary not exceeding five years
Or in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by both fine and
imprisonment.

Section 13. Every person who willfully kills any unborn human fetus
b any injury committed upon the person of the mother of such unborn
human fetus not hereinbefore specifically allowed by this Act, is guilty of a
h'loniy and upon conviction thereof shall be punishable by imprisonment in
the state penitentiary for not less than four years.

Section 14. That 22-16-18 be repealed and reenacted to read as
follows:

22-16-18. Every person who administers to any woman pregnant with
a quick child, or who prescribes for such woman, or advises or procures any
such woman to take any medicine, drug, or substance whatever, or advises or
procures any such woman to use or employ, or to have used or employed,
any instrument or other means, with intent thereby to destroy such child,.
unless the same shall have been necessary to preserve the life of such mother,
in case the death of the child or of the mother is thereby produced; or who
willfully kills any unborn quick child by an injury committed upon the
person of the mother of such child and not hereinbefore prohibited, is guilty
of manslaughter in the first degree.

Section 15. That 22-17-1 be repealed and reenacted to read as
follows:

22-17-1. Every person who administers to any pregnant woman or
who prescribes for aniy such woman or advises or procures any such woman
to take any medicine, drug, or substance or uses or employs any instrument
or other means with intent thereby to procure the miscarriage or abortion of
such woman, unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, is punishable
by imprisonment in the state penitentiary not exceeding three years or in a
county jail not exceeding one year.

Section 16. That 22-17-2 be repealed and reenacted to read as
follows:

22-17-2. Every woman who solicits of any person any medicine, drug,
or substance and takes the same or who submits to any operation or to the
use of any means with intent thereby to procure a miscarriage or abortion,
unless the same is necessary to preserve her life, is punishable by
imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year or by a fine not
exceeding one thousand dollars or both.

Section 17. The effective date of sections 14, 15 and 16 of this Act
shall be that specific date upon which the states are given exclusive authority
to regulate abortion. Upon that same date the provisions of section 1 to 12,
inclusive, of this Act, are repealed.

Section 18. If a part of this Act is invalid, all valid parts that are
severable from the invalid part remain in effect. If a part of this Act is invalid
in one or more of its applications, the part remains in effect in all valid
applications that are severable from the invalid applications.

Section 19. Whereas, this Act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public pace, health or safety, an emergency it hereby
declared to exist, and this Act dhaI be in ful fecs and effect from and after
its passage and approval.

A proved March 28, 1973.
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TENNESSEE

Ch. 235 [1973] Tenn. Law

SENATE BILL NO. 725

By Henry, Person, Davis, Roberson

Substituted for: House Bill No. 958

By Ellis, Weldon

AN ACT to amend Temiemee Code Annotated, Seton 39.301. reladie tohn e ement. of the crimes of criminal abortion and attempt topocu emnal iscarriage; to provide for the lepilty of abortionand attempt to procure miscarriage tn certain circuntane.; and torepeal Tenna es Code Annotated, Section 39-302.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OFTHE STATE OF TENNESSl(E:

SECTION 1. Tennessee Code Annotated, Section39-301, is amended by deleting the present language ofthat section in its entirety and substituting in lieuthereof the following:

a. For the purpose of this section "abortion" isdefined .as the administration to any womanpregnant with child, whether such child be quick ornot, of any medicine, drug, or substance whatever,or the use or employment of any instrument, orother means whatever, with the intent to destroysuch child, thereby destroying such child before itsbirth.

b. For the purpose of this section "attempt toprocure a miscarriage" means the administration ofany substance with the intention to procure themiscarriage of a woman or the use or employmentof any instrument or other means with sch intent.

c. Every person who performs an abortion isguilty of the crime of criminal abortion and shall bepunished by imprisonment in the penitentiary fornot less than one (1) nor more than five (5) yearsunless such abortion is performed in compliancewith the requirements of subsection e.

d. Every person who attempts to procure amiscarriage shall be guilty of the crime of attempt toprocure criminal 'miscarriage and shall be punishedby imprisonment in the penitentiary for not lessthan one (1) nor more than three (3) years unlesssuch attempt to procure a miscarriage is performedin compliance with the requirements of subsection2. Every person who compels, coerces, or exercises
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duress in any form with regard to any other per onin order to obtain or procure an abortion on anyfem(la shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
being found guilty of such offense shall be punished
by a fine of not less than five hundred dolars
($500.00) nor more than one thousand dollars
($1,000.00) or imprisoned for not less than ten (10)days nor more than eleven (11) months andtwenty-nine (29) days or both in the discretion ofthe trial judge.

e. No person shall be guilty of a criminal
abortion or an attempt to procure criminal
miscarriage when an abortion or an attempt toprocure a miscarriage is performed under thefollowing circumstances:

1. During the first three (3) months of
pregnancy, if the abortion or attempt to procure amiscarriage is performed with the pregnant woman's
consent and pursuant to the medical judgment ofthe 'pregnant woman's attending physician who islicensed or certified under Title 63, Chapter 6 or

Chapter 9 of this Code, or

2. After three (3) months, but before viabilityof the fetus, if the abortion or attempt to procure amiscarriage is performed with the pregnant woman's
consent and in a hospital as defined in Section53-1301 of this Code, licensed by the department of
public health, or a hospital operated by the state ofTennessee or a branch of the federal government, bythe pregnant woman's attending physician, who islicensed or certified under Title 63, Chapter 6 or

Chapter 9 of this Code pursuant to his medical
judgment, or

3. During viability of the fetus, if the abortion
or attempt to procure a miscarriage, is performed
with the pregnant woman's consent and by the *
pregnant woman's attending physician, who islicensed or certified under Title 63, Chapter 6, or
Chapter 9 of this Code; and, if all the circumstances
and provisions required for a lawful abortion orlawful attempt to procure a miscarriage during theperiod set out in part 2 of this subsection, nextabove, are adhered to; and if, prior to the abortionor attempt to procure a miscarriage the said
physician shall have certified in writing to the
hospital in which the abortion or attempt to procure
a miscarriage is to be performed, that in his best
medical judgment, after proper examination, review
of history, and such consultation as may be required
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by either the rules and regulations of the state
lh cital. liensing board promulgated pursuant to
S1Itiro 53-IJ1() of this Code, or the administration
of the hospital involved, or both, the abortion or

ernmpt to procure a miscarriage is necessary to
preserve the life or health of the mother, and shall
have filed a copy of the certificate with the District
Attorney General of the judicial circuit wherein the
abortion or attempt to procure a miscarriage is to be
performed.

f. No abortion shall be performed on any
pregnant woman unless such woman first produces
evidence satisfactory to the physician performing
the abortion that she is a bona fide resident of
Tennessee. Evidence to support such claim of
residence shall be noted in the records kept by the
physician and, if the abortion is performed in a
hospital, in the records kept by the hospital.
Violation of this subsection shall be punished as
provided by subsection c.

SECTION 2. A physician performing an abortion
shall keep a record of each such operation and shall
make a report to the commissioner of public health with
respect thereto at such time and in such form as the
commissioner may reasonably prescribe. Each such
record and report shall be confidential in nature and
shall be inaccessible to the public.

SECTION 3. Tennessee Code Annotated, Section
39-302, is repealed.

SECTION 4. No physician shall be required to
perform an abortion and no person shall be required to
participate in the performance of an abortion. No.
hospital shall be required to permit abortions to be
performed therein.

SECTION 5. No section of this bill shall be
construed to force a hospital to accept a patient for an
abortion operation.

SECTION 6. It is not the legislative intent to
authorize or condone the practice of abortion. This actis in acknowledgement of an action by the United States
Supreme Court apparently creating a void in Tennessee
law regarding abortions and is intended to prevent the
performance of unauthorized, unsafe, indiscriminate
abortions.

SECTION 7. If any provision of this act or the
application thereof to any person or circumstance is -
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held Invalid, such invalidity shall not affect otherprovisions or applications of the act which can be giveneffect without the invalid provision or application, and
to that end the provisions of this act are declared to be
severable.

SECTION 8. This Act shall take effect on becoming
a law, the public welfare requiring it.

PASSED: May 4, 1973

SPEAKER OF THE SENATE
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UTAH

Utah (ode Ann. 76-7-301 to 76-7-320 (Supp. 1973)

Abortion

76-7-301. Definition.-As used in this part:

(T) The word "abortion" means the termination of human pregnancy

with an intent other than to produce a live birth or to remove a dead fetus,

and includes all procedures undertaken to kill a live fetus and includes all

procedures undertaken to produce a miscarriage.

(3) The word "hsitial" means a gneical doltl licensed to Iesfile
'ic'Iiii' and surgery in all branches thereof in this state, or a physician

+n the employment'of the government of the United Mtates who is similarly

(3) The word "hospital" means a general hospital licensed by the state 4
department of health according to Utah Code Annotated 1953, Title 26,

lI apter 15, and includes a clinic or other medical facility to the extent that

such clinic or other medical facility provides equipment and personnel

sufficient in quantity and quality to provide the same degree of safety to

the pregnant woman and the fetus as would be provided for the particular

medical procedures undertaken by a general hospital licensed by the state

department of health. It shall be the responsibility of the state department

of health to determine if such clinic or other medical facility so qualifies.

History: C. 1953, 76-7-301, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-301.

76-7-302. Circumstances under which abortion authorized.-An abortion

may be performed in this state only under the following circumstances:

(1) if performed by a physician; and
(2) If performed ninety days or more after the commencement of the

pregnancy, it is performed in a hospital; and
(3) If performed when the fetus is sufficiently developed to have any

reasonable possibility of survival outside its mother's womb, the abortion is

necessary to save the life of the pregnant woman or to prevent serious and

permanent damage to her physical health.

History: C. 1953, 76-7-302, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-302.

76-7-303. Medical reasons required for abortion.-No abortion may be

performed in this state unless, in the best clinical judgment of the pregnant

woman's attending physician, there is sufficient medical reasons therefor.

If the abortion is performed within the first ninety days of corninencemient
of pregnancy, such medical reason shall be sufficient if in the attending

physician's best clinical judgment the abortion is necessary tV preserve the

life, physical or mental health of the pregnant woman. If he abortion is

performed 91 days or more after 'the eointn 1c(1 -wn ;;nty

such medical reason shall be sufficient if in the attii- y.vsic i's b+ hS

clinical judgment the abortion is necessary to preserve +1 , r ! r ysi( 1

health of the pregnant woman. If the abortion perf'rmed s Illyts or
more after the commencement of pregnancy, such mid '{ i i-rc shal be

sufficient if in the attending physician's best. clinical "d; i nt, c (on

curred in by two consulting physicians, the abortion s i-ess:irv to save
the life of the pregnant woman or to prevent serious and Ii'rlanent (amuar th
to her physical health.

History: C. 1953, 76-7-303, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-303.

76-7-304. Consent requirements for abortion.-Insniuh 1 va rious per

sons have an interest in and through an unborn ch1 il, hwor ic abortion

77 " "'n {;~h~n~u+ Inn:!;'1;u + n+n.;prypm ta!';rtppf !sn tt N ! 11ti lr! .miprurrr :c+ o , , ,,.,; q(ii+i ill '. IIi"n
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atay be peror met~tid wr-it".1 's. -t li, 1fhe i e by h e o ' i - t n }s- . t to th e . lr f ''-iim a -1 o f suc(1 h a bo rtio n 1m is tte owg ir1dvidtualk
() 1or n all(aS such ense rlust be give, y h

the abortion is to be performedtis mr-(2) If the Woman Upon whom the abortion s ob pr r..ismrried at the time of the performance of tthe aborto, be isi.~rtwist iiius
given by her husband.te abortion, Such co emust be

(3) If the woman upon whom the abortimarried at the time of conception but was l orie betis be p nrf tor ed was

the time that the abortion is to be performiel b " beotiste conception and

by her husband at the time of conception ,
(4) If the pregnant woman is unmarried and under-eighteen years ofage, such consent must be gvnbyteprnso uadian ofghsuch reg-

nant woman. or guardian of such preg-

(5) In all cases, consent must be given by the father of the fetus.er is unknown or cannot be located, the pregnant womanmust file with the court at the time of the hearing specified intsection an affadavit under oath so stating, and showing he iu the next
she has taken all reasonable efforts to identify him r tthe court that

(6) In all other cases not covered by subsections (2), (3), (4), and (5)above, application must be made to the district court for consent to theperformance of such abortion.
History: 0. 1953, 76-7-304, enacted byL. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-304.

76-7-305. Hearing on abortion--~.Notice and procedureEcpintrequirement for hearing...(I) Before an abortionprocedure-xception to
judicial hearing must be held after notice to the father and grandparentsof the fetus, the parents or guardian of the mother of t ifrtemother is unmarried and under eighteen years ofhae feand i the utattorney. The hearing may be before adstrit cortege, and the county

Yh aoudiytricthcourthor juvenile court inthe county in which the pregnant woman resides, and maybadncdoany judicial calendar. If the court finds that t fate of theadvanced on
known or cannot be located, and thh ahro h fetus is un-ko lor canot bdeloated, nd that reasonable efforts have been madeto locate him or identify him, notice to him may be waived. Notice to the
vising the father of his right to acknowledge the child a statement ad-
thereby acquire parental rights.

(2) At such a hearing, findings must be made to the following:(a) Whether all required consentswere given freely while t personwhose consent is required was in a state of mind to act voluntarily
(b) Whether the pregnant woman has been advised of the availabilityof adoptive parents for her child;
(c) Whether she has been advised that prospectiveare willing to pay all of the expenses of the pregnte adoptive parents

and the birth of her child; pregnant woman's maternity
(d) Whether the pregnant woman is fully informed aof fetal development and the details of abortion roedurs to the details

sible civil liabilities that she may incur.nprocedures, and the pos.
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(P) If the court finds in the negative as to (2) (a or 00 ahirn
iav be performed; if the court finds in the negat K K b e), or
1; a hove, ho aliortioji may be performed until sueth m trm a has beenprovided the pregnant woman under the direction of the i

(.1 if the procedures provided by this section are n. couipied) 11prior to the performance of an abortion, either panW i e i unhorniius shall have i cause of action for wrongful death aga i6 ; ;1phi'siea
reaii: tli' ab4l nortin, the right to which cause of atin ''a Eun of lhe

ie lpril aies or this section shall not, apply il it 'a mof a
asrt ion eclssay to save Itho life of the pregnant wonr or to preer'ios and permanent damage to her lphysical health.

.tti1irr: C, 1 n , 7i-7 ::1n>, enacted by

7-R6 )h( titan, hospital employee, or hospital not e:$td p
w1a4' l ifv,' -( 1) A physician, or any other person fo i ra not

a d with the stal of a hospital, or any empio-ee I'f a ha i1 U ii6:1 in aortion has been authorized, who shall state an ohjei in
eih abr;ai on moral or religious grounds shall not h rein ired toarti i aii 1 tue medical procedures which will result in the abor'ion, and

itlrsi.at o any such person to participate therein shall n t form tl'
his of any olaim for damages on account of such refusal or r any disc
hirliiary or recriminatory action against such person, nor -hall any moral,r religious scruples or objections to abortions be the sron:I >r any di-

erimination in hiring in this state.
(2) Nothing in this part shall require a hospital 1, a0 a any patient

under the provisions hereof for the purpose of having an abortion.
(3) Nothing in this part shall require a private hospital to admit anypatient under the provisions hereof for the purpose of having an abortion.
(4) Nothing in this part shall require a denominational hospital toadmit any patient under the provisions hereof for the purpose of having an

abortion.
History: C. 1953, 76-7-306, enacted byL. 1973, chi. 196, 76-7-306.

76-7-307. Actions by persons having justiciable interest in child-
Damages.-(1) Any person or the legal representative of any person whois entitled (or who would be entitled if the child had been born alive) tobring an action for prenatal injuries or wrongful death or who could haveinherited from the child if it were born living and then died, or who other-wise would have a justiciable interest in or through the life of the childwere it born living, may maintain an action for wrongful death, or thetermination of rights to real or personal property, or an action for danlages
for the violation of any other justiciable interest., against any person whosuffers or performs an abortion, which is not necessary to save the life ofthe pregnant woman or prevent serious and permanent damage to her physi-cal health.

"W_ TM W-T7,51r"ItM71it
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(2) A person awarded damages under section 76-7-307 (1), may recover

in such action three times the damages found by the court or jury to ac-

crue to such person by reason of such abortion.
(3) If an abortion is performed in violation of this part, punitive

damages and costs, including a reasonable attorney's fee, may be added to

any such damages award.
History: 0. 1953, 76-7-307, enacted by

L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-307.

76-7-308. Actions by father, grandfather or grandmother.-In addition
to all causes of action specified in the foregoing section, the father, grand-

father or grandmother of any aborted fetus may maintain an action against

the mother of the fetus and/or against the persons performing or assisting

in the performance of an abortion not necessary to save the life of the

pregnant woman or prevent serious and permanent damage to her physical

health, for damages, including loss of care, comfort and society.
History: 0. 1953, 76-7-308, enacted by

L. 1973, ch.. 196, 76-7-308.

76-7-309. Medical procedure where fetus sufficiently developed.-If an
abortion is performed when the fetus is sufficiently developed to have any

reasonable possibility of survival outside its mother's womb, the medical pro-

cedure used must be that procedure which in the medical judgment of the

physician will give such fetus the best chance of survival, and no medical

procedure designed to kill or injure such fetus may be used.
History: 0. 1953, 76-7-309, enacted by

L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-309.

76-7-310. Medical skills to preserve life of fetus.-The physician per-

forming any abortion must use all of his medical skills to promote, pre-

serve and maintain the life of any fetus sufficiently developed to have any

reasonable possibility of survival outside its mother's womb.

History: C. 1953, 76-7-310, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-310.

76-7-311. Child surviving abortion deemed ward of state.-Any child.
surviving an abortion shall become a ward of the state and the mother of

such child and a father who has consented to such abortion shall have no

parental rights with regard to such child.
History: C. 1953, 76-7-311, enacted by

L. 1973, ch. 196, 78-7-311.

76-7-312. Experimentation with live fetuses prohibited.-Live fetuses
may not be used for experimentation.

History: 0. 1953, 76-7-312, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-312.

76-7-313. Soliciting abortions or selling and buying fetuses prohibited.-
The soliciting of abortions, advertising for abortions, selling,. buying, of-

i i to sill m1 111oflerinlg to l)fly etHses are prohibited.
History: C. 1953, 76-7-313, enacted by

L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-313.
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76-7-314. Public assistance grants or state funds not used for abortions-Abortion not a condition to receipt of assistance.-No public asistancegrant, medical or otherwise, may be used for an abortion. No state funds
may be used, expended or paid for abortions except where an abortion isnecessary to save the life of the pregnant woman or to prevent serious and
permanent damage to her physical health. The obtaining of an abortion
may not be a condition to the receipt of public assistance in any form, norshall any person intimidate or coerce any person to obtain an abortion inconnection with any public assistance program.

History: 0. 1953, 76-7-314, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-314.

76-7-315. Physician's report to state department of health.-In orderfor the state department of health to maintain necessary statistical infor-
mation and in order to' ensure enforcement of the provisions of this actkiVi'
any physician performing an abortion must obtain and record in writingthe following information: The age of the pregnant woman; her maritalstatus and residence; the number of previous abortions performed on her;the medical reason necessitating the abortion; the hospital or other facility
where performed; the weight in grams of the fetus aborted; the patho-logical description of the fetus; the given menstrual age of the fetus; themeasurements; and the medical procedure used. Said information, to-gether with all written consents required for the abortion and a certifica-tion by the physician that the fetus was or was not capable of survival out-side of the mother's womb, must be filed by the physician with the statedepartment of health within ten days after the abortion.

History: C. 1953, 76-7-315, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-315.

76-7-316. Injunctive relief in connection with abortion.-Any personmay apply to the district court for injunctive relief to enforce any provi-sions of this act or to preserve any rights in connection with any abortionproposed, contemplated or threatened.
History: 0. 1953, 76-7-316, enacted by

L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-316.

76.7-317. Violations of abortion laws--Classifications.--(1) Any per-son who performs or procures or supplies the means for an abortion otherthan authorized by this chapter is guilty of a felony of the second degree.
(a) A violation of sections 76-7-319 [76-7-309], 76-7-310, 76-7-311. 76-7-312, 76-7-313, or 76-7-314 of this part is a felony of the third degree.

History: . 1953, 76-7-317, enacted by was inserted by the compiler to indicateL. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-317. an apparent error.
Compiler's NTotes. This section did not contain a subsec.

The bracketed reference to "76-7-309" (2) or a subd. (b).

76-7-318. Violation by physician as basis for disciplinary action.-1naddition to any other penalties, a violation of any section of this part by aphysician may be the basis for tIisciplinary action against the physician

1'
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fiI

for unprofessional conduct under the provisions of 'tah Code Annotated
1953, section 58-12-35.

History: C. 1953, 76-7-318, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-318.

76-7-319. Laws applicable to abortion to save life or prevent damage
to physical health of woman.-In the event of an abortion performed to save
the life of the pregnant woman, or to prevent serious and permanent dam-
age to her physical health, no provision of this act shall apply except see-
tions 76-7-301, 76-7-302, 76-7-304 (1) through (5), 76-7-306, 76-7-310, 76-7-
315 and 76-7-320.

History: 0. 1963, 76-7-319, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-319. ,

76-7-320. Separability clause.-If any one or more provision, section,
subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or word of this part or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is found to be unconstitutional, the
same is hereby declared to be severable and the balance of this part shall
remain effective notwithstanding such unconstitutionality. The legislature
hereby declares that it would have passed this part, and each provision, sec-
tion, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or word thereof, irrespective of
the fact that any one or more provision, section, subsection, sentence, clause,
phrase or word be declared unconstitutional.

History: 0. 1953, 76-7-320, enacted by
L. 1973, ch. 196, 76-7-320.
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VIRGINIA

Ch. 477 [1973] Va. Acts 1021

CHAPTER 477

An Act to amend and reenact 32-298, as amended, of the Code of Virginiarelating to defintions of terms on health services.

[H 1100]

Approved March 20, 1973

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
1. That 32-298, as amended, of the Code of Virginia be amended andreenacted as follows:

32-298. Definitions.-As used in this chapter unless a differentmeaning or construction is clearly required by the context or otherwise :(1) "Person" means and includes individual, partnership asstion, trust, corporation, municipality, county, and local governmentalagencies, and any other legal or commercial entity and every- manager orolperator of a hospital embraced in this chapter, as requisite, excepting theSUnited States, its departments and employees, and agencies thereof solelyowned or directly controlled by it;
(2) "Hospital" means any institution, place, building or agency by

or in which facilities for any accommodation are maintained, furnished,
conducted, operated or offered for the hospitalization of two or more
nonrelated mentally or physically sick or injured persons, or for the care
of two or more nonrelated persons requiring or receiving medical, surgical
or nursing attention or service as acute, chronic., convalescents, aged,
disabled or crippled patients, including, but not to the exclusion of other
particular kinds with varying nomenclature or designation, ordinary
hospitals, out-patient surgical hospitals (which term shall not include theoffice or offices of one or more physicians or surgeons unless such office'
or offices are used principally for performing surgery), sanatoriums,
sanitariums, rest homes, infirmaries and other related institutions and
undertakings, including institutions solely for care or treatment of personsaddicted to the use of alcohol but exclusive of maternity hospitals to theextent same are included within the scope of the provisions of Chapter
10 (5 32-147 et seq.) of this title, so long as the licensing, inspection andsupervisory provisions thereof remain in full force and effect but no longer,
and exclusive of dispensary or first aid facilities maintained by any com-mercial or industrial plant, educational institution or convent, and exclu-
sive of those institutions now or hereafter subject to control of the StateHospital Board, or medical or educational institutions of the State, andexclusive also of any home for indigent aged persons owned or operated
by a county, city or town, or by two or more political subdivisions jointly;(3) "Board" means the State Board of Health;

(4) "Commissioner" means the State Health Commissioner;
(5) "Nonrelated" means not related by blood or marriage; ascendingor descending or first degree full or half collateral.
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WYOMING

Wyo. Stat. Ann. 6-77. 1 to 6-83. 5 (Supp. 1973)

Miscellaneous Ofenses.

# 6-77.1. Definition.-As used in this act [ 6-77.1 to 6-77.41, the word

"person" includes one or more individuals, partnerships, associations and corpora-

tions. (Laws 1973, ch. 163, 1.)

6-77.2. Right to refuse to participate in action causing death of

human fetus or embryo.-All persons have the right to refuse t 10 'I) y
act or thing which, directly accomplishes or performs, or assists in acconI lsibimrg

or performing a human abortion. miscarriage, euthanasia or any other death of a

human fetus or human embryo. (Laws 1973, ch. 163, 1.)

6-77.3. Interference with right; injunctive relief; damages.--Any
person who withholds, denies or deprives, any other person of such right, or who

intimidates, threatens or coerces, or attempts to intimidate, threaten or coerce

another with the purpose of interfering with such right, or who punishes or attempts

to punish any other person for exercising or attempting to exercise such right,

whether in connection with employment or otherwise, is subject to injunctive relief

and is liable to the person injured thereby for damages. (Laws 1973, ch. 163, 1:)

6-77.4. Interference with right; penalty.-Whoever knowingly, and
.willfully withholds, denies or deprives, any other person of such right ; or who
intimidates, threatens or coerces, or attempts to intimidate, threaten or coerce

another with the purpose of interfering with such right ; or who punishes or
attempts to punish any other person for exercising or attempting to exercise such
right, whether in connection with employment or otherwise, shall upon conviction
therefor be fined not to exceed $10,000 or imprisoned not to exceed five years or
both. (Laws 1973, ch. 163, 1.)

Severability.--Section 2, ch. 163, Laws given effect without the invalid provision
1973, provides: "If any provision or clause or application, and to this end the provi-
of this act or application thereof to any sions of the act are severable."
person or circumstance is held invalid, such Effective date.-Section 3, ch. 163, Laws
invalidity shall not affect other provisions 1973, makes this act effective upon passage.
or applications of the act which can be Approved March 3, 1973.

c
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State Memorials to the Congress Re: Abortion

Since Wade and Bolton, several State legislatures, or one House

thereof, have passed resolutions memorializing Congress to take some type

of action on the abortion issue. Some of the resolutions ask Congress to initiate

a constitutional amendment to protect the unborn; some ask simply for a Consti-

tutional convention; others speak in different terms. Reproduced below are those

abortion-related memorials which have been received by the Senate (in each

instance the House received the same memorial) and, reported in the

(Ci1r. ressional Record.
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IDAHO

51 Cong. Rec. S6413 (daily ed. April 3, 1973

A joint memorial of the Legislature of the

State of Idaho. Referred to the Committee on

the Judiciary:
SEWATS Joiwi MIMoRAL No. 113 sT STAiR

Asrarms COsrrras

"A joint memorial to the Congress of the
United States and the Senators and Rep-
resentatives representing the State of

Idaho in the Congress of the United States
relating to action necessary to prser

the right to life of unborn children

"We, your Memorialists, the Senate and
House of Representatives of the State of
Idaho assembled in the First Regular Session

of the porty-second Idaho Legislature. do

hereby respectfully represent that:
*Whereas, the United States Supreme

Court has severely limited the rights of the
states to regulate and prohibit abortions;
and

"Whereas, the decision of the Supreme
Court falls to recognise the right to life of

unborn children; and
"Whereas, immediate action Is necessary

to 'preserve the right to life of unborn chil-
dren and to forestall a wholesale wave of

life-taking abortions.
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the First

Regular Session of the Forty-second Idaho
Legislature, the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives concurring therein, that we urge
the Congress of the United States to take,
without delay, such action as necessary in-
cluding proposing a constitutional amend-
ment to preserve the right to life of unborn
children and to forestall a wholesale wave
of life-taking abortions which could result
from the recent decision of the Supreme
Cout

"Be it further resolved that the Secretary
of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized
and diretoed to forward copies of this Memo-
rial to the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives of

the Congress of te United States and the
Senators and Representatives tepresentiag
the State of Idaho in the Congress of the
United States."
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D1\I)LANA

1 C ng. t ec. Siz ( caily ed., Jan. 21, 1974)

Aloinm re'- luton of the Legislature of the
Stage of Tite2:. , Referred to the Crat4lttee
on the Judicia.ry:

"SeNAT T>-7o',.rO JOINT RESOLUTION No. 8

"A Joint resolution directing the United
States Congress to call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing
an amen; ment to the Constitution of the
United States relative to the protection of
the right to live
"Whereas, the Declaration of Independ-

(nee of the United States of America affirms

thet the right to life is an inalienable right
m o a U t1e ople by their Creator; and

r. federal Constitution and
-,,,". : ;rr states, as well as the laws

btll the Federal and State
are traditionally affrmed and

basic right up to the present

S'.1 ic tradition has been
.:pied into question by the

S,. : deoison of the United States
Ol January 22, 1973, in Roe

v. Itolton which sanctioned
.

of en unborn child during the r months of pregnancy upon
?irk of the mother and her physician

rdnr, and ^.. to the moment of birth under
certain ir--umstanceS; and

"Wnerte this erosion of the most basic
ornci,1e, the right to life, on which this
ncr.try was founded, portends untold con-
n, cts in our society and endangers the very
existence of our nation and the Judeo-
Christian c lture which supports it; and

"Whereas, the Legisluture of this state be-
ileves it to be for the best interest of the
people of the United States that an amend-
rient to the Constitution of the United
States be adopted to protect the right to live;
Therefore,

"Be it resolved by the General Assembly
of the State of Indiana:

sectionn 1. That the Congress of the United

States be, and hereby is requested to call a
constitutional convention for the purpose
of proposing the following amendment to -
the Constitution of the United States:

"Sec. 1. That each state shall have the right
to determine whether to eliminate or regu-
late abortion.

"Sec. 2. Neither the United States nor any
State shall deprive any human being of life
cu account of age, illness or incapacity.

"Sec. 3. Congress and the several States
shall have power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation.

"Section 2. If Congress shall have pro-
posed an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States identical with that con-
tainedl within this resolution prior to June 1,
t 19;3, this application for a convention shall
no longer he of any force or effect.

.Section 3. The Secretary of the Senate is
directed to tranamit immediately copies of
this resolution to the Secretary of the Senate
of the United States and the Clerk of the
:louse of Representatives of the United
States and to each member of Congress from

this state.
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KENTUCKY

24 Cong. Rec. S2404 (daily ed., Feb. 28, 1974)

A resolution of the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky. Referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary:

"SawAT RsoLUTrro No. 9
"Senators Clyde Middleton, Nelson Robert

Allen. Wlam R. Gentry, Jr., Gene RuE,
Denver C. Knuckles, Tom Mobley. Delbet 8.
Murphy. Georgia Davis Powers, Joseph Pra-
ther. Gus Sheehan, Eugene Stuart. Daisy
Thaler, and Danny Yocum introduced the
following resoiutosa, which was ordered to
be printed.
"A joint reco'ution directing the United

States Congress to recognize the rights of
the unborn
"Whereas, the sweeping judgment of the

United States Supreme Court In the Teas
and Georgia abortion cases expressly deprived
the unborn of legal and constitutional pro-

1 tection during their gestation; and
"Whereas, such judicial holding condones

the destruction of an entire class of live
human beings; and

"Whereas, in states in which abortion laws
have recently been relaxed or repealed, re-

spect for unborn human life has proved to
be wholly inadequate for the reasonable pro-
tectionsttution of the Unie S:unborn; and

"Whereas, a legal threat to the right of
life of any individual member of a society
imperials the right to life of every other
member of that society; and

"Whereas, human life in all states is en-
titled to the protection of the laws and may
not be abridged by act of any court or legis-
lature or by any judicial Interpretation of

the Constitution the United States ad
Vhrathe Issue Is of such great magni-

tude-the extent to which human life itself-
is protected under the Constitution; and

"Whereas, the General Assembly of the
- Comr onwealth of Kentucky believes it to

be in the beSt Interest of the people of the

United States that an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States be adopted
to protect unborn human lives, and

"Whereeas, today, January 22d, herk the
1st Anniversary of this sad era In U.S. his-
tory, ueehred in by these modern Dred Soott

decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court on Jan-
uary 22. 1973: Now, therefore, be it

Slesoved by the General Assembly of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky:

"Sucifow 1. That the Congress of the United
States tnke appropriate action to adopt a
Constitutional Amendment that will guar-
antee the explicit protection of all unborn
human life by extending the same constitu-
tional rights, including due process of law,
which apply to the unborn in the same man-

- ner and to the &%me extent as all other citi-
sens of the United States, and will guarantee
that no human life will be denied protection
of law or deprived of life on count of age,
sickness, state of development or condition
of dependency or wantedness.

"Sic. 2. That the Clerk of the Senate trans-
mit a copy of this Resolution to the Pres-
dent of the United States, the President of
the Senat of the United States, the Speaker
of the No*se of Representatives of the United
States. each member of the Kentucky Con-
gressIona delegation. each member of the
United States Supreme Court and the Gov-
ernor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky."
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LOU ISIANA

91 Cong. >. S11005 (daily ed., June 13, 1973)

See also 86 Cong. B E>. S10463 (daily ed., June 6, 1973)

A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
of i.h sate of Louisiana. Referred to the
('..; ;t on he Judiciary:

it CtlCNT RESOLUTION No. 178

A coc. nt o.reolut in to memorialize the
12;, rw of the United States to adopt,

.a: , n, t to the states for ratification,
en emtte:trment in the United States Con-
stittion whiolh will guarantee the right
i ir~te 0tor hurnan to life throughout

t t rten sedS tates Supreme Court
Sum y 2, .1973, nullifed the laws of

S Ym;oa .stes, including Louisiana, re-
2: ii;.g ; o end interpreted the United

ktrl cortJU td u o In a way which allows
t:i.s ritt:trutIon of unborn human life; and

Whe em.,e sweeping judgment of the
Ui, ti: sets Lupreme Court in the Texas
;caulnr ' el:: abortion cases is a flagrant re-
jeecrni of the right of the unborn child to

2> 2'. ;nh the full nine months of the
cu.; In SO period; and

Whereas, unborn human life is entitled
to the protection of laws which may not be
abridgctd by act of any court or legislature
or by any judicial interpretation of the Con-
stltutl;n of the United States.

Therefore, be it resolved by the House of
Representatives of the Legislature of Louisi-
ana, the Senate thereof concurring, that the
Congress of the United States is memorial-
ized, requested and urged to adopt, and to
submit to the states for ratification, an
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States which will guarantee the ex-
plicit protection of all unborn human life
throughout its development, except in such
case as such protection would cause the
death of the mother; will guarantee that no
human being, born or unborn, shall be de-
nied protection of law or shall be deprived
of life on account of age, sickness or condi-
tion of dependency, and will provide that
Congress and the several states shall have
the power to enforce the provisions of such
amendment by appropriate legislation.

Be it further resolved that copies of this
resolution shall be transmitted to each mem-
ber of the Louisiana congressional delega-
tion, to the Secretary of the United States
Senate, to the Clerk of the United States
House of Representatives and to the Presi-
dent of the United States.
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MAIE

43 Cong. Rec. S5159 (daily ed., Mar. 20, 1973)

A joint resolution of the LegslaturOg the
dhiy: the Committee on the

"Ja TXUMVto Pup s carsax A m o T33 u
"W. youtr Memovaiju the Senate andRouse of prse o, the Sate adMaine in the One nu and Siatoesftive Session assembled most swq eg sla-

sent and petition your Honorb 1 y as

m herea ideiatpyn ang

humas embryo or aeemet and nottany a
and growing human Indivi as a eving
moment of conlpi o;e dy from t e

Whereas, the moment of birth sup-merely an identifiable pon aog h cusetof human development a o the rsof human life: n and ndn hebgnning

"her'asrespc for human life has been
a o oety for millennia;

"Where"the Maine Lgslature has sup-unborn child by cenecrn for the life of theliberal modify ejecting all attempts to
tion law; and range the State's abor-"Whereas, the United StatesSupreme Qmrt
an decision has ruled against the unborn;

"Whereas, the Maine Legislatur, wishes toestablish and define the rights of the unborn;now, therefore, be it
'Resolved: By your MemorIalAs, that theUnited States Co e propose an amend

meat to the Constituton of the United States
"1. As used in the Fifth and FourteenthArticle of Amendment to the Constitution ofthe United States, dealing with the depriva-tion of life, the word 'person' shall apply toevery human being regardiep of the stageof his biological development h"2. Nothing herein shall any statefrom adopting such laws as a ay to.preserve the life of the exea mhey to3 C e Xpectant mother."3. Congress and the several sae hlhave the power to enforce this amtes Shall

by appropriate legislation; and be it further"Resolved: That certified copies of this res-olution be immediately transmitted by theSecretary of State to the President of theSenate and the Speaker of the Mouse of Rep.resentatives of the United states ogres.to each Member of the Maine Congreasson,Delegation and to the Legisltu of eachof the several states attesting adaptionof this resolution by the Stane tue ane"nSixth Zegislature t th sae at Min.-an
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MINN ESOTA

73 Cong. Rec. 9026 (daily ed., May 156, 1973)

A joint resolution of the Legislature of
the State of Minnesota. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary:

"RsoterroWi

"A resolution memorializing the Congress of
the United States to propose a constitu-
tional amendment aihrming and protectin
the value of human life
"Whereas, the United States Supreme

Court has recently put on the United States
Constitution a construction that is con-
tradictory to the convictions of the people
of the United States about the value of
human life; now, therefore,

"Be it resolved, by the Legislature of the
United States should speedily propose to the
states for their ratification an amendment
to the United States Constitution substan-
tially in the following form:

"'Section 1. No person shall be deprived
of life, liberty, or property, from conception
until natural death without due process of
law, nor denied the equal protection of the
laws. provided that this article shall not
prevent medical operations neceese.ry to esve
the life of a mother.

Sec. 2. The Congress and the several
states shall have concurrent power to en-
force this article by appropriate legislation.'

Be it further resolved, that the Secretary
of State of the State of Minnesota transmit
copies of this resolution to the Speaker of
the United States House of Representatives,
the president of the United States Senate,
the chairman of the Judiciary Committees
of the United States House of Represnta-
tives and Senate and the Minnesota Repre-
sentatives and Senators in Congress."
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MONTANA

(U solution passed -only by Montana House of Representatives)

46 Cong. Rec. S5612 (daily ed., Mar 26, 1973)

4r

+i

.

A resolution of the House of Representa-
tives of the State of Montana. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary:

"REsoLrtrroK

'Requesting the Congress of the United
States to adopt an amendment to the U.S.
Constitution which will reinstate the right
of the States to protect the right of an un-
born human being to life and offerthe eon-
stitutional amendment to the States for
ratifcation
"Whereas, the tradition of Montana law

from its earliest statutes has been to provide
legal protection to the fundamental rights of
all human beings, including the right to life,
and

"Whereas, the recent decisions of the
United States Supreme Court has interpreted
this protection to be contrary to the United
States Constitution insofar as these decisions
affect the right to life of unborn humans,
and

"Whereas, Montana's traditions on behalf
q( human life and the protection of our hu-
man environment can best be continued only
through appropriate constitutional protec-
tion. -

"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the House
of Representatives of the State of Montana:
That the Congress of the United States is
hereby urged and requested to adopt a con-
stitutional amendment which will guarantee
the right of the States to enact or preserve
laws which protect the right to life of unborn
human beings, and

"Be it further resolved, that copies of this
resolution be forwarded to the Montana con-
gressional delegation, the Secretary of the
United States Senate, the Clerk of the United
States House of Representatives, and the
President of the United States."

52
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NEBRASKA

89 Cong. Rec. S10808 (Gaily ed., June 11, 1973)

A resolution of the Legislature of the
State of Nebraska. Referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary:

"LEGISLATIVE REsOLtrFioN 23
"Whereas, the sweeping judgment of the

United States Supreme Court in the Texas
and Georgia abortion cases expressly de-
prived the unborn of legal and constitu-
tional protection during their gestation; and

"Whereas, such Judicial holding condones
the destruction of an entire class of live hu-
man beings; and

"Whereas, in states in which abortion laws
have recently been relaxed or repealed, pro-
fessional medical ethics and respect for un-
born life have proved to be wholly inade-
quate for the reasonable protection of the
lives of the unborn; and

"Whereas, a legal threat to the right to
life of any individual member of a society
imperils the right to life of every other
member of that society; and

"Whereas, human life in all stages is en-
titled to the protection of the laws and may
not be abridged by act of any court or legis-
lature or by any judicial interpretation of
the Constitution of the United States; and

"Whereas, the issue is of such great mag-
nitude-the extent to which human life it-
self is protected under the Constitution; and

"Whereas, the Legislature of this state be-
lieves it to be in the best interest of the

people of the United States that an amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United
State - ,dopted to protect unborn human
live..

"Nov, therefore be it resolved by the Mem-
bers o: the Eighty-third Legislature of Ne-
braska, First Session:

"i. That the Congress of the United States
take appropriate action to adopt a Constitu-
tional Amendment that will guarantee the

explicit protection of all unborn human life
by extending the appropriate constitutional
ricrts, including due process of law, which
apply to the unborn in an appropriate man-
ner ,id to the same extent as all other citi-
zt v: the United States, and will guarantee
thot no hunat:. life will be denied protection
of iw or deprived of life on account of age,
stckness, stage of development, or condition
of oependerncy or wantednas.

"2 That thic Clerk of the Legislature trans-
mit a copy of this Resolution to the Presi-
dent of the Senate of the United States, the
Speaker of the House of Representatives of
the United States. each member of the Ne-
braska Conirressional delegation, each mem-
ber c the United States Supreme Court, and
to the legislatures of each of the several
states "

n m~mfIi
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NEW JERSEY

82 Cong. Rec. S10003 (aily ed., Mqy 31, 1973)

A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
of the State of New Jersey. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary:
"llM*T3 ConcusaZnT ResoLuTioN No. 2022
"A concurrent resolution, msmorlslistng the

Congress of the United States to amend the
Constitution of the United States to ef-
fectuate protection of unborn humans
"Be it resolved by the Senate of the State

of New Jersey (the General Assembly con-
!arng):

"1. That the Congress of the United States
be and is hereby memortaisd to propose an
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States to effectuate protection of un-
born humans.

"2. That duly authenticated copies of this
resolution, signed by the President of the
Senate and the Speaker of the General As-
sembly and attested to by the Secretary of
the Senate and Clerk of the General Assem-
bly, be transmitted to the Secretary of the
Senate of the United States and the Clerk
of the House of Representatives, the United
States Senators from New Jersey and each
member of the House of Representatives
elected from New Jersey."
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NORTH DAKOTA

60 Cong. Rec. S7438 (Gaily ed., April 16, 1973)

A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
of the State of North Dakota. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary:
"SENATE C CURRENT RESOLUTION No. 4069
"A concurrent resolution requesting the

Congress of the United States to propose
an amendment to the United States Con-
stitution for ratification by the states
which will guarantee the right of the un-
born human to life throughout its intra-
uterine development subordinate, only to

. saving the life of the mother, and will
guarantee that no human life shall be de-
nied protection of law or deprived of life
on account of age, sickness, or condition
of dependency.
"Whereas, 77 percent of those voting in the

November 7th, 1972, general election in
North Dakota rejected abortion as an alter-
native to solving the problems of maternal
and prenatal and natal health; and

"Whereas, the United States Supreme
Court on January 22, 1973, nullified the over-
whelming decision of the North Dakota elec-
torate to protect unborn human life by in-
terpreting the United States Constitution in

a way which allows the destruction of un-
born human life to preserve the well-being
of the pregnant woman; and

"Whereas, the sweeping judgment of the
United States Supreme Court in the Texas
and Georgia abortion cases is a flagrant re-

jection of the unborn child's right to life
through the full nine-month gestation pe-
riod: and

"Whereas. human life in the womb is en-
titled to the protection of the laws which
may not be abridged by act of any court or

legislature or by an judicial interpretation
of the Consittton of the United States;

"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Sen-
ate of the State of North Dakota, the House
of Representatives concurring therein: That
the Congros of the United States is hereby

urged and requested to propose a consti-
tutlonai amendment for ratification by the

states that will guarantee the explicit pro-

tect ion of all unborn human life throughout
i s intrauterine development subordinate

only to saving the life of the mother, and
will guarantee that no human life shall be
denied protection of law or deprived of life
on account of age, sickness, or condition of
dependency, and that Congress and the sev-

eral states shall have power to enforce this
article by appropriate legislation; and

"Be it further resolved, that copies of this
resolution be forwarded by the Secretary of
State to the North Dakota Congressional
Delegation, the Secretary of the United
States Senate, the Clerk of the United States
House of Representatives, and the President
of the United States."

OTSRl
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OKLAHOMA

73 Cong. Rec. S9027 (daily ed., May 15, 1973)

A concuent resolution of the Legislature
of the State of Oklahoma. Refemed to the
Committee on the Judielary:
"S

t xtra CoWeasUrWT RemoourrOw No. 53
"A conourrent resolution memorializing Con-

grs to propose an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States dining
the word 'person' in relation to any stage
of biological development, providing for
any State to adopt laws necessary to
preserve the life of an expectant mother
and providing for Congress and the States
to enact legislation to enforce the amend-
ment: and directing distribution
"Whereas, the Oklahoma Legislature has

supported and shown concern for the life
of the unborn child by rejecting all at-
tempts to liberalize, modify or change the
state's abortion law; and

"Whereas, the United States Supreme
Court has by decision ruled against the un-
born; and
"Whereas, the Oklahoma Legislature wishes
to define the rights of the unborn.

"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the
Senate of the 1st session of the 34th Oka-
}homa Legislature, the House fo Represen-
tatives concurrng therein:

"Section 1. The Congress of the United
States of America be and is hereby respect-
fully memorialized to propose an amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United
States, which shall provide as follows:

I. As used in the Fifth and Fourteenth
Articles of Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, dealing with the dep-
rivation of life, the word 'person' shall
apply to every human being regardless of
the stage of his biological development.

"2. Nothing herein shall prohibit any state
from adopting such laws as are necessary to
preserve the life of the expectant mother.

"3. Congress and the several states shall
have the power to enforce this amendment
by appropriate legislation.

"Section 2. Authenticated copies of this
resolution shall be forwarded to the Pree)-
dent of the Senate of the United States, the
Speaker of the House of Repreesentatives of a
the United States and to each member of
the Oklahoma congressional delegation.
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SOUTH DAKOTA

51 Cong. Rec. S6417 (gaily ed., April 3, 1973)

A concurrent resolution of the Legislatureof the State of South Dakota. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary:
"Houma Coxcumeswr ResOLIrTION No. 810
"A concurrent resolution, memorializing the

Congress of the United States to propose
an appropriate amendment to the Consti-
tution of the United States recognizing the
right to life for all unborn children and af-
fording protection for that right or, in the
alternative, specifically reserving to the
states the power to make and enforce such
laws as the states deem fit which would
recognize and would afford protection for
such right
"Be it resolved by the House of Representa-

tives of the State of South Dakota, the Sen-
ate concurring therein:

"Whereas, since time immemorial mankind
has recognized the inherent sanctity and
right to life of unborn children; and

"Whereas, many of the several states, in-
cluding South Dakota, have, since state-
hood, made and enforced laws recognizing
and enforcing such right, including laws re-
stricting or prohibiting abortion; and

"Whereas, a recent decision by a majority
of the United States Supreme Court has fail-
ed to give full recognition to this inherent
right to life and has rendered invalid the
laws of many states, including those of South
Dakota, which seek to enforce such right;

"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the
House of Representatives of the State of
South Dakota, the Senate concurring there-
in:

To hereby memorialize the Congress to pro-
pose, by a two-thirds vote of each house
thereof, an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States recognizing the right =to life
for all unborn children and ,affording protec-
tion for that right or, in the alternative, spe-
cifically reserving to the states the power to
make and enforce such lays as the states
deem fit which would recognize and would
afford protection for such right, the said
amendment which shall be valid to all in-
tents anid purposes as part of the Constitu-
tion when ratified by the legislatures of
three-fourths of the several states.

"Be it further resolved, that duly certified
copies of this Resolution be forthwith trans-
mitted to the President of the Senate and
the Speaker of the House of Representatives
of the Congress of the United States and to
each member of Congress from this state.

"Adopted by the House. February 21, 1973.
"Concurred in by the Senate, March 14,

1973."
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UTAH

68 Cong. Rec. 8316 (daily ed., May 7, 1973)

A joint resolution of the Legislature of the
State of Utah. Referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary:

"N.J. RM. No. SO

"A joint resolution at the 40th legislature
of the State of Utah. requesting a memorial
to the Congress of the United States
"Be it resolved by the Legslature of the

State of Uteh: That the Congress of the
United States take without delay such actionAs n cessary. including a Constitutional
Amendment if need. to preserve the right
to life of unborn children and to forestall a
wholesale wave of life-taking abortions which
could result from the recent decision of the
Supreme Court.

"Be it further resolved, that the
Secretary of State send copies of this resolu-
tion to the President of the Senate and to
the Speaker of the House of Representatives
of the Congress of the United States and to
each member of the Congress from the State
of Utah."

___ 
__
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WPEST VIRGINIA

(Iesolution pj ssed only by West Va. Senate)

8 )Cong. Pec. S10808 (daily ed., June 11, 1973).

See also 11 Cong. REc. S1213 (daily ed., Feb 5, 1974)

A resolution of the Senate of the State of
West Virginia. Referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary:

"SNATg RUSOLUrTION No. 10
"(By Mr. Darby and Mrs. Leonard)

"Memorialising the oongrees of the United
States to approve House Joint Resolution
No. 261, introduced on January 30. 1970,
proposing an amendment to the Constitu-
tion of the United States guaranteeing the
right to life to the unborn, the ill, the aged
or the incapacitated

"Resolved by the Senate:
"That the Congress of the United States

be urged and requested to approve the
amendment to the United States Oonatitu.
tion introduced in Hoge Joint Resolution
No. 261. which reads as follows:

"Proposing an amendment to the Constitu.
tion of the United States guaranteeing the
right to lift to the unborn, the ill, the aged
or the incapacitated. 'lb be rated by the
states within seven years of Congresional
approval.

"Article -
"Ssicrzow 1. Neither the United States nor

any state shall deprive any human being,
from the moment of conception, of life with-
out due process of law; nor deny to amy
human being, from the moment of ooooep.tion, within its jurisdiction, the equal pro.
tection of the laws.

"8=. 2. Neither the United States nor any
state shall deprive any human being of life
on account of illness, age or inoapactty.

"Sec. 3. Congress and the several states
shall have the power to enforce this article
by appropriate legislation," and, be it

"Resolved further, That the Clerk of the
Senate notify the Congress of the United
States of this action by forwarding to the
appropriate cifos of each Route of Con-
gress a certified copy of this Reseoluon."
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Additionally, Rep. Hogan, on April 19, 1973, reprinted in the Congressional

Record, a joint resolution, of the MARYLAND legislature, regarding abortion,

which is reproduced below. See 63 Cong. Rec. 113057 (daily ed., April 19, 1973)

SENATE JoINT REsoLUTION No. 37
Senate Joint Resolution requesting the Con-

gress of the United States to propose an
amendment to the United States Constitu-
tion to effectuate protection of unborn hu-
mans
Whereas, The law of Maryland has always

recognized that unborn humans are entitled
to legal protection; and

Whereas. The Supreme Court of the United
States has expressly deprived unborn hu-
mans of all legal and constitutional protec-
tion during the first six months of gestation;
and

Whereas, The Supreme Court of the United
States has effectively deprived unborn hu-
mans of all legal and constitutional protec-
tion during the last three months of gesta-
tion by ruling that the interest of the viable
unborn child is subordinate to his or her
mother's sense of physical, emotional, psy-
chological and familial well-being; now,
therefore, be it

Resolved by the General Assembly of Mary-
land, That the Congress of the United States
propose an amendment to the United States
Constitution to effectuate protection of un-
born humans; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this Resolution be
sent to the United States Senate and the
United States House of Representatives.
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ADDENDUM

In the time since the preparation of the preceding report, several ad-

ditional abortion-related developments have occurred. Below, these develop-

ments are briefly discussed, the discussion focusing on Supreme Court Action,

Congressional Action, Judicial Developments and State Legislation.

Supreme Court Action

On remand, the Virginia Supreme Court upheld the conviction in the

Bigelow case. See p. 131, supra. Bigelow has once again been appealed

to the Supreme Court. See Bigelow v. Virginia, 42 U.S. L.W. 3502 (U.S. March 5,

1974) (No. 73-1309). The appeal is pending before the Court. Other recent

appeals are Poe v. Gerstein, 42 U.S.L.W. 3501 (U.S. March 5, 1974) (No.

73 -1283) and Israel v. Doe, 42 U. S. L.W. 3471 (U. S. February 19, 1974) (No.

73-1229). Poe raises issues similar but not identical to those raised by the

appeal in Coe v. Gerstein. See p. 137, supra. The appeal in Israel contests

the invalidation, by a federal court, of the Rhode Island restrictive statute on

abortion. The appeals in both Poe and Israel are pending.

The Supreme Court has denied certiorari (thus letting stand the lower

court decision) in Kugler v. Young Women's Christian Assn., 42 U. S. L. W. 3541

(U.S. March 26, 1974) (No. 73-838), see p. 12, supra, and Jones v. Smith,

42 U. S. L. W. 3501 (U.S. March 5, 1974) (No. 73-11373), see p. 137, supra.

Congressional Action

The only recent affirmative Congressional Action to note is that the

House, on February 28, 1974, disagreed to the Senate Amendment to H. R.

7824, concerning the participation of Legal Services Corporation Attorneys in

abortion litigation. 24 Cong. Rec. H1278 (daily ed. February 28, 1974). See

pp. 107-114, supra.

... ,
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Abortion hearings were held by the Senate Judiciary Committee,

Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments, on March 6 and 7, 1974. The hear-

ings were on S.J. Res. 119 and S.J. Res. 130. The Subcommittee intends to

hold more hearings.

Since the beginning of 1974, several abortion bills and resolutions

have been introduced in the Congress. Below is a brief summary of pertinent

information regarding these bills.

H.R. 12375

Mr. Waldie; 2/29/74; Interstate & Foreign Commerce

To provide that respect for an individual's right not to par-
ticipate in abortions contrary to that individual's conscience
be a requirement for hospital eligibility for Federal financial
assistance

H. Res. 829

Mr. Froehlich; 2/6/74; Rules Cosp: Mr. Mitchell of N.Y.,

Mr. O'Hara, Mr. Conte

Creating a select committee to study the impact and rami-

fications of the Supreme Court decisions on abortion

H.R. Res. 872

Mr. Eilberg; 1/22/74; Judiciary

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United

States guaranteeing the right to life to the unborn, the ill,
the aged, or the incapacitated

H.J. Res. 877

Mr. Scherle; 1/23/74; Judiciary

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States to restore regulatory authority over abortions to the

states

H.J. Res. 889

Mr. Dominick v. Danioels; 1/31/74; Judiciary

ID with H.J. Res. 877, above
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Judicial Developments

* A recent decision on the precise scope of regulatory authority over

abortions was handed down by a U. S. District Court in Illinois. Generally,

the court upheld regulations which prescribed the methods and conditions under

which abortions could be performed, regardless of the duration of the patient's

pregnancy. Friendship Medical Center, Ltd. v. Chicago Board of Health, 367

F. Supp. 594 (N. D. Ill. 1973).

In Maryland, that state's Court of Special Appeals held that the state

could require that abortions be performed only by licensed physicians, but that

it could not require that all abortions be performed in certain hospitals. The

court also held that the holdings of Wade and Bolton are fully retroactive.

Maryland v. Ingel, No. 197 (Md. Ct. Sp. App., Aug. 6, 1973).

In Doe v. North Ottawa Community Hospital Authority, No. 2768

(Mich. Cir. Ct. May 15,. 1973), the court ruled that the hospital in issue could

request, but could not require, the consent of the spouse prior to a surgical

S
sterilization.

The court in Pound v. Pound, No. 74-CH-4 (Ill. Cir. Ct. Feb. 2,

1974) ruled that a husband has no legal right to prevent his wife from having

an abortion. See also N. Y. Times, Feb. 2, 1974, p. 1 1 .
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State Legislation

Pennsylvania and Michigan have recently enacted abortion legislation.

The legislation in both states relates to insuring that individuals and institutions

my not be compelled to perform or assist in abortions. The legislation is

reproduced below:

r
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P)enn sylvan ia

. Act. No. 78 (1973 Leg. Serve. Pamp. N .

ABORTION OR STERILIZATION-RIGHT
NOT TO PERFORM

ACT NO4 78

S.B.NO.443

An Act amending the act of Oetob 2 S7, 1955 (P.L. 744, No. 222), en-
titled, as amended, "An act prohibiting certain practices of di' rnLuinra-
tion because of race, color, religious creed, ancestry, sge or mlon al
origin by employers, employment agencies, labor organ iml-ftah and
others as herein defined; creating the Pennsylvania IRmtimn Vela.
tions Commission in the Department of Labor and Industry; defin-
ing its functions, powers and duties; providing for procedure and en-
forcement; providing for formulation of an educational program to
prevent prejudice; providing for judicial review and enforcement

and imposing penalties," protecting the right of hospitads and in.
dividuals not to engage in abortion or sterilization and providing
against discriminatory practices in respect to abortion and steriliza-
tion.

The General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania hereby enacts
as follows:

Noction 1.
The act of October 27, 1965 (P.L. 744, No. 222), known as the "Pennsyl-

vania Human Relations Act," Is amended by adding a section to reed
Section 5.2. Abortion and Sterilization; Immunity from Requir-e-

ment to Perform; Unlawful Discriminatory Practices 3'
(a) No hospital or other health care facility shall be required to, or held

liable for refusal to, perform or permit the performance of abortion or
sterilization contrary to its stated ethical policy. No physician, nurse,
staff member or employe of a hospital or other health care facility, who
shall state in writing to such hospital or health care facility his objec-
tion to performing, participating in, or cooperating in, abortion or sterili-
zation on moral, religious or professional grounds, shall be required to,
or held liable for refusal to, perform, participate in, or cooperate in such
abortion or sterilization.

34. 75 P.S. it 2516(f), 2619(f) Rep.
35. 43 P.S. 955.2.
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(b) It shall be an ,niawfamdismaimiaatory prastise:
(1) For any persen-to.timpose penalties or take disciplinary action

against. or to deny or limsit peble tends. licenses s;tsafktioBn, degrees,
or ether approvals esuamnmeta -qualifie1tion-to, any hsgtal or other
health care faseity, ssan of sch hospital or health earn, facility to per-
form or permit to be performed. participate in, or cooperate in, abortion
or sterilization by reason of objestion thereto on moral, religious or pro-
fessional grounds, or bease .o any statement or other manifestation of
attitude by such hospital or health eare facility with respect to abortion
or steriliation.

(2) For any person to impose penalties or take disciplinary action
against, or to deny or limit public funds, licenses, ertifications. -degrees,

or other approvals or doenmonts of 'aalthatles .any physician, nurse
or staff member or employee ef -any -bespi, or.keath ears facility,.due to
the willingness or refusal of such physician, aurse or staff member or em-
ploye to perform or participate in abortion or sterilisation by reason of

objection thereto on moral, religious-or protessinal tgronads, or because
of any statement or ether manifesiatinm of attitude by such physcian,
nurse or staft member or. employ witthrespeetto abortion or stertlsa-

(3) For any public or priate apnq,,a1ttiton orperson, including
a medical, nursing or other school,'to deny admafsson to, impose any bur-
dens in terms ofeonditions of employmant.BpOa, or otherwise dscrimiiata

against any- applicant for Amssi iAshrWt# o*.any -phyulcIO, nurse, staff
member, student or saploy.thereef. onacc su ^ of-thewljinngas or re-
fusal of such applicant, physeia., dase staff member,. s tdent er em-
ploy, to perform or participate in, abortion or sprulisation by reason of
objection thereto enaoral.,r lhgojR .rte sOwiU ground . or because
of any statement or other manifestaon of attitude by such person with
respect to abortion or aterilsatlon: .Provided, howovet. Tsa th isaabsee-
tion shall not apply to any health istrs' facilty .perated xn cslaz4 " for
the pertorenanee o abort wor sterllisttion r.dlit iy el am'
dures or to a separate clinic of a health eare facilty for the'b errm-
ane of abortion or strsatio or #rectl7 related groedUes,

Sectlosa' .
Section 11 of thAt getteem I adJuly 31969 (P.L. 131, No, s , is re-

enacted to. read:
itSection 11. P l& e ....

Any person who shall wilfully resist, prevent, impede or $nterfcerrwith
the Commission, its members, agents or agencies, Ilathe performalen- of
duties pursaunt to this set, or shall wilfully violate an order of. the Com-
mission, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction. thereof,
shall be sentenced. to pay a fine of not lees than one hundred dpiars
($100.09) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500.00),.or to .ausaoo
imprisonment not exceeding thirty (30) days. or both, In the discretion

of the court, but procedure for the review of an order shall not be deemed
to be such wilful conduct. -

Section S.
The provisions of this act shall be severable. If any provision of this

act is found by a court of record to be unconstitutional and void, the re-
maining provisions of the act shall nevertheless, remain valid unless the

court finds the valid provisions of the law are so essentially inseparably
connected with and 'depend upon the void provision that it cannot be pre
sumned the General Assembly would have enacted the remaining valid pro-
visions without the void one, or unless the court finds the remaining valid
provisions standing alone are completed and are incapable of being ex-
ecuted in accordance with the legislative intent.

3. 43 P.S. !61.

election 4.
This act shall take effeet imneediateiy.
Approved the 10th day of October A.D. 173.
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Michigan

Mich. Comp. Laws 331. 551-331. 556 (1973 Leg. Serv. Pamp. No. 4)

ABORTION.--REFUSAL

PUBLIC ACT NO. 176'

SENATE BILL No. 156

AN ACT to permit a hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution, or
facility or any person connected therewith to refuse to perform or partic-
ipate in an abortion ; to grant immunity from civil or criminal liability
or from employment discrimination ; and to provide penalties.

The People of the State of Michigon enact:

M.C.L.A. 331.551
Sec. 1. A hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution, or other medical fa-

cility shall not be required to admit a patient for the purpose of performing an
abortion. A hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution, or other facility or
a physician, member or associate of the staff, or other person connected therewith,
may refuse to perform, participate in, or allow to be performed on its premises
an abortion, and the refusal shall be with immunity from any civil or criminal
liability or penalty.
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M.C.L.A.t 331.552
Sec. 2. A physician, or any other person who is a member of or associated

with a hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution, or other medical facility,
or a nurse, medical student, student nurse, or other employee of a hospital, clinic,
institution, teaching institution, or other medical facility in which an abortion is
performed, who states an objection to abortion on professional, ethical, moral, or
religious grounds may not be required to participate in the medical procedures
which will result in an abortion, ands the refusal by the person to participate
therein shall not form the basis of a claim for damages on account of the refusal
or for any disciplinary or discriminatory action by the patient, hospital, clinic,
institution, teaching institution, or other medical facility against the person.

M.C.L.A. 1$331.553
See. 3. A physician who informs a patient that he refuses to give advice con-

cerning, or participate in an abortion shall not be liable to the hospital, clinic,
institution, teaching institution, or medical facility, or the patient for the refusal.

M.C.L.A. 1 331.554
Sec. 4. A civil action for negligence or malpractice, or any disciplinary or dis-

criminatory action may not be maintained against a person refusing to give advice
concerning or participating in an abortion based on the refusal.

M.C.L.A. 1 331.555
Sec. 5. A hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution, or other medical fa-

cility which elects to refuse to allow abortions to be performed on its premises
shall not deny staff privileges or employment to a person for the sole reason that
that person previously participated in, or expressed a williugneas to participate
in a termination of pregnancy. A hospital, clinic, institution, teaching institution,
or other medical facility shall not discriminate against its staff members or other
employees for the sole reason that the staff members or employees have partici-
pated in, or have expressed a willingness to participate in a termination of preg-
nancy.
t M.C.L4A. !l 331.551 to 121.554.

M.C.L..A. 1 331.556
Sen. 8. A violetin e this ket i. h n , puAishakAe by a fine of not

more than $2,000.0O, or aEpfrIi emat br not more than 6 months, or both.

Appstwed Deeentber 21, 1978.
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